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AIR 
 
July 14, 2010     
 
Lowell FeldCommunications manager, NRDC Action Fund 
Posted: July 13, 2010 06:04 PM BIO Become a Fan Get Email Alerts Bloggers' Index  


Murkowski Part II Rears its Ugly Head (Huffington Post) 
 
Clean Energy , Climate Bill , Climate Change , Climate Change Legislation , Environment , Epa 
, Greenhouse Gas Regulation , Jay Rockefeller , Lisa Murkowski , NRDC Action Fund , Green 
News  
On June 10th, we all celebrated the defeat of the heinous Murkowski resolution, which would 
have gutted the EPA's ability to regulate carbon dioxide pollution. Why we needed to defeat 
Murkowski was explained well by NRDC Action Fund Executive Director, Peter Lehner, who 
wrote the following prior to the vote: 
 
EPA's proactive lead in greenhouse gas regulation is a critical aspect of the effort to reduce our 
rampant, destabilizing, and destructive dependence on foreign and offshore oil. While the 
endangerment finding does not, in itself, prescribe regulations, it provides the legal basis for 
critical standards: EPA's proposed CAFE efficiency standard for light-duty vehicles is projected 
to save over 455 million barrels per year, and an anticipated standard for heavy-duty vehicles 
will save billions more. Stripping EPA of its authority to implement these protections would 
increase our nation's dependence on oil and send hundreds of billions of dollars overseas. We 
cannot afford this big step backward, especially as we watch more oil gush into the Gulf each 
day. 
In the end, the Senate didn't take that "big step backward" on June 10th, as the Murkowski 
resolution failed by a 47-53 vote. Many of us probably figured that was the end of this issue, and 
that the Senate would now move on to passing comprehensive, clean energy and climate 
legislation. Unfortunately, as is often the case in Washington, D.C., it isn't that simple (let alone 
logical). 
 
Today, clean air and public health are once again under an assault that constitutes, essentially, 
"Murkowski Part II." The Wall Street Journal reported on June 22: 
 
As U.S. Senate lawmakers attempt to determine the fate of energy legislation, an influential 
Democrat is boosting efforts to suspend a controversial greenhouse-gas rule passed earlier this 
year by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  
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After introducing a bill to impose a two-year halt on the new EPA rule, Sen. Jay Rockefeller, a 
Democrat from coal-rich West Virginia, is now working to round up supporters for his 
legislation.  
 
 
It should go without saying that this is completely unacceptable. As we all know, the public was 
outraged at Murkowski's Big Oil bailout bill. They understood that this moved the country 
backward, not forward, and that it was exactly the wrong way to go, given the energy and 
environmental challenges we face. Through all our efforts, our phone calls and emails (and blog 
posts and tweets, etc.), we helped kill Murkowski Part I. Now, unfortunately, Sen. Jay 
Rockefeller is pushing Murkowski Part II, yet there's far less attention being paid to this effort 
than to the Murkowski's EPA Castration Resolution Part I. People have a lot of other things on 
their minds, and they thought this fight was over back in June. But, once they find out that this 
effort is baaaaack, like a monster in a cheesy horror movie, they are not going to respond 
positively.  
 
Of course, why would the public -- which overwhelmingly supports taking action to promote 
clean energy and deal with climate change - ever respond positively to a proposal aimed at 
throwing away one of our key tools to cut pollution and protect public health? And why would 
they respond positively now of all times, as oil continues to spew into the Gulf of Mexico, as 
record heat waves scorch the United States, and as climate science is strengthened every day that 
goes by? Last but not least, why would they support an effort to protect the corporate polluters 
and not all of us who are being hurt by that pollution?  
 
The bottom line is simple: Instead of wasting its time on legislation that will only move the 
country backwards -- towards dirty energy forever -- the Senate should be busy passing a bill that 
moves the country forward towards a bright future of green energy, clean-tech jobs, energy 
security and climate protection. Once our Senators hear that message loud and clear from all of 
us, Rockefeller's Murkowski Part II will be rejected by the Senate, just as Murkowski Part I was 
before it. 
 
Follow Lowell Feld on Twitter: www.twitter.com/lowkell 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 


NOAA Hoarding Key Data On Oil Spill Damage (Huffington Post) 
 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is hoarding vast amounts of raw data that 
independent marine researchers say could help both the public and scientists better understand 
the extent of the damage being caused by the massive BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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In most cases, NOAA insists on putting the data through a ponderous, many-weeks-long vetting 
process before making it public. 
 
In other cases, NOAA actually intended to keep the data secret indefinitely. But officials told the 
Huffington Post on Tuesday that they have now decided to release it -- though when remains 
unclear. 
 
BP, incidentally, gets to see all this data right away. 
 
At issue are test results from a series of research missions conducted by NOAA or NOAA-
sponsored ships exploring the extent and effect of oil beneath the surface of the Gulf. Due to the 
leak's depth and the unprecedented use of dispersants, much of the oil is thought to have spread 
in gigantic undersea plumes, potentially adding a huge, so-far mostly invisible toll to the 
devastation so obviously manifesting itself along the nation's Gulf shore. 
 
Despite early urgent warnings from independent scientists that oil suspended in the water column 
is likely killing wide swaths of sea life in the short run -- and possibly endangering marine 
animals and coastlines for decades to come -- NOAA was slow to send out research vessels to 
probe the extent of the problem, and even slower to confirm it. 
 
NOAA eventually sent out a half dozen ships packed with scientists, on back-to-back research 
missions. But the only detailed results so far made public were collected during a single mission 
that ended in late May -- almost two months ago. And some data -- including from the very first 
research vessel to take underwater tests, the Jack Fitz -- wasn't slated to be released at all, 
because it's part of what NOAA calls its Natural Resources Damage Assessment (NRDA). 
 
NRDA data is traditionally kept close to the vest until potentially adversarial legal wranglings 
are over. But in this case, the obvious lead defendant, BP, is part of the Joint Incident Command, 
to whom all the raw data is being turned over immediately. 
 
NOAA officials told the Huffington Post on Tuesday that, in a turnaround, they will now be 
making NRDA data public -- but they offered no timeline for that process. 
 
In a statement to the Huffington Post, NOAA officials insisted that they are working as hard as 
they can to get the public accurate data, as fast as possible. "We understand the public's need for 
answers and consider it our responsibility to help provide those answers," NOAA spokesman 
Justin Kenney wrote in an e-mail. "Our commitment is to do what it takes to provide the right 
answers. Doing so requires upholding the highest standards of data quality and analysis to ensure 
our conclusions are correct. This process does take time, but we are doing everything we can to 
make quality data available in a timely fashion, to responders, our scientific partners, and to the 
public." 
 
Kenney also noted that a considerable amount of other information is being posted online, on 
such websites as NOAA's new GeoPlatform.gov. Indeed, detailed data about such things as 
current ocean conditions are posted in near real-time on one NOAA website. And since the get-
go, NOAA has been publicly tracking the trajectory of the oil that's made it to the surface. 
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But when it comes to data about what's going on under the surface, some marine researchers are 
fed up with NOAA's slow-walk policy. 
 
"It's not about science, it's about what their responsibility is to the public," said Vernon Asper, a 
professor of marine science at the University of Southern Mississippi. 
 
"We want to find out what the impact is going to be. In order to do that, we need to find out as 
much as possible about what's happening to the oil, and make as many measurements as we 
possibly can." 
 
Asper was part of a team of scientists aboard the Pelican, one of the first research vessels to test 
for oil under the surface -- and, it should be noted, to report the existence of underwater plumes. 
 
"What I'd like to see is the data released as soon as possible, with the proper qualifications, in the 
interest of openness and especially in the interest of allowing scientists like myself to plan our 
work. To plan our sampling, we need to know what they've found," Asper told the Huffington 
Post. 
 
Scientists are primarily searching for signs of oil in the water and the consequent depletion of 
oxygen. Calibrating oxygen measurements is apparently a consistent challenge, and researchers 
typically don't release data until they've accounted for any inconsistencies. 
 
Asper gets that. But, he said, "even if their results are off by 10 or 20 percent because of 
calibration or something, that still helps me. That's the kind of information that's required." In 
this case, he said, "my view on that would be: Go ahead and release the data but say: 'These don't 
agree. We haven't figured this out, but here they are anyway.' It's still totally useful information." 
 
And Asper expressed frustration about one issue in particular: "If BP can see the data," he asked, 
"why can't the taxpayers see it?" 
 
Ira Leifer, a researcher at the Marine Science Institute of the University of California, Santa 
Barbara, has grown so frustrated with the overall dearth of data regarding how much oil has 
spilled and where and how it is spreading that he has put together an all-star team of researchers 
on a crash project to do just that. 
 
His proposal is in limbo right now, as everyone waits to see if BP's new cap is capable of 
containing the spill entirely. 
 
Nevertheless, Leifer also called on NOAA to release data more quickly. "If somebody is making 
some measurement somewhere, it is difficult for them to find out or to contact other people who 
are also making measurements to try to compare or discuss their understanding of what's 
happening," he said. 
 
Indeed, he suggested that NOAA should serve as a clearinghouse of data from its own scientists 
and others. 
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By contrast, right now that duty is being taken up by other, more self-interested parties. "The 
best way to find out, ironically, what all the research is that's going on," Leifer said, are lists 
being compiled by law firms -- by plaintiffs' attorneys preparing to sue BP for damages in civil 
suit. 
 
"There are some legal teams that have created extensive, detailed lists of exactly who's doing 
everything," Leifer said. "It's not possible from my knowledge to find that information from 
government sources in any easy fashion." 
 
Meanwhile, the government is working alongside BP, which, as Leifer put it, "may want areas of 
non-knowledge." 
 
Indeed, BP, which faces a potentially enormous per-barrel fine, has no incentive to measure the 
amount of oil leaked with any precision whatsoever. Nor does it have any desire for the public to 
become too acutely aware of the vast amounts of oil it has been able to keep largely hidden 
beneath the surface, in part due to its controversial use of dispersants. 
 
Rick Steiner, a marine conservationist who studied the effect of the Exxon Valdez spill in 
Alaska, sees NOAA's behavior as part of a larger trend. "It's my sense that all federal agencies 
are withholding information at this point on this spill, and this includes Coast Guard, EPA, 
Department of Interior, and certainly NOAA," he told the Huffington Post. 
 
"And there's an overwhelming public interest that the public knows everything that the 
government knows about this at this point. So we need a new paradigm for how to handle public 
information in these sorts of disasters, and there's no better place to start than right here right 
now." 
 
The last in a series of hurdles for data before NOAA lets it go public is for it to be "cleared" by 
the Joint Analysis Group (JAG), a multi-agency task force which a NOAA press release said 
"was established to facilitate cooperation and coordination among the best scientific minds 
across the government and provide a coordinated analysis of information related to subsea 
monitoring in the Gulf of Mexico." 
 
That last part of the process alone can take several weeks. "There is definite recognition within 
the group that it is slow, and there is frustration that it is slow," said JAG member Rik 
Wanninkhof, a NOAA scientist at the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory in 
Miami. 
 
There are two paths NOAA data can take, he told HuffPost. One is "information that does go to 
the general public, and that is quite slow," and the other is "information that is for within NOAA, 
and that goes faster." The Coast Guard and BP also get the data right away. 
 
Wanninkhof said the JAG's clearing process is important to assure that the data is accurate. But, 
he said, "it could be that we are erring to the side of caution." And, he said, it doesn't necessarily 
have to take quite this long. 
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"My feeling is it could be done faster, if fewer agencies were involved," he said. In addition to 
NOAA, the group includes representatives from the Environmental Protection Agency and the 
White House. BP is also there, providing "information coordination and synthesis." 
 
There are two main goals when it comes to sub-surface testing. One is to get a better sense of 
how much oil has spilled; another is to get a better sense of what it's doing to sea life. When it 
comes to the latter, the key indicator involves oxygen levels, and the fear is that the oil will turn 
regions of the Gulf hypoxic, when means the water would have insufficient dissolved oxygen 
levels to sustain living aquatic organisms. 
 
As it happens, the Northern Gulf already develops a large, hypoxic "dead zone" every summer, 
on account of all the nitrogen from sewage or fertilizer flowing down the Mississippi River. 
 
Scientists testing for subsea oil have found depleted levels of oxygen, but the good news is that 
so far, none of them have come close to hypoxia, according to Wanninkhof -- who, unlike the 
rest of us, is seeing the raw data. 
 
He warns that those levels could still go down, however, as microbes start to eat the oil in 
earnest, and in doing so deplete oxygen. 
 
And Asper, the marine scientist from Southern Mississippi, warns that, at the depths where the 
plumes are mostly being found, even a slight reduction in oxygen could have serious and very 
long-lasting consequences. 
 
"The water at great depths hasn't been on the surface in a long time," he said. "It's old water" that 
rose to the surface in Antarctica, perhaps hundreds of years ago, got chilled, and spread out along 
the ocean floor. Just as it hasn't seen the surface in a long time, Asper said, "this water that's 
down there won't get back to the surface of the ocean for probably hundreds of years longer." 
 
So to the extent that oxygen levels there are depleted, he said, "it's quite likely that oxygen will 
stay low for a long time." 
 
Another factor at play when it comes to the dissemination of data is the apparent lack of clarity 
about the circumstances under which NOAA scientists are allowed to speak to the media. 
 
Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility, a whisteblowers group, on Monday 
demanded that NOAA lift its "gag order muzzling NOAA scientists." 
 
And some scientists contacted by HuffPost over the past few weeks have said they were 
explicitly told they could not talk to reporters without permission from NOAA's public affairs 
office. "That's what I've been told, that I'm supposed to direct any media contacts to the media," 
one scientist said on Monday. 
 
But NOAA officials say that this is a misunderstanding of the actual rules. Although the wording 
of those rules -- which dates back to the Bush administration -- is ambiguous in places, Kenney, 
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the NOAA spokesman, insisted that the policy "clearly states that NOAA's scientists are free to 
speak to the media." 
 
NOAA Director Jane Lubchenco "has discussed the importance of open communication to 
employees on many occasions, including whenever she travels to our labs and science centers," 
Kenney wrote in an e-mail. "[T]his is central to who she is as a scientist and NOAA 
administrator." 
 
Kenney did not indicate, however, that NOAA officials were planning to take any action to clear 
up was is evidently some continued confusion in the ranks. Wrote Kenney: "Could our media 
policy be communicated better? Sure, that is always possible. Could it be clearer? No." 
 
 
 


TOXICS 


Tainted cereal exposes soggy food-safety system (Grist) 
 
 by Tom Philpott  
13 Jul 2010 3:25 PM 
 
On June 25, Kellogg's issued a "voluntary recall" of 28 million boxes of its breakfast cereals, 
including Froot Loops, Apple Jacks, Corn Pops, and Honey Smacks. The company revealed it 
had detected an "uncharacteristic off-flavor and smell coming from the liner in the package" of 
the suspect cereal and warned of "possible temporary symptoms, including nausea and diarrhea" 
from eating it. 
 
Before we plunge our spoon into this cereal bowl of trouble, let's ponder the enormity of the 
recall. A box of cereal contains about 12 servings. That means Kellogg's recalled enough cereal 
to serve breakfast to 336 million people -- sufficient for every man, woman, and child in the 
United States, with more than enough left over for every single Mexico City resident. 
 
My brain can barely fathom the enormity; I'm picturing a towering sugar-glazed mountain, a 
crazy-colored Everest of Froot Loops and Apple Jacks. 
 
Now, on one level, the food-safety system worked in this case. A Kellogg's spokesperson told 
the Wall Street Journal that the company had received complaints "from about 20 people, 
including five who reported nausea and vomiting," and then quickly declared the recall. In other 
words, a gigantic food corporation discovers a product problem and quickly does all it can to 
remove as much of that product as possible from the market. System vindicated! 
 
But dig in a little deeper, and you'll find a limp, corporate-friendly food-safety system on 
display. 
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First of all, the FDA has not demanded that the company release the name of the substance that 
caused the off-smell. These are products marketed specifically to children, complete with 
cartoon-laden boxes and, despite the recall, there are likely millions of them on countertops 
across the country, being consumed daily by kids before school. (According to a recent GAO 
report, companies recover only about 36 percent of targeted products in a typical recall.) Yet the 
FDA has released no additional information on the dodgy cereal since the June 25 recall. 
 
And if it weren't for the efforts of Environmental Working Group, we still wouldn't know what 
was causing the trouble. According to an eye-opening report released Monday, an EWG staffer 
contacted Kellogg's to ask point blank what substance had triggered the recall. Here's what 
happened: 
 
Company representatives said initially that Kellogg's did not yet know what chemical had caused 
the problems, but a company nurse called back the next day with an answer: Kellogg's chemists 
had determined that the "off-taste and smell" was caused by methylnaphthalene, which had 
leached into the cereal from the package liner. 
Well, it was big of the company to reveal to EWG the chemical in question, but Kellogg's still 
has yet to post that info on its website. The FDA hasn't uttered a peep about it either. 
 
According to EWG, methylnaphthalene is a "component of crude oil and coal tar" commonly 
used in packaging material. And what are the health impacts of consuming it? Now things get 
murky again. Kellogg's, or at least its staff nurse -- one wonders, do all corporations employ 
nurses? -- is under the impression that it's safe to consume. Reports EWG: 
 
The Kellogg's nurse, who did not give her name, also said that the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration classifies the chemical as "Generally Recognized As Safe," or GRAS. EWG, 
however, could not find the compound on FDA's GRAS list online. 
In fact, according to EWG's exhaustive research, "health agencies know very little about its 
safety." It turns out that methylnaphthalene is on the EPA's infamous list of so-called 
highproduction volume (HPV) chemicals that are used in in massive volumes, even though no 
one seems to have the foggiest idea how toxic they are. Reports EWG: 
 
In 1998, EPA identified the compound as a high production volume (HPV) chemical that lacked 
basic safety data in the public literature. The agency sought a corporate sponsor to submit such 
data to EPA's "HPV Challenge" program. In 1999, a consortium of large petrochemical interests 
volunteered, including BP, Chevron, Condea Vista, Exxon, Fina Oil, Koch, Marathon Ashland, 
Mobil Oil, PDV Midwest Refining, Phillips Petroleum, Shell, and Sunoco. Eleven years later, 
however, EPA's HPV Challenge program website shows no data whatsoever submitted by these 
companies. 
According to EWG, the only U.S. government agency that has looked closely at 
methylnaphthalene is the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR), which 
performed a literature review on it in 2005. One of the agency's conclusions now seems quaint: 
"You are not likely to be exposed to [methylnaphthalene] by eating foods or drinking 
beverages;" you risk exposure only "if you live near a hazardous waste site." Except now, that 
waste site likely sits on millions of kitchen counters. 
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The whole situation reminds me of the dispersants controversy that reared up early in the 
Deepwater Horizons disaster. BP felt perfectly empowered to dump products into public waters 
that 1) had been subjected to scant, at best, safety testing; 2) were full of mystery ingredients, 
shielded even from government rescue workers by "proprietary information" laws. Kellogg's has 
been admirably more forthcoming than BP or the maker of its dispersants, Nalco, on the 
chemical that caused the cereal recall. But its openness was purely voluntary and perhaps 
random -- the staff nurse as whistleblower? -- not pushed by the FDA; and we still know next to 
nothing about methylnaphthalene's toxicity.  
 
Twenty years of deregulation and revolving-door cronyism have shredded the food safety 
system. What other mystery chemicals are sneaking into the food supply? 
 
And of course, the real scandal is what Kellogg's is marketing to kids: a tarted-up slurry 
consisting mainly of sugar, corn products, partially hydrogenated oil, and food colorings. But 
that's a whole different story. 
 
 


WATER 
 
July 14, 2010 


EPA Fracking Meeting Held In Denver (Huffington Post) 
 
CATHERINE TSAI | 07/13/10 10:44 PM  
Denver, Diana DeGette, Epa, Fracking, Jared Polis, Natural Gas, Natural Gas Alliance, Denver 
News 
 
DENVER — Natural gas industry groups on Tuesday urged the Environmental Protection 
Agency to limit the scope of an upcoming study on the effects of a natural gas extraction process 
known as fracking. 
 
Some environmental groups want the federal agency to also examine eventual effects on air 
quality. The EPA held the second of four public meetings to gather comments about its 
upcoming study on how drinking water might be affected by a method of extracting natural gas. 
 
The process – called hydraulic fracturing, or fracking – pumps water and chemicals underground 
at high pressure to help extract trapped oil and natural gas. The fluids help open fractures in shale 
formations, allowing natural gas to flow from the breaks into a well. 
 
Fracking has been around for decades, but amid a natural gas drilling boom, members of 
Congress have questioned whether it could taint drinking water or harm human health. Critics 
said a 2004 EPA study that found no evidence of threats to drinking water was flawed. 
 
The EPA doesn't regulate fracking, leaving that process to states. U.S. Reps. Diana DeGette and 
Jared Polis, both Colorado Democrats, are among those pushing for federal oversight. 
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Besides potential effects on drinking water, critics have raised concerns including whether 
fracking, which can use millions of gallons of water, could deplete aquifers. 
 
America's Natural Gas Alliance, an advocacy group for the gas industry, submitted comments 
last week that, in part, supported focusing the study on effects on drinking water. It also sought 
input on the makeup of EPA study and advisory panels. 
 
"History demonstrates that hydraulic fracturing can generate abundant, secure energy supplies, 
without adverse consequences to drinking water," alliance President and CEO Regina Hopper 
said in a letter to the EPA. 
 
Las Animas County resident Tracy Dahl, though, suspects that his southern Colorado well, 
which has produced clean, clear drinking water for the last seven years, was muddied by fracking 
at an adjacent property June 30. 
 
"That evening, we checked the cistern and there was 500 gallons of murky, nasty water where it 
had always been clean before," Dahl said before the meeting. "Seems to me to be a pretty direct 
correlation. Whether we can prove it or not is another matter." 
 
He said he is now driving 80 miles roundtrip to Trinidad to get drinking water. 
 
"I saw this coming years ago. I was petitioning every politician I could think of to try to come up 
with stronger regulations to prevent this. Then to have to just see it happen anyway, it's 
fantastically frustrating," said Dahl, a 51-year-old technical specialist in renewable energy. 
 
Colorado Oil and Gas Conversation Commission Director Dave Neslin said most of Colorado's 
42,000 active oil and gas wells rely on fracking and that the commission has investigated 
hundreds of groundwater complaints over the years but found no verified instance of fracking 
harming groundwater. 
 
The EPA held its first public meetings on the study last week in Fort Worth, Texas. Other 
meetings are scheduled July 22 in Canonsburg, Pa., and Aug. 12 in Binghamton, N.Y. 
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FNC – Special Report with Bret Baier – Greenhouse gas announced in December 
 
 
Entry #1 
Fox13 News - KSTU (Fox)Salt Lake City, UT – Green House Gas Emissions 
 
 
Entry #2 & Entry #3 
Channel 8 News Now - KLAS (CBS)Las Vegas - The reclamation district plans to pour 
millions of dollars into new treatment plants, even though EPA rules don't force them to do so 
 
 
Entry #4 
Fox in the Morning at 5 - WDRB (Fox)Louisville, KY – Projects mandated by the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
 
 
Entry #5 & Entry #8 
10TV News HD at 11PM - WBNS (CBS)Columbus, OH - Today the Environmental 
Protection Agency announced Ohio is getting the most stimulus money in the country to improve 
the water 
 
Entry #6 
KUSI News Special - KUSI (KUSI)San Diego, CA - The Environmental Protection Agency is 
pushing ahead with its ruling that carbon dioxide is a pollutant 
 
Entry #7 
WJBF News Channel 6 - WJBF (ABC)Augusta, GA – EPA joined Aiken Mayor Fred 
Cavanaugh to an event 
 
Entry #9 
ABC12 News at Eleven - WJRT (ABC)Flint, MI - Contamination of lead, gasoline and 
hydraulic fluid hindered development of the the former buick city site 
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said one person was wounded -- he later died. no 
one else was hurt. cops say a 23-year-old man 
has been arrested. the case is still under 
investigation. the u-n's top climate change official 
is resigning. yvo de boer will step down in july 
after failing to get an international agreement on 
how to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. de boer 
presided over the copenhagen conference last year 
which ended with disputes between wealthy and 
developing nations. developing nations said 
wealthy countries weren't doing enough to fight 
climate change. they'll all meet again in mexico 
city in ju. could carbon dioxide be regulated as a 
green house gas emission? utah law makers say it 
could if the environmental protection agency 
has it's way. some utah lawmakers don't want c-o-
2 to be regulated and taxed. they say that could 
hurt the economy.. especially agriculture. the 
assumption is that co2 is a polutant and that its   
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Channel 8 News Now at 4AM 
KLAS (CBS)Las Vegas, NV DMA: 42 
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Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 11514 
Est. Publicity Value: $164 (30 Seconds) $328 
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destroys these compounds on a molecular level. 
but it's guesswork without firm rules in place. fine 
for us right now, while the lessons of the fish are 
still being revealed. jonathan humbert 8 news 
now.> the reclamation district plans to pour 
millions of dollars into new treatment plants, even 
though epa rules don't force them to do so. the 
southern nevada water authority says ozonation, 
while expensive, is a proven and safe method to 
keep these endocrine disruptors out of drinking 
water. no word on when the epa will finalize their 
rules./// > often those chemicals end up in our 
water because people flush unused or old medicine 
down the toilet. in order to make sure those drugs 
don't end up in the water or get into the wrong 
hands.. 8 news now is taking part in  
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the epa requires little of the water authority or the 
reclamation district. doug drury/water reclamation 
district: in terms of edcs, they don't require us to 
do anything. doug drury with the district says this 
lab will help advance the emerging and 
controversial science. doug drury/water 
reclamation district: we're ahead of the game. 
we're out in front of the epa right now. but no one 
requires them to do this. because of that, an snwa 
study found numerous questionable chemicals 
floating in already-treated water. the epa wants 
more research. suzanne rudzinksi/ epa: but part 
of this is really ming sure we have the science 
right, so that's why we've got things like the 
endocrine disruption screening program going on. 
that program only studies edcs--- it doesn't 
actually require removal. so if it comes from the 
toilet to the plant---to the wash---to the fish----
what about the tap? j.c. davis/snwa: we are using 
parts per trillion. j.c. davis with the water 
authority says there is no cause for concern. lake 
mead dilutes the edcs, and snwa uses ozonaters 
before you take a sip. j.c. davis/snwa: we found 
through our research that our water treatment 
process actually  
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getting a low-interest loan to complete projects 
mandated by the environmental protection 
agency. the council will keep the rate hike on the 
table and make a decision by the end of march. 
house speaker greg stumbo says lawmakers have 
a "blueprint" to fix the ste's one- point-five billion 
dollar shortfall.stumbo says the proposed plan 
avoids tax hikes and massive layoffs.the plan still 
calls for cutting the state's universities by 20 
million-dollars, laying off 150 state employees, 
and switching state workers to a cheaper health 
care stumbo also says the state could save 68 
million-dollars by having students spend two fewer 
days in the classroom each school year.the plan 
also calls for borrowing 220 million-dollars from 
the state's medicaid fund with the hope that the 
federal government would replace that money with 
a second round of federal stimulus dollars.gov. 
steve beshear criticized that idea, calling it 
"unrealistic"... so we questioned the speaker about 
this.  
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would give to your family. it's a reality for lots of 
families right here in central ohio, but that's all 
about to change. today the environmental 
protection agency announced ohio is getting the 
most stimulus money in the country to improve 
the water. in the town of harrisburg, for example, 
just 15 miles south of columbus that money is 
being put to use to create the town's first public 
water system. families have only known wells and 
septic tanks. >> right now, i don't drink the well 
water. i buy water mainly because my wife doesn't 
like -- the water softener has a little bit of a salt 
taste to it. >> that will change. the ohio is to 
receive around $278 million in stimulus funds. that 
is creating 800 jobs and will help improve the 
water quality in 336 areas. some of those projects 
could be right near your home. there are now 215 
miles of new sanitary sewers, 35 miles of 
improved water lines in our   
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correct answer...it's "c"....5 to 7 years. there have 
been at least 20 serious scientific studies... 
seeking the answer to this question. no two agree 
precisely.... but the answers fall in that range.. of 
5 to 7 years. you can find more on those 
studies.... on the "coleman's corner" web page. 
now john...back to you. last week the national 
weather service announced it is establishing a new 
climate change office with the current head of the 
n-c-d-c as its director. he is a disciple of al gore 
and outspoken in saying the office will be devoted 
to advancing the global warming agenda. 
meanwhile, the environmental protection 
agency is pushing ahd with its ruling that carbon 
dioxide is a pollutant. the u-n is planning another 
climate summit for mexico city as early as next 
year. the state of  
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desinged by clemson university and funded by 3.3 
million dollar stimulus grant, the plan will use 
underground cisterns, pourous pavement, rain 
gardens and bio-swales. dr. gene eidson was 
pleased with the turnout for todays event. <this is 
a real partnership with the city of aiken and 
clemson and we're happy everything is coming 
together in this event> aiken mayor fred 
cavanaugh was on hand for the event, as well as a 
representitive from the u-s environmental 
protection agency there's more to come... 
including a look at an olympic champ here in the 
2-state. scott winkler lost a leg in the iraq war... 
but he hasn' t let that stop him from world class 
competion... george?  
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trains for president obama's high speed rail 
network. the goal is to reestablish manufacturing 
in america. ohio received $400 million for a rail 
project to connect cleveland, columbus, and 
cincinnati. the so-called three c railroad won't be 
high speed initially but could be in the future. >> 
imagine never having water come out of your tap 
that you would give to your family. it's a reality for 
lots of families right here in central ohio, but that's 
all about to change. today the environmental 
protection agency announced ohio is getting the 
most stimulus money in the country to improve 
the water. in the town of harrisburg, for example, 
just 15 miles south of columbus that money is 
being put to use to create the town's first public 
water system. families have only known wells and 
septic tanks. >> right now, i don't drink the well 
water. i buy water mainly because my wife doesn't 
like -- the water softener has a little bit of a salt 
taste to it.   
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northside property must first be decon 
contaminated. >> it is expected to cost millions of 
dollars to clean up the site but many believe it is 
worth it for the economic health of the city. 
contamination of lead, gasoline and hydraulic fluid 
hindered development of the the former buick city 
site, particularly on the south end which is why the 
environmental protection agency and flint 
residents say it is crucial to get it cleaned up. >> 
without cleanup you will not get any kind of future 
development on the property. >> walter ingram, 
community members and even city leaders 
showed up at a public forum hosted by the epa at 
mott community college to discuss plans on 
cleaning up the old buick city site. >> the concern 
is that leaching into the groundwater leading 
toward the flint river. >> my concern would be 
that of future vegetation that might be grown on 
the site. >> reporter: it will cost about   
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>> bret: there is of course heated debate whether 
man-made global warming is real and if it is, what 
should be done about it? the assault on the 
conventional wisdom continued 100 miles south of 
washington in richmond, virginia. correspondent 
molly henneberg reports an officer of the 
commonwealth is calling for some common sense. 
>> reporter: virginia republican attorney general 
ken kuchinelli says the e.p.a. needs to go back to 
the drawing board. >> restart the process and this 
time use rigorous defensible science. >> reporter: 
he wants the agency to rethink the findings on 
green house gases announced in december. 
mainly a determination by e.p.a. administrator 
lisa jackson that human activity  
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 
 


EPA goes to industry to fix faulty Texas permits (Huffington Post) 
           
RAMIT PLUSHNICK-MASTI | June 10, 2010 06:51 PM EST  
 
HOUSTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency offered on Thursday to work directly 
with Texas' petrochemical industry in an effort to fix permits it says have long violated the Clean 
Air Act. 
 
The EPA's offer is the latest in a drawn-out, public and politicized battle between the federal 
agency and Texas. The dispute evolved last month from a debate over pollution permitting into a 
pitched battle over states' rights, reaching the tipping point when the EPA threatened to remove 
Texas' permitting authority – a role traditionally filled by states. 
 
The EPA made public on Thursday a proposed voluntary program that would allow the nation's 
largest refineries to hire independent auditors to correct the problem permits while guaranteeing 
them legal forgiveness should violations be found. The auditors would determine what the 
required emission limits should be in each unit of a facility. After the EPA approved the findings, 
Texas would be asked to include the limits in air and operating permits. A 10-day public 
comment period on the program began Thursday. 
 
While the program aims to correct a complicated problem by allowing industry to work directly 
with the EPA, the program gives Texas a rubber stamp status, with the state simply approving 
requirements after they receive a federal nod. 
 
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality indicated it was not satisfied with the 
proposal. 
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"While we support innovative approaches, we do have concerns with the efficiency of the audit 
concept and how it would overlap the state's permitting processes," the state agency said in a 
statement, but declined to comment further. 
 
Al Armendariz, the EPA's regional director, said the EPA discussed the program with state 
officials before going public. He said the concept was also intensively discussed with some of 
the country's largest petrochemical companies, who "don't like the uncertainty" of operating with 
permits the EPA believes violate federal law. 
 
"We are going to work with industry to identify what the legally appropriate requirements should 
be and should have been all along," Armendariz said. 
 
The EPA, he added, would welcome Texas' input in the program, including in reviewing the 
audits. 
 
The crux of the debate is over Texas' so-called flexible permits, which set a general limit on how 
much pollutant an entire facility can release. The federal Clean Air Act requires state-issued 
permits to set limits on each of the dozens of individual production units inside a plant. The EPA 
says Texas' system masks pollution and makes it impossible to regulate emissions and protect 
public health. 
 
In meetings and telephone calls held in the last two weeks, it appeared Texas was finally moving 
to bring its program in line with federal regulation, Armendariz said. 
 
Still, the EPA will likely officially disapprove the state's flexible permit program at the end of 
this month, and could still strip its permitting authority completely if it fails to comply with the 
Clean Air Act. 
 
"To date, I still have not seen a single permit which addresses the major grounds for our 
objections," Armendariz said. "The final proof that the state of Texas is serious is when the state 
issues permits that are consisted with the Clean Air Act and they haven't done so yet." 


 


 


Texas asks court to intervene in fight with EPA (Huffington Post) 
           
JUAN A. LOZANO | June 14, 2010 08:53 PM EST |   
HOUSTON — Texas asked a federal court on Monday to intervene in its fight with the 
Environmental Protection Agency over how the state regulates emissions from oil refineries and 
other petrochemicals plants. 
 
Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott asked the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New 
Orleans to review the EPA's rejection in March of a 1995 state law that allows refineries to be 
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modified without being subject to additional regulation, provided the changes don't increase a 
facility's overall emissions. 
 
The issue is part of an ongoing disagreement Texas and the EPA have over how pollution is 
regulated in the state, said Terry Clawson, a spokesman for the Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality. In recent weeks, debate has focused on the state's use of so-called 
flexible permits, which sets a general limit on how much pollutants an entire facility can release. 
 
In a news release, Abbott's office criticized the EPA for taking more than a decade before 
deciding to reject the law and said it filed the legal challenge "in an effort to defend the state's 
legal rights and challenge improper overreach by the federal government." 
 
An EPA spokesman did not immediately return a telephone call seeking comment Monday. 
 
When the EPA rejected the law in March, the agency said the rule allows companies that have 
Texas-issued air permits to avoid certain federal clean-air requirements, including public review, 
when they modify their plants. 
 
"EPA has determined that this regulation does not meet several federal Clean Air Act 
requirements," the agency said in a March news release. 
 
Story continues below 
 
The disagreement has become politicized in recent weeks as Gov. Rick Perry called a threat by 
the EPA's regional director to remove Texas' regulatory authority by midsummer if the state fails 
to comply with the federal Clean Air Act a challenge to states' rights. 
 
The federal Clean Air Act requires state-issued permits to set limits on each of the dozens of 
individual production units inside a plant. The EPA says Texas' permitting system masks 
pollution, allows industry to emit too many pollutants and makes it impossible to regulate 
emissions and protect public health. 
 
Abbott's office said the EPA's rejection of the 1995 law threatens a state regulatory program that 
has successfully reduced harmful emissions, including a 22 percent reduction in ozone levels and 
a 46 percent reduction of nitrogen oxide levels since 2000. This outpaces the eight percent ozone 
reduction and 27 percent nitrogen oxide reduction that were recorded nationally during this same 
time period, Abbott's office said. 
 
"The EPA's decision not only imposes significant uncertainty on entities that employ thousands 
of Texans, but it threatens the livelihood of their employees – who depend upon those facilities 
for their jobs," the press release said. 
 
In a statement, the TCEQ said it "will continue to defend its air permitting program while 
proactively working with EPA to resolve its concerns to provide legal certainty to regulated 
entities and the public." 
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Last week, the EPA offered to work directly with Texas' petrochemical industry in an effort to 
fix permits it says have long violated the Clean Air Act. 
 
The TCEQ has said it was not satisfied with this proposal. 
 
 


BP SPILL 
 
Corrects What? 


Time to get tought with BP on dispersants (Grist) 
 
by Tom Philpott  
15 Jun 2010 4:00 AM 
As of June 9, BP had applied at least 1.1 million gallons of toxic chemical dispersants to address 
its ongoing oil leak in the Gulf. That's the most that has been used in one place since 1979, when 
the Mexican government dropped between 1 million and 2.5 million gallons on a leak off the 
coast of Vera Cruz, the EPA reports. 
 
As I reported in early May, the dispersant products, branded Corexit 9527A and Corexit 9500A, 
were made exclusively by a former Exxon subsidiary now owned by a company called Nalco. 
Exxon researchers had already acknowledged that they were significantly toxic for aquatic life. 
But just how toxic was mysterious -- particularly for humans. The publicly available data sheets 
for both products revealed that they have the "potential to bioconcentrate," but added this 
stunner: "No toxicity studies have been conducted on this product." 
 
Information about their precise composition was also vague, clouded by a veil of secrecy based 
on "proprietary" concerns. I found the information scarcity outrageous. A private company fouls 
a vast public resource and then dumps hundreds of thousands of gallons of a toxic chemical 
potion into it. Doesn't the public have the right to know precisely what's in that potion? 
 
To me, the real culprit in the dispersants story wasn't BP or Nalco. Those companies are 
beholden to their shareholders to maximize profit. BP is working frantically to limit its liability 
from an ecological snafu of nearly bottomless proportions. Keeping as much oil off of shorelines 
and underwater, where its damage is hard to quantify, serves the company's economic interests. 
As for Nalco, its chief interest is to move product. Releasing precise information about its 
dispersants evidently works against that goal. 
 
The real culprits in the dispersants affair, I argued, were the federal agencies overseeing the spill 
response: NOAA and EPA. They are duty-bound to protect the public and the Gulf ecosystem. 
Rather than cowering to the side, fretting about "proprietary" considerations, they should have 
been demanding Corexit samples and performing or commissioning studies. And if Nalco 
refused to hand over samples, the federal watchdogs should have bared their teeth and sued. 
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Even if the companies managed to fight off the challenges in court, they'd be exposing 
themselves to a potential PR firestorm -- and likely be shamed into behaving decently. 
 
After my initial burst of reporting, I spent a week in California at the end of May, got immersed 
in other things, and lost track of the story. Honestly, I assumed that with increasing media 
attention, the EPA and NOAA would wrestle control over dispersant use from BP and impose a 
rational policy. 
 
Memo to self: Don't be so naive ever again. The Public Radio International show "Living on 
Earth" reports that Nalco still won't release Corexit samples to independent researchers. LOE 
staff talked to no fewer than five university-based scientists who have been denied access to 
Corexit. These people are trying to answer critical questions: When you combine Corexit with 
crude oil in a seawater medium, how does the resulting mixture behave? How quickly does it 
dissipate? How much oxygen does its decomposition tie up, potentially making life inhospitable 
to marine life? How does the toxicity of the oil/Corexit mixture compare to that of the individual 
components? And so on. 
 
University of Georgia marine sciences professor Samantha Joye had this to say: 
 
In terms of understanding the impacts of dispersants on microbial activity I and many others are 
still trying to get samples of the various dispersants that are being used. I've been unable to 
secure any so far. 
 
Added toxicology professor Ron Kendall, who directs the Institute of Environmental and Human 
Health at Texas Tech University: 
 
We attempted to acquire the Corexit from the manufacturer and basically were given a roadblock 
and have not been able to obtain it. 
 
Meanwhile, as Nalco stonewalls independent researchers, the EPA is evidently getting quite 
worried about the toxicity of the dispersants -- and BP is brazenly ignoring the agency's requests 
on their use. 
 
First, back on May 20, there was this widely reported EPA "directive" for BP to "identify and 
use a less toxic and more effective dispersant from the list of EPA authorized dispersants." BP 
responded like a spoiled teenager shurgging off an empty parental threat. The answer, in a word: 
no. 
 
And now, according to Brad Johnson of the Wonk Room, BP is brazenly ignoring explicit EPA 
requests on dispersant use. Johnson points to yet another EPA directive, this one demanding that 
the company "eliminate the surface application of dispersants" and limit subsea applications to 
"not more than 15,000 gallons in a single calendar day," with a goal to reducing daily use to 75 
percent of that low rate. 
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In other words, the EPA is calling for the near elimination of dispersants as a tool for addressing 
the spill -- evidence that the agency is highly skeptical of their benefits. And BP's response? 
Wonk Room's Johnson reports: 
 
A Wonk Room analysis of information released by the oil disaster command center found that 
the May 26 directive has not been followed -- 120,000 gallons of dispersant have been used at 
the surface, total use is only down by 25 percent, and on Sunday, June 6, BP used 33,000 gallons 
of subsea dispersant, more than twice the allowed amount. 
 
Confronted about the disobedience, Johnson reports, the EPA responded that BP personnel 
"blamed ‘mechanical difficulties' but do not expect it to happen again.'" 
 
"Mechanical difficulties"? Sorry, that's hollow. It might have made sense a week after the 
"directive." Two weeks after, not so much. 
 
As Tim Dickinson's Rolling Stone exposé (summarized here) shows in depressing detail, the 
Obama administration has proved unable to stand up to the oil industry on matters of substance 
both before and after the Deepwater blowout. (The administration's craven acceptance of BP's 
policy of passing on clearly false "estimates" of the leak rate are just one example.) In addition to 
the ConocoPhillips director now co-leading the administration's investigation of the disaster, the 
administration last year plucked no fewer than two execs from longtime perches at BP and gave 
them high positions in the Department of Energy and the Mineral Mining Services. 
 
If Obama wants to credibly declare independence from the industry and show he's serious about 
shifting from oil to cleaner sources, wresting control over the dispersants issue from BP would 
make a good start. 
 
 
 Rumor watch: Obama has a ‘secret’ plan to redirect the Mississippi River 12  Obama compares 
oil spill to 9/11 3  Oil execs lined up for Washington grilling 2 « prevnext » 
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2010's most annoying fad:… 
 
  
Stop whinging. If you invested in any oil company,…  
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Brits mad, and worried, about… 
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Energy politics in the Senate:… 


 


GRANTS 
 
June 15, 2010     
John AtlasPosted: June 15, 2010 02:41 AM  
 
ACORN Vindicated of Wrongdoing by the Congressional Watchdog Office (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Acorn , Acorn Community Organizing , ACORN Funding , ACORN Home 
Defenders , Acorn Housing , Acorn Investigation , Acorn Scandal , Acorn Voter Fraud , Acorn 
Voter Registration , Association Of Community Organizers For Reform Now , Breaking Media 
News , Brian Beutler , Congress Acorn , Fox News , Glenn Beck , John Atlas , Politics News , 
Politics News Acorn Attacks , Rush Limbaugh , Politics News  
On Monday, June 14, a preliminary probe by the U.S. Government Accountability Office 
(GAO)of ACORN, has found no evidence the association or related organizations mishandled 
the $40 million in federal money they received in recent years. 
 
A review of grants by nine federal agencies found no problems with ACORN's grants. In my 
book Seeds of Change I document how ACORN, the largest most successful national anti 
poverty organization in America, was forced to close its door.  
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The GAO interviewed and obtained documentation from grant program managers and staff from 
nine agencies; NeighborWorks, the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting (CPB), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the Department of the 
Treasury (Treasury), and the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), Department of Homeland 
Security and (DHS), the Department of Justice (DOJ), and the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD). Most of the grants were for housing-related purposes during fiscal years 
2005 through 2009. 
 
The GAO, an independent, nonpartisan agency that works for Congress, is often called the 
"congressional watchdog." It investigates how the federal government spends taxpayer dollars. 
 
Nearly two dozen members of Congress requested an investigation after a series of complaints 
against ACORN and its affiliates, including an embezzlement matter, several cases of voter 
registration fraud, and the release of edited and misleading videotapes secretly made by 
conservative activists that appeared to implicate ACORN workers in several offices facilitating 
prostitution. In fact the staff in most of ACORN's offices turned the pair away, reported the 
couple to the police, refused to provide them any aid, and in one case tried to convince the phony 
prostitute to get counseling. In no ACORN office did employees file any paperwork or do 
anything illegal on the duo's behalf. 
 
But Fox News broadcast the deceptive tapes nearly around the clock for several days defaming 
ACORN. 
 
While Republicans in Congress, who for years had accused ACORN of corruption, used the 
phony tapes to lead an effort to successfully strip the group of federal funding in 2009. Months 
later the group was exonerated from any wrongdoing by every official and independent 
investigation. 
 
After the broadcast of the videotapes on Fox and CNN, the New York Times and Washington 
Post inaccurately reported that the ACORN workers in several offices facilitated prostitution. 
The papers also reported that O'Keefe was dressed up in a cartoonish pimp garb when he entered 
the ACORN offices, when he actually wore a dress shirt and slacks and identified himself as a 
student or friend of the phony prostitute. As a result of the conservative's smear campaign and 
the media's erroneous reporting of the smears as true, the U. S. Congress defunded ACORN, 
which led to many of its funders and allies to withdraw their support.  
 
An independent investigation by the Brooklyn District Attorney's office and the Attorney 
General of California vindicated ACORN of any wrongdoing. A federal judge ruled that the law 
barring the group's receipt of federal funds was unconstitutional. I capture the story of this 
incident as well as the history ACORN, in my recent book, Seeds of Change, The Story of 
ACORN, America's most controversial anti-poverty community organizing group. 
 
One of the activists, James O'Keefe recently pleaded guilty to charges of entering federal 
property under false pretenses when he attempted to embarrass Senator Mary Landrieu because 
of her support for national health care legislation. 
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SOLID  WASTE 
 
June 15, 2010     
  


Tennessee Coal Ash: TVA Fined $11.5 Million for 'Unprecedented' Spill 
(Huffington Post) 
  
BILL POOVEY | 06/14/10 05:22 PM |   
Green News, Tennessee Coal Ash, Tennessee Coal Spill, Tennessee Valley Authority, Tva, TVA 
Coal, TVA Coal Ash, TVA Coal Ash Pond Disaster, TVA Disaster, TVA Spill, Green News  
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — The Tennessee Valley Authority has been hit with penalties 
totaling $11.5 million for the December 2008 coal ash spill at one of the utility's plants, partly to 
pay for oversight of the cleanup. 
 
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation officials announced the first penalties 
against the utility for the spill in an order Monday. It said the company violated the Tennessee 
Water Quality Control Act and the Tennessee Solid Waste Disposal Act. 
 
The order also said the department still can assess future natural resource damages. A breach in 
an earthen dam at TVA's Kingston plant 40 miles west of Knoxville sent 5.4 million cubic yards 
of toxic muck into the Emory River and surrounding landscape. 
 
Environmental department Commissioner Jim Fyke said in a statement that the spill was an 
"unprecedented event." 
 
TVA said in a statement that the utility will obey and remains "fully committed to a complete 
cleanup of the Kingston ash spill." 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency did not immediately answer an e-mail message seeking 
comment about the possibility of other federal penalties. State environmental department 
spokeswoman Tisha Calabrese-Benton said she was unsure if there could be federal penalties. 
 
The EPA is slowly deciding how to regulate coal plant ash that contains arsenic, selenium, 
mercury and other substances that are defined as hazardous. 
 
"The recovery work has progressed around-the-the-clock for more than 17 months since the 
event occurred, and the progress is on schedule," TVA's e-mail statement said. 
 
In the first phase of cleanup that is near completion, the utility has dredged about 3 million cubic 
yards of ash from the river, much of it shipped by rail to a landfill in Alabama. 
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The penalty order says TVA must pay $2.5 million to the state by July 15 and must propose at 
least $2 million in supplemental environmental projects to benefit the environment, to be 
approved by Dec. 31. Another $2 million must be paid annually in 2011 and 2012. Another $3 
million has been paid to reimburse the department's oversight costs, as required by a January 
2009 emergency order TVA must pay any overrun. 
 
TVA is battling federal lawsuits seeking damages from the spill and has bought more than 100 
properties. 
 
TVA has nearly 9 million consumers in Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, Georgia, 
North Carolina and Virginia. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Jan. 21, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
@rollingstone - Obama has appointed the most progressive EPA chief in history  


Posted by: triplepundit    5:25  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5JRQOb 
 
The Eco-Warrior: President Obama has appointed the most progressive EPA chief in 
history -Rolling Stone  


Posted by: @enviroblog    5:20  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4CfBWN 
 
 
GHG Endangerment Finding And Regulations 
 
Murkowski offers EPA resolution, spars with Boxer: Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) 
finally introduced her “resoluti...  
 Posted by:  E2Wire      5:10 pm  http://bit.ly/5rTzB8 
 
Murkowski resolution attempts to block EPAs endangerment finding - broad ag support 
but attempt is a long shot  


Posted by: Feedstuffs     6:09  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5RicU3 
 
Between 1880 & 2009, global ocean surface temp.was the 2nd warmest on record for 
December:  


Posted by: usnoaagov     5:41  pm     Full post:  http://go.usa.gov/lWo 
 
Three Dems ally with Murkowski to oppose EPA regulation of carbon emissions: Lincoln, 
Nelson, Landrieu.  


Posted by: congressorg     5:20  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/84G5eZ 
 
 



http://twitter.com/rollingstone

http://twitter.com/triplepundit

http://bit.ly/5JRQOb

http://twitter.com/enviroblog

http://bit.ly/4CfBWN

http://bit.ly/5rTzB8

http://bit.ly/5RicU3

http://go.usa.gov/lWo

http://twitter.com/congressorg

http://bit.ly/84G5eZ
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RT @ Mother Jones: Murkowski’s EPA Block Gains More Dem Support: Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski (R-Alaska) announced on the Senate ...  


Posted by: TMCMemberFeed    5:00  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7cltgr 
(Note:  Will seek to prevent EPA from regulating GHG using an obscure parliamentary 
maneuver called a resolution of disapproval) 
 
 
TSCA Section 8(e) Announcement 
 
Shocking article: EPA says 20% of potentially harmful chemicals are considered "trade 
secrets"  


Posted by: YouRenew   6:00  pm     http://bit.ly/5VOiQa 
 
EPA is taking the shroud off toxic chemicals used by industry under confidentiality. In 
opposition, NPRA says that could stifle innovation 


Posted by: plattsoil    5:30  pm     Full post:   
 
Secret Chemicals: File This Under, “You Gotta Be Kidding!” | EWG's Kid-Safe blog:  


Posted by: enviroblog    5:00  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6Et698 
(Note: “Except that (are you sitting down?) until now, companies have routinely been allowed to 
keep secret the actual identity of the dangerous chemical. The only exception: a handful EPA 
officials get to know the dangerous substance’s name. This big fat loophole has been drilled, not 
surprisingly, under the rubric of “confidential business information.” Or “CBI.”) 
 
U.S. EPA Cracks Down on Confidential Business Information Claims Under TSCA  


Posted by: ChemicalWeek:    4:00  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7flRiw 
 
Connecting the dots: New report makes the health case for #TSCA reform -  
  Posted by: EnvDefenseFund 12:00  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/5rWdpq 
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Landrieu, Murkowski Collaborate On Plan To Block EPA (Huffington Post) 
 



http://twitter.com/TMCMemberFeed

http://bit.ly/7cltgr

http://twitter.com/YouRenew

http://bit.ly/5VOiQa

http://twitter.com/plattsoil

http://twitter.com/enviroblog

http://bit.ly/6Et698

http://twitter.com/ChemicalWeek

http://bit.ly/7flRiw

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23TSCA

http://twitter.com/EnvDefenseFund

http://bit.ly/5rWdpq
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First Posted: 01-21-10 12:53 PM   |   Updated: 01-21-10 12:58 PM  
The Hill: 
Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) told reporters Wednesday that she is working with Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski (R-Alaska) on Murkowski's efforts to block EPA from regulating greenhouse gases 
under the agency's current Clean Air Act powers. 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE   
 
A Walk Through the Week's Climate News 


The Climate Post: Asian ice granted temporary stay of execution  (Grist) 
 
21 Jan 2010 1:57 PM 
by Eric Roston  
First things first: A new U.S. senator and a blip in the post-Copenhagen U.N. negotiations may 
cause comprehensive global climate policy to melt away faster than the Himalayas-or will they? 
Surgeon General’s warning: Many points in the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) report have been revealed to be wrong as scientists observe 
global changes occurring faster than predicted just three years ago. Yet these 
accelerated changes are little remarked on in the mainstream press in the way a dumb 
mistake has been remarked on this week.  Please keep this general observation in mind 
through the next section. 
The IPCC regrets the error: Readers of this space are likely to posit certain things 
about the world, that global temperature increases are “unequivocal,” that industrial 
emissions and unchecked land-use change are the major causes, and that we 
understand these things because the method that scientists don’t call the “scientific 
method” has historically been terrific at weeding out and incinerating errors in our 
understanding of nature. 
And so it is again. The IPCC this week sort of apologized for an error embedded in the 
938-page second volume of its 2007 report, one frequently repeated as an alarming 
glaciological observation: “Glaciers in the Himalaya are receding faster than in any other 
part of the world and, if the present rate continues, the likelihood of them disappearing 
by the year 2035 and perhaps sooner is very high if the Earth keeps warming at the 
current rate.” 
What the scientific method has revealed here is that this statement is not true. The 
Himalayan glaciers are receding plenty fast—around the world glaciers are melting 
more and more quickly—but the projection of 2035 is an error, as explained cogently 
and thoroughly by the AP’s Seth Borenstein (“The year 2350 apparently was transposed 
as 2035.”). 



http://www.grist.org/member/11493

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/02/world/europe/02iht-climate.4451574.html

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg2/en/ch10s10-6-2.html

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/jan/20/climate-change-glaciers-melting

http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/businesstechnology/2010845740_apsciunclimatechange.html
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What we have here is a failure to communicate: Unlike the University of East Anglia 
climate e-mails revealed in November, this Himalayan hiccup is an embarrassing error, 
rather than just embarrassing, full stop. But this is the way science works: Un-replicable 
results or, in this case, a plain-old mistake, are weeded out to make our understanding 
of nature ever more precise. There’s always plenty we don’t know. Remember 
Mencken: “Penetrating so many secrets, we cease to believe in the unknowable. But 
there it sits nevertheless, calmly licking its chops.” 
However, like the University of East Anglia climate e-mails, this Himalaya hiccup is 
another case study in poor handling of scientific communication to the public. The IPCC 
addressed the matter in a statement Wednesday, saying that the Himalaya error “refers 
to poorly substantiated estimates of rate of recession and date for the disappearance of 
Himalayan glaciers.” The group adds that “IPCC procedures” “were not applied 
properly.”  The statement isn’t “poorly substantiated.” As far as anyone knows, it’s false. 
Scientific communicators might best take a lesson from newspapers, don’t be such a 
scientist, and just say, “IPCC regrets the error.” 
Changing political climate: The election of Republican Scott Brown to fill the late Sen. 
Edward Kennedy’s (D-Mass.) seat is the first great political story of the new decade, 
with likely consequences on climate-and-energy legislation. Brown’s campaign website 
states, “I oppose a national cap and trade program because of the higher costs that 
families and businesses would incur.” (Massachusetts already participates in a regional 
cap-and-trade program.) The Congressional Budget Office and EPA estimates of the 
House climate bill put the cost of transforming the national energy system at about the 
same price as a pizza a month. 
Some of Brown’s new colleagues addressed climate policy this week.  Retiring Sen. 
Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.) said that the Senate is unlikely to take up climate policy this 
year, suggesting an energy bill without economic mechanisms to close the market’s 
loophole that allows unfettered pollution of heat-trapping gases. Dorgan’s comments 
contradict Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.), who last week said legislation 
may come to the floor this spring. 
Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) today introduced a bill that would restrict the White 
House from regulating greenhouse gas pollution. With climate politics (and regular 
politics) halting action on Capitol Hill, the Obama administration has moved 
aggressively to impose restrictions through the Environmental Protection Agency. 
Attacks on the White House’s policy are coming from outside offcialdom, too. Leading 
business groups and firms met last week to decide on a course of action. The Hill 
reports that not everyone in attendance opposes the new regulations. 
Polling superpower Frank Luntz, who for a long time was a top GOP adviser, has 
teamed up with the Environmental Defense Fund to argue that most Americans think 
climate legislation would help solve a real problem with benefits that reach far beyond it. 



http://www.nature.com/news/2010/100120/full/463284a.html

http://books.google.com/books?id=2pUAccFzl-8C&printsec=frontcover&dq=%22minority+report%22+mencken&source=bl&ots=IMcCkV8ivA&sig=UxSz9fvoygkkwmdZKZ4CXx2x4Zw&hl=en&ei=mX9YS4n2N4vU8Abs1OzOAw&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=3&ved=0CBgQ6AEwAg#v=onepage&q=licking&f=false

http://www.dontbesuchascientist.com/

http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/N19234579.htm

http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/N19234579.htm

http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/N19234579.htm

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2009/sep/18/lamar-alexander/alexander-claims-cap-and-trade-will-cost-consumer-/

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/76787-dorgan-calls-climate-bill-unlikely-in-2010-pushes-for-energy-measure?sms_ss=delicious

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/76207-reid-says-senate-has-time-for-climate-bill

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/jan/21/murkowski-congress-vote

http://thehill.com/business-a-lobbying/76929-big-business-plots-to-block-epa

http://www.edf.org/pressrelease.cfm?contentID=10735
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Among the findings [pdf]: Poll respondents are uninspired by the phrase “carbon 
neutral.” 
The Yvo Empire: The Copenhagen Accord set Jan. 31 as a deadline for developed 
countries to define 2020 emissions reductions targets and for developing nations to 
announce mitigation actions. That date is fast approaching but fewer than two-dozen 
nations have signed off on the Accord itself, which make it a “soft” deadline. A tentative 
agreement that rich countries disseminate $30 billion in adaptation funds by 2012 still 
faces challenges, such as “who will donate how much, where the money will go and 
who will oversee the spending.” U.N. climate chief Yvo de Boer says that congressional 
inaction will not relieve the White House of Obama’s commitment in Copenhagen to 
reduce U.S. emissions 17 percent below 2005 levels by 2020.  U.S. climate envoy Todd 
Stern opened up to Grist about his concerns. 
The Himalayan error is not the only item weighing on the IPCC’s public reputation, and 
by extension public appetite for climate policy. Scrutiny of IPCC chief Rajendra 
Pachauri’s business relations is also taking attention away from the robust findings of 
climate science. With the next big report, the group’s fifth edition, due in 2013-2014, 
some are wondering if there are alternative avenues to codify climate science for 
policymakers and the public. Economist Richard Tol has written, “For many policy 
makers, the IPCC reports are the only source of scientific information on climate 
change. Monopolies are easily seduced into abusing their power. A duopoly may work 
better, but given the scale of the effort, this may not be feasible” [pdf]. 
Prasad Kasibhatla, associate professor at Duke’s Nicholas School of the Environment, 
has suggested that national academies might work together to issue climate science 
synthesis reports. 
Climate Post book club: Every now and then it seems worthwhile to share a recent 
read. This week’s news coincides with some of the themes in Thin Ice, by Mark Bowen, 
an adventure-filled biography of rugged, globe-trekking Lonnie Thompson and a sweep 
through climate science and history. 
Applicants must make very few numerical typos: When looking for the Himalaya 
statement on the IPCC website the first thing you see is this confidence-building item: 
“The IPCC has started work on the preparation of its Fifth Assessment Report. We are 
currently looking for experts who can act as authors.” 
 


ERIC ROSTON IS SENIOR ASSOCIATE AT THE NICHOLAS INSTITUTE AND AUTHOR OF THE 
CARBON AGE: HOW LIFE’S CORE ELEMENT HAS BECOME CIVILIZATION’S GREATEST THREAT. 
READ THE PROLOGUE 


 


 


 



http://www.edf.org/language

http://www.usclimatenetwork.org/policy/copenhagen-accord-commitments

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/21/science/earth/21climate.html

http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/01/20/20greenwire-us-bound-by-obamas-copenhagen-emissions-pledge-17687.html

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-01-20-copenhagen-accord-is-priority-says-u.s.-climate-envoy-todd-stern/

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/christopherbooker/6890839/The-questions-Dr-Pachauri-still-has-to-answer.html

http://www.ipcc.ch/activities/activities.htm

http://www.mi.uni-hamburg.de/fileadmin/fnu-files/publication/tol/RM7422.pdf

http://www.mark-bowen.com/

http://www.geology.ohio-state.edu/faculty_bios.php?id=52

http://astore.amazon.com/gristmagazine/detail/0802717519/102-1183543-3665742

http://astore.amazon.com/gristmagazine/detail/0802717519/102-1183543-3665742

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-07-09-what-is-carbon
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MURKY MURKOWSKI 


Murkowski’s floor speech on EPA regulations was full of deceptions (Grist) 
 
This morning Lisa Murkowski took to the floor of Congress to introduce her joint 
resolution of disapproval, which would overturn the U.S. EPA’s endangerment finding 
deeming greenhouse gas emissions a threat to public health. 
It was one of the most spectacular displays of mendacity and misdirection I’ve ever 
seen from a U.S. senator, and that’s really saying something. 
There were lots of little misleading tidbits, but the big lie at the core is this: Murkowski 
said “this has nothing to do with the science of climate change.” That is just flatly false. 
The point of her resolution is to overturn a judgment by EPA scientists that greenhouse 
gases are a threat to public health. That is a scientific judgment; it is precisely about the 
science of climate change. It is exactly the same as if a Senator tried to overturn a ruling 
by the EPA that arsenic, or mercury, or lead paint is a threat. It’s a radical attempt by 
the legislative branch to interfere with executive branch scientists. 
Murkowski’s deceptions 
But that was just the tip of the iceberg. Here are a couple of others: 
1. Murkowski referenced the EPA’s “tailoring rule,” which would raise the threshold for 
regulated entities from those that emit over 100 tons of CO2 to those that emit over 
25,000 tons. That would substantially reduce the number of regulated entities. 
Murkowski stated flatly that the courts will overturn the tailoring rule. (Ironically, it’s 
polluting businesses that are suing to block the tailoring rule, since they very much want 
EPA regs to be a mess.) This is something she can not possibly know; the legal 
community generally believes otherwise. Even if the tailoring rule is rejected, nothing 
says the EPA has to regulate small entities the same way they regulate large entities. 
They can come up with special, expediting permitting processes, etc. (More on EPA 
regs here.) The notion of EPA regulating churches and bakes sales is just a scare story 
to spook the public. 
2. Murkowski said that EPA regulations would shut down natural gas pipelines, since 
there is no “best available control technology” for natural gas compressor stations. 
That’s false on two counts. First, nothing compels the EPA to simply shut down facilities 
that have no obvious way to reduce their emissions. EPA regulators are not robots; they 
can tailor their rules to different classes of emitters. 
Secondly, it is possible to reduce emissions at compressor stations—the waste heat 
they emit can be captured and used to create more power to run the stations, increasing 
efficiency and reducing emissions. (Alternatively, the electricity can be fed into the grid, 
with the same net effect.) In aggregate there’s something like 2GW of potential power 



http://www.grist.org/article/2010-01-20-hanging-epa-regulations-around-democrats-necks

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-01-20-hanging-epa-regulations-around-democrats-necks

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-09-30-what-todays-epa-announcement-did-and-did-not-say

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-09-15-everything-you-always-wanted-to-know-about-epa-greenhouse-gas-re

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-09-15-everything-you-always-wanted-to-know-about-epa-greenhouse-gas-re
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here. FERC chair Jon Wellinghof is all over this—it’s a personal mission of his. It’s 
precisely the kind of thing that regulations might finally kick into action. 
3. Murkowski slathered her comments with a thick layer of concern trolling, saying 
repeatedly that she and her colleagues are working diligently to find a solution for 
reducing emissions and that the threat of EPA regulations was only hindering that work. 
That is, of course, delusional on both counts. 
Where to begin? Murkowski noted that she has co-sponsored a climate bill, and it’s true. 
In 2006 she co-sponsored an absurdly weak bill with Jeff Bingaman and Arlen Specter, 
which would have capped the price of CO2 permits at $12, effectively neutering its 
effect. Since then she has signed on to none of the many subsequent bills and done her 
best to undermine all of them. When she listed the efforts underway in the Senate 
today, she pointedly left out the main bill under consideration, passed by the House and 
the Senate EPW Committee last year. She has not said a single word in support of any 
bill that actually has a chance of passing. 
She made no attempt to outline what kind of solution would actually solve the problem 
(as opposed to the euphemistic “balancing environment and economy,” long-time 
Republicanspeak for protecting corporate backers). She made a big production of 
saying that this issue warrants full and extensive (and slooow) debate in the Senate, but 
made no note of the fact that her party has gone nuts,  been unified in opposition to 
every single thing Democrats have tried to do, and put forward as its principle 
spokesperson on the issue a senator, James Inhofe, who denies that climate change 
even exists. The pieties about the sanctity of the democratic process are a bit rich in 
light of Republicans’ serial abuse of Senate rules and procedures. 
Finally, the idea that it’s the EPA backstop preventing Republicans from engaging with 
the issue in good faith ... does that bit of fabulism even warrant a response? Can she be 
serious? 
Weak defense 
Boxer took the floor after Murkowski to rage against the resolution, pointing out—
accurately—that it’s an unprecedented attempt by legislators to overrule the work of 
federal scientists. Would Senators try to tell federal agencies that nicotine isn’t harmful if 
they didn’t like the implications? How about arsenic, or lead? 
Boxer’s speech was fine as far as it went, but it doesn’t go far enough. Neither Boxer 
nor any other legislator is taking on Murkowski’s main argument directly. Murkowski 
says these new environmental regulations would destroy the economy. Why won’t 
Boxer defend them on those grounds? Conservatives have been Chicken Little-ing 
about environmental regulations for a century now, and every time, without fail, 
experience proves their fears unfounded. Can’t some senator stand up and say clearly 
that the economic fear-mongering is bankrupt? 



http://www.prospect.org/cs/articles?article=polluted_data
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Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) came closer in a statement released after Murkowski’s 
speech, in which she says: 
If passed, this amendment would send a message that the United States will remain 
reliant on outdated and inefficient energy technologies and delay investment in new, 
clean technologies that would spur innovation and create good-paying, American jobs, 
all across this great nation 
Exactly. 
David Roberts is staff writer for Grist. You can follow his Twitter feed at 
twitter.com/drgrist. 


 


 


MOUNTAINTOP  MINING 


Robert F. Kennedy Jr. takes on mountaintop mining magnate Don 
Blankenship (Grist) 
 
22 Jan 2010 2:47 AM 
by David Roberts  


On Thursday the University of Charleston in West Virginia hosted a debate between Don 
Blankenship, CEO of mountaintop-removal mining firm Massey Energy Co., and Robert F. 
Kennedy Jr., environmental lawyer and founder of the Waterkeeper Alliance. I kept up a running 
play-by-play that can be accessed by scrolling back through my Twitter feed, but I didn’t take 
notes, so this is from memory and I won’t be using direct quotes. 
The mystery to me going in was why Blankenship agreed to it. What possible incentive 
is there for a corporate CEO to put himself in a risky situation, publicly defending a 
widely reviled product? What’s the upside? Why not just buy some ads or hire more 
lobbyists? 
Having watched the debate, I’m more mystified than ever. If that was supposed to be 
damage control, I’d hate to see damage. Blankenship had every advantage, with a 
friendly hometown crowd eager to applaud him and a moderator who helpfully read off 
pro-coal facts during commercial breaks, but he was painfully and obviously outmatched 
by Kennedy. I guess it’s easy to get over-confident when you’ve effectively purchased a 
state government and broken the law with impunity for years. 
He didn’t seem even cursorily prepared. Kennedy reeled off fact after fact about 
declining mining employment in WV, the age of Appalachian ecosystems and the 
impossibility of recovering them after MTR mining damage, the enormous health and 
economic impacts of coal on Appalachia, the size of Chinese investments in clean 



http://www.grist.org/article/2009-10-30-ny-sen-gillibrand-answers-questions-on-kerry-boxer-bill

http://gillibrand.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/?id=c7e97140-cf14-4772-bf27-cd0c3a210db1

http://gillibrand.senate.gov/newsroom/press/release/?id=c7e97140-cf14-4772-bf27-cd0c3a210db1

http://twitter.com/drgrist

http://www.grist.org/member/1526

http://www.ucwv.edu/events/energy_forum.aspx

http://www.waterkeeper.org/

http://twitter.com/drgrist
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energy, the number of Clean Water Act violations from Massey, and on and on and on. 
Every fact was geared toward a plea to West Virginians: look, this man is making 
himself rich by making you poor. He’s sapping your state of jobs, income, health, and a 
future. 
In response Blankenship had nothing but ressentiment and nativism. Over and over he 
dismissed Kennedy’s facts as “rhetoric” and “just false” claims that “you can find on the 
internet,” but not once did he refute or even convincingly contest a particular claim. He 
asked the audience to dismiss them based purely on crude stereotypes about out-of-
state environmentalists. 
His very first rebuttal drew on a familiar conservative trope: environmentalists are are 
overly emotional and rely on extremist rhetoric rather than facts and cool reason. But no 
sooner had the words left his mouth than he was talking about how the coal industry is 
really “your neighbors” and “Sunday school teachers,” working to create down-home 
energy so terrorists don’t come over and kill us. He warned that pesky regulatory 
constraints from do-gooders mean “we all better learn to speak Chinese.” This is what 
reasoned, non-emotional rhetoric looks like, I guess: if you criticize my company you 
hate Sunday school teachers, love terrorists, and want to surrender national sovereignty 
to Red China. 
When Kennedy accused him of leaving behind ghost towns across WV, Blankenship 
responded that he’d bought up all those homes at fair market value (“those people left 
voluntarily”). In response to Kennedy’s points on water pollution, Blankenship effectively 
dismissed the threat of mercury as a bunch of hype on the internet. (If mercury is 
dangerous, he asked, how is it people in India live to be 79? Really, that was his 
argument. Apparently he’s never heard of Minimata disease.) When Kennedy listed the 
social and health damages done by coal—“externalities” the industry charges to 
taxpayers—Blankenship mumbled, “do we have some of those externalities? I don’t 
know. Maybe.” When Kennedy pointed out that China is dumping trillions into renewable 
energy, Massey responded that they were only building windmills to appease the UN. 
When Kennedy pointed out that Massey’s own disclosure revealed some 12,000 
violations of the Clean Water Act last year, Blankenship responded that they’re reducing 
their violations year to year, now that they’ve been reminded by the EPA that it would be 
a good idea. 
In short, Kennedy was the encyclopedic superego of environmentalism and Blankenship 
was the raw id of crony capitalism. 
I’ll admit I’ve always been perversely fascinated by Blankenship. Most big corporate 
CEOs have mastered the art of calorie-free management speak. They’ve learned how 
to stay on message and skirt controversy. Not Blankenship. Not only does he openly 
flaunt the law and buy political access, he remains defiantly unpleasant in person, 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minamata_disease
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speaking in an affectless, heavily accented mumble. Watch toward the end of this video, 
the archival footage: 
He still talks like that. He simply dismissed Kennedy’s facts and stuck to his narrative:  
global warming’s a hoax, hippie environmentalists are strangling free enterprise,  out-of-
staters have no right to question what happens in WV, and China is going to take over if 
we don’t mine and burn all the coal we can as fast as we can. We’re crazy to be worried 
about “parts per million” of pollutants when coal is the only thing keeping our life 
expectancy above Angola’s. We’re in a ruthless global competition for dominance and 
the most productive and efficient win, mountains and poor people be damned. 
In sharp contrast to, say, Duke Energy’s congenial, folksy CEO Jim Rogers, 
Blankenship fashions himself a hillbilly John Galt and doesn’t give a f*ck what you think 
about it. 
Why he’d want to take that act to a national audience is a true puzzlement. 
—- 
Addendum: 
By the way, asked what they might agree about, the Blankenship and Kennedy settled 
on two things: they don’t like “free trade” and they think carbon capture and 
sequestration is nonsense. 
David Roberts is staff writer for Grist. You can follow his Twitter feed at 
twitter.com/drgrist. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS  
 


AIR 
 


Setting a Price on Carbon Will Help Us End Oil Addiction - Not Just Combat 
Climate Change (Treehugger) 
 
There's lots of overlap between ending our oil addiction in the United States and combatting 
climate change, with setting a (regardless of the mechanism used, be it cap and trade, a carbon 
tax, or something else) mostly being cast as being a solution for reducing the impacts of global 
warming. This is certainly true, but it also could go a long way towards reducing our oil usage as 
well.  
 
Perhaps its hugely obvious to say, but I'll still say it again. When burned in an internal 
combustion engine, gasoline and diesel fuel emits lots of carbon into the atmosphere--19.4 
pounds of CO2 per gallon of gasoline and 22.2 pounds per gallon for diesel fuel in fact, 
according to the official EPA stats.  
 
Externalizing Pollution Costs Means We All Pay For Them To refresh your Economics 101 
terminology, those carbon emissions (and the other air pollutants released from burning gasoline) 
are a negative environmental externality. In other words, they are quantifiable financial costs 
associated with the purchase and use of gasoline which aren't incorporated into the price 
consumers pay.  
 
In fact, those not-included (externalized) costs are an economic burden upon society because of 
the myriad impacts that unchecked carbon emissions are creating, directly and indirectly, in 
terms of rising global temperatures, ocean acidification, spreading tropical disease, decreased 
crop yields leading to more hunger and poverty, et cetera, et cetera--TreeHugger has d all of 
these and the associated environmental degradation ad infinitum.  
 
The externalized costs of pollution, when it comes to greenhouse gas emissions at least, can 
affect people literally on the other side of the world from where the polluting product is produced 
or consumed--with in many cases those people least able to adapt being the greatest affected. 
Indonesian farmer, photo: Danumurthi Mahendra via flickr.  
 
Consumers Have Inaccurate, Incomplete Information Not including these costs in the price 
consumers pay also creates a situation of imperfect information being made available to 
purchasers. In other words, the price paid does accurately represent the true cost of the good. By 
pushing part of the true cost of oil off to society as a whole (externalizing it) you've created a 
market failure that needs to be rectified if the entire market system enterprise is to work.  
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This is where setting a comes in. Whether established as a carbon tax or through a carbon trading 
system, this will, yes, increase the cost of gasoline, diesel, and all the other uses for oil.  
 
Price Pollution & The Economy Will Adjust to Be Less Polluting To an oil addicted society this 
may seem like self-imposed pain--admittedly there will be an adjustment period to go through (if 
certainly not one which can't be managed)--but it is both good and necessary for both the 
economy and the environment.  
 
From a theoretical perspective, incorporating the cost of carbon pollution into the price 
consumers pay for products derived from oil gives them fuller information, which allows the free 
market to function more efficiently--and there's nothing most economists like better than a well 
functioning market.  
 
From a practical perspective, raising the price of goods made from oil brings the comparative 
cost of them more accurately in line with those made from non-polluting materials, which are 
often now more expensive because of the de facto subsidy petroleum and other fossil fuels 
currently receive.  
 
Effects Will Go Well Beyond Which Goods We Buy This in turn will gradually shift consumer 
spending, habit and preference towards goods which are made from materials with no or lower 
carbon emissions. It will encourage city and town planning towards patterns which support more 
walkable and bikeable communities. It will encourage both public and private transit to be 
powered by low-carbon sources of energy. It will encourage long-distance shipping to be done 
similarly, in turn likely stimulating more localized and regionalized economies--with long 
distance shipping occurring only for those goods which either can only be produced in certain 
locations due to geography or where, even including the cost of transport, some competitive 
advantage still keeps costs lower.  
 
Oil (and other fossil fuels) may well still be used for some products and applications once the 
now-externalized cost of carbon emissions are included in the price, if there simply isn't another 
good option for the task at hand, but the price of those products will more accurately reflect the 
environmental cost of doing so and their use likely curbed substantially.  
 
The economy will adjust to the new conditions, adapting and innovating products because of the 
new pricing. The balance of jobs will shift, with jobs being lost in production of fossil fuels and 
new ones created in other areas, balancing them. Just like the environment adapting to changes, 
the economy will as well. And at least one aspect of humanity's impact on the planet upon which 
we, and the economy, utterly depend will be lowered.  
 
 
 
 
July 23, 2010 
Bruce Nilles 
Director, Sierra Club's Beyond Coal Campaign 
Posted: July 22, 2010 11:45 AM 
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Game Changer: EPA Asserts Tar Sands Pipeline Environmental Analysis Is 
Inadequate (Huffington Post) 
 
This post was co-written by Lena Moffitt, Washington Representative for the Sierra Club Dirty 
Fuels Campaign. 
This week the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) blasted the State Department's draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) on the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline - asserting that the 
EIS is "woefully deficient" because "the Draft EIS does not provide the scope or detail of 
analysis necessary to fully inform decision makers and the public, and we recommend that 
additional information and analysis be provided." 
 
The Keystone XL is a massive pipeline designed to carry tar sands oil from Canada into the U.S., 
and we've long called its EIS inadequate. Now our nation's environmental watchdog is putting its 
weight and expertise behind that assessment. 
 
EPA is charged with protecting Americans' health and safety, and its concerns about this pipeline 
underscore and validate what Americans are saying across the country. 
 
EPA is demanding more than 30 additional pieces of information needed based on grave 
concerns such as "the Draft EIS does not fully identify and address the potential for 
disproportionately high and adverse human health and environmental effects on minority, low-
income and Tribal populations." 
  
EPA also raises serious concerns about the threats tar sands pose to the health and safety of 
American communities, which underscores the need to proceed with caution when it comes to 
making a decision of this magnitude about the country's energy future.   
 
And given what we've witnessed in the Gulf of Mexico, where rubbers stamps for the oil 
industry were all too common, we welcome this call for a more thorough and rigorous approach 
to the proposed Keystone XL pipeline. 
 
Here's just a partial list of what EPA is asking of the State Department, given the woefully 
deficient consideration of these environmental and human impacts: 
 
    - A broader assessment of the need for this pipeline, including a "robust analysis of options for 
meeting national energy and climate policy objectives";   
    - A more thorough investigation into the greenhouse gas emissions associated with the project, 
including a consideration of Canadian tar sands development (which EPA asserts is an action 
clearly connected to building the pipeline and must be considered);   
    - A lifecycle assessment of "well-to-wheel" (greenhouse gas) emissions generated from tar 
sands;   
    - A better understanding of mitigation measures that could be taken to decrease the emissions 
from tar sands developments;   
    - An assessment of the air quality impacts of refining tar sands, and a more in-depth look at 
the environmental justice ramifications of these air quality concerns; 
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    - A much more thorough emergency response plan, including a consideration of the specific 
impacts to water bodies or a leak or spill of the chemical dilutent needed to transport heavy tar 
sands oil;   
    - A consideration of the safety waiver [the Department of Transportation] is considering 
granting to TransCanada, with special attention paid to the sulfur content of the fuel and how this 
would impact the thinner steel which would be used if the waiver were granted; 
    - A complete assessment of all the project's impacts to wetlands;   
    - A consideration of the impacts of Canadian tar sands developments on migratory birds. 
 
That list alone underscores the high risk and hefty cost of pursuing toxic tar sands oil at the 
expense of America's clean energy future. 
 
We applaud EPA's scrutiny. 
 
All of the additional analysis requested by EPA must be prepared to allow for a robust 
consideration of the impacts of this pipeline, and whether or not is it in our nation's interest. 
 
And because of an executive order, these requests from EPA mean that the Keystone XL plan 
cannot go through until the Department of State can deliver completed analysis addressing all of 
these points. 
 
We have said all along, an open and honest dialogue about our energy future leads to the 
conclusion that we should say no to this filthy project. Instead, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
should say yes to clean energy, yes to clean air, and yes to an oil-free future. 
  
 
 


BP SPILL 
 
Along Gulf Coast, BP Spill Vapors Could Be Up Your Nose & On Your Head 
(Treehugger) 
 
Particulate matter associated air quality at USEPA sampling stations along US Gulf Coast - 
snapshot indication. Image credit: This summer has seen huge amounts of volatile or "low 
boiling" petroleum fractions released into the Gulf of Mexico, including dispersants. These 
'volatiles' are aromatic (strong smelling), and rapidly evaporate when warm. Evaporation can 
take place directly from sea water. Once in the air, volatiles can react to form photochemical 
smog, which contains ozone. Ground-level zone is known for irritating bronchial tubes and eyes, 
and for causing leaves to hang wilted and deathly looking, shortly after sunrise when 
concentrations are typically the worst. Combine ozone and un-degraded volatile aromatics in the 
air and you get a mess of unpleasantness. Note: burning oil on water doesn't make all the 
volatiles go away. The fire forms particulates and carries unburned components up into the 
clouds, and down again with the rain (hence the 'on your head' part of the headline).  
 
I've been wondering when someone in authority would acknowledge the spill-associated air 
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quality issues, or if we have to wait for cable news to symptoms. Looks like both are happening 
at once. See some explanations below. From , the paper no longer printed on paper: Last week, 
the EPA said that residents of two hard hit coastal communities in Louisiana - Grand Isle and 
Venice - face a "moderate health risk" due to hydrocarbon fumes. In Terrebonne Parish, residents 
of the town of Cocodrie and the surrounding area are also reporting strong odors of petroleum.  
 
For months since BP's Deepwater Horizon oil well blew, residents along the Gulf Coast, 
including many in New Orleans and other metro regions miles away from the shore, have said 
they smell fumes from the oil spill. Some have reported symptoms ranging from red eyes and 
runny noses to sinus infections and flu-like symptoms.  
 
On putting the micrometer on a volatiles fog bank. Take note of how far, in the above graphic, 
air quality sampling stations are shown to be from the actual coast line. The sampling respults 
poorly represent conditions where the oil meets land.  
 
Sure, agencies can send out industrial hygiene techs to pull air samples using equipment 
designed for fairly steady state industrial situations. Unfortunately, nature does not operate at the 
convenience of Dreaeger Tube sampling devices. Hot scum and blobs lapping up on a beach, an 
on shore wind diverted skyward as the sun warms the shore, atmospheric stratification, and all 
those other things that can't be controlled make snapshot surveys of questionable value for 
understanding the hazard and the smell.  
 
Exposure is down. If well-to-do beach home owners and tourists and vacationers were lining the 
shores as usual, I bet there would be a lot more symptomatic complaints and grumbling property 
owners.  
 
 
Georgianne Nienaber:  


Gulf Fisheries Opened: Safe Or BP Politics, PR and "Sock Puppetry?" 
(Huffington Post) 
 
News OCR Text: Dr. Jane Lubchenco, NOAA Administrator, announced the re-opening of a 
substantial portion of the southeast section of the closed fishing area in Gulf of Mexico federal 
waters at a press conference on Thursday. NOAA reopened 26,388 square miles of Gulf waters 
to commercial and recreational fishing at 6 p.m., EDT Thursday. This opening was decided upon 
after "consultation with the FDA and under a re-opening protocol agreed to by NOAA, the FDA, 
and the Gulf states," Lubchenco said.  
 
At its closest point, the area to be reopened is about 190 miles southeast of the Deepwater/BP 
well-head, and the area where the majority of fishing will occur is about 220 miles from the well-
head, along the west Florida shelf.  
 
This is a notable development, coming on the heels of Senator Barbara Mikulski's (D-Maryland) 
July 15 hearings on BP's use of almost 2 million gallons of dispersants on the oil released from 
the April 20 explosion of the Macondo well-head in the Mississippi Canyon oil field. Mikulski's 
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hearing raised many questions regarding oversight, accountability and reliability of scientific 
data.  
 
In another development this week, EPA toxic waste official, Hugh Kaufman told Amy Goodman 
of Democracy Now , "The EPA, the government, NOAA, etc., have been sock puppets in this 
cover up (of the dangers of Corexit)."  
 
Is the Obama administration and BP engaging in politics and PR with a dangerous twist?  
 
There is no doubt that Gulf commercial fishermen have been suffering greatly from a lack of 
income in the aftermath of the explosion of the Macondo well-head. States have lost revenue 
from fishing licensing and supportive recreational industries, and BP would certainly like to 
reduce its liability for lost income and wages.  
 
According to Lubchenco, NOAA's rationale for opening the closed area is that NOAA data have 
shown no oil in the area since mid June, and United States Coast Guard observers flying over the 
area in last 30 days have also not observed any oil. Additionally, trajectory models show the area 
is at a low risk for future exposure to oil, and fish caught in the area and tested by NOAA experts 
have shown no signs of contamination.  
 
But is this enough?  
 
Between June 23 and July 5, NOAA collected samples of fish, including grouper, snapper, tuna, 
and mahi mahi from the area where the heaviest fishing will take place.  
 
"Sensory and chemical testing following the methodology and procedures in the re-opening 
protocol showed no detectable oil or dispersant odors or flavors, and the results of chemical 
analysis were well below the levels of concern," NOAA said in a press release.  
 
In a transcript from Mikulski's Senate hearings last week Larry Robinson, the Assistant Secretary 
of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, said, "Research on the effectiveness and effects of 
dispersants and dispersed oil has been underway for more than three decades, but vital gaps still 
exist," adding, "chemical dispersants can be an effective tool in the response strategy, but like all 
methods involve tradeoffs in terms of effectiveness and potential for collateral impacts."  
At the sea surface, early life-stages of fish and shellfish are much more sensitive than juveniles 
or adults to dispersants and dispersed oil. There are no data on the toxicity of dispersed oil to 
deep-sea marine life at any stage, so we have to extrapolate based on existing knowledge. 
However, at both the surface and sub-surface, modeling and monitoring is confirming that 
dispersed oil concentrations decline rapidly with distance from the wellhead as it mixes with 
seawater and moves with the currents away from the treated areas.  
Robinson added, "Thus far, we haven't found any evidence of these contaminants in any of the 
species that we've taken outside of the contaminated area."  
 
But what about fish and water movement from the contaminated areas? Is a smell test enough?  
 
The science of testing and monitoring appears to be inexact at best.  
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Dr. Martin Duziak of TETRAD Technologies Group said, "Even if it is all clear, which I 
seriously doubt, because they are relying upon incomplete and mostly superficial observations, 
those fish and other sea creatures have been eating all this time and there needs to be some 
simple and inexpensive but REAL testing of anything caught."  
 
An additional concern is that even if there is no oil in the reopened zones, Tropical Depression 3 
has formed off the southeast tip of Florida and is likely to become Bonnie, the second named 
storm of the 2010 season, later today. The current storm track threatens the entire US gulf 
including the region of BP's Deep Horizon spill site.  
 
Duziak asked, "Is the area going to be still open for fishing and recreation after that storm has 
done to the Gulf pretty much what a Kitchen-Aid mixer does to pudding batter?"  
 
It is intuitive that any new storm in the Gulf of Mexico will result in new patterns of subsea 
oil/dispersant distribution. This does not take into account any additional amounts of oil if the 
current containment cap is compromised.  
 
NOAA says it "continues to work closely with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and the 
states to ensure seafood safety." 


 


Colorado Nuke Drilling Experiment Still Concerning Citizens 41 Years Later 
(Huffington Post) 
 
PARACHUTE, Colo. It may go down as one of the most bizarre nuclear experiments ever tried. 
In 1969, the government detonated a subterranean nuclear bomb to break loose natural gas 
deposits from tight sandstone formations more than 8,000 feet below ground on a Colorado 
mountain. The bomb was twice as powerful as the one that destroyed Hiroshima, Japan, in 1945. 
The scheme worked to an extent. The gas was unlocked by the blast but was deemed too 
radioactive for commercial use. 
 
Four decades later, energy companies are drilling near the nuclear site as they look to tap 
Colorado's lucrative oil and gas reserves. Some local residents say they don't trust the industry 
after what happened here and in the Gulf of Mexico during the oil spill. They're fearful that 
accidents could pollute the air with radioactive gas if drilling gets much closer. 
 
"I'm not 100 percent sure that the gas industry or the oil industry is careful enough, or has 
enough plans in place, that if something happens like the oil spill that I would be safe," said 
Parachute Town Trustee Judith Hayward, who owns half the mineral rights in a 40-acre no-drill 
zone at the site of the nuclear experiment. 
 
Locals are also quick to mock the idea floated during the Gulf oil spill to close the breached well 
with a nuclear bomb. Engineers tried a nuke in the course of energy exploration here, and it 
didn't turn out as expected. 
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Project Rulison was one of three locations in Colorado and New Mexico where the federal 
government set off nuclear blasts during the Cold War to trigger natural gas production. All were 
part of a program that promoted using nuclear explosions for peacetime purposes. 
 
A plaque in a patch of yellow sweet clover still marks the site of the Rulison blast, on a green 
mountainside about three hours west of Denver. 
 
The U.S. Energy Department prohibits drilling below 6,000 feet in a 40-acre radius that 
surrounds the Rulison site, and Colorado regulators have kept wells at least a half-mile away. 
The requires a public hearing if companies want to drill closer than that, and they'd have to prove 
that their proposed well would protect the public and the environment. 
 
The Energy Department suggested last year that the state could allow energy companies to drill 
closer to the area if done in a "conservative, staged" approach. 
 
Noble Energy Co. holds drilling leases within a half-mile of the Rulison site but hasn't applied 
for permits to drill closer. The company declined to comment. 
 
Local landowners have been fighting against any potential drilling in the area, and last month a 
Colorado appeals court said they are entitled to a hearing on a company's plans to drill within 
three miles of the site. The state commission, which said it listened to residents' comments 
despite the lack of a hearing, is appealing the ruling. The maintains that years of sampling and 
monitoring by the Environmental Protection Agency show there's been no radiation above what 
Coloradans are already exposed to in nature. 
 
Studies by outside agencies and consultants show it's "extremely unlikely" current drilling near 
the zone would expose residents to radiation beyond background levels that exist in nature, said 
commission director David Neslin. Under emergency plans that companies must file with the 
state, problem wells would immediately be shut down and contained, he said. 
 
"There's a misperception (that) no one is minding the store or putting in protections if problems 
arise or assessing whether problems are likely," Neslin said. "On the contrary, our commission 
has been very much engaged and involved." 
 
The Energy Department report said radiation from the blast is largely incorporated within molten 
rock that formed a sort of glass chamber. "There's very little danger of it escaping, if at all," said 
Jack Craig, a site manager for the Energy Department's Office of Legacy Management. 
 
"We feel that there's no impact from the detonation on public safety, health or the environment," 
Craig said. "I understand residents have different opinions." 
 
Hayward's stepson, Craig Hayward, was 18 when he watched the Rulison blast from about six 
miles away. Nearby residents were evacuated for the day. 
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"When they touched that thing off, I saw shale cliffs crumbling," he said. "After a while, I saw 
the ground rolling. It was like a wave coming through. Cars were parked there. They were 
rocking back and forth." 
 
With his family's mineral rights around the blast site potentially worth millions of dollars, Craig 
Hayward said he supports drilling if it doesn't harm people or the environment. 
 
"But how do you prove it in advance?" he asked. 
 
Judith Hayward is more firm about not drilling: "Why do it when thousands and thousands and 
thousands of other acres are permitted and safer?" 
 
Online: 
 
http://cogcc.state.co.us/ 
http://bit.ly/9YNHmM 
 
 


Oil Spill: Gulf Environment Trampled By Messy Cleanup Operation 
(Huffington Post) 
 
FOURCHON BEACH, La. — The 5,600 vessels taking part in the oil spill operation on the Gulf 
of Mexico make up the largest fleet assembled since the Allied invasion of Normandy, according 
to the Coast Guard. 
 
Hordes of helicopters, bulldozers, Army trucks, ATVs, barges, dredges, airboats, workboats, 
cleanup crews, media, scientists and volunteers have descended on the beaches, blue waters and 
golden marshes of the Gulf Coast. 
 
That's a lot of propellers, anchors, tires, and feet for a fragile ecosystem to take, and a tough truth 
is emerging: In many places, the oil cleanup itself is causing environmental damage. 
 
Part of that is inevitable – the oil has to get cleaned up somehow, and BP and the government 
will be subject to second-guessing no matter what. 
 
"Absolutely nothing you do to respond to an oil spill is without impacts of its own," said Lisa 
Jackson, administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Since the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded April 20, killing 11, and oil began gushing into the 
Gulf, federal, state and BP officials say they have been guided in their response by picking the 
less damaging cleanup method. 
 
Still, environmentalists and veterans of other spills say the torrent of untested cleanup methods 
rushed into practice by panicked officials and unqualified experts is wreaking havoc and, at least 
in spots, may be unnecessary. 



http://bit.ly/9YNHmM
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"The more you disperse (with chemicals), the more you bring in these big machines, the more 
you bring in inexperienced people and the more sand berms you build, the less chance you have 
of letting Mother Nature and skimmers and booms do the job," said Mike Brewer of Buras, La., 
who ran an oil spill response company and is working on the BP cleanup. 
 
For starters, the EPA allowed BP PLC to spray a chemical dispersant, a product called Corexit, 
to break up oil right as it came out of BP's broken well nearly a mile below the surface. The idea 
is to save shorelines from being clobbered with vast waves of crude. 
 
In practice, the use of dispersants that had never been tested that far beneath the surface has 
made the oil much more difficult to track than it would have been in a single, massive slick. And 
environmentalists and marine biologists still aren't convinced the chemicals are safe for sea life. 
 
The EPA halted underwater spraying while it tested samples collected by BP, then allowed it to 
resume once the results came back to the agency's satisfaction. Further tests are ongoing, and 
crews quit spraying dispersant once the well was contained this week, Jackson said. 
 
"Basically, we conducted uncontrolled experiments in the open ocean – that does not seem like a 
good idea to me," said John Hocevar, the oceans campaign director for Greenpeace USA. 
 
Jackson said there was little evidence that the chemical dispersants had caused damage and 
called their effects "relatively mild." 
 
Eager to be seen as taking charge, Gov. Bobby Jindal began building a series of untested sand 
islands and other barriers along the Louisiana coast, making construction of these berms a 
personal crusade. In theory, sand berms and jetties will stop the oil from entering sensitive 
estuaries. 
 
But berms and jetties interrupt shrimp and fish migrations as well as tidal flows; the work can 
even undermine what little is left of Louisiana's gooey and sediment-layered shoreline. 
 
"None of the coastal scientists have signed onto this thing," said Leonard Bahr, a former adviser 
to both Republican and Democratic governors in Louisiana on coastal restoration issues. 
 
Fishermen and locals, however, almost unanimously agree with Jindal's unorthodox barrier 
plans. 
 
"We know these (berms) stop the oil. It worked on Fourchon Beach," said Windell Curole, a 
levee manager in south Lafourche Parish, an area long struggling with erosion. "The people that 
are pushing for these things are more invested in it than the scientists." 
 
In a move that put its compensation costs toward curtailing the spill's environmental effects, BP 
hired truckloads of inexperienced oil spill responders – shrimpers, unemployed workers, college 
students, and migrant workers. The manpower is essential, but their footprint can be huge, 
especially if they're not used to watching their step. 
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"It was like the Wild West there for a while, and it still is to some degree," said Drew Wheelan, a 
wildlife biologist with the American Bird Association Inc., a conservation group. 
 
Wheelan said cleanup crews trampled on numerous nesting bird colonies, including at least one 
batch of least tern eggs he saw. Wilson's plovers and endangered black skimmers on Louisiana's 
Grand Isle and East Grand Terre islands were threatened by intensive beach cleanups. 
 
"The whole entire area in the past two weeks has been completely crisscrossed by tire tracks. The 
entire cleanup there has been entirely sickening," Wheelan said recently of East Grand Terre. 
"There are tire tracks from the low tide line all the way up into the dune vegetation. Not an inch 
of that frontal beach has been spared from traffic." 
 
Out on the Gulf, BP brought in a super-sized skimmer from Taiwan – the "A Whale" – capable 
of sucking up 20 million gallons of water a day, aiming to corral huge quantities of oiled water at 
once. Like some of the other methods, it had never been tested and scientists worried that it 
could cause serious damage. 
 
"It will suck in a lot of biology," said James Cowan, a Louisiana State University fisheries 
scientist. 
 
Coast Guard officials questioned its effectiveness, noting that it would be better for attacking a 
single huge slick than for the countless smaller pools that the dispersant helped create. 
Authorities announced last week that the massive ship was dropping out of the spill operation. 
 
Forrest Travirca has seen the cleanup's side effects up close as a land manager for the Wisner 
estate, a public land trust that includes Fourchon Beach and a large marsh area that has seen 
some of the heaviest oil so far. 
 
On an airboat cruise through marsh, signs of the messy cleanup jumped out. Reddish-brown and 
sticky tar coated the blades of marsh grass behind a beach lined with sand baskets brought in by 
Army dump trucks. Absorbent boom lay washed up against shorelines. Crews had staked down 
shade tents every few hundred yards. 
 
Almost as soon as he stepped onto the sand, Travirca saw something he didn't like: Two ATV 
tracks meandering carefree across the sands. Someone with the cleanup had strayed from 
designated traffic corridors. 
 
"This really upsets me," Travirca said, standing over the fresh set of tracks. "They're not 
supposed to be driving back here. They've got to drive along the front of the beach. Birds nest 
back here." 
 
He walked a few paces away and pointed out another set of ATV tracks he discovered a few days 
before. "This track here was inches from a tern nest with eggs." 
 
At least now, more than three months after the spill, the cleanup is becoming more organized. 
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In the beginning, he said, the beach "looked like the autobahn." 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
News Headline: David Doniger:  


Forward or Backward on Global Warming? (Huffington Post) 
 
 A year ago, the House of Representatives passed clean energy and climate legislation that would 
put America on the road towards the carbon pollution reductions we desperately need for our 
economic, environmental, and national security.  
 
Today, in a House appropriations subcommittee, some members of Congress who still deny the 
reality of climate science and the urgency of action are expected to propose a funding “rider” that 
would block use of the Clean Air Act to start curbing that pollution.  
 
We need Congress to move us forward, not backward.  We need to start solving global warming, 
and stop pretending it doesn't exist.  
 
The last decade was the hottest decade on record.  The last 12 months were the hottest year on 
record.  Last June was the hottest June on record.  Worldwide.  
 
The one thing Congress must not do while it works on new legislation is to take away the laws 
we already have on the books to get started.  
 
When it wrote the Clean Air Act nearly four decades ago, Congress gave the Environmental 
Protection Agency the tools and the responsibility to protect the American people when science 
shows that new pollutants pose dangers to their health or environment.  The Supreme Court 
upheld this authority in its landmark 2007 global warming decision, Massachusetts v. EPA .  The 
Court ordered EPA to decide, based on the science, whether carbon dioxide and other heat-
trapping pollutants endanger our health and welfare.  EPA made the endangerment determination 
in December 2009, after a painstaking and thorough scientific review.  
 
EPA has made real progress since then with consensus standards to cut the carbon pollution from 
cars and trucks.  Now it is time to make real progress on power plants, refineries, and other 
industries.  
 
If the funding rider were to become law, it would effectively overturn the Supreme Court's 
decision and block EPA from responding to the science.  It would prohibit the agency from using 
the Clean Air Act to cut carbon pollution from power plants or other industries.  
 
It should be called the Dirty Air Act.  The subcommittee must vote “no.”  
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Tomorrow it's going to be 94° in Washington – not a record, but damn hot.  
 
Maybe the committee should meet outdoors. 
 
 
 


WATER 


Residents tell EPA Pa. gas drilling poisons water (Huffington Post) 
           
MARC LEVY | July 22, 2010 11:54 PM EST  
CANONSBURG, Pa. — People who make a living from a natural gas drilling technique that 
involves pumping chemical-laced water into the earth and others who believe it has poisoned 
them or their well water packed into a hotel ballroom in southwestern Pennsylvania on Thursday 
night to make an impression on federal researchers. 
 
Residents of Hickory, about 15 miles southwest of Pittsburgh, called for intensive study of 
hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, and told a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency panel that 
their well water turned foul after drilling began nearby in the last few years. 
 
Darrell Smitsky said five of his goats died mysteriously and, even though state regulators told 
him the water was safe, his own test showed sky-high levels of manganese and iron. When he 
blamed the drilling company, he said, it responded, "Can you prove it?" 
 
Stephanie Hallowitch said her family's well water is no longer safe to even allow her children to 
run through the sprinklers. 
 
"I urge the EPA to help my family and other families living near drilling to get answers to their 
questions," she said. The research, she continued, must be done "to protect other families before 
it is too late and they are in our situation." 
 
In fracking, drilling crews pump millions of gallons of sand- and chemical-laced water deep into 
the earth to break up dense rock to free the natural gas. Some of that water returns as a briny, 
chemical- and metal-laden brew and is usually stored in open pits until it's trucked to treatment 
plants or underground injection wells. 
 
The oil and gas industry steadfastly defends the fracking process as having been proven safe over 
many years and says it is a crucial tool if the country is going to be able to harvest its gas 
reserves. With many speakers calling for a moratorium on fracking or tough federal regulation, 
industry representatives contended that states are already doing that job. 
 
The EPA has begun a new look at fracking as gas drillers swarm to the lucrative Marcellus Shale 
region and blast into other shale reserves around the country. The process is currently exempt 
from federal regulation, and instead states apply their own rules to it. 
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Shale drilling is being viewed as so lucrative that international exploration companies are 
investing billions of dollars in the pursuit. 
 
James Erb, of the American Petroleum Institute, which represents major oil and gas producers, 
told the EPA that the group is aware of substantial public concern over fracking and that it 
supports the EPA's review. 
 
API, he said, is confident that the sound application of fracking causes no significant risk to 
human health, drinking water sources or the environment. 
 
Lou D'Amico, president of the Pennsylvania Independent Oil & Gas Association, made up of 
hundreds of businesses, said that no example exists of fracking having polluted ground water and 
that the EPA study should include a review of complaints lodged to state-level agencies and how 
they were investigated. 
 
"The controversy is one based on media-generated public hysteria and perception, not science, 
fact or evidence," he said. 
 
Thursday's hearing lasted five hours, with scores of speakers each getting two minutes at a 
microphone. 
 
Canonsburg is at the heart of hundreds of Marcellus Shale wells that began to be drilled in 
earnest in 2008. Some geologists say the vast Marcellus Shale region primarily beneath 
Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia and Ohio could become the nation's largest natural gas 
field. 
 
Already, about 1,500 Marcellus Shale wells have been drilled in Pennsylvania in barely two 
years, and thousands more are expected, transforming areas of the state. Numerous landowners 
are getting paid to lease their land for drilling or are receiving royalty checks from producing 
wells. Meanwhile, many industries such as steel pipe makers and haulers are seeing huge new 
demand from drilling companies. 
 
But many landowners are coming forward to tell stories about spoiled well water. 
 
The EPA's $1.9 million study is expected to yield preliminary results by the end of 2012, Fred 
Hauchman, director of the EPA's Office of Science Policy, told attendees at the outset. 
 
Hauchman promised to reach out to experts and study a wide variety of water sources, and he 
said an advisory board of scientists has told the agency to focus on the impact on water quality 
and quantity. 
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AIR 
 
Lieberman: Utilities Want A ‘Breather' From Letting People Breathe (Wonk 
Room) 
 
As negotiations on a stripped-down bill to limit global warming pollution from coal-fired power 
plants reach the final hour, Sen. Joe Lieberman (I-CT) is sympathizing with the utility industry's 
attempt to suspend Clean Air Act rules on pollutants that kill tens of thousands of Americans a 
year. At a meeting with environmentalists, Duke Energy CEO Jim Rogers “led the call for 
regulatory relief on a number of existing Clean Air Act programs dealing with sulfur dioxide, 
nitrogen oxide and mercury, including a new EPA rule proposed last week that deals with 
interstate pollution.” However, thirty-one environmental and health organizations sent a letter to 
senators last week calling such rollbacks “simply unacceptable.” Center for American Progress 
senior fellow Van Jones called it a “literal poison pill.” Today, Lieberman made the ironic claim 
that polluters “just want a breather” from clean air rules:  
 
That's a tough one. They frame it in a different way. They just want a breather. And not an 
eternal pre-emption. These are all topics of negotiation. That's what we're supposed to be doing 
here.  
 
Sen. John Kerry (D-MA), Lieberman's partner in developing a Senate climate bill, last Thursday 
said there was a little room for negotiation, but opposed any “rollback.” “If we put those 
requirements into a different form so that we are still adhering to them, that is a different issue 
and those are two different choices,” Kerry said. “But there is not going to be a rollback of 
current requirements.”  
 
Other Democrats don't find this one of the acceptable “topics of negotiation.” “I'd not want to see 
any weakening of the authority they have today,” Sen. Ben Cardin (D-MD) said last week. “It's 
been a major tool for cleaning up our air.”  
 
The environmental and public health community — including NAACP and Green For All, 
Public Citizen and the American Lung Association, the Environmental Defense Fund and 
Environment America, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Union of Concerned 
Scientists — are united in their opposition, saying that “delaying the cleanup of these plants 
threatens the health of millions of Americans.” “I'm sure people throw everything on the table,” 
said League of Conservation Voters President Gene Karpinski. “But we've made it damn clear … 
that there are no trade-offs of any regulation of any [conventional] pollutants.” 
 
 
 
 


FUEL 
===================================================================== 
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EPA: Keystone XL impact statement needs revising (Huffington Post) 
           
MARIA SUDEKUM FISHER | July 21, 2010 03:12 PM EST  
 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The Environmental Protection Agency said the draft environmental 
impact study for TransCanada Corp.'s proposed oil pipeline from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico 
is inadequate and should be revised. 
 
Keystone XL would move oil from Alberta, Canada, down through Montana, South Dakota, 
Nebraska in the upper Great Plains. It would then merge with a pipeline under construction in 
Kansas before breaking off again to pass through Oklahoma, to Texas and to the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
Environmental groups have raised concerns that the pipeline could pollute air and water supplies 
and harm migratory birds and other wildlife. They have also speculated about what they consider 
inadequate pipeline safety and emergency spill response. 
 
In a letter to the State Department, EPA's assistant administrator for enforcement and compliance 
assurance, Cynthia Giles, said the draft environmental impact statement failed to adequately 
address those concerns. 
 
The impact from "air emissions from refineries and the potential contamination of drinking water 
supplies from an oil spill have not been fully evaluated," Giles said in the letter dated July 16. 
 
She also said the study also does not evaluate "evaluate the environmental justice issues 
associated with potential impacts to communities in Port Arthur, Texas, where numerous 
industrial facilities, including chemical plants and a hazardous waste incinerator, are contributing 
to the residents' overall exposure to contaminants." 
 
The agency said the State Department should revise the study and open it up for more public 
comment. 
 
TransCanada spokesman Terry Cunha said the company disagrees and that the State Department 
"did a thorough and complete job in preparing the Draft EIS." 
 
He said TransCanada looked "forward to the environmental review process continuing through 
DOS's review of comments and preparation of the Final EIS." 
 
The EPA sent its report to the State Department, which has to approve the pipeline because it 
crosses an international border. 
 
The department was reviewing comments from eight agencies on the draft environmental report. 
The public comment period on the current draft document ended July 2. 
 
"The State Department seriously considers all public comments received as part of the public 
comment process. However, we will not have a detailed response until we complete the review 
process," State Department spokeswoman Jill W. Dietrich said in an e-mail. 
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Keystone XL would move oil from Alberta, Canada, down through Montana, South Dakota, 
Nebraska in the upper Great Plains, and then from Oklahoma to Texas and into the Gulf of 
Mexico. Under its planned route, the pipeline would cross several rivers and aquifers, including 
the Ogallala aquifer which supplies water to several Midwestern states. 
 
TransCanada has said the pipeline would provide a reliable source of oil to the U.S. from a stable 
trading partner and would not adversely affect the environment. 
 
Cunha has said construction of Keystone XL should provide more than $20 billion in new 
spending to the U.S. economy and more than $585 million in state and local taxes in states along 
the pipeline route. 
 
Susan Casey-Lefkowitz, director of international programs for the National Resources Defense 
Council, said the environmental advocacy group was "happy to see how seriously EPA was 
taking the environmental and public health concerns around the pipeline," and said other 
pipelines have not undergone such scrutiny. 
 
Keystone has already won approval for pipelines that move oil from Canada through the 
Dakotas, Nebraska and Missouri to Illinois, as well as the section being built in Kansas. 
 
"But of course ... the first Keystone was under the Bush administration, and the goal of the Bush 
administration was to push it through as quickly as possible," she said. 
 
She said NRDC has asked the State Department to release correspondence from other federal 
agencies that have responded to the Keystone XL proposal but had not seen any of those. 
 
 
 


WATER 


'Fracking': EPA Takes New Look At Natural Gas Drilling And Possible 
Water Contamination (Huffington Post) 
 
HARRISBURG, Pa. — So vast is the wealth of natural gas locked into dense rock deep beneath 
Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia and Ohio that some geologists estimate it's enough to 
supply the entire East Coast for 50 years.  
 
But freeing it requires a powerful drilling process called hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," 
using millions of gallons of water brewed with toxic chemicals, that some fear could pollute 
water above and below ground and deplete aquifers.  
 
As gas drillers swarm to this lucrative Marcellus Shale region and blast into other shale reserves 
around the country, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is taking a new look at the 
controversial fracking technique, currently exempt from federal regulation. The $1.9 million 
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study comes as the nation reels from the Deepwater Horizon environmental and economic 
disaster playing out in the Gulf of Mexico.  
 
The oil and gas industry steadfastly defends the process as having been proven safe over many 
years as well as necessary to keep the nation on a path to energy independence.  
 
Studies have "consistently shown that the risks are managed, it's safe, it's a technology that's 
essential ... it's also a technology that's well-regulated," said Lee Fuller, director of the industry 
coalition Energy In Depth.  
 
"A fair study," Fuller added, "will show that the procedures that are there now are highly 
effective and do not need to be altered – the federal government does not need to be there."  
 
But because of the oil spill, conservation groups say the drilling industry has lost it credibility 
and the rapid expansion of shale drilling needs to be scrutinized.  
 
"People no longer trust the oil and gas industry to say, 'Trust us, we're not cutting corners,' " said 
Cathy Carlson, a policy adviser for Earthworks, which supports federal regulation and a 
moratorium on fracking in the Marcellus Shale.  
 
Just six years ago, an EPA study declared the fracking process posed "little or no threat to 
underground sources of drinking water" and with that blessing, Congress a year later exempted 
hydraulic fracturing from federal regulation.  
 
Now the agency, prodded by Congress even before the Gulf disaster and stung by criticism that 
its 2004 study was scientifically flawed and maybe politically tainted, will bring the issues to the 
heart of the land lease rush in the Marcellus Shale: Canonsburg, Pa., on Thursday and 
Binghamton, N.Y., on Aug. 12.  
 
EPA hearings earlier this month in Fort Worth, Texas, and Denver focused on issues including 
drilling in the Barnett Shale of Texas, and in Colorado and Wyoming, which have experienced 
similar natural gas booms. Natural gas is also being recovered from the Haynesville Shale in 
north Louisiana, the Fayetteville Shale in northern Arkansas and Woodford Shale in southern 
Oklahoma.  
 
In Texas, where drillers have sunk more than 13,000 wells into the Barnett Shale in the past 
decade, fear of the cancer-causing chemical benzene in the air above gas fields from processing 
plants and equipment has spurred tests by environmental regulators and criticism of the state's 
safeguards. In Colorado, numerous residents contend gas drilling has spoiled their water wells.  
 
Advancements in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing technology in the late 1990s 
significantly increased the yield and economic viability of tapping shale gas wells and led to the 
current natural gas boom, starting in Texas with the Barnett Shale. Fracking is now considered 
the key to unlocking huge, untapped natural gas reserves across the United States at a time when 
natural gas is emerging as a greener energy alternative to coal or oil.  
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The Marcellus Shale is 10 times the size of the Barnett, spanning 50,000 square miles compared 
with the 5,000-square-mile Barnett. It is also three times thicker than the Barnett at up to 900 feet 
and is estimated to have a potential yield of 10 times as much gas (500 trillion cubic feet versus 
50 trillion cubic feet).  
 
At stake in the debate over how best to manage and regulate this enormous new natural resource 
is not just the safety of water supplies but also thousands of jobs, profits for the gas drilling and 
delivery industry and a bonanza of royalties for landowners.  
 
"We've got to get it right," said Sen. Bob Casey, D-Pa., a sponsor of the so-called FRAC Act, 
which would repeal the 2005 exemption and require regulation of fracking by the EPA under the 
federal Safe Drinking Water Act.  
 
"We allowed coal over many, many decades to be an industry that was so unregulated that it was 
allowed to do virtually whatever it wanted, and now we have numerous environmentally adverse 
impacts," he said.  
 
Though the drilling rush into Pennsylvania is barely two years old, more than 3,500 permits have 
been issued and about 1,500 wells drilled, with thousands more expected. Environmental 
problems are already bubbling up: methane leaks contaminating private water wells, major 
spillage of diesel and fracking chemicals above ground, and fish kill in a creek.  
 
A well blowout in north-central Pennsylvania last month spewed natural gas and toxic fracking 
water out of control for 16 hours. State regulators found EOG Resources Inc. of Houston had 
failed to install a proper blowout prevention system – taking cost shortcuts. The state fined EOG 
Resources and a contractor more than $400,000.  
 
A wary New York state has had a virtual moratorium on drilling permits for the Marcellus Shale 
region for two years while it completes an environmental review.  
 
Fear of water pollution is so high that a sweet spot of the Marcellus Shale – the Delaware River 
watershed in southern New York and northeastern Pennsylvania that provides drinking water for 
17 million people from Philadelphia to New York City – is virtually off-limits to drilling for 
now.  
 
The industry says there is no evidence that fracking chemicals – some of them suspected human 
carcinogens – contaminate drinking water, wells or aquifers once blasted deep underground.  
 
EPA summarized numerous reports of "water quality incidents" in residential wells, homes, or 
streams in Alabama, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Virginia, West Virginia and Wyoming 
but said there was inconclusive evidence linking the incidents to fracking.  
 
Hydraulic fracturing, first used commercially in 1949 by petroleum services giant Halliburton 
Co. of Houston, was developed to eke gas and oil from impermeable rock. Water mixed with 
chemicals and sand is injected at high pressure to fracture shale, the sand holding fractures open 
so gas can flow up the well.  
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Each frack job uses an average of 4 million gallons of water, delivered to a well site by hundreds 
of tanker trucks. Some of the "produced" wastewater remains in the well – estimates range from 
20 percent to 90 percent. What comes back up the well – briny, chemical-laden and possibly 
radioactive from exposure to naturally existing radon underground – is usually stored in open 
pits until it's trucked to treatment plants or underground injection wells.  
 
In the northeastern Pennsylvania town of Dimock, state regulators have repeatedly penalized 
Houston-based Cabot Oil & Gas Corp. for contaminating the drinking water wells of 14 homes 
with leaking methane and for numerous spills of diesel and chemical drilling additives, including 
one that contaminated a wetland and killed fish.  
 
Even as Pennsylvania officials work to improve their regulation of drilling, the state's 
environmental protection secretary does not want to cede authority.  
 
"I'm not ready to turn Pennsylvania's resources over to the federal government," said John 
Hanger. "Right now, Pennsylvania has just about the very best drilling oversight in the country 
and we continue to keep working at it every day."  
 
Hanger is quick to criticize the regulatory debacle of the federal Minerals Management Service 
and its cozy relationship with oil and gas corporations before the Deepwater Horizon explosion 
on April 20.  
 
"That agency was captured by the drilling industry," he said.  
 
The industry says it believes state oversight is sufficient and worries the new EPA study will lead 
to new and costly safety and environmental rules that would rob them of decades of profits.  
 
In West Virginia, however, state officials concede they're overwhelmed trying to regulate the 
Marcellus juggernaut that has added hundreds of Marcellus wells to tens of thousands of 
traditional, shallow gas wells.  
 
If passed, the FRAC Act would remove what's widely known as the "Halliburton loophole" – 
which exempted fracking from the Safe Drinking Water Act when the 2005 energy bill was 
passed.  
 
The EPA, in a statement to The Associated Press, did not criticize its previous study. But given 
the rapid expansion of the industry and "serious concerns" about the impact of hydraulic 
fracturing, the agency said it concluded it was necessary to conduct a peer-reviewed study that 
draws upon best available science, independent experts and the public.  
 
Online:  
EPA's hydraulic fracturing website: http://www.epa.gov/safewater/uic/wells_hydrofrac.html  
More on Energy 
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Hidden LA River Tour With Jenny Price (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 07-21-10 01:48 PM   |   Updated: 07-21-10 11:16 PM  
Around Town, La River, Los Angeles River, Slidepollajax, Los Angeles News  
UPDATE: Below, we had originally quoted Jenny Price as saying Los Angeles spends $200 
billion a year for 1 billion gallons of water. In fact, the figure is reversed: Los Angeles spends $1 
billion a year for 200 billion gallons of water.  
 
Jenny Price, environmental writer and LA river tour guide, is on a mission to let Angelenos 
know one thing: "Los Angeles is not a desert!" It's easy to make that assumption because of the 
hot, arid weather and city-wide mandates to conserve water. But in fact, Los Angeles was built 
on a basin of rivers and streams that stretch 51 miles from the Valley to Long Beach, and it's 
undergoing a 20-year revitalization effort to get green, clean, and pretty for all Angelenos to 
enjoy. Earlier this month, the LA River was declared "navigable" by the EPA (Environmental 
Protection Agency) and thus subject to the Clean Water Act Protections for the first time. This 
can only help the revitalization effort, and to get the word out about it, Jenny Price has teamed up 
with Hidden LA to give river tours that provide historical and political context on the struggle to 
reclaim the space.  
 
 
When Hidden LA's Lynn Garrett started organizing the tours through her site, she came across a 
fair amount of cynicism from hardened Angelenos. "It was a tough sell at first... Lots of 'Why 
would anyone want to tour a dry ditch filled with dead bodies and shell casings?' type of 
comments. People have NO CLUE about it," Lynn wrote. But Facebook comments like "LOL 
LA river that's a joke!" and "River? It's a drainage ditch. Let's call it what it is" were quickly 
transformed in tone after Lynn posted an album of the event over the weekend: "Great pictures! 
When's the next tour???" and "Beautiful pictures! Never realized there was foliage and birds!" 
You can sign up now for the next guided tours on August 22 and 29.  
 
Below is a short interview with tour guide Jenny Price. 
 
1: Why do you think Angelenos don't know about the revitalization efforts? 
 
I think that part of it is that the LA River has been a joke for so many decades that it goes a little 
bit in one ear and out the other when they read about it in the papers. A lot of people still don't 
really know that the river is here, and I think the closer you live to the river, the more likely you 
are to know that something is going on. My experience is that folks on the Westside are probably 
the least-educated about it - I live in Venice, by the way. When I talk to people from Venice, 
Santa Monica, Culver City, the Palisades, and Malibu, they usually are almost entirely clueless. 
Whereas if you live in Silver Lake or Echo Park, you'd know. 
2: How would Angelenos' daily lives be changed if the revitalization efforts (clean, green, and 
get rid of some concrete) actually happened? 
 
A lot of ways. If we're relying more on local water supplies, our water is going to be a lot 
cheaper. We wouldn't drink water directly out of the river, but we'd be able to rely more on our 
own stuff. Right now, we're moving most of our storm water to the ocean. If we capture that 
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storm water and it goes down to the aquifer, then we have the option of pulling it back up and 
cleaning it. This is a lot cheaper than bringing it 450 miles from the Delta. Just the city of LA 
pays $1 billion a year to import 200 billion gallons of water, and that's 20% of the energy use for 
the city.  
The river could also be the backbone for a county-wide network of green space. So if you think 
about LA right now, it's a very concrete city in a lot of ways. Literally you can walk for one, two, 
or three miles and not see any green space or public park. So what we're envisioning now is 
using the river as backbone to green up the city and give neighborhoods public space. LA has 
always been very dysfunctional. There's a lot of private green space, but only in certain 
neighborhoods. Everybody has a right to green space and clean air, and this is going to help with 
that a lot.  
 
Another thing is that if you can clean up the rivers, you can clean up the beaches and the ocean. 
One of the biggest reasons for beach closures is that you have storm water. Everybody says, 
"don't go into an ocean after a rain." That's because we're using our river channels to run all of 
our pollution into the ocean.  
 
 
3: Who are the leaders and groups that Angelenos can support in the revitalization movement? 
 
Right now [the movement] is a big, huge coalition of public and private interests. Pretty much 
every public agency that you could name is involved. The City of Los Angeles, the City of 
Burbank, the City of Maywood, the California State Parks, Santa Monica Conservancy, and the 
feds are involved. Non-profits - in terms of doing something, you can go on to the Friends of the 
Los Angeles River website and join a clean up or come on a tour. There's the Watershed Council, 
there's the Trust for Public Land, there's Northeast Trees... there's a lot of environmental justice 
groups like the City Project and Tree People, so there's a ton of stuff going on.  
Price finished our talk by summing up the goals of the revitalization movement: "We're not 
trying to return the river to its past; we're not trying to make it look like it did in 1730. We're 
trying to create a healthy, urban sustainable river" for Los Angeles.  
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


AIR 


 EPA undertakes overdue review on oil, gas rules (Huffington Post) 
 
DENVER — The Environmental Protection Agency is reviewing four air emission rules for oil 
and natural gas operations, albeit many years later than it should have done so. 
 
The EPA is supposed to review the standards every eight years under the Clean Air Act, but 
some of the regulations in question haven't been updated since 1985, while others were last fully 
reviewed in 1999. 
 
WildEarth Guardians and the San Juan Citizens Alliance noticed and sued the EPA to force a 
review. 
 
"That's kind of a slam dunk. It's hard to win a case like that," said Bruce Moore, senior technical 
adviser with the EPA's Office of Air Quality, Planning and Standards. 
 
The EPA reached a settlement in which it agreed to propose any changes by Jan. 31 and take 
final action by Nov. 30, 2011. 
 
The agency is going a step further, though. It also will take a broad look at the oil and gas 
industry to identify and quantify sources of air pollutants, consider strategies for reducing them, 
and determine the environmental and economic effects of those strategies. 
 
The EPA held public meetings in Arlington, Texas, on Monday and in Denver on Tuesday to get 
information from the public and industry representatives to help with its review. 
 
Two regulations the EPA is reviewing cover new gas processing plants. One involves leak 
detection of volatile organic compounds, and the other involves sulfur dioxide emissions. 
 
The EPA also is reviewing national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants in oil and 
gas production, and in natural gas transmission and storage operations. 
 
Regulators have lagged in updating rules, even as new strategies like horizontal drilling and 
hydraulic fracturing have boosted the amount of natural gas that is considered recoverable. 
 
Elevated ozone levels in the winter in the West have been attributed to volatile organic 
compounds from the oil and gas industry, Moore said. 
 
While the EPA has rules for some aspects of oil and gas operations, other areas are not covered 
by current regulations. 
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Kathleen Sgamma of Western Energy Alliance, a trade group, said at the EPA meeting Tuesday 
that onerous regulations would make it more difficult to produce energy domestically and lead to 
more importation. She noted other sources of air pollution and said regulators should focus on 
industries with higher emissions. 
 
Environmental groups noted that industry has undertaken some voluntary measures to mitigate 
pollution but said those efforts were insufficient. They also said natural gas is cleaner than coal 
but that they want to ensure industry makes use of modern technology to reduce emissions. 
 
 
 
August 5, 2010     
  


The FCC's Dangerous 'Let's Make A Deal'(Huffington Post) 
 
For whatever reason, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) continues its misguided 
game of "Let's Make A Deal" with the big telecom empires. Since the end of June, FCC Chief of 
Staff Edward Lazarus has convened representatives from AT&T, Verizon, the National Cable 
Telecommunications Association, Google, Skype and the Open Internet Coalition in an effort to 
try to have those negotiators do what FCC Chairman Julius Genachowski apparently won't do - 
make a decision about the future of broadband and the Internet in this country. 
 
As far apart as the parties are, it's increasingly unlikely that any overarching deal will be reached, 
even though negotiating sessions are scheduled for today (Aug. 4) and tomorrow (Aug. 5), 
following a marathon Saturday session on July 31. The Empire is stuck in 2005, giving nothing 
up and expecting surrender from the other side.  
 
The rumors are rampant that Verizon will make some type of voluntary agreement with Google 
to have some consumer transparency with wireless services. Whatever agreement these two big 
companies reach, however, is no substitute for a legally binding, comprehensive agreement in the 
public interest that covers not only network management but universal service and the other 
issues rolled up in the larger question whether the FCC even has the authority over broadband. 
The authority question also looms over any action the FCC might take if there is an agreement 
among all the parties. 
 
(Of course, such a deal would require Google Chairman Eric Schmidt to tell the politicians he 
advises, President Obama and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, that he is bailing on one of their top 
tech issues.) 
 
What the FCC (and Google) need to understand, however, is that over decades, the Bell 
companies have had a history of not keeping the official promises they have made, and the 
Commission itself has not shown any inclination to enforce them.  
 
The Commission would find that making a deal as ephemeral as the one under consideration is 
only asking for trouble. After all, if the Bells can break legally binding agreements, they should 
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have no problem sweeping aside an unenforceable piece of cotton candy - voluntary interim 
agreements that might look good, even taste sweet, but melt immediately upon being eaten. 
 
Sorry History of Agreements 
 
Whether the agreements are to complete mergers, or to settle cases at the state level, the set up is 
the same, and the results are the same. Big promises are made, precious few are kept. We know 
this from the meticulous research of Bruce Kushnick, who has tracked the mergers and cases 
before state regulators. 
 
For example, the former SBC (now AT&T) agreed in 1999 to offer competition in 30 markets 
outside its service territory by 2002 as a condition for buying Ameritech. The company also 
promised to spend $6 billion to move customers to a new fiber network. Originally, the company 
signed a deal to pay a $40 million fine for each market it didn't enter. The company got away 
cheap with a $40 million total fine for noncompliance. (Of course, the FCC only required three 
customers in a market to be counted as "competitive.) 
 
Bell Atlantic promised to spend $500 million to provide competitive local services around the 
country when it bought GTE in 1997 to form today's Verizon, in order to provision 250,000 
customer lines outside of its service territory. No enforcers on the beat have made them pay a 
dime for this. 
 
You can go back farther, as SBC created the empire that is the mostly reconstituted AT&T of 
today. It promised as part of purchase agreements network upgrades in California and 
Connecticut that never panned out. Bell Atlantic and Nynex promised a big fiber upgrade by 
2000 for their combination. That promise wasn't fulfilled, either. 
 
Even without the prompting of a merger, promises were made about network upgrades. 
Ameritech (now part of AT&T), Nynex (now part of Verizon), Pacific Telesis (now part of 
AT&T) and U S West (now Qwest) all promised big upgrades in the early 1990s back when the 
FCC was pushing companies to install "video dial tone" services - the first effort to get 
competition to cable. The projects didn't come to fruition. Bell Atlantic has a long history of 
promising New Jersey that it would upgrade the state, in exchange for massive rate increases. 
The rate increases came first, the deployment, much slower, if ever. 
 
Aggressive Bell Tactics Effective If Misguided 
 
There is a simple reason that the FCC leadership feels it has been forced into this no-win 
negotiation scenario. The Telecom Empire has persuaded them that it has them surrounded and 
the Commission is desperately looking for a way out of what they see as a tightening circle of 
enemies. Of course, most of those enemies are controlled by the Telecom Empire - those 
members of Congress beholden to the Empire for financial sustenance. And there are many, 
including quite a few in the President's own party who would take Telecom Empire coin and sell 
out from greed, or who go along with the Empire out of sheer ignorance by not taking the time to 
realize the harm they are doing. 
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Rep. Alan Grayson (D-FL), for example, says he favors Net Neutrality but wants Congress to 
decide the issue of whether the Bush-era mistake moving broadband Internet service into an 
unregulated service basket should be corrected. Now Grayson, a feisty liberal in most 
circumstances, along with another Democrat, Ben Chandler (D-KY) are being lauded by the 
right-wing Americans for Tax Reform as joining to fight the government's "Internet takeover." 
They are doing no such thing in part, because there is no government "Internet takeover." And 
they don't realize that without some action on the FCC's part to give the agency some 
jurisdiction, their favored policy of Net Neutrality will never be enacted. Whether out of 
ignorance or confusion, Grayson and Chandler have effectively shot themselves in their feet for 
not realizing what they got themselves into. 
 
The Telecom Empire is a very persuasive group, and it proves every day. Chandler is a perfect 
example of how powerful the Empire really is. He signed the letter the Empire wanted him to 
sign, not realizing that allowing Congress to decide on the status of broadband Internet service is 
to do the Empire's bidding. At the same time, he slams the financial reform package as not strong 
enough. What does he think will happen when the Telecom Empire gets its bill on the floor? 
 
In fact, there are many members of Congress who voted to restrain big banks and financial 
institutions, yet shy away from the Empire. A Public Knowledge analysis of those Democrats 
who signed the May letter from Rep. Gene Green (D-ATT) opposing FCC Chairman Julius 
Genachowski's modest "Third Way" proposal to put a cop on the Telecom beat shows that most 
of them voted for the financial reforms, however modest. Yet these same representatives will 
sign a letter asking the FCC not to act, knowing, as Chandler and Grayson should know, that 
Congress will do nothing to protect consumers or to make meaningful reforms in the telecom 
world that would offend the Empire. 
 
And so, Genachowski and his team sit desperately trying to avoid what, exactly? Being criticized 
by the captive Congress? Having the right wing gin up the Noise Machine against a "government 
takeover of the Internet?" The only consequence here is that failure to act means failure of the 
promised Obama policies. 
 
The EPA Shows The Way 
 
There is another way, and another example in Washington. Just as the Telecom Empire uses the 
"leave it to Congress" dodge, so do their cousins, the Utilities, in trying to force the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) not to regulate greenhouse gases. The Utilities follow 
the same playbook - letters, resolutions, bills, all generated to pressure a captive and craven 
Congress. And it works, in large measure, as a climate bill was pulled from Senate consideration.  
 
Except that EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson decided to go ahead with her rulemaking to control 
those pollutants anyway. She proposed a more modest rule than might otherwise have been 
preferred, the EPA version of the Third Way, and went ahead with it despite the harrumphing 
form the Hill. The EPA didn't screw around with silly, backroom negotiations. It carried out its 
public interest mandate. 
 
It can be done. It just takes some gumption, which is evident in some agencies, if not in others. 
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BP SPILL 
 


Dispersants and Oil Spills. Tradeoffs and a Lesson in Risk Perception. 
(Huffington Post) 
 
The EPA says Corexit 9500A, the chemical dispersants used to break up the oil from the Gulf of 
Mexico spill, are indeed toxic, but no more so than the oil itself. They're not something you'd put 
in the water if you didn't have to, but by breaking up the thick gooey oil, the dispersants reduce 
the mechanical/physical mechanism by which the oil suffocates or harms some wildlife. So, as is 
the case with so many environmental threats that trigger a knee-jerk "AAAIIIGGGH!", this one 
involves tradeoffs, and is more complicated than it seems at first, or than many environmentalists 
would like to admit.  
 
The list of these, of course, is long. In fact, it's rare the environmental bogeyman that is only a 
threat.  
 
DDT harms reproduction in some bird species but is an effective anti-mosquito agent against 
malaria.  
 
Nuclear radiation can cause cancer, but the tradeoff of avoiding the risk of nuclear power is the 
harm that comes from burning fossil fuels.  
 
Maybe the best example of all is mercury. Eating too much of some species of seafood raises 
exposure to mercury, which at high levels can impair the healthy neural development of a fetus. 
But the fatty acids you get by eating those fish are great for... ready... the healthy neural 
development of a fetus.  
 
So how are we to make sense of these risks? And why does the scary side always  
 
seem to grab our attention more than the benefit side? Wouldn't weighing the tradeoffs be a 
smarter way to make a fully informed healthy decision?  
 
Well, sure. But that's not how our risk perception system evolved. It's designed to keep us alive, 
not get straight A's in school. It developed to be on the lookout for danger, not benefit. When 
something potentially perilous comes along, we instinctively assess it for the harm it might do, 
not the gain. And the system is set on a hair-wire trigger that sounds the alarm instantly if there 
even might be a threat. Subconsciously, before our thinking brain has even gotten the raw data to 
thoughtfully analyze the tradeoffs and complexities, which takes time, the animal instinct/self-
preservation parts of the brain do a quick initial scan of information and if there is even the hint 
of peril... "AAAAIIIGGGGH."  
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The problem is, the perils of the modern information/technology age are more complicated than 
the simple dangers our risk perception system evolved to cope with. We didn't have to think 
about tradeoffs when the wolf was howling, or the bad guys with clubs were attacking, or it got 
dark. It's not so easy to figure out how to deal with climate change, or nanotechnology, or 
genetically modified food. There are certainly lots of 'cons' involved in the products and 
processes of modern life, but there are often pros too, and if we don't consider the whole picture, 
the ways we choose to protect ourselves may make us feel good, but leave us at greater peril.  
 
That moderate reasoned approach is easier proposed than accomplished, however, because as 
thoughtful as we humans like to think we are, the risk perception system is not a simple matter of 
factual analysis. It's a just what we think, but also how we feel, and we know from decades of 
research into the psychology of risk that not only do we tend to over focus on the negative, but 
also;  
 
Human-made risks innately feel scarier than natural ones.  
 
Risks produced by industries we rightly don't trust feel scarier than they might actually be, just 
because of where they come from.  
 
Whole classes of substances and categories of things can be stigmatized as dangerous when only 
some of them are.  
 
Risks associated with a single catastrophic event feel scarier than risks that might be much 
bigger but which are chronic and spread out in space and time.  
 
Risks getting a lot of attention feel scarier than bigger ones lurking in the background.  
 
Do all those characteristics fit the use of chemical dispersants in the Gulf of Mexico oil spill? 
You bet. I'm not for a minute diminishing the catastrophe of this oil spill or the toxicity of 
Corexit 9500A, nor saying we shouldn't worry about DDT, or nuclear radiation, or mercury in 
seafood, hazards all. I am suggesting that all these issues teach us that sometimes, despite our 
best instincts, those instincts can cause us to get risk wrong, to over-react to some threats and 
under-react to others, and fail to consider tradeoffs, and end up making things worse. In the name 
of public and environmental health, we should look to the risk sciences not only of chemistry and 
biology, but also psychology, to help ourselves think more carefully about the complex hazards 
of our modern world, so we can figure out responses that not only feel right, but also maximize 
how safe we really are.  
 
Follow David Ropeik on Twitter: www.twitter.com/dropeik 
 
 


The Death Gyre in the Gulf:  What BP Didn't Want People to See (Daily 
KOS) 
 



http://www.twitter.com/dropeik
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News OCR Text: There was a concerted effort to keep the media out of the area when the spill 
came about, we were kept from seeing the ROV photos, told they didn't exist and told that there 
was no live feed. 
 
There have been a lot of corrections over what was available to the public, there were disturbing 
limitations to the media. 
 
But it's starting to unfold just as BP and NOA are declaring victory, which for me, would be 
great, I would love that this nightmare be over as easily as they make it seem. But, it's not I who 
is saying it's not that simple. 
 
I wrote yesterday about concerns regarding the use of corexit on the oil, a choice that many felt, 
including the EPA was inevitable. Corexit and the Oil That's Left, the Worst is Yet to Come. 
 
The Crime of the Century: What BP and the US Government Don't Want You to Know, Part I is 
a piece that went up this morning that has some exstensive information but what caught my eye 
was the following... (Which some are saying has been debunked as CT, so I have included other 
information the diary) 
 
In May, Mother Nature Network blogger Karl Burkart received a tip from an anonymous 
fisherman-turned-BP contractor in the form of a distressed text message, describing a near-
apocalyptic sight near the location of the sunken Deepwater Horizon -- fish, dolphins, rays, 
squid, whales, and thousands of birds -- "as far as the eye can see," dead and dying. According to 
his statement, which was later confirmed by another report from an individual working in the 
Gulf, whale carcasses were being shipped to a highly guarded location where they were 
processed for disposal. 
 
CitizenGlobal Gulf News Desk received photos that matched the report and are being published 
on Karl's blog today. Local fisherman in Alabama report sighting tremendous numbers of 
dolphins, sharks, and fish moving in towards shore as the initial waves of oil and dispersant 
approached in June. Many third- and fourth-generation fisherman declared emphatically that they 
had never seen or heard of any similar event in the past. Scores of animals were fleeing the 
leading edge of toxic dispersant mixed with oil. Those not either caught in the toxic mixture and 
killed out at sea, or fortunate enough to be out in safe water beyond the Source, died as the water 
closed in, and they were left no safe harbor. The numbers of birds, fish, turtles, and mammals 
killed by the use of Corexit will never be known as the evidence strongly suggests that BP 
worked with the Coast Guard, the Department of Homeland Security, the FAA, private security 
contractors, and local law enforcement, all of which cooperated to conceal the operations 
disposing of the animals from the media and the public. 
 
I know many noted, where are the animals? There were so few photos of dead animals, so few 
photos of what was happening, although there were reports of many fish, dolphins and sharks 
swimming much closer to shore than usual in mid June. 
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GULF SHORES, Ala. (AP) - Dolphins and sharks are showing up in surprisingly shallow water 
just off the Florida coast. Mullets, crabs, rays and small fish congregate by the thousands off an 
Alabama pier. Birds covered in oil are crawling deep into marshes, never to be seen again. 
 
Marine scientists studying the effects of the BP disaster are seeing some strange phenomena. 
 
Day by day, scientists in boats tally up dead birds, sea turtles and other animals, but the toll is 
surprisingly small given the size of the disaster. The latest figures show that 783 birds, 353 
turtles and 41 mammals have died - numbers that pale in comparison to what happened after the 
Exxon Valdez disaster in Alaska in 1989, when 250,000 birds and 2,800 otters are believed to 
have died. 
 
There is an extensive interview with Rikki Ott as well as video, who has been on the scene and 
who I believe to be a very credible source about this spill from her experience with the Exxon 
Valdez. 
 
Because of fair use, I can't most of it, I encourage you to go read it. 
 
Dauphin Island was one of the sites where carcasses of sperm whales were destroyed. The 
operational end of the island was closed to unauthorized personnel and the airspace closed. The 
U.S. Coast Guard closed off all access from the Gulf. This picture shows the area as it was 
prepped to receive the whale carcasses for disposal. 
 
JC: There has been a great deal of discussion about the disappearance of the animals and the life 
in the ocean which seem to have vanished since this incident has occurred. What do you know 
about this? 
 
RO: Well I have been down in the Gulf since May 3rd. It's pretty consistent what I have heard. 
First I heard from the offshore workers and the boat captains that were coming in and they would 
see windrows of dead things piled up on the barrier islands; turtles and birds and dolphins... 
whales... 
 
JC: Whales? 
 
RO: And whales. There would be stories from boat captains of offshore, we started calling death 
gyres, where the rips all the different currents sweep the oceans surface, that would be the 
collection points for hundreds of dolphins and sea turtles and birds and even whales floating. So 
we got four different times latitudes/longitude coordinates where (this was happening) but by the 
time we got to these lat/longs which is always a couple of days later there was nothing there. 
 
So people offshore were reporting this first and then carcasses started making it onshore. Then I 
started hearing from people in Alabama a lot and the western half of Florida - a little bit in 
Mississippi - but mostly what was going on then there was an attempt to keep people off the 
beaches, cameras off the beaches. I was literally flying in a plane and the FAA boundary 
changed. It was offshore first with the barrier islands and all of a sudden it just hopped right to 
shore to Alabama that's where we were flying over and the pilot was just like - he couldn't 
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believe it - he was like look at that and I didn't know what he was looking but then he points at 
the little red line which had all of sudden grown and he just looked at me and said the only 
reason that they have done this is so people can't see what is going on. And what that little red 
line meant was no cameras on shore and three days later the oil came onshore and the carcasses 
came onshore into Alabama. 
 
JC: That immediately preceded the first wave coming onshore? 
 
RO: Pretty much. That preceded the first wave. It was June 2nd when the line changed and the 
FAA boundaries increased. Then people would -- I mean you walk beaches here at night it's hot 
so people walk beaches -- and they would see carcasses like sea turtles, a bird, a little baby 
dolphin, and immediately they would go over to it and immediately people would approach 
them, don't touch that if you touch it you will be arrested and within fifteen minutes there would 
be a white unmarked van that would just come out of nowhere and in would go the carcass and 
off it would go. 
 
They were white unmarked vans at first. We've since heard many other stories from truckers who 
are trucking carcasses in refrigerated vans to Mexico. Carcasses are just not showing up where 
they need to which is as body counts for essentially this war on the gulf. 
 
The Huffington Post mentions a post entitled 'Death Gyre' in the Gulf where there are photos of 
processing facility supposedly for dead animals. But there is not one dead animal in sight. There 
is an interview and a debunked text that was removed from this diary because it was suspect, I 
took it out until there is evidence it is authentic. 
 
What's most alarming about this is not just the cover up, the fact that the media was kept out 
from a no fly zone. When something this horrific happens, we expect to see such awful things. 
 
This has kept people from getting as upset as they should be, maybe it's kept people from getting 
more angry, from crying as much as they should have. Maybe it's made them think, "it could 
have been much worse." 
 
Well it was much worse than we could have imagined. 
 
But what this has done is it's hurt the ecologists and biologists who want to actually protect these 
animals from knowing the population numbers harmed in this catastrophe. How can we know 
how the sperm whale's viability if we have no idea how many perished in this nightmare? 
 
How can we know the impact on the endangered sea turtles if we can't get a grasp on how many 
died. 
 
It's not just about liability, it's about our responsibility as conservationists to understand the 
absolutely vastness of the situation. It just makes everyone's job harder in the long run and as this 
gets out, it deepens the general mistrust people have for corporate behemoths like BP and their 
agenda. 
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Protect their image rather than protect the environment, the people and the species that live there 
as well. 
 
And about the corexit, that's coming next from the Huffington Post and the effects on human 
beings. But the fact that it's gone and not to be found, Tests suggest oil dispersant washing up on 
Alabama beaches. 
 
The stained, brown water seen washing up in pockets along Alabama beaches for the last two 
weeks appears to contain the dispersant widely used on oil from the Deepwater Horizon spill, 
according to a preliminary analysis. 
 
While heavy oil sheen was visible in the areas where the material was collected, little if any oil 
was found to be present in the samples, said Overton, who is analyzing oil samples for the 
federal government. 
 
"We didn't see oil in the analysis we do, but I passed some of these water samples to a colleague 
who does fluorescence analysis," Overton said. "We saw some preliminary indications that there 
was a dispersant signal in the sample." 
 
It has yet to be confirmed 100%, they will be doing further testing. 
 
That's where I am now, waiting, further testing, watching the Gulf and hoping for the best, but 
we must hold BP accountable for what has happened. Just because we haven't seen it, doesn't 
mean it didn't happen or it is not there. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on April 30, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
 
@lisapjackson thanks for what you do. Best of luck in NOLA. 


Posted by: mireyamayor  6:00 pm  Full post:  
 
Being the enviro EPA can be hip and empowering. Kudos to Lisa Jackson! 


Posted by: dianneglave:  5:03 pm  Full post:  
 
EPA’s Lisa Jackson says the gulf oil leak started as a human tragedy with 11 workers lost 
and turned into environmental challenge. 


Posted by: Vicki9News:   4:05 pm  Full post:  
 


@LisaJackson @epa Thank you to Lisa Jackson for being the FIRST person to recognize 
the victims of the explosion in the gulf. 10 DAYS LATER. 


Posted by: DragonflyKid:      4:15 pm  Full post 
 
"We will work with the states first and foremost," says EPA’s Lisa Jackson of #oilspill. 
Includes air monitoring etc. 


Posted by: craigtimes:   4:10 pm  Full post:  
 
 
Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
 
EPA establishes web site with info on BP oil spill http://www.epa.gov/bpspill #oilpocalypse 
#oilspill As Administrator Jackson tours region….. 


Posted by:  facingsouth   5:31 pm  Full post:  



http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/mireyamayor

http://twitter.com/dianneglave

http://twitter.com/Vicki9News

http://twitter.com/LisaJackson

http://twitter.com/epa

http://twitter.com/DragonflyKid

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/craigtimes

http://www.epa.gov/bpspill

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilpocalypse

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill
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(Note:  similar post RTed about 50 times in last hour. Some of the RTers:  US CoastGuard, 
Audubon, person in Brazil, Alabama.com, Am. Lung Association, KATC TV3 (La.), Paramedics 
Florida, Sierra Club, AllMilitaryNews, Kate_Sheppard) 
 
HuffPost:  Fire on the Bayou:  River of Oil heads to Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, 
Florida 


Posted by: http://www.huffpost.com       5:30 pm  Full post: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/bill-quigley/fire-on-the-bayou-non-sto_b_559268.html  
 
 
An oil spill so large and threatening it garners its own @USEPAgov website. Thanks BP! 
http://www.epa.gov/bpspill 


Posted by:    fruhwirth   5:51 pm  Full post:  
 
Houma chief at New Orleans Jazz Fest prepares for oil spill briefing with EPA director 
Lisa Jackson  


Posted by:  NOLAnews    5:58 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/cxXX92 
 
green alert: EPA emergency response staff are responding to the #oilspill, please support 
their efforts. Region 4 guys going to Ala & Miss 


Posted by:  melisheath:    5:20 pm  Full post: 
 


Alert: Federal EPA calling all certified oil spill technicians for 3 week stint in New Orleans; 
BIG PAY, paid hotels, food. #jobs 


Posted by:  Workway:  5:05 pm  Full post 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 



http://www.huffpost.com/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/bill-quigley/fire-on-the-bayou-non-sto_b_559268.html

http://twitter.com/USEPAgov

http://www.epa.gov/bpspill

http://twitter.com/fruhwirth

http://twitter.com/NOLAnews

http://bit.ly/cxXX92

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/melisheath

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23jobs

http://twitter.com/Workway
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


TOXICS 
 
May 3, 2010  
   


Rubber Ducks, Dancing Cats and Mutagenic Pajamas All In One Book! 
(Huffington Post)  
 
Not sure what to get your mom for Mother's Day? I have the perfect gift. Now more than ever, 
mother needs to KNOW BEST, so get her a copy of Slow Death by Rubber Duck: The Secret 
Danger of Everyday Things. Two wild and crazy Canadian science-policy geeks, Rick Smith 
and Bruce Lourie, write about the slightly horrific and sometimes hilarious experiment they 
conducted on themselves. For one week, they lingered in a rented apartment inhaling and 
ingesting a variety of toxic chemicals which are present in everyday household products. Some 
examples; personal-care products containing phthalates and triclosan, bisphenol A (BPA) 
leaching from baby and other plastic bottles, mercury found in tuna and the off-gassing from new 
carpets. The authors carefully monitored themselves taking urine and blood samples throughout 
the experiment to send for analysis to a highly respected forensic laboratory. "While we were 
voluntarily and deliberately exposing ourselves to these substances, thousands of people were 
unknowingly and involuntarily exposing themselves to the same chemicals," writes Rick Smith. 
By doing these ordinary things that people do everyday, for one week, Smith increased his urine 
levels of phthalate (MEP) 22 times, his level of BPA 7.5 times and his levels of triclosan 2,900 
times.  


A large and growing body of scientific research links exposure to toxic chemicals to many 
ailments including several forms of cancer, reproductive problems, birth defects, respiratory 
illnesses such as asthma and neurodevelopmental disorders such as attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD). 


Simmer down, now. I promise you won't get depressed when you read this book but you may just 
get fed up with being a guinea pig to a feral chemical industry who spends millions lobbying 
publicly elected officials who are either a. oblivious, b. negligent, c. super rich, or d. all of the 



http://digg.com/submit?phase=2&url=http://www.huffingtonpost.com/annie-spiegelman/rubber-ducks-dancing-cats_b_543372.html&title=Annie%20Spiegelman:%20Rubber%20Ducks%2C%20Dancing%20Cats%20and%20Mutagenic%20Pajamas%20All%20in%20One%20Book%21

http://digg.com/submit?phase=2&url=http://www.huffingtonpost.com/annie-spiegelman/rubber-ducks-dancing-cats_b_543372.html&title=Annie%20Spiegelman:%20Rubber%20Ducks%2C%20Dancing%20Cats%20and%20Mutagenic%20Pajamas%20All%20in%20One%20Book%21
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above! You just may become an outspoken leader and activist. C'mon already. We need you! 
"There are 82,000 chemicals in use in the United States with 700 new ones added each year. Of 
those roughly 82,000, only 650 are monitored through TRI (EPA's Toxic Release Inventory), 
only 200 have ever been tested for toxicity, and only five have been banned under the Toxic 
Substances Control Act, " says Bruce Lourie. "Not even asbestos is banned, a known carcinogen 
that has killed nearly 45,000 Americans over the past 30 years." 


If that's not insane, I don't know what is. Well actually, this is also in the Looney Tunes category: 
93% of Americans tested have measurable amounts of BPA in their bodies. "What in God's name 
were they thinking when they started making household plastics out of a chemical that has been 
known for over 70 years to screw up the human body's hormone system?" writes Smith. Smith 
ate only canned products and drank out of polycarbonate for one full day during his experiment. 
His level of PBA increased more than sevenfold as an adult male. Babies are essentially doing 
that all day, every day.  


The authors conclude that we can't completely succeed. The toxins are too widespread. You may 
eat organic at home but the chairs, bus seats and carpets are coated with toxic stain-resistant 
chemicals and the air fresheners in the cab, bathroom or office are spewing out phthalates. We 
need to first, get informed, so that we can make wise, educated choices as consumers. And 
secondly, we need bona fide government regulation and oversight of toxic chemicals.  


Read, weep, and chuckle here and there. Then get active by joining the Environmental Working 
Group (www.ewg.org) who is working tirelessly to change arbitrary and outdated chemical laws. 
(Just this month EWG worked with Senator Frank Lautenberg (N.J.) to introduce the 'Safe 
Chemicals Act' which would regulate all chemicals and protect consumers.) Also visit 
www.cosmeticdatabase.com to see how many possibly carcinogenic chemicals you're lathering 
on to your skin in your favorite cosmetics.  


Last, I give you permission to join me in being bitter, jaded and spitting mad. It looks good on 
you, really. Nothing will change unless companies see their profits decline. Mothers must unite, 
network and spread the word to support companies who don't hide scientific research on the 
hidden toxicity of their products, especially their baby products; baby bottles, rubber ducks, baby 
pajamas. As the League of Maternal Justice bloggers (www.leagueofmaternaljustice.com) write 
on their home page "To use the power of the mom internet community to expose the injustices 
perpetrated against mothers everywhere and to exact vengeance through excessive finger-
wagging and online shaming."  
Fire it up, Mothas! 
IT IS ON! 


Get this book for your friends who are having babies and for your mom who is still spraying all 
that fake-floral air freshener. Open the window. Let in fresh air.  
Never mind.  
There is no fresh air anymore.  
Go hide under the sheets and don't come out till I text you. 


 



http://(www.ewg.org)/

http://www.cosmeticdatabase.com/

http://www.leagueofmaternaljustice.com)/
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 “BP”, Star of Stage, Screen, and Radio (Huffington Post) 


For those of you young enough to remember the expression, "Star of Stage, Screen and Radio" 
the moniker conveyed upon those in public view who seemed to be here, there and everywhere, 
forever the focus of the media's eye. 


In perverse manner the same now applies to BP, currently viewed as responsible for the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill which President Obama has categorized as a "massive and potentially 
unprecedented catastrophe."It has already claimed eleven lives, destroying the livelihood of 
thousands and thousands, and causing incalculable environmental damage. 


"BP is responsible for this leak and will be paying the bill" Obama made clear. According to 
Environmental Protection Federal Agency Administrator Lisa P. Jackson who flew over the Gulf 
oil spill Saturday, would tell people at a meeting in New Orleans that "it's like all five of the 
Great Lakes and the Great Lakes are oil sheen."  


These past years BP has been the central player in a roster of disturbing often lethal oil related 
catastrophes and dubious policies. 
These include not only today's disaster : 


-2005: A major explosion at BP'S 440,000 barrel/day Texas City Refinery killing 15 workers and 
injuring hundreds. According to a report that was issued after the accident identifying numerous 
failings in equipment, risk management, at the site, as well as failings in a working culture, 
relating to maintenance, inspection and general health and safety assessments. 


- 2007: BP agreed to pay $303 million to settle civil charges and avoid criminal prosecution for 
allegedly manipulating and cornering the U.S. propane market in 2004. Please see "Energy 
Trading Oversight Awakens From Its Slumber with Anticipated BP Settlement" 10.25.07. 


-2009: The Federal government and the State of Alaska filed a civil lawsuit against a BP PLC 
unit in Alaska for breaking federal laws during two major oil spills totaling some 200,000 
gallons of oil in 2006 at Prudhoe Bay, the country's largest oilfield. The complaint accuses BP of 
failing "to prepare and implement spill prevention" including not complying in a timely manner 
with a federal order requiring tests, inspection and repairs. Earlier Thomas J. Barnett then with 
the Office of Pipeline Safety would comment, "What disappointed me was their failure to 
maintain these lines in an accepted industry level of care."-Also please see "Bravo BP! Those 
Record Earnings Really Help. Alaska and the Nation Thank You!" 08.09.06. 
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While the oil slick spreads we can at least rest assured that BP, perhaps a bit thin with hands on 
competence in containing oil spills, has ample experience in dealing with federal oversight 
agencies. 


 


 


Gulf Oil Spill 2010 EPA Launches Emergency Site (Huffington Post) 


First Posted: 05- 2-10 10:40 AM   |   Updated: 05- 2-10 10:45 AM  


Mother Nature Network: 


The entire world is now looking to the EPA for guidance, explanations and emergency resources 
for Gulf residents who are bracing for what experts predict will be the worst oil spill in U.S. 
history. In hasty response, the EPA just put up a "damage control" web page which provides 
breaking updates and resources for those living in the affected areas. 


EPA launches website on oil spill 
The Deepwater Horizon incident is set to surpass the Exxon Valdez spill as the worst oil disaster 
in U.S. history. The EPA, the Coast Guard and Department of Homeland Security are providing 
breaking updates and resources online. 
Fri, Apr 30 2010 at 7:39 PM EST 
 
The entire world is now looking to the EPA for guidance, explanations and emergency resources 
for Gulf residents who are bracing for what experts predict will be the worst oil spill in U.S. 
history. In hasty response, the EPA just put up a "damage control" web page which provides 
breaking updates and resources for those living in the affected areas. 
  
Lisa Jackson, the EPA administrator, just flew over the area a few hours ago (you can follow her 
updates on Twitter @lisapjackson) and has dispatched two Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzers 
or TAGA's to test the impacts on air quality as toxic vapors threaten several densely populated 
areas, including New Orleans. Here's what Lisa Jackson has to say: 
We are taking every possible step to protect the health of the residents and mitigate the 
environmental impacts of this spill. For several days, EPA has been on the ground evaluating air 
and water concerns and coordinating with other responding agencies. We are also here to address 
community members — the people who know these waters and wetlands best. They will be 
essential to the work ahead. 
The EPA site casts a little light on information about water testing and what is being done to 
curtail the oil slick as it impacts protected wildlife reserves and coastal towns on the Gulf, but an 
adjunct website called DeepwaterHorizonRepsonse.com has a great photo gallery of tactics being 
used to capture oil before it hits land — like oil-absorbent pads and underwater booms. It 
provides recent reports from the Coast Guard, NOAA, the Department of Homeland Security and 
BP. 
  



http://www.mnn.com/eco-glossary/epa

http://www.mnn.com/eco-glossary/oil-spill

http://www.epa.gov/bpspill/

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://www.deepwaterhorizonresponse.com/go/site/2931/
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The Deepwater website also has some great video, but unfortunately the U.S. government doesn't 
do YouTube, so video can only be viewed if you have a special plugin which doesn't work on a 
Mac. Still a great resource though ... check it out. 
 
 
 
May 3, 2010  
   
Posted: May 2, 2010 07:35 PM  


The Oil Spill From Hell – Why Your Shrimp Will Be Ever More Expensive 
(Huffington Post) 
 
After the massive oil spill off the coast of Louisiana my friend, Stephanie Kovac, an award 
winning television producer and director of the highly acclaimed documentary "Tide Of Tears: 
The Collapse of the Cajun Coast" felt compelled to write the following Op-Ed column.  
Believe me she knows of what she speaks. For years this daughter of the Gulf Coast has been 
studying the history of the area and struggling to document how the man-made misuse and 
natural erosion of the Louisiana Coast is literally destroying an area rich in heritage and fertile in 
products mankind needs.  
Then came the horrific BP oil spill, belching out even more destruction along her beloved home 
state coast. 
Who's to blame for the environmental disaster? Please read this very important piece from 
Stephanie Kovac. You'll see there's plenty of blame to go around ~ Diane Dimond  
 
The Mississippi Gulf Coast - the place I call home - is staring directly into the face of 
catastrophic certainty. A man-made disaster the likes of which the world has never seen. And, for 
weeks, perhaps months on end, nothing can be done to save it. 


As British Petroleum's guzzler spews an estimated 210,000 gallons of oil per day into the Gulf, 
many are already pointing fingers, asking why the oil giant isn't doing more to stop the leak. 


However, BP isn't the only entity with blood on its hands. The United States government 
controls the waters in the Gulf of Mexico - the same government that granted the offshore leases 
to the drilling giants. The same government that announced last March it was opening areas of 
the eastern Gulf and the Atlantic to offshore drilling then sheepishly recanted 20 days later, after 
the BP explosion. 


But, the blame doesn't stop there. Every American in this country needs to take a long hard look 
at the disaster in the Gulf of Mexico because we are all responsible. We are the only species that 
will destroy what we have in an effort to get what we think we need. No one is more capable of 
utter destruction in the pursuit of what he wants than man.  


Americans want their gas-guzzling sport utility vehicles and one ton trucks and we don't want to 
be bothered with the details of how we're going to acquire what we need to fill the tank. We only 
gripe and moan when we have to pay more than two dollars a gallon for it.  
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So, shouldn't we Americans be damn proud of the find BP made? According to the Washington 
Times, "BP has not said how much oil is beneath the Gulf seabed Deepwater Horizon was 
tapping, but a company official speaking on condition of anonymity because he was not 
authorized to discuss the volume of reserves, confirmed reports that it was tens of millions of 
barrels." 


The Times continues that same tens of millions of barrels is now "a frightening prospect to 
many." Ask any third generation oysterman who will no longer be raking in those bands of gold 
what fear is. Ask any shrimper whose boat is now docked at the start of the season what fear is. 
Ask any wildlife rescue group who will be unable to save hundreds of thousands of migratory 
birds from certain death what fear is. 


The bayou people of south Louisiana have been forced to share the wetlands they depend on for 
survival with the oil giants for years - sold out by state legislators who were supposed to be 
"looking out for the little guy" but were bought by big oil along the way.  


 
Today, Louisiana produces 25 percent of the nation's oil and gas. At the same time, more than 
300 species of migratory birds seek refuge in the coastal wetlands every spring and fall, stopping 
to feed, rest and mate. In addition, one third of America's seafood comes from coastal Louisiana. 
It is also home to one of the largest oyster beds in the world. 


But, the ten thousand miles of oil canals that crisscross the fresh water marsh are funneling in 
lethal salt water from the Gulf and accelerating the end of this fragile freshwater environment. A 
football field of land is lost every fifty minutes... leaving behind a defenseless coast.  


Every 2-point-3 miles of wetland absorbs one foot of storm surge. 1900 square miles of the 
Louisiana coast have been lost in the last 75 years. The greatest fear after hurricane Katrina was 
that another 700 would vanish in the next 40 years if nothing was done. And, then came the 
Deepwater Horizon blast. The greatest fear now is that there will be nothing left to lose. 


The bayou people have been engaged in a balancing act with big oil since the 1970s. They have 
struggled to co-exist while watching the land they love erode away. And, all the while they have 
shouted on deaf ears that Louisiana was paying too high a price to provide fuel and heat to the 
rest of the nation. 


Since Katrina, more than 50-thousand fishing jobs have been lost. In a sad twist of fate, many 
fishermen were forced to take jobs with the oil companies. It was a way to make ends meet, 
working for those who raped the land they loved.  


The BP disaster may ultimately change the way of life in south Louisiana forever. And, some 
believe the oil giant has agreed to hire the local fishermen to help in the clean up only as a means 
of offering them hush money. After all, big oil is big money. And, no one is going to bite the 
hand that feeds. They can't afford to, not in one of the poorest states in the country. 
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So, the next time you dine out only to find seafood is no longer on the menu... or balk at the price 
at the pump... or turn up the heat to make your home more comfortable... remember, we are all 
responsible for the disaster in the Gulf. Perhaps it's time Americans stopped believing that 
exploring any other option will be the end of us. Perhaps it's time we stopped pointing fingers at 
every other man except the one in the mirror. 
 
 
Diane Dimond can be reached through her web site: www.DianeDimond.com  
Stephanie Kovac can be reached through her production company: 
skovac@wishcraftproductions.com  
 
I strongly urge a donation to WishCraft Productions so Stephanie can continue the important job 
of documenting the literal destruction of the Cajun people and the Cajun coastline.  


 Follow Diane Dimond on Twitter: www.twitter.com/dianedimond  
 
 
 
May 3, 2010  
   


 
Posted May 1, 2010  02:50PM 
 
Exxon Lessons for the BP Spill ( Huffington Post) 
 
The question after the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill was not if another catastrophic spill would hit 
the United States, but when. 


Now we know. Unless BP's mile-deep gusher can be capped or shut off, it may exceed in volume 
and damage the 11 million gallon spill that occurred in Alaska's Prince William Sound. 
Estimates are that 1.5 million gallons have already spewed out and it seems to be getting worse, 
not better. 


As an environmental reporter for the Seattle Times, I was one of the first on the scene of the 
Exxon spill and later shared a Pulitzer for its coverage. Twenty-one years later, neither I nor the 
oil industry have an answer for what to do now. 


Corralling an oil spill is like putting fog in a bag. 


Based on Alaska's experience, what might we expect in the Gulf as the oil platform disaster 
worsens? 


First, BP, like Exxon, will be properly contrite, determined, and will promise to make restitution. 
None of this will matter. Exxon said the same things, probably caused as much damage as it 
prevented in its power-washing of beaches, and spent two decades beating down $5 billion in 



http://www.twitter.com/dianedimond

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/syndication/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/syndication/
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civil damages for those harmed by its spill to a little more than 10 percent of that. Watch what 
they do, not what they say. 


Second, cleaning up oil once it escapes its confinement remains an almost impossible task. The 
technology was not very effective in Alaska, and so far it does not seem very effective in the 
Gulf. In Alaska, the oil industry tried chemical dispersants such as are being used in the Gulf, 
booms, burning, hot-water pressure washing of beaches, bio-remediation by culturing bacteria to 
eat oil, and even wiping rocks with rags. None worked very well. After humans quit, winter 
storms finally broke up and eroded the surface oil, while subsurface oil still lingers. 


Once wind pushes the oil into mangroves and estuaries, forget about it. The damage is hard to 
imagine until you see it. But to get an idea, dump a quart of dirty motor oil on your driveway and 
try to clean it up. 


There will be immediate photogenic bird kills, but then a much longer and more insidious 
presence of oily contaminants in Gulf ecosystems. The real damage will play out over years, not 
days. 


While the focus in coming weeks will be on defending the coast from oily tides, lawyers will 
parachute in ahead of beach workers. At issue will be how much wildlife and seafood was 
present before the spill, and how much was lost. The inventorying will pit legions of scientists 
from the Gulf states against legions of scientists from BP. While President Obama is holding BP 
responsible for restitution, just how much damage occurs? This will be the crucial question in the 
years of court fights to come. This disaster will mean full employment for a shrimp-bucket-full 
of attorneys and biologists. 


That means the more the Gulf states know about their coastal environment, the more money they 
will collect at the back end. They'd better hope they haven't gutted their environmental agencies, 
because they need them right now. Big Time. Count, count, count. 


Scoffing at environmentalists is national sport, of course, until pollution hits close to home. 
Another prediction, based on what happened in Alaska, is that once the oil starts to devastate 
commercial marine livelihoods, you'll see tree-hugger conversions among redneck resource 
workers more dramatic than that of Saul on the road to Damascus. Fishermen will howl - but still 
will lose their livelihoods. 


A likely beneficiary of this spill are environmental organizations and their efforts to promote 
conservation and discourage new drilling. BP has a history of shooting itself in the foot. It 
allowed corrosion on the Alaska pipeline it managed to trigger a spill that helped derail a 
campaign to open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to drilling, and now has this nightmare 
right after the Obama Administration proposed opening new swaths of coast to oil leasing. The 
oil industry is its own worst enemy. 


Eventually there will be investigations, some kind of Congressional legislative reform, and -- if 
the spill is costly enough -- an overhaul of BP management similar to what happened at Exxon, 
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in which a cowboy company gets (some) religion. Technology will take a stride ahead and things 
might get a bit safer, for a while. 


But the threat will remain, vigilance will relax, and risks will run higher as the world gets more 
desperate for oil and drills in ever-more-inaccessible places. Petroleum product consumption in 
the United States has increased about 10 percent since the Exxon Valdez spill, according to the 
Department of Energy, despite some impressive renewable energy and conservation efforts. 


Until we make real strides in weaning from fossil fuels -- which, incidentally, would help save 
the climate, save the oceans, and get us less entangled in endless wars -- it's almost certain I can 
recycle this blog post again in ten or twenty years. 


But energy conservation is one of those dad-gum socialist ideas, isn't it? Why conserve when it's 
so American to just let the oil industry do its thing? 


  
 
 
May 3, 2010  


Oil Spill Worse than Exxon Valdez: Oceanographer (Huffington Post) 


First Posted: 05- 1-10 05:14 PM   |   Updated: 05- 2-10 09:19 AM  


The Gulf Coast spill will have eclipsed the Exxon Valdez in terms of total gallons of oil before 
the weekend is over -- making it the largest oil spill in U.S. history -- according to calculations 
made by oceanographer Ian MacDonald after studying aerial Coast Guard photos taken earlier in 
the week. 


MacDonald, a professor at Florida State University who counts "oil and gas development" 
among his areas of expertise, stopped short of comparing the Deepwater Horizon spill to that of 
the Alaskan oil tanker, but said Saturday, "The spill is growing. I'm comfortable saying that the 
size and extent of this slick is 10 million gallons." 


Given that just over a million gallons are leaking into the Gulf per day, according to 
MacDonald's calculations, the spill will shortly top the Exxon Valdez's estimated 11-million-
gallon spill. It is almost certain to cost more than the Exxon spill, which cost $3.5 billion for 
cleanup and another $5 billion worth of lawsuits and other settlements. 


The environmental whistleblowers at SkyTruth, which debunked earlier lowball estimates from 
the government and BP, said the spill will top the Exxon spill by the end of the day Saturday. 
Federal point man and Coast Guard Admiral Thad Allen didn't dispute the calculations of 
MacDonald or SkyTruth, but said "any exact estimate is probably impossible at this point." 


 
 



http://blog.skytruth.org/2010/05/gulf-oil-spill-new-spill-rate.html

http://www.gulfbase.org/person/view.php?uid=imacdonald

http://www.flickr.com/photos/skytruth/4562515843/sizes/o/

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/greenspace/2010/05/gulf-oil-spill-nearly-as-big-as-exxon-valdez-whistleblower-group-says.html

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/greenspace/2010/05/gulf-oil-spill-nearly-as-big-as-exxon-valdez-whistleblower-group-says.html

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/apr/30/bp-cost-deepwater-horizon-spill
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Bill Maher Slams Obama, Oil Companies After Gulf Coast Oil Spil (Video) 
(Huffington Post) 
 
First Posted: 05- 1-10 02:27 AM   


Bill Maher slammed President Obama Friday for supporting a repeal of the moratorium on 
offshore oil drilling. 


During the panel segment on "Real Time," Maher pointed to the Gulf Coast oil spill and 
wondered why less than a month ago, President Obama proposed lifting the ban on offshore oil 
drilling along much of the East Coast. 


While the president's proposal was part of a larger climate bill, for Maher, it was an unecessary 
concession to Republicans.  


"I understand politics is the art of the compromise and all that," Maher said. "But you know, 
when you compromise on something like that, that's a bridge too far to me, as a supporter." 


He went on to compare oil companies to banks that were too big to fail and suggested higher 
taxes for oil companies that will reflect the real cost of oil. 


Maher: Oil companies are worse than banks. They're also too big to fail. And their cost to 
society is also, just like the banks, too great for society to sustain it.  


 
I started to talk about this with John over there. The International Center for Technology 
Assessment did a study of the hidden cost on a gallon of gasoline. And this was years ago, when 
gas was about a dollar a gallon. And because of things like defense of the Middle East, 
regulatory oversight, pollution cleanup, oil industry tax subsidies, it was about $15 a gallon. I 
don't think people realize that. So 'tax, baby, tax' maybe is what we should do with the oil 
companies. 


But Obama and oil companies weren't the only villains in Maher's debate. 


 



http://www.nytimes.com/2010/03/31/science/earth/31energy.html

http://www.icta.org/doc/Real%20Price%20of%20Gasoline.pdf
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 
Here’s a sampling of what was said on Nov. 23, 2009: 


 
NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Chinese Drywall 
 
Chinese drywall causing health problems  
(Note:  Medicine and Technology – 23,000 followers) 


Posted by: DrJosephKim:      5:46 pm     http://bit.ly/5XSvqa 
 
Chinese drywall causing health problems  


Posted by: EllenMD:     5:48 pm     http://rly.cc/fqUrB 
 
Study finds link between some drywall and corrosion  


Posted by: DailyMeGreen:    5:44 pm     http://bit.ly/7zyxDL 
 
Chinese Drywall Linked to Corrosion in Homes  


Posted by: moneynevrsleeps:     5:42 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/7UESfE 
 
Preliminary reports link Chinese drywall, corrosion in U.S. homes - CNN  
(strong association between the high levels of hydrogen sulfide and the corrosion of the metals in 
pipes, appliances)  


Posted by: USBreakingNews    5:05 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4tOHWu  
 
Chinese Drywall Linked to Corrosion in Homes: Reports in the spring claimed that 
drywall made in China was causing ...  
(Note:  China Digital Times (CDT) is a collaborative news website covering China's social and 
political transition and its emerging role in the world.) 


Posted by: CDT:     5:00 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/8Hrauz 
 
 
New Regs for Construction Stormwater Runoff 
 
EPA Issues Rule to Reduce Water Pollution from Construction Sites: The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency today…… 


Posted by:  edcmagazine:       5:22 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/08tZtxN 
 


  
 
EPA Rule To Reduce Water Pollution From Construction Sites: This is the first time EPA 
has imposed national monitoring..  


Posted by:  PnMmag       4:21 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/5WKQKz 



http://twitter.com/DrJosephKim

http://bit.ly/5XSvqa

http://twitter.com/EllenMD

http://rly.cc/fqUrB

http://twitter.com/DailyMeGreen

http://bit.ly/7zyxDL

http://twitter.com/moneynevrsleeps

http://bit.ly/7UESfE

http://twitter.com/USBreakingNews

http://bit.ly/4tOHWu

http://twitter.com/CDT

http://bit.ly/8Hrauz

http://twitter.com/edcmagazine

http://bit.ly/08tZtxN

http://twitter.com/PnMmag

http://bit.ly/5WKQKz





 
 
RT @KyleCrider: EPA Issues Rule to Reduce Water Pollution from Construction Sites  


Posted by:  toxicsoup       5:30 pm     Full post: http://tinyurl.com/yhpvc9t 
 
EPA issues new rules for construction stormwater runoff. 


Posted by:  USClimateLaw:       5:15 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/7HFfao 
 


EPA Targets Construction-Site Pollution - Wall Street Journal  
Posted by:  machinecontrol:    5:12 pm     Full post: http://su.pr/2zVhPN 


 
Climate Bill Leaked Emails 
 
Climategate: E-mail Scandal Could Melt Copenhagen Plans- Climategate: E-mail Scandal 
Could Melt Copenhagen Plans Wi...  


Posted by: r3publican:   6:28 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/598u5C 
 
Climategate - how the MSM reported the greatest scandal in modern science  


Posted by: max1media: 6:30 pm   Full post:  
 
On What Some are Calling "ClimateGate"  


Posted by: ScienceInsider     6:29 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/7PzeZ8 
 
Climategate: 1000 emails & 3000 docs on climate change exposed 


Posted by: Heritage    3:12 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/8GpFs0 
 
 
Guardian: Leaked email climate smear was a PR disaster for Univ. of East Anglia (UEA) 


Posted by: Earth_News    3:12 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/6nfHdv 
 
 
Climate Bill 
 
VIDEO:  Bill McKibben says time is running out on climate delays: by Grist Related 
Links: Climate Ci..  
(NOTE:  Founder 350.org – urging people to join vigils around the world on Dec. 11 and 12) 


Posted by: TMCMemberFeed  5:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/50qZvt 
 
 
[World Changing] As U.S. Climate Bill Stalls, Global Treaty Languishes: The U.S. Senate 
will not vote on a pr...  


Posted by: ClimaTweets  3:00 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/6Phss  
 
 



http://twitter.com/KyleCrider

http://twitter.com/toxicsoup

http://tinyurl.com/yhpvc9t

http://twitter.com/USClimateLaw

http://bit.ly/7HFfao

http://twitter.com/machinecontrol

http://su.pr/2zVhPN

http://twitter.com/r3publican

http://bit.ly/598u5C

http://twitter.com/max1media

http://twitter.com/ScienceInsider

http://bit.ly/7PzeZ8

http://bit.ly/8GpFs0

http://bit.ly/6nfHdv

http://twitter.com/TMCMemberFeed

http://bit.ly/50qZvt

http://twitter.com/ClimaTweets

http://bit.ly/6Phss
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 
 


With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 
Here’s a sampling of what was said on May 11, 2010: 


 
NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
Lisa Jackson in C&E News: This week's Chemical and Engineering News has a cover story 
on EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson...  


Posted by:  act4chemistry     4:45 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/cweX4d   
 
Tulane, UNO, Xavier, USA & USM researchers had a gr8 meeting 2day w/ EPA Adm. 
Jackson; she recognizes need 4 long-term approach #oilspill    


Posted by:  spcourtneynola    3:05 pm    Full post:  
 
About to listen to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson address community organizations near 
Tulane University. #gfagulf #fb 


Posted by:  greenforall   2:40 pm  Full post:  
 


EPA admin Lisa Jackson back in #NOLA to speak w/ scientists abt effect of #oilspill chem 
dispersants on environment & review BP's efforts. 


Posted by:  LyndaWoolard   10:00 am  Full post:  
 
 
Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
 
[VIDEO] Senate grills #BP executives over gulf #oilspill  


Posted by:  DCHearst  6:10 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/9UNN8i 
    
ILFlow: EPA Approves Corexit for Gulf Oil Spill Cleanup, But Nobody Knows What It's 
Made Of: The mammoth oil...  


r20_blogroll:    5:00 pm  Full post: http://tinyurl.com/35uxm4g 
 


 
National Journal (blog) - EPA: BP Cleanup Means 'Environmental Trade-Off' -  


Posted by:  blackgoldnews     4:07 pm     Full post:  http://url4.eu/3KeOI 



http://twitter.com/act4chemistry

http://bit.ly/cweX4d

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/spcourtneynola

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23gfagulf

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23fb

http://twitter.com/greenforall

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23NOLA

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/LyndaWoolard

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://bit.ly/9UNN8i

http://twitter.com/r20_blogroll

http://tinyurl.com/35uxm4g

http://twitter.com/blackgoldnews

http://url4.eu/3KeOI
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(Note:  BP is pumping a blend of toxins above and below water in a last-ditch effort to mitigate 
the impact of the ruptured oil well fouling the Gulf of Mexico. But the use of chemical 
dispersants is an "environmental trade-off," an EPA official said today at a Senate hearing.) 


 
'Trying Anything': EPA approves spraying chemicals with unknown effects into Gulf of 
Mexico #green  
 Posted by:  greenforyou        3:50 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/9TmiiS 
 
More than 4,800 #ideas have been proposed to date. Send your idea to help with the 
#OilSpill here:  


Posted by:  GOHSEP   1:10 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/a0D0j1 
 
Reuters AlertNet:  Oil spill could be worse than any seen before-EPA  


HumanSecNews:     12:10 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/bh7n5h 
 
 
Chesapeake Bay Settlement 
 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation Settles Lawsuit Against EPA  


Posted by:  WHSVnews    6:45   Full post:  http://bit.ly/aw4DCF 
(Note:  ABC affiliate for the Shenandoah Valley in Virginia) 
 
AP:  Chesapeake Bay Foundation settles suit against EPA  
 Posted by:  HeadsUp22     5:00 pm    Full post:  http://bit.ly/dqDgo3   
 
The EPA finally signed a legally binding agreement to take action for the Chesapeake Bay! 
Nice job, @chesapeakebay  


Posted by:  abs531   4:45 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/aAc04g 
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CLIMATE  CHANGE 
 
Release the Kagan 
 



http://twitter.com/search?q=%23green

http://twitter.com/greenforyou

http://bit.ly/9TmiiS

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23ideas

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23OilSpill

http://twitter.com/GOHSEP

http://bit.ly/a0D0j1

http://twitter.com/HumanSecNews

http://bit.ly/bh7n5h

http://twitter.com/WHSVnews

http://bit.ly/aw4DCF

http://twitter.com/HeadsUp22

http://bit.ly/dqDgo3

http://twitter.com/chesapeakebay

http://twitter.com/abs531

http://bit.ly/aAc04g
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Elena Kagan, climate realist (Grist) 
 
by Jonathan Hiskes  
10 May 2010 5:43 PM 
Here's the dirt on Earth-hating Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan: On more than one 
occasion she was so consumed by her work that she accidentally left her car running overnight, a 
longtime "friend" told the New York Times. 


But it's worth looking beyond this personal eco-foul to examine Kagan's broader record on 
environmental and climate issues. 


It's immediately clear that she's no fire-breathing environmental crusader in the Robert F. 
Kennedy Jr. mold. Those looking for such a justice are bound to be disappointed. Kagan hasn't 
written or said much at all about climate change or the government's role in regulating clean air 
and water or protecting land and species. This fits with a broader critique from the left that she 
hasn't left a record on anything that reveals her judicial philosophy. 


But if actions mean more than words, Kagan's nomination could be good news for the 
environmental movement. Kagan's signature green accomplishments came during her six years 
as dean of Harvard Law School, from 2003 to 2009, where she led the creation of an 
Environmental Law Program and an Environmental Law and Policy Clinic. 


"The fact that she was interested in building an environmental law program when none existed, I 
think, speaks volumes," said Jody Freeman, an environmental policy and regulation scholar 
whom Kagan lured from UCLA to Harvard, one of the most high-profile hires of Kagan's tenure. 


"Harvard, when she became dean, was pretty much seen as a kind of a backwater" on 
environmental law, said John Leshy, an environmental law scholar at the University of 
California Hastings College of the Law. "There was a lot of student interest on environmental 
issues, but the faculty and the curriculum didn't really reflect that. [The program] came from 
nowhere and became a respected program. I give her a lot of credit for that." 


The clinic put law students to work on current cases, including a challenge against two coal-fired 
power plants by the Kansas secretary of health and environment. It was the first time a state had 
opposed a fossil-fuel project on the grounds of carbon dioxide emissions. Kagan indicated her 
support for the work in a letter in the summer 2008 Harvard Law Bulletin (PDF), one of her few 
public statements on climate issues. 


"I hope you'll share my pride in the work that students, faculty and alumni are doing to tackle the 
environmental dangers we all face-and my determination that Harvard Law School continue to 
make a difference in this vital sphere of law and policy," she wrote. 


The environmental program, which launched in 2005, wasn't Kagan's sole focus, said Freeman, 
but it suggested she grasped the importance of legal issues surrounding climate change. "I think 
she understood the moment in environmental law," said Freeman. "It was a tremendous growth 



http://www.grist.org/member/1448

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/10/us/politics/10kagan.html?pagewanted=all

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-05-10-first-look-at-supreme-court-pick-elena-kagans-green-cred/#c379913

http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/about/elp/

http://www.law.harvard.edu/programs/about/elp/clinic.html

http://www.law.harvard.edu/faculty/freeman/

http://www.uchastings.edu/faculty-administration/faculty/leshy/index.html

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-05-kansas-without-coal-fighting

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-05-05-kansas-without-coal-fighting

http://www.law.harvard.edu/news/bulletin/2008/summer/dean.php
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period. Climate was just becoming really mainstream and energy was becoming hugely 
important. She understood it was a moment when Harvard could have an impact." 


Even more important, said Freeman, Kagan understood the need for environmental law to move 
beyond the adversarial litigation that the field has relied on for much of the past 40 years. The 
environmental law program and clinic focused on teaching students about executive-branch 
rulemaking, land acquisition, and permitting for projects like coal plants. 


"We needed to give students a chance to work on environmental, energy, climate issues in a way 
that went beyond just doing litigation. [Kagan] understood the need for a more expansive 
approach," said Freeman, who recently returned to Harvard Law School after spending a year 
advising White House climate czar Carol Browner. 


Kagan's background in administrative law-how government agencies write and enact rules-let 
her see the importance of this approach, said Freeman. It could also make her an effective 
environmental advocate on the Court, because environmental cases often overlap with 
administrative law. 


"She knows how the bureaucracy works, and that's important," said Leshy. 


Kagan also spent time working for the Senate Judiciary Committee under then-Sen. Joe Biden, as 
counsel in the Clinton White House, and, for the past year, as solicitor general, representing the 
federal government before the Supreme Court. None of this work was explicitly environmental, 
but environmental law scholars tend to see the experience as an asset. 


 "She has an in-depth knowledge of the nuts and bolts of how issues work in the real world," said 
Glenn Sugameli, an attorney at Defenders of Wildlife and founder of Judging the Environment, 
which monitors federal courts. "That's important because, if you look at the current court, they're 
almost all lifetime ‘judicial monastery' types. They're so used to looking at things from a judge's 
standpoint that they don't really understand them." 


Then there's the simple matter of Kagan's age. At 50, she is likely to see more effects of climate 
change than older colleagues will. "I think it is very important to have somebody with a 
generational stake in this issue," said Leshy, 65. "People my age and older are not going to see 
the [outcomes of] problems we're dealing with now. People who are younger will see them." 


Temperamentally, Kagan is by most reports exactly the kind of person President Obama likes to 
promote-collaborative, pragmatic, more interested in results than fights over principle. She's 
credited with uniting factions at Harvard Law School and taming its famously venomous "snake 
pit" atmosphere. 


Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.) and others have argued that an intellectually respected 
collaborator would be more effective on the court than an arch-liberal. "I'd like the new nominee 
to be one of five, not one of four, when the votes come up, and somebody who would be quite 
persuasive in terms of influencing other justices, I guess particularly Justice [Anthony] Kennedy, 



http://www.defenders.org/

http://www.judgingtheenvironment.org/

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/ezra-klein/2010/05/will_the_court_become_a_consci.html

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/ezra-klein/2010/05/will_the_court_become_a_consci.html
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to his or her point of view," said Schumer. "And that would matter to me more than any 
particular ideology." 


Kagan has worried some court-watchers with her somewhat broad interpretation of executive 
power -- laid out in a 2001 Harvard Law Review article -- but that perspective could be positive 
from an environmental standpoint if the executive branch is more willing than Congress to act on 
climate change. Plans to regulate greenhouse gas emissions -- either by Congress or by the EPA -
- will face legal challenges and could end up before the Supreme Court. A justice who believes 
the EPA should have leeway in enacting such rules is more likely to uphold a climate plan. 


Kagan's supporters in the climate-law field believe she is such a justice. 


"Based on her article and record, she should be OK on that," Leshy said. 


 
 


ENERGY 
 
May 12, 2010  
Executive Director, Greenpeace USA 
Phillip Radford 
Posted: May 11, 2010 04:31 PM  


Will Obama Make History Out Of Oil Spill Crisis? (Huffington Post) 
 
The word "crisis" in Chinese is composed of two characters. The first represents danger, and the 
second represents opportunity. President Obama weathered the financial crisis. Today, the 
President faces his second crisis. 


The BP Deepwater Oil Spill will likely be the worst oil spill in U.S. history. The President can 
continue on his current path -- blame BP (it is BP's fault) and deflect questions about how his 
offshore oil drilling policies are likely to lead to more spills -- or he could free Americans of one 
of the main drivers of recessions, environmental disasters, and terror strikes. 


What would free America from all of this, and put President Obama firmly in the history books, 
is merely changing the engines of cars. The President should use this crisis as the opportunity to 
shift America's cars to 30% plug-in electrics and plug-in hybrids by 2020 and 90% by 2030. 


Here's why: Oil prices have been a driver behind recessions since the 1970s. Recent studies now 
reveal that oil price increases were a major driver behind our current recession.  


The President was in an embarrassing place in Copenhagen last December, when he had little to 
offer a world that waited for his promised leadership on climate change. His current policies cut 
pollution by 10% of what other countries were promising. More creative, strategic leadership is 
needed from the White House if the world is to have a fighting chance in saving the climate. 



http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/12/us/politics/12court.html

http://www.harvardlawreview.org/issues/114/june01/Article_7038.php

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/philip-radford/carbon-price-drops-are-tr_b_400436.html
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The President can prevent future recessions, oil spills, embarrassments at climate treaty 
meetings, wars for oil, and cut off funding for terror attacks by adopting the moonshot proposal 
put forward by companies like Cisco Systems and PG&E, who called for the electrification of 
cars in this ambitious, feasible blueprint. 


In giving utilities the new, lucrative business of powering cars, the President should demand that 
all new electricity is clean or efficient (i.e. energy efficiency, offshore wind, regular wind, solar, 
geothermal), and that utilities accept a cap that is part of a plan to cut global warming pollution 
by 40% by 2020 and cuts pollution to 350 parts per million of carbon pollution by 2050. 
Anything less would be fiddling while Rome burns. 


There are many ways to go about this: 


1. Simply roll out the blueprint; 


Or, if you happen to feel urgency in the time of crises and would like to guarantee success, you 
do this as well:  


1. Require that 30% of new cars are plug-in by 2020 and 90% are by 2030 through the EPA 
or Congress;  


2. Rewrite national building codes to include outlets for plugging in cars across the country;  
3. Shift oil subsidies, conservatively estimated at10 billion per year, to making the grid 


"smart" so that consumers can charge their cars at home at night and power their offices 
(for money!) during the day;  


4. Require states to implement new rules for buying and selling electricity that favor 
renewables (time of use metering) and plug-ins without costing consumers more. This, 
plus the building codes, could be tied to highway funding or other programs;  


5. Providing tax incentives to plug-in buyers; and  
6. Simple steps laid out in the blueprint. 


Simply implementing the blueprint would cut the emissions associated with transportation by 
over 50% by 2030. The grid improvements needed to make the grid smart would enable solar, 
battery storage, wind, and other renewables to play a much more significant part in America's 
energy production, moving America one more step towards the energy revolution. 


The President can remain defensive, pointing fingers at BP, while gambling the health of our 
communities and economies on more offshore oil drilling, or he can be one of the great leaders 
of our times.  


 Follow Philip Radford on Twitter: www.twitter.com/GP_Phil  
 
 


WATER 
 



http://whitehouse.blogs.foxnews.com/2010/04/30/oil-exploration-hanging-in-the-balance-as-government-investigates-spill/

http://www.evworld.com/article.cfm?storyid=1787

http://www.evworld.com/article.cfm?storyid=1787

https://secure3.convio.net/gpeace/site/Advocacy?pagename=homepage&cmd=display&page=ActionAlertTakenPage&id=639&s_src=HuffPo

https://secure3.convio.net/gpeace/site/Advocacy?pagename=homepage&cmd=display&page=ActionAlertTakenPage&id=639&s_src=HuffPo

http://www.twitter.com/GP_Phil
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Solutions For The Gulf Oil Spill (Huffington Post) 
 
Huffington Post   |  Travis Walter Donovan Posted: 05-12-10 09:08 AM  


When an explosion rocked the Deepwater Horizon offshore oil rig, killing 11, on April 20th--it 
set off a rupture that has been spewing at least 200,000 gallons of oil into the Gulf Of Mexico 
every day since. Now that BP's initial containment box has failed, the company is assessing other 
options. 


Here are ideas people have proposed to help clean up the oil spill and stop the leak. Some seem 
plausible and effective, while others could potentially cause more damage in the end. Are these 
solutions crazy or genius? You tell us! As BP said in an press conference, they are open to ideas 
to how to contain and clean up the spill. (We find this both comforting and alarming.) Have a 
great idea to help with the disaster that no one's talking about? send in a photo with a description 
or a short youtube video explaining the plan.  


 
 


Chesapeake Bay Foundation settles suit against EPA (Huffington Post) 
 
ALEX DOMINGUEZ | May 11, 2010 06:04 PM EST 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — An environmental group that has spent decades seeking to clean up the 
Chesapeake Bay announced Tuesday it settled a lawsuit against the Environmental Protection 
Agency, hours ahead of a planned EPA rollout of a restoration strategy ordered by President 
Barack Obama. 


Will Baker, president of the nonprofit Chesapeake Bay Foundation, said the settlement imposes 
legally enforceable steps on the EPA to reduce pollutants in the nation's largest estuary. 


Obama issued an executive order last May requiring EPA to come up with a strategy, putting the 
federal government at the helm of restoration efforts previously led by the states. The federal 
agency plans to release its plan on Wednesday in Washington, saying it will put the bay on a 
"pollution diet" against runoff, chemicals and other wastes harming the waterway. 


The foundation sued the EPA in January 2009 over what it called the slow pace of cleanup 
efforts, but stayed the suit while the federal agency began work on its strategy. 


West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware and New York are all at least partly in the bay's 
watershed along with Maryland and Virginia. Pollution that flows into many of their rivers and 
streams makes its way to the Chesapeake and two top problems are nitrogen and phosphorous 
that fuel oxygen-robbing algae blooms, along with sediment runoff that kills vital underwater 
grasses. 



http://news.discovery.com/earth/bp-oil-spill-options.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robert-l-cavnar/bp-press-conference-more_b_570485.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/robert-l-cavnar/bp-press-conference-more_b_570485.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20100511/us-bay-suit/##
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Pollution and habitat loss have been major factors in sharp declines of the bay's two main 
commercial fisheries, oysters and crabs, although strict harvest cuts have helped the crab 
population rebound. 


While much attention has focused on reducing nutrient runoff from farms and animal feeding 
operations, EPA officials have said suburban and urban stormwater runoff from such sources as 
lawns, roads, and rooftops is the only still-expanding pollution source. Experts say runoff is so 
poorly controlled that yearly weather is one of the key factors in how much pollution washes into 
the bay. 


Virginia waterman Joe Palmer, who has worked the Chesapeake's waters for 42 years, said he 
welcomed tighter pollution controls and hoped they would be good for the bay's blue crab 
population. 


Watermen often get the blame for the decline of the crab through overfishing, but pollution and 
habitat loss are also responsible, he said. 


"If you don't enforce the pollution controls, the baby fish and the baby crabs can't grow," said 
Palmer, who sets his crab pots in bay tidal waters near Virginia Beach. 


 
 
Posted: May 11, 2010 06:20 PM  
   


Flying Over the Oil Spill, Hearing About the Response Effort (Huffington 
Post) 


Yesterday I arrived in New Orleans to join NRDC’s on-the-ground team and see firsthand the 
impacts of the massive and still-uncontrolled, still flowing oil spill from Deepwater 
Horizon.  Quickly we head up and over the wetlands in a helicopter, and the impression I got 
throughout the flight, from takeoff to landing, is that the coast of Louisiana is the work horse for 
the oil and gas industry.  


The wetlands were emerald colored, snow-white egrets flew against the lush green and a bald 
eagle flew by as we skimmed across the Delta heading for the open water. Wildlife abounded: 
one island was covered with brown pelicans, a nesting area for thousands.  


Yet evidence of the industry marred the natural landscape everywhere: jack boats, well heads, 
helicopter pads, and service boats heading further out. We saw channels dredged for pipelines 
and oil tanks sitting on higher ground. 


And down below, we watched the latest industrial scars in the water, seeing variations in the 
color and texture and mixing of oily tendrils flowing with the currents further and further to the 
west. We were tracking a NOAA map of where some of the oil had floated west of the accident 
site, nearly 100 miles west.  
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This oil had traveled far and was still moving, mixing into the water column, dispersing into the 
air, on a journey with unpredictable consequences to coastal and marine life and those whose 
livelihoods depend on it.   


Our flyover revealed the scale of the spill and the immense area now at risk. The damage here is 
likely to be severe, and the full extent remains unknown. What we do know is that within this 
expanse we’re looking down upon – many people's livelihoods are at-risk. It’s for this reason 
that everyone here is worried. That much is clear the moment you touch down in the region. 


And we know many species here are in danger. NRDC's marine and wildlife experts have 
described the threatened species in their blogs: the birds, turtles and marine mammals, the fish 
including the bluefin tuna that spawn here. Noted fisheries biologist Daniel Pauly has a new 
audio slideshow at OnEarth reminding us that the phytoplankton and zooplankton--the food 
chain itself--is also at risk from the oil.   


After our flight, we headed over to the Coast Guard Command Center to meet with Admiral 
Mary Landry and representatives from NOAA, MMS and BP.  Although we didn't meet with the 
EPA, Administrator Jackson is on the ground this week, as citizens share their concerns about 
the impact of dispersants, air quality issues, and what health risks go along with massive 
amounts of petroleum being released into the environment. 


This oil spill is massive, and so is the response effort. It is designed to do three things. 


1. Secure the source.  As everyone watching the news knows, this is an ongoing effort--and not 
yet successful. Doug Suttles, BP’s chief operating officer for exploration and production, 
described to us the containment efforts, ranging from the vessel they tried to place over the 
weekend to the smaller "top hat" with a pipe attached that they are attempting to place now, to a 
"junk shot" where they try to stop the flow by plugging the well, to the relief well that will take 
up to 90 days to complete. All these efforts will happen concurrently.  


2. Contain the oil.  What was clear from these conversations is that everyone involved in the 
cleanup effort is doing a lot of on-the-ground learning. The scale, depth, and distance of this spill 
make it unique. Placing 1 million feet of booms, burning the oil, using dispersants, and 
skimming are all efforts to reduce the damage.  The guiding principal is to protect resources at 
greatest risk.  One action may benefit one resource while harming another.  Dispersants may be 
the best hope to prevent oil from reaching shore and coating critical wetlands habitat and wildlife 
species. But what could be happening in the water column itself is another matter, one little 
understood.  NOAA provides its scientific expertise and judgment to the Coast Guard, MMS and 
BP as each action is taken.  It's a balancing act--that much was clear.  


3. Foster recovery. A separate division at NOAA is already beginning to plan that effort.  


In between our flight and the conversations with officials, I have been placing calls to 
Washington, working to ensure that clean energy and climate legislation is just that--a new 
energy pathway that ensures we will not again experience anything like the Deepwater Horizon 
blow out. 



http://switchboard.nrdc.org/gulfspill.php

http://www.onearth.org/multimedia/video/daniel-pauly-on-the-gulf-spill

http://www.onearth.org/multimedia/video/daniel-pauly-on-the-gulf-spill
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AIR 


State samples air, water near Calif. Toxic dump (Huffington Post) 


KETTLEMAN CITY, Calif. — Grieving parents testified Thursday before state legislators about 
a rash of infant deaths and birth defects in an impoverished farm town next to the biggest 
hazardous waste landfill in the West. 


Members of the Latino Legislative Caucus organized the hearing in rural Kettleman City to hear 
the latest from state and federal regulators who are probing what may have caused at least 11 
birth defects since 2007. 


Residents have blamed the toxic waste dump for the grouping of cleft palates and heart 
problems, but Waste Management officials have said there is no evidence linking the central 
California landfill to the deformities. 


"How many more children will have to be born with these conditions for them to listen to us?" 
asked Magdalena Romero, whose daughter, America, died a few months after she was born with 
a cleft palate and other health problems. "Our children are dying, and we don't know why. For 
such a small town, it's just too big of a coincidence." 


The hearing comes nearly five months after Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger ordered the California 
Department of Public Health and the state Environmental Protection Agency to conduct a full 
investigation, including interviews with residents and reviews of medical records. 


Environmental officials on Thursday started taking samples of the air, water and soil and going 
door-to-door to talk with families to assess community exposure. 


The Kettleman Hills Facility is a major employer in the largely Spanish-speaking community of 
1,500 people along Interstate 5, the busy artery linking Northern and Southern California. The 
town is criss-crossed by high-tension power lines; pesticides and chemical fertilizers are 
routinely sprayed on nearby fields and some local drinking water sources are contaminated. 
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Company officials won approval to expand the 1,600-acre facility this year from the Kings 
County Board of Supervisors despite opposition from hundreds of residents, who accused 
officials of ignoring complaints from those without political clout. 


The expansion permit is on hold while state health and state and federal environmental 
investigations continue. 


"We're not here to judge anyone, we're not here to crucify," said Assemblyman Tony Mendoza, 
D-Norwalk, the caucus' co-chair. "We're here to get to the bottom of this, we're here to get to the 
truth and I think the families are here for the same reason." 


Last month, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency warned the company to use an 
independent laboratory to analyze the site's chemical content. It said Waste Management's in-
house tests of zinc and cadmium levels were unreliable. 


In April, the federal agency cited the facility for violating the law by improperly disposing of 
PCBs, or polychlorinated biphenyls, which are chemicals banned long ago that are linked to 
cancer and other health effects. 


The company said it has since cleaned up a storage building and the adjacent soil area. 


In February, state health officials said they had discovered no common cause for the birth 
abnormalities and facial defects among children in Kettleman City. 


Public health officials have finished interviewing six mothers whose children were born with 
birth defects and continue to analyze broader survey results, said Kevin Reilly, chief deputy 
director of the health department. 


 
 


ENERGY 


EPA’s New Analysis of Cap and Trade Same Old Faulty Logic (Heritage) 


 
Posted By Nicolas Loris On June 17, 2010 @ 8:00 pm In Energy and Environment  


The Environmental Protection Agency released its economic analysis [2]of the Kerry-Lieberman cap and 
trade legislation, the latest cap and trade bill to be released in the Senate. The result was nearly the 
same as the EPA’s analysis of the Waxman-Markey cap and trade bill passed in the House of 
Representatives last year: postage stamp per day costs. Instead of $176 per household for Waxman-
Markey, Kerry-Lieberman would cost households $146 [2]by 2050. Unfortunately for Americans, 
nothing substantial in the EPA analysis has changed; it is still unreasonable, faulty, and fragile. The 
reality remains that cap and trade is a substantial energy tax that will cause trillions of dollars in 
economic damage and kill jobs. 


Inappropriate Use of Discounting 



http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/economics/pdfs/EPA_APA_Analysis_6-14-10.pdf

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/economics/pdfs/EPA_APA_Analysis_6-14-10.pdf
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Most misleading in the EPA analyses of cap and trade is the use of discounting. A discount rate is an 
interest rate used to find present value of an amount to be paid or received in the future. In other 
words, present value analysis answers the question: How much would I have to have today in order to 
meet my financial obligations or pay certain costs in the future? Discounting is a legitimate tool in 
finance and for cost-benefit calculations. But discounting can give a much distorted view of costs, as is 
done by those misrepresenting the EPA analysis. Here’s an example to help clarify [3]: 


Imagine that a time machine takes analysts back to 1969 — a time when the average price of a new 
car was about $3,500. Once back in 1969, the exercise is to explain to Congress how much a new car 
will cost 40 years later in 2009. Having already lived to see 2009, we know the average price for a 
new car is about $23,000. But telling the Congress of 1969 that in 40 years cars will cost $23,000 
would give an exaggerated notion of the cost increase, because inflation alone will have increased 
prices by a factor of 5.8. If inflation is taken into account, the price of a new car in 2009 is about 
$4,000 in 1969 dollars. This conveys the most meaningful measure of the cost. 


Taking this inflation-adjusted (1969 dollars) $4,000 price of the average new car in 2009 and 
discounting it in the EPA fashion would generate a present value in 1969 of $562. This is clearly much 
less than the cost of an average car in 2009, even after adjusting for inflation. 


What then is this $562? It is the amount when invested for 40 years, at an interest rate guaranteed to 
be 5 percent above inflation that would buy the $23,000 car. In other words, if a person in 1969 
invested $562 at 9.72 percent interest (5 percent above inflation), letting the entire interest 
compound and paying no taxes, it would now amount to $23,000, enough to buy a new car. 


The same holds true for the EPA’s use of discounting. The discounted value is not the amount 
households will have to pay each year, even with discounting. In the most generous case, the present 
value is the amount that would have to be paid for one year, right now, if the present value for each 
of the 40 years were paid in one lump sum right now — that is, if the cost for all 40 years were paid at 
once. So no matter how it is sliced, there is no sense [3]in which a postage stamp (or even one dollar) 
per day reflects the annual cost of the cap-and-trade legislation. 


Doesn’t Fully Measure Costs 


The EPA uses household figures and measures consumption changes only. First, a household is not 
necessarily a family. The average household size is 2.6 people. Adjusting household size to a family-
of-four standard adds another 53 percent. 


Secondly, consumption changes are typically less than income changes, as families respond to income 
losses by saving less. When income drops, people prevent consumption from dropping by dipping into 
savings. In turn, lower savings reduces the ability of families to cope with other shocks and reduces 
their future income. Further, consumption comes from after-tax dollars, so losses in tax revenue do 
not show up in data on household consumption. The real economic cost is the loss of income. Change 
in national income, as measured by gross domestic product (GDP), is a better measure of the overall 
economic impact of a policy. 


In the end, Americans will be much poorer and the economy would be trillions of dollars weaker with 
climate change legislation in place than without it, as Heritage Foundation analyses of past cap-and-
trade bills have shown [4]. 


Generous Assumptions 


The EPA reports that “The APA is estimated to lead to a significant decline in electricity generation 
from non-CCS fossil fuels — a 23% decrease from 2010 levels by 2030 and an 81% decrease by 2050. 
This is in stark contrast to the expected steady increase in non-CCS fossil fuel electricity generation 
without the APA policy – a 22% increase by 2030 and a 56% increase by 2050.” 



http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2009/11/Discounting-and-Climate-Change-Economics-Estimating-the-Cost-of-Cap-and-Trade

http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2009/11/Discounting-and-Climate-Change-Economics-Estimating-the-Cost-of-Cap-and-Trade

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2009/08/the-economic-consequences-of-waxman-markey-an-analysis-of-the-american-clean-energy-and-security-act-of-2009

http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2009/08/the-economic-consequences-of-waxman-markey-an-analysis-of-the-american-clean-energy-and-security-act-of-2009
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To get there, the EPA includes generous assumptions, specifically on the use of carbon capture and 
sequestration (CCS), the use of offsets and the increase in nuclear power. With CCS, even after 
extraordinary technological and economic hurdles have been cleared, there are more political and 
environmental obstacles to storing 15 supertanker’s worth of liquid CO2 every day. The considerable 
regulatory and legal hurdles to CCS 
have been noted by the Congressional Budget Office [5]: 


“Similarly, generators would be unlikely to adopt technologies for the capture of CO2 and its 
sequestration in the ground unless an extensive regulatory structure was put in place to address 
issues involving property rights, rights-of-way for pipelines, and liability for emissions that escape 
from the ground.” 


Anyway, it’s no surprise the costs are higher in the EPA’s model where CCS is delayed. 
The use of offsets is another highly contentious program that is subject to fraud and will produce 
dubious results. With offsets a coal plant operator can forego cutting CO2 emission and, instead, pay 
someone else to do so. For instance, a company could pay a logger not to cut down trees, or they 
could pay someone to grow trees since trees absorb carbon. Or a developing country can build a 
cleaner coal plant saying they were going to build a dirtier one while cashing a check from a developed 
country for the alleged carbon offset. Laurie Williams and Allan Zabel, two lawyers working for the EPA 
who oversaw California’s cap and trade and offsets programs, have serious doubts about the 
effectiveness of the offset provision. They make a similar case with forest owners [6]: 


“[I]f the landowner wasn’t planning to cut his forest, he just received a bonus for doing what he would 
have done anyway. Even if he was planning to cut his forest and doesn’t, demand for wood isn’t 
reduced. A different forest will be cut. Either way, there is no net reduction in production of 
greenhouse gases. The result of this carbon “offset” is not a decrease but an increase — coal burning 
above the cap at the power plant.” 


Another sign of problems with domestic and international offsets is that the Kerry-Boxer bill devoted 
90 pages to outlining the regulatory structure for certifying and handling offsets. 


Furthermore, trying to increase the production of nuclear energy in the United States, 
without proper regulatory and waste management reform, will stick us with only a handful 
of reactors—just the ones the government subsidizes through loan guarantees.  Although 
the nuclear title in Kerry-Lieberman is strong on regulatory reform [7], it does little to 
address waste management and includes a host of subsidies for nuclear. This doesn’t get us 
the nuclear renaissance assumed in the EPA economic analysis.  


 


WATER 
 


EPA moves to tighten water safety regulations (Huffington Post) 
 


June 17, 2010 02:25 PM EST  


WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency is seeking to tighten rules protecting 
the safety of water in public systems. 



http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/104xx/doc10458/11-23-GreenhouseGasEmissions_Brief.pdf

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/10/30/AR2009103002988.html

http://www.heritage.org/Research/Reports/2010/05/Too-Many-Subsidies-Mar-Otherwise-Good-Nuclear-Title-of-Kerry-Lieberman-Bill
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A new rule proposed Thursday would call on water suppliers to make repairs whenever testing 
indicates the possibility of contamination. For example, that could mean when tests detect even 
harmless microbes, which could suggest a broken water main or other pathway that also might 
allow dangerous germs into the system. 


Currently, water systems are required to do periodic tests and to make repairs if hazardous 
microbes are discovered. 


No effective date has been set for the new rule, which will be open to public comment for 60 
days. 


Online: 


http://www.epa.gov 


 


No Green Stimulus, No Environmental Benefit, Minimal Oil Reduction  


Even the most generous scenario in this EPA report shows that costs will be forced on the economy—
higher energy prices and lost income. For every year reported, household consumption drops 
compared to a world without Boxer-Kerry. This is a climate bill and, even according to the EPA, it will 
reduce economic activity. Spinning this as a job-creating, green stimulus bill is simply untrue. 
Regardless of whether the lower cost estimates are true, this bill provides negligible environmental 
benefit. Global temperature reduction from Kerry-Lieberman would be .077 degrees Fahrenheit by 
2050 and 0.200 degrees by 2100 [8]. And despite the best attempt for politicians to marry the Gulf oil 
spill and cap and trade legislation, even the EPA analysis shows cap and trade will do very little to cut 
petroleum use (page 31 [2]). Yet, after President Obama’s speech in the Oval Office, former Vice 
President Al Gore said [9], “Placing a limit on global warming pollution and accelerating the deployment 
of clean energy technologies is the only truly effective long-term solution to this crisis.” Cap and trade 
is an effective solution to raise energy prices for years to come and choke our economy, but that’s 
about it. 


David Kreutzer, Senior Research Fellow in Energy Economics and Climate Change, co-authored this 
post.  


 
 


New HBO documentary exposes gas drilling hazards (Huffington Post) 
           
MICHAEL RUBINKAM | June 17, 2010 04:14 PM EST |   
 
Compare other versions »  
Compare 04:14 PM EST04:13 PM EST12:33 PM EST and 04:14 PM EST04:13 PM EST12:33 
PM EST versions  
 
MILANVILLE, Pa. — What do you do when a gas company offers nearly $100,000 for the right 
to drill on your land? 
 



http://www.epa.gov/

http://www.masterresource.org/2010/05/the-american-power-act-a-climate-dud/

http://www.masterresource.org/2010/05/the-american-power-act-a-climate-dud/

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/economics/pdfs/EPA_APA_Analysis_6-14-10.pdf

http://www.ocregister.com/opinion/-253666--.html
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If you're Josh Fox, you refuse the money – then make an award-winning documentary portraying 
the natural gas industry as an environmental menace that ruins water, air and lives. 
 
In "Gasland," premiering Monday at 9 p.m. EDT on HBO, Fox presents a frightening scenario in 
which tens of thousands of drilling rigs take over the landscape, gas companies exploit legal 
loopholes to inject toxins into the ground and residents living nearby contract severe, 
unexplained illnesses. 
 
This isn't some dystopian nightmare, Fox says, but the harsh reality in communities from Texas 
to Colorado to Pennsylvania. "People are feeling completely upended," the 37-year-old 
filmmaker said in an interview at his woodland home near the Pennsylvania-New York border, 
where gas companies have been leasing thousands of acres of pristine watershed land in 
anticipation of a drilling boom. 
 
Fox says the natural gas industry is selling the American public a lie. The industry calls 
"Gasland" a deeply flawed piece of propaganda. 
 
Whatever the truth, Fox's film arrives at a fraught time. Between the Gulf oil spill and several 
recent mishaps involving natural gas extraction, the public is focused on energy – and the 
increasingly complicated ways we are getting it. 
 
Just as the Gulf catastrophe illustrated the hazards of unchecked deep-water oil drilling, so, too, 
are gas companies failing to make investments that will safeguard the environment when 
something goes wrong, Fox argues. 
 
Story continues below 
 
"After a while, the gas rig just seemed like a car made in 1890 ... something fundamentally 
unsafe," he declares in "Gasland." He wonders aloud whether it's better to force gas companies to 
clean up their act "or just say, 'The hell with it. Can't we build a solar panel instead?'" 
 
Bespectacled, unshaven and the product of "hippie parents," Fox made his name as an avant-
garde theater director in New York City. He took an interest in drilling after a gas company 
approached him in 2008 about leasing his family's wooded 20-acre spread in Milanville, near the 
Delaware River, where he has lived since childhood. 
 
To Fox, the offer seemed too good to be true. 
 
"That was nearly $100,000 right in my hands," he says in the film. "Could it be that easy?" 
 
Intent on finding out, he casts himself in the role of a "natural gas drilling detective," hopping 
into his beat-up 1992 Toyota for a cross-country tour of places where large-scale drilling is 
already under way. 
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He begins in Dimock, Pa., where an exploding water well revealed methane contamination that 
has ruined residents' drinking water supplies. He's handed a jar of mysterious yellow-brown 
liquid and asked to find out what's in it, setting up the film's principal drama. 
 
From there, Fox heads west. He hears the same story in town after town: contaminated water; 
fouled air; mysterious illnesses; a deceived citizenry; regulators who aren't regulating. 
 
Fox struggles to remain optimistic, but the sheer enormity of it all – a drilling campaign in more 
than half the states – wears him down. 
 
"I wanted to get out of Gasland as fast as I could, but there was nowhere to go," he says in the 
film. 
 
"Gasland" has won critical acclaim – including a special jury prize at the Sundance Film Festival 
– but the industry has challenged its veracity. A 4,000-word rebuttal by a coalition of gas and oil 
producers asserts that Fox botched the facts, misstating the drilling process and the regulations 
that govern it, and spotlighting citizens whose claims have already been investigated and 
debunked. 
 
"The object of the film is to shock, and not to enlighten," said Chris Tucker, spokesman for the 
Energy in Depth coalition. "If that's the kind of project you're trying to do, you're not going to let 
a few silly facts get in the way." 
 
Fox insists that "Gasland" is accurate, rejecting the Energy in Depth analysis as a "ridiculous 
mischaracterization" of the film. 
 
"The industry smears anybody who comes out and says what's actually happening. That's the 
kind of tactic they're well-known for," he said. 
 
If gas companies are his primary target, "Gasland" apportions plenty of blame to politicians and 
bureaucrats, including former Vice President Dick Cheney – who helped craft an energy bill that 
critics say exempted a controversial drilling technique from regulatory oversight – and the 
Obama administration. 
 
"We're still asleep at the wheel," Weston Wilson, an Environmental Protection Agency scientist, 
whistle-blower and industry critic, tells Fox. "And don't assume, because Obama got elected, that 
something's changed at the EPA." 
 
Fox is screening "Gasland" in towns throughout Pennsylvania and New York, hoping it will 
persuade on-the-fence homeowners to tell the gas companies to scram. 
 
The same companies, meanwhile, are still trying to lease Fox's land. The latest offer arrived just 
a few weeks ago. 
 
"Apparently, they didn't get the memo," said Fox, chortling. "Unbelievable!" 
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___ 
 
Online: 
 
Gasland: http://www.gaslandthemovie.com/ 
 
Energy in Depth: http://www.energyindepth.org/ 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Feb. 2, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Hearings on Smog Standards 
 
NYT:  Industry, Enviro Groups Try to Sway EPA on Smog Standard  


Posted by:  environsecnews:     6:15 pm   Full post: http://goo.gl/fb/Lqv4 
 
Advocacy Campaign Group for Mining Campaign and GHG Rules 
 
AP:  US Reps from Mo. to propose blocking EPA gas rules. AP - Two congressional 
members from Missouri  


Posted by:  imanboer    7:25 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/aJauZ3 
 
THE BUREAUCRATS R COMING! Stop the EPA from a launching a massive new 
economic intrusion. Write your U.S. Senators 


Posted by:  AdvocacyUT    4:45 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/139QW 



http://twitter.com/environsecnews

http://goo.gl/fb/Lqv4

http://twitter.com/imanboer

http://bit.ly/aJauZ3

http://twitter.com/AdvocacyUT

http://ow.ly/139QW
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THE BUREAUCRATS R COMING! Stop the EPA from a launching a massive new 
economic intrusion. Write your U.S. Senators  


Posted by:  AdvocacyNV     4:40 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/139QQ 
 
THE BUREAUCRATS R COMING! Stop the EPA from a launching a massive new 
economic intrusion. Write your U.S. Senators 


Posted by:  AdvocacySD    4:38 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/139QT 
 


 
Coal Ash Rules 
 
EPA-Industry Coalition Blunts Tougher State Coal Ash Rules | CommonDreams.org  


Posted by:  seabird7     7:15 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/awVkNz 
 
Coal Ash Industry Manipulated EPA Data, Ghost-Wrote Agency Reports for a Decade:  


Posted by:  AlterNet    4:50 pm   Full post: http://is.gd/7zIbx 
 
 
FY 2011 Budget Announcement 
 
 
EPA Budget for 2011- Better than Most: The Environmental Protection Agency’s budget 
suffered significant cuts during the last administration...  


Posted by:  NRDCSwitchboard   4:30 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/aIln1D 
 
Grist:  Digging into Obama’s 2011 budget on energy and the environment  


Posted by:  drgrist   11:10 am   Full post: http://is.gd/7wHlb 
(Note: Highlights: (1) GHG funding - $21 million to implement mandatory GHG rule and $43 
million to implement regulations on greenhouse gas emissions. The administration still intends to 
regulate greenhouse gases if Congress won’t. (2) Fossil fuels lose out – removes $36.5 billion in 
tax breaks to the oil and natural gas industry and $2.3 billion for the coal sector between 2011-
2020. (3) Nuke and clean energy funding - support for construction of new nuclear power 
plants by increasing the DOE loan guarantees by $36 billion.  But also provides credit subsidy 
funding of $500 million to support $3 to $5 billion in loans for energy efficiency and renewable 
energy projects (4) Cap-and-trade placeholder - work to enact and implement a comprehensive 
market-based policy that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the range of 17 percent in 2020 
and more than 80 percent by 2050) 
 
Only 56 million allocated for the EPA to reduce climate change in the budget  


Posted by:  MikeElk    11:00 am   Full post:  http://bit.ly/c0lagF 
(Note:  writes for Huffington Post) 
 
(via @thehilltweets) Budget warns Congress on EPA #climate rules  


Posted by:  mcmcvey   10:50 am   Full post:  http://bit.ly/ceP3X6 
 



http://twitter.com/AdvocacyNV

http://ow.ly/139QQ

http://twitter.com/AdvocacySD

http://ow.ly/139QT

http://twitter.com/seabird7

http://bit.ly/awVkNz

http://twitter.com/AlterNet

http://is.gd/7zIbx

http://twitter.com/NRDCSwitchboard

http://bit.ly/aIln1D

http://twitter.com/drgrist

http://is.gd/7wHlb

http://twitter.com/MikeElk

http://bit.ly/c0lagF

http://twitter.com/thehilltweets

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23climate

http://twitter.com/mcmcvey

http://bit.ly/ceP3X6
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eieconewsfeed: RT @ecointernet Proposed budget for U.S. EPA trimmed by $300 million: 
New Jersey Newsroom: President Barack Obama’s p...  


Posted by:  ecointernet   10:47 am   Full post:  http://bit.ly/bnI6uR 
 
Obama pledges funding for cleanups in reduced EPA budget  


Posted by:  Water_Filters   10:40 am   Full post: http://is.gd/7xPHk 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


AIR 


Lowell Feld: Stop the Senate from Gutting the Clean Air Act! (Huffington 
Post) 
 
Just when you thought the U.S. Senate couldn't do any less for clean energy and the environment 
than it's (not) done so far, we now face the real possibility of what would amount to a "stop-work 
order"on the 40-year-old, wildly successful (e.g., studies finding benefits outweighing costs at a 
40:1 ratio ), Clean Air Act.  
 
That's right: Believe it or not, Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) is moving ahead with a sequel to 
Sen. Lisa Murkowski's nefarious attempt , earlier this summer, to gut the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA)'s power to protect the public health from dangerous pollutants, 
including harmful greenhouse gases.  Just as bad, Rockefeller's proposal would keep America 
addicted to oil and other old, polluting energy technologies, while delaying or derailing our 
switch to a clean, prosperous energy economy.    
 
Essentially, what Rockefeller is proposing would tell the EPA -- at least for two years, although 
we know that justice delayed is often justice denied! -- that it has to be asleep at the switch, that 
it must not hold polluters accountable, that it must look the other way whole Big Oil and Big 
Coal trash the environment.  Is that the lesson the Senate learned from the Gulf of Mexico 
disaster?  Really?  
 
Fortunately, not everyone is so clueless as the U.S. Senate appears to be right now.  For instance, 
in yesterday's Politico , two energy investors -- one Democrat, one Republican -- explained 
what's at stake in clear, compelling language:  
 
We are not experts in vote counting or horse trading. But we do know how investors and markets 
will respond if Congress ultimately fails to put a market-based price on carbon. The response 
from capital will be brutal: Money will flow to places like China, Europe and India — and U.S. 
jobs will go with it.  
 
The path to creating more U.S. jobs is simple: Pass legislation that eliminates uncertainty and 
levels the playing field, and investors will fund projects that create good jobs here at home. Rules 
bring certainty, certainty spurs investment, and investment creates jobs.  
 
Take it from investors: Removing the uncertainty, and taking a more thoughtful approach to 
energy policy by putting a market price on carbon, can bring home new investments and jobs — 
and ensure that America leads the clean energy economy.  
 
Instead, it now looks like the Senate not only won't be moving us forwards, but instead will be 
trying to move us significantly -- and disastrously -- backwards. What's truly stunning about this 
possibility is that, right now, the science of climate change is clearer and more disturbing than 
ever.   Heat waves are getting worse , the ice caps are shrinking faster than ever and scientists are 
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telling us that the world is setting new temperature records almost every month, every year and 
every decade.   In addition, the results of our insatiable thirst for fossil fuels were demonstrated 
starkly and tragically, both in a West Virginia coal mine as well as in the Gulf of Mexico, on TV 
screens all across America in recent months.  As if all this isn't bad enough, we also could run 
out of water .  
 
The American people know this situation can't go on. In fact, recent polls show large majorities 
supporting an energy bill that would "limit pollution, invest in domestic energy sources and 
encourage companies to use and develop clean energy... by charging energy companies for 
carbon pollution in electricity or fuels like gas." In other words, this is a case where good policy 
-- limiting greenhouse gas emissions, enhancing our national security, safeguarding public 
health,  jumpstarting a clean energy revolution -- and good politics – strong poll results for doing 
just that - appear to align.   Yet, the U.S. Senate appears ready to ignore both good policy and 
good politics, and actually move to make matters worse by gutting the EPA and letting polluters 
like BP off the hook.  
 
Don't let them do it.  Call your Senators right now and tell them “hell no” to the "Let Polluters 
Pollute with Impunity Act.”  Also, while you're at it, call the White House and tell President 
Obama that, if such a measure reaches his desk, he will veto it -- no ifs, ands or buts. 
 


EPA reviewing air pollution rules for oil, gas (Huffington Post) 
 
DENVER — Federal air pollution standards for the oil and gas industry are sorely outdated amid 
ramped up drilling, leaving thousands of emissions sources 'under the radar,' citizens groups said 
Wednesday.  
 
The Environmental Protection Agency is reconsidering air pollution rules for oil and gas 
operations as part of a settlement with WildEarth Guardians and the San Juan Citizens Alliance. 
The groups say existing rules aren't enough to handle increased drilling and don't account for 
advances in technology that could reduce emissions.  
 
The EPA is getting the public involved in its review by holding meetings in Arlington, Texas, on 
Aug. 2 and in Denver on Aug. 3 for government, industry and citizens to weigh in.  
 
The EPA has agreed to finalize updates to three sets of rules under the Clean Air Act by Nov. 30, 
2011.  
 
The oil and gas industry continues to be one of the heaviest regulated industries, said Kathleen 
Sgamma, the Western Energy Alliance's director of government affairs. The group's members 
already are working with the Western Regional Air Partnership – an effort of tribal and state 
governments and federal agencies – in voluntarily providing detailed emissions data to state 
regulators.  
 
'We want to make sure to reduce emissions from oil and gas production,' she said.  
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Mike Eisenfeld of the San Juan Citizens Alliance said loopholes in existing rules have allowed 
thousands of air pollution sources to operate without permits. He said inventories are needed 
along with studies on public health.  
 
The Four Corners area has thousands of wells that are 'major contributors' to ozone levels that 
are edging close to federal limits, Eisenfeld said.  
 
Sgamma said the industry accounts for only a small percentage of emissions of specific 
pollutants.  
 
Artisanal cheesemaker Deborah Rogers operates a goat dairy in the Fort Worth, Texas, area, 
where residents have been concerned about health effects of drilling on the Barnett Shale. She is 
hoping the EPA decides to ban flaring, in which excess vapors are burned off from wells. She 
called it an antiquated process and said technology is available today to help capture emissions.  
 
Other environmental groups said they hope for more monitoring, studies of cumulative effects of 
toxins, and limiting the use of open waste pits in favor of closed-loop systems.  
 
Sgamma said there is no one-size-fits-all solution, since conditions can vary for exploratory 
wells and production wells and from basin to basin.  
 
'A lot of variables go into deciding what controls and technologies can be used,' she said.  
 
 
Online:  
EPA's notice of public meeting: http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/2010-17042.htm 
 


Breathe deeply... clear the mind of distractions... and focus (DAILY KOS) 
 
So what would count as doing something effective about abrupt climate change? This diary, 
then, is a thought experiment: what if we actually made abrupt climate change itself a priority 
rather than mere window-dressing for another legislative report?  
 
I suppose this diary is prompted by RLMiller's diary of Monday: the word is out that we're not 
going to have "effective climate change legislation," and so the pundits are placing hopes in the 
EPA or something like that.  
 
But I don't see the point in being pessimistic. This all looks to me like an opportunity to step 
back and judge what really needs to be done. At the very least, this diary can count as a laundry 
list of things to be done while the blogosphere, here, is waiting for the next opportunity to 
influence legislation.  
 
My central point here is that we haven't really focused our minds upon abrupt climate change, 
and so if we're going to have a hiatus, here, we can use this as an opportunity to understand how 
we've seriously underestimated the problem of climate change. There will be rather extreme 



http://edocket.access.gpo.gov/2010/2010-17042.htm
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consequences to the massive alteration of Earth's atmosphere by the burning of what will be at 
least a trillion barrels of oil by industrial society.  
 
The obvious evidence for our underestimate of the problem is that none of the legislation being 
proposed would really have been effective. Cap-and-trade wouldn't have saved us. Fab new 
technologies won't save us either. Carbon taxes can be evaded through accounting tricks or by 
moving the "carbon consumption" outside of the taxed area.  
 
The fossil fuel "producers" of the world are not going to "produce" 85 million bbls./day of oil, an 
equal carbon-equivalent of coal, and so on, and then nobody's going to consume it. Thus the 
answer is simple: to reduce "carbon consumption" you have to restrict "carbon production." Ah, 
but the "carbon producers" are not going to accept the opportunity costs of leaving the grease in 
the ground. The Saudis have already told the world this, before Copenhagen. Thus we need a 
system which will make the break with capitalism, and forge an international agreement to 
abandon the coal mines, plug up the oil wells, give up on natural gas.  
 
Moreover, we haven't considered the problem of abrupt climate change holistically, which would 
be to include all of the other damages we've inflicted upon the planet through industry. A 
summary of the ways in which human industry depletes the planet's biodiversity resources can be 
found in John McMurtry's 2002 essay "The Planetary Life Crisis: Its Systemic Cause and 
Ground of Resolution" from Miller and Westra's Just Ecological Integrity: The Ethics of 
Maintaining Planetary Life. Industry has declared war upon the Earth's ecosystems, one if by 
land, two if by sea, and three if by air. The combined effects of industrial activity upon planet 
Earth deserve our study both 1) as to what we are doing to the planet and 2) as to alternative, 
"post-capitalist" ways of subsisting upon planet Earth which would not be so costly.  
 
Doing the complete analysis of this, the "metabolism of society and nature," will be something 
much more thorough than merely lobbying our legislators for climate change legislation. It is, 
however, a prerequisite for better legislation. We need to be adopting a holistic goal of ending 
the metabolic rift between the development of human society, and the rhythms of change in the 
natural world.  
 
We aren't, of course "there yet." And, just as we can't rely upon the legislators as a crutch to 
solve our environmental problems, so also can't we rely upon the experts to solve our 
environmental problems for us either. The experts, as Kees van der Pijl reminds us, form a 
"cadre class," which is responsible to two masters: 1) the future of the world, which would 
certainly be impacted by climate change, and 2) their paymasters in the various foundations and 
other employing agencies, who demand a sort of political allegiance (or at least a refusal to 
attack) in exchange for their monies. Thus the experts may grant us the data we need to say that 
there's a problem, yet may also not be willing to describe the revolutionary solution necessary to 
solve the problem.  
 
One way of proceeding democratically is what Richard Kahn calls "ecopedagogy," and Kahn's 
ideas are outlined in his recommended new book "Critical Pedagogy, Ecoliteracy, and Planetary 
Crisis." Kahn's ideas fall within what is now the mainstream of critical pedagogy -- the central 
focus is upon education as the function of a social movement to change society, leaving 
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education as the function of an inequitable, unjust, and destructive society to its own devices. Do 
we have educational institutions dedicated to the social change necessary to solve the abrupt 
climate change problem? Can we create such institutions?  
 
So what I'm saying, then, is that we really need to spend time with society, with its "mainstream" 
members, if we hope to refocus the whole of society toward the goal of a solution to abrupt 
climate change. "Mainstream" society, it can be assumed, has other priorities. If the Senate could 
not be bothered to do anything about abrupt climate change, it's not likely that a lot of public 
pressure was put upon said Senate.  
 
It's clear, then, that there are things getting in the way of the public's interest in abrupt climate 
change. The most important of these has got to be the economy. How shall I put this delicately? 
We are at a time in history in which the super-rich are consolidating their gains while the middle 
class is disappearing. People are concerned about losing their jobs, about working conditions, 
about being able to appreciate the "good things in life" in their time off. And it is generally 
understood that this is what people should be doing with their lives -- politics junkies are 
generally regarded as a marginal subset of a society which pursues "leisure" in the hours not 
devoted to "work" (or at least to looking for work, an even more painful activity per se). So we 
are in a bind here. How are we to pay attention to abrupt climate change if we are too busy 
making a living? Perhaps a more equitable economy would allow us to focus upon abrupt 
climate change.  
 
Moreover, we really haven't exhausted all of the strategies available to us for "doing something" 
about abrupt climate change. Awhile ago I suggested a field of study around this topic -- post-
capitalist environmental design. The ideas of the 21st century socialists need to be applied in this 
country. And so on.  
 
So you can see that there's no need to mope, nor to spend a lot of time with "Democrat 
cowardice" (unlike Something The Dog Said, I didn't have illusions), and plenty to do before we 
have the critical mass necessary to change world society. But first: breathe deeply... clear the 
mind of distractions... and focus. 
 
 


NOAA:  Toxic Air from BP Spill Measured in U.S. Cities (DAILY KOS) 
 
The toxic effects are making themselves known on people living in cities on the mainland U.S. 
and on Gulf shellfish miles from the site of the BP oil spill. The evaporating oil slick, which is 
itself the major source of deadly aromatic hydrocarbon emissions, will continue spreading for 
months after the gusher is plugged, according to scientists.  
 
While BP is expected to finally plug the Deep Horizon well as soon as next week to great 
fanfare, the toxic effects will continue for months and years to come.  
 
http://www.envirotech-online.com/...  
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BP spill 'having effect on US air quality'  
 
The BP oil spill has had a negative effect on the air quality of US cities, a report has shown.  
 
Scientists at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) released details of 
their research into the air quality of states close to the Gulf of Mexico explosion that occurred on 
April 20th.  
 
They revealed that 15 to 70 kilometres downwind from the location of the spill, there were 
concentrations of chemicals in the air that were much higher than should be expected in urban 
areas.  
 
In a sampling of a wide spectrum of pollutants, The NOAA report went on to state that as far 
away as 50 miles from the spill site extraordinarily high levels of hydrocarbons had been 
detected: http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/...  
 
Scientists found common air pollutants, such as ozone, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide, in 
amounts typical of urban areas in U.S. cities. However, 15 to 70 kilometers downwind from the 
oil spill, concentrations of certain hydrocarbons were much higher than found in typical polluted 
air.  
 
The health effects of aromatic hydrocarbon emissions from oil slicks, such as benzene and other 
known carcinogens, are well understood. Crude oil slicks, as they evaporate, naturally emit high 
percentages of benzene, the the most deadly aromatic hydrocarbons discussed below. The initial 
explosion and burning, as well as the later intentional flaring (burning) of methane and other 
hydrocarbons which BP did for weeks at the well site, also added a combustion emissions plume 
to the toxic mix:  
 
http://www.exponent.com/... The petroleum constituents of primary interest to human health 
have been the aromatic hydrocarbons (i.e., benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylenes), 
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), gasoline additives (e.g., MTBE, TBA), and 
combustion emissions from fuels (e.g., carbon monoxide, benzene, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, 
diesel particulates).  
 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)  
 
The aromatic hydrocarbons are identified as chemicals of interest for health risk assessments at 
most petroleum-contaminated sites and for sites affected by petroleum solvent. Benzene is the 
only aromatic hydrocarbon classified by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other 
health and environmental agencies as a "known human carcinogen," and therefore, is the primary 
focus of many petroleum hydrocarbon risk assessments. Exponent has conducted hundreds of 
site risk assessments where benzene was a chemical of concern. The potential exposure to 
benzene at a petroleum-contaminated site depends on the concentrations of benzene in the soil, 
water, and air, and the frequency and duration of expected human contact with the contaminated 
media. If the petroleum release was gasoline from an underground tank, benzene will likely be 
found in soils and possibly also in shallow groundwater and air. The volatilization of benzene in 
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subsurface soils and shallow groundwater and its migration into buildings (vapor intrusion), have 
recently become a risk assessment focus that has led to the reopening of Records of Decision 
(RODs) at a number of sites. Benzene and the other aromatic hydrocarbons are taken up through 
the skin, lung, and digestive system, so all three routes of exposure (dermal uptake, inhalation, 
and incidental ingestion) need to be considered in assessing health risks.  
 
The BP spill is also expected to have lasting effects on the Gulf food chain, as well. PAH 
residues have been previously observed in mussels in shallow sedimentary layers more than 15 
kms from the source:  
 
http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/... Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) have been 
determined, by glass capillary gas chromatography, in two species of bivalves (Mytilus edulis 
and Modiolus modiolus) and sediments of Saudafjorden, Norway. The PAH observed are 
derived from waste effluents from a ferro alloy smelter. Up to 34 PAH compounds were 
identified, including some reported to be carcinogenic. The concentrations decreased rapidly 
with distance from the source and with sediment depth, but could be traced more than 15 km 
from the source.  
 
Don't get out your party hats, just yet, BP. The spreading, distant, deadly impact of this 
catastrophe has just started to be realized. 
 
 
Breaking News: Coal Deadlier Than Biomass (Daily KOS) 
 
Letters support carbon neutrality of biomass  
In a letter to U.S. House and Senate leaders last week, 114 of the nation's leading environmental 
scientists express concern over the proposed U.S. EPA's Tailoring Rule equating biogenic 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions with fossil fuel emissions.  
 
See, see, see, that tops the 90 scientists supporting the Manomet hoax.  
 
No word on how many of the 114 work for Monsanto.  
 
On the other hand, Monsanto isn't in the business of growing franken monster trees that will 
surely eat the planet. At least Monsanto isn't in that horrid business as far as I know.  
 
The carbon dioxide released from the combustion or decay of woody biomass is part of the 
global cycle of biogenic carbon and does not increase the amount of carbon in circulation, 
according to the scientists. Equating biogenic carbon emissions with that of fossil fuels is not 
consistent with good science and could stop the development of new emission-reducing biomass 
energy facilities, they add. "It could also encourage existing biomass energy facilities to convert 
to fossil fuel or cease producing renewable energy. This is counter to our country's renewable 
energy and climate mitigation goals."  
 
Aww what's a few trillion more tons of CO2 and methane in the atmosphere if it makes the 
Sierra Club happy? Who needs good science when we have political science?  
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the scientists argue that biomass power facilities generally contribute to a reduction of GHGs 
beyond just displacement of fossil fuels, as the use of forest fuels in modern boilers eliminates 
methane emissions from incomplete oxidation following open burning, landfilling, or 
decomposing, which occurs in the absence of a higher and better use for the material.  
 
Dirty pool, science guys. Not fair attacking Mother Nature.  
 
So how does one choose rationally between scientists?  
 
Thinking is my suggestion.  
 
If that is out of the question, try jobs converting fossil fuel plants and engines to biomass.  
 
If that doesn't grab you, I am out of ideas.  
 
Best, Terry 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 
 


Federal criminal probe focuses on oil firms and their regulators (DAILY 
KOS) 
 
A team of federal investigators known as the "BP squad" is assembling in New Orleans to 
conduct a wide-ranging criminal probe that will focus on at least three companies and examine 
whether their cozy relations with federal regulators contributed to the oil disaster in the Gulf of 
Mexico, according to law enforcement and other sources.  
 
The squad at the FBI offices includes investigators from the Environmental Protection Agency, 
the U.S. Coast Guard and other federal agencies, the sources said. In addition to BP, the firms at 
the center of the inquiry are Transocean, which leased the Deepwater Horizon rig to BP, and 
engineering giant Halliburton, which had finished cementing the well only 20 hours before the 
rig exploded April 20, sources said.  
 
The investigators are looking for any improprieties involving MMS:  
 
One emerging line of inquiry, sources said, is whether inspectors for the Minerals Management 
Service, the federal agency charged with regulating the oil industry -- which is itself 
investigating the disaster -- went easy on the companies in exchange for money or other 
inducements. A series of federal audits has documented the MMS's close relationship with the 
industry.  
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One law enforcement official said criminal investigators will look for evidence that MMS 
inspectors were bribed or promised industry jobs in exchange for lenient treatment. "Every 
instinct I have tells me there ought to be numerous indictable cases in that connection between 
MMS and the industry," said this official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because the 
investigation is unfolding.  
 
(Emphasis added.)  
 
According to the article, it will probably take at least a year for any indictments to flow from the 
investigation. Although that may feel like a year too long, holding people who broke the law 
accountable for their actions will be well worth the wait. 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
 


Bedbug Plan Called For By New York (Huffington Post) 
 
NEW YORK — One of every 15 New Yorkers battled bedbugs last year, officials said 
Wednesday as they announced a plan to fight the spreading infestation, including a public-
awareness campaign and a top entomologist to head the effort.  
 
The bloodsucking pests, which are not known to spread disease but can cause great mental 
anguish with their persistent and fast-growing infestations, have rapidly multiplied throughout 
New York and many other U.S. cities in recent years.  
 
Health officials and pest control specialists nationwide report surges in sightings, bites and 
complaints. The Environmental Protection Agency hosted its first-ever bedbug summit last year.  
 
In New York City, the pests have been discovered in theaters, clothing stores, office buildings, 
housing projects and posh apartments.  
 
The stigma of having bedbugs – whose bites leave itchy red welts – and the elusive nature of the 
pests make it impossible to fully understand the problem, experts say.  
 
But in 2009, for the first time, Mayor Michael Bloomberg's administration included a question 
about bedbugs on its community health survey, and it revealed the finding to The Associated 
Press on Wednesday: More than 6 percent of New Yorkers who responded said they had battled 
the pests in the last year.  
 
The figure would equal roughly 400,000 adults in the city, the health department said.  
 
Data previously has been limited to government statistics on complaints and surveys of private 
pest-control companies, which have also reported nationwide spikes.  
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The Bloomberg administration fielded 537 complaints about the bugs in fiscal 2004. In fiscal 
2009, there were nearly 11,000.  
 
"This is happening globally, and I don't think anybody has figured out exactly why," said Daniel 
Kass, the city's deputy commissioner for environmental health. "So what we're left with is 
managing them and keeping them from spreading. They're going to be with us for some time."  
 
Bedbugs are about the size of an apple seed and burrow into many more places than beds. They 
can slip into floor cracks, wall outlets, picture frames, lamps – any tiny space.  
 
People who have bedbugs often never see them. The most obvious signs are bites, blood on 
bedsheets and their waste, which looks like black pepper. They are known for being extremely 
difficult to eradicate, and can go a year without feeding.  
 
Bedbugs were nearly dormant for decades, and the recent comeback has experts scratching their 
heads. Some attribute the resurgence to an increase in global travel and the prohibition of potent 
pesticides like DDT.  
 
New York convened a government advisory board last year to study the problem and make 
recommendations.  
 
The report said one major roadblock to stopping the bedbug spread is lack of knowledge about 
prevention and the patchy and sometimes erroneous information about treatment.  
 
"If you have termites, you know how to deal with it. If you see a rat, you know who to call. This 
is confusing," said City Council Speaker Christine Quinn. "The biggest issue is lack of clarity 
and not having any actual sense of what the next step is and where you go to get that."  
 
Carol Gittens said she discovered bedbugs in her Brooklyn apartment two years ago, and 
estimates she has spent at least $3,000 replacing her things.  
 
"We had to throw everything out – mattresses, clothes," she said.  
 
The apartment was thoroughly cleaned and she thought she had eliminated them. But a neighbor 
recently reported she has bedbugs, and Gittens said she might have them in her apartment again.  
 
The high cost of throwing out infested belongings and hiring exterminators contributes to 
bedbugs' spread, officials said. Many people, particularly those with low incomes or in public 
housing, cannot afford to do what it takes.  
 
Acting on the report's recommendations, New York City said Wednesday it was re-appropriating 
$500,000 of health department money to begin the first phase of a bedbug battle plan, which is 
mostly concentrated on information, outreach and the creation of an entomologist-led bedbug 
team.  
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Some of the money will go toward creating an online bedbug portal where New Yorkers can find 
information about avoiding the pests as well as how to treat their homes. The city already has a 
rat-information portal.  
 
Many people are unaware they have the bugs, officials said, and end up spreading them by 
carrying them on their clothing or discarding personal items that have the bugs.  
 
Travelers also need to be more vigilant, the city says.  
 
"Everyone has got to get used to the idea that they have got to check for them periodically," Kass 
said. "People who travel should look at the rooms they're staying in. They should check their 
clothing. There are good preventive measures."  
 
Experts recommend looking for bugs with a bright flashlight, and using a hot hair dryer to flush 
them out of hiding places and cracks.  
 
Bedding, linens, curtains, rugs and clothes from infested homes must be washed in hot water. 
Mattresses, furniture and floors must be vacuumed, and vacuum bags should be immediately 
disposed in sealed plastic bags. Hiring a certified exterminator to apply pesticides is also 
recommended.  
 
Officials also said the city would adopt the report's recommendation of working to establish 
protocol for disposing of infested furniture and other personal items.  
 
The report also suggested more work should be done by agencies that serve lower-income New 
Yorkers, and public housing infestations should be addressed more quickly. But at a time when 
the city is cutting services and shrinking its job force to save money, those goals are likely not 
immediately achievable. 
 
 
 


WATER 
 


NASA Satellite Monitors Watershed Pollution from Space (Treehugger) 
 
NASA is a constant help in monitoring water supplies and conditions, from groundwater supplies 
in California to ocean dead zones worldwide. But every day the technology gets more helpful, 
and with USEPA estimating that over 20,000 water bodies within the United States do not meet 
water quality standards, it's a good thing that the latest boost from NASA goes to watersheds. 
NASA satellites are improving pollution monitoring for the Chesapeake Bay, an ecosystem in 
need of all the help it can get, and other watersheds around the nation.  
 
According to a report from the American Society of Agronomy, part of the Clean Water Act of 
1972 requires monitoring how much pollution can be carried by a body of water before it is 
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deemed polluted. The USEPA Created Better Assessment Science Integrating Nonpoint Sources, 
or BASINS, as a tool to help accomplish this. By using both satellite and ground-based 
observations from NASA and imputing the data in BASINS, states have watershed pollution 
monitoring models. The new access to NASA satellite data replaces data that used to come from 
weather stations, which could miss important factors like (of all things) precipitation data. The 
new, more precise precipitation data has "dramatically improved water quality model 
performance over the default weather stations," states ASA.  
 
Seven watersheds in the Chesapeake Bay drainage basin were selected to test out the new data. 
This area has had an especially hard time with pollution levels, with the EPA actually sued in an 
effort to get pollution levels down. Recently Philippe Cousteau's Azure World and the University 
of Virginia created a game that allows users to create scenarios from new government policies to 
housing developments and the game models what would happen to the watershed over 20 years' 
time. It can be used to explore and test policy choices and research in complex systems 
modeling. That, combined with the new, more accurate information pooled by NASA can go a 
long way in helping the bay recover, and possibly spread valuable lessons to other imperiled 
watersheds. 
 
 
Up To 1 Million Gallons of Oil Leak Into Michigan River From Pipeline - 
Largest in Midwest History (Treehugger) 
 
Here we go again... Detroit News reports that Environmental Protection Agency officials have 
said that as much as one million gallons of oil has leaked from a pipeline owned by Enbridge 
Energy Partners into a creek flowing into the Kalamazoo River near Battle Creek, Michigan. 
This would make it the largest oil spill in the history of the Midwest.  
 
The oil spilled into Talmadge Creek, which flows northwest into the Kalamazoo River. The site 
is in Calhoun County's Marshall Township near Battle Creek and about 60 miles southeast of 
Grand Rapids. The pipe may have been leaking for many hours before it was originally reported 
to have burst Monday morning. Marshall Township fire officials responded to complaints of an 
oily smell from residents. More than 20 homes have been evacuated.  
 
The spill is currently being investigated by the EPA and the National Transportation Safety 
Board.  
 
UPDATES: Slightly lower amounts of oil, likely won't reach Lake Michigan; owners don't know 
what caused spill  
 
Though initial reports placed the amount of oil spilled from the Enbridge pipeline as high as one 
million gallons, all subsequent reports have estimated the amount of oil leaked in the 800,000-
840,000 gallon range.  
 
If there's some good news in that beyond the decrease in size, it's that according to a 
spokesperson for the Michigan Department of Natural Resources, quoted in the Lansing State 
Journal, the Kalamazoo River spill will likely not reach Lake Michigan. Mary Detloff said the 
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spill can be corralled near Morrow Lake, just east of Kalamazoo, and vacuum trucks will be able 
to suck off the oil.  
 
Fish Washing Up Dead, Geese Coated in Oil  
 
Though experts say it's too early to assess the full environmental damage, dead fish are washing 
ashore, Canada geese have been spotted coated in oil, and the expected impact on invertebrates, 
amphibians and any mammals coming into contact with oil at water's edge is likely to be 
significant.  
 
The owners of the 30"-wide pipeline, Houston-based Enbdrige Energy Partners, still do not know 
exactly what caused the leakage.  
 
Pipeline Brings Oil From Western Canada, Through US, Back to Canada  
 
The spill was first reported at 8:45 Monday morning at a Lakehead pipeline pumping station just 
outside of Marshall, Michigan, very roughly at the two-thirds point of the pipeline's 1,900-mile 
length through the United States  
 
The Lakehead pipeline system is part of a 3,300-mile long pipeline system that enters the United 
States in North Dakota, crosses through Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan, 
before cutting back into Canada, ending in Montreal. One of the largest pipeline systems in the 
world, it can deliver 2 million barrels of crude oil (84 million gallons) to refineries in the 
Midwest and eastern Canada.  
 
12% of US Daily Crude Imports Done by Enbridge  
 
Enbridge Energy is intimately connected with expanding production of oil from the Alberta tar 
sands and delivering it to the United States--their 2009 annual report states that they transport 
71% of western Canadian crude exports, satisfying 12% of US daily crude oil imports.  
 
And spills are par for the course.  
 
The Sierra Club quotes Elizabeth Sherman, of the Leech Lake Band of Ojibwe in Minnesota:  
 
The Enbridge pipeline runs through the Leech Lake Reservation, and there have been several 
spills outside our town that Enbridge hasn't been able to clean up. We're close the Itasca State 
Park, the headwaters of the Mississippi River, and the oil from these spills has gotten down into 
one of our two aquifers and contaminated the water in the top aquifer. The oil is still there, the 
water is still contaminated, and the damage is still being done. Tribal resident's wells are being 
contaminated, and now there's a restriction on how much fish we can eat per week because of 
mercury pollution.  
 
According to stats gathered by Indigenous Peoples Issues & Resources, "between 1999 and 
2008, across all of Endridge's operations there were 610 oil spills that released close to 132,000 
barrels of hydrocarbons into the environment."  
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More on Enbridge: Out on the Tar Sands Mainline: Mapping Enbridge's Web of Pipelines  
 
 
 


Overnight News Digest: UN says clean water a human right (DAILY KOS) 
 
UN declares access to clean water a human right  
 
The UN General Assembly on Wednesday recognized access to clean water and sanitation as a 
human right.  
 
After more than 15 years of debate on the issue, 122 countries voted in favor of a compromise 
Bolivian resolution enshrining the right, while 41 abstained.  
 
The text "declares the right to safe and clean drinking water and sanitation as a human right that 
is essential for the full enjoyment of the right to life."  
 
The resolution laments the fact that 884 million people lack access to safe drinking water and 
that more 2.6 billion do not have access to basic sanitation.  
 
Yahoo: 152 die as plane crashes in rainy Pakistan hills  
 
A passenger jet that officials suspect veered off course in monsoon rains and thick clouds 
crashed into hills overlooking Pakistan's capital Wednesday, killing all 152 people on board and 
scattering body parts and twisted metal far and wide.  
 
The Airblue jet's crash was the deadliest ever in Pakistan, and just the latest tragedy to jolt a 
country that has suffered numerous deaths in recent years due to al-Qaida and Taliban attacks. At 
least two U.S. citizens were on the plane, which carried mostly Pakistanis.  
 
The plane left the southern city of Karachi at 7:45 a.m. for a two-hour flight to Islamabad and 
was trying to land when it lost contact with the control tower, said Pervez George, a civil 
aviation official. Airblue is a private airline based in Karachi, Pakistan's largest city.  
 
The aircraft, an Airbus A321, crashed some 15 kilometers from the airport, scorching a wide 
stretch of the Margalla Hills, including a section behind Faisal Mosque, one of Islamabad's most 
prominent landmarks. Twisted metal wreckage hung from trees and lay scattered across the 
ground. Smoke rose from the scene as helicopters hovered.  
 
CNN: French couple held after bodies of 8 infants found  
 
French national police Tuesday detained a couple after the bodies of eight newborn babies were 
found in northern France, some in a home and others in the garden of another home, the French 
Interior Ministry said.  
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Gendarmes found the remains in the town of Villers-au-Tertre.  
 
Authorities scheduled a news conference for Thursday morning.  
 
BBC: Greece orders striking lorry drivers back to work  
 
The Greek government has used a rare emergency order to force lorry drivers back to work after 
a three-day strike.  
 
The drivers have until later on Thursday to return to the roads or face arrest and the loss of their 
licenses.  
 
Most petrol stations in Athens are out of fuel and shops and factories are running low on 
supplies.  
 
The drivers oppose government plans to open the industry to more competition as part of 
austerity measures agreed with the IMF and the EU.  
 
Yahoo News: Third most-wanted Nazi suspect charged in Germany  
 
The world's third most-wanted Nazi suspect, who lived undisturbed for decades after World War 
II, has been charged in Germany with participating in the murder of 430,000 Jews while serving 
as a low-ranking guard at a death camp.  
 
Samuel Kunz, 88, had long been ignored by the German justice system, partly because of a lack 
of interest in going after relatively minor Nazi figures. But in the past 10 years, a younger 
generation of prosecutors has sought to bring all surviving suspects to justice.  
 
Authorities recently stumbled over Kunz's case as they were studying old documents from 
German post-wars trials about an SS training camp named Trawniki. The papers were being 
reviewed in connection with the trial of John Demjanjuk, the 90-year-old retired autoworker on 
trial in Munich for allegedly serving as a guard at the infamous Sobibor camp.  
 
Kunz was named the No. 3 suspect in April by the Simon Wiesenthal Center. He ranked fairly 
low in the Nazi hierarchy, but he was among the most-wanted suspects because of the large 
number of Jews he is accused of helping to kill.  
 
The Globe and Mail: Plants at base of ocean food chain in decline, study finds  
 
Microscopic phytoplankton that form the foundation of the marine food chain are declining, 
according to a new Canadian study that indicates that the ocean's ecosystem and fisheries could 
be changing.  
 
Researchers at Dalhousie University conducted the first global study of the populations of these 
microscopic organisms in the past century and found the declines – averaging about 1 per cent a 
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year, and approximately 40 per cent since 1950 – are correlated with increases in sea surface 
temperatures. The study, a three-year analysis, is being published Thursday in the journal Nature.  
 
"What we're looking at is the planet changing, and I think it's always hard to figure out a cause 
and effect of that, and what those implications are," said Curtis Suttle, a professor of earth and 
ocean sciences at the University of British Columbia. "Undoubtedly, that does have implications 
in terms of how oceanic food webs are structured, and that could have impacts on fisheries."  
 
Phytoplankton act as the grass of the ocean and form the base of the aquatic food chain. The 
organisms live at the surface of the water, and are the main source of food for zooplankton, 
which in turn form the diet of fish and other sea creatures that are eaten by the bigger fish, large 
whales and humans that occupy the top of the food chain.  
 
BBC: Hip hope from stem cell technique  
 
US researchers have developed a promising new technique that might one day enable doctors to 
regrow broken or diseased joints in patients.  
 
Writing in the The Lancet, US researchers say they have regrown the forelimb thigh joint of 
rabbits using their own stem cells.  
 
Scientists say they have shown "proof of principle" for the technique which could replace hips It 
was the first time an entire joint surface had been regenerated with the return of functions, they 
said.  
 
The research could benefit patients with damaged hips, shoulders or knees.  
 
WOOD TV8: EPA: 1M+ gallons of oil have spilled  
 
Environmental Protection Agency says it believes more than a million gallons of oil may have 
leaked this week into a major southern Michigan waterway that leads to Lake Michigan.  
 
The estimate reported Wednesday night from the EPA exceeds earlier estimates from the 
company responsible for the spill into Talmadge Creek, which runs into the Kalamazoo River, of 
about 819,000 gallons.  
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson says in a statement the agency and Enbridge Inc. are taking 
action on the "serious spill."  
 
The EPA says it's requested the Coast Guard make $2 million available to fund the federal 
government's operations in response to the spill. And the EPA will move additional vessels into 
the area within days to assist in the response.  
 
CNN: Officials optimistic amid preparations to seal Gulf oil well  
 
One hundred days after an oil well operated by BP ruptured in the Gulf of Mexico, and 13 days 
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after crews finished capping the well to contain the gushing crude, the man who is overseeing the 
federal response is optimistic that steps planned for the coming days will finally, permanently 
seal the well.  
 
"The relief well, while it is deep, is something that has been done before," said retired Coast 
Guard Adm. Thad Allen. "The technologies involved here are not novel, but obviously, the depth 
is a challenge here. But we are optimistic we will get this done."  
 
Allen offered that assessment as preparations proceeded for two efforts to kill the well about a 
mile below the surface -- first, sealing it from above by pouring down mud and cement in an 
operation known as "static kill," and then closing it off from below by an intersecting relief well.  
 
The static kill could begin Sunday, while the relief well may be ready for the "bottom kill" effort 
five to seven days afterward.  
 
Google: BP to face spill victims in US court for first time  
 
British energy giant BP and victims of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill go to court for the first time 
Thursday during a session in Idaho that sets the stage for a potential trial of the century.  
 
The proceedings in Boise, Idaho before the Multidistrict Litigation Panel (MDL Panel) will 
examine whether complaints submitted by around 200 plaintiffs can be consolidated, and 
determine where the hearings should take place and under which judge.  
 
A decision is expected around two weeks after the hearing, but the session will give trial lawyers 
a test run for the arguments they will make during what could be years-long legal proceedings 
against BP.  
 
The judges on the panel are expected to consolidate the complaints for practical reasons, but 
observers will pay close attention to where the panel orders the case be heard, and under which 
judge.  
 
Yahoo: Judge blocks parts of Arizona immigration law  
 
A federal judge stepped into the fight over Arizona's immigration law at the last minute 
Wednesday, blocking the heart of the measure and defusing a confrontation between police and 
thousands of activists that had been building for months.  
 
The key issue before U.S. District Judge Susan Bolton in the case is as old as the nation itself: 
Does federal law trump state law? She indicated in her ruling that the federal government's case 
has a good chance at succeeding.  
 
The Clinton appointee said the controversial sections should be put on hold until the courts 
resolve the issues, including parts that required officers to check a person's immigration status 
while enforcing other laws.  
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Bloomberg: Fallen Soldiers' Families Denied Cash as Insurers Profit  
 
The package arrived at Cindy Lohman's home in Great Mills, Maryland, just two weeks after she 
learned that her son, Ryan, a 24-year-old Army sergeant, had been killed by a bomb in 
Afghanistan. It was a thick, 9-inch-by- 12-inch envelope from Prudential Financial Inc., which 
handles life insurance for the Department of Veterans Affairs.  
 
Inside was a letter from Prudential about Ryan's $400,000 policy. And there was something else, 
which looked like a checkbook. The letter told Lohman that the full amount of her payout would 
be placed in a convenient interest-bearing account, allowing her time to decide how to use the 
benefit.  
 
"You can hold the money in the account for safekeeping for as long as you like," the letter said. 
In tiny print, in a disclaimer that Lohman says she didn't notice, Prudential disclosed that what it 
called its Alliance Account was not guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., 
Bloomberg Markets magazine reports in its September issue.  
 
CNN: Iraq veterans come home to a vice presidential welcome  
 
Iraq veterans from the Army's 10th Mountain Division came home to Fort Drum, New York, 
Wednesday for a welcome that included Vice President Joe Biden.  
 
"I've been looking forward to this day for a long time," Biden told members of the division's 2nd 
Brigade Combat Team. "I was looking forward to the day when I could stand with you as your 
mission came to an end.  
 
"I say on behalf of the president of the United States of America: thank you, we owe you, we are 
indebted to you...welcome home."  
 
Biden said that the welcome-home ceremony is one of the first of many, as the U.S. prepares to 
end its combat mission in Iraq in August.  
 
Yahoo: Calif. firefighters gain on worst wildfire  
 
Hundreds of firefighters gained ground Wednesday against the most destructive of two big 
wildfires that have burned homes and forced 2,300 people to evacuate mountain communities on 
the edge of the Mojave Desert and in the southern Sierra Nevada.  
 
A 1,400-acre blaze that chased residents from the Old West Ranch community about 10 miles 
south of Tehachapi was 25 percent contained.  
 
The firefighting command revised the number of destroyed structures down to 25, and Kern 
County Fire Department Battalion Chief Dean Boller said most were homes.  
 
Fire officials initially estimated 30 to 40 homes were lost. Another 150 homes in the loosely 
connected community remained threatened.  
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Houston Chronicle: DNA clears man 27 years after rape conviction  
 
A Houston man prosecutors now say is innocent is expected to be freed this week after serving 
more than 27 years in prison — the longest time behind bars of any Texan who has been 
exonerated — for a rape he did not commit.  
 
Michael Anthony Green, 45, is expected to be in court Thursday where his attorney, Bob Wicoff, 
will ask that he be freed on bail while the case moves forward.  
 
If freed, Green would be the eighth local man let out of prison in recent years, and the second in 
a week, after serving time for a crime he did not convict.  
 
"He is innocent," Wicoff said. "We've got the bad guys too. We've pegged the bad guys."  
 
Google: Congress narrows gap in cocaine sentences  
 
Congress has changed a quarter-century-old law that has sent tens of thousands of blacks to 
prison for crack cocaine convictions while giving far more lenient treatment to those, mainly 
whites, caught with the same amount of the drug in powder form.  
 
House passage of what was called the "fair sentencing act" sends the legislation to President 
Barack Obama for his signature.  
 
The measure alters a 1986 law, enacted at the height of the crack cocaine epidemic, under which 
a person convicted of crack cocaine possession gets the same mandatory prison term as someone 
with 100 times the same amount of powder cocaine.  
 
The legislation reduces that ratio to about 18-to-1. 
 
 


How Safe Is Your Beach? NRDC's Latest Report Reveals Marine Health 
(Treehugger) 
 
Every year, the Natural Resources Defense Council runs a survey of our beaches and marine 
habitats to find out which are safe and which need help to recover from abuse. Earlier in the 
month, the organization put out a map specifically of beaches closed by the Gulf oil disaster. But 
now, its 2010 report for all the beaches in the country is ready. As you plan your seaside vacation 
or pack a picnic for an afternoon on the sand, you might want to first check out the pollution 
status of your destination.  
 
The 2010 Testing The Waters Report finds that "the number of closing and advisory days at 
ocean, bay and Great Lakes beaches topped 18,000 for the fifth consecutive year, confirming that 
our nation's beaches continue to suffer from bacterial pollution that puts swimmers at risk."  
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While nearly three quarters of the 2009 beach closings and advisories were due to bacteria levels 
exceeding health and safety standards, this year there's a new threat to many beaches -- oil. 
Because of the Gulf oil disaster, the new NRDC report is also covering current events at beaches, 
rather than the usual survey of the previous year's closings.  
 
NRDC's report allows you to check on beach health state by state, looking at the beaches closest 
to you, or checking out beaches elsewhere.  
 
The report also makes several recommendations for protecting beach-goers from getting sick 
while trying to enjoy the coastlines, including making the EPA tighten and enforce controls on 
sources of beachwater pollution, which is mainly stormwater runoff; getting congress to pass the 
Clean Coastal Environment and Publich Health Act and the Sewage Overflow Community 
Right-to-Know Act; putting a portion of tourism revenues to monitoring and prevention 
programs; and of course getting individuals to help clean up beach pollution, including using 
natural fertlizers in gardens, disposing of litter properly, and ditching toxic household products.  
 
Here is a great video explaining the problems with stormwater runoff and why this is such a big 
focus for the NRDC when trying to eliminate beach pollution:  
 
Keep up on more ocean news during Blue August on TreeHugger, where we cover everything 
from the health of the deep blue sea to the politics of the fresh water crisis. 
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BP SPILL 


BP Oil Spill Nears Record As Largest In Gulf History (Huffington Post) 
 
 NEW ORLEANS (Associated Press) - BP's massive oil spill will become the largest ever in the 
Gulf of Mexico by Thursday based on the highest of the federal government's estimates, an 
ominous record that underscores the oil giant's dire need to halt the gusher.  
 
The oil that's spewed for two and a half months from a blown-out well a mile under the sea is 
expected to surpass the 140 million gallon mark, eclipsing the record-setting Ixtoc I spill off 
Mexico's coast from 1979 to 1980. Even by the lower end of the government's estimates, at least 
71.2 million gallons are in the Gulf.  
 
The growing total is crucial to track, in part because Great Britain-based BP PLC is likely to be 
fined per gallon spilled, said Larry McKinney, director of Texas A&M University at Corpus 
Christi's Gulf of Mexico research institute.  
 
"It's an important number to know because it has an impact on restoration and recovery," 
McKinney said.  
 
The oil calculation is based on the higher end of the government's range of barrels leaked per 
day, minus the amount BP says it has collected from the blown-out well using two containment 
systems. Measuring it helps scientists figure out where the missing oil is, hidden below the water 
surface with some even stuck to the seafloor. Oil not at the surface damages different parts of the 
ecosystem.  
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"It's a mind-boggling number any way you cut it," said Ed Overton, a Louisiana State University 
environmental studies professor who consults for the federal government on oil spills. "It'll be 
well beyond Ixtoc by the time it's finished."  
 
And passing Ixtoc just before the July Fourth weekend, a time of normally booming tourism, is 
bitter timing, he said.  
 
Story continues below  
 
The BP spill, which began after the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig explosion killed 11 workers 
April 20, is also the largest spill ever recorded offshore during peacetime.  
 
But it's not the biggest in history.  
 
That happened when Iraqi forces opened valves at a terminal and dumped about 460 million 
gallons of oil in 1991 during the Persian Gulf war.  
 
As the Gulf gusher neared the record, Hurricane Alex whipped oil-filled waves onto the Gulf 
Coast's once-white beaches. The government has pinned its latest cleanup hopes on a huge new 
piece of equipment: the world's largest oil-skimming vessel, which arrived Wednesday.  
 
Officials hope the ship can scoop up to 21 million gallons of oil-fouled water a day. Dubbed the 
"A Whale," the Taiwanese-flagged former tanker spans the length of 3 1/2 football fields and is 
10 stories high.  
 
It just emerged from an extensive retrofitting to prepare it specifically for the Gulf.  
 
"It is absolutely gigantic. It's unbelievable," said Overton, who saw the ship last week in Norfolk, 
Va.  
 
The vessel looks like a typical tanker, but it takes in contaminated water through 12 vents on 
either side of the bow. The oil is then supposed to be separated from the water and transferred to 
another vessel. The water is channeled back into the sea.  
 
But the ship's never been tested, and many questions remain about how it will operate. For 
instance, the seawater retains trace amounts of oil, even after getting filtered, so the 
Environmental Protection Agency will have to sign off on allowing the treated water back into 
the Gulf.  
 
"This is a no-brainer," Overton said. "You're bringing in really dirty, oily water and you're 
putting back much cleaner water."  
 
The Coast Guard will have the final say in whether the vessel can operate in the Gulf. The 
owner, shipping firm TMT Group, will have to come to separate terms with BP, which is paying 
for the cleanup.  
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"I don't know whether it's going to work or not, but it certainly needs to be given the 
opportunity," Overton said.  
 
Meanwhile along parts of the Gulf, red flags snapped in strong gusts, warning people to stay out 
of the water, and long stretches of beach were stained brown from tar balls and crude oil that had 
been pushed as far as 60 yards from the water.  
 
Hurricane Alex churned up rough seas as it plowed across the Gulf, dealing a tough setback to 
cleanup operations. It made landfall along a relatively unpopulated stretch of coast in Mexico's 
northern Tamaulipas state late Wednesday, spawning tornadoes in nearby Texas and forcing 
evacuations in both countries.  
 
Oil deposits appeared worse than in past days and local officials feared the temporary halt to 
skimming operations near the coast would only make matters worse ahead of the holiday 
weekend.  
 
"I'm real worried about what is going to happen with those boats not running. It can't help," said 
Tony Kennon, mayor of Orange Beach, Ala.  
 
Although skimming operations and the laying of oil-corralling booms were halted across the 
Gulf, vessels that collect and burn oil and gas at the site of the explosion were still operating. 
Efforts to drill relief wells that experts hope will stop the leak also continued unabated.  
 
In Florida, lumps of tar the size of dinner plates filled a large swath of beach east of Pensacola 
after rough waves tossed the mess onto shore.  
 
Streaks of the rust-red oil could be seen in the waves off Pensacola Beach as cleanup crews 
worked in the rough weather to prepare the beach for the holiday weekend.  
 
In Grand Isle, La., heavy bands of rain pounded down, keeping cleanup crews off the water and 
tossing carefully laid boom around. However, oil had stayed out of the passes.  
 
"All this wave action is breaking up the oil very quickly," Coast Guard Cmdr. Randal S. 
Ogrydziak said. "Mother Nature is doing what she does best, putting things back in order."  
 
Natural microbes in the water were also working on the spill. The result was a white substance 
that looked like mayonnaise, that washed up on some spots along the Grand Isle beach.  
 
"People will be fishing here again," Ogrydziak said. "It may take a while, but people may be 
surprised that it's not taking as long as they thought. Look at the (Ixtoc) oil spill in Mexico. It 
was massive and now people are back to using those waters."  
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When Crisis Strikes, Cleanup Crews Also Face Uncertain Hazards 
(Huffington Post) 
 
Posted by Kevin Liptak  
Hazards facing cleanup workers in the Gulf are steadily being revealed—this week, two 
investigations uncover potentially dangerous conditions that could affect workers for their entire 
lives. Perhaps most troubling, however, is the lack of scientific information about working 
conditions. Without rigorous studies into the health effects of concentrated oil exposure and 
dispersant use, cleanup workers are unable to take precautions or avoid using certain substances. 
 
The use of dispersants in the cleanup effort has been contentious from the start. As far back as 
May, workers were complaining of respiratory problems, headaches and nausea after pouring the 
chemicals into the Gulf. At the time, the Environmental Protection Agency vowed to cut use of 
the dispersant Corexit while searching for safer alternatives. A Miami Herald article this week 
finds the chemical still being used at amounts exceeding the recommended daily level. 
Yesterday, the EPA announced it had found no dispersants less toxic than Corexit, meaning the 
chemical will continue to be used at high levels in the Gulf. The EPA studies also failed to test 
the chemicals in combination with oil, a mixture that experts believe to be more toxic than the 
chemical alone. 
 
The long-term effects of exposure to Corexit and to large concentrations of oil have never been 
studied—even following the last major oil spill, the Exxon Valdez disaster from 1989. A 
McClatchy investigation this week found little scientific information from that era that could 
help guide cleanup efforts today, despite anecdotal evidence that workers’ health was imperiled. 
A workers union warned Alaska’s labor department of potential kidney and nervous system 
damage following the spill, but no medical studies ensued. 
 
Adding insult to injury, some of the cleanup workers are living in the same formaldehyde-laced 
trailers that became an icon of government incompetence following Hurricane Katrina. 
According to the New York Times, the trailers—which FEMA sold off in 2006—are reappearing 
in trailer parks as temporary residences for workers cleaning the slick. After Katrina, displaced 
New Orleans residents who lived in the trailers complained of breathing problems and burning 
eyes, conditions that were traced back to the chemical used in particleboard. Aside from the 
smell and fumes, formaldehyde is believed to cause nasal cancer and possibly leukemia. 
 
 
 


APNewsBreak: Feds lean on BP over trash disposal (Huffington Post) 
           
GARANCE BURKE | July 1, 2010 09:16 PM EST  
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The Coast Guard and the Environmental Protection Agency shored up their oversight of BP's 
work to clean up the oil-soaked Gulf Coast on Thursday, setting new standards for how the 
company and its contractors should test and track the garbage generated by the ongoing spill. 
 
BP PLC has hired private contractors to haul away thousands of tons of polluted sand, crude-
coated boom and other refuse washing ashore from the worst offshore spill in U.S. history. 
 
So far the disaster has generated more than 3,913 tons of solid waste, which is being hauled to 
landfills in Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and Florida. 
 
Companies brought on to dispose of the material say the debris is being handled professionally 
and carefully, but a spot check by The Associated Press last week found clean-up procedures 
along the Gulf coast's northern reaches were haphazard at best. 
 
In Alabama's Gulf State Park, a mound of oily sand was spotted in an uncovered waste container 
flanked by a pooling brown puddle, while in Orange Beach, a leaky truck piled with tar balls and 
oil-smeared protective gear left a pollution trail of its own. 
 
A senior EPA official said Thursday no specific concerns prompted the directive but that it 
would make existing waste disposal plans federally enforceable. 
 
"We felt that this is a unique and catastrophic event and we felt it should have the highest level 
of oversight and accountability," said Mathy Stanislaus, assistant administrator of the EPA's 
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. "This is part of our ongoing process to hold BP 
accountable." 
 
Specific guidelines were outlined in letters sent to BP for how the refuse should be managed. 
The letters also mandated more public outreach to communities near the staging areas or 
landfills, Stanislaus said. 
 
BP America spokesman Daren Beaudo said the company had not yet received the directive, so 
could not immediately comment. 
 
Since May, BP has been testing samples of the oil, mousse and tar patties collecting along the 
shoreline for volatile organic compounds, metals, diesel and other chemicals. The EPA will start 
taking its own independent samples of the debris this week in the marshes and tidal flats and will 
ramp up inspections, Stanislaus said. 
 
"We've been fingerprinting that oil all along, but if we have more people taking additional 
samples that is great," said Rodney Mallett, a spokesman for the Louisiana Department of 
Environmental Quality, which is monitoring waste disposal in landfills throughout the state. 
 
Waste Management Inc., the nation's largest trash hauler, was hired by BP to dispose of the mess 
washing ashore in Alabama, Mississippi and Florida. 
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"As in all of our operations including the Gulf response effort, Waste Management conducts its 
contracted activities according to all applicable state, local federal laws and regulations and 
directives, including this one," said company spokesman Ken Haldin. He said in response to The 
AP's findings last week that the company would be more careful and have drivers check bins for 
problems and possibly use larger liners. 
 
 


Volunteers ready but left out of oil spill cleanup 
       


TOM BREEN | July 1, 2010 11:56 PM EST |  


Compare other versions »  
 


NEW ORLEANS — Many fishing boats signed up to skim oil sit idle in marinas. Some captains 
and deckhands say they have been just waiting around for instructions while drawing checks 
from BP of more than $1,000 a day per vessel. Thousands of offers to clean beaches and 
wetlands have gone unanswered. 


BP and the Obama administration faced mounting complaints Thursday that they are ignoring 
foreign offers of badly needed equipment and making poor use of the fishing boats and 
volunteers available to help clean up what may now be the biggest spill ever in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 


Based on some government estimates, more than 140 million gallons of crude have now spewed 
from the bottom of the sea since the April 20 explosion that killed 11 workers on the Deepwater 
Horizon oil platform, eclipsing the 1979-80 disaster off Mexico that had long stood as the worst 
in the Gulf. 


In recent days and weeks, for reasons BP has never explained, many fishing boats hired for the 
cleanup have done a lot of waiting around. At the same time, there is mounting frustration over 
the time it has taken the government to approve offers of help from foreign countries and 
international organizations. 


The Coast Guard said there have been 107 offers of help from 44 nations, ranging from technical 
advice to skimmer boats and booms. But many of those offers are weeks old, and only a small 
number have been accepted, with the vast majority still under review, according to a list kept by 
the State Department. 


A report prepared by investigators with the House Committee on Oversight and Government 
Reform for Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif., detailed one case in which the Dutch government offered 
April 30 to provide four oil skimmers that collectively could process more than 6 million gallons 
of oily water a day. It took seven weeks for the U.S. to approve the offer. 



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20100701/us-gulf-oil-spill

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20100701/us-gulf-oil-spill/##

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/huff-wires/20100701/us-gulf-oil-spill/##
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White House spokesman Robert Gibbs on Thursday scorned the idea that "somehow it took the 
command 70 days to accept international help." 


Story continues below 


"That is a myth," he declared, "that has been debunked literally hundreds of times." 


He said 24 foreign vessels were operating in the Gulf before this week. He did not specifically 
address the Dutch vessels. 


More than 2,000 boats have signed up for oil-spill duty under BP's Vessel of Opportunity 
program. The company pays boat captains and their crews a flat fee based on the size of the 
vessel, ranging from $1,200 to $3,000 a day, plus a $200 fee for each crew member who works 
an eight-hour day. 


Rocky Ditcharo, a shrimp dock owner in Buras, La., said many fishermen hired by BP have told 
him that they often park their boats on the shore while they wait for word on where to go. 


"They just wait because there's no direction," Ditcharo said. He said he believes BP has hired 
many boat captains "to show numbers." 


"But they're really not doing anything," he added. He also said he suspects the company is hiring 
out-of-work fishermen to placate them with paychecks. 


Chris Mehlig, a fisherman from Louisiana's St. Bernard Parish, said he is getting eight days of 
work a month, laying down containment boom, running supplies to other boats or simply being 
on call dockside in case he is needed. "I wish I had more days than that, but that's the way things 
are," he said. 


Billy Nungesser, president of Louisiana's hard-hit Plaquemines Parish, said BP and the Coast 
Guard provided a map of the exact locations of 140 skimmers that were supposedly cleaning up 
the oil. But he said that after he repeatedly asked to be flown over the area so he could see them 
at work, officials told him only 31 skimmers on the job. 


"I'm trying to work with these guys," he said. "But everything they're giving me is a wish list, not 
what's actually out there." 


A BP spokesman declined to comment. 


Newly retired Coast Guard Adm. Thad Allen, the government's point man for the response 
effort, bristled at some of the accusations in Issa's report. 


"I think we've been pretty transparent throughout this," Allen said at the White House. He 
disputed any suggestion that there aren't enough skimmers being put on the water, saying the 
spill area is so big that there are bound to be areas with no vessels. 
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The Coast Guard said there are roughly 550 skimmers working in the Gulf, with 250 or so in 
Louisiana waters, 136 in Florida, 87 in Alabama and 76 in Mississippi, although stormy weather 
in recent days has kept the many of the vessels from working. 


The frustration extends to the volunteers who have offered to clean beaches and wetlands. More 
than 20,000 volunteers have signed up to help in Florida, Alabama and Mississippi, yet fewer 
than one in six has received an assignment or the training required to take part in some chores, 
according to BP. 


The executive director of the Alabama Coastal Foundation, Bethany Kraft, said many people 
who volunteered are frustrated and angry that no one has called on them for help. 


"You see this unfolding before your eyes and you have this sense that you can't do anything," she 
said. "To watch this happen in our backyard and not be able to help is hard." 


About 225 foundation volunteers have helped watch for oil and document coastal conditions, she 
said, but BP's rules require training for anyone touching oily material. And the company is using 
paid workers for nearly all such projects. 


While the leak continued spewing crude into the Gulf, the remnants of Hurricane Alex more than 
500 miles to the west were still being felt Thursday in the form of rough seas that slowed the 
cleanup, though some skimming had resumed. 


Some government estimates put the amount of oil spilled at 160 million gallons. That calculation 
was arrived at by using the rate of 2.5 million gallons a day all the way back to the oil rig 
explosion. The AP, relying on scientists who advised the government on flow rate, bases its 
estimates on a lower rate of 2.1 million gallons a day up until June 3, when a cut to the well pipe 
increased flow. 


By either estimate, the disaster would eclipse the Ixtoc disaster in the Gulf two decades ago and 
rank as the biggest offshore oil spill during peacetime. The bill spill in history happened in 1991 
during the Persian Gulf War, when Iraqi forces opened valves at a terminal and dumped about 
336 million gallons of oil. 


The total in the Gulf disaster is significant because BP is likely to be fined per gallon spilled. 
Also, scientists say an accurate figure is needed to calculate how much oil may be hidden below 
the surface, doing damage to the deep-sea environment. 


"It's a mind-boggling number any way you cut it," said Ed Overton, a Louisiana State University 
environmental studies professor. "It'll be well beyond Ixtoc by the time it's finished." 


And passing Ixtoc just before the July Fourth weekend, a time of normally booming tourism, is 
bitter timing, he said. 


In other developments: 
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_ The House passed the first major bill related to explosion, voting to allow families of those 
killed and injured workers to be compensated far more generously than current law allows. The 
measure now goes to the Senate. 


_ An animal welfare group said in a lawsuit that BP's practice of incinerating the oil is probably 
burning endangered sea turtles alive. BP spokesman Mark Proegler replied: "I can't say for sure 
we've never burned any, but every effort is taken to avoid that." 


_ The Coast Guard and the Environmental Protection Agency are tightening up their oversight of 
BP and its contractors cleaning up the oily sand. 


Associated Press writers Jay Reeves in Orange Beach, Ala., Michael Kunzelman in New 
Orleans, Harry R. Weber in Houston, and Seth Borenstein, Erica Werner and Eileen Sullivan in 
Washington contributed to this report. 


 
 


Volunteers ready but left out of oil spill cleanup (Huffington Post) 
           
TOM BREEN | July 1, 2010 11:56 PM EST |   
 
NEW ORLEANS — Many fishing boats signed up to skim oil sit idle in marinas. Some captains 
and deckhands say they have been just waiting around for instructions while drawing checks 
from BP of more than $1,000 a day per vessel. Thousands of offers to clean beaches and 
wetlands have gone unanswered. 
 
BP and the Obama administration faced mounting complaints Thursday that they are ignoring 
foreign offers of badly needed equipment and making poor use of the fishing boats and 
volunteers available to help clean up what may now be the biggest spill ever in the Gulf of 
Mexico. 
 
Based on some government estimates, more than 140 million gallons of crude have now spewed 
from the bottom of the sea since the April 20 explosion that killed 11 workers on the Deepwater 
Horizon oil platform, eclipsing the 1979-80 disaster off Mexico that had long stood as the worst 
in the Gulf. 
 
In recent days and weeks, for reasons BP has never explained, many fishing boats hired for the 
cleanup have done a lot of waiting around. At the same time, there is mounting frustration over 
the time it has taken the government to approve offers of help from foreign countries and 
international organizations. 
 
The Coast Guard said there have been 107 offers of help from 44 nations, ranging from technical 
advice to skimmer boats and booms. But many of those offers are weeks old, and only a small 
number have been accepted, with the vast majority still under review, according to a list kept by 
the State Department. 
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A report prepared by investigators with the House Committee on Oversight and Government 
Reform for Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif., detailed one case in which the Dutch government offered 
April 30 to provide four oil skimmers that collectively could process more than 6 million gallons 
of oily water a day. It took seven weeks for the U.S. to approve the offer. 
 
White House spokesman Robert Gibbs on Thursday scorned the idea that "somehow it took the 
command 70 days to accept international help." 
 
"That is a myth," he declared, "that has been debunked literally hundreds of times." 
 
He said 24 foreign vessels were operating in the Gulf before this week. He did not specifically 
address the Dutch vessels. 
 
More than 2,000 boats have signed up for oil-spill duty under BP's Vessel of Opportunity 
program. The company pays boat captains and their crews a flat fee based on the size of the 
vessel, ranging from $1,200 to $3,000 a day, plus a $200 fee for each crew member who works 
an eight-hour day. 
 
Rocky Ditcharo, a shrimp dock owner in Buras, La., said many fishermen hired by BP have told 
him that they often park their boats on the shore while they wait for word on where to go. 
 
"They just wait because there's no direction," Ditcharo said. He said he believes BP has hired 
many boat captains "to show numbers." 
 
"But they're really not doing anything," he added. He also said he suspects the company is hiring 
out-of-work fishermen to placate them with paychecks. 
 
Chris Mehlig, a fisherman from Louisiana's St. Bernard Parish, said he is getting eight days of 
work a month, laying down containment boom, running supplies to other boats or simply being 
on call dockside in case he is needed. "I wish I had more days than that, but that's the way things 
are," he said. 
 
Billy Nungesser, president of Louisiana's hard-hit Plaquemines Parish, said BP and the Coast 
Guard provided a map of the exact locations of 140 skimmers that were supposedly cleaning up 
the oil. But he said that after he repeatedly asked to be flown over the area so he could see them 
at work, officials told him only 31 skimmers on the job. 
 
"I'm trying to work with these guys," he said. "But everything they're giving me is a wish list, not 
what's actually out there." 
 
A BP spokesman declined to comment. 
 
Newly retired Coast Guard Adm. Thad Allen, the government's point man for the response 
effort, bristled at some of the accusations in Issa's report. 
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"I think we've been pretty transparent throughout this," Allen said at the White House. He 
disputed any suggestion that there aren't enough skimmers being put on the water, saying the 
spill area is so big that there are bound to be areas with no vessels. 
 
The Coast Guard said there are roughly 550 skimmers working in the Gulf, with 250 or so in 
Louisiana waters, 136 in Florida, 87 in Alabama and 76 in Mississippi, although stormy weather 
in recent days has kept the many of the vessels from working. 
 
The frustration extends to the volunteers who have offered to clean beaches and wetlands. More 
than 20,000 volunteers have signed up to help in Florida, Alabama and Mississippi, yet fewer 
than one in six has received an assignment or the training required to take part in some chores, 
according to BP. 
 
The executive director of the Alabama Coastal Foundation, Bethany Kraft, said many people 
who volunteered are frustrated and angry that no one has called on them for help. 
 
"You see this unfolding before your eyes and you have this sense that you can't do anything," she 
said. "To watch this happen in our backyard and not be able to help is hard." 
 
About 225 foundation volunteers have helped watch for oil and document coastal conditions, she 
said, but BP's rules require training for anyone touching oily material. And the company is using 
paid workers for nearly all such projects. 
 
While the leak continued spewing crude into the Gulf, the remnants of Hurricane Alex more than 
500 miles to the west were still being felt Thursday in the form of rough seas that slowed the 
cleanup, though some skimming had resumed. 
 
Some government estimates put the amount of oil spilled at 160 million gallons. That calculation 
was arrived at by using the rate of 2.5 million gallons a day all the way back to the oil rig 
explosion. The AP, relying on scientists who advised the government on flow rate, bases its 
estimates on a lower rate of 2.1 million gallons a day up until June 3, when a cut to the well pipe 
increased flow. 
 
By either estimate, the disaster would eclipse the Ixtoc disaster in the Gulf two decades ago and 
rank as the biggest offshore oil spill during peacetime. The bill spill in history happened in 1991 
during the Persian Gulf War, when Iraqi forces opened valves at a terminal and dumped about 
336 million gallons of oil. 
 
The total in the Gulf disaster is significant because BP is likely to be fined per gallon spilled. 
Also, scientists say an accurate figure is needed to calculate how much oil may be hidden below 
the surface, doing damage to the deep-sea environment. 
 
"It's a mind-boggling number any way you cut it," said Ed Overton, a Louisiana State University 
environmental studies professor. "It'll be well beyond Ixtoc by the time it's finished." 
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And passing Ixtoc just before the July Fourth weekend, a time of normally booming tourism, is 
bitter timing, he said. 
 
In other developments: 
 
_ The House passed the first major bill related to explosion, voting to allow families of those 
killed and injured workers to be compensated far more generously than current law allows. The 
measure now goes to the Senate. 
 
_ An animal welfare group said in a lawsuit that BP's practice of incinerating the oil is probably 
burning endangered sea turtles alive. BP spokesman Mark Proegler replied: "I can't say for sure 
we've never burned any, but every effort is taken to avoid that." 
 
_ The Coast Guard and the Environmental Protection Agency are tightening up their oversight of 
BP and its contractors cleaning up the oily sand. 
 
Associated Press writers Jay Reeves in Orange Beach, Ala., Michael Kunzelman in New 
Orleans, Harry R. Weber in Houston, and Seth Borenstein, Erica Werner and Eileen Sullivan in 
Washington contributed to this report. 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
 


Could Dems get a strong energy bill if they abandoned cap-and-trade? 
(Grist) 
 
Don't miss Jesse's great post from earlier today. It's thoughtful and provocative and I wanted to 
offer a few observations in response. 


His basic take is as follows: the Dems, in their quixotic pursuit of a price on carbon -- 
even the leaky, ramshackle contraption that cap-and-trade has become -- are ignoring 
opportunities for real bipartisan progress on energy. Now they risk ending the year 
empty-handed, which will be disastrous for both them and the country. 


Lemme say up front: if the Dems could wrangle the kind of energy bill Jesse describes, I 
would happily sacrifice the Kerry-Lieberman cap-and-trade system. It really is true that 
the role of carbon pricing has been exaggerated. In the short-term, smart energy 
provisions could do just as much to kick off the changes we need. We'll need carbon 
pricing eventually, but it's pretty much inevitable. After all, the EPA's going to regulate 
CO2 either way. Sooner or later, probably sooner, Congress is going to get serious 
about doing the same. In the meantime a strong energy bill would represent immense 
progress. 



http://www.grist.org/article/democrats-may-waste-last-chance-for-clean-energy-win/
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But is the bill Jesse describes in fact an available option? I have my doubts. I see two 
big problems. 


First of all, PAYGO (pay as you go) rules now have the force of law. Congress cannot 
pass a bill that contains spending that isn't paid for. The notable feature of all the 
"energy-only" ideas is that they cost lots of money. As it happens, there's a handy 
source of revenue to pay for all that stuff: a price on carbon. But centrists and 
conservatives are absolutely, unbendingly opposed to raising revenue, including 
through carbon fees. So ... what's the solution? They can't pass a bill without revenue, 
and the opponents of the bill refuse to sign off on any revenue raising mechanism. 
What's the way out of that dilemma? Unless that question is answered, abandoning 
carbon pricing sounds to me like abandoning a bill. 


Second, Jesse seems to assume good faith on the part of centrists and Republicans: 
they have legitimate, substantive concerns about cap-and-trade and are sincere in their 
support of energy alternatives. I don't see what in the past two years provides evidence 
for that proposition. Jesse presumes that if Dems give up something (else), 
conservatives would respond by accepting stronger energy measures. But when have 
conservatives given anything or moved at all in this faux debate? They don't care if a bill 
doesn't pass. In fact they prefer a bill doesn't pass! Their short-term self-interest is 
overwhelmingly served by blocking any Dem victory. 


After all, we know what kind of energy provisions emerge from a bipartisan process: 
Bingaman's ACELA bill. That's the amount of efficiency Murkowski and crew were 
willing to sign off on. That's the level of RES they were willing to accept. Why should we 
believe they'll compromise and accept much stronger provisions? It's just not clear that 
the politics of strong energy measures are all that much more congenial. Seems to me 
the overwhelmingly likely outcome if carbon pricing is abandoned is something akin to 
ACELA, perhaps mildly improved. 


That might be better than nothing, though that's arguable. But it doesn't seem like nearly 
so clear a choice as Jesse makes out. 


 


PESTICIDES 
 


Latest podcast: How cancer-causing methyl iodide snuck past the EPA and 
onto farm fields (Grist) 
 
In the waning days of the Bush Administration, the EPA executed what will likely go down as 
the single most egregious decision in its less-than-stellar history: Ignoring strong warnings from 
independent scientists, it approved use of a pesticide so carcinogenic that scientists had 
previously used it to induce cancer in tissue samples. The chemical, a fumigant called methyl 
iodide, swiftly went into use in states with significant production of fruit, mainly strawberries. (I 
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chronicled the twisted tale on Grist at the time.) But one key strawberry-growing state held out: 
California, which subjected methyl iodide to a separate review process. 


Well that process has now played out. Again, independent scientists cried foul; but now, 
the state stands on the verge of approving methyl iodide. Shocking the scientists whose 
opinions it had solicited, the state's Department of Pesticide Regulation has officially 
recommended that methyl iodide be approved for use. The public comment period 
closed on June 29; I'll report any updates here. 


In this week’s Victual Reality, my podcast series about food politics, I talk to Susan 
Kegley, organic chemist and long-time science guru for the California-based Pesticide 
Action Network of North America, which has just issued a brand-new report (PDF) 
showing that drift from fumigants such as methyl iodide routinely shows up at alarming 
rates in air of nearby communities, "even when all application rules were followed and 
no equipment failure occurred." 


In the podcast, Kegley explains how this stubborn chemical keeps repelling scientists 
and gaining favor from politicians -- and what the next steps are in the fight to keep it 
out of America’s fruit fields. 


 



http://www.grist.org/article/sterile-soil-dirty-hands

http://www.panna.org/

http://www.panna.org/

http://www.panna.org/files/Sisqouc_summary_FINAL_0.pdf
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BP Oil Spill Cleanup Could Face Complications From Tropical Storm Alex, 
Weather (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 06-26-10 10:44 PM   |   Updated: 06-27-10 01:06 AM  
Alabama, Alex, Barataria Bay, Deepwater Horizon, Florida, Gulf Of Mexico, Gulf Oil Spill, 
Hurricane, Hurricane Katrina, Louisiana, Mississippi, Oil Spill Cleanup, Oil Spill Response, Oil 
Well, Tropical Storm Alex, Weather, Wetlands, Green News  
 NEW ORLEANS (AP)-- The logistics of containing the oil spewing into the Gulf of Mexico are 
mind-boggling even in ideal conditions. Add a tropical storm like the one swirling in the 
Caribbean and things get even more complicated. 
 
Any system with winds over 46 mph could force BP to abandon efforts to contain the flow for up 
to two weeks and delay the drilling of two relief wells that are the best hope of stopping it, Coast 
Guard Admiral Thad Allen said Saturday, shortly after Alex became the first tropical storm of 
the Atlantic hurricane season. 
 
Forecasts show Alex churning toward Mexico and missing the northern Gulf Coast and the spill, 
but officials are watching closely anyway. 
 
"We all know the weather is unpredictable and we could have a sudden, last-minute change," 
Allen said. 
 
Emergency plans call for moving workers and equipment five days before gale-force winds are 
forecast to arrive at the half-square mile containment operation surrounding the blown-out well. 
Oil has been gushing since the offshore drilling rig Deepwater Horizon exploded 50 miles off the 
coast of Louisiana on April 20, killing 11 workers. 
 
Nearly 39,000 people and more than 6,000 boats are working there, in other parts of the Gulf and 
on land to skim and corral the oil, protect hundreds of miles of coastline and clean fouled 
beaches. All of those efforts would have to be suspended if a storm threatened. 
 
At the well, the two systems that have been capturing anywhere from 840,000 to 1.2 million 
gallons of oil a day would be unhooked, leaving oil to gush freely into the Gulf again. No one 







knows exactly how much is flowing, but worst-case estimates indicate it could be as much as 2.5 
million gallons a day. 
 
Work would also stop on the two relief wells being drilled to take the pressure off the blown-out 
well, considered the only permanent solution. The first is on target for completion by mid-
August, but there could be a significant delay if people and ships come ashore to ride out a 
storm. 
 
Despite the setback a suspension would represent, "the safety of life is number one priority," 
Allen said. 
 
Out in the Gulf, there is also concern about the thousands of feet of protective boom ringing 
numerous islands and beachfronts. Winds and waves could hurl the material, much of it soaked 
with oil, deep into marshes and woodlands. 
 
"What boom they don't pick up - and there's miles and miles of it, so there's no way they can pick 
it all up - will end up back in the marsh," said Ivor van Heerden, former deputy director of 
Louisiana State University's Hurricane Center. 
 
Once a storm's expected direction is determined, barges and crews plan to remove as much boom 
in its path as possible, said Sam Phillips, solid waste permits administrator with the Louisiana 
Department of Environmental Quality. The boom would be stored on barges so it could be put 
back in place quickly. 
 
"Obviously, it wouldn't withstand a hurricane," Phillips said. 
 
Workers probably would have enough time to retrieve most of the exposed boom, he said. 
 
"You can move a lot of boom in 48 hours, if that were your sole endeavor," he said. "Can they 
get all of it? Probably not." 
 
The spill - and the prospect of a hurricane whipping oily water into bayous and coastal 
communities - is also complicating the already complex hurricane planning that takes place each 
summer. 
 
After all, this is a region that's no stranger to big storms. In 2005, the devastating Hurricane 
Katrina was followed immediately by Hurricane Rita. Three years later, Hurricanes Gustav and 
Ivan hit back-to-back. 
 
BP, the Coast Guard and the state of Louisiana have already been talking about how to 
coordinate evacuations so workers and equipment involved in the oil spill response don't clog 
highway escape routes. 
 
Officials in coastal St. Bernard Parish gave local agencies a deadline for outlining evacuation 
plans, said parish spokeswoman Jennifer Belsom. She acknowledged uncertainties posed by the 
spill could flummox even the best laid plans. 







 
"There are all kinds of what ifs," she said. 
 
Thousands of families that lost jobs due to the spill may have fewer resources for a storm 
evacuation, said Mark Cooper, director of the Louisiana governor's Office of Homeland Security 
and Emergency Preparedness. 
 
Pete Gerica says fishermen like him who typically ride out storms in their boats also might have 
second thoughts this year because of the spill. Oily water carried by the storm surge could be 
difficult to clean. 
 
"How would you clean it up?" he said. "You will have to clean up mud and oil. Can you clean 
that out of the walls? Who knows." 
 
It's also unclear what a storm would do to oil floating in the Gulf. 
 
Some fear high winds and large waves could push it deeper into estuaries and wetlands. A storm 
surge of several feet could bring it inland, creating a mess. But a storm also could help disperse 
and break up some of the oil. 
 
No matter what happens with Tropical Storm Alex, it's likely just the beginning. Forecasters are 
predicting a busy hurricane season with powerful storms. 
 
Jeff Masters, director of meteorology for forecasting service Weather Underground, said spill 
responders may need to rethink their five-day window for suspending containment efforts 
because storms often change more quickly than that. 
 
If they don't develop a more nuanced plan, he said, "it means they are going to be having lots of 
false alarms where they are unnecessarily taking down their operation or they are going to be 
putting lives at risk, one or the other." 
 
Bluestein reported from Atlanta. Associated Press Writers Cain Burdeau, John Flesher and 
Michael Kunzelman contributed in New Orleans and Pauline Arrillaga in Houma, La., 
contributed to this report. 
 
 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com  
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Media Contributes to Victim Mentality as Gulf Struggles (Huffington Post) 
 
Air Quality , Atapaka , Barataria Bay , Benzene , Bp , BP Oil Spill , Environment , Epa , Media , 
Niosh , Oscha , Science , Superfund , TAGA Route , Toluene , Toxic-Waste , Youtube , Media 
News  
We have no idea how much oil is flowing into the Gulf of Mexico as result of the April 20 
explosion of the BP Transocean/Deepwater Horizon. We do know eleven men died there. There 
is no doubt that the environmental devastation is the worst this country has ever experienced, and 
there is no end in sight. There is much hype, fear, hyperbole, wrongful statements, panic and 
YOUTUBE hysteria as the river of oil spreads across the water and flows into sensitive 
marshlands. We hear stories of turtles being burned alive at sea, oiled dolphins, bubbling 
dipersants, and blackened beaches following the spread of the catastrophic BP oil disaster in the 
Gulf of Mexico. There is also truth. Lies and collusion have been exposed, and fear is ramping 
up. 
 
Fear and hysteria will be our undoing if the general public does not abandon a victim mentality 
and begin to be proactive about the actions we can take to become informed. This will require 
work, it will require learning more about science, and it will require discipline. We all have to 
learn how we can be effective and what is completely out of our control. Citizens want the 
protection of government and regulatory agencies, but resent the "big brother" implications. We 
can't have it both ways. 
 
Journalists have a responsibility to examine the science and it will not be easy. The public has a 
responsibility to learn more about their environment. It is obvious that government is not looking 
out for Gulf Coast residents. Communities will be forced to step in and do independent 
monitoring. 
 
One of the most important issues facing coastal residents is air quality.  
 
There is good, solid information available, but sorting it out and getting answers to legitimate 
concerns about air quality and human health impacts is difficult. Part of the problem certainly 
lies in the bureaucratic structure surrounding air quality monitoring and data sets, as well as 
disagreement among the organizations set in place to protect the public as to acceptable limits of 
exposure to volatile organic compounds such as benzene, toluene and xylene (VOCs), as well as 
the unknown effects of the dispersant COREXIT. Add Internet hysteria to the equation, possible 
data altering, poor sampling methods--and sifting fact from fiction becomes very difficult. 
 
 
Grand Bayou, LA at risk  
As someone who was exposed to significant amounts of benzene (it is an easily recognizable 
odor, similar to gasoline) while working on Gulf waters in and around Barataria Bay, I learned 
firsthand that it makes one feel ill. You feel as if someone is holding you upside down in a gas 
tank. Headaches, nausea and lingering vertigo are concerning symptoms and the first thing you 
want to know is how much exposure is "acceptable," and whether or not the symptoms will 
mitigate on their own. In my case, only the vertigo remains--almost two weeks post exposure. 







This writer was able to leave the area. Residents and clean-up workers do not have that option. 
They need clear answers and solid guidance. I am not sure that is possible. 
 
There is no doubt, and experts agree, that benzene is carcinogenic, and induces health problems 
ranging from death in extreme acute exposure to central nervous system disorders, confusion, 
nausea and dizziness at the other end of the spectrum. Of the above-listed toxins, benzene is one 
of the most toxic, as long-term exposure to benzene has been proven to cause a variety of 
potentially fatal health problems. 
 
Benzene has not been ignored in the public health arena. The sweet smelling by-product of crude 
petroleum is very commonly used in the industrial processes. It is toxic when inhaled or 
ingested. There are well- circulated studies from cities across the US in which data collected 
from air quality monitoring has revealed problems with varying limits of benzene in air and soil 
samples. It is not as if the scientific community has not studied benzene exposure. The problem 
is that there is no regulatory consensus as to what constitutes acceptable exposure at "lower" 
levels.  
 
Who Recommends and Who Regulates? 
 
Laws can enforce regulations, but lawsuits require proof and expensive monitoring. The 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) can develop enforceable regulations for VOCs.  
 
Law cannot enforce recommendations. The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
(ATSDR), formed to assess health risks at toxic superfund sites and part of the CDC, and the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) are two federal organizations that 
recommend levels of exposure. 
 
The EPA has determined that benzene is carcinogenic to humans. 
 
Brief exposure (5-10 minutes) to very high levels of benzene in air (10,000-20,000 ppm) can 
result in death. Lower levels (700-3,000 ppm) can cause drowsiness, dizziness, rapid heart rate, 
headaches, tremors, confusion, and unconsciousness.  
 
OSHA regulates levels of benzene in the work place. The maximum allowable amount of 
benzene in workroom air during an 8-hour workday, 40-hour work week is 1 ppm (part per 
million). NIOSH recommends that all workers wear special breathing equipment when they are 
likely to be exposed to benzene at levels exceeding the recommended (8-hour) exposure limit of 
0.1 ppm. The EPA says an exposure of .0004 ppm in air over a lifetime could cause a risk of one 
additional cancer case for every 100,000 exposed persons.  
 
 
There is no baseline standard of comparison for exposure time among agencies.  
 
So, benzene is clearly of concern and exposure should be limited. What, exactly, are the levels 
currently experienced by Gulf coast residents and cleanup crews working on the seas? 







 
Often, benzene exposure gets lumped into a total data set of VOCs, which further confuses the 
issue.  
 
The majority of samples (128 out of 187) had measurable levels of total hydrocarbons and 28 
had levels greater than 10 ppm, which is the level of concern EPA is using for Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOCs). In contrast, the BP summary cites an "action limit" of greater than 100 ppm 
-- a level that would be fairly certain to make people sick.  
 
Eleven samples had measurable levels of the known carcinogen benzene, with measurements up 
to 0.5 ppm. This range encompasses the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH) Recommended Exposure Limit (REL) for occupational exposure to benzene of 0.1 
ppm. From the data presented it is impossible to ascertain how many of the samples exceeded 
this health-based level. 
 
 
The BP document contained no data at all on hydrogen sulfide, naphthalene, dispersant 
chemicals, and other air pollutants that are harmful to health and that workers are likely to be 
exposed to.  
 
 
What do you do when the levels exceed the "recommended" exposure by NIOSH, but remain 
below the EPA threshold? Sometimes comparative studies list exposure in mg/cubic meter, and 
while a simple mathematical conversion is required to convert to ppm, it is not something the 
general public or journalists will undertake.  
 
Instead of solid answers as to acceptable limits of benzene exposures, we are left with 
comparisons. We can look at numbers derived on the Gulf and say they may be higher or lower 
than what is permissible for exposure at a gas pump (after we complete the conversion), or 
higher or lower than numbers permissible for BP workers on the rigs, on cleanup, or in their 
offices, but it is all numbers that have no relation to each other. OSHA numbers are higher than 
the NIOSH limits and EPA numbers target specific locations and don't take atmospheric 
conditions, distance from the main source, or have rigid controls in place. It is hit or miss 
sampling and hit or miss evaluations by the regulatory agencies that were put in place to protect 
us.  
 
In a study of air quality, "Alabama Air Polluted with Benzene," researchers found that levels of 
benzene and other VOCs were present in "concentrations well above air safety standards set by 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In some cases, levels of toxins exceeded federal 
standards by over 9,000 percent."  
 
In "Regulation of Occupational Carcinogens Under OSHA's Air Contaminants Standard," 
authors Dalton G. Paxmana and James C. Robinson of the School of Public Health at the 
University of California, Berkeley criticize the exclusion of stricter NIOSH data in establishing 
regulations in the workplace. 
 







We compare the information used by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) to regulate carcinogens under its 1989 Air Contaminants Standard to publicly available 
information on substances with potential carcinogenic activity. Carcinogenicity evaluations were 
obtained from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), the American 
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH), the National Toxicology Program 
(NTP), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the International Agency for Research 
on Cancer (IARC). We focus on three sets of substances: those which were regulated as 
carcinogens by OSHA in the Standard, those which were included in the Standard but whose 
exposure limits are based on noncarcinogenic effects, and those substances designated as 
potential carcinogens by NIOSH, ACGIH, and/or NTP but which were excluded from the 
Standard. The data indicate that OSHA relied almost exclusively upon the recommendations of 
the nongovernmental ACGIH to the exclusion of IARC and the three governmental bodies. 
Given their statutory authority to evaluate chemical carcinogenicity for regulatory agencies such 
as OSHA, the exclusion of NIOSH and NTP is particularly striking. 
 
 
Along the Gulf Coast, the EPA is using a mobile trace atmospheric gas analyzer to evaluate 
benzene, toluene, and xylene levels. You can go to the site and download comma-delineated files 
that compare levels at any given date, time and location.  
 
 
The TAGA bus monitors for two chemicals found in the COREXIT dispersants: EGBE (2-
butoxyethanol), and dipropylene glycol mono butyl ether, "which have the highest potential to 
get into the air in any significant amounts." But, for simplicity we are leaving COREXIT out of 
the discussion. You may read about the EPA monitoring technique here. 
 
Of course, dispersants require a separate discussion as to legality and toxicity. 
 
The first caveat is that this site is partnered with the "unified joint command," which includes 
BP, but the information is fascinating to watch. Whether it is entirely reliable is not a question I 
am prepared to answer, and I welcome experts to weigh in on this. 
 
For one example, if you go to the TAGA site and click on the monitoring results for June 25, 
there are a wide range of readings in parts per billion. (multiply parts per billion by .001 to obtain 
parts per million) The highest is 72 ppb (volume) or .072 ppm, which is higher than the EPA 
exposure limit of .0004 ppm in air over a lifetime, and smaller than the NIOSH level of .1 ppm 
for an eight-hour work week.  
 
Gina Solomon's report for OFFSHORE measurements showed benzene up to .5 ppm, far above 
the NIOSH standard and less than the EPA limit for lifetime exposure. Eleven samples had 
measurable levels of the known carcinogen benzene, with measurements up to 0.5 ppm 
 
The difficulty in drawing conclusions is obvious. 
 
There are two areas of concern that journalists should address, and it will take some digging. 
 







Are the TAGA results reliable, can they be doctored, and what do they mean for ONSHORE 
health? 
 
Secondly, how do Gulf coast residents take control of their own monitoring? 
 
One of the most interesting blogs offered screenshots indicating that the EPA had altered posted 
data. If this proves to be true, independent oversite is imperative. Screen scrubbing is common 
and we have seen this is the past with the Coast Guard's PR firm in New Orleans as one example. 
 
A simple solution would be for local communities to establish their own water and air quality 
monitoring. It is expensive. We looked into getting some equipment for the Atapaka, an 
indigenous People living on Grand Bayou, who have been continually marginalized. Their entire 
culture and way of life is in a precarious situation as the BP catastrophe unfolds. Cost for basic 
monitoring equipment? $20,000. Any takers? The Atapaka need help. 
 
We will be writing more about the Atapaka and their fight for survival in the coming week. 
 
In the meantime, here are some links that may be helpful. As a caveat, I ran this article past a 
lawyer and a doctor who told me it might be above the "average reader's" head. That is a sad 
commentary. It is time for everyone to become an expert in understanding their environment.  
 
http://www.epa.gov/iris/subst/0276.htm 
http://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxprofiles/phs3.html 
 
 
June 28, 2010     
Josh Nelson 
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What Role Will Senator Murkowski Play In Climate An Energy 
Negotiations? (Huffington Post) 
 
Speaking at a sparsely-attended luncheon in Fairbanks, AK on Friday, Senator Murkowski (R-
AL) touted her failed effort to block the EPA from regulating greenhouse gas emissions as a 
'badge of honor.' She went on to explain why she considered the maneuver, which went down by 
a 53-47 margin on June 10th, a qualified success. "We made our point. Forty-seven members of 
the Senate said they do not want to allow the agency to set climate change policy," she said. 
 
 
As luck would have it, another institution has plans to 'set climate change policy' in the weeks 
ahead -- the United States Senate. And fortunately for Senator Murkowski, as a United States 
Senator, she has the power to influence that process as it plays out. By all indications, Senator 
Murkowski should be a leading Republican in these negotiations. In response to the 
announcement of a new Climate Science Center at the University of Alaska earlier this year, she 







rightly called the state 'ground zero for climate change.' Last September Murkowski told 
reporters that Congress needs to work on climate change but should take its time considering 
options. And by all accounts, the Senate has done just that in the past nine months, trying and 
giving up on a variety of approaches deemed too controversial to attract significant Republican 
support. 
 
But now there are a several proposals and a handful of standalone measures on the table. A group 
of seventeen Senators -- which includes Senator Murkowski -- will be meeting with President 
Obama Tuesday to discuss a path forward. Majority Leader Reid has indicated he'll be moving 
the legislation immediately after July recess. 
 
If Senator Murkowski intends to play a constructive role in this process, her opportunity is now. 
Robert Dillon, a spokesman for Senator Murkowski, claims she intends to play such a role, citing 
her support of Senator Lugar's energy legislation. According to Dillon, Murkowski supports 
"Sen. Lugar's latest efforts to address climate." Perhaps sensing the angle I was pursuing, he 
added, "so any accusation that she opposes dealing with emissions is completely false." 
 
But Dillon also made it clear that Murkowski remains firmly opposed to including a cap on 
carbon in the legislation. "There's not 60 votes for cap and trade now nor has there ever been. A 
great number of Democrats remain opposed to a cap for economic reasons - concerns shared by 
many Republicans as well," he said. When asked how Senator Murkowski would like to see the 
Senate move forward on energy reform, Mr. Dillon was quite specific. "Sen. Murkowski believes 
the Senate should immediately focus on passing standalone oil spill compensation legislation to 
assist the victims of the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Then it should take up the bipartisan 
energy bill approved by the energy committee last summer, which would address many of the 
president's stated goals for a clean energy bill but would not include a cap on carbon." Curiously, 
he did not mention Senator Lugar's proposal in response to this question. 
 
The 'bipartisan energy bill' Dillon refers to is the American Clean Energy Leadership Act, which, 
as David Roberts explains, amounts to 'a minor deviation from the awful energy status quo.' I 
followed up with Mr. Dillon, asking if Senator Murkowski considers ACELA sufficient to 
properly address climate change. I also asked how Senator Murkowski reconciles her self-
professed belief in climate change with her refusal to do anything serious to address it. While he 
didn't respond to either question directly, he offered this response. "The energy bill would make 
a real difference in our energy policy without harming the economy. The other proposals 
introduced this Congress do not strike the appropriate balance between environmental and 
economic protection. Sen. Murkowski has done more than any other Republican to improve the 
nation's energy policy. She's passed bipartisan energy policy through the committee. But she 
won't support bad legislation that threatens the economy and does nothing to improve our energy 
policy." 
 
It is clear that Senator Murkowski wants the Senate to pursue an extremely limited approach on 
climate and energy policy. Even in the face of the worst environmental disaster in American 
history, her opposition to taking serious steps to reduce oil consumption remains unchanged. 
Senators who claim to be concerned about climate change should take steps to address it in a 
meaningful way. Senator Murkowski's refusal to do so puts her credibility on the issue into 







question. If Senator Murkowski wants to present herself as someone who is actually concerned 
with addressing climate change, she'll have to do a lot better than she has so far in her career.  
 
  
Follow Josh Nelson on Twitter: www.twitter.com/enviroknow 
 
 
Weekly Mulch: As risks for oil and gas grow, USSF offers change (Talking 
Points Memo) 
 
BP oil has been spilling into the Gulf of Mexico for more than two months, and while attention 
has focused there, deepwater oil drilling is just one of many risky methods of energy extraction 
that industry is pursuing. Gasland, Josh Fox's documentary about the effects of hydrofracking, a 
new technique for extracting natural gas, was broadcast this week on HBO. In the film, Fox 
travels across the country visiting families whose water has turned toxic since gas companies 
began drilling in their area.  
 
"So many people were quick to respond to our requests to be interviewed about fracking that I 
could tell instantly that this was a national problem--and nobody had really talked enough about 
it," Fox told The Nation this week.  
 
Natural gas  
 
In Washington, even green groups like the Sierra Club have been pushing natural gas as a clean 
alternative to fuels like coal; reports like Fox's suggest that the environmental costs of obtaining 
that gas are not yet clear. Besides water contamination, natural gas opponents are also 
documenting environmental damage to air quality. Like the problems with deepwater oil drilling, 
which became apparent after the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded, the dangers of hydrofracking 
could go unchecked until disaster strikes.  
 
And both deepwater drilling and hydrofracking are symptoms of the greater crisis threatening the 
country: as energy resources become harder to extract, energy companies are taking greater risks 
to get at the valuable fuels.  
 
Drilling on government land  
 
As Fox documents, new gas wells are popping up like gopher holes all over the country, on 
private and public lands. Just this week, Earthjustice, an environmental advocacy law group, 
challenged the Bureau of Land Management's decision to allow drilling in a southwestern 
Colorado mountain range,the Colorado Independent reports.  
 
"The HD Mountains are the last tiny, little corner of the San Juan Basin not yet drilled for natural 
gas development," Jim Fitzgerald, a farmer, told Earthjustice. "This whole area depends on the 
HD Mountains watersheds. Drilling could have disastrous effects upon them."  
 
From coast to coast  







 
Coloradans are not the only ones pushing back against drilling. In The Nation, Kara Cusolito 
writes about the problems Dimock, PA, has faced:  
 
After a stray drill bit banged four wells in 2008...weird things started happening to people's 
water: some flushed black, some orange, some turned bubbly. One well exploded, the result of 
methane migration, and residents say elevated metal and toluene levels have ruined twelve 
others. Then, in September 2009, about 8,000 gallons of hazardous drilling fluids spilled into 
nearby fields and creeks.  
 
After that second incident, fifteen families began a lawsuit against Cabot Oil and Gas, the gas 
company that's dominating that area. In The American Prospect, Alex Halperin wrote a couple of 
months back about efforts to fight back against natural gas drilling in Ithaca, NY.  
 
Regulation  
 
One of the problems with hydrofracking is that it's poorly regulated right now. No one except the 
natural gas companies know what goes into the "fracking fluid" that they pour into wells to help 
bubble the gas up to the surface. A loophole in the Safe Water Drinking Act also exempted the 
practice from regulation.  
 
That situation could be changing, however. As Amy Westervelt writes at Earth Island Journal:  
 
"Thanks in large part to the work done by a handful of journalists and angry residents over the 
past couple of years, the EPA is finally looking into fracking more seriously. In fact, they're 
looking into it so comprehensively the energy companies are getting worried. It's worth noting 
here that all the big oil guys have a big stake in natural gas drilling, and many of them have 
contractual loopholes with the smaller companies that own the gas drilling leases that if fracking 
is taken off the table as a legitimate drilling process, they're out."  
 
Like deepwater oil drilling, fracking is a relatively new endeavor, the risks of which are not fully 
understood. Unlike that type of drilling, though, the opportunity still exists to create a framework 
in which the companies will have some accountability to the environments and communities that 
they threaten.  
 
Future present  
 
Besides regulating the industries who are providing energy now, the environmental community 
needs to keep pressing towards a future where the country does not depend on fossil fuels like oil 
and gas to run our world. This week, at the U.S. Social Forum in Detroit, thousands of people are 
considering how to fight against problems like these.  
 
Ahmina Maxey, for instance, is a member of the Zero Waste Detroit Coalition. "We are 
planning, next Saturday, the Clean Air, Good Jobs, Justice march to the incinerator to demand 
that the city of Detroit clean up its air," she told Democracy Now!  
 







Green Detroit  
 
As Elizabeth DiNovella writes for The Progressive, Detroit is working towards green solutions to 
some of its problems. DiNovella reports:  
 
"Detroit's population has shrunk to about a quarter of what it was forty or fifty years ago, leaving 
lots of open green space. But neighborhood groups are transforming these vacant lots into 
community gardens. Seven years ago there were 8o community gardens, consisting of 
neighborhood gardens, backyard patches, and school gardens. By 2009, there were 800 
community gardens. This year there are 1200, including some urban farms."  
 
"As far as I'm concerned, Detroit is ground zero for the sustainability movement," writes Ron 
Williams for Free Speech TV. He explains:  
 
"What we need now is a collaborative effort that could echo around the world. An Urban Green 
Lab. What possible better stage than the 11th largest city in the United States which is 
experiencing Depression-level economic conditions? Let's take sustainability home. Collectively 
we have everything the people of Detroit need to build their city anew. Their solutions are likely 
to be the very same solutions every community will need in some form in the years ahead."  
 
Here's hoping ideas like this take root. 
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What Role Will Senator Murkowski Play in Climate and Energy 
Negotiations? (Grist) 
   
by Josh Nelson  
28 Jun 2010 5:33 AM 
ACELA, BP Oil Disaster, Cap and Trade, Climate & Energy, Climate Change, Climate Policy, 
Energy, Oil, Politics, President Obama, Robert Dillon, Senate, Senator Bingaman, Senator 
Murkowski, Senator Reid  
 
Speaking at a sparsely-attended luncheon in Fairbanks, AK on Friday, Senator Murkowski (R-
AL) touted her failed effort to block the EPA from regulating greenhouse gas emissions as a 
'badge of honor.' She went on to explain why she considered the maneuver, which went down by 
a 53-47 margin on June 10th, a qualified success. “We made our point. Forty-seven members of 
the Senate said they do not want to allow the agency to set climate change policy," she said.  
 
As luck would have it, another institution has plans to 'set climate change policy' in the weeks 
ahead -- the United States Senate. And fortunately for Senator Murkowski, as a United States 







Senator, she has the power to influence that process as it plays out. By all indications, Senator 
Murkowski should be a leading Republican in these negotiations. In response to the 
announcement of a new Climate Science Center at the University of Alaska earlier this year, she 
rightly called the state 'ground zero for climate change.' Last September Murkowski told 
reporters that Congress needs to work on climate change but should take its time considering 
options. And by all accounts, the Senate has done just that in the past nine months, trying and 
giving up on a variety of approaches deemed too controversial to attract significant Republican 
support.  
 
But now there are a several proposals and a handful of standalone measures on the table. A group 
of seventeen Senators -- which includes Senator Murkowski -- will be meeting with President 
Obama Tuesday to discuss a path forward. Majority Leader Reid has indicated he'll be moving 
the legislation immediately after July recess. If Senator Murkowski intends to play a constructive 
role in this process, her opportunity is now. Robert Dillon, a spokesman for Senator Murkowski, 
claims she intends to play such a role, citing her support of Senator Lugar's energy legislation. 
According to Dillon, Murkowski supports "Sen. Lugar's latest efforts to address climate." 
Perhaps sensing the angle I was pursuing, he added, "so any accusation that she opposes dealing 
with emissions is completely false."  
 
But Dillon also made it clear that Murkowski remains firmly opposed to including a cap on 
carbon in the legislation. "There's not 60 votes for cap and trade now nor has there ever been. A 
great number of Democrats remain opposed to a cap for economic reasons - concerns shared by 
many Republicans as well," he said. When asked how Senator Murkowski would like to see the 
Senate move forward on energy reform, Mr. Dillon was quite specific. "Sen. Murkowski believes 
the Senate should immediately focus on passing standalone oil spill compensation legislation to 
assist the victims of the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Then it should take up the bipartisan 
energy bill approved by the energy committee last summer, which would address many of the 
president's stated goals for a clean energy bill but would not include a cap on carbon." Curiously, 
he did not mention Senator Lugar's proposal in response to this question.  
 
The 'bipartisan energy bill' Dillon refers to is the American Clean Energy Leadership Act, which, 
as David Roberts explains, amounts to 'a minor deviation from the awful energy status quo.' I 
followed up with Mr. Dillon, asking if Senator Murkowski considers ACELA sufficient to 
properly address climate change. I also asked how Senator Murkowski reconciles her self-
professed belief in climate change with her refusal to do anything serious to address it. While he 
didn't respond to either question directly, he offered this response. "The energy bill would make 
a real difference in our energy policy without harming the economy. The other proposals 
introduced this Congress do not strike the appropriate balance between environmental and 
economic protection. Sen. Murkowski has done more than any other Republican to improve the 
nation's energy policy. She's passed bipartisan energy policy through the committee. But she 
won't support bad legislation that threatens the economy and does nothing to improve our energy 
policy."  
 
It is clear that Senator Murkowski wants the Senate to pursue an extremely limited approach on 
climate and energy policy. Even in the face of the worst environmental disaster in American 
history, her opposition to taking serious steps to reduce oil consumption remains unchanged. 







Senators who claim to be concerned about climate change should take steps to address it in a 
meaningful way. Senator Murkowski's refusal to do so puts her credibility on the issue into 
question. If Senator Murkowski wants to present herself as someone who is actually concerned 
with addressing climate change, she'll have to do a lot better than she has so far in her career. 
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EPA Ramps Up Gulf Air Quality Monitoring (Huffington Post) 


First Posted: 05- 3-10 12:07 PM   |   Updated: 05- 3-10 12:18 PM  


NEW ORLEANS -- The Environmental Protection Agency says it's stepping up air quality 
monitoring on the Gulf Coast. 


There are concerns that vapors from the oil and controlled fires might cause health problems for 
people living in the region. An oil smell could cause headaches or nausea, but EPA spokesman 
Dave Bary said Saturday there have been no confirmed reports of such problems. 


State health agencies are advising people having such symptoms to stay indoors and ventilate 
their homes with air conditioning. 


Crude oil gives off gaseous vapors. But Jonathan Ward, an environmental toxicology professor 
at the University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, says the vapors likely will be mostly 
dispersed by brisk sea breezes by the time they reach shore. 
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Oil Spill: Focus on Containment, Clean Up, Causation (Heritage.org) 
Posted By Nicolas Loris  On May 3, 2010 @ 6:34 pm In Energy and Environment  


The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is an unfortunate and terrible accident that poses economic and 
environmental challenges to the Gulf coast. The fact that the explosion took eleven lives is regrettable 
and condolences to friends and families who lost their loved ones. Many questions are yet without 
answers; the most general and pressing being: what went wrong? Along with stopping the leak and 
containing the oil slick to minimize, the imperative concern is to figure out what went wrong. There 
will be lots of finger pointing and calls for action but Members of Congress and the White House should 
refrain from making any rash political decisions. 
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Despite accusations that BP cut corners on preventative measures, BP America Inc. President Lamar 
McKay maintains that’s not the case saying [1], “My belief is that that does not have anything to do 
with it. I believe we’ve got a failed piece of equipment. We don’t know why it failed yet in this 
contracted rig.” Whether that’s the case remains to be seen and will require a thorough investigation. 
The company is spending $6 million a day to reduce the environmental impact with burnoffs, oil 
booms, chemical-filled barriers and other dispersant chemicals and is attempting to activate the 
blowout prevention mechanism that was supposed to go into effect when the rig exploded. Answering 
this question must be at the top of the priority list. 


After the “what happened and why” questions follow the “who’s to blame” ones. The obvious 
responsible party is BP and the company has vowed to pay for the clean up costs for [2]“legitimate and 
objectively verifiable claims for other loss and damage caused by the spill.” This should include 
reimbursing the taxpayers for government resources allocated towards the problem [3], which thus far 
includes the Coast Guard, the Navy, the Environmental Protection Agency and the Minerals 
Management Services. 


Also on the receiving end of much blame is President Obama and his administration. Critics on the left 
and the right disparaged the president’s slow response. Some are calling the Gulf oil spill “President 
Obama’s Katrina” since federal efforts weren’t ramped up immediately. A large part of this may have 
been the Coast Guard underestimating the severity [4]of the problem, but regardless, there will be 
plenty of time for passing blame. The focus needs to be remain on containment, clean up and 
causation. 


For the most part the administration’s reaction has been prudent. President Obama has called on 
[5]Department of Interior Secretary Ken Salazar to report on new technologies might be needed to 
prevent future spills in the next thirty days. In this time no new lease sales will occur. Although none 
were meant to occur anyhow, this is a common sense approach for the near-term. 


But the White House should refrain from making any impulsive decisions that affect our long-term 
energy policy. While there are economic consequences with the spill, there are much bigger economic 
costs with a ban on offshore drilling. Even Secretary Salazar acknowledged this – noting that 30 
percent of our nation’s oil production comes from the Gulf. He asserted [6], “For us to turn off those 
spigots would have a very, very huge impact on America’s economy right now. This is an industry that 
can operate safely. There has been a tragic accident here and we need to learn the lessons from it, 
and we will not move forward with any kind of activity on offshore oil and gas drilling that isn’t going 
to have safety first.” Secretary Salazar should also be commended for this level-headed approach. 


The knee jerk reaction for politicians is to put in place laws and regulations they believe will solve the 
problem, but often times these can have adverse effects, as explained by Richard Fulmer [7]: 


Suppose, for example, that the final result of a congressional inquiry into a tragedy is a bill mandating 
the use of technology “X.” Let us further suppose that X is, indeed, an excellent, state-of-the-art 
solution, and not something that was selected because Technology X Industries, Inc. made a generous 
campaign contribution to Senator Jones, or because the X Solutions company happens to be located in 
Congressman Smith’s district. 


In a dynamic, free market economy, technology X is likely to be superseded very quickly by superior 
technology “Y.” Once X has been mandated, however, Y may never be used. First, innovators have 
little incentive to investigate alternatives to X, given that entrenched laws must be overturned before 
such alternatives can be used. Second, even if Y were to be developed, the status quo surrounding X 
would fight to keep the laws mandating X firmly in place.” 


The Gulf oil spill presents significant near-term and long-term questions and challenges. We need to 
address the environmental clean up and cause of the spill before moving forward with anything else. 


 



http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/05/03/03greenwire-bp-cabinet-officials-defend-oil-spill-response-74587.html

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN0319032520100503?type=marketsNews

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/federal-eye/2010/05/oil_spill_update_on_the_govern.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/01/us/01gulf.html

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100430/ap_on_bi_ge/us_oil_rig_explosion_obama

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100430/ap_on_bi_ge/us_oil_rig_explosion_obama

http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100430/ap_on_bi_ge/us_oil_rig_explosion_obama

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/95485-salazar-pulling-back-on-gulf-of-mexico-oil-production-would-have-a-huge-economic-impact

http://www.masterresource.org/2010/05/turning-tragedy-into-triumph/#comments
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NOAA Warned Interior It Was Underestimating Threat Of Serious Spill 
(Huffington Post) 


First Posted: 05- 3-10 04:48 PM   |   Updated: 05- 3-10 08:13 PM  


National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration officials last fall warned the Department of 
Interior, which regulates offshore oil drilling, that it was dramatically underestimating the 
frequency of offshore oil spills and was dangerously understating the risk and impacts a major 
spill would have on coastal residents. 


NOAA is the nation's lead ocean resource agency, and the warnings came in its response to a 
draft of the Obama Administration's offshore oil drilling plans. The comments were Web-
published in October by the whistle-blowing group, Public Employees for Environmental 
Responsibility (PEER). 


But NOAA's views were largely brushed aside as Obama went ahead and announced on March 
31 that he would open vast swaths of American coastal waters to offshore drilling -- a plan now 
very much in doubt as a blown-out BP well in the Gulf of Mexico spews out an estimated 
200,000 gallons of oil daily, for the 13th straight day.  


The memo, which NOAA Administrator Jane Lubchenco wrote was based on the agency's 
"extensive science, management and stewardship expertise related to oceans, coasts and marine 
ecosystem" recommended that Interior conduct "a more complete analysis of the potential human 
dimensions of offshore production." 


NOAA complained that the draft report overstated the safety of offshore oil production by using 
information on frequency of spills from 1973 to 2004. NOAA pointed out there was a 
"substantial increase in spill volume in 2005, primarily due to spills associated with Hurricanes 
Katrina and Rita. Some of the damaged rigs and pipelines damaged during the 2004 and 2005 
hurricane seasons continue to have episodic releases, and repairs have not been fully completed." 


Citing Interior's own data, NOAA scolded it for asserting that it had "been many years since any 
substantial environmental impacts have been observed as a result of an oil spill caused by the 
[Outer Continental Shelf] production and transportation activities." 


NOAA also wrote that the administration's "analysis of the risk and impacts of accidental spills 
and chronic impacts are understated and generally not supported or referenced, using vague 
terms and phrases such as 'no substantive degradation is expected' and 'some marine mammals 
could be harmed.'" 


NOAA didn't even take comfort in the fact that new technology and laws had reduced the 
frequency of major spills in the U.S. overall since 1990. Analysts including the Congressional 
Research Service "have questioned the trend in spills, suggesting that '[r]ecent annual data 
indicate that the overall decline of annual spill events may have stopped' and that '[t]he threat of 
oil spills raises the question of whether U.S. officials have the necessary resources at hand to 
respond to a major spill. There is some concern that the favorable U.S. spill record has resulted 



http://www.peer.org/docs/noaa/09_12_10_NOAA_Comments_on_MMS_5_Year_Plan.pdf

http://www.mms.gov/5-year/PDFs/2010-2015/DPP%20FINAL%20%28HQPrint%20with%20landscape%20maps,%20map%2010%29.pdf

http://www.peer.org/news/news_id.php?row_id=1265

http://www.peer.org/news/news_id.php?row_id=1265

http://www.peer.org/

http://www.peer.org/

http://www.peer.org/news/news_id.php?row_id=1324%20

http://www.doi.gov/whatwedo/energy/ocs/index.cfm

http://www.doi.gov/whatwedo/energy/ocs/index.cfm

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/news/gulf-oil-spill

http://opencrs.com/document/RL33705/

http://opencrs.com/document/RL33705/
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in a loss of experienced personnel, capable of responding quickly and effectively to a major oil 
spill.'" 


UPDATE AT 8:10 p.m. ET: NOAA officials Monday evening stressed the parts of their memo 
that were heeded by Interior. "NOAA's critical concerns were addressed in the comprehensive 
national offshore energy plan -- new drilling leases in the Arctic and the Aleutian Bay were 
halted," spokesman Scott Smullen told HuffPost. "In addition, the plan included more detailed 
assessments of the environmental impact on marine habitats and endangered species, as well 
climate change and ocean acidification." 


Jeff Ruch, the head of the public-employee whistleblowing group, said that as in many other 
regulatory agencies, Obama political appointees in the Interior Department's notoriously troubled 
Minerals Management Service (MMS) have not taken enough steps to reverse the anti-
environmental and anti-science policies of the Bush years.  


"For the most part, the Obama team is still the Bush team," Ruch told HuffPost, noting that 
beyond a thin layer of political appointees, offices like MMS are run by managers who were 
"promoted during the Bush years -- In many instances, promoted for basically violating the law. 
And from what we can tell, their conduct hasn't changed." 


Futhermore, Ruch said, Obama "sees environmental issues as a political bargaining chip." 


Indeed, Obama's decision to increase offshore drilling was widely seen as a way of getting some 
Republican support for the administration's climate change bill. 


 
 



http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/11/washington/11royalty.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/04/30/bill-nelson-energy-bill-w_n_558465.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/04/30/bill-nelson-energy-bill-w_n_558465.html
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Feb. 18, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson ties environmentalism to minority concerns.  


TheRoot   6:30 pm   Full post: http://digs.by/1S1v 
(Note:  Jackson visited Mississippi, the first stop on a tour with Congressional Black Caucus, of 
sites across the country promoting the message of health, non-pollution, economic opportunity 
and environmental justice. Closest to her heart is awareness—“putting this agency in the minds 
of the American people, and not just those who consider themselves environmentalists.” Author 
Dayo Olopade is a writer for The Root and New America: New Voices, Innovative Ideas, Post-
Partisan Policy) 
 
Let EPA Administrator Jackson know we support her efforts 2protect communities from 
toxic coal ash.  


Sierra_Magazine   6:20 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/aK9zso 
 
 
New Diesel Engine Air Toxic Rules 
 
EPA Sets First Standards for Stationary Diesels 


equipment_lease   6:20 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/anbQbZ 
 
EPA is setting the first standards that will reduce emissions of formaldehyde... EPA 
estimates that more than 900000 of the engines generate ... 


Posted by:  www.constructionequipment.com  6:10 pm   Full post: 
http://www.constructionequipment.com/article/CA6719809.html  


 
On February 17, 2010, EPA issued a final rule that will further reduce emissions of toxic 
air ... 


Posted by:  EnnNews  6:10 pm   Full post: http://www.enn.com/pollution/article/41027  
 
EPA sets air limits for stationary diesel engines. Owners of larger units will have to install 
emission controls  


Posted by:  frankbrill    6:05 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bJLhxs 
 



http://digs.by/1S1v

http://bit.ly/aK9zso

http://twitter.com/equipment_lease

http://bit.ly/anbQbZ

http://www.constructionequipment.com/

http://www.constructionequipment.com/article/CA6719809.html

http://twitter.com/EnnNews

http://www.enn.com/pollution/article/41027

http://twitter.com/frankbrill

http://bit.ly/bJLhxs
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions Regulation & Science 
 
 
Utah legislators ask EPA to stop regulating carbon dioxide emissions 


Posted by:  Utah_Newspapers   6:05 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/bkd5HG 
 
Climate.biz:  Industry, States, Politicians Unite Against EPA on Climate Change 


Posted by:  ronnieglass   6:00 pm   Full post: http://ff.im/-gaHhq 
 
 
 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
Refuting Cuccinelli Denier Petition, Virginia Climate Scientists See ‘Great 
Risk’ From Greenhouse Gases (The Wonk Room) 
 
By Brad Johnson on Feb 18th, 2010 at 2:03 pm  
Ken Cuccinelli 
Virginia is claiming that global warming is “unreliable, unverifiable and doctored” science, but 
the state’s climatologists aren’t buying it. Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli (R-VA) — a 
former state senator and corporate attorney — has joined Texas and right-wing industry groups 
in challenging the Environmental Protection Agency’s finding that greenhouse gas emissions 
endanger the public. In a press conference announcing this petition, Cuccinelli claimed that 
hacked “Climategate” emails prove a conspiracy by scientists involved with the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to replace real science with “political 
science.” His efforts to block “job-destroying regulations based on unverifiable and unrepeatable 
so-called science” are supported by Gov. Bob McDonnell (R-VA): 


It’s very clear the process by which this was undertaken was not one that was set up to reach an 
objective conclusion. This wasn’t the pursuit of truth. It was political science, not science in the 
typical sense of the word. . . . While we’re open to seeing where honest, unbiased science leads 
us in the climate policy arena, we are not prepared to stand by while EPA proceeds to 
implement job-destroying regulations based on unverifiable and unrepeatable so-called 
science.  


If there is such a conspiracy, it has corrupted Cuccinelli’s own state. In email interviews with the 
Wonk Room, several scientists at the University of Virginia Department of Environmental 
Sciences, which runs the Virginia Climatology Office, made it clear that they believe 
Cuccinelli’s extreme claims are without merit. 



http://twitter.com/Utah_Newspapers

http://bit.ly/bkd5HG

http://twitter.com/ronnieglass

http://ff.im/-gaHhq

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/author/Brad

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/02/17/texas-climatologist-v-denier-petition/

http://www.oag.state.va.us/LEGAL_LEGIS/CourtFilings/Comm%20v%20EPA%20-%20Pet%20for%20Reconsideration%202_16_10.pdf

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/virginiapolitics/2010/02/cuccinelli_on_un_global_warmin.html

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/virginiapolitics/2010/02/cuccinelli_on_un_global_warmin.html

http://www2.timesdispatch.com/rtd/news/state_regional/state_regional_govtpolitics/article/CUCCGAT17_20100217-151804/324900/

http://www.evsc.virginia.edu/

http://www.evsc.virginia.edu/

http://climate.virginia.edu/
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Palaeoclimatologist William Ruddiman, professor emeritus, University of Virginia — and author 
of Plows, Plagues, and Petroleum: How Humans Took Control of Climate and Earth’s Climate: 
Past and Future — is “confident” of the facts of manmade global warming, and that our 
emissions of greenhouse gases “carry great risk”: 


As a mainstream climate scientist, I am confident about the following facts: 


—Earth has warmed by 0.7-0.8C since the late 1800’s. 
—Greenhouse gas concentrations began rising near 1850 and have been rising since then. 
—Most of the warming since the middle/late 1800’s, and the vast majority of it since 1970, has 
been caused by greenhouse-gas increases. 
—Given this history, and with the current rate of gas emissions, future climate will likely be 
warmer (probably much warmer than any climate of the last few tens of millions of years). 


Actions that produce climates greatly different from today carry great risk. And at this point we 
are headed in that direction. 


Atmospheric scientist Jennie Moody, research associate professor, University of Virginia, has 
concluded that “the public welfare is threatened by anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions,” 
based on her own research and knowledge of the science: 


There is nothing in my own research, or my understanding of the science of climate change 
that would give me reason to believe that EPA’s finding of endangerment is not based on 
sound science. To rephrase this, I would say that my knowledge gained through regular 
scholarship (reading of the literature in my field, I have a Ph.D. in atmospheric science 
(meteorology) and a minor in chemistry) and to a lesser extent from my own research in facts 
leads me to conclude that the public welfare is threatened by anthropogenic greenhouse gas 
emissions.  


Wildlife biologist Michael Erwin, research professor, University of Virginia, who feels “there is 
no question” about the link between greenhouse gases and sea level rise, warns of the 
consequences to the state of Virginia: 


The issue of relative sea level rise is a real concern, especially in the mid Atlantic region 
(from New Jersey to North Carolina, and including Chesapeake Bay) and the Louisiana-
Mississippi coast. The combination of eustatic sea level rise and subsidence in both areas is 
substantial, resulting in inundation of many wetlands, and erosion of many small marsh islands; 
it appears that most models predict an even more rapid rate of sea level rise in the next century. 
This has major implications to the wildlife species that depend on marshes, as well as 
human infrastructure in these densely populated areas. 


Are they part of the conspiracy? Are they being duped by even-more-clever scientists? Or is the 
threat of accumulating man-made greenhouse gases real, as scientists have been warning for 
decades? We report, you decide. 


Update The question asked of Professor Moody was:  



http://www.evsc.virginia.edu/faculty/ruddiman-william-f/

http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8014.html

http://books.google.com/books?id=93oNqF_tPoEC&dq=William+F.+Ruddiman+earth%27s+climate+past+and+future&printsec=frontcover&source=bn&hl=en&ei=CJt9S_DrDo20tgfusPm4BQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=4&ved=0CBoQ6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=&f=false

http://books.google.com/books?id=93oNqF_tPoEC&dq=William+F.+Ruddiman+earth%27s+climate+past+and+future&printsec=frontcover&source=bn&hl=en&ei=CJt9S_DrDo20tgfusPm4BQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=4&ved=0CBoQ6AEwAw#v=onepage&q=&f=false

http://www.evsc.virginia.edu/faculty/moody-jennie-l/

http://www.evsc.virginia.edu/faculty/erwin-r-michael/
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I would like to know if your research and/or your understanding of the science of climate change 
gives you any reason to believe that the EPA's assessment that greenhouse gases are threatening 
public welfare (through such means, with varying degrees of certainty, as adverse impacts in the 
areas of water resources and sea level rise and coastal areas, increases in wildfires, changes in air 
quality, increases in temperatures, changes in extreme weather events, increases in food- and 
water-borne pathogens, changes in aeroallergens) is not based on sound science. 
 
 
 


STIMULUS 
No-Cost Stimulus Would Spur Business Hiring and Create Jobs (Heritage 
Foundation) 
 
by James Sherk 
February 18, 2010 
WebMemo #2808  


Last year, President Obama pushed through a massive $862 billion jobs bill emphasizing "shovel-


ready" projects. Yet the 2009 stimulus did little to promote new private investment; unsurprisingly, it 


failed to create jobs. This failure was expected because government spending only shifts spending in 


the economy: It neither increases overall demand nor gives private businesses a reason to invest in 


new projects. 


Congress should jettison ideology and instead promote entrepreneurship and investment with a no-


cost stimulus that would create jobs without adding to the deficit. Congress can do this through a 


combination of explicit actions and by eliminating specific, Washington-based threats to the economy: 


• Freezing all proposed tax hikes and costly regulations at least until unemployment falls below 


7 percent;  


• Freezing spending and rescinding unspent stimulus funds;  


• Reforming regulations to reduce unnecessary business costs, such as repealing Section 404 of 


the Sarbanes-Oxley Act;  


• Reforming the tort system to lower costs and uncertainty facing businesses;  


• Removing barriers to domestic energy production;  


• Suspending the job-killing Davis-Bacon Act (DBA);  


• Passing pending free-trade agreements with South Korea, Colombia, and Panama; and  


• Reducing taxes on companies' foreign earnings if they bring those earnings home.  
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Congress must recognize that a strong recovery and new hiring depends on the confidence businesses 


have in the future. Uncertainty is a fact of life for all businesses, but when Washington adds materially 


to that uncertainty, businesses invest less and hire less. This is especially true following a deep 


recession, with so many producers still struggling with excess capacity. The most powerful, no-cost 


strategy Congress can adopt is to stop threatening those in a position to hire--no more taxes, no cap-


and-trade legislation, no government takeover of private health care, and no massive increase in the 


public debt. 


No New Taxes 


First, Congress should announce it will do no harm. Many items on the congressional agenda would 


significantly raise business costs. For example, uncertainty surrounds the extension or expiration of 


the 2001 and 2003 tax cuts, and new taxes are regularly proposed. Businesses can only guess how 


much Washington will raise their costs in the near future. 


In the face of such a threatening environment, it is not surprising that companies are investing less. 


Indeed, one in every eight small business owners who say that now is not a good time to expand 


gives the political climate as their reason.[1] 


Congress can remove this job-killing fear overnight. The leaders of both Houses should issue a joint 


statement announcing that Congress will prevent any tax increases until unemployment falls below 7 


percent. 


Bring Spending Under Control 


Second, Congress should bring federal spending under control. Congress should rescind the unspent 


stimulus funds and further reduce spending. 


Government spending generally hurts the economy. Countries in which the government spends 


heavily do not have low unemployment rates. In fact, countries with greater government employment 


have higher unemployment. The same is true for nations whose governments spend more heavily. 


Government spending eliminates more jobs than it creates because the resources the government 


spends do not materialize out of thin air: Government spending consumes resources that would 


otherwise be available for private consumption and--more importantly for job creation--private 


investment. Each $1.00 increase in government spending reduces private investment between $0.46 



http://www.heritage.org/Research/Economy/wm2808.cfm?renderforprint=1#_ftn1#_ftn1
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and $0.97 after two years and $0.74 and $0.95 over five years. 


Reducing Red Tape 


Many government regulations raise business costs while providing little public benefit. If Congress 


eliminated these regulations, it would reduce costs and encourage business expansion and hiring. 


For example, Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires publicly traded firms to have an annual 


external audit of their financial controls. This regulation provides little benefit to shareholders, but it 


costs a lot: an average 0.5 percent of revenues ($1.5 million a year) for small- to medium-sized 


companies. Nationally, Section 404 costs the economy $35 billion a year.[2] Eliminating this 


regulation would reduce business operating costs, raise profits, and spur new investment. 


Another example of needless regulation comes from the Environmental Protection Agency, which has 


started regulating CO2 emissions. If these regulations become law, every business that uses a lot of 


energy will see its costs skyrocket. These higher costs will in turn reduce investment and jobs. 


Congress would save jobs, for example, by amending the Clean Air Act to state that carbon dioxide is 


not a pollutant. 


Tort Reform 


America spends an extraordinary 1.8 percent of the economy on the direct costs of the tort system. 


Enterprising lawyers have strong incentives to sue to win multi-million-dollar judgments. As a result, 


businesses spend heavily on lawyers to defend themselves instead of creating jobs that produce goods 


and services. Bringing U.S. tort costs in line with the rest of the industrialized world would reduce a 


major cost and risk to businesses. 


The effects of such tort reform on employment could be dramatic. A recent study found that just one 


element of the U.S. legal system--lawsuits allowed in some states when companies lay off workers--


reduces employment by between 0.8 and 1.6 percentage points. 


Domestic Energy Development 


Federal law and regulations heavily restrict domestic energy production. To encourage production and 


job creation Congress should: 


• Permit environmentally responsible oil and natural gas production in the Alaska National 



http://www.heritage.org/Research/Economy/wm2808.cfm?renderforprint=1#_ftn2#_ftn2
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Wildlife Refuge;  


• Open up off-limits areas of the Outer Continental Shelf for oil drilling;  


• Require the U.S. Department of the Interior to allow oil shale development;  


• Streamline the licensing of nuclear power plants;  


• Reform the National Environmental Policy Act's environmental and judicial review process to 


reduce to 270 days the maximum amount of time it takes to award construction permits on federal 


lands.  


The Heritage Foundation has estimated that increasing domestic oil production by 2 million barrels a 


day would create 270,000 jobs.[3] Royalties from the production would also lower the deficit. 


Suspend the Davis-Bacon Act 


Congress should reduce spending, and it can better leverage the funds it spends by suspending an 


antiquated labor law. The DBA requires federal construction contractors to pay "prevailing wage" rates 


that average 22 percent above market rates. Under DBA, the government hires four construction 


workers for the price of five. This will add $11.4 billion to the cost of federal construction in 2010. 


Federal policy should not give some workers inflated wages while others remain unemployed. 


Suspending DBA would allow the government to build more for the same amount of money, employing 


160,000 additional workers in the process. 


Implement the Free Trade Agreements 


Nearly all economists agree that removing trade barriers helps the economy. However, Congress has 


not ratified free trade agreements pending with South Korea, Panama, and Colombia. The U.S. 


International Trade Commission has estimated that these trade agreements would increase U.S. GDP 


by $12.6-$14.4 billion. 


The trade pact with Korea alone would be the second largest free trade area for the U.S. (in terms of 


dollar value) after NAFTA. Ratifying these trade agreements would boost the economy and create jobs. 


Repatriating Foreign Profits 


Multinational companies earning money in foreign countries must pay U.S. taxes on those earnings if 


they bring them into the U.S. As a result, many firms leave profits overseas rather than repatriating 



http://www.heritage.org/Research/Economy/wm2808.cfm?renderforprint=1#_ftn3#_ftn3
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them to America. 


Congress should allow multinational corporations to bring their earnings to the U.S. without levying 


prohibitive tax rates. Freed of this distorting tax, those firms would be able to pursue efficiencies 


otherwise unavailable to them in terms of new investment or reducing debt, or they would pay those 


earnings out to their shareholders to invest elsewhere in the economy. 


Washington Must Be Part of the Solution, Not the Problem. 


When it comes to job creation, Washington is currently part of the problem, not the solution. 


Businesses in a position to hire and expand recognize the threats to their own future and to the overall 


economy from higher taxes, higher deficits and debt, cap and trade, the hostile takeover of private 


health care, and growing protectionist sentiments. In light of those threats, the reasonable reaction 


from businesses more often than not is to stand pat and wait--not expand and hire new employees. 


Congress could most effectively stimulate the economy by simply vowing to do no harm. 


But Washington could be even more helpful. Congress should look to no-cost stimulus legislation that 


promotes investment and entrepreneurship. Congress should freeze spending at current levels and 


announce it will not vote on higher taxes or anti-business legislation until unemployment returns to 


normal levels. Congress should also eliminate costly regulations, reform the tort system, permit more 


domestic energy production, and suspend the DBA. Congress can further boost the economy by 


passing pending free trade agreements and permitting multinational businesses to return their foreign 


profits to the U.S. At no cost to the Treasury, these measures would spur the economy and create 


jobs. 


James Sherk is Bradley Fellow in Labor Policy in the Center for Data Analysis at The Heritage 


Foundation. 


 


 
 


***************************************************************************** 
Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
distributed. 
 
***************************************************************************** 
 



http://www.heritage.org/about/staff/jamessherk.cfm
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


 


AIR 


EPA tightens sulfur dioxide limits (Huffington Post) 
           
June 3, 2010 11:21 PM EST |   
Compare other versions »  
Compare 11:21 PM EST09:39 PM EST08:55 PM EST07:27 PM EST and 11:21 PM EST09:39 
PM EST08:55 PM EST07:27 PM EST versions  
 
WASHINGTON — Good news for asthmatics, children, the elderly and those who have 
breathing disorders. 
 
For the first time in nearly 40 years, the Environmental Protection Agency on Thursday issued 
standards that lower the acceptable levels of sulfur dioxide emissions and increase the intervals 
the gas is monitored. 
 
Under the new rules, sulfur dioxide levels will be cut nearly in half from the current 140 parts 
per billion averaged over 24 hours to 75 parts per billion measured hourly. 
 
The new rules, which go into effect 60 days after publication in the Federal Register, are 
designed to protect against short-term exposure to sulfur dioxide, produced when power plants or 
other industrial facilities burn coal as an energy source. The states will have to submit 
implementation plans by June 2011, and the first areas that won't meet the standard identified the 
following year. 
 
The EPA estimates that the rule change will result in $13 billion to $33 billion annually in health 
cost savings and prevent 2,300 to 5,900 premature deaths and 54,000 asthma attacks a year. The 
estimated cost in 2020 to fully implement this standard is $1.5 billion. 
 
Wednesday's final rule also changes the air quality index to reflect the revised sulfur dioxide 
standard. 
 
 


BP SPILL 
 
June 4, 2010     
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Wash Off Tarballs, But Brief Encounters Not Risky (Huffington Post) 
  
MIKE STOBBE | 06/ 3/10 06:24 PM |   
ATLANTA — Oil has now washed up on the beaches of three Gulf states. How dangerous is it? 
Not very, experts say. 
 
People should of course stay away from oil on the beach or in the water, but swallowing a little 
oil-tainted water or getting slimed by a tarball is not considered grounds for a trip to the 
emergency room, health officials say. 
 
"Limited contact is not something that needs to be treated by a physician," said Doc Kokol, a 
spokesman for the Florida Department of Health. 
 
It's been six weeks since the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded, killing 11 workers and pouring an 
estimated 21 million to 45 million gallons of crude oil into the Gulf of Mexico. Oil has hit 
beaches in Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama. And it lurks off the coast of the Florida 
Panhandle. 
 
Poison control centers have had about 45 calls from people saying they think they got sick from 
oil spill exposure. 
 
It helps that the spill involves a type of oil called medium sweet crude. It's considered less 
hazardous than other forms because it contains fewer toxic sulfur compounds and fewer 
chemicals that enter the air easily, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
 
But oil is considered toxic. Short exposures may cause only fleeting symptoms. But exposure to 
large amounts of it day after day for a long time could lead to problems with breathing, thinking 
and coordination, and potentially raise the risk of cancer, said Niladri Basu, a University of 
Michigan environmental toxicologist. 
 
"Avoidance is the best medicine," he said. 
 
Children are more sensitive to pollution than adults, and parents should watch for rashes on their 
skin or dark sticky spots that are hard to wash off, the CDC says. 
 
Long-lasting skin contact with crude oil can cause skin to redden, swell and burn. The problem 
can get worse if the skin is exposed to the sun. 
 
Oil on bare skin should be washed off as soon as possible. Call the local poison control center if 
a rash or other problem develops, health officials advise. 
 
Soap and water, baby oil or petroleum jelly are the best way to remove it. Avoid using kerosene 
or gasoline. If you get oil in your eyes, rinse them with water for 15 minutes, the CDC says. 
 
Swallowing small amounts of oil – less than a coffee cup – can cause vomiting and diarrhea, but 
is not likely to have long-lasting effects, government doctors say. 
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For years bits of tar have shown up on some beaches along the Gulf because of tanker and rig 
spills and oil seepage from beneath the sea that washes up. Some condominiums, especially in 
Texas, keep handy tar-remover towelettes for visitors. 
 
The oil spill in the Gulf began washing ashore in Mobile Bay, Alabama, Thursday. At a 
Confederate fort on the white sand beach, reddish-brown globs appeared. Faith Kaiser and 
Bertice McPherson had brought rubber gloves and plastic bags to take a look and help clean up. 
 
"It was just sickening to see this coming. We wanted to see it one more time before it was 
destroyed," said McPherson, of Mobile. 
 
At least 11 oil spill response workers reportedly have become sick in the past week, suffering 
flu-like symptoms after patrolling the waters off Gulf Coast beaches. 
 
But response workers – who are trained and generally have safety equipment – are near higher 
concentrations of oil, chemical dispersants and other substances. The risk to the landbound 
public is considered much smaller, health officials say. 
 
Neither the CDC nor the Environmental Protection Agency have set up tracking systems for oil 
spill-related illnesses. States have, but they don't all track cases the same way, officials said. 


 


WATER 
===================================================================== 


Daley To Feds On Chicago River Cleanup: 'Go Swim In The Potomac' 
(Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 06- 2-10 03:52 PM   |   Updated: 06- 2-10 05:02 PM  
In his typically blunt style, Mayor  
 
Richard M. Daley replied Wednesday afternoon to a letter from the Environmental Protection 
Agency, urging that his city's Chicago River be made clean enough to swim in. 
 
"The federal government should look out their window at the Potomac and figure out what the 
Potomac is all about," the mayor said, according to the Chicago Sun-Times.  
 
And then, in true Daley form, "Go swim in the Potomac." 
 
The mayor was responding to a recommendation from the EPA and the Obama administration, 
quietly filed with a state rule-making panel and uncovered by the Chicago Tribune yesterday. 
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For decades, the river was a channel of sludge directed away from Lake Michigan, designed to 
separate the city's drinking water from its waste. But the elder Mayor Daley, father of the current 
mayor, had a vision for the river: that Chicagoans would fish and play in it. 
 
Then, it seemed like a pipe dream. But thirty years of improvements have made the lake fishable, 
and kayakers can be seen cruising up and down along the channel. 
 
The Obama administration's recommendations would hold the river to even higher standards of 
cleanliness. But Daley's outrage over the recommendation stems in part from the government's 
refusal to fund Chicago river cleanup projects to date. 
 
From the Sun-Times: 
 
Daley said it's hypocritical for the federal government to hand down an edict when it has failed 
to fund the Deep Tunnel project desperately needed to prevent raw sewage from being dumped 
in the Chicago River after heavy rains.  
"We asked the federal government to fund it, but they kept cutting it back year after year. That is 
one of the major issues. When you have flooding, you need deep tunnels to take care of that 
water," he said. 
 
The mayor's famous mouth has been in fine form recently. When asked by a reporter two weeks 
ago if the city's gun ban had been effective, he responded by threatening to put a gun "up your 
butt" and fire a round there. 
 
Get HuffPost Chicago On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-
mail us at chicago@huffingtonpost.com 
 
 
 
 
June 4, 2010     


Ohio Coal Plant Linked to $30m in Annual Economic Damage (Grist) 
 
This post was co-written by Nachy Kanfer, Associate Field Organizer for the Sierra Club's 
Beyond Coal Campaign in Ohio. 
 
We regularly dispute Big Coal when they say coal is not bad for the environment - now we have 
another example of how this dirty, outdated power source is costing jobs and damaging the 
economy in one state. 
 
The Sierra Club just co-released a report showing that the Bay Shore coal-fired power plant in 
Oregon, Ohio, causes nearly $30 million in damages to the state's economy every year. 
 
The report, produced by Genter Consulting and co-released by the Western Lake Erie 
Waterkeeper Association, Ohio Citizen Action, the Natural Resources Defense Council, the Ohio 
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Environmental Council, the Lake Erie Charter Boat Association, and the Ohio Division of the 
Izaak Walton League of America, shows that this massive economic damage is caused by the 
plant's antiquated cooling system.  
 
The Bay Shore facility lacks cooling towers, which means that every day it has to draw over 650 
million gallons of fresh water. In the summertime, that requires the plant to suck in the entire 
Maumee River! The water is then spit back into Lake Erie, 5-12 degrees Fahrenheit warmer, and 
with 126,000 fewer fish every day. This destroys fish populations in Lake Erie that would 
otherwise be used by Ohioans for recreation or commercial sale. 
 
The conservative $29.7 million estimate was for damage to fish only, and did not include 
estimates of damage from other uses such as hunting or bird-watching, both of which contribute 
to the state's economy as well. The study used FirstEnergy's (operator of the Bay Shore plant) 
own numbers for how many fish are killed. 
 
The report methodically demonstrates a central necessity: the installation of cooling towers at the 
Bay Shore plant, which would reduce fish kills by 95 percent. 
 
"We now know that the estimated $100 million cost of installing cooling towers is economically 
justified by the annual $29.7 million economic loss from the fish kills," said Sandy Bihn, a 
member of the Oregon City Council and Executive Director of the Western Lake Erie 
Waterkeeper Association.  
 
"Ohio's Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) needs to require Bay Shore to install cooling 
towers to reduce the millions of fish - and billions of larval fish - killed each year." 
 
This report also comes as the Ohio EPA reviews its draft of a wastewater discharge renewal 
permit for the Bay Shore facility - which we are urging them to reject. 
 
Commercial fishermen, sport anglers, and recreational boaters in the Toledo area are taking the 
lead on this issue, saying the coal plant's destruction of fish populations for cooling purposes 
robs them of their livelihoods. 
 
"I have lived and worked within one half mile of the Bay Shore plant starting 17 years before it 
was built in 1951, and ever since," said Frank Reynolds, a local resident and commercial 
fisherman. "The Bay Shore power plant has killed fish and degraded the Maumee Bay waters, 
spawning grounds, nursery and general food supply." 
 
Ultimately, of course, the best way to preserve the livelihoods of those who rely on fishing in 
Lake Erie - and the best way to clean the lake and strengthen the economy of northwest Ohio - is 
to stop burning coal at the Bay Shore plant.  
 
It's not just a problem of fish - though that would be bad enough. The Bay Shore plant, along 
with three other FirstEnergy-owned plants along the shore of Lake Erie, is also under a Notice of 
Violation from the United States Environmental Protection Agency for alleged violations of the 
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Clean Air Act. Bay Shore has no modern pollution controls and contributes to Ohio's chronic 
conditions of poor air quality, through heavy emissions of dangerous soot, smog and mercury. 
 
Coal has no place in Ohio's energy future. In recent weeks, as the BP oil disaster unfolds off the 
Gulf Coast, we have all felt a keen sense of solidarity with those whose livelihoods - and lives - 
have been ruined by our nation's addiction to oil. The problem, in a nutshell, is dirty energy. 
Whether it's oil on the Gulf Coast or coal in Ohio, we have learned that dirty energy is simply 
incompatible with clean water, our nation's crucial fishing and tourism industries, and a strong, 
robust economy. 
 
BONUS NEWS: We'll end with some good news that just came down from the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). Today EPA announced a new strong standard for sulfur dioxide, one 
of the major pollutants that burning coal spews forth into our air. This new EPA standard will 
reduce acid rain, soot and smog pollution. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


BP SPILL 
 
Obama spill panel big on policy, not engineering (Huffington Post) 
 
WASHINGTON — The panel appointed by President Barack Obama to investigate the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill is short on technical expertise but long on talking publicly about "America's 
addiction to oil." One member has blogged about it regularly.  
 
Only one of the seven commissioners, the dean of Harvard's engineering and applied sciences 
school, has a prominent engineering background – but it's in optics and physics. Another is an 
environmental scientist with expertise in coastal areas and the after-effects of oil spills. Both are 
praised by other scientists.  
 
The five other commissioners are experts in policy and management.  
 
The White House said the commission will focus on the government's "too cozy" relationship 
with the oil industry. A presidential spokesman said panel members will "consult the best minds 
and subject matter experts" as they do their work.  
 
The commission has yet to meet, yet some panel members had made their views known.  
 
Environmental activist Frances Beinecke on May 27 blogged: "We can blame BP for the disaster 
and we should. We can blame lack of adequate government oversight for the disaster and we 
should. But in the end, we also must place the blame where it originated: America's addiction to 
oil." And on June 3, May 27, May 22, May 18, May 4, she called for bans on drilling offshore 
and the Arctic.  
 
"Even as questions persist, there is one thing I know for certain: the Gulf oil spill isn't just an 
accident. It's the result of a failed energy policy," Beinecke wrote on May 20.  
 
 
Two other commissioners also have gone public to urge bans on drilling.  
 
Co-chairman Bob Graham, a Democrat who was Florida governor and later a senator, led efforts 
to prevent drilling off his state's coast. Commissioner Donald Boesch of the University of 
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Maryland wrote in a Washington Post blog that the federal government had planned to allow oil 
drilling off the Virginia coast and "that probably will and should be delayed."  
 
Boesch, who has made scientific assessments of oil spills' effects on the ecosystem, said usually 
oil spills are small. But he added, "The impacts of the oil and gas extraction industry (both 
coastal and offshore) on Gulf Coast wetlands represent an environmental catastrophe of massive 
and underappreciated proportions."  
 
An expert not on the commission, Granger Morgan, head of the engineering and public policy 
department at Carnegie Mellon University and an Obama campaign contributor, said the panel 
should have included more technical expertise and "folks who aren't sort of already staked out" 
on oil issues.  
 
Jerry Taylor of the libertarian Cato Institute described the investigation as "an exercise in 
political theater where the findings are preordained by the people put on the commission."  
 
When the White House announced the commission, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar and others 
made compared it with the one that investigated the 1986 Challenger accident. This one, 
however, doesn't have as many technical experts.  
 
The 13-member board that looked into the first shuttle accident had seven engineering and 
aviation experts and three other scientists. The 2003 board that looked into the Columbia shuttle 
disaster also had more than half of the panel with expertise in engineering and aviation.  
 
Iraj Ersahaghi, who heads the petroleum engineering program the University of Southern 
California, reviewed the names of oil spill commissioners and asked, "What do they know about 
petroleum?"  
 
Ersahaghi said the panel needed to include someone like Bob Bea, a prominent petroleum 
engineering professor at the University of California, Berkeley, who's an expert in offshore 
drilling and the management causes of manmade disasters.  
 
Bea, who's conducting his own investigation into the spill, told The Associated Press that his 66-
member expert group will serve as a consultant to the commission, at the request of the panel's 
co-chairman, William K. Reilly, Environmental Protection Agency chief under President George 
H.W. Bush.  
 
Adm. Hal Gehman, who oversaw the Columbia accident panel, said his advice to future 
commissions is to include subject matter experts. His own expertise was management and policy 
but said his engineering-oriented colleagues were critical to sorting through official testimony.  
 
"Don't believe the first story; it's always more complicated than they (the people testifying) 
would like you to believe," Gehman said. "Complex accidents have complex causes."  
 
The oil spill commission will not be at a loss for technical help, White House spokesman Ben 
LaBolt said.  
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For one, he said the panel will draw on a technical analysis that the National Association of 
Engineering is performing. Also, members will "consult the best minds and subject matter 
experts in the Gulf, in the private sector, in think tanks and in the federal government as they 
conduct their research."  
 
That makes sense, said John Marburger, who was science adviser to President George W. Bush.  
 
"It's not really a technical commission," Marburger said. "It's a commission that's more oriented 
to understanding the regulatory and organizational framework, which clearly has a major bearing 
on the incident."  
 
Online:  
 
Executive order creating the commission: http://tinyurl.com/spillpanel  
 
White House announcement on commissioners: http://tinyurl.com/25g39t4  
 
Frances Beinecke's blog archive: http://tinyurl.com/3p86vx 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
 


Is a ‘utility-only’ cap-and-trade bill worth passing? (Grist) 
   
by David Roberts  
21 Jun 2010 1:39 AM 
 
 
American Power Act, cap-and-trade, electric utilities, electricity, Rahm Emanuel, US Senate 
Share Print  
Energy deliberations in the Senate are in the home stretch. There's a crucial White House 
meeting on Wednesday between Obama and key senators where some final decisions are likely 
to be made. There are, believe it or not, a few liberal senators fighting to keep carbon limits in 
the bill, but the bulk of "centrist" opinion at this point seems to be for throwing the climate 
provisions overboard and going with the more politically expedient "energy-only" option. 
 
It's worth mentioning, in this context, there's a policy option between energy-only and a full-
fledged carbon cap-and-trade system (or even the compromised system in the Kerry-Lieberman 
American Power Act). Namely: a cap-and-trade system that covers only the utility sector. 
 
This utility-only idea has been floating around for a while and keeps popping up as a fallback 
position. Resident Senate Flake Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) recently said, "That is what I will be 
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pushing next year, a utility-only bill." Jason Grumet of the Bipartisan Policy Center says, 
"There's also a real possibility of setting a carbon emissions cap on the electric power sector if 
the White House and Senate leadership line up behind a more limited and targeted climate 
program." Joe Lieberman says he's open to it. Rahm Emanuel himself dropped this bomb on 
Friday, referring to this week's meeting: 
 
"The idea of a 'utilities only' [approach] will also be welcomed," he said, emphasizing that "a 
wide range of ideas will be discussed." 
Clearly people close to the process are exploring this option. What should we make of it? 
 
The merits 
 
Let's be clear: On policy grounds, a comprehensive, economy-wide cap on carbon is preferable 
to one that one covers only one sector. That is true almost by definition: The power of the 
economy-wide system is that it maximizes flexibility and encourages investment money to flow 
wherever the cheapest reductions can be found. If you create a silo'd cap-and-trade system, 
walling off one industry, you sharply curtail this flexibility. The result will be higher program 
costs and lower macroeconomic efficiency. (David Leonhardt smartly pointed out that 
conservatives and "centrists" are pushing policy in consistently more expensive and less efficient 
directions.) 
 
At this point, however, the question may no longer be whether a comprehensive bill is preferable 
to a utility-only bill, but whether a utility-only bill is preferable to the energy-only bill the Senate 
seems bent on passing. Judged against that somewhat pathetic baseline, it is, in fact, preferable. 
 
Focusing on electricity 
 
If you're going to single out one sector for cap-and-trade, electricity is the right choice. For one 
thing, it's the biggest emitter: 
 
 
U.S. Energy Information Administration 
For another, most of the lowest cost carbon reductions are expected to come from electricity. 
Here's how the EIA projects an economy-wide cap-and-trade system would affect various 
sectors: 
 
 
via Ezra Klein via Harvard\'s Robert Stavins 
As you can see, about half the total carbon reduction under an economy-wide cap-and-trade 
system is expected to come from the utility sector. By contrast, transportation is scarcely 
affected. The reason for this is simple: it takes an extremely high price on carbon to substantially 
raise the price of gasoline. 
 
Under the American Power Act, the ceiling on the price of a ton of carbon in 2013 is $25. Even 
in the unlikely event that the price hits the ceiling, that will boost the price of a gas by just under 
a quarter per gallon. Given that gas has swung around over a $2-3 range just in the last few 
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years, a quarter isn't much more than noise. A recent study at Harvard found that in order to 
reduce carbon emissions in the transportation sector 14 percent from 2005 levels by 2020, gas 
will need to rise to $7 a gallon by then. Getting there from today's $4 gas would require a carbon 
price of well over $300 a ton, and that, in turn, would completely upend the utility sector. So it 
won't happen. 
 
In sum: cap-and-trade was always mostly about the utility sector, so if it becomes explicitly 
about the utility sector, it's not a total loss, if a few conditions are met. 
 
Utility-only cap-and-trade could work if accompanied by strong energy provisions 
 
The effects of a utility-only cap-and-trade system obviously depend on where the cap is set and 
how offsets are treated. Assuming the target would be the same as in previous bills (between 14 
and 17 percent reduction from 2005 levels by 2020) and offsets are treated the same (two billion 
tons available), its main effect would be to induce the purchase of lots of offsets. There will also 
lots of fuel-switching to natural gas and some boost in renewable power. 
 
That leaves a great deal of need work unaddressed. To amount to a credible bill, a utility-only 
cap-and-trade system would need to be accompanied by three things: 
 
Measures to reduce oil use, along the lines of those Sen. Jeff Merkley proposed last week.  
Measures to increase energy efficiency, along the lines of those, um, Sen. Jeff Merkley proposed 
last week.  
Measures to accelerate research, development, and deployment of renewable energy, in 
particular: a) a renewable energy standard much stronger than those now on the table, and b) 
substantial investment in energy R&D.  
And one more thing: if cap-and-trade is to begin with utilities, it cannot be permanently thus 
restricted. There must be something in the bill that allows for the expansion of the program to 
other sectors. (We can always hope for a future Congress that's less cowardly.) 
 
If those conditions are met, a bill with a utility-only carbon price could be a credible step 
forward. Being realistic, one has to assume that they will be met partially if at all. 
 
The politics 
 
Darren Samuelsohn looked into the politics of utility-only carbon policy earlier this year and 
concluded, "the focus on just one industry also comes with perils, and it is far from certain that 
Senate politics would be any different." For one thing, electric utilities aren't particularly excited 
about being the guinea pigs for cap-and-trade. 
 
Then again, utilities have been involved in a cap-and-trade program for 15 years (for acid rain 
pollutants) and they've always been amendable to carbon cap-and-trade as long as coal is 
protected and the EPA is blocked from regulating CO2 (both of which, unfortunately, have been 
accomplished in previous negotiations). There's reason to think they could be brought on board 
for this. And there's reason to think exempting manufacturers might harvest a few midwestern 
votes. 
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Perhaps cap-and-trade for utilities is where the downward slide of this bill will finally stop. Or 
maybe it's just another way station on the road to total capitulation, the preferred 
 
 
  


WATER 
   


Does EPA Mean Business As Usual? Is It Really Safe to Go Back in the 
Water? (Huffington Post) 
 
Last week, when BP CEO Tony Hayward testified before Congress, many expected to hear him 
apologize for the disaster his company has caused. First and foremost, the loss of lives. Instead, 
GOP Congressman Joe Barton was the one saying he was sorry -- to BP. 
 
In his opening statement, Barton, the top Republican on the committee overseeing the oil spill 
and its aftermath, delivered a personal apology to the oil giant. He said the $20 billion fund that 
President Obama directed BP to establish to provide relief to the victims of the oil disaster was a 
"tragedy in the first proportion." 
 
At the stake of this tragedy lies the solution. Clean energy. Not political gerrymandering. 
 
It's not about a Republican or Democrat trying to get re-elected. It's about making the people of 
the gulf "whole again." 
 
But still, there are many questions left unanswered. And for the record, Mr. Hayward did an 
inappropriate job with exacting legal counsel to avoid the answers. 
 
The questions Laurie David posed in her article, "What I Don't Understand," attempts to get 
down to the core. 
 
"Why are we giving oil companies a free pass to drill a mile below the ocean's surface, where the 
pressure is so intense it causes oil to shoot out like a rocket, when we don't know how to fix 
major leaks? This spill stains the entire industry so why aren't other oil companies like Exxon 
Mobil using their record profits to help stop this catastrophe? Or to develop cutting-edge ways to 
clean up oil spills when they inevitably happen? And why are Valero and other Texas oil giants 
paying millions to try to dismantle California's clean energy policies rather than putting money 
towards long-term clean energy solutions?" 
 
BP cannot ignore 60 thousand barrels of oil a day. There is no apology. No executive on record 
will ever be able to undo or replace lives and livelihoods that have been taken. This is the worst 
environmental disaster of the 21st century. 
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Laurie David was responsible for bringing the subject of global warming to villages all across 
the world. Her work, along with Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth, helped us realize that "we 
can't afford to let global warming continue unabated. In 2005, Katrina proved that "climate 
change is happening, and the impacts are only going to get worse." 
 
"What will happen when two catastrophes in one region meet, with this year's predicted horrible 
hurricane season soon hitting oily waters?" 
 
This is the wake-up call. We must move towards clean renewable energy that is safer for human 
and animal survival. However, the problems which could be abated using natural solutions like 
hair booms, have been replaced with chemical dispersants -- namely, Corexit. 
 
LuxEco Living editorial assistant, Alanna Brown reported that, "We first learned about Corexit 
in 1989, when Nalco engineered it for cleanup of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Prince William 
Sound. In this video, while workers claim the use of Corexit to be a success, one can't help but 
notice the biohazard suits and masks they wear to avoid contact with it. So basically, what we 
have now, in 2010, being dumped into our Gulf by the tens of thousands of gallons is a chemical 
not to be touched or inhaled. According to the Alaska Community Action on Toxics, the use of 
Corexit during the Exxon Valdez oil spill caused "respiratory, nervous system, liver, kidney and 
blood disorders" in people. 
 
It gets worse, here is an EPA analysis of what over 800,000 gallons of Corexit consists of: 
X. ANALYSIS FOR HEAVY METALS, CYANIDE, AND CHLORINATED 
HYDROCARBONS 
 
Compound/Concentration (ppm) 
 
Arsenic < 0.005 
 
Cadmium < 0.01 
 
Chromium < 1.0 
 
Copper < 0.2 
 
Lead < 0.1 
 
Mercury < 0.003 
 
Nicke < 0.1 
 
Zinc 0.1 
 
Cyanide < 0.01 
 
Chlorinated < 0.01 
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"This means that the one-thousandth percent concentration of arsenic, the one-tenth percent 
concentration of lead, the one-hundredth percent concentration of cyanide, and all the other 
deadly compounds listed, have been dumped into our sea 800,000 times over. 
 
Not a pretty picture. Worse than the tar coated marine mammals, birds and fish we have been 
seeing on AP and UPI. 
 
WARNING! The Safety Data Sheet for Corexit 9500 states, "Do not get in eyes, on skin, on 
clothing. Do not take internally. Avoid breathing vapor. Use with adequate ventilation. In case of 
contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice. After contact 
with skin, wash immediately with plenty of soap and water." It goes on to give detailed first aid 
measures if any of these warnings are not properly observed. However, the most haunting of all 
is one simple statement under the Environmental Precautions heading. It reads plainly, "Do not 
contaminate surface water." 
 
Dr. William Sawyer presented a worst-case analysis of the risks associated with Corexit. He 
claims that Corexit is known as deodorized kerosene, "a substance with health risks to humans as 
well as sea turtles, dolphins, breathing reptiles, birds, and any species that need to surface for air 
exchanges." The article also discusses why these dispersants bare the name. It is because, simply, 
the chemicals cause the oil to form globules and then those globules disperse via wind and wave 
action. "So instead of having the oil collect at the surface, dispersed droplets of oil can spread 
more quickly and in more directions. This means the droplets linger longer in the water, 
collecting on the seabed and harming the ecosystem offshore." 
 
The next issue of concern is the affect Corexit has had so far on human life. A CBS news clip 
informs us that cleanup workers with exposure to dispersants on the Deepwater Horizon spill 
have already fallen ill. On May 7, 7 workers were rushed to the Jefferson Parish emergency room 
and as of June 7, there were already 75 people complaining of flu-like respiratory symptoms. 
They attribute this to the fact that many workers wore little to no protective gear when the 
cleanup first began. Workers who have since worn the proper gear have not reported illness. 
However, the number of injured is predicted to increase." 
 
Alanna Brown points out that Corexit has a shelf-life. "How will the injured receive accurate 
medical care when 10-30% of the compounds that structure the chemical are unknown? By 
reviewing the previously mentioned manufacturer's safety data sheet, we find the main 
components to be 2-butoxyethanol, organic sulfonic acid, and a small amount of propylene 
glycol. However Nalco will not release that crucial 10-30% of its proprietary makeup due to 
unwanted industry competition. Despite this, Wired Science briefs us on just one such 
competitor: Dispersit. This dispersant was approved 10 years ago by the EPA, and is being 
touted as "twice as good at breaking down South Louisiana crude oil in lab comparisons...[and] 
half as toxic." 
 
What makes this issue hair raising is what Alanna (and others conclude.) 
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"Most would agree, the powers-that-be don't have the best interest of us or our eco-system at 
heart. But they can't turn off our voices; those of us who care have the ability to speak out on 
behalf of the environment. Here are ways you can help." 
 
Don't let any big oil giant fool you ... there are other methods of cleaning up this oil spill gusher 
that doesn't further degrade the environment with toxic chemicals. In my next post, I will 
highlight some of the most visionary people who are inspiring a grassroots network and 
deploying non-toxic, renewable and environmentally-sustainable methods for oil clean-up. 
 
Originally posted on LuxEcoLiving.com 
 Follow Nancy Chuda on Twitter: www.twitter.com/Silverloxie 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


BP SPILL 
 
1.1 Million Gallons of Toxic Chemical Dispersants Now in the Gulf  
(Treehugger) 
 
With the gruesome pictures of oil-covered birds and soiled shorelines now rolling in, and the 
narrative of the spill split between BP's continued inability to get a handle on the flow from the 
source and the federal government's inability to get a handle on BP, an important element of this 
debacle has slid under the radar: BP has continued to deploy hundreds of thousands of toxic 
chemical dispersants into the Gulf -- despite repeated directives from the EPA demanding that 
they halt the practice. They've now passed the 1 million gallon mark.  
 
Here's Grist on why we should be concerned about the continued use of these toxic chemicals: 
the dispersant products, branded Corexit 9527A and Corexit 9500A, were made exclusively by a 
former Exxon subsidiary now owned by a company called Nalco. Exxon researchers had already 
acknowledged that they were significantly toxic for aquatic life. But just how toxic was 
mysterious -- particularly for humans. The publicly available data sheets for both products 
revealed that they have the "potential to bioconcentrate," but added this stunner: "No toxicity 
studies have been conducted on this product."And yet, as of June 9th, reports show that over 1.1 
million gallons of the dispersant have been unloaded in the Gulf, according to Grist. This is after 
a firm directive was issued by the EPA to BP, essentially commanding the company to cease 
using the stuff. And if you recall, BP essentially responded with a silent middle finger -- they 
simply refused. So what did the federal government do? Nada. As this goes to press, the 
dispersants continue to be dumped.  
 
Meanwhile, Nalco won't release samples of the chemical to independent researchers to study the 
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chemical, so someone could finally get an idea of just how toxic the stuff is. Multiple research 
units and universities have attempted to get a hold of a sample, but have been denied, according 
to Grist.  
 
This is outrageous. I know that there's a sense of desperation in the need to find some way, any 
way to deal with the tragedy. When I went on a CBS news radio show a couple weeks back and 
mentioned my concern over the dispersants, the host basically asked me, well, do you have any 
better ideas? And I can't say that I do. But blindly dumping an untested toxic chemical in huge 
volumes would surely not be one of them.  
 
 
June 16, 2010 
Philip Radford 
Executive Director, Greenpeace USA 
Posted: June 15, 2010 07:03 PM 
 


President Obama: Give Us Our Future Back (Huffington Post) 
 
President Obama's Oval Office speech tonight could be a turning point of historical significance 
for his legacy, America's security, and the world that we leave our children. Will President 
Obama give a grandiose speech followed by more politically expedient baby-steps, or will he set 
America on a new path? 
Tonight, the President owes America the unflinching, spin-free truth: The only way to avoid 
more fossil fuel disasters is to move aggressively away from dangerous energy sources like oil 
and coal. We have all seen the devastating pictures from the Gulf: ruined beaches, oil-slicked 
birds, dead and dying marine life. I have witnessed it first hand. It is a mess we can't clean up. 
No matter what you hear, the best-case scenario is that we clean up 5-10% of the oil. 
 
This is a turning point of immense historical significance.  If we miss the turn, we miss the 
chance to grab our future with both hands. For President Obama to show the leadership that 
people dreamed he would when sweeping him into office, he needs to declare a new Apollo 
program, the moon mission that invests in energy efficiency, clean energy, electric cars, public 
transportation, geothermal energy and safe biofuels that will help kick our oil addiction by 2030. 
President Obama must stand in the Oval Office tonight and turn away from apologies, excuses, 
and finger-pointing to seize this moment for America's future. 
 
President Bush missed his chance to free America from the oil addiction that funds those who 
would attack our country. President Obama must not miss his chance to free us from the same 
substance that is now despoiling the Gulf. 
 
Big oil, coal and nuclear companies have commandeered the President's energy policy. The 
recently-formed federal oil spill commission is headed by former EPA Administrator William 
Reilly, who has been on the Board of Directors at the Conoco-Phillips oil company since 2002. 
In an August 2009 sale, Conoco-Phillips finished second -- just after BP -- in snapping up 
deepwater leases in the Gulf of Mexico. 
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President Obama's Climate Czar, Carol Browner, is pressuring the commission to curtail the 
moratorium and rush into drilling again. If this commission, with its conflicts of interest, 
recommends a few safety and regulatory tweaks, it would be like a tobacco executive putting a 
band-aid on lung cancer. 
 
We hope that the commission will take their responsibility seriously and use this as a moment to 
reevaluate our energy plan for the future, without relying on false solutions like nuclear power, 
"clean coal," or "safer" drilling. They must deliver an independent evaluation that isn't 
compromised by industry interests. 
 
Since we can't turn back the clock, we cannot clean up the mess in the Gulf, and going back to 
our old dirty energy habits will only mean more environmental catastrophes in the future, the 
only remaining option is to start fresh and do it right this time. 


 
 


 
June 16, 2010     
Jennifer GraysonFounding Editor of The Red, White, and Green 
Posted: June 16, 2010 09:52 AM  


Eco Etiquette: Will The BP Oil Spill Worsen Global Warming?  (Huffington 
Post) 
 
The oil and dispersants in the Gulf are enough to worry about, but why is no one talking about 
the methane from the spill possibly reaching the atmosphere? Could this have an effect on 
climate change? And if so, shouldn't BP be liable not only for the damage caused by oil, but for 
the potentially massive greenhouse impact? 
 
-Josh 
 
Methane. Long associated with bovine burps and putrid landfills, it's what triggered the 
explosion that caused the Deepwater Horizon to burn and sink in the first place, unleashing a 
torrent of crude into the Gulf of Mexico that has now surpassed the Exxon Valdez as the worst 
oil spill in United States history. The gas is also still being released along with the oil: According 
to BP scientists, the mixture spewing from the ocean floor is about 40 percent natural gas (read: 
mostly methane), and 60 percent petroleum compounds.  
 
Just to refresh your memory, methane is a greenhouse gas that is 23 times more powerful than 
carbon dioxide. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, methane concentrations in 
the atmosphere have more than doubled over the past two centuries, mostly due to human 
activity. 
 
A potent greenhouse gas. That makes up close to half of the recently revised estimate of the 
35,000 to 60,000 barrels of oil leaking each day. Of which an unknown portion is escaping into 
the atmosphere. You're right to ask: Why is no one talking about this? 
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When I contacted Jeff Chanton, a professor in the Department of Earth, Ocean, and Atmospheric 
Science at Florida State University who has been closely following the BP spill, he was quick to 
point out that the immediate short-term threat to the ecosystem in the Gulf, is, of course, the oil 
itself.  
 
But, he says, "Methane is undeniably bubbling out with this oil and escaping to the atmosphere," 
he says. "This will exacerbate the greenhouse effect." 
 
How much so, though, is not so clear. Based on Chanton's recent research looking at natural oil 
seeps on the sea floor, he estimates that anywhere from 10 to 50 percent of the methane released 
might make its way into the air. This, he says, is because the oil actually forms a protective 
coating around the methane bubbles, allowing the gas to escape to the surface instead of being 
dissolved in seawater and consumed by natural methanotrophic bacteria. 
 
"We looked at several sites this past summer, and at one of the sites, the natural seep was very 
oily," he says. "At the site that was very oily, we did find elevated methane concentrations in the 
atmosphere over the site. But another site that was more shallow, where the bubbles were not 
oily, we didn't see that. So the oil helps the methane get to the surface by kind of armoring the 
bubbles and then they don't dissolve as much." 
 
So now, for the holy cow analysis: For calculation's sake, let's use the flared natural gas figure 
reported by BP on June 14: 33.2 million cubic feet. (Keep in mind that this is based on the 
15,420 barrels of oil BP claimed to collect that day; it doesn't account for the potential methane 
emissions associated with the oil that was not collected.) 
 
Using the EPA Interactive Units Converter: 
 
1 cubic foot (CF) methane (CH4) = .04246 pounds of CH4 
33.2 million CF CH4 x .04246 = 1,409,672 pounds CH4 = 639.4 metric tons CH4 
639.4 metric tons CH4 = 13,427.4 metric tons CO2 equivalent a day 
 
For comparison, that's more than 80 percent of daily CO2 emissions for the entire New York 
metro area. 
 
Of course, I'm neither scientist nor mathematician, which is why I'll be closely following the 
results of a team of researchers currently studying the methane leaking from the Deepwater 
Horizon disaster site. The group, led by Texas A&M College of Geosciences chief scientist John 
Kessler, hopes to uncover (along with other important data, like the precise amount of oil that 
has spilled) just how much of the greenhouse gas is being released into the atmosphere. 
 
Should the spill be deemed a contributor to climate change, however, count it highly unlikely 
that BP will be held accountable. If Washington can't agree on a price point for carbon pollution, 
monetizing methane doesn't stand a chance. 
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Besides, getting BP to pay every penny for the damage that is measurable (like lost jobs) will be 
challenging enough, despite the president's insistence to the contrary: Twenty-one years after the 
Valdez oil spill, ExxonMobil still owes $92 million.  
 
BP CEO Tony Hayward, however, has repeated his promise that the company will pay all 
"legitimate" claims arising from the Gulf spill. Let's hope that methane is the only hot air the 
company is spewing. 
 
An abbreviated version of this article originally appeared on The Red, White and Green. 
 
Follow Jennifer Grayson on Twitter: www.twitter.com/jennigrayson 


 
 
identical spins 


Waking America from the BP nightmare (Grist) 
   
by Rep. Ed Markey  
15 Jun 2010 1:35 PM 
BP, Business, Climate & Energy, Ed Markey, Gulf of Mexico oil spill, Politics  
57 days ago, in the dead of night, the worst environmental nightmare in U.S. history began. 
 
The spill cam, requested by Congress, has brought the horror into homes across the country, as 
we watch tens of thousands of barrels of oil billowing into the Gulf every day. 
 
For years, the oil industry swore this could never happen. We were told that technology had 
advanced, that offshore drilling was safe. 
 
BP said they didn't think the rig would sink. It did. 
 
They said they could handle an Exxon Valdez-sized spill every day. They couldn't. 
 
BP said the spill was 1,000 barrels per day. It wasn't. And they knew it.  
 
Now the other big oil companies, testifying in Congress today, contend that this was an isolated 
incident. They say a similar disaster could never happen to them. 
 
And yet it is this kind of Blind Faith -- which is ironically the name of an actual rig in the Gulf -- 
that has led to this kind of disaster. 
 
In preparation for this hearing, Congress reviewed the oil spill safety response plans for all the 
top five oil companies. 
 
What we found was that Exxon, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Shell, and BP have response plans 
that are virtually identical. The plans cite identical response capabilities and tout identical 
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ineffective equipment. In some cases, they use the exact same words and made the exact same 
assurances.  
 
The covers of the five response plans are different colors, but the content is 90 percent identical. 
 
 
Like BP, three other companies include references to protecting walruses, which have not called 
the Gulf of Mexico home for 3 million years. 
 
Two other plans are such dead ringers for BP's that they list a phone number for the same expert 
-- a man who has been dead since 2005. 
 
The American people deserve oil safety plans that are ironclad and not boilerplate. 
 
We now know the oil industry, and the government agency tasked with regulating them, 
determined that there was a zero chance that this kind of undersea disaster could ever happen. 
 
When you believe that there is zero chance of a disaster happening, you do zero disaster 
planning. And the oil industry has invested nearly zero time and money into developing safety 
and response efforts. 
 
The oil companies amassed nearly $289 billion dollars in profits over the last three years. They 
spent $39 billion to explore for new oil and gas. 
 
Yet the average investment in research and development for safety, accident prevention, and spill 
response was a paltry $20 million per year, less than one-tenth of one percent of their profits. 
 
 
The oil companies may think its fine to produce carbon copies of their safety plans, but the 
American people expect and deserve more. It is time to expect more from the oil industry. And 
that needs to start today. 
 
First, Congress must ensure that there is unlimited liability for oil spills by oil companies. While 
we try to cap this well, we must lift the cap on oil industry liability. 
 
Second, Congress must also enact wide-ranging safety reforms for offshore drilling. If oil 
companies are going to pursue ultra-deep drilling, we must ensure that it is ultra-safe and that 
companies can respond ultra-fast. 
 
Third, the free ride is over. Oil companies need to pay their fair share to drill on public land. 
Right now every single one of the companies here today and dozens of others are drilling for free 
in the Gulf of Mexico on leases that will cost American taxpayers more than $50 billion dollars 
in lost royalties. 
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Fourth, we must ensure that new technologies are developed for capping wells, boosting safety 
and cleaning up spills. I will soon introduce the Oil SOS Act to go along with the SURF fund to 
ensure that we have 21st century technologies in place for 21st century drilling risks. 
 
And finally, America must move to a safer clean energy future so that we don't have to rely as 
much on oil to power our cars and our economy. The House has acted, passing the Waxman-
Markey American Clean Energy & Security Act. Every day we delay action, China moves ahead 
in wind technology. The Germans create more solar jobs. Worst of all, American consumers 
send half a billion dollars a day to OPEC and countries that wish us harm. 
 
In overwhelming numbers, the American people are ready to start working our way to a clean 
energy future. They want to wake up from BP's oil spill nightmare to a future powered by clean, 
safe energy solutions. 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
June 16, 2010     
Richard WilesPosted: June 16, 2010 09:36 AM  


Forests New Coal in House and Senate Climate Bills (Huffington Post) 
 
Biomass Energy , Climate Bill , Climate Change Legislation , Kerry Lieberman Climate Bill , 
Obama Climate Change , Renewable Energy , Waxman-Markey Climate Bill , Green News  
At least 30 million acres of America's forests could be cut down and used for fuel at US power 
plants if renewable fuels and biomass provisions of current Congressional climate and energy 
proposals aren't radically revised. This will send a massive 4.7 billion ton pulse of carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere that would accelerate global warming as it drastically erodes forests' 
ability to pull carbon out the atmosphere. 
 
This perverse outcome stems from the glaring but largely overlooked Enron-style accounting 
practices being used by Congress, the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and state 
agencies to calculate carbon pollution, which falsely assume that burning biomass fuels, 
including trees, produces zero net carbon emissions. Close examination shows that the reverse is 
true: Logging and burning trees will produce a near-term surge in carbon releases -- greater than 
from burning coal -- while diminishing for decades the forests' ability to recapture those 
emissions. 
 
EWG's analysis released today in our report - Clearcut Disaster: Carbon Loophole Threatens US 
Forests, http://www.ewg.org/clearcut-disaster is based on U.S. Department of Energy electricity 
sector forecasts of the likely impacts of the House-passed American Clean Energy and Security 
(ACES) bill. 
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Why trees? Increased logging is the only way to provide sufficient fuel for the predicted growth 
in biomass electricity generation, because the other principal sources of fuel are simply not 
available in quantities anywhere near adequate to meet projected demand. Major Utilities in Ohio 
have already proposed to "co-fire" giant coal plants with trees, and in some cases to switch their 
fuel entirely to "whole tree chipping." Across the country more than 120 wood burning biomass 
power plants have been proposed in just the past three years. 
 
It's hard to imagine a more ill-conceived environmental policy. Coal-burning utilities and the 
biomass industry are promoting policies that will jeopardize millions of acres of forests while 
virtually guaranteeing that CO2 reduction goals from the power energy sector are not realized. 
 
On June 10, Massachusetts released a potentially game-changing analysis of biomass electricity 
generation in that state, concluding that burning trees in power plants is worse for climate change 
than burning coal. Over the next 40 years, the report concluded, burning coal would release less 
carbon dioxide than cutting forests and burning the trees. 
 
EWG supports strong climate legislation, but the biomass carbon loophole must be fixed 
immediately. We need climate policies that are not based on fake CO2 reductions. 
 
Biomass fuel would provide the majority of renewable electric power under renewables fuel 
standards proposed or in place at the state and federal level. Increased logging is the only way to 
meet the demand for this biomass because the other principal sources usually cited, such as 
switchgrass, agricultural and construction wastes and logging residues are simply not available in 
sufficient amounts. 
 
Forests are a major force pulling carbon out of the atmosphere. Cutting them down to burn in 
power plants will not only inject massive amounts of stored carbon into the atmosphere, it will 
destroy the best defense against the buildup of atmospheric carbon. 
 
Follow Richard Wiles on Twitter: www.twitter.com/AlexEWG 
 
 
 
Real Reductions America Can Easily Afford 


EPA modeling shows American Power Act brings economic and climate 
benefits (Grist) 
   
by Andrew Light  
15 Jun 2010 4:42 PM 
This post was co-authored by Richard W. Caperton. 
 
Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) released analysis today of their 
American Power Act, or APA, by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The EPA's 
analysis definitively demonstrates that we can reduce our carbon pollution and jumpstart the 
clean energy economy at a very small cost to American consumers. This analysis is also 



http://www.twitter.com/AlexEWG
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consistent with several other studies showing that the American Power Act would create jobs, 
reduce consumer energy prices, and help the United States lead the world toward stabilizing 
carbon emissions at safe levels by 2050. 
 
The EPA concluded that the APA would be affordable for American families if it is enacted. The 
average family will have to spend less on energy if this important legislation passes, primarily 
because of increases in energy efficiency mandated and stimulated by the legislation. EPA 
projects that passing the APA would reduce Americans' annual energy expenditures by 10 
percent by 2020. 
 
The agency also finds that Americans will be more prosperous in 2020 than we are today. While 
families will on average consume $79 to $146 less per year in 2020 if the bill passes, this pales in 
comparison to how much consumption will increase from 2010 due to predicted economic 
growth. The EPA also concluded that the bill's consumer protection programs work so well that 
those who can least afford a decline in consumption -- low-income households -- will actually be 
better off under this bill than in a future without it. In fact, the poorest 10 percent of the 
population would be almost $160 better off in 2010 under the APA. 
 
It's important to note, however, that the EPA analysis is primarily focused on environmental 
modeling, which means it doesn't include everything one would want to know about the bill's 
economic effects. The Center for American Progress has previously argued, for example, that 
any analysis of climate legislation's economic impact is incomplete without discussing climate 
change's devastating effects. EPA does not explicitly model the economic benefits of reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions, but they do recognize the importance of this issue, stating, "Economic 
effects of these impacts are likely to be significant and largely negative, and to vary substantially 
by region ..." 
 
Among other things, EPA also doesn't study how the bill would affect jobs and employment, the 
federal budget, or oil consumption. But fortunately the EPA analysis is not the only study of how 
the APA would affect the United States. 
 
Recent work from the independent Peterson Institute (using a U.S. Energy Information 
Administration model) and ClimateWorks (using a McKinsey model) both show that the APA 
would lead to new jobs for American workers. These studies find that it would create an average 
of 203,000 to 440,000 more jobs per year between 2012 and 2020 than would exist without the 
bill. 
 
The Congressional Budget Office found that similar climate legislation would generate revenue 
for the federal government. Upcoming CBO analysis of the APA will also likely show that 
passing this bill will actually reduce the government's budget deficit. 
 
The Peterson Institute analysis further shows that Americans will use less gasoline and import far 
less oil in 2030 if the Senate passes the APA than under a business-as-usual scenario. Despite the 
oil industry's claims that climate legislation will make gasoline unaffordable, the EPA finds that 
this legislation will only increase the price of gasoline by about a dime by 2020 -- well within 
gasoline's normal price volatility. 
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The APA will also encourage American businesses to invest in clean energy technologies that 
will power our low-carbon future, and it will drive significant increases in renewable energy. 
What's more, the EPA predicts that there will be seven-and-a-half times more generation from 
coal with carbon capture and storage if the Senate passes this bill. 
 
Finally, the EPA convincingly answers an old criticism leveled by many who are opposed to 
U.S. action on this global problem: If the United States acts to reduce its emissions will it make 
any difference in global levels of carbon pollution? EPA's answer is a resounding yes. 
 
EPA modeled three scenarios for global emission reductions based on the APA's passage, which 
is unlike their analysis of the House of Representatives' climate bill from last summer. Their first 
scenario assumes concerted global action, where the United States follows the carbon reduction 
path laid out in the Kerry-Lieberman legislation and the other developed countries of the world 
follow suit, keeping good on their pledge at the Group of 8 meeting in July last summer of 
cutting their emissions 80 percent bellow 2005 levels by 2050. This scenario assumes the 
plausible outcome whereby developing countries adopt a policy beginning in 2025 that caps 
emissions at 2015 levels and reduces emissions to 26 percent below 2005 levels by 2050. 
 
The scientific goals for achieving climate safety established by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change are that we should aim to hold temperature increase to 2 degrees Celsius over 
pre-industrial levels by 2050. Under this first APA scenario, EPA estimates that there is a 75 
percent chance of keeping temperature rise at 2 degrees and a 95 percent chance of holding 
temperature rise at 95 percent. 
 
But EPA also modeled a more modest scenario for those such as Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), 
the ranking Republican on the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, who find such 
developing country action overly optimistic. Under the second scenario developing country 
contributions to global emissions reductions do not effectively start until they make good on their 
promise to cut emissions by 80 percent by 2050. On such a "we act only if you act" scenario, 
which imagines the contribution of developing countries to be nothing until 2050 and from 
thereafter to hold their emissions at 2050 levels, there is still a 50 percent chance of holding 
temperature increase under 3 degrees Celsius and an 11 percent chance of holding the increase at 
2 degrees. Of course, we would also need to pass APA for this to work. 
 
Clearly this second scenario does not represent where we want to wind up. But it does illustrate 
how important U.S.-led action is for developing countries. We can expect a more realistic "tit-
for-tat" scenario if the United States acts. If the United States makes good on its promise to 
reduce its emissions now -- rather than waiting until 2050 to act -- then the developing countries 
that matter the most -- the major emitters such as China and India -- will likely reduce their 
emissions in response, which increases the likelihood that we will stabilize temperature increase 
at 2 degrees Celsius for each year we move forward. 
 
The third scenario that the EPA modeled was no global action, which, as one might expect, 
essentially gives us no chance of holding temperature increase at 2 degrees. But when we step 
back and look at the total package APA offers on the plus side of the ledger -- the reduced 
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energy costs, decreases in dependence on foreign and unsafe sources of oil, and the job creation 
possible from this legislation -- the best choice is clearly enacting this legislation and improving 
our global chances for achieving climate safety. 
 


EPA analysis of Senate climate bill shows modest costs, omits benefits 
(Grist) 
 
Grist admin avatar badge avatar for David Roberts 
by David Roberts 
15 Jun 2010 11:27 AM 
 
USDA Forest ServiceToday marks the release of the long-awaited EPA analysis of the American 
Power Act, Kerry and Lieberman's climate bill. It could not come at a more consequential time: 
the decision about whether to include a carbon cap in the impending energy bill will be made in 
the next few days. Along with Obama's speech tonight, the EPA's analysis will play a big role in 
guiding that decision. It also comes on the heels of news from NOAA that global temperatures in 
May were the warmest on record. Tick-tock ... 
 
So what's the verdict? Overall, EPA finds that the impacts of APA will be broadly similar to the 
impact of the House's American Clean Energy and Security Act (ACES), i.e., affordable. Here 
are key takeaways: 
 
    * The impact on U.S. consumers will be "modest." Says the report: "Average household 
consumption is reduced, relative to the no-policy case, by 0.0-0.1% in 2015, by between 0.0-
0.2% in 2020, by 0.2-0.5% in 2030, and by 0.9-1.1% in 2050." Averaged over 2010-2050, 
households will pay an extra $79 to $146 a year. Not exactly a steep price to pay to avoid 
catastrophe. (Incidentally, overall household consumption will continue to rise, even with the 
mild constraints of the bill.) 
    * EPA's analysis only measures costs; it does not measure benefits. Specifically, it does not 
include the benefits of avoiding climate change. If you think that's absurd, well, you're right. As 
Michael Livermore wrote last week, the "all costs no benefits" method of analysis utterly distorts 
lawmakers' perspectives. Obviously if the costs of unrestrained climate change were included, 
the bill would look like a screaming bargain. 
    * Energy-intensive and trade-expose industries are held harmless. To quote: "the allowance 
allocations in H.R. 2454 [which are roughly the same as APA's] can essentially eliminate any 
adverse effect that a cap-and-trade program would otherwise have on energy-intensive trade-
exposed industries' international competitiveness, and can thereby prevent emissions leakage that 
might otherwise arise if such a program were to reduce the competitiveness of U.S. industry." 
    * Offsets hold the cost of compliance down, but the limits on offset use are never reached. 
Overall, domestic offsets would account for about 18 percent of total reductions, and 
international offsets would account for another 18-29 percent, depending on how many are used. 
    * Several key provisions are not included in the EPA model. These include, for example, 
"lighting standards, new regulation for offshore oil and gas extraction, powering vehicles with 
natural gas provisions, and GHG tailpipe standards." For these and many other reasons, 
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"uncertainties remain that could significantly affect the results" of the analysis. (What EPA won't 
say: this kind of modeling is worth about as much as throwing darts at a dartboard.) 
 
For reasons I've written about before -- and discussed with energy wonk Trevor Houser -- this 
kind of modeling tends to overestimate costs and underestimate the benefits of climate 
legislation. Even with those weaknesses, however, the analysis still shows costs that are, in the 
grand scheme of GDP growth between now and 2050, tiny. 
 
Cost is simply not a credible reason to oppose a carbon cap. 
 
I'll update this post if Kerry and Lieberman say anything in their press conference introducing 
the EPA report. 
 
 
June 16, 2010     
 
Dan LashofDirector, NRDC's climate center 
Posted: June 16, 2010 11:02 AM 


It's Time for the Senate to Act Responsibly (Huffington Post) 
 
Last week the Senate debated—and defeated—the Murkowski resolution which would have 
overturned EPA’s science-based finding that global warming pollution endangers public health 
and the environment. During the debate, many Senators who voted for the resolution, and some 
who voted against it, argued that it’s Congress’ job to determine how to reduce carbon 
emissions. 
 
Here is a sample of those statements— 
 
Sen. Blanche Lincoln (D-AR): 
 
Congress, the elected representatives of the people of this Nation—not unelected bureaucrats—
should be making the complicated, multifaceted decisions on energy and climate policy. 
 
We know, desperately, that we want to lower our carbon emissions, lessen our dependence on 
foreign oil, and create good, green jobs. 
 
Sen. Ben Nelson (D-NE): 
 
Finding a national consensus on how to control the levels of carbon emissions is the job of the 
elected members of Congress. Reducing carbon emissions will have a substantial economic 
impact on our country, but in different ways for different states. Congress should take the lead in 
determining the rules that will apply. 
 
Sen. John Rockefeller (D-WV): 
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I am willing to work with people on a solution, but it has to be legislative because on this, above 
all, the Congress must decide. 
 
Sen. Jim Webb (D-VA): 
 
Congress—and not the EPA—should make important policies, and be accountable to the 
American people for them. 
 
Tomorrow Senate Democrats will meet in a special caucus to discuss the content of energy and 
climate legislation to be brought to the Senate floor in July. This is the opportunity for Senators 
who want Congress to define America’s climate policy to speak up for a comprehensive bill that 
sets real limits on global warming pollution.  
 
If it’s Congress’ responsibility to decide America’s climate policy, then it’s time for the Senate 
to act responsibly. Talk is cheap. It’s time for action. 
 
This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


BP 
 
June 7, 2010 12:16 PM  
  


On World Oceans Day: Gulf oil disaster underscores need for a National Ocean 
Policy (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Bp , Bp Spill , Gulf Of Mexico , Gulf Spill , National Ocean Policy , Oil , Oil 
Spill , World Oceans Day , Green News  
Tuesday, June 8th, is World Oceans Day. As the disastrous Gulf oil spill continues, it is 
clear that our country needs a national ocean policy – like a Clean Air or Water Act – to 
protect our oceans. NRDC has been promoting adoption of such a policy for some time, 
but the urgency now is greater than ever. The President should move expeditiously to 
adopt such a policy. 
 
Shortly after World Oceans Day last year, President Obama directed a high-level 
Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force to develop (with significant public input) 
recommendations for a national ocean policy that would better protect our oceans. This 
action was taken because, as two national commissions have found, our oceans are 
under increasing pressure and are showing signs of serious decline – from oxygen-
deprived dead zones to depleted fish populations to contaminated beachwater.  Now we 
must add a massive oil spill to the list. Just before the rig exploded in the Gulf of 
Mexico, the President’s task force completed its work and submitted its 
recommendations to the President. 
 
A national ocean policy would ensure that activities occurring off our shores meet the 
basic requirements of protecting, maintaining, and restoring ocean ecosystems and 
resources. People may think such a policy already exists (just as many probably 
thought an adequate response plan for an oil well blowout existed), but it doesn’t.  
Currently, more than 140 laws and 20 different agencies govern the human activities in 
our seas. Each agency comes with different goals and often conflicting mandates.  
There is no overarching vision, policy or plan. 
 
Over the past several weeks, NRDC has advocated several steps the government 
should take to address the Gulf oil spill disaster and make sure it never happens again 
– from a moratorium on new offshore oil and gas activities, at least until we figure out 
what happened in the Gulf and corrective action has been taken, to passing clean 
energy legislation and transitioning to energy sources that can’t spill or run out. 
 
Now, as the oil continues to spill into the Gulf, I also can’t help but think of two ways 
we’d be better off if we had a national ocean policy in place. 
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1 – It would make sure agencies governing our seas are working together. 
 
As this spill has shown, there’s not always communication among federal agencies. In a 
situation like this, a national ocean policy would provide an overarching goal to protect 
our oceans and unite these agencies around it. The President’s task force has 
recommended the creation of an interagency National Ocean Council to ensure that our 
government’s actions offshore are coordinated and working together for ocean 
protection – not at cross-purposes. 
 
For instance, we’ve seen that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is 
working to protect Gulf fisheries from deepwater plumes containing dispersed oil; at the 
same time, the Environmental Protection Agency has pre-approved the use of 
dispersants that can contribute to these deep water plumes. A national ocean policy 
would make sure the agencies are coordinating their efforts and discussing how to 
address critical ocean issues before they’re at a crisis point. 
 
And, we’ve heard outrage that MMS was simultaneously advocating for expanded 
offshore oil drilling and tasked with making sure it was done safely. A national ocean 
policy would strengthen the mandate of agencies to care for ocean resources and 
require agencies’ coordinated action to that end. 
 
In fact, whether it’s acidification, warmer temperatures or oil drilling – a national ocean 
policy would help us better protect our oceans and marine life and make them more 
resilient. 
 
2 – It would protect sensitive places from the start. 
 
Right now, we’re left with hoping that the powerful Loop Current doesn’t bring the oil’s 
devastation into the coral reefs of the Florida Keys – the third largest coral reef in the 
world – and then up the East Coast. A national ocean policy might have helped us avoid 
a disaster like this from the start, so we’re not left playing damage control. 
 
The policy includes a comprehensive planning process that would help us identify 
important ecological areas, and allow the government to protect them, as well as to 
identify areas that would be suitable for safe and sustainable ocean use. A 
comprehensive planning process would provide for input from all levels of government, 
business interests, fisheries managers, conservation groups and the public and for 
consideration of the cumulative impact of activities on the health and functioning of 
marine ecosystems. 
 
This World Ocean Day, we find ourselves in the midst of the worst ocean oil disaster in 
our nation’s history,  with our addiction to oil jeopardizing the vibrant and economically 
important marine life of America’s seas. We are being reminded daily of the often-
forgotten value of these resources, and our responsibility to protect them. And we can 
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see that a national ocean policy is needed, now more than ever. The President should 
act promptly to adopt such a policy. 
 
This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog. 


 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
 


Is the climate bill going to pass? Top five things to watch 1 (Grist) 
 
 by David Roberts  
7 Jun 2010 5:00 AM 
People are constantly asking me, "Is the climate bill going to pass?" The answer is: I 
don't know. No one knows. Confident predictions either way are mostly posing. The 
situation, like so much in politics right now, is incredibly fluid. 
 
There are five things to watch in coming months that will give us a better sense of how 
the bill might fare. 
 
1. The Murkowski resolution 
 
On Thursday, Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) will introduce a "resolution of 
disapproval" that would short-circuit EPA's ability to regulate carbon pollution. By the 
mysterious alchemy of Beltway media, the vote has become a bellwether for the climate 
bill's chances. 
 
Murkowski's resolution is filed under the authority of the Congressional Review Act, a 
rarely used law that allows Congress to overturn the actions of an executive branch 
agency. (It's only been used successfully once, to overturn some Clinton-era 
ergonomics regulations in 2001.) It would reverse EPA's "endangerment finding," the 
key legal document that establishes the agency's obligation to regulate greenhouse 
gases as air pollutants under the Clean Air Act. 
 
Whatever Murkowski says -- and her rhetoric behind this has been an exercise is 
grotesque bad faith -- the resolution is entirely nihilistic. All the endangerment finding 
says is that climate change is a danger to public health. To protest that finding is to 
protest climate change science. 
 
If passed, the resolution would wreak havoc on the vehicle fuel-economy standards 
worked out between the EPA, California, and auto companies (and the standards under 
discussion for 2017 forward). It would also disrupt the very legislative efforts Murkowski 
claims to support. The cap-and-trade system in the climate bill is run by the EPA, as a 
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title under the Clean Air Act; how can that be legally kosher if the EPA is forbidden from 
judging greenhouse gases a danger? 
 
But of course it won't pass; nobody, Murkowski included, thinks it has a chance. If it got 
through the Senate, it wouldn't get through the House; if it got through the House, 
Obama would veto it. It's an act of pure grandstanding on Murkowski's part. 
 
But pundits have decided that the vote is an indicator of support for the climate change 
bill. The resolution needs 51 votes, to pass. If it breaks 45 votes, it's trouble. If it breaks 
50, it's doom. 
 
2. Committee chairs 
 
Last Thursday, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D) notified Senate committee chairs 
that he plans on moving a comprehensive energy bill in July. He asked them to prepare 
ideas, specifically ideas to address the BP Gulf oil disaster. Receiving letters were Max 
Baucus (Finance), Jeff Bingaman (Energy), Barbara Boxer (Environment), Chris Dodd 
(Banking), Patrick Leahy (Judiciary), Joe Lieberman (Homeland Security), Blanche 
Lincoln (Agriculture), and John Rockefeller (Intelligence). (Weirdly, at least according to 
Politico, Kerry himself, chair of Foreign Relations, didn't receive one.) 
 
Reid pointedly did not say whether he planned to model his legislation on the Kerry-
Lieberman American Power Act or whether it would contain a carbon cap or carbon-
pricing system at all. He's trying to get the lay of the land so he can put together a bill 
that can pass. Much will depend on what the chairfolk tell him. In particular, what he 
hears from Bingaman (who has been stumping for an energy-only bill) and Baucus (who 
has been conspicuously quiet on the subject) will have an outsized effect. They are 
pivotal Movers of Moderates. 
 
3. Lugar's bill 
 
Today, Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.) will introduce his own energy legislation, which does 
not contain a cap-and-trade system. If it becomes clear that carbon pricing doesn't have 
the votes this year, it could serve as a "bipartisan" model for Reid to fall back on. 
 
While it's clear a carbon cap is crucial to the long-term success of a climate-change 
mitigation program, Lugar's bill is actually a fairly decent fallback -- as good or better 
than the energy bill that came out of Bingaman's committee last year. To quote myself: 
 
[Lugar's] plan is admirable for its simplicity and the clarity of its goals: capturing energy 
efficiency, diversifying and cleaning up the electricity sector, and reducing foreign oil 
dependence. Each of those goals is served by a range of policy instruments, from 
building efficiency standards to loan guarantees for clean energy generators to higher 
CAFE standards. 
We'll see what reaction, if any, the bill gets upon its official debut. 
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4. Oil spill 
 
BP seems to have had some modest success in getting a cap in place, siphoning off 
about 10,000 barrels a day of the 20,000 (or so -- nobody knows for sure) gushing into 
the Gulf. But that's probably the last good news until at least August, when BP thinks it 
can have the relief wells drilled. 
 
Until then the spill will be in the news, yielding more and more pictures of oil-choked 
wildlife. Oil's going to be coming up on more and more beaches, including in Florida, 
and in the background hovers the unthinkable prospect of a hurricane that could carry 
crude oil miles into the fragile Gulf coastal marshes and wetlands. 
 
How will this drip-drip horror affect the public's appetite for comprehensive climate and 
energy legislation? On one hand, it seems inevitable that support for offshore drilling will 
continue to decline. In a Friday CBS poll, a majority exposed expanded offshore drilling 
for the first time. Time will tell how much that anger translates into ambition to escaping 
oil, but clearly the anger is rising. 
 
On the other hand, every day the spill goes on Obama looks more and more helpless 
and the federal government looks more and more hapless. If the public is disgusted by 
the feds' performance, will it be keen to let the feds pass a massive, far-reaching piece 
of legislation? 
 
5. Obama 
 
What will Obama do in the face of public anger over the spill? His attempt at keeping his 
distance and muting talk of energy policy obviously hasn't worked. He's figured out he 
needs some kind of positive, muscular response, and since he can't pilot a Federal 
Super Submarine down into the Gulf and fire lasers at the spill, legislation is about the 
best option on the table. In his speech last week he came out far more strongly behind 
the climate/energy bill than he has previously, saying "I intend to find" the votes and "we 
will get it done." 
 
Will he follow up on that promise with the same kind of full-court press he put behind the 
health care reform bill? A senior administration official told Politico, "It's the next big 
thing." We'll see. 
 139723David Roberts is staff writer for Grist. You can follow his Twitter feed at 
twitter.com/drgrist. 
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The Murkowski Resolution: A Step Backward for American Clean Energy 
(Huffington Post) 
 
In the last 18 months, the United States has taken major steps forward in the transition 
to a clean energy economy. With historic investments in solar, wind and other 
innovative renewable energy sources, we are positioned to compete for the clean 
energy jobs of today and tomorrow, to reduce our dependence on foreign oil, and to cut 
the pollution that harms our families and the future for our children and grandchildren. 
 
With all those steps forward, now is not the time to take a big step backward, by 
doubling down on the kinds of energy and environmental policies that keep America 
addicted to oil -- especially foreign oil. As the President has said, traditional sources of 
energy have to be part of the mix as we transition to a clean energy economy, but they 
can't be our only sources. 
 
Our nation's addiction to oil pollutes the air we breathe. It sends billions of our dollars to 
foreign countries. And it leaves American small businesses and American drivers at the 
mercy of fuel price spikes, like the $4 a gallon prices we were paying not so long ago. 
For those reasons and more, we've taken significant steps forward, including a historic 
effort to make American cars more fuel efficient than ever and cut oil consumption by 
billions of barrels. 
 
The BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico presents yet another tragic reminder of the hazards 
of our oil addiction. Our thoughts, prayers and condolences are with the friends and 
families of the 11 workers lost in the initial explosion. In the local meetings I've attended 
since this crisis began, it's clear to see that the entire community feels these losses 
deeply. It is all the more upsetting, then, that the community's tragedy is compounded 
by the economic and environmental uncertainty that lies ahead.  
 
The fact that a single accident at a single offshore oil well can cause billions of dollars in 
damage, result in thousands of people losing their jobs and livelihoods and threaten an 
entire region highlights how important it is that we keep moving America forward, 
towards energy independence. We can't afford to go back. 
 
That is why it is surprising to learn that on June 10, the Senate will vote on legislation 
that would take us back to the same old failed policies and increase America's oil 
dependence by billions of barrels. Senator Lisa Murkowski, with strong support from big 
oil companies and their lobbyists, has proposed a resolution that would drastically 
weaken our nation's historic effort to increase fuel savings, save consumers money and 
cut oil consumption from American cars and trucks. 
 
Senator Murkowski's resolution would take away EPA's ability to protect the health and 
welfare of Americans from greenhouse gas pollution. The resolution would ignore and 
override scientific findings and allow big oil companies, big refineries and others to 
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continue to pollute without any oversight or consequence. It would also gut EPA's 
authority in the clean cars program, a program that would help reduce our dependence 
on foreign oil and cut down on air pollution.  
 
This resolution would take us back to the old energy policies by allowing the polluters to 
simply pay modest penalties to avoid full compliance with the standards. As a result, the 
resolution would increase our dependence on oil by 455 million barrels. That 
dependence rises to billions of barrels when you factor in the Murkowski resolution's 
effect on a follow-on program that expands fuel efficiency to heavy-duty vehicles and 
extends beyond the 2016 model year.  
 
Undermining a program supported by our automakers and autoworkers, 
environmentalists and governors from across the country seems questionable at any 
time. But going back to a failed approach and deepening our oil addiction at the very 
moment a massive spill -- the largest environmental disaster in American history -- is 
devastating families and businesses and destroying precious wetlands runs contrary to 
our national interests. It abdicates the responsibility we have to move the country 
forward in a way that creates jobs, increases our security by breaking our dependence 
on foreign oil, and protects the air and water we rely on. 
 
The Murkowski resolution also undermines EPA's common sense strategy for cutting 
greenhouse gases. Our carefully constructed approach exempts small businesses, 
homes, farms, and other small sources from regulation. We know that the local coffee 
shop or the backyard grill is no place to look for meaningful CO2 reductions. We're 
tackling our largest polluters and calling on Congress to pass a comprehensive energy 
and climate law -- one that would extend the protection of small businesses. 
 
At no point in our history has any problem been solved by waiting another year to act or 
burying our heads in the sand. Our oil addiction is not going to go away unless we act. 
A broad coalition of industry, government and environmental advocates believe that it 
can be done -- and we have a plan in motion. There is no need for a resolution that 
would weaken this important program. Now is not the time to go back. Rather than 
increasing our addiction, we need to keep moving America forward into a clean energy 
future.  
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Methyl Iodide Controversy: Warning About Strawberry Field Chemical Ignored 
(Huffington Post) 
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First Posted: 06- 7-10 11:28 AM   |   Updated: 06- 7-10 11:28 AM  
 
     By Amy Standen 
 
California pesticide regulators plan to approve a new agricultural chemical called methyl 
iodide for the state's coastal strawberry fields, allowing levels of exposure that the 
state's own experts say will put farmworkers and bystanders at risk. 
 
The Department of Pesticide Regulation has set acceptable exposure levels for methyl 
iodide that are 120 times higher than recommended by its own scientists and an eight-
person panel the department commissioned to peer-review its work. 
 
The decision to increase exposure levels has caused a rift within the DPR, a little-known 
but powerful agency that oversees a major segment of the state's multibillion-dollar 
farming industry. In interviews, all eight peer-review scientists said their warnings and 
scientific analysis of the health risks of methyl iodide appear to have been disregarded. 
 
"I've never seen anything like this," said Ron Melnick, a panel member and scientist at 
the National Institutes of Health, who has participated in similar assessments in the 
past. "Why have someone review a document when you're just going to ignore it?" 
 
Thousands of Californians live, work or play within a stone's throw of the state's 
strawberry fields. Thousands more do the hands-on field work that supplies 
supermarkets across the country, fueling a $2 billion industry. 
 
Currently, most California strawberry growers rely on a fumigant called methyl bromide. 
But that chemical is being phased out under an international treaty because it damages 
the ozone layer. 
 
Conventional strawberry growers have spent a decade looking for a viable alternative 
and have turned up only one: methyl iodide. Under the new regulation, farmers would 
use the chemical as a fumigant to sterilize the soil before the plants go in. 
 
Lab tests involving rats and rabbits show methyl iodide can cause thyroid cancer and 
miscarriages. But scientists say methyl iodide is also a neurotoxin. Although this 
research is less well-developed, case studies of people who were accidentally exposed 
to methyl iodide show "chronic, irreversible brain damage," according to John Froines, a 
chemist at UCLA who chaired the independent review panel. 
 
Amid this evidence, scientists at the DPR recommended a maximum exposure of .8 
parts per billion for farmworkers. State regulators are proposing 96 parts per billion, over 
an eight-hour day. 
 
Scientists on the review panel said methyl iodide hasn't been sufficiently studied to 
justify the larger amount. They're concerned about damage the fumigant could inflict on 
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developing brains in infants and children, including subtle changes to IQ, or behavioral 
changes that might take years to detect. 
 
Because of these concerns, the scientists added an extra "uncertainty factor" to their 
calculations, which lowered recommended exposure levels by a factor of ten. 
 
The DPR's scientists say they were left guessing as to how their supervisors had made 
the jump to the larger amount, according to e-mails obtained by KQED'S "Quest." In the 
e-mails, staff scientists said the uncertainty factor appears to have been removed. 
 
"We, as risk assessors, stand by our ... conclusions," one e-mail said. "We had to read 
between the lines to figure out how the target levels were calculated." 
 
DPR spokeswoman Lea Brooks said in an e-mail that the scientists' assessment is one 
factor in the decision. She said that managers consider other factors as well, including 
tools such as respirators and buffer zones that farm workers can use to keep 
themselves safe. Brooks said risk managers didn't think an extra uncertainty factor was 
necessary and that scientists had overestimated the exposure workers would receive. 
 
"The risk managers in this case," she wrote, "believe that the proposed restrictions will 
allow these products to be used safely." 
 
Given the unknowns about neurotoxicity - and the proximity of California's strawberry 
fields to schools and residences - several scientists on the panel said they were 
surprised that the DPR would approve methyl iodide at all. 
 
"We were actually - I don't want to use the word - horrified that there would even be a 
consideration of registration, without data about neurotoxicity," said Melnick. 
 
In her e-mail, Brooks pointed to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which 
approved methyl iodide in 2007, under the Bush administration, at levels well above 
what the DPR has set. 
 
"No pesticide has been evaluated more than methyl iodide in the history of the 
Department of Pesticide Regulation," she wrote. 
 
But the EPA appears to be having second thoughts about its own approval of methyl 
iodide. In September, the agency sent two representatives to California to take part in 
hearings held by the scientific review panel. 
 
"Depending on the outcome of this external peer review and final risk assessment, EPA 
may choose to initiate a reevaluation of [methyl iodide fumigant]" said EPA pesticide 
scientist Jeff Dawson. "So we are very open to the results and conclusions of the panel. 
And this message comes from highest levels of the agency." 
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The public comment period on methyl iodide ends on June 29. California Sen. Dean 
Florez, D-Fresno, is sponsoring a state Senate hearing on the issue in Sacramento on 
June 17. 
 
California Watch contributor Amy Standen is a radio reporter for KQED's QUEST, where 
she covers science and environmental issues facing Northern California. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Jan. 7, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
New Ozone Standard Announcement 
 
Proposed EPA Ozone Standard Based on Science, Not Politics, Science Group Says  


Posted by:  PoliticsInfo      4:00 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6B0N5p 
(Note:  Union of Concerned Scientists: "Score one for science. I'm thrilled that the EPA is 
depoliticizing this regulation and letting the science inform what the rule should be. The EPA is 
rightfully following the advice of its Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee, a panel of 
experts -- advice the previous administration disregarded, putting at risk the health of millions of 
Americans. The CALL requires the EPA to base the standard solely on the best available 
scientific information, and the science shows the standard should be tightened. It's that clear-cut) 
 
 
 
Making the air we breathe cleaner: EPA proposes stricter smog rules 


Posted by:  OutdoorCouncil     6:50 pm     Full post:  
http://wyomingoutdoorcouncil.org/blog/?p=370 
 
Clean Air Watch Hails EPA Smog Proposal as Breath of Fresh Air - WASHINGTON-- The 
non-profit Clean Air Watch...  


Posted by:  NYHousemagazine     5:55 pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/ybsd9fd 
 


Reversing Bush, EPA Proposes Strictest Ever Smog Standards  
Posted by:  TreeHugger     5:50 pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/yeb8z24 
 


EPA Proposes Tighter Restrictions on Smog-Causing Emissions: The changes could cost 
industry $90 billion, and………….  


Posted by:  SciTechFeed     6:45 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8aa2Q3 
 
EPA Cracks Down on Smog: Environmental Protection Agency head Lisa Jackson 
announced stricter standards regulations….. 



http://twitter.com/PoliticsInfo

http://bit.ly/6B0N5p

http://twitter.com/OutdoorCouncil

http://wyomingoutdoorcouncil.org/blog/?p=370

http://twitter.com/NYHousemagazine

http://tinyurl.com/ybsd9fd

http://tinyurl.com/yeb8z24

http://twitter.com/SciTechFeed

http://bit.ly/8aa2Q3
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Posted by:  1GlobalWarming     5:45 pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/yeb8z24 
 
EPA proposes its strictest ever smog standards  


Posted by:  urbanplanet     5:30 pm     Full post:  
http://www.urbanplanet.org/forums/topic/51098-epa-proposing-stricter-smog-standards/ 


 
RT @gogreenblog: RT breaking: EPA sets strict new smog limits -- Breathe easier!  


Posted by:  HuffPostGreen    5:30 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7GtIQe 
 


Which Industries Will the EPA’s Proposed Smog Requirements Choke Out?  
Posted by:  johnfhunt       4:30 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/7rvWGy 
 


Perry:  EPA is targeting Texas… 
Posted by:  http://energyandenvironmentblog/dallasnews.com    3:41  pm     Full post:  


http://energyandenvironmentblog.dallasnews.com/archives/2010/01/perry-epa-is-targetting-
texas.html  
(Note:  Gov. Rick Perry today issued the following statement: "The EPA's only consistent target 
has been the target on the backs of Texas workers and taxpayers.  If this proposal is adopted, it 
will mark the second time in two years the federal government has imposed drastically reduced 
standards on states. We've worked hard and invested over $1 billion to reach compliance on the 
original target without sacrificing Texas jobs or economic momentum.)  
 
News: U.S. EPA Proposes Stronger Ozone Standards  


Posted by:  Earthjustice   3:05 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5jZKi8 
 
Amer. Lung Association praises EPA’s proposed new ozone standards, Big Oil calls them 
“politicized." Who do U believe?  


Posted by:  CleanAirChoice2      3:10 pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/yay53lh 
 
 
I can see clearly now, the smog is gone RT @YaleE360: EPA tightens limits on pollutants 
that cause smog  


Posted by:  grist      1:45 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5o0v8M 
 
EPA proposes tougher smog standards 
 Posted by:  http://thehill.com/blogs      11:30 am   Full post: 


http://thehill.com//blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/74733-epa-proposing-tougher-smog-
standards  
 
 
 
Mountain Top Mining 


    
A dozen scientists push for no new mountaintop coal mining permits without big changes 


Posted by:  Revkin    6:00 pm     Full post:   



http://twitter.com/1GlobalWarming

http://tinyurl.com/yeb8z24

http://twitter.com/urbanplanet

http://www.urbanplanet.org/forums/topic/51098-epa-proposing-stricter-smog-standards/

http://twitter.com/gogreenblog

http://twitter.com/HuffPostGreen

http://bit.ly/7GtIQe

http://twitter.com/johnfhunt

http://bit.ly/7rvWGy

http://energyandenvironmentblog/dallasnews.com

http://energyandenvironmentblog.dallasnews.com/archives/2010/01/perry-epa-is-targetting-texas.html

http://energyandenvironmentblog.dallasnews.com/archives/2010/01/perry-epa-is-targetting-texas.html

http://bit.ly/5jZKi8

http://twitter.com/CleanAirChoice2

http://tinyurl.com/yay53lh

http://twitter.com/YaleE360

http://twitter.com/grist

http://bit.ly/5o0v8M

http://thehill.com/blogs

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/74733-epa-proposing-tougher-smog-standards

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/74733-epa-proposing-tougher-smog-standards
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Blockbuster Study: Scientists Unveil a Mountain of Evidence Against Mountaintop 
Removal 


Posted by:  AppVoices    4:40 pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/TOD4 
 
EPA Backtracks on Mountaintop Coal Mining 


Posted by:  triplepundit     4:45 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8Z9Q9R 
 
 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 
 


AIR 
EPA gets tough on smog (Grist) 


7 Jan 2010 1:08 PM 
by Agence France-Presse  
The EPA sees the light.Photo: jordansmall via FlickrWASHINGTON—The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency on Thursday proposed tougher standards for how 
much smog can be in the air, a move the agency said would save money and protect 
health, especially in children. 
“EPA is stepping up to protect Americans from one of the most persistent and 
widespread pollutants we face. Smog in the air we breathe poses a very serious health 
threat, especially to children and individuals suffering from asthma and lung disease,” 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said in a statement. “It dirties our air, clouds our cities, 
and drives up our health care costs across the country.” 
The new standards would replace those set by the previous administration,” which 
many believe were not protective enough of human health,” the EPA said. 
Under the proposals, the “primary” standard for smog—the standard to protect public 
health—would be tightened up to the strictest level ever in the United States—between 
0.060 and 0.070 parts per million (ppm) measured over eight hours. The administration 
of former president George W. Bush in 2008 set the primary standard for smog at 0.075 
ppm for eight hours. 
The EPA also proposed setting a separate “secondary” standard designed to protect 
plants and trees from damage from repeated ozone exposure, which can reduce tree 
growth, damage leaves, and increase susceptibility to disease. 



http://twitter.com/AppVoices

http://ow.ly/TOD4

http://twitter.com/triplepundit

http://bit.ly/8Z9Q9R

http://www.grist.org/member/12252
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Smog, which is also known as ground-level ozone, forms when emissions from 
industrial facilities, power plants, landfills, and motor vehicles react in the sun. 
Three public hearings will be held on the proposals, starting early next month. 
If the new rules are adopted, said the EPA, they would result in health care savings of 
up to $100 billion; fewer premature deaths, visits to the emergency room, and days off 
work; and a drop in aggravated asthma and bronchitis cases. 
 


 


MOUNTAINTOP  MINING 
==================================================================== 


Science confirms that blowing up mountains harms mountains (Grist) 
 
7 Jan 2010 12:04 PM 
by David Roberts  
Scientists would shout this from the mountaintops, but ...Photo: farukahmet via Creative 
CommonsLet’s say you trundle a bunch of enormous industrial equipment into North America’s 
oldest mountains (an intact temperate ecosystem boasting rich biodiversity, including a number 
of endangered species), clear cut the forests, blow millions of tons off the top of the mountains,  
dump the rubble into the pristine streams below, and carry out the coal you find on enormous 
trucks, at high speeds, on narrow roads, through some of America’s oldest communities. 
Think that would cause any ecological or human damage? Hmm ... 
It might seem obvious, but as the media will tell you, “opinions on shape of earth differ,” 
so it’s helpful that a group of scientists has come along to assess the existing body of 
research on the subject. 
And what does Science say? Yes, blowing up mountains causes environmental and 
health damage!  Who woulda thunk it? In fact, the evidence is so clear that the 
scientists have taken the extraordinary further step of calling for an immediate 
moratorium on mountaintop removal mining permits. 
The information is contained in a new paper being published today in the journal 
Science: “Mountaintop Mining Consequences.” From the press release: 
Based on a comprehensive analysis of the latest scientific findings and new data, a 
group of the nation’s leading environmental scientists are calling on the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to stay all new 
mountaintop mining permits. In the January 8 edition of the journal Science, they argue 
that peer-reviewed research unequivocally documents irreversible environmental 
impacts from this form of mining which also exposes local residents to a higher risk of 
serious health problems. 



http://www.grist.org/member/1526

http://www.flickr.com/photos/farukahmet
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... 
Co-author Dr. Emily Bernhardt, of Duke University, explains that “The chemicals 
released into streams from valley fills contain a variety of ions and trace metals which 
are toxic or debilitating for many organisms, which explains why biodiversity is reduced 
below valley fills.” The authors provide evidence that mine reclamation and mitigation 
practices have not prevented the contaminants from moving into downstream waters. 
The authors also describe human health impacts associated with surface mining for 
coal in the Appalachian region, including elevated rates of mortality, lung cancer, and 
chronic heart, lung and kidney disease in coal producing communities. 
“Over the last 30 years, there has been a global increase in surface mining, and it is 
now the dominant driver of land-use change in the Central Appalachian region,” says 
Dr. Keith Eshleman also of the University of Maryland Center for Environmental 
Science. “We now know that surface mining has extraordinary consequences for both 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Notwithstanding recent attempts to improve 
reclamation, the immense scale of mountaintop mining makes it unrealistic to think that 
true restoration or mitigation is possible with current techniques.” 
Ironically, this comes on the heels of the Obama administration’s decision to approve a 
new MTR permit in West Virginia. Perhaps the EPA doesn’t believe that blowing up 
mountains harms mountains? 
UPDATE: I’m listening to a conference call with some of the scientists who wrote the 
paper. It’s a real horror show. 
The forests that get cleared store tons of carbon; the vegetation it’s replaced with 
doesn’t. So there’s a climate change connection (aside from the obvious coal 
connection). 
Blowing all this stuff destroys the landscapes ability to absorb rainfall, which leads to 
increased flooding downstream. And those effects are expected to persist for centuries. 
The industry claims it’s “replacing” headwater Appalachian streams, but you won’t be 
surprised to hear that hydrologists find that claim absurd. The hydrology ends up 
different and the streams end up polluted with trace metals (poisoning those 
downstream). These trace metals are also associated with decline in invertebrate 
biodiversity. 
Permits are considered individually, but multiple permits granted in the same watershed 
leads to additive effects that persist for decades after abandonment. 
Concentrations of selenium in the water bioaccumulate in the food chain and effects are 
magnified. The fish become poisonous. 



http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2010/01/06/more-on-hobet-45-deal-where-is-the-media-coverage/

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2010/01/06/more-on-hobet-45-deal-where-is-the-media-coverage/
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And of course the human toll: poisoned water leads to more deformities in babies and 
worse academic outcomes. Air quality is degraded, leading to respiratory diseases. And 
on and on. 
God this is depressing. I wonder how Don Blankenship feels about it. 
UPDATE 2: Now in Q&A with the scientists. One says, “this is the most heavily peer-
reviewed paper I’ve ever published—one review was 18 pages long.” 
The scientists received no outside funding for this; they donated their time. One says 
the project was sparked by a request from NGOs. 
They’re calling for a moratorium on permits until there can be a “rational hearing” on the 
science. Many of them were new to the issue when they started this; all of them seem 
kind of shocked by how horrific it is and by how little attention it’s gotten. 
Asked about new permit just issued for Hobet 45 mine, Dr. Dennis Lemly says the water 
issue weren’t addressed. “This is just business as usual.” 
One problem with permits: they only address valley fill area. But pollutants escape and 
many of their cumulative effects are felt downstream. 
Asked: are there technological options available to deal with the water quality properly? 
Lemly: sure, it’s just a matter of cost. Dr. William Schlesinger adds: when you bury a 
stream, it’s gone. There’s no replicating it. 
Dr. Emily Bernhardt: part of impetus of the paper was to provide regulators with a 
comprehensive overview. Met with a small group from U.S. EPA to present findings. 
Bernhardt: all the data mining companies and the WV DEP collect information on 
surface water, but much of the pollution is found beneath the surface in water tables. 
To me, the most amazing part of all this—and clearly the scientists are amazed as 
well—is the fact that there’s never been a comprehensive assessment of MTR impacts 
before. We’re blowing up mountains and we have no idea what the consequences are! 
The mind boggles. It’s like the whole country is just discovering Appalachia. 
David Roberts is staff writer for Grist. You can follow his Twitter feed at 
twitter.com/drgrist. 
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7 Jan 2010 1:26 PM 
by Tom Laskawy  
Yale’s Environment360 has a new must-read report by Sonia Shah linking pesticides to the high-
profile die-offs among amphibians, bees, and bats. What makes this news timely isn’t necessarily 
the toxicity of the pesticides per se, it’s the indirect effects on these animals of chronic, low-dose 
exposure to chemicals: 
In the past dozen years, no fewer than three never-before-seen diseases have 
decimated populations of amphibians, bees, and—most recently—bats. A growing body 
of evidence indicates that pesticide exposure may be playing an important role in the 
decline of the first two species, and scientists are investigating whether such exposures 
may be involved in the deaths of more than 1 million bats in the northeastern United 
States over the past several years. 
... The recent spate of widespread die-offs began in amphibians. Scientists discovered 
the culprit—an aquatic fungus called Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, of a class of fungi 
called “chytrids”—in 1998. Its devastation, says amphibian expert Kevin Zippel, is 
“unlike anything we’ve seen since the extinction of the dinosaurs.” Over 1,800 species 
of amphibians currently face extinction. 
It may be, as many experts believe, that the chytrid fungus is a novel pathogen, 
decimating species that have no armor against it, much as Europe’s smallpox and 
measles decimated Native Americans in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. But 
“there is a really good plausible story of chemicals affecting the immune system and 
making animals more susceptible,” as well, says San Francisco State University 
conservation biologist Carlos Davidson. 
Shah goes on to explain a mechanism whereby pesticides applied to fields in 
California’s Central Valley drift into the Sierra Nevada mountains “where they settle in 
the air, snow, and surface waters, and inside the tissues of amphibians.” A scientist who 
studied the matter “found a strong correlation between upwind pesticide use ... and 
declining amphibian populations.” 
Meanwhile, bees and bats have suffered a similar fate—killed off by powerful pathogens 
that in theory could be novel but in practice seem to have taken advantage of animal 
populations immuno-compromised by pesticides. 
One of the most interesting aspects of the piece was the description of an Italian 
scientist’s unpublished research that suggests the “missing link” between 
neonicotinoids, a powerful pesticide already banned in Europe but still in use in the 
U.S., and bee colony collapse. It relates to the practices of using neonicotinoids-coated 
seeds planted by machines that kick up clouds of pesticide as they work: 
... In as-yet-unpublished research, [University of Padua entomologist Vincenzo] Girolami 
has found concentrations of insecticide in clouds above seeding machines 1,000 times 
the dose lethal to bees. In the spring, when the seed machines are working, says 



http://www.grist.org/member/11561

http://www.e360.yale.edu/content/feature.msp?id=2228
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Girolami, “I think that 90 percent or more of deaths of bees is due to direct pesticide 
poisoning.” 
Girolami has also found lethal levels of neonicotinoids in other, unexpected—and 
usually untested—places, such as the drops of liquid that treated crops secrete along 
their leaf margins, which bees and other insects drink. 
But Shah concludes by observing that this accumulating evidence comes with 
challenges and caveats that, I would point out, industry ruthlessly exploits: 
Proving, with statistical certainty, that low-level pesticide exposure makes living things 
more vulnerable to disease is notoriously difficult. There are too many different 
pesticides, lurking in too many complex, poorly understood habitats to build definitively 
damning indictments. The evidence is subtle, suggestive. 
Subtle and suggestive though it may be, it’s extremely unlikely that these chemicals 
aren’t also acting on us. This news plus the data surrounding the consequences to 
human health of low-dose exposure to chemicals like atrazine, BPA and phthalates 
should have us in a panic and our government in a regulatory frenzy. Instead we get 
paralysis and promises of “further study.” As we wait for a chemical “smoking gun,” I 
wonder what animal population will die off next. Anyone care to wager? 


• Comments  


Tom is a media and technology consultant who thinks that wrecking the planet is a bad 
idea. He twitters and blogs here and at Beyond Green about food policy, alternative 
energy, climate science and politics as well as the multiple and various effects of living 
on a warming planet. 
 


***************************************************************************** 
Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
distributed. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


ADMINISTRATOR JACKSON 
 
July 26, 2010     
Michael BruneExecutive director of the Sierra Club 
   


The Vision Thing (Huffington Post) 
 
Canadian Oil Sands , Epa , Lisa Jackson , Oil Sands , Tar Sands , Green News  
The "vision thing," as Bush the elder once called it, is still underrated by a lot of politicians who 
can't see past the next election (some of whom seriously let their country down in the Senate this 
week). But keeping an eye on the big picture matters if you want to solve big problems, and I'm 
glad to say that kind of vision wasn't completely absent in D.C. this week. You just had to look a 
few blocks west of the Capitol to the Ariel Rios building, which houses the EPA.  
 
Earlier this week, the agency issued its comments on the State Department's draft Environmental 
Impact of the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline. They probably would have had nicer things to say 
about The Endangered Species Cookbook. Then again, it's hard to top the kind of  disaster that 
would be guaranteed by encouraging tar-sands strip mines and piping the most toxic and costly 
fuel in existence across our border. 
 
Once again, Secretary Lisa Jackson and her agency have shown that they're determined to take 
the Protection part of their initials seriously. Tar-sands oil is bad, unequivocally bad -- short-
term, long-term, any term you want to take. It's incredible that we still even have to fight against 
it. Then again, it's also incredible that anyone ever thought letting BP drill deepwater wells in the 
Gulf of Mexico carried no risks. Isn't hindsight amazing? 
 
Thanks to the Lisa Jackson's foresight, we might not have to kick ourselves some day for making 
the same mistake with tar sands that we did with deepwater drilling. 
 
 
 


AIR 
 
July 27, 2010     
Bill Scher 
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Hey, CEOs. Want Certainty? Cap Carbon (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Cap And Trade , Carbon Cap , Clean Air Act , Climate Change Legislation , Epa , 
Epa Greenhouse Gases , Greenhouse Gases , Obama Carbon , Obama Climate Change , 
Renewable Energy , Green News  
Conservative corporate executives -- many of whom are raking in profits while refusing to create 
jobs -- continue to complain that President Obama's agenda is to blame for the weak economy 
because it has created too much "uncertainty."  
 
The charge is specious. As the New Yorker's James Surowiecki reminds us, "uncertainty is a fact 
of business life." Furthermore, "...Wall Street and health care are among the few industries 
currently adding jobs, which suggests that new regulatory burdens aren't the cause of 
sluggishness." 
 
In fact, probably the opposite. Wall Street and health insurers just got some additional regulatory 
certainty because comprehensive reforms for their industries became law. 
 
If you want to argue that there is renewed uncertainty over environmental regulation, don't pin it 
on the president for proposing legislation to cap greenhouse gas emissions. Blame conservatives 
for blocking it. 
 
Citing a Bloomberg report of renewable energy investment capital "sitting on the sidelines" 
waiting for Congress to pass a carbon cap, Mother Jones' Kevin Drum notes: 
 
Conservatives keep complaining that the recession isn't really the fault of weak demand, it's the 
fault of businesses holding back on investment because of uncertainty over new regulations. This 
is about 90% bogus, but to the extent it's true, one solution is simply to pass regulations that 
make the investment picture clearer. A cap-and-trade bill would have done that. But now that it's 
been killed, no one knows what will happen next. Regulations from the EPA based on the Clean 
Air Act? A carbon tax sometime in the future? Or what?...  
... the planet will continue to heat up. And we run the risk of the EPA being forced to make 
things worse by applying a badly-constructed law to the problem. Nice work, conservatives. 
 
 
I don't agree with Drum's concern of the EPA making "things worse." But it's true that many 
businesses will see it that way. And, as I wrote on Friday, it's that very concern of EPA as chief 
climate regulator that will lead more and more businesses to rally behind comprehensive 
legislation. 
 
Already, most utility companies are supportive of a carbon cap precisely because they'd rather 
have Congress pass new climate-specific legislation than have the EPA apply the current Clean 
Air Act as it is legally obligated to do. 
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For climate legislation to pass, we not only need a stronger grassroots push -- as Lee Wasserman 
observes was sorely lacking -- but also a stronger business push to put right-leaning Senators at 
ease. 
 
That push will come.  
 
With the White House making it clear that any attempt to strip EPA of its current obligations to 
regulate carbon pollution will be vetoed, expect the EPA to slowly ramp up its activity, so 
businesses that have yet to get the memo will begin to feel the heat. 
 
They will recognize sooner or later that piece-by-piece EPA rule-making will not bring about 
certainty as quickly as comprehensive climate legislation. 
 
For the planet's sake, it had better be sooner. 


 


 


Texas challenges EPA on overturning permit program (Huffington Post) 
 
July 26, 2010 
AUSTIN, Texas — Texas officials on Monday appealed the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency's decision to overturn a 16-year-old state air permitting program. 
 
Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed the petition for reconsideration with the U.S. 5th 
Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans. 
 
The EPA ruled last month that the state's so-called flexible permit program violated the Clean 
Air Act, which requires state-issued permits to set limits on each of the dozens of individual 
production units inside a plant. The state's program set a general limit on how much air 
pollutants an entire facility can release. 
 
The EPA's decision will force some 125 refineries and petrochemical plants to invest millions of 
dollars to get new permits. Many plants may also have to invest in updates to comply with 
federal regulations. 
 
In his appeal, Abbott wrote that the flexible permit program "improves air quality while helping 
regulators and regulated entities operate more efficiently." 
 
The EPA did not immediately returned a message seeking comment on the appeal. 
 
Gov. Rick Perry praised the appeal in a statement Monday, saying "the EPA's overreach is as 
potentially devastating as it is unnecessary." 
 
Story continues below 
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The EPA's move came after years of bickering and negotiations between the federal agency and 
Texas. The argument recently escalated from a battle over environmental issues into a heated 
political dispute over states' rights. 
 
Perry has been using the issue to drive home his contention that President Barack Obama's 
administration is overreaching. 
 
"This legal action is the next step in our ongoing commitment to fight back against the Obama 
Administration's ever-widening effort to undermine our air quality initiatives and force a heavy-
handed federal agenda on the people of Texas," he said. "The EPA's actions would likely result 
in significantly higher prices for energy and just about everything else, a frightening prospect 
during a time so many Americans are struggling to make ends meet." 
 
State officials have insisted that the state's permitting program complies with the federal law and 
has improved air quality in Texas. 
 
The EPA says Texas' system masks pollution and makes it impossible to regulate emissions and 
protect public health. 
 
Texas has been issuing the permits since 1994 even though it never received the required federal 
approval. The EPA made clear at least five years ago it believed the permits violated federal air 
laws, warning Texas and the refinery and petrochemical industry it would take action. The 
industry, uncomfortable with the uncertainty, sued the EPA in 2008, demanding the agency take 
action on this and several other programs that remained in limbo. 
 
 
 


BJ SPILL 
 
It Is Not Over Yet: How To Help In The Gulf Oil Spill (Daily KOS) 
 
This is an updated how to help diary with many, many new links and new ways to help.  
 
Please support our mothership here http://www.dailykos.com/... We greatly appreciate the 
DKOS community's support of this sacred vigil.  
 
We are all delighted that the well has been capped and that the blood of the earth has stopped 
pouring into the Gulf but it is not over yet.  
 
The cleanup continues and numerous organizations are doing the great work of cleanup and 
helping wildlife and humans recover from this tragedy. They need our help.  
 
Below the jump are a number of links to sites helping in a million different ways from humans, 
to wildlife, to the family pets people have been forced to give up due to loss of income. This is 
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our chance to make a difference, this is our chance to shine. Shine on Kossacks!  
 
100% of iPhone Game App Sales Will Aid Gulf Coast Relief Efforts  
 
College-student app developers will donate all proceeds from their "Gushers" oil exploration-
themed game to the Gulf Coast Oil Spill Fund  
 
NORWALK, Conn., July 22 -- PRNewswire -- Razorleaf Studios, owned and operated by two 
college students, has announced today that it will donate 100% of every sale of their 'Gushers' 
iPhone app to the Gulf Coast Oil Spill Fund while the crisis continues, effective immediately.  
 
'Gushers' is a popular interactive oil exploration-themed iPhone and iPad game that was released 
in December of 2009. The game closely analogs an actual oil drilling environment, but also 
emphasizes safe oil techniques through various game elements. 'Gushers' has received 
overwhelmingly positive reviews by players and reviewers alike. Over 10,000 users have already 
downloaded the game.  
 
The Gulf Coast Oil Spill Fund is a non-profit organization that is working extensively in the Gulf 
to provide emergency assistance to fishermen whose livelihoods were deeply affected by the 
Deepwater Horizon BP Oil Spill. The Fund was established by the Greater New Orleans 
Foundation (www.gnof.org ) to direct philanthropic dollars into affected communities both in the 
short and long term.  
 
Anthony Allen, co-founder of Razorleaf, commented, "My twin brother Chris and I cannot even 
imagine the damage caused by the spill and felt that we really needed to do something to help 
out. Being college students, our funds are relatively limited, but having had developed an oil-
themed game, 'Gushers', several months before the current oil spill, we decided that the game 
would be the perfect medium for us to raise funds to help out the Gulf region." 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
July 26, 2010     
Steven CohenExecutive Director, The Earth Institute, Columbia University 
Posted: July 26, 2010 


Here Comes Some Old Fashioned Command and Control Climate 
Regulation (Huffington Post) 
 
Climate-And-Energy-Bill , Epa , Mid-Term Elections , Waxman-Markey Climate Bill , Green 
News  
Recently United States Senate Democrats gave up their effort to enact a climate and energy bill 
before the 2010 mid-term elections. My reaction to this latest, all too predictable abdication by 
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that sad excuse for an upper house of our national legislature is the same I had in early April 
when I wrote on this site: 
 
"While a great deal of attention has been focused on Congress, the real action in U.S. climate 
policy over the past two years has been at the state and local level and in the U.S. EPA. 
Municipalities like New York City have moved to reduce greenhouse gasses emissions with 
more energy efficient building codes and programs like Mayor Bloomberg's plan to plant one 
million trees. Meanwhile EPA's tortoise-like regulatory process has been making slow and 
steady progress to set a regulatory cap on greenhouse gas emissions. Since the U.S. Supreme 
Court's 2007 ruling that greenhouse gasses could be regulated as an air pollutant under the Clean 
Air Act, EPA has been moving to collect information on emissions and then put in place a set of 
rules that would gradually kick in over the next decade."  
EPA is moving as it has consistently since its creation forty years ago, to put in place a standard 
command and control mechanism to regulate greenhouse gases as dangerous air pollutants. The 
air Americans breathe today, while far from perfect, is far cleaner than it would have been 
without EPA's expertise in developing and enforcing regulations. Much of our water is cleaner 
too. While regulatory enforcement was frozen during the George W. Bush administration, state-
level enforcement aided by environmental interest groups helped pick up some of the slack. Our 
national government may not know how to prevent oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico, but we know 
how to make and enforce environmental rules. That capacity is in place and works pretty well 
when we allow it.  
 
While a comprehensive and well thought out energy and climate bill would be better than the 
partial and incremental approach EPA has initiated, I do not underestimate the importance of the 
steps being taken. Although it takes 5 to 10 years for a new regulatory program to fully take 
effect, most of the crucial early steps needed to regulate greenhouse gasses are well underway. 
Large emitters of greenhouse gasses have been required to measure and report their emissions. 
Rules limiting greenhouse gas emissions from large emitters are being written. Most importantly, 
the more sophisticated business leaders can see the writing on the wall and know that some form 
of climate pollution regulation is on the way. They are figuring the costs of compliance with 
those rules into their business plans. 
 
The price on carbon long sought by environmental activists and alternative energy entrepreneurs 
will be set indirectly by these regulations. Electric utilities will need to develop a method to 
sequester and store greenhouse gasses. Unlike Waxman-Markey, there will be no offsets 
available for purchase to allow emissions to continue. There will be no cap and trade to allow old 
polluting factories to buy pollution allowances from newer, cleaner facilities. There will be 
compliance schedules, penalties, and injunctions. The same methods we employed to clean 
water, toxics and other air pollutants will be trotted out to deal with the U.S. contribution to 
global warming. It will be the Environmental Lawyer Full Employment Act of 2010. To all you 
law students out there, sign up for climate law; it's going to be a growth area for the next several 
decades. 
 
Unlike our experience regulating "conventional" air pollutants, many of our significant emitters 
are electric power plants, so the option of moving the factory to the developing world won't work 
this time. Of course, we should all get ready to hear endlessly that these regulations are job-
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killing, autocratic government commands. We'll start to hear from conservative business 
lobbyists that what is really needed is an approach that permits cap and trade and a focus on 
renewable energy, energy efficiency and carbon capture and storage. You know, something like 
that Waxman-Markey bill passed by the House a few years ago. 
 
Congress will not pass a comprehensive climate and energy bill before the mid-term election, but 
after November, I would look for the political dynamic to shift suddenly and dramatically. If the 
Democrats lose ground in the House and Senate as expected, there may very well be an active 
and productive lame duck session of Congress. If the Democrats lose one or both houses of 
Congress, this session will take on an even greater sense of urgency. Many of our most important 
pieces of environmental legislation, such as Superfund and Alaska Lands, have been enacted 
during lame duck sessions. I wouldn't be surprised to see that happen once again.  
 
 


 Road not taken, roads ahead on climate (Daily KOS) 
 
The climate/energy bill is dead this year. Senator John Kerry thinks that the Senate might get 
around to passing a huge, highly controversial lame duck bill in the middle of a campaign 
season. He may be alone in that delusion; the rest of us need to face reality. Reality is that the 
road to a comprehensive, halfway decent climate/energy bill will not, in all likelihood, not be 
traversed any time soon. 
 
Excellent post-mortems can be found by David Roberts (there's no silver lining in this cloud), 
Paul Krugman (Who cooked the planet?), and Tom Friedman ("we're gonna be sorry"), among 
others. Rather than rue the road not taken, here's a few thoughts on the roads ahead. 
 
In legalese, a "res ipsa loquitur" is a thing that speaks for itself, i.e., could not have gotten there 
without some human f*ckup. Think of the spilled milk, the ruptured oil well, the frying 
planet...oh, never mind. Cute headings aside, a RES is a requirement that electric utilities must 
buy a percentage (usually 15-25%) of their power from renewable sources by a certain year. A 
coalition will seek to add the RES into Senator Harry Reid's (D-NV) four-part bill (Land & 
Water Conservation Fund, Homestar (energy efficiency Improvements), Massive Oil Spill 
Response, and Pickens Plan for natural gas, or what I'm calling the WIMP Bill). 
 
Reid told NN10 attendees that he doesn't even have 60 votes for a RES. Just a few hours before, 
Senator Tom Udall (D-NM) told a handful of bloggers that he believes the 60 votes do exist. And 
today, a group of wind advocates including former Senator Tom Daschle assured reporters and 
bloggers that they are very, very confident they'll have 60-plus votes for the low Bingaman 15% 
RES. 
 
Reid may not want to permit the RES as an amendment because it opens the door for other 
amendments. Politico explains: "Enviros said they are ready for a sneak attack in the form of a 
GOP-led amendment forcing the issue of cap-and-trade legislation. In other words, they fear 
Republicans will offer a version of the Kerry-Lieberman or Waxman-Markey bill as an 
amendment to Reid's energy bill on the floor, forcing a vote that likely wouldn't end well for 
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climate advocates." (Personal note: I'd like to see that vote simply to know whom to hold 
accountable.) 
 
Although the WIMP bill is a tremendous disappointment, it's not worth opposing for emotional 
reasons. Three of the four parts (Land & Water Conservation Fund, Homestar, and the spill bill) 
are good, if minor, things. Even those are too much for the Americans for Prosperity; a leader 
told the Right Online conference to oppose any energy bill, no matter how trivial. 
 
The World Resources Institute has crunched numbers on three versions of EPA regulation, and 
found that even aggressive EPA action will result in modest reduction of carbon: 12% by 2020 
(the House bill, ACES, called for carbon to be reduced 17% by 2020). EPA rulemaking is slow, 
cumbersome, and attracts litigation. So even the best-case EPA rulemaking won't be as effective 
as the House's bill. I expect the Obama administration to try moderate-to-aggressive EPA 
regulation, and industry cash to push for a "pro-business" Republican candidate in 2012 and 
2016 to undo all of Obama's work. 
 
In the meantime, Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) will push hard on his Murkowski-Lite bill to suspend 
EPA greenhouse gas rules for two years so as to give the poor polluters a breather. Uh, Jay? We 
need to breathe too! 
 
New EPA rules on greenhouse gases may not even have as much impact as EPA rules on 
traditional pollutants such as mercury. 
 
Other nations won't negotiate an international treaty if the United States relies only on EPA 
regulation, not legislation. 
 
If the coal industry can't be fought in Congress, it needs to be fought on the ground. The Sierra 
Club has led the fight, one plant at a time, with great success. Appalachia Rising will lead a 
march on Washington September 25-27. 
 
Coal is a problem wherever it's mined and burned. Mountaintop removal in West Virginia is 
seen, wrongly, as a regional issue. Open pit mines in Western states deserve as much attention as 
the Appalachian tragedy. I'll be writing more on this in the next weeks. 
 
A barrage of bills aimed at encouraging development of clean energy has been introduced in the 
last few weeks. Most will die this year. I hope that a few will be reintroduced next year. None 
will have a direct impact on the supply of carbon, but at least they may lower the demand a bit. 
Slowly. Eventually. After all, it's not like we have a planetary emergency or anything. 
 
Although the death of the climate bill is a huge disappointment, we must not give up. Nearly a 
year passed between the Santa Barbara oil spill and the first Earth Day. The Senators with whom 
I spoke at NN10 emphasized that we must not lose hope. We'll still need to fight in the Senate 
for a RES and against Rockefeller's Murkowski-lite bill, and on the ground against coal. 
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WATER 
Elizabeth Grossman:  


Can Green Chemistry get us out of Deepwater? (Huffington Post) 
July 27, 2010 
As we've watched the Deepwater Horizon disaster unfold, Advancing Green Chemistry 
executive director Karen Peabody O'Brien and I have been thinking about how green chemistry 
can help change how we go about preventing the kind of toxic pollution now taking its toll on the 
Gulf Coast - how we can do better than booms, skimmers, dispersants, and fires - and how green 
chemistry can help move us beyond our dependence on petrochemicals. Here are some of our 
thoughts (and I'd like to acknowledge Karen as my co-author): 
 
It is now more than three months since the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded, killing 11 workers, 
injuring more, and unleashing its vast underwater oil gusher into the Gulf of Mexico. As this 
unnatural disaster continues with devastating consequences to Gulf Coast wetlands, wildlife, 
culture, and economy, our attention is - quite understandably - focused on the immediate. But as 
we hasten to rescue, repair, and restore, shouldn't we also be thinking about what we can do to 
make sure this never happens again? 
 
This question has many answers. Among them is green chemistry , the science that calls for 
eliminating hazards and waste at the design stage rather than at the end of the pipe - literally and 
figuratively. While not a magic wand, green chemistry would go a long way toward moving us 
away from society's dependence on toxic petrochemicals as the basis for most manufactured 
materials. 
 
Rather than preventing pollution and toxic exposures by designing products to be without 
inherent hazards, we've relied on containing, or "managing," the risk of exposure. And risk 
management works... until it doesn't. Sooner or later, it fails. Hence Bhopal. Hence toxic spills. 
Hence the Deepwater Horizon disaster. Accidents happen. 
 
Historically, we've taken these risks and assumed the environment would successfully absorb the 
consequences of our industrial effluence - accidental or intentional. But clearly this is not 
working. 
 
Green chemistry can change this course. It is a radical departure from the status quo, the age-old 
practice of valuing expedience at the expense of the environment and human health. 
 
Green chemistry design has already created products like paint made with soy additives, 
pesticides made from microbes, and plastics made from orange peels . There are even green 
chemistry products that can break down petroleum in environmentally benign ways, products 
that detoxify hazardous petrochemicals and leave behind nothing more toxic than oxygen and 
water. Not only are these products safe for human health but who wouldn't prefer an orange peel 
spill to what is happening in the Gulf? 
 
So far, nearly 2 million gallons of chemical oil dispersants have been poured into the Gulf. Yet 
these EPA-approved dispersants - themselves petroleum-based products with unknown long term 
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ecological and health impacts - are products of the kind of old thinking and outdated design that 
got us into this mess in the first place. 
 
"This is an engineering miracle," said Paul Anastas , assistant administrator for the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Research and Development, pointing to a 
photograph of the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig. "But when we define our goals, we define the 
consequences of our actions," he continued in remarks to the 14th annual American Chemistry 
Society Green Chemistry and Engineering conference in Washington, DC, last month. "There is 
no doubt," said Anastas who is also a founder of green chemistry, "that we're on an unsustainable 
trajectory." 
 
To change this course, said Anastas, "we need to design into our technologies the consequences 
to human health and the environment." 
 
We have the capacity to do this - to create high performance products that are both effective and 
environmentally benign. But until we make a real commitment to this transformation we will be 
limited to what Anastas called "elegant and expensive technological bandages that are inherently 
unsustainable." 
 
What would such a commitment look like? 
 
- Every chemistry PhD student would graduate with an in-depth understanding of the 
environmental costs and benefits of the design choices they make. Every chemistry student 
would learn the biological mechanisms of toxicology. Investing in and expanding green 
chemistry education is key. Equipping the next generation with the tools necessary to create 
sustainable technologies is essential. 
 
- Government procurement programs would use green chemistry principles to seek out the 
'greenest' technologies. Rather than being limited to products (ranging from dispersants to 
carpets) that fit a standard set decades ago, government agencies would be empowered to choose 
and use the most environmentally innovative. 
 
- Companies would compete to lead the transition away from chemicals of greatest concern. We 
are not talking about using marginally "less bad" chemicals, but about redesigning products and 
processes to be inherently benign and sustainable. How much smarter is it to become a market 
leader rather than wait for regulations to force a change? 
 
We don't need rocket science to prevent future Deepwater disasters. We need chemistry. And 
green chemistry is one of our most promising tools. Let's deploy it to its fullest potential. 
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AIR 
 
June 9, 2010     
Bill MeadowsPresident, The Wilderness Society 
Posted: June 8, 2010 04:46 PM  
   


Keep the Greenhouse Gas Blowout Preventer - Lose the "Dirty Air Act"  
(Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: BP Oil Spill , Climate Change , Dirty Air Act , Energy , Environmental Protection 
Agency , Greenhouse Gases , Gulf Oil Spill , Lisa Murkowski , Public Lands , Green News  
The oil that continues to gush from the seafloor of the Gulf of Mexico is a grim reminder of what 
our addiction to oil is costing us. Lost jobs in the fishing industry, lost protection of coastal 
marshes and the wildlife they harbor, and a lost way of life for thousands of Americans along the 
Gulf coast all result from the dogged pursuit of a fuel source that pollutes our coasts, our 
communities, our water, and our air. 
 
Some in Congress feel that this fossil fuel addiction is not only acceptable, but should be 
promoted and accelerated. Sen. Lisa Murkowski (Alaska) is scheduled to force a vote in the 
Senate that would strip the Environmental Protection Agency of its ability to regulate greenhouse 
gases, like those from the burning of oil and oil products. Some estimates show that this 
resolution could increase domestic oil consumption by hundreds of millions of barrels of oil. 
This is like offering a carton of Marlboro's to a patient suffering from lung disease. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency is currently the only "blowout preventer" we have for 
greenhouse gas pollution. Without it, there would be nothing preventing tons of carbon pollution 
from entering our atmosphere, and worsening the changing climate that is leaving permanent 
scars across our forests, beaches, and communities. 
 
However, as we have seen in the Gulf, blowout preventers aren't the only solution. That is why it 
is critical that in addition to stopping Murkowski's resolution, the Senate needs to take up and 
vote on a comprehensive climate and energy bill. By addressing climate change now we can 
restore our environment, save money and create jobs in the process. 
 
Our treasured places are already feeling the effects of a warming world. Glacier National Park 
has already lost a third of its iconic glaciers. The Everglades are already subject to sea-level rise 
from the warming ocean. Our public lands deserve better. Tragic tales like this will become more 
and more common as climate change gets worse. 
 







The Senate must act immediately. First, it must vote down Sen. Murkowski's "Dirty Air Act." 
Second, it must pass a comprehensive climate and energy bill that decreases the amount of 
carbon going into the atmosphere. We can create jobs, improve the health of air and water, and 
lead the world in clean, green energy by passing a climate bill. We can do it by looking forward 
toward clean energy, not backwards toward oil. 
 
The disaster in the Gulf has shown that our country desperately needs a better energy path - it's 
time to wean ourselves off dirty fuels, not increase our dependence on them. 
 
 
Follow Bill Meadows on Twitter: www.twitter.com/Wilderness 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 
 


Poll: Voters Want Energy Reform, More Regulation In Wake Of Gulf Coast 
Spill (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 06- 8-10 02:36 PM   |   Updated: 06- 8-10 02:36 PM  
 
   BP Oil Spill, Climate Change, Energy Reform, Gulf Oil Spill, Oil Spill, Oil Spill Energy 
Reform, Politics News  
 The Gulf Coast oil disaster is intensifying the public's desire for clean energy investments and 
increased regulation of corporate polluters, according to a new poll commissioned by the League 
of Conservation Voters. 
 
Americans voiced overwhelming support for energy legislation that goes beyond making BP pay 
for the damage it has caused, according to the poll released Tuesday. Findings suggest 
comprehensive energy reform could be a powerful election issue, with high support among key 
electoral groups. 
 
"This poll makes crystal clear that the Gulf Coast disaster is the final straw for voters when it 
comes to allowing corporate polluters to dictate our energy policies," said LCV President Gene 
Karpinski in a statement. "Now, more than ever, it is clear that our dependence on oil - be it from 
hostile nations or friendly coasts - hurts our economy, threatens our security and harms our 
environment. Senators must work to deliver comprehensive energy and climate legislation this 
year that prevents future energy disasters, makes polluters pay their fair share and creates a 
thriving clean energy economy." 
 
Sixty-six percent of the 800 voters surveyed by Obama pollster Joel Benenson agreed with this 
statement: "British Petroleum must pay for the damage they've done. But our addiction to oil 
threatens our security and we need more than a band-aid for that. Senators need to pass real 
reforms to hold polluters accountable and invest in clean American energy." 



http://www.twitter.com/Wilderness





 
Only 23 percent agreed with this: "We need to ensure that British Petroleum pays every last dime 
of the damages they've caused, but Senators would be wrong to try to use this tragedy to pass 
some huge new Washington program and job-killing energy tax." 
 
The poll comes in the wake of greater organizing around the climate bill and outrage over an 
amendment introduced by Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) that would block the Environmental 
Protection Agency from addressing climate change through rule-making. But sixty-three percent 
of people surveyed said they want more regulation, supporting an energy bill that would "limit 
pollution, invest in domestic energy sources and encourage companies to use and develop clean 
energy. It would do this in part by charging energy companies for carbon pollution in electricity 
or fuels like gas." 
 
Among Democrats, 81 percent would support such an energy bill, only 14 percent would oppose 
it. Among Independents, those numbers are 63 percent and 27 percent, respectively. Republicans 
are against such legislation, but not by much -- 45 percent support it and 47 percent oppose it. 
 
 
 


TOXICS 


Dirty Illinois Coal Revived by Mining Deaths, Obama Crackdown 
(Huffington Post) 
 
By Mario Parker 
June 9 (Bloomberg) -- Coal has been cruel to Carlinville, Illinois, robbing it of hundreds of jobs 
in the past two decades. Tragedy and tougher regulation in Appalachia promise to reverse those 
fortunes in a state where the unemployment rate hovers near a 26-year high.  
 
Illinois coal, once considered too dirty to be burned by utilities, is on the rise after the worst U.S. 
coal disaster in 40 years. The April 5 blast at Massey Energy Co.’s Upper Big Branch mine in 
Montcoal, West Virginia, killed 29 workers.  
 
“The coal mine has always paid a good salary for doing very dangerous work,” Carlinville 
Mayor Robert Schwab said on a recent humid afternoon. “I just hope everything goes well.”  
 
Schwab’s town of 6,000 in southern Illinois stands to benefit as Central Appalachia’s deposits 
get more perilous and costly to mine. Carlinville’s fate has been tied to coal since the early 20th 
century, when Standard Oil Co. needed it to power a refinery and ordered 156 catalog homes 
from Sears Roebuck & Co. in Chicago to house miners.  
 
The Massey disaster revived safety concerns less than two weeks after President Barack 
Obama’s administration for the first time moved to revoke an approved permit due to 
environmental issues. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is trying to prevent St. Louis-







based Arch Coal Inc. from filling streams and valleys with debris from a West Virginia 
mountaintop mine one county away from Upper Big Branch.  
 
Rosier Than Appalachia  
 
“The Illinois basin is poised for growth and we fully expect to see an environment over the next 
several years with companies vying for that market,” said John Hanou, vice president of coal 
research at Edinburgh-based Wood Mackenzie Consultants Ltd., an energy advisory firm. “It 
looks rosier than Central Appalachia.”  
 
Cline Resource & Development Co., a closely held coal producer based in Palm Beach, Florida, 
last year reopened a former Exxon Mobil Corp. operation on Carlinville’s outskirts. Macoupin 
Energy LLC, a subsidiary of Cline, began producing coal there in the fourth quarter, when it 
added 43 workers to the five it had early in the year, according to the U.S. Mine Safety and 
Health Administration.  
 
Employment in Illinois’s coal industry has plummeted to 3,500 workers from 10,000 in 1990, 
said Phillip Gonet, president of the Illinois Coal Association. Mining jobs pay $60,000 to 
$70,000 a year, requiring only a high school diploma, he said.  
 
Circumventing Regulations  
 
St. Louis-based Peabody Energy Corp., the nation’s largest coal producer, holds the most 
reserves in Illinois. Arch and Alpha Natural Resources Inc., the second- and third-biggest coal 
companies, respectively, have expressed interest in Illinois deposits to circumvent the safety and 
regulatory challenges in the eastern U.S.  
 
That’s what concerns environmental groups such as the Sierra Club.  
 
“This country needs to move beyond coal,” said David Graham-Caso, a spokesman for the San 
Francisco-based group. “As that transition happens, there needs to be very careful regulation of 
any coal mining, whether it be in Appalachia or the Illinois basin.”  
 
The U.S., which holds the world’s largest reserves of the fuel, relies on it for about half the 
nation’s power generation, according to the U.S. Energy Department, and producers are targeting 
the Asia-Pacific region for increased exports.  
 
Challenging Peabody  
 
While Arch Coal said it doesn’t plan to bring its Illinois properties into production for several 
years because they still aren’t as profitable as its reserves in Wyoming, rivals expect to challenge 
Peabody sooner.  
 
“It certainly does make us more receptive to more serious evaluations of other basins, and the 
Illinois basin is clearly a basin where we have some interest in some further investigation,” 







Kevin Crutchfield, chief executive officer of Abingdon, Virginia-based Alpha Natural 
Resources, said in an interview.  
 
Illinois also is getting a boost from an EPA rule established in 2005 that requires utilities to add 
scrubbers, a mechanism that reduces the amount of sulfur released from coal, Hanou said. The 
scrubbers, which cost $100 million to $400 million, erase the competitive advantage that 
Appalachia had over Illinois coal, he said.  
 
High-Sulfur Coal  
 
While Illinois coal has the third-highest energy content of any U.S. basin, it releases more than 
four times as much sulfur dioxide as Central Appalachia deposits. That scared utilities away as 
the U.S. cracked down on pollution when President Jimmy Carter was in office and later in the 
1990s when Congress amended pollution laws.  
 
“The Clean Air Act put a huge disadvantage on the Illinois coal industry, and it saw a significant 
decline in production as a result of that over time,” said Warren Ribley, director of the Illinois 
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity.  
 
Coal is a combustible rock of carbon and hydrocarbon, formed from dead plants, heat and 
pressure from as long as 300 million years ago. In the mountainous Appalachia region, which 
has been mined continuously for almost two centuries, the rocky geology makes the coal more 
difficult to extract and increases the possibility of stumbling into pockets of trapped methane gas, 
suspected of playing a role in the Massey disaster.  
 
‘Easy Stuff’ Gone  
 
“We’ve been mining Central Appalachia for 150 years, every year,” said William Burns, an 
analyst at Johnson Rice & Co. in New Orleans. “Geology says that we’ve mined the easy stuff. 
It’s not going to get easier, especially when you look at what happened with Upper Big Branch.”  
 
More than 600 miles away, the grain crop-blanketed land above Illinois’s coal deposits is mostly 
flat. This makes it easier to mine and less likely to contain hard-to- spot methane pockets, said 
Pearce Hammond, a coal analyst at Simmons & Co. International in Houston.  
 
Mine workers in Carlinville, 250 miles (400 kilometers) southwest of Chicago, suffered two 
blows in the past two decades. Employment at the local mine dropped to 358 people in 1990 
from 586 in 1983, according to the mine safety administration, as Clean Air Act regulations took 
effect. Employment sank to 58 in 2008 after Exxon announced in November 2007 that it would 
shutter the operation.  
 
Reversal of Fortune  
 
Macoupin’s work at the former Exxon mine is starting to reverse that trend. The company plans 
to increase payroll to 100 employees from the 66 it has now, Schwab said. Macoupin wouldn’t 







give the exact number of jobs to be added, though it confirmed a boost in hiring during the next 
12 to 18 months.  
 
Any new jobs help a state where the unemployment rate was 11.2 percent in April, more than the 
national average of 9.9 percent.  
 
“The sales tax would be beneficial to the county, and anything that benefits the county benefits 
the municipalities and the people of the county,” said Schwab, 58. “So yeah, it’s a good thing.”  
 
Illinois accounts for 21 percent, or 104 billion tons, of the U.S. coal reserve base. That’s enough 
to power the country for 52 years, second to Montana, according to Energy Department data.  
 
Three New Mines  
 
The turnaround in Illinois, led by Macoupin, helped boost production 2.7 percent in 2009 to 33.8 
million tons, the most since 2001, according to data from the Energy Department. Three new 
mines under development in southern Illinois will add 20 million tons, Gonet said.  
 
Coal mined from the eastern interior, which includes the so-called Illinois Basin, will jump 43 
percent to 138.1 million tons by 2035, according to the Energy Department. By comparison, the 
agency expects coal taken from Central Appalachia, which includes parts of southern West 
Virginia, eastern Kentucky, southwest Virginia and eastern Tennessee, to dive 54 percent to 
about 100 tons a year, from an estimated 215.5 million in 2009.  
 
“The Illinois basin will steal some share in the coming years from Central Appalachia,” 
Simmons’s Hammond said.  
 
That’s welcomed by the citizens of Carlinville, which was built on coal. The town still has the 
largest collection of Sears-catalog homes in the world with 152, said Laurie Flori, author of 
“Additionally Speaking: A Chronological History of the Sears, Roebuck & Company Homes in 
Carlinville, Illinois” (Brown Paper Package Publications, 192 pages).  
 
“This community wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for coal,” she said.  
 
To contact the reporter on this story: Mario Parker in Chicago at mparker22@bloomberg.net  
 
Last Updated: June 9, 2010 00:01 EDT 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 
 
May 5, 2010    


Round 1 of the EPA “Coal Ash Bowl” Goes to Big Coal (Huffington Post) 


Yesterday, the EPA issued their long awaited proposal for new rules on how to regulate the 
disposal and storage of coal combustion waste (CCW), the byproduct of coal-fired power plants. 


Since December of 2008, when more than 1 billion gallons of toxic coal ash spilled into the 
Emory River from a breached impoundment at the TVA's Kingston Fossil Plant, environmental 
and industry groups have been waiting with tense anticipation to see how the Administration will 
approach regulating this highly toxic waste. 


As it turns out, they're still waiting. The EPA actually issued two proposals which, as James 
Bruggers of the Louisville Courier-Journal reported, can be simply (though far from completely) 
summarized as follows: 


One approach would eventually phase out coal ash storage ponds. The other would would allow 
ash ponds, but only if they have plastic liners. 
The EPA will decide which of those approaches to adopt following a 90-day public comment 
period that began yesterday. While EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson heralded the action as "the 
first-ever national rules to assure the safe management and disposal of coal ash," reporters like 
Bruggers and Ken Ward at the Charleston Gazette saw EPA's announcement as more of a "punt."  


Environmental groups had a mixed reaction, expressing enthusiasm for the EPA's overall 563-
page analysis, which, despite Jackson's apparent ambivalence, provides enormously compelling 
scientific evidence that should favor the more stringent proposal for regulating CCW under 
hazardous waste provisions of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. But groups also 
expressed some frustration at the Obama Administration's unwillingness to follow the EPA's 
analysis to its logical conclusion. 


But whichever path the EPA ultimately chooses, Big Coal scores thanks to an issue that was 
entirely excluded from the scope of both proposals: the virtually unregulated practice of dumping 
CCW into abandoned mines. 


To mix a metaphor, in the great 90-day EPA Coal Ash Bowl that began with a punt, the 
environmental and public health team is down a star player and Big Coal has the ball on the 50 
yard line. It ain't over, but it's gonna be a rough game. 



http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/3ee0a48cce87f7ca85257359003f533d/4eca022f6f5c501185257719005dfb1b!OpenDocument

http://ilovemountains.org/tva-spill/

http://www.courier-journal.com/article/20100504/NEWS01/5040344/EPA+proposes+two+options+for+managing+coal+waste

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/12a744ff56dbff8585257590004750b6/a30e115b3aac0956852577190071899d!OpenDocument

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2010/05/04/obama-epa-punts-on-coal-ash-regulations/comment-page-1/#comment-32401

http://iowaindependent.com/33461/epas-coal-ash-proposal-draws-mixed-reaction
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Dumping coal ash waste into abandoned mines- "Beneficial" for whom? 


The industry backlash against any regulation of CCW disposal has long centered on the issue of 
"beneficial use," which typically implies using CCW to manufacture wallboard and other 
construction materials. 


According to its promoters, minefilling is a "beneficial use" because CCW is alkaline and, at 
least the theory goes, dumping it into abandoned mines will neutralize the acidic mine drainage 
from active and abandoned mines. 


The problem with this theory is that there really isn't any good science to back it up. A study on 
the water quality impacts of minefilling published by the Clean Air Taskforce in 2007 provided 
an excellent test of how "beneficial" the dumping of CCW into mine pits actually is. As 
explained in a more recent and comprehensive report by Earthjustice: 


...in two-thirds of all the mines studied, the introduction of coal combustion waste resulted in 
more severe, long-term water quality contamination than had ever existed at these sites from the 
mining operation itself. Furthermore, as a practical matter, dumping large quantities of CCW 
directly into water tables in highly fractured sites under massive quantities of mine overburden 
makes the prospect of cleaning up resulting contamination far more daunting than halting 
leakages from conventional landfills and ash ponds. 
The pressure on the administration from industry to not designate CCW as a hazardous waste 
was intense because of the stigma it would put on the use of CCW for "beneficial use" purposes. 
The unprecedented extent of that pressure from the coal industry was underscored in a letter to 
the White House signed by 239 public interest organizations from across the country in April. 
According to the letter:  
Industry groups that oppose mandatory federal standards have had nearly 30 meetings with OMB 
[Office of Management and Budget] on this rule - more than ever before on any single topic. 
These groups continue to present unfounded claims of power plant closures and exaggerated cost 
estimates as "fact," thereby fomenting widespread but unwarranted fear of EPA regulations. 


Wait... The coal industry presented exaggerated cost estimates to foment unwarranted fear of 
EPA regulations? Well I never! [3 or 4 links] 


That pressure was clearly effective in that, even if EPA chooses to regulate CCW under the 
hazardous waste provisions, it will not be labeled "hazardous" so as to avoid the dangerous 
connotations implied by the label. 


But the industry pressure was equally effective in taking regulatory control of minefilling out of 
the hands of EPA scientists, who are no doubt well aware of the bad science underlying the 
practice and who are generally very serious about their job of protecting public health. In fact, 
the EPA already weighed in on the issue: 


We believe that certain minefilling practices have the potential to degrade, rather than improve, 
existing groundwater quality and can pose a threat to human health and the environment. 



http://www.catf.us/projects/power_sector/power_plant_waste/paminefill/

http://www.catf.us/projects/power_sector/power_plant_waste/paminefill/

http://www.earthjustice.org/library/reports/earthjustice_waste_deep.pdf

http://www.earthjustice.org/library/signon/letter-to-president-obama-re-coal-ash.pdf

http://www.earthjustice.org/library/signon/letter-to-president-obama-re-coal-ash.pdf

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/matt-wasson/mountaintop-removal-blow_b_179163.html

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2009/11/04/coal-tattoo-investigates-is-there-a-mtr-permit-crisis/

http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/2009/11/04/coal-tattoo-investigates-is-there-a-mtr-permit-crisis/
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It's statements like this that apparently disqualified the EPA from regulating minefilling, which 
instead will be subject to a subsequent rule-making process headed up by the Office of Surface 
Mining, Reclamation and Enforcement (OSM). No timeframe was mentioned for when that rule-
making would be initiated. 


Putting OSM in charge of developing minefilling regulations, even with input from the EPA, is a 
huge victory for polluters for a number of reasons. First, the OSM is led by Joseph Pizarchik, 
nick-named "Coal Ash Joe" by community organizations in Pennsylvania for his unwavering 
support of minefilling when he was director of the Bureau of Mining and Reclamation in that 
state. Second, the "scientists" at OSM are a very different breed than those at the EPA. 


OSM scientists are generally trained in "reclamation science" at one of the big mine engineering 
programs at schools like West Virginia University and Virginia Tech. The fundamental premise 
of reclamation science can be summed up in a statement from Dink Shackleford, past executive 
director of the Virginia Mining Association, who often said: "We have a chance to improve on 
God's creation." The science of mining and reclamation starts with a fundamental premise that 
must not be questioned- that no matter how toxic the pollution, how much mountain we blast 
away, that we can engineer nature back to as "good as new" or even better. 


Viewed through this distorted lens, replacing the remarkably diverse and productive Appalachian 
hardwood forests with a barren plain covered in exotic grasses dotted with a few pines becomes 
an ecological benefit because it "improves forestry;" burying the headwaters of streams in 
millions of tons of mine waste is an ecological benefit because it "helps regulate stream flow;" 
and the virtually unregulated dumping of mine waste into abandoned mines is a "beneficial use" 
of coal ash. 


There is a lot at stake for the coal industry in how minefilling is regulated because, according to 
the Earthjustice report, the cost of disposal in minefills is 89-95% less than the cost of disposal in 
engineered landfills. Also according to Earthjustice, about 25 million tons of CCW - 20% of total 
annual production - is disposed of in abandoned mines. While the EPA estimates that minefilling 
accounts for just 7% of CCW disposal, Earthjustice explains that the discrepancy is because, 
"industry and state regulators are hiding CCW dumping in mines behind the labels 'beneficial 
use, or 'recycling.'" 


This minefilling loophole will become all the more important as EPA rules make regulated 
disposal of CCW more expensive. As the financial incentives for utilities to exploit this loophole 
become stronger, the pressure on the Obama Administration to delay action on minefilling, or to 
implement weak regulations, will become even more intense. Given that current regulations in 
most states for CCS minefilling are considerably weaker than regulations on disposal of 
household garbage, minefilling could quickly become the predominant method for CCW 
disposal. 


How Does Minefilling Affect Health and the Environment? 


The lede and photo from a story in the Miami Herald from November, 2009, helps put the health 
hazards associated with coal ash into perspective: 



http://www.allvoices.com/contributed-news/4586824-obamas-choice-coal-ash-joe-confirmed-by-the-senate

http://www.earthjustice.org/library/reports/earthjustice_waste_deep.pdf

http://www.miamiherald.com/2009/11/05/v-fullstory/1319257/dominican-republic-town-blames.html
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"When I was pregnant, I was dizzy, vomiting and could barely walk," said Maximiliano's 
mother, Anajai Calcano, 20. "My tooth cracked and fell out. Then my baby was born like that, 
without arms. Nothing like that had ever happened here before."  
By "before," Calcano means before a U.S. power company's coal ash arrived at a nearby port, 
sitting there for more than two years. 


The story goes on to tell how citizens of Arroyo Barril in the Dominican Republican are suing a 
Virginia-based energy company for a variety of health problems they say resulted from the 
illegal disposal of coal ash on the shore of the town. The phrase "health problems" hardly does 
justice to the godawful deformities found in children born of mothers who had abnormally high 
levels of arsenic in their blood, one of many toxic metals associated with coal ash. Those "health 
problems" ranged from cranial deformities to missing limbs to organs outside their bodies. 


The situation in Arroyo Barril is an extreme example, but it illustrates the general problem of 
toxic metal contamination of both air and water near coal ash disposal sites. The composition of 
coal ash includes a high concentration of toxic metals found in coal including arsenic, selenium, 
chromium, lead and thallium. While conventional disposal of CCW in wet impoundments has 
had demonstrable impacts on water quality, the practice of minefilling makes the problem of 
groundwater contamination far worse. According to the Earthjustice report: 


The unique geologic characteristics of mines maximizes the risk of contamination from coal ash 
dumping. Mining breaks up solid rock layers into small pieces, called spoil. Compared to the 
flow through undisturbed rock, water easily and quickly infiltrates spoil that has been dumped 
back into the mined-out pits. Fractures from blasting become underground channels that allow 
groundwater to flow rapidly offsite. Because mines usually excavate aquifers (underground 
sources of water), the spoil fills up with groundwater. Unlike engineered landfills, which are 
lined with impervious membranes (clay or synthetic) and above water tables by law, coal ash 
dumped into mine pits continually leaches its toxic metals and other contaminants into the water 
that flows through and eventually leaves the site. 


There are many cases where water contamination has already been found, according to the Clean 
Air Taskforce study of 15 minefilling operations in Pennsylvania. 


So what's next? 


To be fair to the administration, the EPA specifically referenced a 2006 report on minefilling 
from the National Academy of Sciences as one of the documents that should guide the rule-
making on minefilling. The recommendations of that report, as summarized by Earthjustice, 
include: 


• Generators should pursue safe reuse of coal combustion waste ash before minefilling;  
• Disposal sites must be investigated to determine the quality and location of groundwater, 


groundwater flow paths, the potential for coal ash to react with minerals or groundwater, 
etc.;  


• Coal ash must be kept out of groundwater;  



http://www.earthjustice.org/library/reports/earthjustice_waste_deep.pdf
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• Monitoring must be designed to detect movement of coal combustion waste 
contaminants;  


• Deeds must record and fully disclose that coal combustion waste was disposed at the 
mine site;  


• Bonds must be adequate to clean up any groundwater damaged by coal combustion waste 
disposal;  


• Public input must be solicited in the development of national regulations and permits 
issued pursuant to those regulations.  


If all of those recommendations were turned into regulations, the problems associated with 
minefilling would be largely alleviated. But the success of industry in stripping the EPA of 
regulatory oversight of minefilling provides little confidence that the administration will ignore 
that pressure when it comes to developing regulations on minefilling.  


An even greater concern is that the industry will successfully delay rule-making on minefilling 
for another decade, the way they were able to delay disposal regulations for years until the TVA 
disaster woke people up to the hazards of unregulated coal ash storage. If their delay tactics are 
successful, the financial advantages of minefilling will make it the predominant method of coal 
ash disposal within a matter of years. 


And if the momentum generated by the TVA disaster to regulate coal ash disposal is lost, it's 
terrifying to think what the next disaster will be that would be needed to motivate agencies to 
action in the face of enormous industry pressure. As Lisa Evans, an attorney with Earthjustice 
who has tracked coal ash issues for nearly a decade, told the media in January: 


Minefilling coal ash is a slow-motion and invisible counterpart to the TVA catastrophe. There, 
the destruction was unleashed in a matter of minutes. For communities with water poisoned by 
the country's hundreds of coal ash mine dumps, the damage has been gradual and largely unseen, 
but it also presents a grave threat. 


People in coal mining regions have suffered pollution of their water and air for decades, and with 
the EPA finally beginning to crack down on mountaintop removal mining and the disposal of 
mine waste into streams, what a tragic irony it would be if pollution from valley fills was 
replaced by even greater pollution from minefills. That's the way it's headed, and it's going to 
take the involvement of thousands of Americans to counter the coal industry's powerful pressure 
to keep regulations weak or nonexistent. 


This is no time to sit on the sidelines - there are 89 days in the EPA's Coal Ash Bowl, and your 
help is needed now. 


  
 
May 5, 2010  
 



http://www.earthjustice.org/news/press/2009/new-report-documents-unseen-threat-from-toxic-coal-ash.html

http://ilovemountains.org/

http://www.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/industrial/special/fossil/ccr-rule/index.htm

http://www.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/industrial/special/fossil/ccr-rule/index.htm
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Oil Burn On Gulf Coast Starting Today (Huffington Post) 
 
First Posted: 05- 5-10 12:48 PM   |   Updated: 05- 5-10 01:00 PM  


Gulf Coast relief workers plan to begin Wednesday a controlled burn of certain parts of the 
massive and still-growing oil spill on open water, according to the Deepwater Horizon Response 
Joint Information Center. 


Though the strategy is designed "to protect shoreline and wildlife," the response unit claims its 
controlled-burn operations will not affect populated areas, marine mammals or sea turtles. The 
Environmental Protection Agency will be on hand to ensure that air quality remains within 
acceptable safety levels. 


Barring unforeseen weather problems, this will mark the first controlled burn since April 28, 
when a 28-minute burn removed what was estimated to be thousands of gallons of oil. 


The full statement from the response unit appears below: 


ROBERT, La. - Favorable weather conditions have allowed responders to prepare to conduct a 
controlled burn today, May 5th.  


As part of a coordinated response that combines tactics deployed above water, below water, 
offshore, and close to coastal areas, controlled burns remove oil from the open water in an effort 
to protect shoreline and wildlife.  


No populated areas are expected to be affected by the controlled burn operations and there are no 
anticipated impacts to marine mammals and sea turtles. In order to ensure safety, the 
Environmental Protection Agency will continuously monitor air quality and burning will be 
halted if safety standards cannot be maintained. 


A successful controlled burn, lasting 28 minutes and removing thousands of gallons of oil, was 
conducted on April 28th. 


 



https://www.piersystem.com/go/doc/2931/539675/

https://www.piersystem.com/go/doc/2931/539675/
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
ENERGY 


UNC Decides to Move Beyond Coal; Plus Bonus Coal Ash News 
(Huffington Post) 
 
What's Your Reaction: 
Great news out of Chapel Hill, North Carolina: Today the University of North Carolina (UNC) 
announced that burning coal has no place in our clean energy future and is transitioning away 
from using pollution-rich coal power to power this nationally-ranked university. 
 
I attended the press with UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp as he outlined how they were going to 
start testing alternative fuels and phasing in alternatives as fast as possible, and end coal use 
altogether no later than 2020.   
 
I was also joined at the press conference by Stewart Boss, one of the student leaders of the Coal-
Free UNC Campaign. It was Stewart and his fellow students who began a campaign a year ago to 
get UNC to walk the talk, and credit to Chancellor Thorp for hearing and responding to their 
concerns. A huge amount of the credit also goes to Tim Toben, the chair of the UNC taskforce 
that the Chancellor charged with making recommendations about coal's future role on campus.   
 
"Universities must be on the leading edge of the transition away from fossil fuels and 
toward clean energy. Today UNC takes another major step in that direction," Thorp said during 
today's press conference. "The University of North Carolina has been a national leader in campus 
sustainability. Our systems for energy efficiency, cogeneration of electricity and steam, waste 
recycling, green building, mass transit and water conservation are models. Our commitment to 
end the use of coal will also be a model for other campuses." 
 
UNC is now leading by example. College campuses cannot responsibly teach about the dangers 
of air pollution, the science of climate change and leadership in sustainability in classrooms 
powered by coal. We applaud UNC for agreeing to a firm deadline and we will continue to work 
with the University to end its coal use as soon as possible, i.e. well before 2020.   
 
Best of all this shows the power and effectiveness of students who want clean energy. The Sierra 
Club's Coal-Free Campus Campaign is focusing on the last 60 U.S. college campuses that are 
still burning coal, including UNC and its coal-burning facility on Cameron Avenue. UNC 
students led an intensive campaign, coming together on numerous occasions to rally and 
call for an end to coal and to use more clean energy on campus.  
 
Together with all these amazing students, we are urging these campuses to lead by example, cut 
their pollution, and end burning coal as soon as possible. Chancellor Thorp has responded by 
appointing 10 students, faculty and community members (including our own Molly Diggins, the 
state director of the Sierra Club) to a task force to make recommendations before year's end to 
reduce Carolina's carbon footprint. 



http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601130&sid=aqe.e9wkpAdk

http://uncnews.unc.edu/content/view/3603/1/

http://uncnews.unc.edu/content/view/3603/1/

http://www.sierraclub.org/coal/campus/default.aspx

http://www.sierraclub.org/coal/campus/default.aspx

http://sierraclub.typepad.com/scrapbook/2010/02/coalfree-unc-campaign-gathers-steam.html

http://sierraclub.typepad.com/scrapbook/2010/02/coalfree-unc-campaign-gathers-steam.html

http://www.unc.edu/chan/chancellors/thorp_holden/energytaskforce.php

http://www.unc.edu/chan/chancellors/thorp_holden/energytaskforce.php
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This great news from UNC comes on the heels of last Friday's announcement from the 
Environmental Protection Agency, when the agency proposed strong new rules to limit 
hazardous air pollution from industrial boilers, which includes most campus coal plants. 
 
The new EPA rules are designed to protect residents who live near and downwind from these 
coal plants. Specifically the rules will substantially reduce emissions of toxic air pollution, like 
mercury, arsenic and cadmium, which can cause cancer, reproductive disorders and other serious 
health problems. 
 
These decisions are great moves for clean energy and cleaning up coal. 
 
"My hope is that today's announcement will serve as encouragement for the thousands of 
students who have been engaged in similar efforts on college campuses nationwide," said 
Stewart Boss, coordinator for the Coal-Free UNC Campaign and co-chair for the UNC chapter of 
the Sierra Student Coalition.  
 
"The fight to stop burning dirty coal is absolutely necessary to protect our communities, our 
country, and our planet. Our universities can and should be at the forefront of developing clean 
energy technologies and preparing students to be clean energy leaders. I urge other universities 
to follow UNC's lead in moving beyond coal." 
 
Congratulations to UNC's students, staff and community. This is the kind of progress we need on 
our nation's college campuses, in our cities and nationwide in all of our communities.  Together, 
we can build a clean energy economy in the U.S. 
 
BONUS COAL NEWS: Today EPA announced it is "proposing the first-ever national rules to 
ensure the safe disposal and management of coal ash from coal-fired power plants." 
 
Included in the Agency's plan are two options: one includes strong, federally enforceable 
safeguards to protect the public from toxic coal ash, and the other treats toxic coal ash (which 
contains potentially dangerous levels of arsenic, lead, and other heavy metals) less stringent than 
household garbage. Both the science and past failures of the patchwork of state-based regulations 
call for the stronger, federal protections. There will be a 90-day public comment period during 
which Sierra Club will be working hard to call on EPA to adopt the most protective safeguards. 
 
We're still digging into this announcement to figure out all the details of the rules, and we'll 
update this post or post a new column once we know more. You can at least learn a little more on 
the official EPA rule website. 
 



http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/74ef19ce603f20548525771500507938%21OpenDocument

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/74ef19ce603f20548525771500507938%21OpenDocument

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/4eca022f6f5c501185257719005dfb1b%21OpenDocument

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/4eca022f6f5c501185257719005dfb1b%21OpenDocument

http://www.epa.gov/epawaste/nonhaz/industrial/special/fossil/ccr-rule/index.htm
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HAZARDOUS  WASTE 


Coal Ash Regulation Proposals Announced by EPA (Huffington Post) 
 
First Posted: 05- 4-10 02:06 PM    Updated: 05- 4-10 02:26 PM  
After months of deliberation, US Environmental Protection Agency administrator Lisa Jackson 
announced today the first-ever national rule to regulate toxic coal ash.  


Coal ash, which is a byproduct of the burning of coal in power plants, can pose serious threats to 
public health and the environment if it is improperly managed. Until now, there has been no 
nationwide standard for the regulation of the material. 


Jackson outlined two different proposals to regulate coal ash described under the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act. Under the first proposal, coal ash would be regulated as a 
"special waste," meaning the wet storage of the material at impoundments would be entirely 
phased out in favor of landfills. Under the second, more lenient proposal, impoundments would 
be required to use a composite liner for coal ash storage, which would prevent toxic materials 
from leaking into the groundwater. 


"There is still material going into unlined impoundments," said a senior EPA official. "The 
EPA's analyses have shown that those unlined impoundments provide an opportunity for the 
leaking of metals to occur into groundwater and are a source of potential health risks. This would 
be the first time it would be regulated as it's disposed." 


Jackson assured coal and construction company representatives that the new regulations would 
still allow for environmentally-safe forms of recycling coal ash. She said she hopes the proposals 
will begin a national dialogue about coal ash regulation and disposal.  


"These proposals reflect varying approaches to enforcement and oversight, and there will be 
debate about which will be most effective," she said. "However, both proposals reflect a major 
step forward at the national level in reducing the risk of improper coal ash disposal. They would 
both require that, for the first time, new landfills install protective engineering controls such as 
liners and groundwater monitoring to protect groundwater and human health." 


The proposals will be subject to 90 days of public comment before a final rule is submitted to the 
White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs. A senior EPA official said the rules 
could take anywhere from six months to two years to take effect. 
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EPA Grants Millions for Green Wastewater Projects (Treehugger) 
 
by Daniel Kessler, San Francisco, California on 04. 4.09 
Business & Politics  
Wonder where your stimulus dollars are going? The Environmental Protection Agency has 
awarded $430 million of them to the State of New York for wastewater infrastructure projects. 
The grant is part of the $4 billion dollars that will be awarded to fund green wastewater 
infrastructure projects across the country funded under the stimulus bill passed in February. 


The state will provide money to municipal and county governments and wastewater utilities for projects to protect 
lakes, ponds and streams. The EPA says that at least 20 percent, or at least $86 million, of the funds will go to to 
"green" projects, or “those that involve green infrastructure, improve energy or water efficiency, or that have other 
environmentally innovative aspects,” according to an EPA press release. 


The money will be given to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and spent by the New 
York State Environmental Facilities Corporation. The EPA made similar announcements about other grants in West 
Virginia, Kentucky and North Carolina. 


EPA Under the Microscope 
The environmental community is closely watching the EPA these days. A new finding on its intentions to regulate 
global warming is coming soon and on Thursday the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the EPA may do a cost/benefit 
analysis when considering whether protecting water life is worth the cost of retrofitting older power plants, a decision 
the Washington Post described as a “defeat for environmentalists who had challenged the government's position.” 


Says the Post:  


The court ruled 6 to 3 that such cost-benefit decisions are allowed under the Clean Water Act as the agency moved 


to require more than 500 older power plants to upgrade the ways they draw water to cool machinery. Water-intake 


systems kill 3.4 billion fish and shellfish each year, the EPA estimated. 


Ironically, the EPA, after being given new authority under the Clean Air Act by the Supreme Court in a decision that 
went against them in Mass. V. EPA, in 1997, now has the legal power to regulate greenhouse gasses. EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson has said she prefers legislative action, however.  


 
 
 
May 5, 2010  
   


Gulf Oil Cleanup: Largely Untested ‘Dispersant’ Chemicals Are ‘Promising’ 
But Create Environmental Trade-Offs (Huffington Post) 
 
JASON DEAREN and RAY HENRY | 05/ 5/10 03:30 AM  



http://www.treehugger.com/author/daniel-kessler-san-francisco-c-1/

http://www.treehugger.com/business_politics/

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/04/01/AR2009040103717.html?hpid=moreheadlines

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/04/01/AR2009040103717.html?hpid=moreheadlines

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Massachusetts_v._Environmental_Protection_Agency

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/05/05/gulf-oil-cleanup-untested_n_563893.html?view=print##
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ROBERT, La. — A massive oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico has become the testing ground for a 
new technique where a potent mix of chemicals is shot deep undersea in an effort to stop oil from 
reaching the surface, and scientists are hurriedly weighing the ecological risks and benefits. 


Crews battling the spill already have dropped more than 156,000 gallons of the concoction – a 
mix of chemicals collectively known as "dispersant" – to try to break up the oozing oil, allowing 
it to decompose more quickly or evaporate before washing ashore. 


The technique has been undergone two tests in recent days that the U.S. Coast Guard is calling 
promising, and there are plans to apply even more of the chemicals. But the effect of this largely 
untested treatment is still being studied by numerous federal agencies, and needs approval from a 
number of them before it can be rolled out in a larger way. 


"Those analyses are going on, but right now there's no consensus," said Charlie Henry, the 
scientific support coordinator for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. "And 
we're just really getting started. You can imagine it's something we've never thought about." 


Chemical dispersants carry complex environmental trade-offs: helping to keep oil from reaching 
sensitive wetlands while exposing other sea life to toxic substances. The concoction works like 
dish soap to separate oil and water, but the exact chemical composition is protected as a trade 
secret. 


The use of chemicals to break up the oil is just one of many techniques being used to try to 
prevent as much of the slick as possible from reaching land and contaminating sea life in the 
Gulf of Mexico since an oil rig exploded April 20 and collapsed, killing 11 workers and posing a 
hazard to a fragile ecosystem. 


The undersea well has been spewing 200,000 gallons a day since the explosion aboard the 
drilling rig Deepwater Horizon. BP PLC, the operator of the rig, has been unable to shut off the 
well, but crews have reported progress with using chemicals to reduce the amount of oil that 
reaches the surface. 


During a test over the weekend, the dispersant was shot into the well at a rate of 9 gallons per 
minute, according authorities. About 3,000 gallons total were dispensed during the experiment. 


More than 230,000 gallons of dispersant is available, and more is being manufactured by Nalco 
Company of Naperville, Ill., for use in the Gulf. Neither Nalco, BP, rig owner Transocean Ltd or 
the Coast Guard have specified how much of the chemical brew will be needed to handle this 
spill. 


One of the chief agent's being used, called Corexit 9500, is identified as a "moderate" human 
health hazard that can cause eye, skin or respiratory irritation with prolonged exposure, 
according to safety data documents. 


According to the company, Corexit contains no known carcinogens or substances on the federal 
government's list of toxic chemicals. 
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Even some of the most ardent environmentalists, while concerned about the potential effects, 
aren't suggesting that the chemical concoction shouldn't be used in this case. 


"It's basically a giant experiment," said Richard Charter, a senior policy adviser with Defenders 
of Wildlife. "I'm not saying we shoudn't do it; we have no good options." 


Coast Guard Rear Adm. Mary Landry, the federal on-scene coordinator, called the tests so far 
"very promising, very promising." Sonar and camera images from the first test last week 
appeared to show a reduction in oil on the surface, although federal officials said they want more 
information from planes that will examine the leak site from the air. 


If deep water spraying is approved, Landry said crews would scale back their use of dispersant 
on the ocean surface, except to treat pockets of oil that escaped the well before the undersea 
injections started. 


Corexit is included on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's official list of products that 
can be used to fight spills in an emergency. To qualify for the list, manufacturers must complete 
specific tests to demonstrate a chemical's effectiveness, ingredients and aquatic toxicity. Charles 
Pajor, a Nalco spokesman, declined to provide the ingredients for Corexit, saying that was 
proprietary. The company's website describes the agent has "low toxicity" and is 
"biodegradable." 


Environmental tests on Corexit indicate it can store in the tissue of organisms, or bioaccumulate, 
and that more than half of the agent in tests wound up storing in sediment, with less absorbing 
into the water and a smaller amount evaporating into the air. Even so, Corexit is classified as 
having a "low" potential environmental hazard. 


Such chemicals have been used for decades to break up oil slicks, including the 11 million 
gallons dumped in the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989, but federal officials say they have not been 
used at such a great depth, and do not understand the short or long term effects on life on the sea 
floor or in the water column. 


When used on the surface, dispersants remove oil from where birds, turtles and other sea 
creatures could eat it or breathe in the poisonous fumes. Marine scientists say it also keeps the oil 
balls suspended in the water, where it is eventually consumed by bacteria, which can pass toxins 
up the food chain. 


"They're talking about using dispersants in the deep water where the oil is coming out that would 
prevent it from hitting shore, but would actually put it into the water column and possibly force it 
to the bottom of the ocean," said Cynthia Sarthou, executive director of the New Orleans-based 
Gulf Restoration Network. 


"The environmental impact of that is totally unknown. It could end up killing everything at the 
bottom of the ocean." 


Associated Press Writer John Flesher contributed to this report from New Orleans. 
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More spillover 


Pundits speak: Oil spill makes climate bill less likely (Grist) 
 
by Jonathan Hiskes  
4 May 2010 2:38 PM 
Satellite image: GeoEyeThe political fallout from the BP oil leak is proving just as difficult to 
measure as the ecological and economic damage. But three political bloggers who've been 
paying attention to the fight for clean-energy legislation say the odds of a bill passing the Senate 
are lower than ever. 
Bradford Plumer asks "Could The Oil Spill Make An Energy Bill Less Likely?" and essentially 
answers with a "yes." In the old order of things, offshore drilling was the giveaway to Senate 
Republicans that would get enough of them to support a comprehensive climate/energy bill. 
Plumer explains: 


True, new drilling might upset the liberal Dems, the thinking went, but surely they'd yield 
if that was the price that needed to be paid for a cap on carbon emissions and clean-
energy investments. 


Not going to work anymore. Democratic Sens. Robert Menendez (N.J.), Frank 
Lautenberg (N.J.), and Bill Nelson (Fla.) say any bill that includes new offshore drilling is 
dead on arrival. A bill without their support isn't going anywhere. 


Ezra Klein notes that losing the offshore drilling "carrot" for Republicans is probably a 
fatal blow for a bill this year: 


So that deal just got harder, and the list of excuses lawmakers could make to sink the 
bill got longer. 


And this comes on the heels of last week's spat between Lindsey Graham and Harry 
Reid over whether the Senate could do both immigration and climate change. So I'd say 
chances for an energy bill are looking pretty grim, unless the president decides to 
incorporate the spill into a broader campaign to reduce our fossil fuel 
dependence. [Emphasis mine.] 


We're still looking for that campaign, Mr. President. 


Matt Yglesias points out that Obama isn't the one holding things up: 


I think in some ways the larger issue here is the continued loyalty to Big Oil of Gulf 
Coast politicians like Mary Landrieu who's trying to leverage this disaster into bolstering 
support for more drilling. The point of the Obama administration going soft on drilling in 
the first place was that the iron math of the Senate makes it impossible to do anything 
without the support of the Landrieus ("Landrieux"?) of the world. And if the politicians' 



http://www.grist.org/member/1448

http://geoeye.com/

http://www.tnr.com/blog/the-vine/could-the-oil-spill-make-energy-bill-less-likely

http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/05/senators-pledge-filibuster-climate-bill-drilling

http://voices.washingtonpost.com/ezra-klein/2010/05/did_a_climate_bill_just_get_le.html

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-04-30-wake-up-obama.-the-gulf-spill-is-our-big-chance

http://yglesias.thinkprogress.org/archives/2010/05/oilpocalypse-reenforces-need-for-comprehensive-energy-legislation-thats-not-getting-any-more-likely.php?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+matthewyglesias+%28Matthew+Yglesias%29&utm

http://thinkprogress.org/2010/05/04/boehner-real-comprehensive-drilling/

http://thinkprogress.org/2010/05/04/boehner-real-comprehensive-drilling/
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whose states are going to be devastated by this are responding by hewing even more 
tightly to the Big Oil line, then the situation is just hopeless. 


More glum talk from Yglesias: 


And the prospects will look much worse in 2011 when there will be many, many, many 
more Republicans in Congress. Everyone knows all this on some level, but I think many 
full-time environmentalists are a bit hesitant to discuss in public how bad the outlook for 
policy change really is. 


How's this for a WTF moment: A catastrophic fossil-fuel disaster seems to be protecting 
Big Oil from comprehensive energy reforms. There's got to be a way to change this 
situation. 


Jonathan Hiskes is a Grist staff writer. He reports, tweets, eats, asks questions, self-
promotes, looks out windows, and wonders if it could be like this. 


 


May 5, 2010  
Online Producer and blogger at Campaign for America's Future. 
By Terrance Heath 
Posted: May 4, 2010 11:58 AM  


Conservative & Corporate Failure in the Deepwater Disaster (Huffington 
Post) 
 
The only things more astounding than conservatives' record of failure, are their denials of 
"personal responsibility" for the ensuing disasters, and their attempts to blame somebody — 
anybody — else. Their response to the growing ecological disaster in the Gulf of Mexico is taken 
straight from Bart Simpson. "I didn't do it, no one saw me do it, there's no way you can prove 
anything!" 


Despite their latest attempt at dodging accountability, the Deep Horizon disaster is just the latest 
collision of corporate failure and conservative failure — and its roots go back to the previous 
administration and its conservative ideology. 


The attempt to label the Deep Horizon disaster "Obama's Katrina" is underway at the same time 
that conservatives are telling us that the proper response is to the oil spill in the Gulf is more 
drilling. The best example is ex-governor Sarah Palin's Facebook post about the oil spill. 


5,000 barrels of oil are already leaking into the Gulf of Mexico every day. The massive and 
growing oil slick is reaching the shores of Louisiana and it's scheduled to touch Alabama this 
weekend. And now the coast guard confirms that a "mobile inland drilling unit" near Morgan 
City, Louisiana overturned today. 



http://twitter.com/jhiskes

http://www.grist.org/member/view-all/posts/1448

http://www.grist.org/member/view-all/posts/1448

http://www.006600.jp/japan/tokyo-gotanda/

http://quotes4all.net/quote_509.html

http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201004300027

http://www.salon.com/news/politics/war_room/2010/04/30/sarah_palin_drill_spill/index.html
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This all says one thing to the former Governor of Alaska: accidents happen, but we must 
continue to drill. 


Alaskans understand the tragedy of an oil spill, and we've taken steps to do all we can to prevent 
another Exxon tragedy, but we are still pro-development. We still believe in responsible 
development, which includes drilling to extract energy sources, because we know that there is an 
inherent link between energy and security, energy and prosperity, and energy and freedom. 
Production of our own resources means security for America and opportunities for American 
workers. We need oil, and if we don't drill for it here, we have to purchase it from countries that 
not only do not like America and can use energy purchases as a weapon against us, but also do 
not have the oversight that America has. 


In the coming days, there will be hearings to discover the cause of the explosion and the 
subsequent leak. Actions will be taken to increase oversight to prevent future accidents. 
Government can and must play an appropriate role here. If a company was lax in its 
prevention practices, it must be held accountable. It is inexcusable for any oil company to 
not invest in preventative measures. They must be held accountable or the public will forever 
distrust the industry. 


"No human endeavor is ever without risk," Palin's ghostwriter adds later, comparing dangerous 
and pointless off-shore domestic drilling to the moon landing. 


For what it's worth, Democrats are hardly immune here. Just six months ago, Louisiana Senator 
Mary Landrieu downplayed safety concerns about offshore drilling. At a congressional hearing, 
moments after BP's Vice President of Exploration David Raney declared the company's practices 
in the Gulf "both safe and protective of the environment," Landrieu sat in front of an image of a 
burning Australian oil rig and said, "This rig would not be allowed to operate in the United 
States of America." 


At another hearing last month, Landrieu called the risks of offshore drilling "quite minimal." 
And even as the oil threatens her Louisiana's coastline and the industries that depend on it, a 
statement released by Landrieu's office says, "she also firmly believes that this accident should 
not be used as an excuse to abandon plans to make America more energy secure." In other 
words, more drilling. 


But assurances that our regulations are sufficient to prevent another such catastrophe are 
undermined by the reality of years of conservative misrule and agency capture. 


ProPublica noted that the agency charged with overseeing oil rigs was quite literally lying down 
on the job when it could have acted to prevent just the kind of ecological disaster we're 
witnessing in the Gulf. 


As The Wall Street Journal reported this morning, the oil rig lacked a device — known as an 
acoustic control — that would’ve served as a safeguard of last resort. While the effectiveness of 
the $500,000 device is debated, the Journal points out that it is used by other oil-producing 
nations, including Brazil and Norway. Regulators in the U.S. were also considering requiring 



http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2010/5/1/862448/-FLASHBACK:-Landrieu-mocks-offshore-drilling-safety-concerns?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+dailykos%2Findex+%28Daily+Kos%29&utm_content=Google+Reader

http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2010/5/1/862448/-FLASHBACK:-Landrieu-mocks-offshore-drilling-safety-concerns?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+dailykos%2Findex+%28Daily+Kos%29&utm_content=Google+Reader

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/04/29/gulf-oil-spill-exceeds-bp_n_556798.html

http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=126478633
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it a few years ago, but after industry objections decided that the devices were expensive and 
needed more study. 


So which regulator oversees rigs and made that decision? It was the Department of Interior’s 
Minerals Management Service, an agency that has had a spotty record over the past few years. 


In 2008, we pointed out that MMS was in quite a bit of trouble for ethical violations by its 
officials. The scandal involved sex, drugs and (quite literally) sleeping with the very industry it 
was regulating. 


(Sourcewatch notes that Landrieu is one of the highest recipients of oil industry money — 
receiving $574,005 from oil companies from 2005 - 2008 emdash; and voted in favor of big oil 
companies 67% of the time on oil-related legislation from 2005 - 2007. I don't have the time or 
space to address it in this blog post, but I wonder how this all adds up for BP. Sure, the company 
will spend much more than the $500,00 it objected to paying the safety device that might have 
prevented all of this, but does the company's profits between now and then add up to even more 
than they'll likely pay for the clean-up? If someone's done the math on that, I'd be interested in 
seeing it.) 


In fact, a good bit of those industry objections came from none other than BP. 


In a letter sent last year to the Department of the Interior, BP objected to what it called 
"extensive, prescriptive regulations" proposed in new rules to toughen safety standards. "We 
believe industry's current safety and environmental statistics demonstrate that the voluntary 
programs continue to be very successful." 


That was one in a series of clashes between the industry and federal regulators that began during 
the Clinton administration. In 2000, the federal agency that oversaw oil rig safety issued a 
safety alert that called added layers of backup "an essential component of a deepwater 
drilling system." The agency said operators were expected to have multiple layers of 
protection to prevent a spill. 


But according to aides to Sen. Bill Nelson, a Florida Democrat who has followed offshore 
drilling issues for years, the industry aggressively lobbied against an additional layer of 
protection known as an "acoustic system," saying it was too costly. In a March 2003 report, 
the agency reversed course, and said that layer of protection was no longer needed. 


"There was a big debate under the Bush administration whether or not to require additional oil 
drilling safeguards but [federal regulators] decided not to require any additional mandatory 
safeguards, believing the industry would be motivated to do it themselves," Carl Pope, 
Chairman of the Sierra Club told ABC News. 


Yet, if BP is an example of industry being motivated to require additional safety standards, it 
hardly inspires hope. 



http://www.propublica.org/article/new-reports-details-wide-ranging-ethics-scandal-at-interior-dept-910

http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Mary_Landrieu

http://abcnews.go.com/print?id=10521078

http://www.alternet.org/module/printversion/146682
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In March 2005, a massive explosion ripped through a tower at BP's refinery in Texas City, 
Texas, killing 15 workers and injuring 170 others. Investigators later determined that the 
company had ignored its own protocols on operating the tower, which was filled with 
gasoline, and that a warning system had been disabled. 


The company pleaded guilty to federal felony charges and was fined more than $50 million by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 


Almost a year after the refinery explosion, technicians discovered that some 4,800 barrels of oil 
had spread into the Alaskan snow through a tiny hole in the company's pipeline in Prudhoe Bay. 
BP had been warned to check the pipeline in 2002, but hadn't, according to a report in 
Fortune. When it did inspect it, four years later, it found that a six-mile length of pipeline 
was corroded. The company temporarily shut down its operations in Prudhoe Bay, causing one 
of the largest disruptions in U.S. oil supply in recent history. 


BP faced $12 million in fines for a misdemeanor violation of the federal Water Pollution Control 
Act. A congressional committee determined that BP had ignored opportunities to prevent the 
spill and that "draconian" cost-saving measures had led to shortcuts in its operation. 


Other problems followed. There were more spills in Alaska. And BP was charged with 
manipulating the market price of propane. In that case, it settled with the U.S. Department of 
Justice and agreed to pay more than $300 million in fines. 


Well, Sarah Palin was right about one thing: Alaskans understand oil spills, precisely because 
they've faced to many of them due to the unwillingness of an oil company follow safety 
requirements, and the unwillingness of a conservative-led government to hold industry 
accountable. According to the the New York Times, during the George W. Bush administration, 
MMS witheld offshore drilling data, thus hindering risk assessment of drilling in Alaska. 


As the New York Times reported back in September 2008 — the tail end of the George W. Bush 
administration — those "industry objections" to additional layers of protection may well have 
been in the form of "pillow talk" between an agency in bed with the industry it was supposed to 
monitor. The times reported that a "a dysfunctional organization that has been riddled with 
conflicts of interest, unprofessional behavior and a free-for-all atmosphere for much of the 
Bush administration’s watch," where officials not only accepted gifts from energy companies, 
but "frequently consumed alcohol at industry functions, had used cocaine and marijuana, and had 
sexual relationships with oil and gas company representatives." 


No fewer than three reports to the Bush administration (posted here, here and here) detail the 
kind of behavior demonstrated by Gregory W. Smith one high ranking official the Bush 
administration refused to prosecute. 


The other high-ranking official the Justice Department has declined to prosecute is Gregory W. 
Smith, the former program director of the royalty-in-kind program. Mr. Smith worked in 
Colorado and reported to Ms. Denett. He retired in 2007. 



http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/04/07/07greenwire-gao-audit-mms-withheld-offshore-drilling-data-h-3483.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/11/washington/11royalty.html?_r=3&hp=&oref=slogin&pagewanted=all

http://s3.amazonaws.com/propublica/assets/docs/ir_gregory_smith_080807.pdf

http://s3.amazonaws.com/propublica/assets/docs/ir_mms_oil_marketing_group_lakewood_080819.pdf

http://s3.amazonaws.com/propublica/assets/docs/fed_business_solutions_contracts_080904.pdf

http://www.mahalo.com/gregory-w-smith

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/10/AR2008091001829_pf.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/10/AR2008091001829_pf.html
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The report said that Mr. Smith improperly used his position with the royalty program to get an 
outside consulting job helping a technical services firm seek deals with oil and gas companies 
with which he was also conducting official business. 


The report accused Mr. Smith of improperly accepting gifts from the oil and gas industry, of 
engaging in sex with two subordinates and of using cocaine that he purchased from his secretary 
or her boyfriend several times a year between 2002 and 2005. He sometimes asked for the drugs 
and received them in his office during work hours, the report said. 


The report also said that Mr. Smith lied to investigators about these and other incidents, and that 
he urged the two women subordinates to mislead the investigators as well. 


In discussions with investigators, the report said, Mr. Smith acknowledged buying cocaine from 
his secretary and having a sexual encounter with her at her home, but he denied discussing drugs 
at work. He also denied telling anyone to lie, saying that he only told people that “no one has a 
right to know what I do on my personal time.” 


If thisall bears a striking resemblance to the SEC pornography scandal, which also took place on 
the George W. Bush administration's watch, it's no coincidence. It's the same story of an 
government agency driven by an ideology that doesn't even believe the agency should exist in 
the first place, let alone believe in the agency's mission. It's the story of what happened to key 
government agencies during the Bush era, which were remade by filling the ranks of permanent 
employees with appointees whose strongest credentials were their conservative beliefs, and 
others "burrowed in" to permanent federal positions as the Bush administration wound down. 


The real MMS scandal actually isn't the sex or the drugs, any more than the real SEC scandal the 
pornography. It's the willful lack of oversight driven by a conservative ideology that believes not 
merely that "government doesn't work," but truly believes that it shouldn't work, and once in 
power sets to work making sure that it can't work. The end result is setting the government up 
for what's called "regulatory capture." 


Of particular concern is the possibility of regulatory capture, which takes place when a regulator 
begins acting for the benefit of its subjects rather than in accordance with its stated mandate of 
minimizing systemic risk. While any agency can theoretically be captured by concentrated and 
powerful individuals, a breach of the “mothership” would carry far more severe repercussions 
than the loss of one or two “destroyers.” Of course, only the mothership can accomplish certain 
tasks; in the economic context, it would exist to take on challenges of a scope that smaller bodies 
simply cannot handle. 


...Two archetypal scenarios for regulatory capture exist. The first is an underpowered, 
understaffed regulator working to control a wealthy, concentrated industry. In these situations, 
the sheer imbalance in resources means that the regulated parties can reward or punish the 
agency, but not vice versa. Predictably, rational bureaucrats will choose to cater their policies to 
the benefit of the subjects instead of suffering their wrath — recall, a regulatory job well done 
rarely carries any significant benefits to its engineers. The Department of Interior’s Minerals 
Management Service is a perfect example of a body that appears to have fallen prey to this 



http://www.ourfuture.org/blog-entry/2010041623/regulatory-onanism

http://www.boston.com/news/nation/washington/articles/2006/07/23/civil_rights_hiring_shifted_in_bush_era/

http://www.boston.com/news/nation/washington/articles/2006/07/23/civil_rights_hiring_shifted_in_bush_era/

http://baselinescenario.com/2009/05/17/guest-post-capturing-the-regulatory-mothership/

http://baselinescenario.com/2009/05/17/guest-post-capturing-the-regulatory-mothership/
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pattern. Even a person of upstanding moral character can understand the difficulty of resisting 
the repeated entreaties of Exxon and the like for the sake of sticking to an unadulterated scheme 
of allocating oil and gas exploration rights. Someone sitting at the MMS desk may well wonder 
if anyone would ever notice a shift away from the prescribed approach towards one that favors 
the companies they deal with on a day-to-day basis. These incentives to cooperate exist even 
though the relationship between the regulator and the regulated parties is facially adversarial, 
with MMS holding rights that producers want but cannot get. 


Except that I don't see MMS as "falling victim" to "regulatory capture" but regulatory surrender, 
driven by an ideology that — at its most extreme — seeks to render the government unable to act 
in times of natural, ecological or financial disaster. That's the "catastrophic success" of 
conservative failure. It makes corporate failure inevitable and perhaps even irreparable. 


In the Gulf oil spill disaster, we see once again what happens when the two collide. 


  


Follow Terrance Heath on Twitter: www.twitter.com/TerranceDC  


 



http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,130502,00.html

http://www.twitter.com/TerranceDC
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 


Obama v. Rockefeller on EPA carbon regulations (Daily KOS) 
 
While the energy bill won't do much in the way of carbon regulation, the EPA still can. That is, 
if coal state Senators can be stopped.  
 
Via David Dayen, earlier this week the White House vowed to veto legislation that would block 
the EPA from writing new climate change rules.  
 
Coal-state Democrats, led by Sen. Jay Rockefeller (W. Va.), Reps. Rick Boucher (Va.) and Nick 
Rahall (W. Va), are trying to limit the federal government's ability to control greenhouse gases 
from power plants.  
 
The coal-state proposals, which would block the Environmental Protection Agency's authority 
for two years, would undercut what is widely seen as Obama's alternative climate policy, now 
that Congress has punted on cap-and-trade legislation for the year. The Obama aide said the 
proposals won't win the president's signature if they managed to pass on Capitol Hill. 
Rockefeller's bill is expected to reach the Senate floor at some point this year.  
 
Back in 2007, a Supreme Court ruling mandated that the EPA regulate greenhouse gasses, and 
the administration is determined to follow that law.  
 
And Jay Rockefeller is determined to try to stop it, possibly by attempting to amend the energy 
bill on the floor next week. One way to circumvent him, without forcing a veto of the entire bill, 
would be for Reid to refuse amendments to the bill, something he has indicated might happen.  
 
Which would hamper efforts to strengthen the bill in other ways. One of the most popular 
proposals in committee was the Renewable Electricity Standard, which would mandate that 
utilities get a certain percentage of their power from renewables. There's an effort afoot now to 
get this amendment allowed on the floor.  
 
Meanwhile, Republicans have introduced an alternative bill, that would basically let BP off the 
hook by not applying a liability cap in it retroactively to apply to the Gulf spill. 
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BP SPILL 


Michigan Oil Spill: Oil Halfway To Lake Michigan, Mayor Daley Responds 
(Huffington Post) 
 
Oil from a pipeline spill in Michigan early this week has been on the move through area 
waterways in recent days--and some fear that it could enter Lake Michigan.  
 
The trouble began about 9 p.m. Sunday, when an oil pipeline owned by Enbridge Liquids 
Pipelines sprung a leak in Marshall Township. The pipeline was shut down--but not before it 
leaked an estimated one million gallons of oil that began flowing down the Kalamazoo River.  
 
The oil is now about 80 miles from Lake Michigan and moving toward the lake, the Chicago 
Tribune reports . During a Thursday press conference, Mayor Daley said the oil spill threatens 
the Midwest's drinking water. The Tribune reports:  
Mayor Richard Daley today went on the offensive in his battle with Michigan, saying a 
Kalamazoo River oil spill trumps Asian carp when it comes to threats to Lake Michigan.  
...  
 
Daley said Michigan officials have been quick to take legal action against Illinois in a bid to stop 
Asian carp from reaching Lake Michigan, so they should be especially keen to get to the bottom 
of what he said is a much more serious threat to the lake.  
 
Michigan is taking the spill very seriously, and U.S. Rep. Mark Schauer called the spill the 
"largest oil spill in the history of the Midwest."  
 
He also introduced legislation Thursday to improve response times to pipeline disasters, 
according to the Detroit Free Press . The Michigan spill was not reported until Monday morning, 
even though it was noticed Sunday night. The National Transportation Safety Board is also 
investigating the cause of the leak.  
 
Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm has publicly criticized both the EPA and Enbridge Inc., 
calling their cleanup effort "wholly inadequate," the Kalamazoo Gazette reports.  
 
While Michigan struggles with containing and cleaning up the oil spill ( Click here for PHOTOS 
), Chicago's Mayor Daley made the issue personal Thursday. The city has been in a battle with 
Michigan for months over Asian Carp. Michigan wants Chicago to close its operating locks in 
the Chicago River, claiming that gates and other infrastructure will allow the invasive species to 
enter Lake Michigan.  
 
Industries that rely on shipping say closing the locks would injure the regional economy.  
 
"Oil is worse than carp," Daley said Thursday. "Michigan better do something about the 
investigation, the criminal and civil investigation. Who's paying for it, and who had the oil spill 
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in the Kalamazoo River, because it's flowing into Lake Michigan."  
 
The Tribune reports that Daley's discussion of the spill was not prompted by reporters, who 
attended a budget meeting for city colleges. 
 


Why the BP Spill Hasn't Invigorated Environmentalism (Treehugger) 
 
In 1969, an oil spill off the coast of Santa Barbara, California released a few million gallons of 
oil into marine ecosystems -- eight months later, it was among the primary catalysts for the 
biggest pro-environmental movement in the nation's history, starting with the first Earth Day. 
That 'national teach-in' day in turn lead to some of the strongest and most effective 
environmental laws and regulations ever created, it yielded the founding of the EPA. Fast 
forward to 2010, where we're still in the midst of the , with an incomparable 100-180 million 
gallons of oil fouling the water. And yet, there's no sense of focused national outrage (discontent 
is probably a better word), no movement gaining momentum to address the roots of the problem 
that lead to the BP spill, and the government has shown that on behalf of the environment. What 
gives?  
 
Why the Gulf Spill Lacks 'Societal Punch' The AP has a story today, that seeks to answer that 
question. The piece collects the opinions of such figures as Lois Capps, the congresswoman who 
was elected into office during the era of the Santa Barabara spill, spokespeople from NGOs like 
the Natural Resources Defense Council, and activists old enough to remember both spills.  
 
It also draws parallels between the two spills -- both featured calls from the oil industry and its 
allies to not let one accident halt the offshore drilling industry, and both had bumbling CEOs 
who kept shoving their feet in their mouths. Both saw pictures of devastated wildlife and habitats 
take center stage. Essentially, there's plenty to get mad about both. So how come the US only 
seemed really mad about the earlier one?  
 
Too Soon? The pervading opinion of those cited in the AP story seems to be that it's still too 
soon to expect the anger over the spill to be channeled productively. It was a full 8 months after 
the SB spill that Sen. Gaylord Neslon organized Earth Day, after all. And it took about a year 
after that for Nixon to sign the Clean Air Act into law, and to create the EPA. With the BP Gulf 
spill, many have been focusing primarily on getting the geyser capped -- that had been the center 
of the drama for many. Now that the leak is plugged, the reasoning goes, perhaps a more 
organized effort to address the environmental ills the spill brought to light -- oil dependence, the 
dangers of deep water drilling, etc -- can indeed capture the public's attention. No Earth Day 
Redux But I wonder. The cynic in me says we're unlikely to see anything near the public 
outpouring of support for the environment we did 40 years ago, for a few simple reasons. 
Primarily, the sentiment behind the movement then was new, it was bold, pioneering -- 
participating in the movement was exhilarating. Knowledge of the extent by which American 
industry was destroying our natural habitats and resources was just then bubbling to the surface 
of the public consciousness. Joining the green movement was sort of like Beatlemania -- few had 
seen, heard, or done anything like that before. And just like we're unlikely to see a pop act 
command that kind of attention again, I think the same goes for an environmental movement 
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encompassing many of the same ideals.  
 
Also contributing is the fact that corporations were far less prepared to cope with the charges 
leveled at them -- they had little course of action but to complain how insignificant the 
environment was in comparison to businesses' contribution to society. Now, every self-
respecting oil company channels money into front groups, lobbying campaigns, and PR efforts, 
not just during a spill, but all the time to keep public opinion in check, and to hedge against such 
disasters.  
 
Finally, the culture of special interests has grown so pervasive that many Americans feel like it's 
a hopeless situation in Congress -- there's a sense that it's impossible for the common man to get 
heard through the thicket of lobbyists and campaign financiers. A perfect example of this is the 
recently deceased climate legislation -- polls found majorities supported climate and clean 
energy action time and again, and yet the Senate had no qualms giving it up because it's too 
touchy a subject for an election year. The gulf has widened between civilians and our elected 
officials to the point that few expect much from them at all.  
 
The Environmental Movement 2.0 So what's to be done? There's clearly an opportunity in a 
crisis of this magnitude to rethink, to recalibrate, and to find fresh ways to spread the message 
that our dependence on oil has lead us into dangerous territory. So it may be time for the 
established green movement to step aside on the matter, and let a new entity, perhaps a pointedly 
'anti-oil' movement gain ground. Something that's new, unprecedented, and less easily lumped in 
with the traditions of environmentalism's past.  
 
Our best shot at passing a law to reign in carbon emissions and curb fossil fuel use . The Gulf has 
been soiled by the biggest environmental disaster in American history, and no one seems to 
know how to react to it. Now is the time for the green movement to be absolutely open to new 
ideas. 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
 


Coulda, Shoulda, Woulda: Lessons from Senate Climate Fail (Huffington 
Post) 
 
The blame game began even before Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid made the official 
announcement that he would not bring a comprehensive climate and energy bill to the Senate 
floor. Reid himself placed the blame where it primarily belongs—obstructionism by the 
Republican Leadership, as a result of which not a single Republican Senator had stood up to 
commit to work with Democrats to pass carbon pollution limits (Lindsey Graham (R-SC) did 
commit to work with John Kerry (D-MA) and Joe Lieberman (I-CT) but backed out after months 
of negotiations; Susan Collins (R-ME) cosponsored a bill with Maria Cantwell (D-WA) but did 
nothing to work with her Senate colleagues to craft a bill that could actually pass; Olympia 
Snowe (R-ME) expressed openness to a limit on power plant carbon pollution but never 
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committed to a specific proposal; every Senate Republican voted to overturn EPA's science-
based finding that carbon pollution endangers public health and the environment).  
 
Advocates for effective climate legislation are all angry and frustrated, and many have not been 
so targeted in apportioning blame. I will add my thoughts on lessons learned later in this post, 
but first let's review the bidding: Some environmentalists blamed the White House for not doing 
enough; one White House official anonymously blamed environmentalists for not delivering any 
Republican votes; some liberals blamed Kerry and Lieberman for negotiating with oil companies 
and developing a proposal that didn't excite the environmental base; some moderates blamed the 
basic idea of carbon pollution limits or blamed Kerry and Lieberman for overreaching and taking 
too long to scale back their proposal to focus just on power plants.  
 
There may be grains of truth in each of these perspectives, but the bottom line is simpler and has 
nothing to do with the particulars of legislative proposals or the campaigns waged by proponents 
or the opposition: The Republican leadership has concluded that “no” is working for them 
regardless of public opinion about any individual policy, let alone the public interest.  
 
Something else has been lost in the rush to point fingers—recognition of the broad support that 
was assembled for climate legislation and how far it got in this Congress. A majority of the 
public consistently supports comprehensive energy and climate legislation despite the opponents' 
relentless misinformation campaign; many unions and thousands of businesses also recognized 
the need for legislation to drive job-creating clean energy investments and came out in support; a 
majority of the House voted for the ACES bill last year; a majority of the Senate affirmed EPA's 
finding that carbon pollution endangers public health and the environment by voting to defeat the 
Murkowski Resolution; and a majority of the Senate was prepared to vote for a firm limit on 
carbon pollution. Nothing in the Constitution says that a supermajority is required to enact 
legislation, but the 60 vote barrier is the one obstacle that could not be overcome so far.  
 
None of this means that advocates for climate legislation didn't make any mistakes. Would 
different strategies or tactics have led to a different outcome? I honestly don't know, but here are 
some lessons learned from the perspective of someone who spent last few years trying to push a 
real bill through the real Congress. I make no claim to objectivity, but I hope this perspective 
adds some light to the heated discussion of what went wrong.  
 
Lesson 1: Be careful in translating campaign positions into budget documents.  
 
The Obama administration got off to a rough start on climate policy when it put a revenue 
assumption from a carbon cap into its first budget based on Obama's campaign platform. 
Opponents immediately attacked this as a tax that would transfer wealth from the industrial 
Midwest to the coasts. Many potential supporters were wary because the administration had not 
done the necessary political groundwork to reassure them that regional differences in carbon 
intensity and the competitiveness of energy intensive industries would be addressed (a footnote 
to this effect in the budget was not sufficient). Regional differences among Democrats may have 
prevented them from including climate legislation in the Congressional Budget resolution in any 
case, but this misstep made it impossible, closing off the budget reconciliation pathway which 
could have allowed climate legislation to pass the Senate with a simple majority (this procedure 
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proved crucial to enacting healthcare reform).  
 
Lesson 2: Political capital is not necessarily a renewable resource.  
 
Perhaps the most fateful decision the Obama administration made early on was to move 
healthcare reform before energy and climate legislation. I'm sure this seemed like a good idea at 
the time. Healthcare reform was popular, was seen as an issue that the public cared about on a 
personal level, and was expected to unite Democrats from all regions. White House officials and 
Congressional leaders reassured environmentalists with their theory that success breeds success. 
A quick victory on healthcare reform would renew Obama's political capital, some of which had 
to be spent early on to push the economic stimulus bill through Congress with no Republican 
help. Healthcare reform was eventually enacted, but only after an exhausting battle that eroded 
public support, drained political capital and created the Tea Party movement. Public support for 
healthcare reform is slowly rebounding as some of the early benefits kick in and people realize 
that the forecasted Armageddon is not happening. But this is occurring too slowly to rebuild 
Obama's political capital in time to help push climate legislation across the finish line.  
 
Lesson 3: Winning the recess is as important as winning the vote.  
 
Henry Waxman (D-CA) surprised almost everyone when he met his self-imposed deadlines for 
steering the American Clean Energy and Security act (ACES) through the House of 
Representatives last June. The environmental community mobilized to help secure the last few 
votes needed to eke out a 219-212 victory. Unfortunately, while we celebrated that victory the 
opposition mobilized a vicious counter attack. By the time we organized a response the Tea Party 
movement had branded the very moderate Waxman-Markey bill as a radical government 
takeover of the energy industry alongside the supposedly radical takeover of the healthcare 
system that Waxman also steered through the House. The unified Clean Energy Works campaign 
was organized to prevent that from happening again in the Senate, but we were starting from a 
hole that we never fully dug out of.  
 
Lesson 4: Never underestimate the allure of denial.  
 
Last November thousands of emails stolen from the University of East Anglia Climate Research 
Unit were posted on the internet. A handful of these emails, out of context, were widely 
disseminated by the Merchants of Doubt. After the 2007 report of the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change won the Nobel Prize I had assumed that the debate about climate science was 
effectively over and, along with the rest of the environmental community, turned my attention to 
advancing solutions. A handful of emails couldn't possibly undermine confidence in a body of 
peer reviewed scientific literature built up over two decades, could it? Rather than blow over 
quickly, however, the mainstream media went along for the ride in what came to be called 
Climategate. A new Project on Climate Science was launched to get the facts about climate 
change out to the media, five independent investigations have completely cleared the scientists 
who were attacked, and the National Academy of Sciences reaffirmed that there is overwhelming 
evidence that atmospheric pollution is causing global climate change. But all of this has come 
too late to alter the perception that public concern about climate change was diminished by the 
so-called scandal.  
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Lesson 5: Too much patience is as bad as too little.  
 
The environmental community was patient when President Obama decided to push healthcare 
reform before energy and climate legislation; we were patient when the administration turned to 
financial reform next; and we were patient while Kerry and Lieberman's negotiations with 
Graham dragged on. By the time we lost our patience in July the Senate calendar was seriously 
stacked against us along with the unwavering opposition of the Republican leadership. It's not 
clear whether it would have been possible to force action any quicker given how long it ended up 
taking to actually deliver the healthcare and financial reform bills to the President's desk, but we 
could have done more to demand action prior to the December 2009 Copenhagen climate 
summit.  
 
Lesson 6: Getting interest groups on board is not sufficient.  
 
The USCAP Blueprint for Legislative Action, released in January 2009, provided a consensus set 
of recommendations for how to craft carbon pollution limits from a diverse set of companies and 
non-governmental organizations, including NRDC. The idea was to accelerate the legislative 
process by surfacing and trying to resolve disputes about many of the policy details that would 
inevitably arise in writing and moving a bill through Congress. This strategy worked in the 
House, where the Blueprint served as the basis for much of the ACES bill. But the Blueprint did 
not address every issue and USCAP does not include all important interests. Kerry and 
Lieberman spent months negotiating with utilities, oil companies and other businesses over 
legislative details left unresolved in the Blueprint. These negotiations were largely successful in 
broadening industry support for the proposal, in some cases at the expense of environmental 
interests, but in many cases by tweaking provisions in ways that only mattered to the companies 
who would be directly affected. The problem is that broader support by business trade 
associations did not translate into broader support by U.S. Senators. The hardcore business 
opposition was unmoved and neither was the political and ideological opposition of the 
Republican leadership. These special interests were all too happy to cynically attack the bill for 
including special interest concessions. In the meantime there was never an effective process to 
engage enough Senators themselves to resolve the issues essential to garnering 60 votes.  
 
Lesson 7: Never, never, never give up--Winston Churchill  
 
As the New York Times put it, “the danger of global warming is not going away just because 
Washington's politicians don't want to deal with it.” We will continue fighting to make the most 
of every opportunity to curb carbon pollution, whether that is through national legislation, 
Department of Energy efficiency standards, EPA pollution standards, or state and local action. 
We can afford to do no less. 
 
 


MINING 
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There Goes Another Mountain (DAILY KOS) 
 
As expected, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers 
approved a permit for Arch Coal's Pine Creek No. 1 Surface Mine in southern West Virginia.  
 
In addition to removing the mountain to access the coal, the company will bury more than 14,500 
feet of streams under toxic mining waste and debris. The permit requires mitigation to the tune of 
roughly 37,000 feet of new streams that will be "created" elsewhere -- as if engineered 
waterways could ever compensate for the loss of natural, life-giving headwater streams.  
 
This greenlighted permit is one of 79 applications for Appalachian mountaintop removal 
operations that EPA froze in September, citing concerns about significant water quality impacts. 
Six other permits have been issued since then; 36 have been withdrawn by the applicants; and 36 
are still pending.  
 
The Pine Creek permit is the first to be issued since EPA announced new water quality 
standardsfor surface mines in April. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said then that the agency's 
tougher standards would make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for coal companies to 
receive permits allowing them to fill valley streams with dirt, rubble and debris generated by 
mountaintop removal. In issuing the Pine Creek permit yesterday, EPA released a statement 
reiterating its commitment to uphold the Clean Water Act when regulating coal mining while 
insisting that "the improvements to this permit demonstrate once again that the health, waters and 
environment of coalfield communities can be protected while also preserving the jobs and 
economic benefits."  
 
So, now another Appalachian peak will be blown to smithereens; two miles of streams will be 
obliterated; wildlife will be lost; drinking water will be put at risk of contamination; and 
residents in Logan County along Pine Creek will suffer for the sake of Big Coal.  
 
When, if ever, will the Obama administration realize that it's not enough to regulate an atrocity -- 
mountaintop removalcoal mining must be abolished. 


 
 


WATER 
 


David Sirota: GOP Opposes Federal Fracking Regs REGARDLESS of 
Whether EPA Finds Poisoning (Huffington Post) 
 
As natural gas exploration expands throughout our energy starved nation - from the West and 
now into the South and Northeast - many folks living in drilling country are rightfully expressing 
concern that their groundwater may be susceptible to pollution from the fracking fluids that are 
central to drilling operations. These are very legitimate fears, as HBO's critically acclaimed 
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documentary "Gasland" so graphically shows. And yet, to date, the Republican Party has 
expressed a rather callous "drill first, never ask questions later" attitude - callous, even for the 
GOP.  
 
During the Bush years, Republicans managed to legislate an exemption for fracking fluid into the 
Clean Water Act. Then, Republicans in Congress blocked the proposed FRAC Act , which 
wouldn't even ban fracking fluid - it would simply require drilling companies to disclose what's 
in the fluids they are pumping into the earth near critical groundwater supplies. And now, in 
perhaps the most extreme step yet, Republicans here in Colorado (a state with one of the biggest 
natural gas reserves in the world) are demanding the Environmental Protection Agency never 
regulate fracking, regardless of whether or not the agency discovers that fracking is poisoning 
people .  
 
As the Colorado Independent reports, you just can't make this up:  
Eighteen Republican members of the Colorado State Legislature Monday sent a letter ( pdf ) to 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) demanding the federal agency refrain from 
regulating the natural gas drilling practice of hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," no matter what a 
two-year EPA study of the process reveals.  
In a coincidence that highlights just how extreme the GOP position is, notice that the GOP letter 
was sent two days after this disturbing dispatch from the Grand Junction Sentinel :  
Energy giant agrees to pay record fine  
By Dennis Webb  
Friday, July 23, 2010  
 
Williams has agreed to pay a record $423,300 fine to resolve a state investigation into a spring-
contamination case in which a De Beque man drank benzene-tainted water...  
 
The fine would be the highest ever imposed by the commission for a single incident. The current 
record is a $390,000 fine handed down by the commission in April against Oxy USA for another 
case of spring contamination, also northwest of Parachute.  
 
State regulators should be applauded for this catch, but with state budgets so strapped across the 
country, they clearly should not be the only regulators on the job. Do we really need more Civil 
Action -like tragedies to teach us that?  
 
According to Republicans who know about the issue (which, incredibly, does not include one 
proudly ignorant leading Senate candidate ), we do. And that cavalier attitude is both immoral 
and politically dangerous for the GOP. Though the national media has tended to portray debates 
over drilling as "liberal environmentalists" versus "pro-business conservatives," the fact is that 
these issues can cut in very unpredictable ways. As I reported back in 2008 for the New York 
Times magazine , someone living in drilling company may like the energy industry and be a 
cultural conservative - but that person probably doesn't like the thought of being able to light 
their tap water on fire , and might not want to vote for politicians who do. 
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GOP Opposes Federal Fracking Regs REGARDLESS of Whether EPA Finds 
Poisoning (Huffington Post) 
 
As natural gas exploration expands throughout our energy starved nation - from the West and 
now into the South and Northeast - many folks living in drilling country are rightfully expressing 
concern that their groundwater may be susceptible to pollution from the fracking fluids that are 
central to drilling operations. These are very legitimate fears, as HBO's critically acclaimed 
documentary "Gasland" so graphically shows. And yet, to date, the Republican Party has 
expressed a rather callous "drill first, never ask questions later" attitude - callous, even for the 
GOP. 
 
During the Bush years, Republicans managed to legislate an exemption for fracking fluid into the 
Clean Water Act. Then, Republicans in Congress blocked the proposed FRAC Act, which 
wouldn't even ban fracking fluid - it would simply require drilling companies to disclose what's 
in the fluids they are pumping into the earth near critical groundwater supplies. And now, in 
perhaps the most extreme step yet, Republicans here in Colorado (a state with one of the biggest 
natural gas reserves in the world) are demanding the Environmental Protection Agency never 
regulate fracking, regardless of whether or not the agency discovers that fracking is poisoning 
people. 
 
As the Colorado Independent reports, you just can't make this up: 
 
    Eighteen Republican members of the Colorado State Legislature Monday sent a letter (pdf) to 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) demanding the federal agency refrain from 
regulating the natural gas drilling practice of hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," no matter what a 
two-year EPA study of the process reveals. 
 
In a coincidence that highlights just how extreme the GOP position is, notice that the GOP letter 
was sent two days after this disturbing dispatch from the Grand Junction Sentinel: 
 
    Energy giant agrees to pay record fine 
 
    By Dennis Webb 
    Friday, July 23, 2010 
 
    Williams has agreed to pay a record $423,300 fine to resolve a state investigation into a 
spring-contamination case in which a De Beque man drank benzene-tainted water... 
 
    The fine would be the highest ever imposed by the commission for a single incident. The 
current record is a $390,000 fine handed down by the commission in April against Oxy USA for 
another case of spring contamination, also northwest of Parachute. 
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State regulators should be applauded for this catch, but with state budgets so strapped across the 
country, they clearly should not be the only regulators on the job. Do we really need more Civil 
Action-like tragedies to teach us that? 
 
According to Republicans who know about the issue (which, incredibly, does not include one 
proudly ignorant leading Senate candidate), we do. And that cavalier attitude is both immoral 
and politically dangerous for the GOP. Though the national media has tended to portray debates 
over drilling as "liberal environmentalists" versus "pro-business conservatives," the fact is that 
these issues can cut in very unpredictable ways. As I reported back in 2008 for the New York 
Times magazine, someone living in drilling company may like the energy industry and be a 
cultural conservative - but that person probably doesn't like the thought of being able to light 
their tap water on fire, and might not want to vote for politicians who do. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


 


AIR 
 
 
APNewsBreak:  


Groups say Exxon violates US air laws (Huffington Post) 
           
RAMIT PLUSHNICK-MASTI | July 7, 2010 06:02 AM EST |   
HOUSTON — The largest U.S. oil refinery violated federal air pollution laws thousands of times 
during the last five years, releasing 10 million pounds of illegal pollution, including cancer-
causing toxins, without facing proper fines or being forced to fix equipment, environmental 
groups claim. 
 
Exxon Mobil Corp., which owns the refinery, is the latest target of Sierra Club and Environment 
Texas, which recently forced Shell into a $5.8 million settlement over its Clean Air Act 
violations and has filed a lawsuit against Chevron Phillips. 
 
The environmental groups have not yet sued Exxon but have notified the Irving-based company, 
the Environmental Protection Agency and the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality of 
plans do so – a requirement under the Clean Air Act. 
 
The Associated Press obtained copies of the groups' two 60-day notices, which outline violations 
Exxon measured and reported itself. Among other complaints, the notices accuse Exxon of 
violating emissions limits on sulfur dioxide, one of the components of acid rain; hydrogen 
sulfide, a toxic, flammable gas characterized by a rotten egg smell; cancer-causing agents such as 
benzene and butadiene; carbon monoxide; and the smog-causing agent nitrogen oxide. 
 
The environmental groups' legal maneuvers are part of broader accusations by the organizations 
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that Texas regulators are failing to properly 
monitor, control and enforce federal emission standards. 
 
Exxon reported all of the incidents and claimed they were "not considered deviations" because 
they did not violate the limitations in the air operating permit for the refinery, which is in 
Baytown, about 35 miles southeast of Houston. 
 
Exxon did not comment on the pending lawsuit. 
 
Sierra Club and Environment Texas hope that by investigating suspected violations by the 
dozens of refineries and petrochemical plants that line the Houston Ship Channel and filing suit 
against polluters, it will force the companies to act responsibly and push the Texas Commission 
on Environmental Quality to more closely monitor and maintain pollution standards, Neil 
Carman, a Sierra Club chemist who is spearheading the investigations and lawsuits, said. 
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"The TCEQ is not enforcing the Clean Air Act in Texas and these cases are clear evidence of the 
agency's failure in carrying out its mission in protecting public health in Texas," Carman said. 
 
The Texas commission declined to comment specifically on the pending litigating but said in a 
written statement that it has an effective enforcement program that uses corrective actions when 
necess "The TCEQ believes that enforcement is not a goal, but one tool among many available to 
protect the environment and people," the statement said. "The agency pursues strong and 
vigorous enforcement." 
 
The agency also said it has been issuing more fines in recent years, increasing from $11.3 million 
in 2007 to $23 million last year. 
 
About 70,300 people live in Baytown, which is home to the Exxon refinery and two 
accompanying petrochemical plantsThe refinery, founded in 1919 with 100 employees, now has 
4,000 workers on a complex stretching across five square miles. It can process nearly 570,000 
barrels of crude daily. 
 
The environmental groups' letters to Exxon and regulators are official notice that a lawsuit will 
be filed if a deal is not reached with Exxon to pay millions of dollars in fines and update 
equipment causing the thousands of incidents at the plant. 
 
The letters were dated Nov. 30 and July 2 and show nearly daily violations and excess emissions 
reported by the company itself from 2005 until this year. 
 
In one case, Exxon noted a roof drain failed but said emissions had not been calculated, as 
required. In other instances, the plant reported a small fire or failure to monitor pressure readings 
during a procedure. In a 20-day period in 2009, the company reported spills of nearly 50 gallons 
of different types of oils. In 2008, it reported it exceeded 24 hour averages of ammonia five 
consecutive times. In 2006, it failed to monitor certain pressure readings during a performance 
test and under corrective action listed it was talking to the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality about excluding such readings from the requirements. 
 
"Based on available information ... Exxon Mobil has repeatedly violated, and will continue to 
violate, its air operating permits, the Texas State Implementation Plan and the federal Clean Air 
Act by emitting air pollutants into the atmosphere from the Baytown complex," attorney Joshua 
Kratka wrote in the letter dated Nov. 30. 
 
The sides have met since the November letter was issued but have not yet reached an out-of-
court agreement. Kratka's letter stated that any lawsuit would cover the five years preceding the 
letter and any incidents after Nov. 30. 
 
Sierra Club and Environment Texas reached a $5.8 million settlement with Shell in April 2009 
after filing a similar lawsuit against that petroleum giant. Shell also is required to make several 
costly fixes to its Houston-area facility to ensure it meets standards. 
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A similar lawsuit filed against Chevron Phillips Cedar Bayou plant in Baytown, Texas, is 
ongoing. 
 
 
 
July 7, 2010     


Enviro Groups Prepare to Sue Nation's Largest Oil Refinery (Huffington 
Post) 
 
By Chris Hamby and Elizabeth Lucas 
The Center for Public Integrity 
Tired of waiting for state regulators to take meaningful action, two environmental groups are 
preparing to file a lawsuit against the nation's largest oil refinery, accusing ExxonMobil Corp, of 
illegally releasing at least 5.9 million pounds of dangerous air pollutants over five years and 
jeopardizing the health of thousands of nearby residents. 
 
Environment Texas and the Sierra Club hope the lawsuit will force ExxonMobil to cut 
emissions, enhance monitoring, and pay a multimillion-dollar civil penalty for pollution from its 
Baytown, Texas, facility. The case is due to be filed in federal district court late summer, 
reflecting a chorus of criticism of the state's environmental regulator, the Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality (TCEQ), already under pressure from the federal Environmental 
Protection Agency to strengthen its air permitting program and more rigorously enforce current 
laws. 
 
"We're doing what the EPA should have done and what TCEQ should have done," said Joshua 
Kratka, a lawyer at the National Environmental Law Center, a nonprofit legal service in Boston 
that represents Environment Texas and the Sierra Club. 
 
ExxonMobil declined to comment on the impending lawsuit, but said it has spent hundreds of 
millions of dollars to upgrade its Baytown complex and reduce emissions. 
 
Unplanned and unauthorized air emissions at the complex -- which includes the huge 
refinery and two chemical plants -- started once every four days on average in 2005 and once 
every nine days on average in 2009, according to a Center for Public Integrity analysis of state 
emissions records included in a notice letter that precedes the filing of the lawsuit. The records 
show that ExxonMobil's chemical plants released nearly 1.3 million pounds of toxic substances 
in addition to 5.9 million pounds from its refinery, all above the facility's permitted emissions. 
 
Chemicals spewed into the air included benzene and 1,3-butadiene, both of which have been 
linked to cancer, and sulfur dioxide, which can cause breathing difficulties and burning of the 
lungs, nose and throat. 
 
Following the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe in the Gulf of Mexico, BP has been widely 
condemned for its safety and environmental practices, while ExxonMobil has sought to distance 
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itself from the accident and promote its commitment to higher standards. The data behind the 
impending lawsuit, however, suggest that ExxonMobil's environmental record is hardly spotless. 
 
The TCEQ categorized about 85 percent of the incidents at the three ExxonMobil plants in 
Baytown as "avoidable" or "preventable," according to a Center analysis of nearly 500 pages of 
enforcement orders issued during the past decade. In some orders, the Texas regulators described 
maintenance and training practices that could have prevented chemical releases, noting that one 
event in 2003 was "part of a frequent and recurring pattern indicative of inadequate design 
operation and maintenance." 
 
The problem, said Neil Carman, clean air program director for the Sierra Club in Texas, is the 
TCEQ's light-handed regulatory approach. He likened the state enforcement actions to issuing 
"traffic tickets" -- fines too small to deter future violations -- and applying "Band-Aids" -- cheap 
and quick repairs and upgrades that fail to prevent unauthorized releases, known as upsets.  
 
"These upsets are almost all preventable," Carman said. But companies "push the envelope 
because they want to make money." 
 
The ExxonMobil incidents have lasted hours or even days. The TCEQ records cited in the 
lawsuit notice letter detail about 340 incidents over five years, with estimated chemical releases 
totaling about 7.2 million pounds from the company's Baytown complex. The letter alleges that 
an additional 4.5 million pounds released during maintenance, startup or shutdown activities 
could be illegal, but it's impossible to tell because they are addressed in a confidential part of 
ExxonMobil's permit. 
 
Even for Baytown, a gritty industrial city 25 miles east of Houston, that rate of air-fouling 
emissions seemed high to some residents. 


 


New Clean Air Rule To Tame The Coal Plant Monster (WonkRoom) 
 
Our guest blogger is Frank O'Donnell, president of Clean Air Watch.  
Today, the Obama administration proposed a sweeping plan to reduce power plant emissions that 
cross state lines and kill tens of thousands of Americans every year. The proposed Clean Air 
Transport Rule replaces the Bush administration's so-called “clean air interstate rule” (CAIR) 
that was shot down by the courts because it permitted so much interstate emission trading that 
even some power companies filed suit. A federal court ordered EPA to fix the shaky legal 
grounds of the Bush plan. Power industry pollution remains so pervasive — and so often blows 
from one state to another — that it basically handcuffs state efforts to reduce pollution within a 
state's borders. As EPA noted in a fact sheet:  
 
Specifically, this proposal would require significant reductions in sulfur dioxide (SO2) and 
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions that cross state lines. These pollutants react in the atmosphere to 
form fine particles and ground-level ozone and are transported long distances, making it difficult 
for other states to achieve national clean air standards.  
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Emissions reductions will begin in 2012. By 2014, “the rule and other state and EPA actions 
would reduce power plant SO2 emissions by 71 percent over 2005 levels,” and power plant NOx 
emissions “would drop by 52 percent.”  
 
It has been nearly 40 years since passage of the landmark Clean Air Act of 1970. Since then, 
we've made significant progress towards cleaner air. Cars are dramatically cleaner. Lead is gone 
from gasoline. New trucks no longer belch out the familiar puff of smoke. And EPA statistics 
document the continuing overall trend of cleaner air with respect to traditional pollutants. 
Despite that progress, one major source of air pollution remains a notorious problem: the electric 
power industry. Indeed a recent assessment by Ceres, the Natural Resources Defense Council 
and several power companies described the footprint of fossil-fueled power plants:  
 
In 2008, power plants were responsible for 66 percent of SO2 [sulfur dioxide] emissions, 19 
percent of NOx [smog-forming nitrogen oxides] emissions, and 72 percent of toxic mercury 
emissions in the U.S. – not to mention that the electric industry also pumps out nearly 40 percent 
of the nation's heat-trapping carbon dioxide emissions.  
 
A recent Clean Air Watch survey noted that no fewer than 40 states and the District of Columbia 
have experienced unhealthful levels of smog so far this year.  
 
The Obama EPA hopes to put the cleanup concept on a sound legal footing by limiting the 
amount of emission trading. Anyone interested in clean air should hope this plan holds up in 
court. EPA projects the plan could prevent up to 36,000 premature deaths a year – and bring 
monetary benefits of at least $120 billion a year – at an annual cost of about $2.2 billion.  
 
It is a big step towards taming the environmental monster known as the coal-fired power plant. 
But it is only the first step. EPA plans nest year to propose rules to limit mercury and other toxic 
emissions including arsenic, dioxins and hydrochloric acid. The power industry has been evading 
toxic pollution requirements for two decades.  
 
EPA has also pledged to follow up with a subsequent interstate pollution rule, if needed, as it 
surely will be, to make further reductions in smog-forming power plant emissions after the 
agency moves to set tougher national health standards for ozone, or smog, as it plans to do by the 
end of the summer. 


 


 Hyper-Invasive Kudzu Worsens Ozone Levels, Air Pollution (Treehugger) 
 
Just as much of the US east of Appalachia is in the midst of a serious heat wave comes word that 
kudzu--that hyper-invasive vine that can grow up to seven feet a week and will cover everything 
in its path--contributes to the production of ozone. At its worst it can help create seven more days 
a year when ozone levels exceed air pollution limits.  
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The new report, published in the , details how kudzu releases nitric oxide and isoprene, which 
are important in making ozone. Researchers discovered that areas which kudzu had invaded had 
higher levels of ozone than areas which had not yet been colonized. summed it up: Nitric oxide 
emitted from soil were significantly higher - more than twice as high - in invaded areas as in 
uninvaded areas. The soil samples from areas with kudzu also had increased nitrogen cycling 
rates. Nitrogen cycling rates describe the speed at which nitrogen is transferred from the plant to 
the soil and from the soil back and forth to the ecosystem. Nitrogen mineralization and 
nitrification, both of which are important steps in the nitrogen cycle in soil, were also increased 
in areas invaded by kudzu.According to the computer model, the most extreme case of 
widespread kudzu growing over nonurban and nonagricultural soil would result in a greater than 
25 percent increase in nitric oxide emissions from soil.  
 
As for the effects of high levels of ozone on human health, here's what the EPA wrote in its latest 
poor air quality advisory: Exposure to elevated ozone levels can cause serious breathing 
problems, aggravate asthma and other pre-existing lung diseases, and make people more 
susceptible to respiratory infection. When smog levels are elevated, people should refrain from 
strenuous outdoor activity, especially sensitive populations such as children and adults with 
respiratory problems.  Ground-level ozone (smog) forms when volatile organic compounds and 
oxides of nitrogen interact in the presence of sunlight. Cars, trucks and buses give off the 
majority of the pollution that makes smog. Fossil fuel burning at electric powerplants, 
particularly on hot days, emit smog-making pollution. Gasoline stations, print shops, household 
products like paints and cleaners, as well as lawn and garden equipment also add significantly to 
the ozone smog.  
 
 


Hyper-Invasive Kudzu Worsens Ozone Levels, Air Pollution (Treehugger) 
 
Just as much of the US east of Appalachia is in the midst of a serious heat wave comes word that 
kudzu--that hyper-invasive vine that can grow up to seven feet a week and will cover everything 
in its path--contributes to the production of ozone. At its worst it can help create seven more days 
a year when ozone levels exceed air pollution limits.  
 
The new report, published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, details how 
kudzu releases nitric oxide and isoprene, which are important in making ozone. Researchers 
discovered that areas which kudzu had invaded had higher levels of ozone than areas which had 
not yet been colonized.  
 
Environmental Health News summed it up:  
 
Nitric oxide emitted from soil were significantly higher - more than twice as high - in invaded 
areas as in uninvaded areas. The soil samples from areas with kudzu also had increased nitrogen 
cycling rates. Nitrogen cycling rates describe the speed at which nitrogen is transferred from the 
plant to the soil and from the soil back and forth to the ecosystem. Nitrogen mineralization and 
nitrification, both of which are important steps in the nitrogen cycle in soil, were also increased 
in areas invaded by kudzu.According to the computer model, the most extreme case of 
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widespread kudzu growing over nonurban and nonagricultural soil would result in a greater than 
25 percent increase in nitric oxide emissions from soil.  
 
Kudzu bloom, photo: Clinton Steeds via flickr  
 
As for the effects of high levels of ozone on human health, here's what the EPA wrote in its latest 
poor air quality advisory:  
 
Exposure to elevated ozone levels can cause serious breathing problems, aggravate asthma and 
other pre-existing lung diseases, and make people more susceptible to respiratory infection. 
When smog levels are elevated, people should refrain from strenuous outdoor activity, especially 
sensitive populations such as children and adults with respiratory problems.  
 
Ground-level ozone (smog) forms when volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen 
interact in the presence of sunlight. Cars, trucks and buses give off the majority of the pollution 
that makes smog. Fossil fuel burning at electric powerplants, particularly on hot days, emit 
smog-making pollution. Gasoline stations, print shops, household products like paints and 
cleaners, as well as lawn and garden equipment also add significantly to the ozone smog. 
 
 


I to keep Midlothian wet cement kilns closed (Huffington Post) 
           
TERRY WALLACE | July 6, 2010 10:00 PM EST  
 
Compare 10:00 PM EST07:38 PM EST and 10:00 PM EST07:38 PM EST versions  
 
DALLAS — Texas Industries announced Tuesday that it will close all four of its wet-process 
cement kilns in Midlothian permanently, handing a victory to grass-roots opponents who had 
waged a lengthy fight over downwind pollution from the plants. 
 
The TXI plant in Midlothian, 25 miles southwest of Dallas, is part of the nation's greatest 
concentration of cement plants. 
 
The Dallas-based construction materials company said in a statement that, henceforth, it would 
rely on the plant's dry-process kiln that the citizen activists agree burns cleaner and uses more 
up-to-date technology. 
 
"It's the culmination of a 21-year fight that began in 1989 by a group of residents who found that 
burning hazardous waste in cement kilns was not a good idea," said Jim Schermbeck, director of 
the group Downwinders at Risk. 
 
TXI called the closings "an opportunity to enhance the operational efficiency of TXI's modern 
(dry-process) kiln at the same plant," as well as "result in reduced emissions." 
 
The company said the move will have no effect on the present force of 170 workers at the plant. 
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The decision does not call for demolition of the four wet kilns, which had been idled since 2008 
by a construction market shrunken by the economic recession, said TXI spokesman David 
Perkins. However, upgrades to the 50-year-old units would be impractical, he said. 
 
As for future demolition, "obviously that will be a consideration," Perkins said. 
 
Aside from TXI's dry-process kiln, the move leaves two dry-process cement kilns run in 
Midlothian by Waltham, Mass.-based Holcim (US) Inc. and three wet-process cement kilns run 
by Overland Park, Kan.-based Ash Grove Cement Co. Schermbeck said the cement kiln fight 
would now focus on the Ash Grove kilns. 
 
In a statement issued late Tuesday, Curtis Lesslie, Ash Grove vice president for environmental 
affairs, defended the cleanliness of its Midlothian wet kilns. He said Ash Grove operates the 
nation's only wet kilns that feature up-to-date pollution control technology "and other methods to 
reduce overall emissions by more than 65 percent since the 1990s." 
 
State, local or industry officials had long said decades of studies prove the air around the nation's 
largest concentration of cement plants is just fine. Residents, however, have reported a list of 
health woes they have attributed to air pollution from the plants. 
 
In Midlothian, the plants are tightly clustered a few miles apart in this town of about 16,000 just 
south of Dallas. The factories, with 10 massive kilns that bake limestone and other ingredients 
into cement at temperatures up to 2,800 degrees, can produce up to 6 million tons of cement a 
year by a pollution-producing process fueled mostly by coal, hazardous waste or old tires. 
 
According to the most recent EPA statistics, the plants in 2007 emitted about 300 tons of sulfuric 
acid, nearly 20 tons of benzene, and smaller amounts of mercury, chromium, manganese and 
other chemicals. Those emissions were within the annual limits allowed on their state emissions 
permits. 
 
The announcement came six days after the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency officially 
overturned a 16-year-old Texas air permitting program it says violates the Clean Air Act. 
However, Perkins said that was not a factor in TXI's decision 
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Is the EPA Afraid to Piss off King Coal? (Huffington Post) 
 
Coal , Epa , Lisa Jackson , Mountaintop Removal , Oil , Rainforest Action Network , Green 
News 
 
While working on environmental issues, from food safety to energy and climate, I've seen a 
recurring theme: the federal regulatory agencies that are charged with monitoring big industries 
and guarding our public and environmental health wind up cowing to the interests of those 
industries over sound science and public safety. The BP oil disaster and the appalling role of the 
Minerals Management Service (MMS) is of course a recent and very blatant example. Another 
example that has received much less attention but is no less egregious is the relationship between 
King Coal and the EPA. 
 
With the nation's eyes on the BP disaster, the EPA, without publicly announcing the action, 
recently green lighted a major new mountaintop removal (MTR) coal mining permit in Logan 
County, West Virginia. The permit approves the destruction of nearly three miles of currently 
clean streams and 760 acres of forest, in a county where at least 13 percent of the land has 
already been permitted for surface coal mining. 
 
Even though the EPA has released its own studies showing the irreparable damage that MTR has 
on stream health and aquatic life, it is simultaneously green lighting new mountaintop removal 
permits. How can that possibly make sense? 
 
For decades, Appalachian residents have been decrying the impact of mountaintop removal coal 
mining--the practice of blowing up whole mountains (and dumping the toxic debris into nearby 
streams and valleys) to reach seams of coal. Environmentalists, leading scientists, congressional 
representatives and even late coal state Senator Byrd have all called for the end of this mining 
practice, which is devastating our purple mountains majesty and poisoning drinking water. 
 
A paper released in January 2009 by a dozen leading scientists in the journal Science concluded 
that mountaintop coal mining is so destructive that the government should stop giving out new 
permits all together. "The science is so overwhelming that the only conclusion that one can reach 
is that mountaintop mining needs to be stopped," said Margaret Palmer, a professor at the 
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Sciences and the study's lead author. 
 
Essentially, everyone from federal regulators to Appalachian residents (everyone except King 
Coal and some very loud coal state representatives, that is) has acknowledged the devastating 
impact that this mining practice is having on mountains, drinking water and communities. At 
issue is not whether mountaintop mining is bad for the environment or human health, because we 
know it is and the EPA has said it is. At issue is whether President Obama's EPA will take the 
gloves off and do something about it. 
 
It is infuriating that we have to demand the EPA follow its own science. Mountaintop removal 
coal mining is an unnecessary and outdated practice that has no place in the 21st century or in 
our clean energy future, and the EPA knows it. 
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The sad reality, however, is that King Coal and its lobbyists and representatives in Washington 
have tremendous political power that takes precedence over public health. When the EPA makes 
a decision -- and I genuinely believe there are good people in the EPA who want to make the 
right decisions for the people and the environment -- they have to consider the heat they will take 
from industry. Perhaps it's time the EPA considers the heat it will take from the rest of us who 
are tired of sacrificing our health for big industries profits. 
 
The loose safety regulations, slack oversight and outright legislative support that our government 
provides for corporations, most egregiously dirty energy corporations like BP and Massey 
Energy, have become all too clear recently. If we are to end our nation's dangerous addiction to 
fossil fuels, it is critical that we build enough public pressure and create the political space 
necessary to beat back Big Oil and King Coal's influence in Washington. 
 
For starters, take action today by calling EPA's Lisa Jackson to demand she stop cowing to King 
Coal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Journalists Covering BP Spill Now Face Felonies, $40K Fines (Treehugger) 
 
News OCR Text: There will certainly be no more of this -- A journalist diving into the Gulf spill. 
There's been much discussion over how BP has been obstructing media coverage of the Gulf 
spill, and rightly so. Thus far, impediments to coverage have involved the Coast Guard 
cooperating with BP to turn reporters away, and simply barring journalists' access from certain 
impacted areas. But now, reports are surfacing that journalists are no longer just facing the 
prospect of being turned away -- a new rule imposed by the US Coast Guard means that they're 
now facing felony charges and fines of tens of thousands of dollars as well. : Journalists who 
come too close to oil spill clean-up efforts without permission could find themselves facing a 
$40,000 fine and even one to five years in prison under a new rule instituted by the Coast Guard 
late last week. It's a move that outraged observers have decried as an attack on First Amendment 
rights. And CNN's Anderson Cooper describes the new rules as making it "very easy to hide 
incompetence or failure."  
 
The Coast Guard order states that "vessels must not come within 20 meters [65 feet] of booming 
operations, boom, or oil spill response operations under penalty of law." But since "oil spill 
response operations" apparently covers much of the clean-up effort on the beaches, CNN's 
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Anderson Cooper describes the rule as banning reporters from "anywhere we need to be." takes a 
closer look at the implications that rules like this have -- he points out that it reveals how blurred 
the line has become between corporate interests and government operations. And he's right -- 
we've seen this time and again throughout the coverage of the BP spill: The feds steadfastly 
supporting BP's decisions and spill response plans, even when both wander into gray territory. 
The Coast Guard shooed away NPR reporters on BP's behalf, the EPA backed down from BP's 
refusal to accept their directive to stop using chemical dispersants.  
 
I'll end with a quote from Greenwald here: The very idea that government officials are acting as 
agents of BP (of all companies) in what clearly seem to be unconstitutional acts to intimidate and 
impede the media is infuriating. Obviously, the U.S. Government and BP share the same interest 
-- preventing the public from knowing the magnitude of the spill and the inadequacy of the 
clean-up efforts -- but this creepy police state behavior is intolerable. 
 
 
 


WATER 
 


EPA finishing up Pavillion-area monitoring wells (Huffington Post) 
           
MEAD GRUVER |July 6, 2010 07:45 PM EST  
 
CHEYENNE, Wyo. — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has almost finished drilling 
two monitoring wells to test for pollution in a central Wyoming community where residents 
suspect chemicals related to gas drilling have contaminated their well water. 
 
Meanwhile, the EPA has pushed back a meeting with residents of the Pavillion area. Originally 
planned for July, the public meeting now will be held in August. 
 
The agency wants to make certain ahead of the meeting that homeowners have accurate 
information about the contamination and any health risks, EPA spokesman Richard Mylott said. 
 
"One of the things that's become clear is getting a good health-based assessment of the many 
wells we've sampled is time-consuming," Mylott said Tuesday. 
 
Area residents say chemicals related to a process called hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," may 
have polluted their wells. Fracking involves pumping water, sand and chemicals underground at 
high pressure to open fissures and improve the flow of oil or gas. 
 
The EPA tested wells in the area in March 2009 and January 2010. Contamination is suspected 
in 11 water wells. 
 
Mylott said two new wells to check for groundwater pollution are being completed and should be 
operational by August. 
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One homeowner, Louis Meeks, said the EPA considered but decided against drilling a 
monitoring well on his property because he'd tried drilling a new water well and hit dangerous 
amounts of natural gas. 
 
"They were scared of that and so were the drillers," Meeks said Tuesday. "They didn't want to 
have problems." 
 
A couple weeks ago, an EPA employee tested his water by turning on hot shower water and 
running a detector to see if gas was present, Meeks said. 
 
"He did say there was a problem. There was gas there," he said. 
 
Meeks said he hauls drinking water to his home at his own expense. His well water "reeks" from 
pollution, he said, and taking a shower "cleans your sinuses." 
 
Meeks said he has health problems and so does his wife but no one seems to care. 
 
"They're not doing anything out there for anybody, Encana," he said, referring to the company 
that did the gas drilling locals believe caused the pollution. 
 
EnCana Corp. officials have said no link has been confirmed between groundwater pollution and 
the company's drilling in the area. The EPA expects to release its findings on a pollution source 
by year's end. 
 
Encana spokesman Randy Teeuwen did not return a message Tuesday seeking comment. 
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EPA Scraps Texas Clean Air Program, Will Make Oil Refineries To File For 
New Permits (Huffington Post) 
 
RAMIT PLUSHNICK-MASTI | 06/30/10 05:35 PM | AP 
 Al Armendariz, Bryan Shaw, Carbon Emissions, Clean Air, Clean Air Act, Climate Change, 
Epa, Exxon Mobil, Flexible Permits, Oil Refineries, Pollution, Rick Perry, State Rights, Texas, 
Texas Commission On Environmental Quality, Green News 
 
HOUSTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on Wednesday officially overturned 
a 16-year-old Texas air permitting program it says violates the Clean Air Act, leaving some of 
the country's largest refineries in a state of limbo. 
 
The move comes after years of backdoor bickering, negotiations and public arguments between 
the EPA and Texas. The argument recently escalated from a battle over environmental issues 
into a heated political dispute over states' rights. 
 
Gov. Rick Perry has been using it to drive home his contention that President Barack Obama's 
administration is overreaching, saying in a statement Wednesday that "Texas will continue to 
fight this federal takeover of a successful state program." 
 
The EPA's decision, announced in a statement, will force some 125 refineries and petrochemical 
plants to invest millions of dollars to get new permits. Many of the plants may also have to invest 
in updates to comply with federal regulations. 
 
The decision did not come as a surprise to Texas or the industries. EPA regional director Al 
Armendariz has said for months he would disapprove the permits if Texas did not comply with 
the Clean Air Act. 
 
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality's chairman Bryan Shaw insisted Wednesday 
the state's permitting program complies with the Clean Air Act and has improved air quality in 
Texas. However, in an effort to satisfy the EPA's concerns, Shaw said the commission recently 
changed the rules but apparently the EPA "did not take them into consideration." 
 
Texas can challenge the ruling in court, but a commission spokesman said it hasn't decided 
whether to go that route. 
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Armendariz said the proposed rules were in the first stage of a lengthy approval process that 
could take months or even years. 
 
"I can't wait to take action on these permits. I've got to act soon because these permits are 
seriously flawed," Armendariz told The Associated Press. 
 
The EPA's move on Wednesday addresses Texas' so-called flexible permits, which set a general 
limit on how much air pollutants an entire facility can release. The federal Clean Air Act requires 
state-issued permits to set limits on each of the dozens of individual production units inside a 
plant. The EPA says Texas' system masks pollution and makes it impossible to regulate 
emissions and protect public health. 
 
Texas has been issuing the permits since 1994 even though it never received the required federal 
approval. The EPA made clear at least five years ago it believed the permits violated federal air 
laws, warning Texas and the refinery and petrochemical industry it would take action. The 
industry, uncomfortable with the uncertainty, sued the EPA in 2008, demanding the agency take 
action on this and several other programs that remained in limbo. 
 
The EPA was under a court-ordered deadline of June 30 to either approve or disapprove the 
flexible permit program. On Wednesday, a federal court rejected a last minute appeal by the 
industry to extend the deadline. 
 
Armendariz said he has instructed his staff to work closely with Texas and industry leaders to fix 
the permits. 
 
The EPA has been working with industry leaders to find a way to effectively and efficiently issue 
new air permits to the impacted plants, including the nation's largest refinery, Exxon Mobil in 
Baytown, Texas. The EPA has offered them an independent audit mechanism that would allow 
them to correctly measure air pollutants to get the new permits, while ensuring them they would 
not be penalized for violations uncovered. 
 
Matthew Tejada, executive director of Air Alliance Houston, one of several environmental 
groups that has opposed the permits, welcomed the EPA move but said he expects a state and 
industry-led legal battle against the agency. 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com 
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June 30, 2010 
Pressure from Senator George LeMieux (R, FL) and others has paid off with an emergency 
federal ruleto permit more oil cleanup vessels to leave their posts elsewhere along America's 
coastline and finally head to the Gulf of Mexico to provide help.  
 
The Coast Guard and Environmental Protection Agency are to publish the formal rule 
Wednesday (June 30), LeMieux announced. Normally, large amounts of ships and equipment are 
required by law to be kept in standby reserve to handle possible spills in harbors, drilling areas, 
etc. Those federal dictates have prevented them from joining the under-supplied oil spill cleanup.  
 
The situation is analogous to a major fire--when units are called in from neighboring 
jurisdictions after one area is overwhelmed by a major blaze.  
 
LeMieux responded by expressing thanks--and wondering why it took so long:  
 
"We are at day 71 of this crisis and just now the bureaucracy is clearing a path for more 
skimmers. After waves of oil, tar and sludge-stained beaches, after families have lost their jobs, 
their business, and their way of life, we are finally beginning to see a sense of urgency from the 
federal government. I am glad the rule has been issued, but I wish this determination had been 
made weeks ago, when the oil could have been skimmed before it hit our coastlines."  
 
Still, the additional American ships will continue to be inadequate for the vast job. Of 2,000 
skimming-capable vessels in the U.S., Lemieux says only 400 are being used in the Gulf. But all 
of them have only minor capacity compared to a huge foreign ship that has just arrived in the 
Gulf, but has not been approved for use.  
 
Might the newfound urgency lead to a quick acceptance of the largest help that's been offered so 
far? That would mean authorizing use of the giant A Whale tanker ship that its Taiwanese 
owners have equipped to collect 500,000 barrels of oil per day--250 times the capacity of most 
vessels now being used to skim oil from the Gulf. The Coast Guard reportedly will test the ship's 
capabilities this week, but has not said how long its review will take.  
 
Putting the ship to work will require approval by the Coast Guard and the EPA, and may or may 
not require a Jones Act waiver. The EPA is involved because the skimming process picks up 
about seven times as much water as oil. Without EPA permission, skimming ships may be 
prohibited from discharging the water which they separate from the oil. The discharged water is 
significantly cleaned but not purified to the extent EPA desires.  
 
Using a giant tanker to suck up the oil is a strategy that Saudi Arabia successfully employed in 
1993 to clean up a 700-million gallon spilloff its coast. Yet Coast Guard Admiral Thad Allen just 
a few weeks ago claimed no such ship was availableto help in the Gulf of Mexico. The arrival of 
the A Whalehopefully will change his mind. Meantime, keeping up the pressure may help.  
 
Follow Ernest Istook on Twitter: www.twitter.com/Ernest_Istook 
 
 



http://www.twitter.com/Ernest_Istook
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CLIMATE CHANGE  


Green Groups Hit The Airwaves Hoping To Use Spill To Prompt Climate 
Acton In the Senate (Treehugger) 
 
June 30, 2010 
The League of Conservation Voters (LCV), VoteVets.org Action Fund, Sierra Club and Service 
Employees International Union (SEIU) today went live with some hard hitting TV ads designed 
to pressure targeted Senators to support climate and energy action. The $11 million ad campaign 
names Sens. Burr (NC), Johanns (NE), Nelson (NE), McCaskill (MO) and Reid (NV), and 
highlights the recent vote on what the groups are calling Sen. Murkowski's "Big Oil Bailout" 
resolution, which would have stripped the EPA of its authority to regulate carbon emissions. 
 
The Sierra Club's Michael Brune on the ads: 
 
"As the nation continues to grapple with the BP oil disaster, one thing remains very clear - the 
urgent need to end to our dependence on oil. Now is the time for real action from our nation's 
leaders to craft a foundation on which we can build an America free from oil addiction, create 
millions of new clean energy manufacturing, construction, and service jobs here at home, and 
reduce the carbon pollution that is threatening our economy, our health, and our climate. We're 
joining our colleagues in the national security, labor, and conservationist communities today to 
tell Senators that the American people won't tolerate shills for Big Oil and that won't settle for 
anything less than a clean energy future." 
 
The ads in Florida depict Sen. Nelson as covered in oil, with his life in danger. Only action on 
climate and energy can save him. Nelson has been attacked over his connection to Big Oil and 
his vote is considered crucial to getting to 60, the minimum to avoid a filibuster. 
 
It's unclear which bill the coalition supports. Sens. Kerry and Lieberman have a bill, but so do 
Sens. Bingaman, Collins, Cantwell, and Lugar. 
 
 


 


FUEL 
===================================================================== 


SD Gov. Rounds critical of EPA delay on ethanol (Huffington Post) 
           
WAYNE ORTMAN |June 30, 2010 05:50 PM EST  
 
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. — Gov. Mike Rounds criticized the federal government for delaying a 
decision on allowing a 15 percent ethanol blend in gasoline during a conference Wednesday on 
using technology and research to expand South Dakota's agriculture economy. 
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Executives at the Governor's Ag Development Summit talked about scientific and 
biotechnological research that can be used to grow more grain and create new fuel sources. 
 
In his welcoming address, Rounds said the world will need more food and fuel so breakthroughs 
in the laboratory allow the state's farmers and ranchers to produce more with less. 
 
Rounds chastised the federal government for promoting the use of renewable fuels while the 
Environmental Protection Agency postponed for a second time a decision on whether the ethanol 
blend in gas can go from 10 percent to 15 percent. 
 
"It's just ridiculous to have this kind of delay in that type of an important decision-making 
process," Rounds said. 
 
He noted that annual ethanol production in South Dakota has grown 600 percent since 2002. The 
15 percent level would assure a continued and expanded market for ethanol, he said. 
 
The EPA, which had been expected to decide by this month if U.S. car engines can handle the 
higher concentration, has said initial tests "look good" and should be completed by the end of 
September. The ethanol industry says the 15 percent blend will not hurt engine performance, 
while the refining industry, small engine manufacturers and some environmental groups have 
argued against an increase. 
 
 
Monsanto Co. executive David Fischhoff said the world population is growing and wants more 
animal protein in its diet, something that will drive up the demand for grains to be used as 
livestock feed. That will require higher yields because the amount of land available for crop 
production is shrinking, said Fischhoff, vice president of technology strategy and development at 
Monsanto. 
 
Average corn yields in the U.S. have doubled in the past 40 years to around 165 bushels per acre 
last year. The same growth rate could mean 200 bushels per acre by 2030 but perhaps even more 
because of expected advancements in farming practices, plant breeding and biotechnology. 
 
"I think the possibility exists, and really it's a credible possibility ... that we could get yields to go 
up close to 300 bushels an acre in that same time frame," Fischhoff said. 
 
Mark Matlock, senior vice president of research for Archer Daniels Midland Co., said biofuels 
such as ethanol will help fill a growing need for energy in developing countries. 
 
The idea of using grains for more than food and clothing has been around since the 1920s and 
'30s but didn't get far while petroleum prices were stable, he said. Now, as oil prices periodically 
spike, there's a move to use renewables in manufacturing or as fuels. 
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"Every year we can grow another crop of soybeans, another crop of corn, another crop of wheat, 
so if we can use these feedstocks we can create products that we will always have in 
civilization," Matlock said. 
 
Increasing the use of renewable farm products will require innovation to catch up with 
petroleum; efficient use of water, chemicals and fertilizers on the farm, and investment in 
infrastructure to transport, process and store larger crops, he said. 
 
 
 


MINING 
 
June 30, 2010 


"Reckoning at Eagle Creek: The Secret Legacy of Coal in the Heartland" 
(Huffington Post) 
 
Posted: June 30, 2010 11:06 AM 
Where's the Outrage? EPA Betrays Coalfields (Again) with New Mountaintop Removal Permit 
Arch Coal , Australia , Bp , Coal , Dirty Coal , Epa , Europe , Green Energy , Lisa Jackson , 
Mongolia , Mountaintop Removal , Peabody , President Obama , Ran , Robert Byrd , Water , 
Green News 
 
I'm not sure if the EPA is addled, or downright shameless, but on the heels of meeting with 
besieged Appalachian coalfield residents and less than three months since its ballyhooed new 
guidance rules to halt reckless mountaintop removal operations, President Obama's 
Environmental Protection Agency has once again gone back on its word and green-lighted a 
dangerous mountaintop removal permit in a hair-brained pander to Big Coal that will knowingly 
destroy miles of critical headwater streams. 
 
The piss poor week of coal news this week makes the BP disaster look like a cake walk. If only I 
could be glib and declare: The more things change, the more things stay the same. Peabody 
Energy announced they're opening a massive strip mine in Mongolia that will dwarf Wyoming's 
Powder River Basin to "solve world poverty"; Australia's strip mines continue to disappear 
historic communities; and the NY Times pointed out that Big Coal receives over $100 billion 
annually in welfare from Europe. 
 
In the case of the Appalachian coalfields, where millions of pounds of ammonium nitrate fuel oil 
explosives are detonated daily in historic mountain communities and American citizens live in 
contaminated watersheds, the EPA's giddy support for the St. Louis-based Arch Coal's Pine 
Creek strip mine in Logan County, West Virginia is not only a travesty, but a costly one. 
 
Logan County is already under assault for flooding, due to extensive strip mines in the area. 
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And the misguided decision, alas, comes at such a sad moment--the same week of the death of 
legendary West Virginia Senator Robert Byrd, who announced only one month ago: 
 
    If the process of mining destroys nearby wells and foundations, if blasting and digging and 
relocating streams unearths harmful elements and releases them into the environment causing 
illness and death, that process should be halted and the resulting hazards to the community 
abated. 
 
Exactly one year ago, EPA official John Pomponio testified before the Senate that mountaintop 
removal irreversibly destroyed headwater streams. Pomponio declared: 
 
"These little streams are like capillaries in your blood system," Pomponio said. "They're what 
travel through the landscape and capture the pollutants, clean those pollutants. And we frankly 
don't know where the tipping point is in losing one stream, five streams, or 18 streams in a 
particular watershed." 
 
Last week, Pomponio authored the letter to the US Army Corps of Engineers, which allows Arch 
Coal to go forth with its mountaintop removal operation, after making changes to its application 
that will affect only 22% of the damage--which means, 78 % of the estimated 14,000 feet of 
critical streams will be destroyed. 
 
In his letter, Pomponio lauds Arch Coal's efforts to create artificial ditches as replacements for 
natural headwaters, a bogus "mitigating" effort that Dr. Margaret Palmer decried as too 
ineffective to support the native aquatic community in the same historic Senate hearing last year. 
 
"This is a devastating first decision under guidelines that had offered so much hope for 
Appalachian residents who thought the EPA was standing up for their health and water quality in 
the face of a horrific mining practice," said Amanda Starbuck of the Rainforest Action Network. 
"The grand words being spoken by Administrator Jackson in Washington are simply not being 
reflected in the EPA's actions on-the-ground. This continues the inconsistent and contradictory 
decisions that have plagued the EPA's process on mountaintop removal coal mining all along." 
 
For West Virginia coal miner's widow Lorelei Scarbro and leader with the Alliance for 
Appalachia, who has met numerous times with the EPA, the decision is nothing less than an act 
of betrayal to the Appalachian people. In a personal letter to EPA administrator Lisa Jackson 
yesterday, Scarbro wrote: 
 
 
    I just finished reading what amounts to a green light by Region 3 EPA on the Pine Creek 
permit in Logan County, WV. I have to say that this disturbs me. I have been involved in the 
battle to stop, not regulate, mountaintop removal coal mining since the coal mine moved in next 
door to my home at the base of Coal River Mountain in Rock Creek, WV. I watched my husband 
die of black lung after 35 years as an underground union coal miner. I watch as people I love get 
sicker each day from contaminated water after raising their family in Prenter Hollow, WV. 
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    I have left my very peaceful home 3 miles up in Rock Creek and traveled to DC many times in 
the past 2 years to help the powers that be to really see the face of coal. I hope that by telling the 
people on Capitol Hill how the decisions they make affect the lives of the people in the mountain 
communities they might begin to see us as valuable. Too often we are treated like collateral 
damage or just the price of doing business. I have been in many meetings with David Evans, 
Brian Fraizer and many others at EPA in DC and Region 3. I have met with CEQ, OSMRE and 
many other regulatory agencies and countless numbers of Senators and Congressmen trying to 
make a difference. 
 
    I was on the call on April 1 when you released the guidance for conductivity levels and I was 
very excited when I heard you say " You're talking about no or very few valley fills that are 
going to be able to meet standards like this." The release of this guidance and your words 
brought hope to many people that long ago lost it. 
 
    I have been very thankful for all of the steps this EPA has taken to improve life in the 
mountain communities of Appalachia, but I was heartbroken when I saw the decision on Pine 
Creek. Although I live about 1 ½ hours from this area I stand with the citizens there and I fear 
that this is just the beginning of many more permit releases. We believed you when you spoke 
about "zeroing out valley fills". Where I am from, sometimes all you have is your word. People 
here have historically made life altering decisions on nothing more than a handshake and their 
word. 
 
    I am a 54 year old widow of a coal miner and the most important thing to me is clean drinking 
water for my grandchildren. I don't believe that is possible if we continue to 
    destroy and cover head water streams in Appalachia. Once again, I have lost hope. Please don't 
let this be the final word on Pine Creek Surface Mine. 
 
The EPA's pander is a wakeup call that nothing less than an act to abolish mountaintop removal 
operations, such as the Clean Water Protection Act, will bring this egregious human rights and 
environmental violation to an end. 
 
To this end, the Alliance for Appalachia needs your help--they need donations to get this 
important ad on national TV to bring home the cost of the catastrophe of mountaintop removal 
and strip mining to coal-fired consumers--including Lisa Jackson and the EPA--across the 
nation. 
 
 
 


WATER 
===================================================================== 


Passaic riverkeeper sees signs of hope despite the slow pace of cleanup 
(Grist) 
   
by Mary Bruno  
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30 Jun 2010 10:58 AM 
Andy Willner, activist and advocate of the Passaic.Photo courtesy of al-ICE g via FlickrOn Jan. 
2, 1990, a leaking pipeline at Bayonne, New Jersey's Exxon Bayway oil refinery sent 567,000 
gallons of heating fuel into the surrounding waterways and marsh. Andy Willner volunteered to 
help the affected wildlife. He wound up collecting a truckload of dead Canvasback ducks and 
driving them straight to the refinery. When a worker there tried to shoo him away, Willner 
threatened to drive the oily carcasses across the Hudson to the door of The New York Times. 
The worker acquiesced. An activist was born. 
 
Not long after the Bayway spill Willner became the Executive Director of the N.Y./N.J. 
Baykeeper organization, the so-called "citizen guardian of Hudson-Raritan estuary ... the most 
urban estuary on Earth." The Passaic River is part of that estuarine system, and Willner has been 
one of the Passaic's most vocal advocates. Willner retired in 2009. But in 20-plus years as head 
of Baykeeper, he spent countless hours patrolling and pleading for the Lower Passaic. The final 
17-mile stretch, from the Dundee Dam in Garfield, N.J. to the river's mouth in Newark, is home 
to the Diamond Alkali Superfund site, the oldest unresolved superfund site in the country. This 
last reach of river cuts through the most crowded and heavily industrialized part of the country, 
and the river has the scars to prove it. Willner has done more than anyone to call attention to 
those scars and to the people most responsible for inflicting them. 
 
Q. How did you first get involved with the Passaic River? 
 
A. The Passaic is one of the tributaries to New York Harbor. So when I first started the N.Y./N.J. 
Baykeeper organization back in the early 1990s, we took a hard look at the Passaic. It didn't 
seem like there were people either paying attention to the Lower Passaic or doing anything on 
the water. For a long time neither the federal Environmental Protection Agency -- which is in 
charge of Superfund and the Passaic, unfortunately, is a Superfund area -- nor the New Jersey 
Department of Environmental Protection was really doing very much about cleaning up the river. 
So the Passaic became a priority very early on. 
 
Q. What did Baykeeper actually do about the Passaic?  
 
A. Seeing as there was no one looking after the Passaic we took the challenge. And it became a 
very unique challenge. Here was a river that most people had forgotten. We had to build a river 
advocacy organization from scratch. 
 
We formed a unique partnership with the Hackensack Riverkeeper and started having Passaic 
River patrols and canoe trips, all as a way to get people more aware, and to bring the river into 
focus for the institutions, for government agencies, for organizations that advocated for other 
rivers but not the Passaic, and for the citizens who lived along the river's banks.  
 
We also had to get the government agencies aware that there was a huge problem and a big 
constituency that wanted to see the problem fixed. So we started taking government officials out 
on the river. 
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And very early on we became advocates for making the polluter -- which has evolved into a 
company called Occidental Chemical -- be the one who pays for both the cleanup and for the 
natural resource restoration of the Passaic. 
 
Q. What did these Passaic River patrols do? 
 
A. Let me start by saying that Baykeeper and other water keepers around the world are unique in 
that part of their mission is to be advocates for a particular water body. Our Baykeeper 
organization is an advocate for the bays and tributaries to New York Harbor. 
 
So a patrol is a way of observing from the water and making note of anomalies, taking 
photographs, recording the latitude and longitude of a pipe that something smelly is coming out 
of, looking for nefarious activities, and also documenting the inherent beauty. It's a way to 
familiarize the organization's staff and members with a place. It's also a way to either assist 
government in prosecuting polluters by gathering evidence for that prosecution, or if the 
government is unwilling or unable to do that prosecution ourselves. 
 
Q. How did river conditions change -- for better or worse -- in your 20 years with Baykeeper? 
 
A. We see somewhat less debris floating in the river than we did when we first started patrolling. 
But I don't think things have changed significantly in terms of the legacy pollutants, the dioxin, 
and heavy metals. I'd say the biggest change has been the attitude of the people who live along 
the river. There are, all of a sudden, boating advocacy groups on the Passaic, people canoeing 
and kayaking regularly, even in the most industrial part of the river. There have always been 
competitive rowing groups and high schools with rowing programs -- and now they've become 
more popular. What's happened is the river hasn't changed very much but peoples' attitudes 
towards it have started to change and that's driving the government agencies to begin to make a 
change at the responsible party's -- Occidental Chemical's -- expense. 
 
Q. I've heard you mention Moby Dick in the context of the Passaic. I wonder if you could 
explain why that classic novel about the hunt for a white whale is relevant? 
 
A. It's relevant for anybody who lives anywhere near the water. I won't be able to quote this. But 
the first chapter is all about Manhattan. It talks about how people who live, particularly in port 
cities, move inevitably towards the water. Some go there to fish, some to look at the ships, some 
to just be in the salt air, but sometimes for no particularly obvious reason other than they're 
drawn to the water. And that's probably as true about the Passaic as it is about any tidal river in 
the world. 
 
The Passaic River, one of the most polluted rivers in the nation and a Superfund area. 
Q. Even despite its present condition? 
 
A. Yeah, you know, it's not the river's fault. It's certainly not the fault of the people who are 
compelled to be near it. It's really the fault of the polluters and the government agencies that have 
failed to fix the problems. 
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Q. Let's talk about that, particularly in light of the failure of BP and of federal oversight that led 
to the massive Gulf oil spill. I realize that you've been retired for more than a year, but can you 
talk about the current status of the Passaic River cleanup? 
 
A. There is now just the inkling of the beginning of a process that will have some pilot projects 
removing [dioxin-contaminated] sediments from the hottest spots in the river and monitoring 
whether there's any re-suspension of contaminants as a result of that removal. At the same time - 
and this is one of the things that Baykeeper has advocated for for close to 20 years -- the natural 
resource damages that occurred as a result of this pollution will be assessed and restoration 
projects will occur at the same time the cleanup is occurring. Whether that's marsh restoration or 
shoreline restoration or public walkways and boat launches, all that stuff will start happening, 
and has already started to happen, along with the cleanup. 
 
It became obvious that you can't just keep people away from that river for another generation. 
That you had to do the remediation and the restoration and the restoration of public access all at 
the same time. It's an innovative approach. 
 
I'm not sure you can compare the kind of legacy pollutants we have from a stubborn polluter 
[Occidental Chemical] to the extraordinary disaster that's happening in the Gulf, but I think there 
are some parallels: 
 
One of the things that all major corporations who pollute do is try to diminish their individual 
liability. BP lied about how much oil was being discharged into the Gulf; Occidental tried to 
distance itself from the dioxin in the river. 
 
When BP was shone for sure that there was more oil than they said there was, they said, well, it's 
a big ocean. When Occidental was confronted with irrevocable proof that [the dioxin in the 
Passaic] was their dioxin, they said, well, it's like a teaspoonful in a swimming pool. And so on, 
and so forth. 
 
And the more time corporations can spend, and the more money they can spend on lawyers and 
public relations firms, the longer it will take. It took [Exxon] 25 years and five times in the 
Supreme Court, but they got the original $5 billion [Exxon Valdez] liability case against them 
reduced to $500 million dollars. That's really what big companies do best, they stall and stall and 
stall until some government agency with guts or an organization like Baykeeper just stands up to 
them and says you've got to start cleaning up now and if you don't we'll do everything within our 
power to make sure you do. 
 
Q. What advice would you give someone who's concerned about their local urban river? 
 
A. Don't give up. Be aware that if you take on a project to bring an urban river back you're not 
talking about six months or a year or even two years. You should be willing to spend a decade or 
two. 
 
And you have to be at it all the time, and you have to engage people who live along the river's 
banks, and you have to tell the truth, and you have to expose the inability or unwillingness of 
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government to do anything, and you have to go right after the entity that polluted, and name 
names, and continue to do that over and over and over again until people start to say, "Oh yeah, 
it is them and they're the ones who have to pay to clean it up" 
 
And you have to get to love that river, as tough as some of these rivers are to love. You really 
have to get to love it, have it in your being, or else you won't be an effective advocate. 
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Leslie HatfieldSenior editor, GRACE 
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Factory vs. Sustainable Pork Production: Two Videos, One Case for 
Transparency (Huffington Post) 
 
Originally published at Ecocentric. 
Not many people would actually choose to get near a concentrated animal feeding operation 
(CAFO). In fact, lots of people spend lots of time trying to prevent such outfits from being built 
in their communities. But last fall, I jumped at the opportunity to visit a hog confinement in 
Iowa, as did several dozen other food activists, because such a glimpse into the secretive world 
of factory farming is rarer than a heritage breed pork chop in your average supermarket (which is 
to say, quite rare). 
 
So I shot a few moments of my glimpse behind the plastic "curtain," which you can watch in this 
video. 
 
 
We were not alone in our curiosity. Organizations like the Humane Society have long used 
undercover animal rights activists to document inhumane practices in CAFOs, author Jonathon 
Safran Foer sneaked into one for his book, Eating Animals, and in his oft-cited bestseller, The 
Omnivore's Dilemma, Michael Pollan suggests that if windows were installed in feedlots and 
slaughterhouses, the problems with contemporary meat production would be largely solved. 
Famed animal behaviorist Dr. Temple Grandin, too, made the case last spring for transparency in 
the form of on-site video cameras. 
 
Even Blake Hurst, the infamous agribusiness cheerleader, commodity farmer and vice president 
of the Missouri Farm Bureau, suggested in a NY Times Room for Debate essay on localized 
meat production that a "slaughterhouse in every village" would lead to greater public 
understanding of industrial food production, although I can only assume his intention here was 
quite different than Pollan's or Grandin's. On the other hand, Shauna Ahern of Pork, Knife and 
Spoon, a mouth-watering blog sponsored by The National Pork Board, wrote a very sympathetic 
post last month about her visit to a "pig farm" that she only later supposedly realized was a 
"CAFO," the owner of which refused to allow her to document any of the animals or their 
dwellings. 
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I agree with Pollan and Grandin -- in livestock agriculture, as in most anything, transparency is 
the order of the day. If I'm going to eat something -- especially an animal product -- I want to 
know as much as I can about where it came from, what it ate, how it was treated, whether its 
waste was dealt with in an environmentally responsible manner, etc. 
 
That said, because of the controversial nature of industrial livestock production and out of 
respect for a CAFO owner open enough to show it, I'll keep the identifying details of the 
operation I visited close. Basically though, it fit the EPA's definition of a large CAFO, but at 
16,000 hogs (housed in four different buildings -- about the same size as the one Ahern saw) it 
was on the quite small side of large. This PDF shows the EPA's definition of CAFOs by species, 
but note that sizes are "floors" as opposed to "ceilings," and that some of the nation's largest 
CAFOs move over a million animals a year. 
 
This confinement was part of a larger corn and soy operation. The owner did not tell us how 
many acres he was cultivating, but I got the impression that it was in the tens of thousands. He 
used some of the waste created by his hogs to fertilize his fields, which made sense back in the 
day when the amounts of waste created by a herd of animals corresponded to the number of acres 
to which it was applied, but given the vast quantities produced by large scale confinements, the 
waste is unmanageable and as such a major liability, one that operators like the one I talked to 
are left to shoulder on their own while the companies they contract out to reap the lion's share of 
the profits (see page 6 of the Pew Charitable Trusts' and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of 
Public Health's 2008 report [large PDF]). 
 
Speaking of waste, I'd heard a lot about the stench raised by CAFOs, and I must say that 
although it definitely didn't smell good, neither did it blow me over the way I expected. But stink 
is the least of the problems with the massive quantities of waste created at such facilities, most of 
which feature manure "lagoons" (this one was hidden beneath the building, which likely helped 
mask the smell -- the fact that it was snowing that day also probably helped -- I would imagine 
that it could get pretty ugly under the Midwest sun this time of year). Neighbors of CAFOs -- 
and workers, too -- have long reported adverse health effects like increased respiratory ailments 
(PDF) from air pollution, and mismanagement of waste was suspected to have been the cause of 
H1N1 virus. 
 
Just as the stench didn't knock me down, neither did the sight of so many hogs housed so tightly 
together devastate me emotionally, even though I adore pigs and know how smart they are and I 
would never, ever allow my dog to be in a situation like that. 
 
A few months after I visited the CAFO, I watched the film Our Daily Bread, a commentary-free 
film that documents several modern food production facilities. Thinking myself relatively 
hardened by years of looking at food issues, I turned it on while I ate dinner. I was sort of half-
watching when it got to the part where the baby chicks were being de-beaked -- so I'd been 
watching and eating for awhile before I realized what was going on, at which point I nearly 
choked on my (veggie) taco. Visiting the CAFO was like that -- at first blush, not the most 
pleasant place to be but also not shockingly horrible, unless you know what you're looking at (I 
must also note that there are much worse CAFOs -- there are many videos that document them -- 
and it makes sense that the guy who would let us in to see would rate among the better owners). 
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All the same, the farm in the video below is another animal completely, one with husbandry 
methods that are selling points, not liabilities. Note that the little piggies in that video still had 
tails and ran free in the pasture. Pasture-raising is not only a more humane method of animal 
husbandry, but a healthier one, too - tightly confined animals often get each other sick and so, 
many CAFO operators feed them regular doses of antibiotics, a practice that has been linked to 
the flailing efficacy of antibiotics and a steady increase in MRSA infections and as a result, has 
come under scrutiny from Congress. 
 
 
Meat, how it's produced and whether or not a person eats it is, at least in this society, a vastly 
touchy subject, one that has divided families in CAFO country and I suspect, spoiled many a 
holiday. Back when I was vegetarian, Thanksgiving (and all the other meat-centric holidays, 
which most of them, if you think about it, are) was a stress-inducing event for me as well as for 
my mother, who did her best to accommodate but flat out didn't know how to cook without meat. 
I always felt like she thought I was judging her, and that my reluctance to indulge in the main 
dish hovered over the room like a foul smell, souring my family's enjoyment by forcing them, 
however briefly, to consider why I chose to abstain. 
 
And so, I mostly bit my tongue unless a relative asked about my vegetarian diet, just as I didn't 
volunteer my opinions to the CAFO owner when I met him, which got me to thinking: Why is it 
so hard to have these conversations? Does it spring from an old-time politeness, where a guest 
doesn't ask critical questions of the hosts' food? Or is it that industry public relations campaigns 
have lulled most of us into believing what we want to -- that all of our meat is still of the video 
#2 variety, and that people believe that because they just don't want to know? 
 
Questions about industry wool-pulling and willful ignorance aside -- because in the end, it 
doesn't matter much -- my colleague Chris Hunt points out that ultimate transparency is not even 
necessarily the point, if government agencies do their jobs and enact meaningful regulations on 
the meat industry. But I would argue that greater transparency is the only thing that will get 
consumers to demand such toothy regulations. 
 
If the rise in popularity of books like Pollan's and Safran Foer's is any indication, perhaps we are, 
as a society, heading in the direction of at least speaking frankly about our food and the 
consequences of its production, demanding products that don't have such grievous impacts on 
our public and environmental health, supporting farmers as they transition back to more 
traditional, sustainable and humane methods and perhaps most importantly, turning the critical 
eye inward and asking ourselves the hard questions about what we are comfortable about putting 
in our bodies and allowing to happen in our communities. 
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ASBESTOS 


Calif may dump 'state rock' that contains asbestos (Huffington Post) 
           
TREVOR HUNNICUTT | July 15, 2010 05:19 AM  
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — In 1965, California lawmakers named serpentine the state rock 
because it symbolized the Gold Rush years and contained a mineral being put to myriad 
industrial uses. 
 
Nearly half a century later, attitudes toward that mineral – asbestos – have changed, and one state 
lawmaker wants serpentine stripped of its status. 
 
Health authorities say asbestos, which is no longer mined in the U.S., can cause an incurable 
cancer called mesothelioma as well as other diseases when its fibers are inhaled. 
 
"This is a question of health and public awareness," said Democratic state Sen. Gloria Romero of 
Los Angeles, who proposed the bill. "We know that California has the highest rates of 
mesothelioma deaths in the nation and we don't think it's appropriate to be celebrating as the 
state rock something which contains asbestos." 
 
Romero's proposal to remove serpentinite, as the jade-green rock is formally known, as the state 
rock has hit a wall of opposition from geologists and industry advocates. Contending the rock is 
being unfairly maligned, they have started a social-media crusade on Twitter and blogs to stop 
the proposal. 
 
"The rock is an ideal symbol for our state," said Garry Hayes, a Modesto Community College 
geology teacher who was among the first to protest the bill online. "The asbestos issue is there, 
but it's a small part of what serpentine is." 
 
Some opponents have accused trial lawyers of pushing Romero's plan so they can pursue a whole 
new type of lawsuit by plaintiffs alleging their health was damaged when they were exposed to 
naturally occurring asbestos in serpentine found on property throughout the Sierra Nevada 
foothills and 42 of California's 58 counties. 
 
 
Serpentine is found throughout the country but is particularly plentiful in the same places where 
gold was found in California. In the 1960s, it was increasingly mined for its asbestos that was 
often was used in construction. 
 
The rock was crushed or broken to release the asbestos minerals' durable and fire-resistant fibers, 
which were used in household appliances, construction materials and other goods. 
 
Lawmakers hoped the designation would help expand the then-$6 million California asbestos 
industry. 
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Just how big of a problem the rock poses today is being debated. Geologists say not all 
serpentine rocks contain asbestos, and chrysotile, the type found most frequently, is not as 
dangerous as other types. 
 
The World Health Organization has said that all types of asbestos, including those in the air from 
natural sources, cause cancer. But the Environmental Protection Agency says naturally occurring 
asbestos that remains undisturbed in the ground presents no risk. 
 
Dr. Marc B. Schenker, a University of California, Davis, public health sciences professor who 
has studied the issue, said he supports the proposed law to strip serpentine of its status as state 
rock. 
 
"On the other hand," he said, "I wish the efforts were being put into improving public health and 
preventing disease due to environmental exposure rather than these symbolic gestures." 
 
Residents of the Sierra foothills are not entirely convinced of the risk. 
 
"To declare naturally occurring asbestos as a danger and a health hazard has not been proven," 
said John Knight, a county supervisor who represents unincorporated El Dorado Hills. "We 
should not create a hysteria about something that's not scientifically proven." 
 
The town was the subject of a 2005 study by the EPA that showed elevated levels of asbestos in 
the air. 
 
About 2,500 Americans die from mesothelioma every year, according to statistics from the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Dr. Heather Wakelee, a physician at the Stanford 
Cancer Center, said most of those cases are connected to occupational exposure, and relatively 
few are people who were exposed to naturally occurring asbestos. 
 
The state Senate has approved the proposed law, and it is working its way through the Assembly. 
Since it has been amended, it would need approval from the Senate again. 
 
If the bill becomes law, some think its impact will be more than symbolic. 
 
"The state is already being hit with lawyers moving here to sue over asbestos that's been used in 
manufactured products," said John H. Sullivan, president of the Civil Justice Association of 
California, which advocates tort reform. "I believe that these and other lawyers would feel 
they've struck gold if they can also bring lawsuits over naturally occurring asbestos." 
 
But many lawyers dismissed that claim. 
 
"It's just not true, no matter how many times other people say it is," said J.G. Preston, a 
spokesman for Consumer Attorneys of California. "The Civil Justice Association of California ... 
planted this seed because it's in their interest to make trial lawyers look greedy and foolish." 
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The group's political action committee has donated $14,700 to Sen. Romero's political 
campaigns since 2000, state records show. 
 
Ben DuBose, whose Dallas-based law firm pursues asbestos-related cases, said he didn't think 
the law would open up new avenues for litigation. He added, however, that it might help show 
there's a worldwide consensus about the health danger of naturally occurring asbestos. 
 
Asbestos litigation has been a major business for lawyers since the 1960s. Lawyers seeking 
clients with mesothelioma have become a fixture on late-night television advertisements in 
California. 
 
Defendants and insurers have paid out more than $70 billion in asbestos litigation since lawsuits 
began, according to a 2005 study by the nonpartisan RAND Institute for Civil Justice. The 
average jury award for a mesothelioma victim is around $4 million. 
 
Aides from Sen. Romero's office said language in the bill was developed in consultation with the 
Asbestos Disease Awareness Organization, a California group with significant funding from law 
firms that specialize in asbestos litigation. 
 
But Romero said she took the lead in crafting the bill and moving it forward. 
 
"It's not a giveaway to the trial lawyers," she said. 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 
 
 


Live From the Gulf: A Rallying Song for America (Heritage) 
 
Posted By Rory Cooper  On July 14, 2010 @ 12:30 pm In Energy and Environment, Ongoing 
Priorities | No Comments 
 
 
As President Obama’s Oil Spill Commission met in New Orleans, Louisiana yesterday, they 
were met with an unexpected surprise. Drew Landry, a Lafayette native and singer-songwriter 
treated the commission to a rallying cry for the people of the Gulf, and some wise advice. 
 
The Huffington Post reports [1]: “”We definitely need other solutions, going green — whatever 
it takes, man,” Landry said, addressing commission co-chair Bob Graham, a former Democratic 
senator from Florida. “We’ve got nothing. We don’t want to be a welfare state. There’s no point 
in that. We’re hardworking people.” 
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Landry continued [1]: “It feels like BP is in control of this deal, and the Coast Guard does what 
they want, you know, the press can’t be around. But more importantly, it feels like the people 
don’t have a voice in this this…It just sucks. Let’s just do the right damn thing. It shouldn’t be 
this hard. It shouldn’t take a committee to listen to people.” 
 
Landry raises some important points. He asked the commission why volunteers who are ready 
and able to help are being turned away. He reminded them that “we’re not ready for hurricane.” 
He asked why the press is being stopped from reporting the story. But most importantly, he gave 
the commissioners sage advice [1]: “It shouldn’t be about a policy change. It should be about 
what makes the most sense, how are we going to get these people…keep people working.” 
 
As Heritage’s Robert Bluey reported last night [2], the Commissioners are already waking up to 
the unnecessary and disastrous consequences of President Obama’s drilling moratorium. 
Commissioner, and former EPA chief, William Reilly told the New Orleans Times-Picayune: ““I 
come to this experience with a much greater sense of the economic dislocation being experienced 
here than I had three days ago…It’s not clear for me why it should take so long to reassure 
oneself about [safety] considerations on those rigs.” 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
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George LakoffAuthor, The Political Mind, Moral Politics, Don't Think of an Elephant! 
Posted: July 15, 2010 09:08 AM  


Double Dividend: Make Money by Saving Nature (Huffington Post) 
 
Saving nature is the central issue. Carbon fuels destroy nature. The Gulf Death Gusher is the 
most visible sign. But signs are everywhere. Overall global warming increases hurricanes and 
floods, destroys habitats for plants, fish, birds, and ground animals, spreads deserts, causes 
deadly waves, and destroys glaciers and our polar ice caps. The use of carbon fuels has been 
destroying nature. Our job now is to save it.  
 
Interestingly, there is a short, 39-page bill before the Senate that would allow us to save nature 
and get paid substantially for doing it. It is the CLEAR bill, first suggested by Peter Barnes, and 
introduced by Maria Cantwell (D-WA) and Susan Collins (R-ME). It is simple, it works, and it 
pays you!  
 
The principle behind it is this: We US citizens own the air over the US equally. Carbon-fuel 
sellers are dumping pollution in our air, not just poisoning the air, but destroying nature. At least 
they should pay for permits to dump, poison, and destroy, and should be forced year-by-year to 
stop. Who should the sellers pay for permits? All of us, the citizens who live here, should be paid 
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handsomely. And there should be predictably fewer permits every year, till the practice ends or 
reaches tolerable levels.  
 
Here's how cap-and-cash works. Carbon-fuel profiteers introduce polluting fuels at only 2,000 
distribution points in the US. The EPA already monitors how much polluting fuel each seller 
distributes. The CLEAR Act requires sellers to compete at auction each year to buy pollution-
permits to sell their poisonous fuel, with a minimum and maximum price per permit set each 
year. Every year, for 40 years, the number of permits is reduced, until the 80% of the carbon 
pollution has been eliminated.  
 
Who gets the permit money? You do. The money goes into a trust. Twenty-five percent goes to 
developing nonpolluting fuels and mitigating existing environmental disasters. Most of it -- 
seventy-five percent -- is distributed equally to all citizen-residents every month via electronic 
bank transfers. A family of four, the first year would get between $1,000 and $1,500, and the 
amount would go up each year. Why? The law of supply and demand. As there are fewer permits 
to sell fuel, and as the air gets cleaner, the price rises and you get more cash.  
 
We all get a double dividend: cleaner air while saving nature and a significant cash dividend for 
owning the air. The hundreds of billions of dollars going to citizens will be spent all over the 
country and will create jobs. Everyone wins except the polluting fuels companies -- the BP's of 
the world.  
 
 
The Criteria for Success  
 
Administratively Simple: It eliminates bureaucracy, and it brings credibility and transparency. It 
just requires computer programs. It can be publicly checked to see if it is working. There are no 
hidden deals or details.  
 
Market-driven without government: The trust will be outside of government. Market 
mechanisms will determine the value of the permits and, hence, the money paid to citizens.  
 
Gradual Transition: There would be no short-term market disruption. The transition would be 
gradual.  
 
Market-driven and convenient: Businesses that use carbon fuels will not have to monitor their 
pollution. They will have a market-based incentive to switch gradually to non-polluting fuels.  
 
Predictable: Business leaders will be able to plan for the future with no huge rush.  
 
Encourages Entrepreneurship: It will create incentives for innovation and new energy industries.  
 
Job-Creating: The cash going into new energy industries and being spent all over the country 
will create jobs.  
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The Opposite of Taxation  
 
Anti-tax: The CLEAR bill puts money into the pockets of most citizens instead of taking money 
out.  
 
Saves money: The cost of polluting fuels will rise temporarily, while you get cash. Who gets 
more, you or the oil and coal companies that raise their prices?  
 
You will, unless you're rich and can afford it! The richer you are, the more energy you use. If 
you are among the seventy percent of citizens in the lower and middle income brackets, you will 
get more in payments from the CLEAR bill than you will pay for increases in fuel prices.  
 
Why will carbon fuel prices eventually fall? The prices depend on demand. Two factors will 
reduce demand over time.  
 
First, the availability of non-carbon fuels. The CLEAR bill's 25% will help develop non-carbon 
alternatives, which will reduce demand. 
 
Second, investment in not-needing-carbon-fuels through, say, insulation and energy-efficiency, 
will reduce demand cumulatively. A barrel of oil or ton of coal saved the first year through 
insulation or energy efficiency will also be saved year-after-year. This will cumulatively reduce 
demand for carbon fuels.  
 
Double job-creation: Eliminating the need, and hence the demand for carbon-polluting fuels will 
create jobs in two ways. First, new energy and energy-efficiency industries will need employees. 
Second, money saved on energy can be invested in, or spent on, enterprises that will create jobs. 
Both are market mechanisms. The jobs will mostly be in the private sector.  
 
Politically Achievable: Putting money in the pockets of people who will spend it will be 
politically popular, as will job creation.  
 
 
Who Loses?  
 
Any legislation that greatly reduces the use of carbon fuels -- whether the CLEAR bill or the 
current cap-and-trade bills -- will create "losers."  
 
The carbon-polluting industries -- the BP's of the world -- will lose, unless they invest their vast 
profits in non-polluting energy and in energy-efficiency: in industries that lower or eliminate the 
need for energy use. Those industries that are committed to the continued destruction of nature 
should lose, unless they change their commitment to saving nature.  
 
The pollution dumping industries (e.g., electric power companies) will no longer be able to save 
money by not cleaning up their pollution and dumping it in our air instead. Having to switch to 
nonpolluting energy or pay more for polluting energy will count as a "loss," since they will make 
less short-term profit. In the long run, if they make the switch to nonpolluting energy and energy 
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efficiency, those profits will be made up. But the short-term "losses" are what will count to 
investors.  
 
Right-wing politicians, supported by those industries, will also lose if they cannot deliver to their 
nature-destroying supporters a defeat of any nature-saving legislation. Those politicians will also 
lose because their anti-environmental ideology, which says that nature is to be indefinitely 
exploited for profit, will be defeated.  
 
 
The Lies  
 
Not surprisingly, those who stand to lose are spreading lies about carbon-cutting legislation.  
 
The Tax Lie: Suppose there was a direct tax on carbon. At the gas pump, the gas companies 
would list this as a tax and add it to the price of gas at the pump. Now suppose that nature-saving 
legislation results in a sort-term rise in gas prices because oil companies want to preserve their 
previously astronomical level of profits. In both cases, the price of gas would rise. So, the 
argument goes, nature-saving legislation has the same result as a tax, and therefore it is a tax.  
 
In the case of the CLEAR bill, the lie would be clear: Seventy percent of the population would 
be making more than enough extra money to offset the rise in prices. But what is not said, is that 
the prices at the pump would not rise if the oil companies made ordinary profits rather than 
excessive profits. The rise at the pump would, to a large extent, come from making sure that 
wealthy oil executives and investors insisting on outrageously high profits.  
 
Also not figured in is the cost of continuing to destroy nature indefinitely into the future: the 
costs of more oil spills; more mountain tops blown into streams; of more glacial sources of water 
as glaciers and snowcaps melt; of more and more hurricanes, floods, and fires; of the loss of 
arable land to the spread of deserts; of the loss of fish and forests -- and most of all, the cost of 
the quality of life on earth.  
 
At the heart of the Tax Lie is the failure to figure in systemic costs, the real costs -- both 
financial costs, life costs, and quality of life costs -- and the failure to count greed.  
 
The Job Lie: As we have seen the CLEAR bill would create jobs, as would any legislation 
seriously reducing or ending the use of polluting fuels. A certain number of jobs would indeed be 
lost gradually in the nature-destroying industries as demand for polluting fuels declined, but 
those would more than be made up for as nature-saving fuels and nature-saving energy 
efficiencies more than made up for the jobs lost.  
 
The Simple Truths  
 
We need to save nature, not destroy it. We can start to do so while making money, stimulating 
the economy, and creating jobs.  
 
Tell everyone you know about the Clear Act. 
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TOXICS 
 
July 15, 2010     
Patricia J. BeattiePosted: July 14, 2010 01:34 PM    


Safer Chemicals Policy Reform Needs to Advance Supply Chain 
Transparency (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Consumer Protection , Toxic Chemicals , Toxic Waste , Toxins , Green News  
It seems that a week rarely passes by without news of yet another toxic chemical being found in 
a consumer product. Whether it's cadmium on a drinking glass, lead in a toy or bisphenol A in a 
baby bottle, I would think that consumers would be wondering "Why is this happening? What 
are manufacturers thinking, putting these substances in their products?" 
 
Surprisingly many manufacturers simply don't know the chemicals in their products. Product 
manufacturers -- especially of products like computers, building products and automobiles -- 
often don't know the chemicals contained in the materials they use in their products. Extracting 
chemical ingredient information from complex supply chains is a challenging task that few 
companies dare to undertake. 
 
Government support for addressing this problem is absent: no state or federal regulation requires 
disclosing chemical ingredients in products we commonly buy and use everyday (with the 
notable exception of products regulated by the Food and Drug Administration). The federal law 
that is supposed to manage the nation's industrial chemicals has not been updated in 34 years, 
leaving manufacturers unaware of the potential hazards posed by many of the chemicals they 
rely on. 
 
Since the mid-1980's, chemical producers have been required by the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) to provide Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) to their 
customers on chemical-intensive products to protect workers from the adverse effects of 
exposure to these substances. MSDSs provide chemical ingredient and health and safety 
information for the hazardous ingredients. But once these chemicals are incorporated into an 
article (such as a solid material like plastic), the flow of information stops. This disconnect is due 
to the thinking that once a chemical is incorporated into a product or bound into a matrix, there is 
no longer potential for exposure. In many cases, this may be true, but often the manufacturer 
may not know how the product will be used by the final consumer or how the product will be 
disposed of at the end of its useful life. 
 
With Congress prepared to reform the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) of 1976, we now 
have a chance to address chemical ingredient transparency across the supply chain. Over the past 
30 years, the science available to evaluate the health and environmental impacts of chemicals has 
advanced greatly along with consumer expectations for safer chemicals and products. The 
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proposals moving through Congress require a minimum data set on all new and existing 
chemicals and would have the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) determine safe levels 
based on hazard, exposure and use information. But how will the EPA make these 
determinations if the downstream users of chemicals and article manufacturers don't have 
information on the chemicals in their products? And how can manufacturers of articles, 
consumer products and retailers make informed decisions on the appropriateness of a particular 
chemical in their product if there is no requirement for them to have this information? 
 
This sharing of chemical information through the supply chain is not new -- any company doing 
business in the European Union is required to communicate chemical information up and down 
the supply chain and similar requirements are being considered in many other countries. 
 
Business-to-business communication of chemical-level information down the supply chain 
through to article and end-product manufacturers is critical for making informed decisions on the 
health and environmental impacts of the products used by Americans. Having this information 
during the design stage of the product allows the manufacturer to thoroughly understand and 
evaluate the full cost of doing business and strategically manage those costs, taking into 
consideration potential substance restrictions around the world and costs for regulatory 
compliance, liability and risks. With this information, manufacturers of articles and consumer 
products would then have the ability to inform consumers if their products contain particular 
chemicals of concern. 
 
Improving supply chain communication and chemical information sharing will allow for 
businesses to make informed and cost-effective decisions about the chemicals incorporated into 
their products, which, will then allow for communication to consumers and end product users. 
 
Dr. Patricia Beattie is a board-certified toxicologist with extensive experience managing 
chemicals in complex supply chains. She is now Vice President at SciVera, Inc., and also 
Principal at the independent consulting firm, Arcalis Scientific, LLC. 
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URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x136888.htm  
 
National 
 
Entry # 63 
(FNC) Special Report With Bret Baier - Carol Browner will probably lead the charge against it, 
maybe Lisa Jackson of the EPA will be against it, too, and people in favor of it will be those, i 
would think including foreign policy and national security people two want to help us be energy 
independent. Jim Jones for example, of the National Security Council.  
 
Entry #66 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - News Politics Public affairs working and conjunction with the scientific 
support experts as well as the EPA to ensure that the responsible party is taking advantage of all 
the planning that has been done to protect fragile areas. 
 
Entry #67 
Countdown with Keith Olbermann 
MSNBC (MSNBC) - BP gave us, you know, they said trust us. And they said, they gave us a low 
ball estimate for the spill rate and left everyone with the impression they could take care of it 
themselves. 
 
 
 
Local 
 
Entry #1 
News Ch. 7: Day Break - KRCR (ABC) Chico, CA  - British petroleum, the company 
responsible for the oil rig, is calling on the US military for help. the navy is sending miles of 
booms and skimmers, but the Department of Defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have.the spill is now impacting the Bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 species of 
wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but 
high winds are making it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the request of the President, 
Homeland Security 3 Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected 3 areas today, along with 
Secy of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 



http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x136888.htm





Entry #2 
Action News at 5am 
KTNV (ABC)Las Vegas, NV DMA: 42 - Representatives of Homeland Security, the Department 
of the Interior, and the EPA are heading to the region today to oversee containment efforts and 
further the investigation into the explosion that started al of this. That oil leak may be off the 
Gulf of Mexico..but it could effect us right here in Southern Nevada. 
 
Entry #3  
News Channel 3 in the Morning 
KESQ (ABC)Palm Springs, CA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #4  
Newswatch 12 This Morning at 5:00am 
KDRV (ABC Medford, OR -  
Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #5 
KJCT News 8 This Morning 
KJCT (ABC)Grand Junction, CO - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #6 
Action News AM Live 
KFSN (ABC) Fresno, CA 
Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
 
Entry #7 
Good Morning Kern County 
KERO (ABC) Bakersfield, CA -  
Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
 
Entry #8 
News Channel 8 5:00 a.m. Edition 
KOLO (ABC)Reno, NV - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #9 
Eyewitness News Everywhere 
WPTY (ABC) Memphis, TN - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 







 
Entry #10  
ABC 7 Morning News at 4:30AM 
KGO (ABC) San Francisco, CA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #11 
2une In 
WBRZ (ABC)Baton Rouge, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secy of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #12 
WTVO Channel 17 Morning News 
WTVO (ABC)Rockford, IL - WTVO Channel 17 Morning News - WTVO (ABC)Rockford, IL - 
Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #13 
WTVO Channel 17 Morning News 
WTVO (ABC) Rockford, IL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #14 
Wake Up Wisconsin 
WAOW (ABC)Wausau, WI - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #15 
Channel 8 Eyewitness News This Morning 
KLKN (ABC) Lincoln, NE - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #16 
HOI News Daybreak 
WHOI (ABC) Peoria, IL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #17 
Early Edition of Eyewitness News 
WWL (CBS) New Orleans, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #18 
FOX13's Good Day, Tampa Bay 7:00A 
WTVT (Fox) Tampa, FL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 







 
Entry #19 
Fox 8 News at 6 
WVUE (Fox) New Orleans, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #20 
News 13 This Morning 
WLOS (ABC)Greenville, SC - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #21 
News10 at 6:00AM 
WTEN (ABC)Albany, NY - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #22 
Good Morning Virginia 
WSET (ABC) Roanoke, VA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #23 
40/29 News Sunrise 
KHBS (ABC) Ft. Smith, AR - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #24 
INC Now 
WPTA (ABC) Ft. Wayne, IN - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #25 
Parish Justice 
WGMB (Fox) Baton Rouge, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #26 
2une In 
WBRZ (ABC )Baton Rouge, LA 
Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #27 
WISN 12 News This Morning 
WISN (ABC) Milwaukee, WI 







Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #28 
ABC 27 News at Sunrise 
WTXL (ABC) Tallahassee, FL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #29 
Daybreak - Early 
KATV (ABC) Little Rock, AR - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #30 
Channel 8 Eyewitness News This Morning 
KLKN (ABC) Lincoln, NE - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #31 
13WHAM News This Morning 
WHAM (ABC) Rochester, NY - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #32 
News 3 This Morning 
WSIL (ABC)Paducah, KY - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #33 
News 19 Daybreak 
WXOW (ABC)La Crosse, WI - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #34 
WTVO Channel 17 Morning News 
WTVO (ABC) Rockford, IL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #35 
Good Morning East Texas at 5:30AM 
KLTV (ABC) Tyler, TX - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #36 







Good Morning Acadiana 
KATC (ABC) Lafayette, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #37 
Good Morning Eastern Carolina 
WCTI (ABC) Greenville, NC - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #38 
Good Morning Kansas 
KAKE (ABC) Wichita, KS - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #39 
ABC 22 Good Morning 
WKEF (ABC) Dayton, OH - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #40 
Eyewitness News Everywhere 
WPTY (ABC) Memphis, TN - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #41 
Action News Good Morning Erie 
WJET (ABC) Erie, PA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #42 
News 8 This Morning 
WMTW (ABC) Portland, ME - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #43 
ABC Action News at 6 AM 
WFTS (ABC) Tampa, FL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #44 
ABC 6 News This Morning 6am 
WSYX (ABC) Columbus, OH - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #45 







WTVO Channel 17 Morning News 
WTVO (ABC) Rockford, IL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #46 
Local 10 Morning News at 6 
WPLG (ABC) Miami, FL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
 
Entry #47 
Good Morning Providence 
WLNE (ABC) Providence, RI - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #48 
HOI News Daybreak 
WHOI (ABC) Peoria, IL - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #49 
KTBS 3 News 
KTBS (ABC) Shreveport, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #50 
Fox 25 Morning News 
WFXT (Fox) Boston, MA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #51 
13WHAM News This Morning 
WHAM (ABC)Rochester, NY - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #52 
Good Morning Virginia 
WSET (ABC) Roanoke, VA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #53 
Good Morning Eastern Carolina 
WCTI (ABC) Greenville, NC - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #54 







Fox 10 News at Nine 
KSAZ (Fox) Phoenix, AZ - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #55 
Good Day Philadelphia at 5 
WTXF (Fox) Philadelphia, PA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #56 
ABC 22 Good Morning 
WKEF (ABC) Dayton, OH -Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #57 
Fox News Rising 5AM 
WCCB (Fox) Charlotte, NC - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #58 
News 8 This Morning - WMTW (ABC) Portland, ME - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the 
affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator 
Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #59 
ABC 6 News This Morning 5am 
WSYX (ABC) Columbus, OH - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #60 
Good Morning Providence 
WLNE (ABC) Providence, RI 
Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along with Secretary of the Interior 
Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #61 
RTV6 Good Morning Indiana 
WRTV (ABC) Indianapolis, IN - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #62 
WJBF Good Morning Augusta 
WJBF (ABC) Augusta, GA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #64 







FOX 9 News at 9 
KMSP (Fox) Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas 
today, along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #65 
WDSU News at 10 
WDSU (NBC )New Orleans, LA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator  Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #68 
FOX 5 News at 10pm 
KSWB (Fox) San Diego, CA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #69 
FOX 40 News 
KTXL (Fox) Sacramento, CA - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #70 
Fox 10 News at Nine 
KSAZ (Fox) Phoenix, AZ - Secretary Janet Napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
 
Entry #71 
Eyewitness News at 11 
KYW (CBS) Philadelphia, PA – SEPTA bus idled 30 minutes 
 
Entry #72 
WTVQ News 36 at 6 
WTVQ (ABC) Lexington, KY - Contractors will have to pay the EPA to get  training 
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KRCR (ABC)Chico, CA DMA: 130 
Apr 30 2010 5:34AM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 3955 
Est. Publicity Value: $73 (30 Seconds) $146 
(Total)  
of leaks are gushing faster than the oil can be 
cleaned up, there are now estimates it could be 
5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, but that's 
just a guess. sot jane lubchenko "it's very difficult 
circumstances to have any precise estimate." 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have.the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife.the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security 3 secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected 3 areas today, 
along with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand.sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our 3  
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industry in the gulf are threatened. len sanchez / 
bait shop owner i rebuilt this place after katrina, 
rebuilt it after gustav, i might not be able to 
rebuild it this time. representatives of homeland 
security, the department of the interior, and the 
epa are heading to the region today to overse 
containment efforts and further the investigation 
into the explosion that started al of this. that oil 
leak may be off the gulf of mexico..but it could 
effect us right here in southern nevada. action 
news anchor jessica lovell joins us now-with more 
on this-- the oil spill off louisiana's coastline --may 
have restaurants acros the country changing their 
menu and/or raising their prices. many restuarant 
owners are now wondering where their oysters are 
going to come from--especially ones where oysters 
are their signature dish. louisiana is said to 
produce abou 70 percent of the nations oyster 
supply--and had already recovered from hurican's 
rita and katrina...but say this oil   
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aking into the gulf, but that's just a gue. ja 
lubchenko "it's very difficult under ese 
circumstances to have any precise estimate." 
british petroleum, the company responsible for 
thoil rig, is ,[ caing onhe u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending mis of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of deense is unsure what kind of 
impact ey can have. the spill is now impacting the 
bayou, with its fragile fisher and over@h00 species 
of wildlife. the coast guard had ped to sp the oil 
om reaching t shore, sng it on fir winds are 
making too dangerous to continue those efforts. at 
the request of@(hreside, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along withecy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa admistrato lisa jackson. thill conduct 
an rial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand obama "my administraon will 
continue tuse ever single available resource at r 
osal." today's visit will so help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland sec(rity the department of the 
interior@nto the caus  
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request of t prident, homeland security secretary 
janet napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news >> 
grants pass high school hopes to make music 
history for the school by taking all three music 
departments to the states largest high school 
music competition. grants pass high school choir, 
orchestra, and band all took top places at this 
years district  
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guess. sot jane lubchenko "it's very circumstances 
to have british responsible for calling on the u-s 
sending miles of skimmers, but the defense is 
unsure have. the spill is bayou, with its fragile 
fisheries 3 and over 400 wildlife.the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high it 
too dangerous to continue those request of the 
president, security napolitano will visit the affected 
along with secy of the interior epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every at our 
disposal." today's visit will investigation by the 
department security and the cause of the april 
jeremy hubbard, the man accused of dragging 
buddy the dog to death atop the colorado national 
monument is waking up to a harsh reality this 
morning...he pleaded guilty in court ... steven 
romero is charged with aggravated animal cruelty 
and could face up to three years in prison or a 
hundred-thousand dollar fine. outside the federal 
courthouse protestors rallied. they held signs and 
wore ribbons in buddy's honor.  
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guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news. 3 
president obama has had his first known formal 
interview with a candidate for the upcoming 
vacancy on the supreme court. a source tells the 
associated press that the president met yesterday 
in the oval office with federal appeals court judge 
sidney thomas. thomas serves on the 9th u.s. 
circuit court of appeals. the president has been 
considering  
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is unsure what kind of impact they can have. the 
spill is now impacting the bayou, with its fragile 
fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. the coast 
guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour tnd containment efforts first 
investigation being conductedment of the interior 
into the cause ofews.  
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the oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. 
the navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, 
but the department of defense is unsure what kind 
of impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news  
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cleaned up, there are now estimates it could be 
5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, but that's 
just a guess. "it's very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate." 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife.the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. "my administration will continue 
to use every single available resource at our 
disposal." today's visit will also help inform the 
joint investigation being conducted by the  
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5,000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, but that 
is just a guess. >> it's very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate. >> 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u.s. military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou with its fragile fisheries and wildlife. the 
coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore setting it on fire but high winds 
are making it too dangerous to continue those 
efforts. at the request of the president, homeland 
security secretary janet napolitano will visit the 
affected areas today along with secretary of the 
interior ken salazar and epa administration lisa 
jackson. they'll conduct an aerial tour to view 
cleanup and containment he was firsthand. >> my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal. >> today's visit 
will also help  
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reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of thepresident, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the departmentf 
homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news the president says, the 
spill, is one of "national significance" he says the 
military, may help, to contain the growing oil slick 
. the president also says, the incident, is 
prompting, stepped-up, safety checks, of oil rigs, 
around the nation. a top adviser to   
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government for support for a national guard 
response. a series of leaks are gushing faster than 
the oil can be cleaned up, there are now estimates 
it could be 5000 barrels a day leaking into the 
gulf, but that's just a guess. sot jane lubchenko 
"it's very difficult under these circumstances to 
have any precise estimate. " british petroleum, the 
company responsible for the oil rig, is calling on 
the u-s military for help. the navy is sending miles 
of booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit  
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responsible for the oil rig, is calling on the u-s 
military for help. the navy is sending miles of 
booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news a southern illinois 
company is helping with the oil spill clean-up. 
elastec-american marine has shipped  
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making it too dangerous to continue those efforts. 
ff at the request of the president, homeland 
security secretary janet napolitano will visit the 
affected areas today, along with secy of the 
interior ken i salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial uc tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resturning to state neurws 
this morning.. chippewa county prosecuts agree to 
let a state lawmaker out of jail.. to work during 
the week. the sheriff says representative jeff wood 
is allowed out for four hours o weekday afternoons 
to work from his home. wood, a chippewa falls 
independent, is serving a 45-day jail se ntence for 
third- hi offense drunk driving in columbia county. 
he reported to jail in portage.. monday night. he 
transfered to the chippewa county jail later that 
evening. wood's driver's license was revoked as 
part of his sent ence. family members arebe 
driving him between jail and home. wood still 
faces impaired driving charges in marathon and 
monroe counties. earlier this week.. dick 
leinenkugel announced his bid for u-s senate. now 
the campaign trail leads through wausau.  
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on fire, but high winds are making it too 
dangerous to continue those efforts. at the request 
of the president, homeland security secretary 
janet napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
britt>> the nebraska army national guard took 
part in a simulated aerial firefighting operation 
yesterday. it took part near ashland. the operation 
was designed to help prepare army national guard 
aviators for the various missions they might 
perform in support of a fire emergency..   
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gulf, but that s just a guess. cg jane "it s very 
difficult under these circumstances to have any 
precise estimate." british petroleum, the company 
responsible for the oil rig, is calling on the u-s 
military for help. the navy is sending miles of 
booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today s visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department  
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we'll keep a close eye on the area today. >> highs 
in the 80s. winds at the peak maybe around 30 
miles per hour on sunday. early hints of a wind 
shift middle of next week. >>> thank you very 
much. >> talking about that oil spill now. several 
federal authorities are moving this way including 
epa chief and lisa jackson and ken sallah czar. they 
will be here to take a look at the spill. >> this 
comes at the leading edge of that sheen of oil on 
the gulf mexico from that massive spill has finally 
reached the louisiana shoreline. we want to begin 
our coverage with jill hezeau who has been out in 
venice all morning. what can you tell us right now? 
>> reporter: billy nunguesser says in a helicopter 
yesterday he saw some of the oil sheen  
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the mississippi river. >> officials are saying that is 
spill could be worse than the exxon valdez in 
alaska. thousands of barrels of oil are leaking from 
the gulf since theil rig explosion last week. doug 
luzader is in washington to tell us what the 
president and washington is planning to do about 
this. good morning, doug. >> good morning, 
russell. the obama administration is staying in 
front of the crisis . getting the u.s. military to get 
the spill under control. can't boom it away and 
burn it away . the president is telling the@@ epa 
and homeland security to step up effort in the gulf. 
>> not just respond to the incident but determine 
its cause. i have been in contact with the 
governors of thitates that are affected by this 
accident. >> the white house went to  
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joining us on this friday, april 30th.! i'm jennifer 
hale. operations have reached a fever pitch, as 
local, state and federal officials brace for the oil 
slick's impact. here's the very latest. around 8 last 
night, the associated press reported the oil had 
begun impacting the most sensitive wetlands on 
earth. governor jindal has declared a state of 
emergency for the affected areas. today, he'll join 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano, 
department of the interior secretary ken salazar, 
and epa administration lisa jackson for an aerial 
tour of the spill, and the damage it's causing. 
president obama has promised every resource 
available to deal with the  
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series of leaks are gushing faster than the oil can 
be cleaned up, there are now estimates it could be 
5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, but that's 
just a guess. sot jane lubchenko "it's very difficult 
under these circumstances to have any precise 
estimate. " british petroleum, the company 
responsible for the oil rig, is calling on the u-s 
military for help. the navy is sending miles of 
booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration  
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fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news a rescue team has 
found a second kentucky miner dead after a roof 
collapse at an underground coal mine with a long 
history of safety prlems.   
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efforts.at the request of the president, homeland 
security secretary janetnapolitano will visit the 
affected areas today, along with secy of the 
interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conductan aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama"my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our 
disposal."today's visit will also help inform the 
joint investigation being conductedby the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interiorinto the cause of the 
april 20th explosionjeremy hubbard, abc news 
time now for all the headlines that broke, while 
you were sleeping for the second day in a 
row..children have been in attacked at school in 
china. this morning a man killed himself after 
attacking five children at a kindergarten in the 
eastern part of the country. the unidentified man 
poured gasoline over his body and set himself on 
fire while holding two children. officials say 
teachers pulled the children away and their 
injuries were not life threatening. yesterday, 29 
children were  
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begin preparing for what could possibly be the 
worst oil disaster since the exxon valdez. he is 
also asking the federal government for support for 
a national guard response. a series of leaks are 
gushing faster than the oil can be cleaned up, 
there are now estimates it could be 5000 barrels a 
day leaking into the gulf, but thats just a guess. 
sot jane lubchenko its very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate. 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure wh kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct  
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homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news a major roller skating 
competition will take place in fort wayne next 
summer...billed as the largest piece of convention 
business in allen county history. fort wayne 
convention and visitors bureau officials went to las 
vegas and scored the national speed skating and 
figure skating championships for 20-11. the three-
week event is expected to draw up to five- 
thousand people, who will rent close to ten-
thousand hotel rooms and use camp sites in 
johnny appleseed park. the event is set for july 
16th to august 8th. another big event  
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guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand.sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news governor jindal wants a federal declaration 
of a "commercial fisheries failure".. to get aid to 
fisherman affected by the spill. meanwhile, 
fishermen, are trying to protect their harvest and 
stop the oil. yesterday crabbers, in "st.bernard 
parish", pulled out this catch.  
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guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand.sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news governor jindal wants a federal declaration 
of a "commercial fisheries failure".. to get aid to 
fisherman affected by the spill. meanwhile, 
fishermen, are trying to protect their harvest and 
stop the oil. yesterday crabbers, in "st.bernard 
parish", pulled out this catch.  
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its fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high s 
are making it too dangerous to continue those 
efforts. at the request of the president, homeland 
security secretary janet napolitano will visit the 
affected areas today, along with secy of the 
interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first ha. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today s visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news house lawmakers are 
gearing up for hearings on the spill, calling for top 
oil executives to testify on capitol hill. a rescue 
team finds a second person dead after a roof 
collapse at an underground coal mine in kentucky. 
the kentucky office of mine safety and licensing 
spokesman says the two miners were found dead 
thursday  
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gulf, but that's just a guess. sot jane lubchenko 
"it's very difficult under these circumstances to 
have any precise estimate. " british petroleum, the 
company responsible for the oil rig, is calling on 
the u-s military for help. the navy is sending miles 
of booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of  
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fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. the coast 
guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news president obama has begun the tedious 
process of selecting the next supreme court 
justice. the president has recently met with federal 
judge sidney thomas who currently serves on the 
ninth circuit court of appeals. obama has said he 
will name a replacement for the retiring justice 
john paul stephens by  
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a series of leaks are gushing faster than the oil 
can be cleaned up, there are now estimates it 
could be 5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, 
but that's just a guess. sot jane lubchenko "it's 
very difficult under these circumstances to have 
any precise estimate. " british petroleum, the 
company responsible for the oil rig, is calling on 
the u-s military for help. the navy is sending miles 
of booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at  
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secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
more than a week after one state legislator told 13 
wham news that legislation giving rochester's 
mayor control of the city school district would be 
finished and released to the public, we're still 
waiting. 13 wham's evan dawson has an update to 
a story a lot of people are still talking about. 
rochester mayor robert duffy says the legislation is 
on the way -- but we don't know what exactly is 
holding up the process. we caught up with mayor 
duffy last night. he told us he was in albany on 
wednesday to meet with lawmakers. he says no 
matter what you've heard -- the public will have 
plenty of opportunities to digest it and comment.  
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company responsible for the oil rig, is calling on 
the u-s military for help. the navy is sending miles 
of booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news in the news now ... 
goldman sachs is being watched by more than just 
investors. sources say the u.s. attorney's office in 
manhattan is conducting a criminal investigation. 
the person says the probe stems from a criminal 
referral by the securities and exchange 
commission. the inquiry is in a preliminary phase. 
the sec filed civil fraud charges earlier this month.  
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guard response. a series of leaks are gushing 
faster than the oil can be cleaned up, there are 
now estimates it could be 5000 barrels a day 
leaking into the gulf, but that's just a guess. sot 
jane lubchenko "it's very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate. " 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue  
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skimmers, but the department of defense is 
unsure what kind of impact they can have. the 
spill is now impacting the bayou, with its fragile 
fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. the coast 
guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news a southern illinois company is helping   
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with its fragile fisheries and over 400 species of 
wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil 
from reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of the 
interior into the cause of the april 20th explosion 
jeremy hubbard, abc news in tennessee ... two 
people are hospitalized this morning after a fire at 
a refinery. according to fire officials, the fire 
happened thursday at the velero oil refinery in 
memphis. witnesses say flames and thick smoke 
started  
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the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species over 400 species of wildlife. the coast 
guard had hoped to stop the oil from reaching the 
shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news  
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dangerous to continue those efforts. at the request 
of the president, homeland security secretary 
janet napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand.sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news a 
rescue team finds two men dead in a roof collapse 
at a coal mine....the two miners were found dead 
yesterday at the western kentucky mine. rescue 
workers found the body of rescue workers 
mine.western kentucky yesterday at the were 
found dead the two miners mine..collapse at a coal 
dead in a roof finds two men a rescue team abc 
news20th explosion cause of the april interior into 
the department of the and the homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news a rescue team finds two men dead in a roof 
collapse at a coal mine....the two miners  
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cleaned up, there are now estimates it could be 
5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, but that's 
just a guess. sot jane lubchenko "it's very difficult 
under these circumstances to have any precise 
estimate. " british petroleum, the company 
responsible for the oil rig, is calling on the u-s 
military for help. the navy is sending miles of 
booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal." 
today's visit will also help inform the joint 
investigation being conducted by the department 
of homeland security and the department of  
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salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news wall street giant goldman sachs is now the 
target of a federal iminal investigation. 
investigation.according to published reports...the 
investigation, conducted by the u-s attorney's 
office in manhattan, is over the same mortgage 
securities deals that the s-e-c brought to light 
earlier this month in a civil lawsuit against the 
firm. ((wx open stinger)) today is shaping up to be  
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estimate." british petroleum, the company 
responsible for the oil rig, is calling on the u-s 
military for help. the navy is sending miles of 
booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of 
wildlife.the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil 
from reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. equest of the president, homeland 
security secretary janet napolitano will visit the 
affected areas today, along with secy of the 
interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc  
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officials could begin preparing for what could 
possibly be the worst oil disaster since the exxon 
valdez. he is also asking the federal government 
for support for a national guard response. a series 
of leaks are gushing oil can be there are now 
estimates it could be 5000 barrels a day leaking 
into the gulf, but that's just a guess. sot jane 
lubchenko "it's very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate. " 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now bayou, with 
its fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will  
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government for support for a national guard 
response. a series of leaks are gushing faster than 
the oil cane cleaned up, there are now estimates it 
could be 5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, 
but that's just a guess. sot jane lubchenko "it's 
very difficult under these circumstances to have 
any precise estimate. " british petroleum, the 
company responsible for the oil rig, is calling on 
the u-s military for help. the navy is sending miles 
of booms and skimmers, but the department of 
defense is unsure what kind of impact they can 
have. the spill is now impacting the bayou, with its 
fragile fisheries and over 400 species of wildlife. 
the coast guard had hoped to stop the oil from 
reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment  
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dangerous to continue those efforts. at the request 
of the president, homeland security security janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today along 
with the secretary of the interior and the epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view cleanup and containment efforts 
firsthand. >> my administration will continue to 
use every single available resource at our disposal. 
>> jeremy hubbard, abc action news. >> 
breaking news from china where there is another 
school attack. this is three in three days. this time 
a farmer brutally beat five kindergarteners with a 
hammer before burning himself to death and 
witnesses say the man grabbed two of the children 
and poured gasoline over his body and lit a much 
and teachers were able to rescue the kids before 
they were burned. this is the third school attack in 
three days and that has the world wondering what 
is going on in china. the previous attacks included 
men storming into schools and randomly stabbing 
children. >>> a disturbing case of animal cruelty 
lands two people in the pinellas county jail this  
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shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts. at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news 3 and coming up on a-b-c 6 in the next half 
hour, we'll take a closer look at how this is 
effecting the fishing industry and the rush to 
harvest as much seafood as possible 3 3 new this 
morning -- police are looking for two men after 
another man was shot late last night.it happened 
on margaret street in east columbus. investigators 
say a man was shot in the leg while sitting in a 
car.he was taken to the  
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request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janet napolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they 
will conduct an aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama "my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal." today's visit 
will also help inform the joint investigation being 
conducted by the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interior into the cause 
of the april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc 
news a southern illinois company is helping with 
the oil spill clean-up. elastec-american marine has 
shipped thousands of feet of boom to the gulf. the 
boom system is like putting a fence in water. after 
oil is contained within the boom..it can be burned 
on top of the water. company officials say they'll 
continue to ship the materials until the spill is 
contained. just ahead on wtvo channel 17 morning 
news. candice will tell us what to expect in the 
skies today. but first...here's a look at stock 
futures. before we head to break...this week's  
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the spill is now impacting the fragile fisheries and 
over 400 feesi400species of wildlife. high winds 
are making it too danger to us continue those 
efforts. homeland security secretary will visit 
affected areas today along with secretary of the 
interior and epa add moti a administrator lisa 
jackson. >> my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at our disposal. >> 
today's visit will help inform the joint investigation 
being conducted by homeland security and 
department of the interior into th the cause of the 
explosion. jeremy hubbard abc news. into coming 
up at 6:30 a closer look at how this bill could  
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shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those at the request 
of the president, homeland security secretary 
janet napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also also help 
inform the joint investigation being conducted by 
the department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
two miners are dead after a roof collapse at a 
kentucky coal mine. the two miners had been 
drilling underground when the collapse happened 
wednesday night. one of the bodies was 
discovered early thursday, but rescuers were 
forced to pu forced to pull out of the mine when 
the roof became unstable... sending rocks 
showering down on them. the second miner's body 
was found  
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but the department of defense is unsure what kind 
of impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today s visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
dspreads-rdr tag later today, drilling is expected to 
begin on a relief well to ease the pressure that s 
forcing oil from the collapsed deepwater horizon  
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support for a national guard response. a series of 
leaks are gushing faster than the oil can be 
cleaned up, there are now estimates it could be 
5000 barrels a day leaking into the gulf, but that's 
just a guess. "it's very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate." 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. "my administration will continue 
to use every single available resource at our 
disposal." today's visit will also help inform  
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asked for help from the national guard. now 
yesterday, the coast guard declared this a, quote, 
spill of national significance. >> this means that 
there is a system in place, and it has been in place 
since day one, that allows us to tap into al federal, 
state and local resources, to aggressively confront 
this incident. if bp does not request these 
resources, i can and i will. >> today president 
barack obama is sending the secretaries of 
homeland security, the department of the interior, 
and the epa to assess the situat the epa to assess 
the situation. once the leak stops, it could be 
weeks or even months before the oil is cleaned up. 
>>> john odgren is facing life in prison after a 
juryen finds him guilty of murdering a -- a jury 
finds him guilty of a murdering a former 
classmate. the 19-year-old showed no emotion 
when the sentence was read. the the defense tried 
to say he was insane when he stabbed a   
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of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to stop the 
oil from reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but 
high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
former greece police chief merritt rahn faces up to 
eleven years in prison when he is sentenced in 
july. a jury found him guilty of four felony counts 
yesterday. cameras in court captured this moment 
between rahn and his wife  
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shore, setting it on fire, but high winds are making 
it too dangerous to continue those efforts.at the 
request of the president, homeland security 
secretary janetnapolitano will visit the affected 
areas today, along with secy of the interior ken 
salazar and epa administrator lisa jackson. they will 
conductan aerial tour to view clean up and 
containment efforts first hand. sot obama"my 
administration will continue to use every single 
available resource at our disposal."today's visit will 
also help inform the joint investigation being 
conductedby the department of homeland security 
and the department of the interiorinto the cause of 
the april 20th explosionjeremy hubbard, abc news 
a virginia restaurant owner has pleaded guilty to a 
massive series of bank frauds totaling more than 
50 million dollars. 31-year-old osama el-atari 
owned a small chain of steakhouses in the d.c. 
area and was known for driving cars like 
lamborghinis and ferraris. last year,  
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impacting the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and 
over 400 species of wildlife.the coast guard had 
hoped to stop the oil from reaching the shore, 
setting it on fire, but high winds are making it too 
dangerous to continue those efforts. at the request 
of the president, homeland security secretary 
janet napolitano will visit the affected areas today, 
along with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand.sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news a 
rescue team finds two men dead in a roof  
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> the main focus is to bring it to an end, stopping 
the flow of oil as quickly as we can. > reporter: 
the coast guard and local fishermen are trying to 
stop the slick of oil going no further, but with this 
amount of pollution it is not easy. > we request 
help to protect the help, the coast, the area as the 
oil comes closer to the coast. > reporter: bp is 
asking the department of defense for help with 
equipment and other areas to help contain the 
spill. the company is also considering using 
chemicals to break up the oil. it is being declared a 
spill of national significance. > this means that 
there is a system in place which has been in place 
since day one that allows us to tap into all federal, 
state and local resources to aggressively confront 
this incident. if bp does not request these 
resources i can and i will. > reporter: president 
obama is sending the secretaries of interior and 
homeland security and the epa administrator to the 
area friday. > to insure that bp and the   
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of national significance. >> this mens that there is 
a system in place and been in place since day one 
that allows us to tap into all federal state and local 
resources to aggressively confront this incident. if 
bp does not request these resources, i can and 
will. >> reporter: president obama sending the 
secretaries of interior and home land security and 
epa administrator to the area on friday. >> to be 
sure that bp and the entire u.s. government is 
doing everything possible not just to respond to 
this incident but also to determine its cause. >> 
reporter: containing and stopping this oil spill 
could take months. in fact, if they have to drill a 
relief well it could take up to 90 days. in lieu san, 
chris guitares, "fox news". >>> 5:16. race for u.s. 
senate in pennsylvania will run through fox 29 this 
weaken. senator arlen spector and representative 
joe sestak will square off in a democratic senate 
don't in our studios at 7:00 o'clock tomorrow 
night.   
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with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news a 
subway fire shuts down one of boston's busiest 
train hubs. hubs.it happened late last night...a 
rider said he heard two explosions before seeing 
smoke spewing out of a tunnel. 20 people were 
sent to hospital with smoke inhalation. no word 
yet on the cause. two coal miners are found dead 
inside an eastern kentucky coal mine after a roof 
collapse. collapse.the two miners...justin tavis and 
michael carter had been drilling underground late 
wednesday...when a portion of the rock roof 
collapsed.the mine safety and health  
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>> we request that additional booms to recover 
all coastal areas impacted by the oil spill, that 
would help to protect our coast, our fisheries, as 
the oil comes closer to our coast. spite bp is 
asking the department of defense for advanced 
imaging technology and other equipment to 
contain the spill. the company is also considering 
using chemicals to break up the oil. it is being 
declared a spill of national significance. >> this 
means that there is a system in place, and it's 
been in place since day one, that allows us to tap 
into all federal, state and local resources to 
aggressively con frost this incident -- confront if 
bp does not request these resources, i can and i 
will. >> president obama is sending the 
secretaries of interior and homeland security and 
the epa administrator to the area friday. >> to 
insure that i entire u.s. government is doing 
everything possible not just to respond to this 
incident, but also to determine its cause. >> but 
containing and stopping this oil spill could take 
months, in fact, if they have  
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department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the shore, setting it on 
fire, but high winds are making it too dangerous to 
continue those efforts. at the request of the 
president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
and that brings us to today's question of the day... 
does the oil rig explosion and spill change your 
opinion of  
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president, homeland security secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the affected areas today, along 
with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. sot obama "my administration 
will continue to use every single available resource 
at our disposal." today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 3 
and coming up on a-b-c 6 in the next half hour, 
we'll take a closer look at how this is effecting the 
fishing industry and the rush to harvest as much 
seafood as possible 3 3 new this morning -- police 
are looking for two men after another man was 
shot late last night.it happened on margaret street 
in east columbus. investigators say a man was 
shot in the leg while sitting in a car.he was taken 
to the hospital before police got to the scene. 3  
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reaching the shore, setting it on fire, but high 
winds are making it too dangerous to continue 
those efforts. at the request of the president, 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano will 
visit the affected areas today, along with secy of 
the interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. they will conduct an aerial tour to view 
clean up and containment efforts first hand. sot 
obama "my administration will continue to use 
every single available resource at o at our 
disposal." today's visit will also help inform the 
joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
two miners are dead after a roof collapse at a 
kentucky coal mine. the two miners had been 
drilling underground when the collapse happened 
wednesday night. one of the bodies was 
discovered early thursday, but rescuers were 
forced to pull out of the mine when  
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with secy of the interior ken salazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will conduct an 
aerial tour to view clean up and containment 
efforts first hand. >> "my administration will 
continue to use every single available resource at 
our disposal." >> today's visit will also help inform 
the joint investigation being conducted by the 
department of homeland security and the 
department of the interior into the cause of the 
april 20th explosion jeremy hubbard, abc news 
champion will be live in venice louisiana this 
morning and have much more on the oil spill 
beginning at 7. > >dan: the issue of prayer at 
public high school graduation will be heard today 
by the federal court in indianapolis. a greenwood 
high school student doesn't want prayer to be part 
of the commencement ceremony next month. 6 
news reporter julie pursley.. live downtown this 
morning with more on the federal > >julie: the 
matter is set for   
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...this morning.. reeling from last week's oil rig 
explosion and spill the oil spill in the gulf of mexico 
has washed ashore ovenight...and is expected to 
reach more populated areas like the +louisiana+ 
coast by the weekend... a-b-c's jeremy hubbard 
has more in today's big story... :25-:29 1:19-1:30 
pkg script: louisiana governor bobby jindal has 
declared a state of emergency, so officials could 
begin preparing for what could possibly be the 
worst oil disaster since the exxon valdez. he is 
also asking the federal government for support for 
a national guard response. a series of leaks are 
gushing faster than the oil can be cleaned up, 
there are now estimates it could be 5000 barrels a 
day leaking into the gulf, but that's just a guess. 
sot jane lubchenko "it's very difficult under these 
circumstances to have any precise estimate. " 
british petroleum, the company responsible for the 
oil rig, is calling on the u-s military for help. the 
navy is sending miles of booms and skimmers, but 
the department of defense is unsure what kind of 
impact they can have. the spill is now impacting 
the bayou, with its fragile fisheries and over 400 
species of wildlife. the coast guard had hoped to 
stop the oil from reaching the hore, setting it on 
fire, but igh winds are making it too dangerous to 
ontinue those efforts. at the reques of he 
president, homelan ecurity secretary janet 
napolitano will visit the ffected areas today, along 
ih secy of the interior ken alazar and epa 
administrator lisa jackson. they will onduct an aerial 
tour t view lean up and containment efforts first 
hand. sot obama "my administration wil ontinue to 
use every single available resource at our 
disposal." today' illa help inforthe joi 
investigatobeing onducted by thedepartment of 
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over again. carroll browner will probably lead the 
charge against it, maybe lisa jackson of the epa 
will be against it, too, and people in favor of it will 
be those, i would think including foreign policy and 
national security people two want to help us be 
energy independent. jim jones for example, of the 
national security council. >> do you think it could 
factor in political races, namely florida where 
charlie crist says he is reconsidering? he says 
maybe we should look at not offshore drilling? >> 
charlie crist gives moderation a bad name. he also 
vetoed the education quality standards there. i 
don't know where he stands on anything. >> bret: 
all right, mort. god to have you back. find more 
about the oil spill and the statistics we talked 
about, offshore drilling on the home page, 
foxnews.com/specialreport. next up, will new 
sanctions against iran really be worth the effort?  
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local fishermen are trying to stop the oil from 
going any farther, but with this amount of 
pollution, it is no easy task. >> we requested 
additional booms to protect our coast, our fisheries 
as the oil comes closer to our coast. >> bp is 
asking the department of defense for advanced 
imaging technology and other equipment to help 
contain the spill. the company is also considering 
using chemicals to break up the oil. it is being 
declared a spill of national significance. >> this 
means there is a system in place and its' been in 
place since day one that allows us to tap into all 
federal, state and local resources to aggressively 
confront this incident. if bp does not request these 
resources, can i and i will. >> president obama is 
sending the secretaries of interior and homeland 
security and the epa administrator to the area 
friday. >> to ensure that bp and the entire u.s. 
government is doing everything possible not just 
to respond to this incident but   
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interior ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson. governor bobby jindal is requesting up to 
six-thousand national guardsmen be mobilized to 
help with the oil spill cleanup. and some experts 
now say this spill could end up bigger than the 
1989 exxon valdez disaster in alaska. now the 
latest from venice tonight... wdsu reporter ken 
jones is live with how the spill is impacting those 
who live and work along the coast. he begins our 
team coverage... rc: on the water.  
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working and conjunction with the scientific support 
experts as well as the epa to ensure that the 
responsible party is taking advantage of all the 
planning that has been done to protect fragile 
areas. because at this point, at the trajectory of 
the leading edge of the oil is reaching landfall in 
the mississippi delta region sometime later 
tomorrow. we are working carefully at sea to make 
sure we continue the skimming operations. the 
controlled burn yesterday was very successful. the 
sea and wind conditions today do not allow us to 
have a controlled burn today. as soon as there is 
inappropriate window, we will continue to 
controlled burn activity, because it was very 
effective yesterday. with that, i will take a break 
and answer questions. >> thank you, i'm david 
hayes, deputy secretary of the  
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let's bring in joe rome senior fellow at the center 
for american progress, editor of 
climateprogress.org and author of "straight up." 
thanks for your time tonight. >> thanks for having 
me, keith. >> bp originally said it could handle a 
spill by itself, it originally said it would be 1,000 
barrels a day. how has that affected this whole 
thing, what they said? >> yeah, well bp gave us, 
you know, they said trust us. and they said, they 
gave us a low ball estimate for the spill rate and 
left everyone with the impression they could take 
care of it themselves. i think thankfully the obama 
administration didn't trust them, noaa did their 
own calculation and realized this spill rate was five 
times what bp said. 200,000 gallons a day. and so 
obama declared all hands on deck, and sent out 
the coast guard, epa and interior. but i think bp's 
initial reaction has been -- has made this mess a 
lot tougher to clean up. >> the -- the cause of the 
explosion is yet to be  
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the company is also considering using chemicals to 
break up the oil. it's being declared a spill national 
significance. >> this means that there's a system 
in place and it's been in place since day 1 that 
allows us to tap into all federal and state local 
resources to aggressively confront this incident if 
bp does not request this resources i can and i will. 
>> president obama is sending the homeland 
security and the epa administrator to the area 
friday. >> it's ensured that bp and entire u.s. 
government is doing everything possible. >> 
reporter: the containg and stoppen this oil spill 
could take months. if they have to drill a relief 
well, it could take up to 90 days. >> so sad. >>> 
ahead, where it could cost you 15 bucks to buy 
cigarettes. >>> then chasing crooks cops  
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stop the oil from going any further. with this 
amount of pollution, it's an additional task. >> -- 
impacted by the oil spill. it will impact the fisheries 
-- >> and other equipment to help contain the 
spill. the company is also considering using 
chemicals to break up the oil. it's being declared a 
spill of national significance. >> this means there's 
a system in place. it's been in place since day one, 
that allows us to tap into the federal state and 
local resources to aggressively confront the 
incident. >> president obama, sending the 
secretaries of interior and home homeland security 
to the epa on friday. >> that dpe and the entire 
homeland security government is  
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of oil as quickly as we can. >> reporter: the coast 
guard and local fishermen are trying to stop the 
slick of oil going no further, but with this amount 
of pollution it is not easy. >> we request help to 
protect the help, the coast, the area as the oil 
comes closer to the coast. >> reporter: bp is 
asking the department of defense for help with 
equipment and other areas to help contain the 
spill. the company is also considering using 
chemicals to break up the oil. it is being declared a 
spill of national significance. >> this means that 
there is a system in place which has been in place 
since day one that allows us to tap into all federal, 
state and local resources to aggressively confront 
this incident. if bp does not request these 
resources i can and i will. >> reporter: president 
obama is sending the secretaries of interior and 
homeland security and the epa administrator to the 
area friday. >> to insure that bp and the entire 
u.s. government is doing   
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for that long? >> no, sir. >> no. >> if every 
septa bus idled 30 minutes per day it would waste 
at least $200,000 a year in fuel. according to an 
epa calculator. >> i think it's absolutely 
outrageous. >> reporter: logan, contacted us after 
he documented dozens of septa buses idling for up 
to an hour in his ardmore neighborhood >> septa 
need to raise fares because they don't have 
enough money. on the other hand they can get 
away with such abuse and such unresponsible 
neglectful waist. >> philadelphia's clean air 
council says it gets a lot of online complaints about 
septa. >> as soon as we created the website we 
knew we had to deal with septa because it's such 
a large fleet, and their so visible in the city. >> 
reporter: septa's richard maloney says what we 
discovered is unacceptable. >> what's the 
tolerance level as far as this happening? >>> 
there's no toleran level. buses should not be left 
idling. >> and when septa bus drivers don't follow 
policy it can have serious consequences. in march 
a teen stole an unattended septa bus.  
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not replacyou bought an older home with the 
intent to remodel. if you replaced 10 windows 
without the ractor, that's $35000. the problem is, 
contractors will have to pay the epa to get the 
training - which means the cost gets passed on to 
you. the national association of home builders say 
an average of between $500 and $1500 bucks - 
depending on the size of the job. the us senate bill 
that the house of representatives passed last year 
- this shiny new version containst a .15 cent gas 
tax by the way, but whether they ma has already 
given the epa the authority to basically enforce this 
on their own. look for a lot more intrusive rules 
andr windows and door jams to your electrical 
outlets and light bulbs in the near future. i'm 
leland conway, no  
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ROUND-UP MAJOR BLOGS 
 


BP SPILL 
===================================================================== 
Excessive Use of Dispersants? BP Continued Use After Ordered to Scale 
Back (Daily KOS) 
 
Just yesterday Congressman Markey is asking if more dispersants were used than BP disclosed 
to the public. There have been a lot of questions surrounding the use of dispersants, from their 
level of toxicity and the usefulness to them in a spill of this size.  
 
I wrote about the mix of using booming and dispersants and how people actually questioned 
doing both at the same time (although there has been a lot of talk as well how booming was bust 
and not done very well either). But rounding up dispersed oil in booms makes no sense. The 
whole operation by BP seemed rather, well, highly questionable. The technology for drilling had 
come a long way, but not the technology for dealing with oil spills and the health of the workers 
for cleaning them up.  
 
So now that BP is declaring victory, the oil is coming to a halt, and even disappearing there are 
more questions we need to ask rather than throwing a party.  
 
BP knows the game, it's more about perception than reality, that's why they've spent a lot of 
money on PR, it's why they've bought up scientists to spin their message and they've put things 
out there for the media to eat up.  
 
But not everyone along the Gulf coast is ready to celebrate quite yet. Especially in hard-hit 
Louisiana, there are deep suspicions that BP will look for any excuse to pull out of the region 
early, to declare victory and go home—even while there's still oil to be cleaned up. Certainly BP 
is ready to shift its focus. Incoming BP CEO Bob Dudley told reporters on Friday that it was "not 
too soon for a scaleback" in the cleanup efforts, and that we'd likely see a reduction in the 
number of hazmat-suited cleanup workers patrolling the beaches. Later a BP spokesperson told 
the New York Times that "there is going to be a natural transition from a short-term emergency 
response, skimming and cleaning up beaches, over time to a long-term recovery and restoration 
organization."  
 
To that end, the company announced on Friday the hiring of James Lee Witt, the former head of 
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the Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) under President Clinton, to help 
oversee the long-term effort to restore the Gulf. But parish officials in Louisiana have resisted 
some efforts to redistribute cleanup resources—on Friday afternoon, Plaquemines Parish 
president Billy Nungesser had his sheriffs pull over trucks that had been taking boom out of his 
parish. Later that day other parish presidents in Louisiana—who have significant powers, thanks 
to the state's, uh, peculiar political culture—issued executive orders demanding that no spill 
response equipment be moved out of their territory. On Saturday morning Nungesser took a 
group of reporters on a boat trip off the coast, where they saw fresh oil on the marshes and tar 
balls in the water. The message was clear—the end of the spill had been greatly exaggerated. 
"Let me take [Dudley] water-skiing out here and see if he comes up black," Nungesser said.  
 
Emphasis mine  
 
This is the overriding theme with BP, much has been "greatly exaggerated" by BP and covered 
up and blacked out. Greenwashing, whitewashing, you name it, BP has done it. And there still 
are so many more questions than answers.  
 
So why is Markey asking questions, because this is what is so alarming, the rubberstamping of 
widespread use of dispersants that has been proven to be toxic and never been used in the 
amounts it was used with this catastrophic event.  
 
The Coast Guard has routinely approved BP requests to use thousands of gallons of toxic 
chemical a day to break up oil slicks in the Gulf of Mexico despite a federal directive that the 
chemicals be used only rarely on surface waters, congressional investigators said Saturday after 
examining BP and government documents.  
 
The documents show the Coast Guard approved 74 waivers over a 48-day period after the 
restrictions were imposed, resulting in hundreds of thousands of gallons of the chemicals to be 
spread on Gulf waters. Only in a small number of cases did the government scale back BP's 
request.  
 
Source  
 
Emphasis mine  
 
It's a problem when we have no idea how much dispersant was used, these questions must be 
asked.  
 
Congress is stepping up its scrutiny of chemical dispersants sprayed on the Gulf of Mexico oil 
spill to prevent crude from washing ashore.  
 
Rep. Edward Markey, a Massachusetts Democrat, contends that BP PLC and the Coast Guard 
have used more of the chemicals than widely reported. On Saturday he demanded that federal 
officials provide his office with more information about use of the chemicals, which the 
Environmental Protection Agency limited in late May due to concerns about their effects on 
marine life.  
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"BP carpet bombed the ocean with these chemicals, and the Coast Guard allowed them to do it," 
Rep. Markey said in a statement.  
 
Source  
 
The dispersants weren't just sprayed over the water though, it was sprayed near land, near homes 
and near the people who live off the coast. This is not just an environmental disaster, this is a 
disaster that we still cannot grasp.  
 
Everyone wants to believe that it is all but coming to an end. It is not.  
 
Riki Ott has some astounding information about the use of Corexit and it's affects on human 
beings, the environment and animals. There is exstensive information on the chemicals used and 
the health hazards posed by those chemicals and the oil itself.  
 
Though all dispersants are potentially dangerous when applied in such volumes, Corexit is 
particularly toxic. It contains petroleum solvents and a chemical that, when ingested, ruptures red 
blood cells and causes internal bleeding. It is also bioaccumulative, meaning its concentration 
intensifies as it moves up the food chain.  
 
New York Times  
 
As I said, it was not just being sprayed over the water, but on the shore!  
 
The long term affects of the oil are going to be devastating but the dispersants are going to be an 
issue as well and the combined effects?  
 
This is why I've written about Project Gulf Impact and why we must talk about how all of this is 
touching so many lives (Please go read my diary, I argue why we have to document the struggles 
of people in the Gulf) along the Gulf and how people's health is being destroyed by these 
chemicals, their livelihoods gone, their spirits broken and the environment in long term peril.  
 
We must keep this in the public's eye and remind them that the spill is not ending, this is going to 
be something we must deal with for generations to come. And part of that will have to do with 
telling the stories of the people who have been hit the hardest, those living in the Gulf. 


 


BP to offer claimants a One-time Payment (Daily KOS) 
 
I think "Breaking" is the correct adjacent ... 
 
BP offers one-off payouts to stem Gulf oil spill lawsuits 
 
Lump-sum compensation offered in return for waiving the right to sue, 
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but uncertainty remains for those indirectly affected 
 
Tim Webb, guardian.co.uk -- August 1, 2010 
 
BP will begin its legal offensive this month to cap its liabilities from the Gulf of Mexico disaster 
by offering those affected one-off compensation payouts in return for them waiving the right to 
sue. 
 
The fund does not cap BP's liabilities at $20bn. But privately the company believes that it will 
not have to pay out anywhere near this sum. BP has hired a battery of lawyers to protect itself, 
and so far it has paid out $261m in claims. 
 
Hmmm ... Seems BP is a bit worried about the long-term effects of that 1.8 Millions of gallons of 
Corexit, they used -- to help make that spill problem disappear? 
 
Perhaps they are worried with good reason ... even the maker of Corexit warns it has the 
potential to BioAccumulate 
 
Bioaccumulation – "Bioaccumulation is defined as the accumulation of chemicals in the tissue of 
organisms through any route, including respiration, ingestion, or direct contact with 
contaminated water, sediment, and pore water in the sediment." 
 
-- U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2000 
 
In short, Corexit (with all its known and unknown Toxic properties) will likely move up the food 
chain. 
 
The maker of Corexit, Nalco warns: 
 
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION : 
 
Where concentrations in air may exceed the limits given in this section, the use of a half face 
filter mask or air supplied breathing apparatus is recommended. A suitable filter material 
depends on the amount and type of chemicals being handled. Consider the use of filter type: 
Multi-contaminant cartridge. with a Particulate pre-filter. In event of emergency or planned entry 
into unknown concentrations a positive pressure, full-facepiece SCBA should be used. 
 
BIOACCUMULATION POTENTIAL 
 
Component substances have a potential to bioconcentrate. 
 
http://lmrk.org/... 
 
Hmmmm .... Face-Masks ... recommended ... should be used in "event of emergency" ??? 
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I wonder if BP ACTUALLY read the instructions, before using the Product? ... before equipping 
their "temp workers" for their "hazardous duty"? 
 
I wonder if BP knows that Dispersants with the active ingredient of 2-butoxyethanol has a "track 
record" of causing Human Health problems -- already? 
 
At What Cost? BP Spill Responders Told to Forgo Precautionary Health Measures in Cleanup 
 
HuffingtonPost: May 17, 2010 
 
by Riki Ott, Marine toxicologist and Exxon Valdez survivor, RikiOtt.com 
 
During the 1989 cleanup in Alaska, thousands of workers had what Exxon medical doctors 
called, "the Valdez Crud," and dismissed as simple colds and flu. [...] 
 
In 1989 Exxon knew cleanup workers were getting sick: Exxon's clinical data shows 6,722 cases 
of upper respiratory "infections"--or more likely work-related chemical induced illnesses. Exxon 
also knew workers were being overexposed to oil vapors and oil particles as verified through its 
air-quality monitoring program contracted to Med-Tox. The cleanup workers never saw results 
of this program. Neither did OSHA, the agency supposedly charged to oversee and 
independently monitor Exxon's worker-safety program. 
 
And based on air monitoring conducted by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in a 
Louisiana coastal community, those workers seem to be correct. The EPA findings show that 
airborne levels of toxic chemicals like hydrogen sulfide, and volatile organic compounds like 
benzene, for instance, now far exceed safety standards for human exposure. 
 
The individual stories of Exxon Valdez Cleanup Workers are heart breaking, and not very well 
known. But they should be included in the brand NEW EPA Toxicity studies -- don't you think? 
 
"I was in the doctor's office continually," Merle Savage says. "She always heard my stomach 
rolling and one day she said 'Have you eaten anything toxic or had any contaminated water?' I 
said no, never thinking it was the crude oil." Savage went on to develop a frightening list of 
symptoms: cirrhosis of the liver (she doesn't drink), rheumatoid arthritis, constant diarrhea, and 
respiratory problems. 
 
The Gulf Coast economy, and its people, and ecosystems, MAY recover someday -- but "it won't 
be by the grace of BP" either. 
 
BP has hire a "hired a battery of lawyers to protect itself" from all the pesky claims of those 
'local yocals', and the eco-whirlwind they've inherited ... 
 
BP offers one-off payouts to stem Gulf oil spill lawsuits 
 
Tim Webb, guardian.co.uk -- August 1, 2010 
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But lawyers say it is impossible to calculate future lost earnings. There is also no way for 
claimants to know whether they would receive more compensation if they decided to sue BP in 
the courts, which would take many months with no guarantee of success. Brent Coon, a Houston-
based lawyer, said: "These are mostly uneducated people." 
 
Applicants could rush to apply for a one-off, lump sum payout if they believe that BP will run 
out of money or will put its US business into bankruptcy. 
 
When Feineberg takes over this month, for the first time claimants will be offered a one-off sum 
based on their future lost earnings, provided they agree not to sue BP. 
 
Short-term gain -- in exchange for long-term pain -- What a Deal! 
 
A deal for whom? ... should be the next question. 
 
Where are all the good "class action suit" lawyers, when you need them? 
 
Where is the DOJ? 
 
Where are the "Vessels of Opportunity" for moving us to a Clean Energy future? 
 
Get the eKos widget embed code! 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
 
August 2, 2010     
 


George Schultz, Meg Whitman's Campaign Co-Chairman, Clashes With Her 
On Global Warming (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 08- 2-10 11:40 AM   |   Updated: 08- 2-10 11:40 AM  
 
Former U.S. secretary of State George P. Shultz believes it's crucial to fight global warming to 
protect national security. 
 
Global warming is created by burning fossil fuel, he says, and payments for foreign oil 
sometimes wind up financing terrorism. 
 
And Shultz, who's also a former Treasury secretary, thinks the nation suffers an "economic 
vulnerability" because of its oil addiction. 
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"While we have benefited from low-priced energy," he says, "we've also suffered from periodic 
spikes in the price of oil. Usually recessions go along with it." 
 
Moreover, continues the man who set up the Environmental Protection Agency four decades ago, 
"There's a climate problem connected with the burning of fossil fuels.... The basic facts are pretty 
clear." 
 
 
 
 


FUEL 
 
EPA notes improvements at Michigan oil spill site (Huffington Post) 
 
LANSING, Mich. — A regional administrator for the Environmental Protection Agency said 
Sunday that significant improvement had been made at the site of an oil spill in a southern 
Michigan river, but the agency cautioned that it will take months to complete the cleanup.  
 
Those efforts, along with air and water quality monitoring, continue to increase along the 
affected stretch of the Kalamazoo River, EPA regional administrator Susan Hedman said during 
a media briefing in Marshall.  
 
The oil flow was stopped and contained in a 25-mile stretch of the river from Marshall westward 
past Battle Creek. Several hundred workers are on crews along the river devoted to the cleanup.  
 
"Containment is adequate now," said Mark Durno, the EPA's deputy incident commander. "Now 
it's a matter of recovery and removal of the remainder of the sheen and small patches of oil that 
remain on the Kalamazoo River."  
 
The EPA estimates it will take weeks to get the oil out of the river and months to clean it off 
river banks and the flood plain. It could take several months to clean up the marshy area where 
the spill began near a creek that flows into the Kalamazoo River, the agency said.  
 
Officials with Enbridge Inc., which owns the pipeline, estimated Sunday that the company had 
recovered slightly more than half the oil that had leaked.  
 
Enbirdge officials said they detected the leak July 26. Investigators are reviewing 911 calls to 
Marshall area fire departments made the previous evening by residents complaining of a strong 
gas odor to try and determine if the leak might have begun earlier.  
 
The EPA estimates the spill at more than 1 million gallons of crude, while the Canadian 
company estimates the total at 820,000 gallons. The leak came from a 30-inch pipeline, which 
was built in 1969 and carries about 8 million gallons of oil daily from Griffith, Ind., to Sarnia, 
Ontario.  
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The cost of the cleanup hasn't been determined. Enbridge is responsible for the cleanup bill, 
including money that the EPA and other government agencies will spend on its response.  
 
"Our goal is to return the river to the state it was in before this incident," Enbridge CEO Patrick 
D. Daniel said.  
 
The EPA and other government officials have scheduled a public meeting for residents at 
Marshall's high school on Monday evening. A similar public hearing will be scheduled for Battle 
Creek residents later in the week.  
 
The section of the pipeline where the leak occurred could be removed early this week. It's 
expected to be taken to a National Transportation Safety Board lab for testing to try and 
determine the cause of the incident.  
 
The EPA on Saturday said it had rejected the Calgary, Alberta-based company's long-range 
cleanup plan because of "deficiencies in content and technical details." It ordered Enbridge to 
submit a revised version by Monday. Daniel said the company will modify the plan to meet EPA 
requirements.  
 
U.S. regulators earlier this year demanded improvements to the pipeline network that includes a 
segment that ruptured in southern Michigan. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration, the U.S. Department of Transportation's regulatory arm, said it had summoned 
Enbridge Inc. executives in February to discuss problems with the 1,900-mile Lakehead system.  
 
The agency has cited Enbridge or its affiliates for 30 enforcement actions since 2002. 
 
 


Law center threatens suit over Mich. oil spill (Huffington Post) 
           
JOHN FLESHER | August 2, 2010 12:19 PM EST |   
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. — A public interest law firm is preparing to sue the Canadian owners 
of a pipeline that ruptured in southern Michigan and dumped hundreds of thousands of gallons of 
oil into a Kalamazoo River tributary. 
 
The Great Lakes Law Center on Monday sent Enbridge Inc. a notice of intent to file if a 
settlement isn't reached within 60 days. The letter accuses the company of violating the Clean 
Water Act. 
 
The Detroit-based law center says Enbridge could face more than $26 million in civil penalties 
based on the Environmental Protection Agency's estimate the spill exceeds 1 million gallons. 
The company estimates it at 820,000 gallons. 
 
Company spokeswoman Lorraine Grymala says she's unaware of the letter and can't comment on 
litigation. 
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Enbridge reported the spill a week ago. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


BP SPILL 
 
June 14, 2010 


Former EPA Chief On Gulf Oil Spill: 'It's Going To Blow The Record Books 
Up' (Huffington Post) 
 
 BP Oil Spill, Deepwater Horizon, Epa Oil Spill, Eric Schaeffer, Eric Schaeffer Oil Spill, Gulf 
Oil Spill, Oil, Oil Spill, Oil Spill Animals, Oil Spill Wildlife, Green News 
 
GRAND ISLE, La. (AP) -- The astonishing news that the oil leak at the bottom of the sea may be 
twice as big as previously thought could have major repercussions for both the environment and 
BP's financial health, killing more marine life and dramatically increasing the amount the 
company must pay in fines and damages. 
 
Scientists now say the blown-out well could have been spewing as much as 2 million gallons of 
crude a day before a cut-and-cap maneuver started capturing some of the flow, meaning more 
than 100 million gallons may have leaked into the Gulf of Mexico since the start of the disaster 
in April. That is more than nine times the size of the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster, previously the 
worst oil spill in U.S. history. 
 
The larger estimates, while still preliminary and considered a worst-case scenario, could 
contribute to breathtaking liabilities against BP. Penalties can be levied against the company 
under a variety of environmental protection laws, including fines of up to $1,100 under the Clean 
Water Act for each barrel of oil spilled. 
 
Based on the maximum amount of oil possibly spilled to date, that would translate to a potential 
civil fine for simple discharge alone of $2.8 billion. If BP were found to have committed gross 
negligence or willful misconduct, the civil fine could be up to $4,300 per barrel, or up to $11.1 
billion. 
 
"It's going to blow the record books up," said Eric Schaeffer, who led the Environmental 
Protection Agency's enforcement office from 1997 to 2002. 
 
A larger spill also could lead to increased environmental hazards, with shrimp, crabs and fish 
such as marlin and swordfish especially hard hit. 
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"Certainly if there are greater volumes of oil than were originally estimated, that doesn't bode 
well," said Jim Franks, a fisheries biologist at the University of Southern Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Research Laboratory. "Do we expect twice the impact? I don't know how to judge that, but that 
much more oil could not be good at all for fish and wildlife resources. I would anticipate far-
reaching impacts." 
 
Days after the spill began, government officials told the public that the ruptured well a mile 
below the Gulf was leaking 42,000 gallons a day. Then, officials said it was actually five times 
bigger. That estimate didn't last long either. The new estimates are based on spillcam video as 
well as such things as satellite, sonar and pressure readings. 
 
The lead scientist in the effort said the most credible range at the moment is between 840,000 
gallons and 1.68 million gallons a day. 
 
Another part of the equation is how much more oil started to leak last week after the riser pipe 
was cut, a step that BP and government officials said could increase the flow by 20 percent. The 
pipe cut was necessary to install a cap over the well; the cap has captured an estimated 4 million 
gallons so far. 
 
If the higher-end estimates prove accurate, the leak amounts to an Exxon Valdez every five days 
or so. At that rate, in just over three weeks from now it will eclipse the worst oil spill in 
peacetime history, the 1979 Ixtoc disaster in Mexico, which took 10 months to belch out 140 
million gallons of oil into the Gulf. 
 
And there's more bad news. The oil gushing from the Gulf contains large amounts of natural gas. 
Samantha Joye, a professor of marine sciences at the University of Georgia, said that can 
contribute significantly to oxygen levels plummeting in the water as microbes eat the methane 
clouds. 
 
In addition to the potential for billions in fines, BP is responsible for paying all cleanup costs and 
up to $75 million for economic damages. But it could face far heavier expenses if gross 
negligence is found or if it is determined that there was a violation of a federal safety, 
construction or operating regulation, Schaeffer said. 
 
"You bet the trial lawyers are sharpening their swords around that language," he said. 
 
And that's not including the tens of billions of dollars in shareholder wealth that has already 
evaporated with the plunge of BP's stock since the disaster. 
 
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg became a lonely defender of BP, declaring the world 
should not rush to point fingers at the British oil giant. The billionaire tycoon often sides with 
CEOs and businesses entangled in public relations disasters. 
 
"The guy that runs BP didn't exactly go down there and blow up the well," Bloomberg said on 
his weekly radio show. "And what's more, if we want them to fix it and they're the only ones 
with the expertise, I think I might wait to assign blame." 
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That the BP oil spill may be twice as bad as earlier estimates was hard news to hear but no 
surprise to Christian Delos Reyes, a 39-year-old oyster dredger. 
 
"Crabs start real small. You know they're all going to die. It'll kill all the oysters. In my opinion, 
I don't think it'll ever be all right," Reyes said. "I think it's destroyed." 
 
Wanda Kirby, 65, owns the Sandpiper Shores Motel in Grand Isle, La., a couple of hundred feet 
from where a long strand of bright orange boom slices across the beach to block the oil. 
 
"Whether it's five gallons or five million, I don't care. We don't really need to be wasting time 
measuring it," she said. "We just need to stop it." 
 


 


Progressive Groups Launch Double Barrel Ad Campaign Over Murkowski 
Vote (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 06-14-10 09:27 AM   |   Updated: 06-14-10 09:28 AM  
Ad Campaign, Americans United For Change, Auc Ad Campaign, Big Oil Murkowski, Cew Ad 
Campaign, Clean Energy Works, Climate Change, Energy Debate, Murkowksi Resolution, 
Progressive Ad Campaign, Progressive Groups Ad, Politics News  
A double barrel ad campaign was launched Monday morning with two progressive groups 
respectively thanking Democratic Senators for voting against a provision that would have ended 
the EPA's ability to regulate carbon emissions and punishing Republicans who backed the 
proposal.  
 
Americans United For Change played the role of bad cop, going up on air with a $400,000-plus-
ad purchase attacking Sens. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) and Richard Burr (R--N.C.) for supporting 
the resolution introduced by Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK). Coming days after the resolution was 
defeated by a closer-than-expected vote, the ads -- which are already running in Boston against 
Sen. Scott Brown (R-Mass) -- tie the oil spill in the Gulf (with a now-customary shot of a 
blackened pelican) and foreign threats from abroad (with an always classic shot of Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad) to energy politics in D.C.  
 
Running in conjunction with the AUC ads will be a good-cop campaign from the group Clean 
Energy Works, which is airing spots that applaud a number of Democrats for voting against the 
Murkowski provision. Those receiving the thank-yous include Sens. Michael Bennet (Co.), 
Maria Cantwell (Wash.), Carl Levin (Mich.), Claire McCaskill (Mo.), Patty Murray (Wash.), 
Harry Reid (Nev.), Debbie Stabenow (Mich.), Mark Warner (Va.), and Jim Webb (Va.), with a 
group official adding that more are in the works.  
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RECYCLING 
 
Posted: June 14, 2010 10:25 AM  


Living in Hand-Me-Downs (Huffington Post) 
 
Consumption , Recycling , Responsible Consumer , Simplicity , Living News  
Some years back, a group of anti-poverty advocates cast their lot in with Chevy and Ford to 
oppose higher gas taxes.  
 
"That's just stupid," said my ever-blunt brother, Dan. 
 
"Why?" I asked. 
 
"Because poor people can't afford new cars, so they get stuck with whatever rich people buy. If 
middle and upper class people are buying SUV's and sedans, then that's what's plentiful five 
years down the road, and poor people are stuck driving tanks. But when the cost of gas goes up, 
richer people buy smaller cars, and so poor people get to drive more efficient vehicles.  
 
"Besides which, with a higher gas tax, more of the money stays in the local economy, 
particularly with local government. That revenue is what funds public transit, public schools, 
public health, public parks, etc... You get it -- all the stuff that differentiates poverty from 
POVERTY (i.e. no services). Fend off gas tax and the poor get stuck twice -- a fleet of 
inefficient, high-operating-cost used vehicles with no alternative to driving, and less of 
everything else that makes for "quality of life." 
 
Duh. Why didn't I think of that? 
 
His words come back to me, especially when I am traveling. That is because all over the world, 
people wear, drive, and eat hand-me-downs from middle class Westerners like me.  
 
In the highlands of Guatemala, old school buses grind their way up and down gravel 
switchbacks, crammed with baskets of chickens and vegetables and indigenous people (who 
mercifully are short enough to squeeze into the child-sized seats without their knees in their 
faces).  
 
British and American children's books ranging from The Velveteen Rabbit to Sponge Bob sit in 
dusty boxes in bookseller stalls in Trivandrum, India. 
 
 
In Darjeeling, I once picked up a pair of pants that looked my style, only to notice that they still 
had a tag attached from Value Village, a thrift store chain at home. As I understand it, Value 
Village puts their "gently used" best on the shelves and sells the excess by the ton.  
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On market days, people walk from nearby farms and villages to converge on the streets of 
Ambositra, Madagascar. Freshly butchered meat hangs in wooden stalls, but baskets of rice, 
mounds of vegetables, and stacks of handmade brooms line the sidewalks and pavement. So do 
piles and piles of used Western clothes.  
 
 
In Santo Domingo, Honduras, a rumpled array of cast-offs hangs in shops with signs that say, 
"American Clothes." 
 
It's not that I have anything against hand-me-downs; far from it -- I'm wearing a second hand 
shirt and pants at this very moment, having filled our suitcases with hot-weather travel clothes 
from thrift stores before we launched ourselves across the equator. My daughters love shopping 
at our local Value Village, because it's the only place accessible by bike that their paltry 
allowance actually buys anything they might want. I credit myself with having taught them to 
filter for quality: fabrics that wash well, sturdy toys that hold up, puzzles with all their pieces. 
They can tell you that a shirt that started out in the Gap at $25.00 and one that started out in Wal-
Mart at $7.99 are only a dollar or two apart by the time they reach the store we affectionately call 
the "VeyVey." 
 
I wonder what the spread is between Gap and Wal-Mart by the time the shirts reach Ambositra 
or Santo Domingo. Whatever it may be, thanks to a system of global capitalism that ships used 
clothing (and old books and tired school buses) from one country to another, Western consumers 
effectively set both price points. That is because our demand becomes many people's supply. 
What we buy in large quantities is plentiful and cheap elsewhere. What we buy less of is scarce. 
 
And regardless of how you feel about hand-me-downs in your drawers or suitcase, that raises 
some interesting questions about our pattern of consumption. When people like me buy durable 
goods with a long half-life, our cast offs that get sold by the ton have some life in them. When 
we prioritize cheap frills in our clothes and "bells and whistles" over durability in our consumer 
goods, people down the chain get clothes and gadgets that soon will need replacing. When as is 
so often the case, we buy semi-disposables, what goes into the shipping containers bound for 
developing countries is literally -- garbage. 
 
Even then, poor countries take what we send. In a global version of the used-car dynamic Dan 
described, they are stuck with whatever we no longer want. A little bit of money flows our way if 
the stuff is useable; a little bit flows their way if it's waste. Either way, they can't often afford to 
say no. That is one reason the global market in cast offs provokes moral outcry on occasion -- for 
example, when middle class American's get new low flow toilets and hand on their water hogs to 
poor people, or when they get sleeker, smaller computers and ship the old ones to places where 
they will be used briefly and toxic for millennia. 
 
Sometimes the casts offs of the West aren't post-consumer goods so much as manufactured 
surplus or rejects looking for a market. In the 1980's investigative reporters blew the whistle on 
chemical companies including Dow, DuPont, Monsanto, Ciba-Geigy and others, who were 
offloading excess chemicals that had been banned or severely restricted in the U.S. and Europe. 
One report summarized: "The world's major agrichemical corporations buy and sell products 
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which have been designated by scientific authorities as cancer-causing, sterility-inducing, birth-
defect-creating, and nerve-damaging. Barrels of these toxins are dumped on countries where one 
or two officials often hold responsibility equivalent to that of the entire U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency." 
 
In the 1990's as North American and European doctors began to promote the health benefits of 
breastfeeding and Western mothers responded. Nestle took their unwanted baby formula 
elsewhere, giving free samples to poor mothers in developing countries who were then stuck 
using formula after their breast milk dried up. In recent years, Christian missionaries who 
couldn't sell homophobia and talk of witchcraft to educated Americans took their outdated 
biblical literalism to Central Africa where they sold it to Ugandan politicians and Nigerian 
community leaders. In these cases, selling cast-offs to vulnerable people caused deaths, and the 
public reacted. 
 
But there are ethical questions at play even in something as seemingly innocuous as the global 
clothing market: 
 
Consider, for example, the economics of raw materials: Behind the global sale of hand-me-
downs is a supply and demand dynamic that makes many new goods unaffordable to most of the 
world's poor. For the whole current population of the world to live like Americans would take six 
planets worth of raw materials. Canada and the U.S., with five percent of the world's population, 
get credit for thirty five percent of global fuel consumption and nine percent of the planet's 
textiles. Since prices follow demand, it's possible that if we demanded a bit less some of the folks 
buying our cast offs could actually afford clothes that are new. In other words, they wouldn't be 
as poor. 
 
Or consider the social dynamics of competition: Once people have the basics: food, shelter, and a 
stable community, whether people feel poor is largely a matter of social comparisons. American 
pioneers had far less in the way of material goods and comforts than your average slum dweller 
on the south side of Chicago, but they didn't feel as impoverished or degraded. The Spanish 
language has two words for poverty, miseria, which means wretched desperation, and pobreza, 
which can be accompanied by a sense of dignity and sufficiency. In a subsistence community 
with adequate rain and land and so a decent return on hard work, it is quite possible to feel proud 
and satisfied, to have both pobreza and contentment. But rich neighbors or landlords or public 
figures who strut their stuff can make bare bones living feel insufficient. Pobreza becomes 
miseria. 
 
Thanks to television, rich neighbors can have this effect from thousands of miles away. Western 
markers of social status gets transmitted to poor villages where they feed desire. Fifteen years 
ago, Brian and I spent two weeks studying Spanish in a village called Todos Santos in the 
highlands of Guatemala. The language school placed us with a family whose two room dirt-
floored house was divided between their living space (including an open cooking fire) and 
student residents like us. While we huddled in our room after dinner, they huddled in theirs, 
absorbing their only exposure to another way of life: the TV show Dallas, a high society soap 
opera in which petty quarrels get played out amidst all the trappings of conspicuous consumption 
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including pressed white shirts, coiffed hair, fancy cars, red fingernails, designer dresses and other 
bling. 
 
Fashion -- by virtue of being frivolous -- lets us know who has money to spare and who doesn't. 
In this sense, clothing trends are designed to be competitive, to feed a sense of insufficiency and 
desire. No matter how functional or sturdy or new looking our clothes may be, and no matter 
how beautiful they seemed last year, if they are out of date, then we are supposed to feel 
inadequate. Broadly speaking, by participating in competitive consumption games with their 
winners and losers, we not only add to the economic inequality in my first point, we add to the 
social inequality in my second point. We make others more poor, and we make them feel even 
poorer and so drive consumption beyond the reach of our own pocketbooks.  
 
Most of us most of the time don't go around trying to make other people feel inadequate. Often 
we are so busy advancing ourselves, cloaking our insecurities, fending off our secret imposter 
complexes, that we don't really think about how we are affecting who. It's not so much that we're 
trying to one-up others as that we fear being one down. It's a chimp thing, partly. Even without 
clothes and big brains, our relatives find their own ways to compete for social status, which 
confers sexual and culinary benefits. But there's more to the story than that. Thanks to advertisers 
and media we ourselves are subject to the same images and appeals as that Guatemalan family. 
And research has shown that we are far more susceptible to social influence, and advertising 
specifically, than we like to believe. So much of what drives us lies outside of awareness, and 
intention. 
 
That brings me to what I think is the point of this meandering series of thoughts. Awareness and 
intention. Mindful living is something we can cultivate. The growing number of us who are 
planet-conscious have learned to ask where things come from: what resource is getting used up 
to satisfy my cravings? What species is threatened? Whose tiny fingers are running the sewing 
machine or knotting the wool? But apart from sorting the trash -- paper, plastic, glass, compost -- 
we seldom contemplate the life that's left in our goods when we're done with them or how our 
purchases affect what other people will have and want.  
 
I know the mantra about simplicity. "Live simply so others can simply live." I believe in it. But if 
I'm honest, the best I can say is that it shapes my behavior somewhat, sometimes. The bottom 
line is that I still buy a lot of stuff, including things I don't need or won't wear out. And my gotta-
have-thats make their way through the world long after something else has caught my fancy and 
I've tossed aside old infatuations for new, in fact, long after I've forgotten I ever craved or owned 
them.  
 
What my brother Dan was saying, and what the used clothing stalls and stores and markets echo 
in their own way, is that spending money is powerful. That is a power I can use mindfully if I 
choose. Instead of simply wrestling with a set of yes/no purchase decisions, I can explore a 
broader set of questions: what kinds of cast offs do I want to be scattering across the planet like 
seeds in the wind? What kind of trends do I want to be setting? Do I treat my stuff like someone 
else will own it someday? How do I hand things off when I'm done with them? 
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If I ask these questions consciously, then underlying values (my values) get into my decisions 
about what I buy, how I treat it, and when I let it go. Come back to the opening theme, cars, for 
example. New technologies like hybrids are comparatively expensive. That is because they 
require innovation, and R&D is complicated and costly. But it also drives the kind of future I'd 
like to hand down to coming generations. When I buy a car, I can invest in the status quo, or I 
can buy a little bit of that future. And when it comes time to sell, I can hand someone else the 
same status quo or a chance to participate in that future. From this angle, the decision is a no-
brainer. 
 
Books & More From Valerie Tarico 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
 
===================================================================== 
 


With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 
Here’s a sampling of what was said on Jan. 19, 2010: 


 
NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Asian Carp in Lake Michigan 
 
Michigan Asian Carp DNA in Lake Michigan; Supreme Court won’t close locks (w … – 
Lansing State Journal: The U.S. Supreme...  


Posted by:  MINews0verviews     6:05  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/5cTyVi 
 
Official: Asian carp DNA found in Lake Michigan - Washington Post:  


Posted by:  kelaterianz    6:03  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4O2LcO 
 
Asian carp DNA found in Lake Michigan; High Court inaction angers Mich. leaders  


Posted by:  LawyerLawNews:     5:55  pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/yemo6ed 
 
US: Asian carp DNA found in Lake Michigan: The Obama administration opposes closing 
shipping locks ne...  


Posted by:  freedom4USA       5:45  pm     Full post:  http://twurl.nl/ok64mh 
 
Supreme Court Refuses States’ Bid To Block Asian Carp  


Posted by: nprnews        5:40  pm     Full post:  http://su.pr/4yeKN2 
 
 
 
GHG Endangerment Finding And Regulations 
 
EPA Recognizes Land Use/Global Warming Connection 


Posted by:  climatedebate   6:55  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8Dalbo 
 


WWF Earth Hour Returns for 2010 in Largest Call for Action on Climate Change in 
History 
(Note:  World Wildlife Fund announced today that Earth Hour 2010 will take place on Saturday, 
March 27 from 8:30 pm to 9:30 pm, with many of the nation’s most iconic landmarks dimming 



http://twitter.com/MINews0verviews

http://bit.ly/5cTyVi

http://bit.ly/4O2LcO

http://twitter.com/LawyerLawNews

http://tinyurl.com/yemo6ed

http://twitter.com/freedom4USA

http://twurl.nl/ok64mh

http://su.pr/4yeKN2

http://bit.ly/8Dalbo
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their lights for one hour in what is expected to be the largest call for action on climate change in 
history.) 


Posted by:  climatecrunch    6:50  pm     Full post:  http://tinyurl.com/ykxcesj 
 


Top Congressional Critic of EPA Also Wins Big With Energy Lobbyists  
(Note:  Murkowski) 


Posted by:  ecopolitologist   6:55  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6swbN8 
 
Which Democrat backs Sen. Murkowski’s effort to block EPA from curbing CO2? Real 
baked AK  


Posted by:  CaplanComms:         6:15  pm     Full post:  http://ow.ly/16nhly 
 
The EPA is linking climate change mitigation with land use strategies (mainly preservation 
at first)  


Posted by:  planetizen       6:25  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/8vb0Zf 
 
 
Lisa Murkowski Wants To Block The EPA From Regulating Greenhouse Gases, Has 
Democratic Co-Sponsor...  
(Note:  HuffPost Green – Co-Sponsor may be Jim Webb (D-Va) 


Posted by:  ClimaTweets        6:05  pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/6QasWV 
 
 
 
 
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


AIR 
 


THE BIG MURKOWSKI 


Hanging EPA regulations around Democrats’ necks 1 
20 Jan 2010 2:52 AM 
by David Roberts  
It has been taken for granted on the left that if Congress doesn’t pass clean energy 
legislation, the EPA will step in to regulate greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act. 
The threat of that eventuality was supposed to bring intransigent industries and 
legislators to the table. Only it hasn’t really worked as intended— prospects for 
legislation are looking increasingly dim, particularly with Brown’s win last night in 
Massachusetts. 



http://twitter.com/climatecrunch

http://tinyurl.com/ykxcesj

http://twitter.com/ecopolitologist

http://bit.ly/6swbN8

http://twitter.com/CaplanComms

http://ow.ly/16nhly

http://twitter.com/planetizen

http://bit.ly/8vb0Zf

http://twitter.com/ClimaTweets

http://bit.ly/6QasWV

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-01-20-hanging-epa-regulations-around-democrats-necks/print/PALL#comments#comments

http://www.grist.org/member/1526
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Does that mean EPA regulations are inevitable? Har har. Nothing in politics is 
inevitable. If legislation goes down in flames, expect a huge fight. 
Thus far the fight against EPA is being led by Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), who has 
emerged as a key figure in efforts to block or delay Democratic clean energy initiatives, 
despite her purported concern over climate change. (On the interwebs, they call such 
folks “concern trolls.”) Let’s take a look at a few of the weapons in Murkowski’s arsenal. 
1. Appropriations rider 
Last year,  Murkowski threatened to attach a rider to the annual EPA funding bill that 
would block funding for implementation of GHG regs. It would have been a political 
disaster, blocking not only regulations on power plants and factories (so-called 
stationary sources) but the auto efficiency increases that have already been carefully 
worked out between EPA and the Dept. of Transportation. Reid managed to talk her out 
of it, but she’ll be emboldened by the loss of the Democratic supermajority and Reid, 
well, he’s got lots of problems on his hands these days. Her office has said she’s 
considering trying it again. 
I wrote about this tactic in a previous post—the idea is to piggyback on an 
appropriations bill, which requires only a bare majority to pass. Since appropriations 
bills contain all kinds of goodies for all kinds of congresscritters, there’s lots of pressure 
to vote for them. This is how Republicans blocked Clinton’s efforts to boost CAFE 
standards for almost five years. 
2. Amendment 
Today, Murkowski may or may not introduce a more carefully tailored amendment that 
would block the EPA only from implementing regulations on stationary sources (it will be 
attached to a bill on raising the debt ceiling). She’s been wavering on whether to put 
forward the amendment, which her ally Sen. Chuck Grassley conceded on Monday has 
little chance of passing. She caught a ton of heat last week when it emerged that she’d 
written it in consultation to a pair of dirty energy lobbyists at Bracewell Giuliani, and it’s 
only been building. See: 
 
That will probably burn her enough to make her back off this time. But the same 
amendment could be attached to any number of bills going forward. 
3. The Congressional Review Act (CRA) 
This is the nuclear option. It would rescind the EPA’s endangerment finding entirely and 
thereby eliminate its authority over both mobile and stationary sources. Furthermore, 
the administration would be prohibited from passing a regulation “substantially the 
same” as the one overruled, so the constraint on the EPA would effectively be 
permanent. 



http://motherjones.com/environment/2010/01/new-storm-brewing-climate-front

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Troll_%28Internet%29#Concern_troll

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-11-09-can-epa-regulations-on-co2-be-blocked

http://thehill.com/blogs/e2-wire/677-e2-wire/76795-grassley-murkowski-measure-to-block-epa-rules-unlikely-to-pass

http://views.washingtonpost.com/climate-change/post-carbon/2010/01/murkowski_and_her_lobbyist_allies.html

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-03-24-epa-tells-white-house-that-gr
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The little-known 1996 law, part of Newt Gingrich’s Contract with America signed into law 
by Clinton, permits Congress to review new regulations passed by the administration 
and, by passage of a joint resolution, overrule them. The joint resolution can not be 
filibustered—debate is explicitly limited to 10 hours. It must be passed by majorities and 
both houses and signed by the president to go into effect. It was successfully used just 
once, by the Bush administration in 2001, to overrule some Clinton ergonomics 
regulations. 
As detailed in “The Mysteries of the Congressional Review Act,”  in Harvard Law 
Review, there’s no obvious justification for the law—after all, if you’ve got majorities in 
both houses and the president on your side, why not just pass a new law? There are 
fairly limited circumstances, usually in the transition between administrations, when the 
planets would align for the law to have even a chance of success, and they are not now 
so aligned. So why has Murkowski been threatening to use it? Read on. 
Can these efforts succeed? 
Odds are that none of Murkowski’s efforts will become law, at least not under the 
current administration, for the simple reason that any one of them would have to be 
passed by the House as well, and signed by the president. Obama could veto, and 
however unpopular EPA regs may be, there’s no way opposition will muster a two-thirds 
vote to override a veto. 
But Murkowski could make a great deal of mischief. No. 3 requires only a bare majority 
to pass the Senate. Similarly, only a bare majority is required to pass an appropriations 
bill with a rider. Even if blocked by the House or vetoed by the president, such a public, 
bipartisan slap at the administration would be highly embarrassing and demoralizing. It 
would mean at least ten conservative Democrats washing their hands of the 
administration’s initiative. (Montana Sen. Jim Webb just came out against EPA 
regulations yesterday.) It would mean wavering members of Congress forced to take a 
public stand on a divisive issue. 
And remember, this is a measure that top Democrats,  up to and including Obama, have 
been badmouthing for a year. At every turn, they have stressed how inflexible and 
inefficient EPA regulations would be relative to cap-and-trade legislation. Getting stuck 
fighting for those heavy-handed, socialistic “command and control” regulations against a 
bipartisan coalition of “centrist” Senators would put Democrats on terrible political 
terrain, particularly in the run-up to mid-term elections. 
That, ultimately, is Murkowski’s political goal: to hang unpopular regulations as tightly as 
possible around the necks of Democratic leadership. Democrats have two choices: they 
can run away from Obama’s administration like puppies scared of their shadows—which 
appears to be how they’re electing to respond to Brown’s win in Mass.—or they can get 
serious about winning a PR battle for once. The Clean Air Act is actually incredibly 
popular, but right now nobody is making the case to the public that it can work on 



http://usgovinfo.about.com/library/bills/blcra.htm

http://www.harvardlawreview.org/issues/122/june09/Note_737.php

http://murkowski.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=59d17e52-e3eb-4dc0-9598-93f37eaf95e0

http://motherjones.com/mojo/2010/01/webb-opposes-epa-regulations-greenhouse-gas

http://motherjones.com/mojo/2010/01/webb-opposes-epa-regulations-greenhouse-gas
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greenhouse gases. The opponents of clean air and clean energy are practically alone 
on the field. No wonder Murkowski is romping around with such abandon. 
 
David Roberts is staff writer for Grist. You can follow his Twitter feed at 
twitter.com/drgrist. 
 
 


Senator Who Hopes to Block EPA from Regulating Greenhouse Gas 
Pollution is Top Fundraiser from Utility Companies (Treehugger) 
 
by Brian Merchant, Brooklyn, New York on 01.19.10 
BUSINESS & POLITICS  
What a coincidence--Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), the senator who is attempting to stop the first attempts to regulate 
greenhouse gas pollution in the US has also received more funding from the utility industry than any other senator in 
the nation. Go figure. And if that wasn't enough, it's been openly reported--and not denied in the slightest by Ms. 
Murkowski--that oil and gas lobbyists helped her write the amendment that would allow companies to continue to 
pollute freely. 
Sen. Murkowski has proposed an amendment that would prevent the EPA from regulating greenhouse gas pollution. 
She seeks to add the amendment onto an unrelated debt bill, and to bring it to a vote before the entire climate 
legislation is ready for a vote in March. But why would she want to stop the regulation, which would arguably aid her 
state more than any other? 
 
Greenwire reports (subs required, via Climate Progress):  
Alaska Republican Lisa Murkowski, who was elected to Senate GOP leadership last year and 
holds a key post on the Energy and Natural Resources Committee, received more campaign 
contributions from the utility industry than any other lawmaker during the 2009-2010 election 
cycle, according to data compiled by the nonpartisan Center for Responsive Politics.  
Last year, Murkowski received $157,000 from electric utilities, and since 2005, she has received 
more than $244,000, according to the center's data. 
Seems Murkowski, who claims she believes in global warming but doesn't want to deal with the 
bureaucracy that would come from the EPA regulating greenhouse gases, has other incentives for 
shutting down the EPA climate plan as well.  
This development comes on the heels of news that Murkowski wrote the amendment with two lobbyists--one who 
was an energy lobbyist for coal companies, the other a Bush administration official. As Climate Progress notes: "The 
Washington Post has confirmed that two Washington lobbyists, Jeffrey R. Holmstead and Roger R. Martella, Jr., 
helped craft the original amendment."  
And she's gotten money from other pollution-heavy industries as well: "Several of her top campaign contributors since 
2005 include: Edison Chouest Offshore, Constellation Energy Group Inc., Southern Co., Van Ness Feldman and 
Exxon Mobil Corp."  


The evidence is overwhelming--this amendment is nothing but a major favor to polluting corporate interests. 


 
 


Which Democrat Supports Murkowski’s Bid To Bake Alaska? (Wonk Room) 
 



http://twitter.com/drgrist

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/murkowski-epa-regulate-stop-greenhouse-gas-utility-companies.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/murkowski-epa-regulate-stop-greenhouse-gas-utility-companies.php

http://www.treehugger.com/author/brian-merchant-brooklyn-new-yo-1/

http://www.treehugger.com/business_politics/

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/another-attempt-block-global-warming-action.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/murkowski-amendment-epa.php

http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/print/2010/01/18/1

http://climateprogress.org/2010/01/19/lisa-murkowski-dirty-air-amendment-epa-utility-industry/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+climateprogress%2FlCrX+%28Climate+Progress%29

http://climateprogress.org/2010/01/19/lisa-murkowski-dirty-air-amendment-epa-utility-industry/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+climateprogress%2FlCrX+%28Climate+Progress%29

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/01/19/murky-democrats/
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Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) plans to offer an amendment tomorrow that would block 
enforcement of the Clean Air Act for greenhouse gases. Her “Dirty Air Act” amendment 
threatens Alaska and the hopes for a clean energy economic recovery for the nation. At Mother 
Jones, Kate Sheppard reports that at least one Democrat is supporting her climate catastrophe 
campaign: 


Alaska Republican Lisa Murkowski has gained co-sponsorship for her effort to block the EPA 
from regulating carbon dioxide from at least one Democrat, her office confirmed Friday evening. 
Spokesman Robert Dillon said that one Democrat has signed on, though he was not able to 
confirm the identity of the Democrat. There are, however, plenty of ideas about who this 
Democratic cosponsor may be. Mary Landrieu (D-LA), Ben Nelson (D-NE), Jim Webb (D-
VA), Byron Dorgan (D-ND), and Blanche Lincoln (D-AR), all previously on record voicing 
concerns about carbon regulation, have been floated as possible sign-ons.  


In April 2009, Dorgan, Landrieu, Lincoln, Nelson, and Webb voted to preserve the filibuster 
threat against any “clean energy” legislation, even though they represent states on the front lines 
of the climate crisis. Below, the Wonk Room takes a closer look at these Murky Democrats: 


BYRON DORGAN 
Dorgan, buoyed by coal interests, has emerged as one of the strongest critics of President 
Obama’s plan to limit global warming pollution, saying it “makes no sense.” He opposes action 
even though his state has been ravaged by record floods and has vast renewable energy 
resources. Dorgan’s “preference is that Congress address this issue and not the EPA.” The 
senator told National Journal that “how the amendment is crafted — most notably whether it 
suspends the agency’s regulatory power or completely removes it — is crucial.” 


BLANCHE LINCOLN 
Lincoln has claimed that limits on carbon pollution would create “really high, higher food 
prices” and said when she took over the Senate Agriculture Committee that it isn’t her 
“preference to move on cap-and-trade legislation in the Senate this year.” Lincoln has taken 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in polluter cash, including $10,000 from the right-wing 
extremists at Koch Industries. 


MARY LANDRIEU 
Landrieu has taken an oil-soaked stand “against forcing petrochemical companies” to “bear the 
brunt of new costs.” Her state, Lousiana, is still devastated by the widespread destruction of New 
Orleans by Hurricane Katrina, a global-warming-fueled storm. 


BEN NELSON 
Nelson worries that climate legislation “could have a negative impact on our economy.” Unusual 
heat waves killed thousands of cattle last year, and a recent five-year drought was even more 
destructive.  



http://www.nodirtyairact.com/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2010/01/13/lisa-says-let-alaska-melt/

http://motherjones.com/mojo/2010/01/murkowski-picks-dem-cosponsor-bar-epa-regulation

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/04/02/senate-lies-green-economy/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/04/02/senate-lies-green-economy/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/09/15/dorgan-no-climate/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/07/22/dorgan-anti-trade/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/04/30/dorgan-embraces-coal/

http://www.epa.gov/oswercpa/maps_data_nd.htm

http://www.epa.gov/oswercpa/maps_data_nd.htm

http://energytopic.nationaljournal.com/2010/01/dorgan-no-capandtrade.php

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/08/17/filibuster-farmers-future/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/08/17/filibuster-farmers-future/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/09/09/lincoln-pollutes-agriculture/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/07/30/oil-funding-everyone/

http://www.ouachitacitizen.com/news.php?id=3856

http://www.mccookgazette.com/story/1508928.html

http://nebraskaradionetwork.com/2009/08/07/101-in-lincoln-heat-wave-wilts-nebraska/

http://en.wikinews.org/wiki/Heat_wave_proves_deadly_for_Nebraska_cattle

http://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=110&dat=20041106&id=P14KAAAAIBAJ&sjid=zEsDAAAAIBAJ&pg=4638,570839
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JIM WEBB 
Since 2008, Webb has opposed “things like emission standards.” Webb also opposes President 
Obama’s global warming plan, instead working with Sen. Lamar Alexander (R-TN) to promote a 
nuclear-industry subsidy plan. Coal and nuclear utility Dominion Resources is Webb’s fourth 
largest corporate contributor. Sea level rise is already eating away Virginia’s coastlines.  


Murkowski’s move is expected to be attached to legislation to raise the federal debt ceiling. If it 
comes in the form of a binding amendment, 60 votes would be required for passage. She may 
instead offer a disapproval resolution, which would not block the EPA but would help senators 
pledge allegiance to coal and oil interests as the 2010 election season nears. A disapproval 
resolution would only require 51 votes to pass. 
 
 


NEW  PRIORITIES 
 
Green Eyes On: 7 New Priorities for the EPA  (Treehugger) 
 
by Sara Snow on 01.19.10 
BUSINESS & POLITICS (NEWS)  
Guest blogger Sara Snow is green lifestyle expert and board member for Discovery's 24/7 future-forward network Planet Green. 


Last week Lisa Jackson, Administrator for the Environmental Protection Agency, sent out a memo to all employees 
outlining "Seven New Priorities" for the EPA to focus on in the coming year. She acknowledged that it was only a year 
ago that she started her job, but concluded that in that year the agency has made "enormous strides" on all five of the 
priorities set at that time. 
This year the focus lies on, among other things, climate change, air quality, cleaning up communities, and protecting 
our waterways. Important work! I wish them speedy success.  


Here are the seven new priorities as outlined in Ms. Jackson's memo: 
Taking Action on Climate Change: Last year saw historic progress in the fight against climate change, with a range 
of greenhouse gas reduction initiatives. We must continue this critical effort and ensure compliance with the law. We 
will continue to support the President and Congress in enacting clean energy and climate legislation. Using the Clean 
Air Act, we will finalize our mobile source rules and provide a framework for continued improvements in that sector. 
We will build on the success of ENERGY STAR to expand cost-saving energy conservation and efficiency programs. 
And we will continue to develop common-sense solutions for reducing GHG emissions from large stationary sources 
like power plants. In all of this, we must also recognize that climate change will affect other parts of our core mission, 
such as protecting air and water quality, and we must include those considerations in our future plans.  
Improving Air Quality: American communities face serious health and environmental challenges from air pollution. 
We have already proposed stronger ambient air quality standards for ozone, which will help millions of American 
breathe easier and live healthier. Building on that, EPA will develop a comprehensive strategy for a cleaner and more 
efficient power sector, with strong but achievable emission reduction goals for SO2, NOx, mercury and other air 
toxics. We will strengthen our ambient air quality standards for pollutants such as PM, SO2 and NO2 and will achieve 
additional reductions in air toxics from a range of industrial facilities. Improved monitoring, permitting and 
enforcement will be critical building blocks for air quality improvement.  
Assuring the Safety of Chemicals: One of my highest priorities is to make significant and long overdue progress in 
assuring the safety of chemicals in our products, our environment and our bodies. Last year I announced principles 
for modernizing the Toxic Substances Control Act. Separately, we are shifting EPA's focus to address high-concern 
chemicals and filling data gaps on widely produced chemicals in commerce. At the end of 2009, we released our first-
ever chemical management plans for four groups of substances, and more plans are in the pipeline for 2010. Using 



http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2008/08/11/webb-energy-emissions-crisis/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/11/17/webb-rockefeller-delay/

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/11/17/webb-rockefeller-delay/

http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/contrib.php?cycle=Career&cid=N00028058&type=I

http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/contrib.php?cycle=Career&cid=N00028058&type=I

http://www.edf.org/article.cfm?contentid=5317

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/green-eyes-on-7-priorities-for-the-epa.php

http://www.treehugger.com/author/sara-snow-1/

http://www.treehugger.com/business_politics/

http://www.treehugger.com/business_politics/news/

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/04/treehugger-talks-lisa-jackson-epa-administrator-earth-day.php

http://www.epa.gov/

http://blog.epa.gov/administrator/2010/01/12/seven-priorities-for-epas-future/

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/02/obama-green-team-lisa-jackson-administrator-epa.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/02/obama-green-team-lisa-jackson-administrator-epa.php

http://blog.epa.gov/administrator/2010/01/12/seven-priorities-for-epas-future/

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/12/epa-petitioned-regulate-co2-using-clean-air-act.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/12/epa-petitioned-regulate-co2-using-clean-air-act.php
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our streamlined Integrated Risk Information System, we will continue strong progress toward rigorous, peer-reviewed 
health assessments on dioxins, arsenic, formaldehyde, TCE and other substances of concern. 


Cleaning Up Our Communities: In 2009 EPA made strong cleanup progress by accelerating our Superfund 
program and confronting significant local environmental challenges like the asbestos Public Health Emergency in 
Libby, Montana and the coal ash spill in Kingston, Tennessee. Using all the tools at our disposal, including 
enforcement and compliance efforts, we will continue to focus on making safer, healthier communities. I am 
committed to maximizing the potential of our brownfields program, particularly to spur environmental cleanup and job 
creation in disadvantaged communities. We are also developing enhanced strategies for risk reduction in our 
Superfund program, with stronger partnerships with stakeholders affected by our cleanups.  
Protecting America's Waters: America's waterbodies are imperiled as never before. Water quality and enforcement 
programs face complex challenges, from nutrient loadings and stormwater runoff, to invasive species and drinking 
water contaminants. These challenges demand both traditional and innovative strategies. We will continue 
comprehensive watershed protection programs for the Chesapeake Bay and Great Lakes. We will initiate measures 
to address post-construction runoff, water quality impairment from surface mining, and stronger drinking water 
protection. Recovery Act funding will expand construction of water infrastructure, and we will work with states to 
develop nutrient limits and launch an Urban Waters initiative. We will also revamp enforcement strategies to achieve 
greater compliance across the board. 


Expanding the Conversation on Environmentalism and Working for Environmental Justice: We have begun a 
new era of outreach and protection for communities historically underrepresented in EPA decision-making. We are 
building strong working relationships with tribes, communities of color, economically distressed cities and towns, 
young people and others, but this is just a start. We must include environmental justice principles in all of our 
decisions. This is an area that calls for innovation and bold thinking, and I am challenging all of our employees to 
bring vision and creativity to our programs. The protection of vulnerable subpopulations is a top priority, especially 
with regard to children. Our revitalized Children's Health Office is bringing a new energy to safeguarding children 
through all of our enforcement efforts. We will ensure that children's health protection continues to guide the path 
forward. 


Building Strong State and Tribal Partnerships: States and tribal nations bear important responsibilities for the day-
to-day mission of environmental protection, but declining tax revenues and fiscal challenges are pressuring state 
agencies and tribal governments to do more with fewer resources. Strong partnerships and accountability are more 
important than ever. EPA must do its part to support state and tribal capacity and, through strengthened oversight, 
ensure that programs are consistently delivered nationwide. Where appropriate, we will use our own expertise and 
capacity to bolster state and tribal efforts. 


 
 
 
***************************************************************************** 
Blog Round-up contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated 
recipients. Neither the Blog Round-up nor any individual article within may be further 
distributed. 
 
***************************************************************************** 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 


CBD responds: David Roberts is right and wrong on the Clean Air Act and 
the Senate climate bill (Grist) 
 
by Kevin Bundy  
8 Jun 2010 5:00 AM  
When your house is burning down, you don't debate whether grabbing a fire extinguisher is 
better than calling 911 or vice versa. You do both, and if you can, you drag out the garden hose 
too. 
Our global house is on fire. Congress and the president have answered the alarm by proposing a 
package of incentives that they hope will spur construction of a fire engine that will hold only a fraction of 
the water necessary to put the fire out. In exchange for these incentives, some in Congress want to shut 
down most of the existing fire department. And we in the environmental community -- the house we all 
love going up in flames around us -- are expected to act as if this is a good thing. 


David is right: keeping the fire department (i.e., regulatory authority under the existing Clean Air Act) as a 
backup would be best. But he nonetheless concludes that adopting the incentives (i.e., the American 
Power Act) is "overwhelmingly" worth doing, even if the fire department gets closed down as a result. 
With respect, I think this is where he's wrong -- and here's why. 


David essentially dismisses the idea that we should strenuously advocate for the best option: a bill that 
reduces carbon emissions, in accordance with scientifically defensible targets, while preserving existing 
environmental protections. This creates a catch-22: if we abandon our best option at the outset, we 
guarantee that it will be politically impossible to achieve. Put another way, if we assume right out of the 
gate that the correct outcome is too politically unrealistic to bother fighting for, we have already conceded 
the most important fight of all. 


I also part company with David's analysis of what the APA does to the Clean Air Act. With respect to 
greenhouse gases -- and potentially even old-fashioned toxic pollutants from those dirty, wheezing, old 
coal plants -- it's more than fair to say that the APA "guts" the Clean Air Act. So let's get into the real 
"nerdy" details-starting with "performance standards" for those old coal-fired power plants. 


The APA eliminates new source performance standards -- an emissions "bottom line" -- for 
greenhouse gases 


The Clean Air Act's new source performance standards program allows state and federal authorities to 
set minimum emissions standards for particular classes of industrial polluters, such as industrial boilers, 
pulp and paper manufacturers, and chemical plants. Where so-called "criteria" pollutants are concerned-
those for which EPA already has established national ambient air quality standards, like lead, ozone, and 
sulfur dioxide-the performance standards program applies only to new sources. For non-criteria 
pollutants, however, the Clean Air Act requires performance standards for existing sources as well.[1] 



http://www.grist.org/member/345643

http://www.grist.org/article/series/2010-06-04-what-the-senate-climate-bill-does-to-the-clean-air-act/

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-06-07-david-roberts-right-wrong-on-clean-air-act-senate-climate-bill/PALL/print#_ftn1#_ftn1
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As David acknowledges in his updated analysis, the APA doesn't "give" EPA authority to establish 
greenhouse gas performance standards (essentially minimum emissions standards that an entire industry 
sector must meet) for existing coal plants. EPA and the states already have that authority under Clean Air 
Act section 111(d). In fact, the Clean Air Act requires greenhouse gas performance standards not only for 
old coal plants, but also for any other class of industrial sources whose emissions are endangering the 
climate. So what the APA really does is take away the possibility of performance standards for everything 
but older coal plants.[2] If the APA leaves an "Easter egg," it does so only by emptying the rest of the 
Easter basket. 


That Easter egg also might turn out to be hollow -- or worse, rotten. The APA already creates a host of 
regulatory and financial incentives designed to increase efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
at existing coal plants, and it isn't clear what more performance standards would do. Much more troubling 
is the possibility that dirty old coal plants could get a free pass from other pollution control requirements -- 
and thus get even dirtier -- in exchange for a promise to close down someday.[3] 


Losing authority to impose performance standards on polluters outside the APA's cap and trade program 
also has serious consequences. Regulation of these sources -- many of which emit high-potency 
greenhouse gases like methane and refrigerants -- could provide dramatic, cost-effective emissions 
reductions in the very near term. Yet the APA precludes regulation of greenhouse pollution from these 
sources under any federal law, at least for the next decade, and instead treats emissions reductions from 
these sectors as offsets that can be purchased by capped entities.[4] So, instead of retaining EPA's 
power to reduce emissions from these sectors, the APA renders any reductions voluntary -- and then 
allows them to be cancelled out by emissions from capped entities. Thus a whole decade's worth of 
relatively cheap, efficient emissions reductions could go right up someone else's smokestack. 


I agree with David that losing the authority to prescribe new source performance standards for 
greenhouse gases is a bad thing. And this is only one of the many powerful tools we'll lose if the APA 
passes as written. 


The APA forecloses National Ambient Air Quality Standards -- a nationwide pollution cap 


The APA also eliminates the Clean Air Act's ability to set a scientifically based national pollution cap on 
greenhouse gases. We already know what that level should be: scientists tell us that we have to reduce 
carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere to 350 parts per million (ppm) or less in order to have a 
good chance of avoiding the worst impacts of global warming. 


The power of a national standard is twofold. First, the Clean Air Act requires that the cap or standard has 
to be grounded in current science. Physical reality, not political reality, must drive the program. Second, a 
national standard would unleash the full, coordinated power of federal and state governments under the 
Clean Air Act (a collaboration often called "cooperative federalism"). State and federal authorities would 
have to develop coordinated plans, covering all sectors of the economy, plotting a course for the United 
States to do its part in getting to 350. This is a global problem, so we can't do it alone -- but at least we'd 
be guided by emissions reduction targets dictated by the science, rather than the demands of a few 
recalcitrant senators from the coal and oil states. Losing sight of the science -- and the legal requirement 
that we act in accordance with it -- would be a major loss indeed. 


Critics of the pollution cap idea have raised a number of objections, beginning with the fact that it would 
raise new implementation issues. These are presented by critics as daunting obstacles, but in fact none 
are insurmountable. State-level plans for complying with the cap could be coordinated by EPA so that 
each state would aim to achieve its fair share of emissions reductions. As David recognizes, moreover, 
under the existing Clean Air Act individual states wouldn't necessarily be punished for failing to "attain" 
the standard if emissions from the rest of the world continue to make it impossible. A national cap based 
on the United States' fair share of global emissions reductions, coupled with state-level plans to achieve 



http://www.grist.org/article/2010-06-07-david-roberts-right-wrong-on-clean-air-act-senate-climate-bill/PALL/print#_ftn2#_ftn2

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-06-07-david-roberts-right-wrong-on-clean-air-act-senate-climate-bill/PALL/print#_ftn3#_ftn3

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-06-07-david-roberts-right-wrong-on-clean-air-act-senate-climate-bill/PALL/print#_ftn4#_ftn4
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those reductions, also could function quite well within any future international climate change agreement. 
Of course there are hard political choices and difficult questions of international climate justice that we'll 
have to face -- but we'll have to face them anyway. 


Critics also point out that declaring greenhouse gases to be "criteria" pollutants would limit the ability of 
EPA and the states to develop performance standards for existing sources of greenhouse pollution. Of 
course, the APA would mostly accomplish the same thing -- which many of these critics oddly don't seem 
to mind. They also raise the specter of years of litigation against any pollution cap. But much of the APA 
also depends on as-yet-undrafted regulations. Industry will certainly drag those regulations through the 
courts if they're any good -- just as we'll have to challenge them ourselves if they're bad. The specter of a 
Palin Administration cuts both ways here. 


Perhaps the most unfortunate argument against the national cap is the one David offers in his post. It 
goes like this: establishing a national standard for greenhouse gas concentrations would be really 
ambitious and potentially very powerful -- so powerful, in fact, that Congress might try to take away EPA's 
authority to do it. So, we might as well let Congress take away that authority now. It's a variation on the 
same defeatist theme that has us constantly negotiating against (and often fighting amongst) ourselves: if 
we use the tools, they might take them away, so we shouldn't use the tools. But this is just a way of 
guaranteeing that our worst-case scenario occurs -- the only differences being that we've defeated 
ourselves, and that we've given up without a fight. We deserve better from one another -- and our planet 
deserves far better from us. 


The APA scraps new source review and other Clean Air Act programs 


The APA doesn't stop with eliminating new source performance standards and ambient air quality 
limitations. The bill also wipes out Clean Air Act authority to require permits for individual sources of 
greenhouse gases under the new source review and Title V programs -- permits that otherwise could 
require those sources to adopt the best available technology for controlling their emissions. EPA also 
would lose the power to regulate greenhouse gases as hazardous pollutants (which, admittedly, they 
would never use so long as greenhouse gas emissions are designated as criteria air pollutants) and the 
authority to address the international dangers of domestic greenhouse emissions (which other countries, 
already suspicious of U.S. climate intransigence, might kind of resent). The bill even goes out of its way to 
bar the government from addressing ocean acidification under most Clean Air Act programs. 


As for regulation of so-called "mobile" sources like vehicles, ships, and airplanes, David states that the 
APA leaves this portion of the Clean Air Act "untouched." That isn't quite true; the bill creates new 
exemptions from greenhouse standards for certain heavy-duty vehicles and engines, and grants EPA 
broad discretion to delay implementing those standards where they still apply. The APA also authorizes 
an ill-defined "emissions credit" trading program among a wide range of mobile sources. 


So what's left of the Clean Air Act as we now know it? New source performance standards for old coal 
plants. Explicit authority to adopt one more round of fuel economy standards for passenger cars and 
trucks. Power to regulate other mobile sources, subject to various exceptions and exemptions. And that's 
about it, at least for the next 10 years. We shouldn't be trying to convince ourselves or each other that 
these few crumbs are really half a loaf. If we're honest, we have to admit that the APA really does gut the 
Clean Air Act, at least as far as global warming pollution is concerned. 


The real question on the table, of course, is whether it's worth it. David seems to think so. But his posts 
barely mention the bill's shamefully inadequate emissions targets, its incentives for expanded offshore 
drilling, its "Hail Mary" subsidies for carbon capture and sequestration in order to continue building new 
coal-fired power plants, and its promotion of a new generation of nuclear facilities, even though we still 
lack solutions to the known risks, long-lasting impacts, and extreme cost of nuclear energy relative to 
other cleaner energy sources. 
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Given all this, I can't agree that it's a good idea to dismantle the fire department in exchange for a bunch 
of untested incentives for new fire engine construction -- especially when we already know that the fire 
engine won't be up to the task. By the time we're finally ready to fight this fire, if that day ever comes, our 
house will be long gone. That's why I firmly believe that whatever new climate legislation does -- whether 
it's encouraging efficiency, creating incentives for cleaner energy and transportation, setting a price on 
carbon, or some combination -- it must backed up by the solid, proven, science-based programs that EPA 
has successfully implemented under the Clean Air Act for the last 40 years. 


In the midst of a crisis, we have to be honest with one another. We can't afford to kid ourselves about 
what we're gaining and what we're giving up. So go ahead and build that new fire engine -- but let's make 
sure someone is still there to answer when we dial 911. 


 


Murkowski Measure to Block EPA From Regulating Greenhouse Gases 
FAILS  (Huffington Post) 
 
First Posted: 06-10-10 05:03 PM   |   Updated: 06-10-10 05:03 PM  
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Senate has rejected a bid to stop the Obama administration from 
imposing regulations on greenhouse gases, giving a boost to President Barack Obama as he 
pursues broader clean energy legislation. 
Senators turned back a resolution that would have rescinded the authority of the Environmental 
Protection Agency to regulate greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act. 
Supporters of the measure, mostly Republicans, argued that the EPA had usurped the authority of 
Congress to set climate policy and that the EPA regulations would increase energy costs and kill 
jobs. 
But the White House, which threatened to veto the measure, said depriving the EPA of its ability 
to regulate carbon and other greenhouse emissions would result in greater dependence on oil and 
more pollution. 
THIS IS A BREAKING NEWS UPDATE. Check back soon for further information. AP's earlier 
story is below. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - In an important test on global warming, the Senate neared a vote 
Thursday on whether to stop the Obama administration from cracking down on greenhouse gases 
from power plants and other polluters. 
The outcome could signal how Congress will deal with broader White House clean energy 
legislation to come. 
Thursday's Republican-led resolution would prevent the Environmental Protection Agency from 
moving ahead with rules under the Clean Air Act to regulate carbon and other greenhouse gas 
emissions from power plants and other major sources. Support from several moderate and coal-
state Democrats should make vote close. 
It's one of the first this year to put lawmakers on the record in the climate change debate. 
Those trying to block the EPA rules argue that Congress, not bureaucrats, should be crafting 
climate change policy. But there's little prospect that the Senate will act soon on the broader 
energy bill, and the administration and most Democrats contend steps must be taken in the 
meantime to hold down greenhouse gas pollutants. 
"We can't let big oil have a free pass to pollute," said Sen. Jeff Merkley, D-Ore. 
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The EPA crafted standards on greenhouse gas emissions by big polluters after the Supreme Court 
ruled that those emissions could be regulated under the Clean Air Act if it could be shown that 
such gases were a danger to human health. The rules are to go into effect next January. 
The White House has issued a veto threat against the resolution to stop the rules, saying it would 
"increase the nation's dependence on oil and other fossil fuels and block efforts to cut pollution." 
The measure also would undercut efforts to reduce the risks associated with environmental 
disasters such as the Gulf oil spill, the administration says. 
With a veto looming, the measure is unlikely to ever become law. That did not deter debate on 
the most important climate change vote to come before the Senate this year. 
Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky called the new rules a "blatant power 
grab by the administration and the EPA." With an energy bill unlikely to pass this year, "the 
administration has shifted course and is now trying to get done through the back door what they 
haven't been able to get done through the front door." 
But Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., called the measure, "a great big gift to big oil" 
that would "increase pollution, increase our dependence on foreign oil and stall our efforts to 
create jobs" in the clean energy sector. 
The sponsor of the resolution, Republican Sen. Lisa Murkowski of oil-rich Alaska, said her 
intent was to protect the authority of Congress, not the interests of the oil industry. "It should be 
up to us to set the policy of this country, not unelected bureaucrats within an agency." 
Her Democratic allies used similar arguments. "The regulatory approach is the wrong way to 
promote renewable energy and clean energy jobs in Arkansas and the rest of the country," said 
Sen. Blanche Lincoln of Arkansas. 
Murkowski, too, said Congress should be working harder to come up with an energy bill. The 
question was whether a consensus on the issue was possible this year. 
"Here's the real rub," said Sen. Lindsey Graham, a South Carolina Republican who has worked 
with Democrats on energy legislation. "If we stop them (the rules), are we going to do 
anything?" 
There were other disputes about the consequences of the Murkowski resolution. EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson and the White House said the resolution would force the EPA to 
rescind standards for emissions from future-model cars and light trucks that it came up with 
earlier this year with the Transportation Department. The result, she said, would be a need for the 
country to consume an extra 455 million barrels of oil. 
Murkowski and others countered that the Transportation Department has long been able to set 
fuel efficiency standards without the help of the EPA. 
Jackson also denied the argument of critics that the EPA rules would impose devastating costs on 
small businesses and farmers, resulting in major job losses. The EPA came up with what it calls 
a tailoring rule that would exempt small sources of pollution from the regulations for six years. 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com  
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The Senate Almost Votes to Join the Flat Earth Society (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Climate Change , Coal , Environment , Global Warming , Jay Rockefeller , Lisa 
Murkowski , Murkowski Amendment , Green News  
Today, 47 senators voted that the earth is flat. 
 
Sen. Lisa Murkowski, Republican of Alaska, convinced Sen. Harry Reid that there should be a 
vote to "disallow" the Environmental Protection Agency's scientific finding that global warming 
represents a danger to human health. This scientific finding, supported by essentially all climate 
scientists other than those financially seduced by the dirty energy industry, is the key 
underpinning for any approach to addressing the global warming crisis. 
 
Yet, 47 senators voted yes on the so-called Murkowski Amendment.  
 
What kind of country elects 47 senators who deny basic science? 
 
The Murkowski vote was an incredibly revealing vote. Not a single Republican senator -- 
including the supposedly pro-environment senators from Maine (Susan Collins and Olympia 
Snowe) voted to defend the science or the Environmental Protection Agency. This battle is far 
from over. 
 
One of the senators voting yes was Sen. Jay Rockefeller, Democrat of West Virginia, who now 
has agreement from Sen. Reid to allow a vote on his backup position -- that the EPA cannot act 
on this scientific finding for two years. 
 
There should be no doubt that a vote to delay is just as much a defeat for the environment as a 
vote to disallow the scientific finding. Two more years of the status quo is two more years of 
accelerating warming and two more years for the dirty energy industries to try to elect more 
members of Congress and a new president who might not veto such legislation. 
 
Sen. Rockefeller's proposal could come to a vote quickly. It will be far more difficult to defeat.  
 
 
 


A Walk Through the Week's Climate News (Grist) 
 
The Climate Post: U.S. Senate Gives a Disapproving Look  
by Eric Roston  
10 Jun 2010 8:44 PM 



http://www.grist.org/member/11493
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First Things First: U.S. senators rose one after the next in support of or opposition to a measure 
that would strip the Environmental Protection Agency of its authority to declare heat-trapping 
gases pollutants. The piece in question, a “disapproval resolution,” was sponsored by Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski (R-Alaska). In her floor speech, she skewered the Obama administration’s move to 
regulate greenhouse gases, saying that approach is too harsh in general, and particularly at such a 
economically sensitive time. Republicans thrashed the EPA’s endangerment finding, arguing 
mostly that added regulations would cause economic hardship. Several suggested that the day’s 
vote was not about the science, although it’s worth keeping in mind that EPA officials evaluated 
the vast scientific literature on climate change as a part of its decision-making process. Six 
Democrats voted with the 41 Republican senators against the resolution; it failed, 53-47. 
The Murkowski resolution wasn’t necessarily expected to pass. But, as expected, it feeds the 
conventional wisdom that the Senate won’t be able to pass a bill this year. Wednesday Sen. Lindsey 
Graham (R-S.C.) told reporters he would vote against the leading Senate energy-and-climate bill, which 
he helped write, because it doesn’t have strong enough provisions for offshore oil drilling. He’s suggested 
that his colleagues “start over and scale down your ambitions.” Earlier, he supported the idea to begin 
lowering emissions in the utility sector. 


Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.) entered the fray with legislation that would aim to reduce U.S. greenhouse 
gas emissions by about half of the president’s target–17 percent below 2005 levels by 2020. 
 
Climate Post Book Club, Part IV: Given the ever-increasing repercussions of the BP oil spill, Sens. John 
Kerry and Joe Lieberman’s American Power Act, Lugar’s Practical Energy and Climate Plan, Murkowski 
bill, and on and on and on, this is a great week for the world to lose itself in a political history book about 
climate change. However, until this week, there wasn’t one. On Tuesday, Hyperion published The Climate 
War by Eric Pooley. The author is deputy editor of Bloomberg Businessweek, former managing editor of 
Fortune, and former national political correspondent at Time (where I first met him about a decade ago). 


The Climate War profiles heavyweights in this saga–including two members of the Nicholas Institute 
Board of Advisers, EDF President Fred Krupp and Duke Energy Chairman and CEO Jim Rogers, among 
other leaders in the now years-long campaign to bring climate policy to Washington. 


The director of the Nicholas Institute, Tim Profeta, rose to prominence during this period. As Sen. Joe 
Lieberman’s environmental policy adviser 10 years ago, Profeta and his counterpart Floyd Deschamps in 
Sen. John McCain’s office together spent the hot months of 2001 working on the Climate Stewardship 
Act, known informally as McCain-Lieberman. Pooley: 


Profeta and Deschamps stayed up late drafting the bill, pilfering ideas and language from the acid rain 
cap-and-and trade program and ‘dreaming up big dreams for our little baby that lived in my computer,’ as 
Profeta recalled it. How were they going to create a new market and put the industrial economy on a 
carbon diet? There were a million vexing issues. They drew from academic papers written by economists 
at EDF, Harvard, Resources for the Future, and other think tanks, and did a good enough job that all of 
the major climate bills to follow would draw from their work. 


Profeta’s work and the Nicholas Institute belong to and serve this very large, very consequential story. 


The climate story is many things–overwrought, overhyped, misunderstood, ignored, underhyped, 
overblown, neglected, arcane, overpoliticized, a no-brainer, and endlessly fascinating. When I ask myself 
why I’m drawn to the topic (frequently), I always come up with the same answer: Climate change is an 
everlasting gobstopper, however long you chew it, there’s always more to chew over. But until this week, 
no traditional political journalist with Pooley’s pedigree has  chewed through the now 20-year (plus) 
history of U.S. climate politics. The book is beginning to make its media rounds: Andy Revkin at the New 



http://murkowski.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=7992375f-9709-4822-8a55-72df20412b2a

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/endangerment.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/10/AR2010061004088.html?hpid%3Dmoreheadlines&sub=AR

http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/06/lindsey-graham-musings-climate

http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/05/28/28greenwire-sen-graham-suggests-climate-bill-focused-only-42668.html

http://www.indystar.com/article/20100605/OPINION08/6050325/1291/OPINION08/Lugar-takes-best-shot-at-energy-plan

http://lugar.senate.gov/

http://www.ericpooley.com/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Everlasting_Gobstopper
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York Times‘ DotEarth blog; an excerpt about Rogers in Bloomberg Businessweek; a piece on Obama 
Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel; Marc Gunther at GreenBiz.com; and Al Gore’s blog. 


Remind me who has the cards?: Battles over climate policy are being fought on several fronts. 
Incoming U.N. climate chief Christina Figueres prefaced her tenure as lead convener and negotiator with 
a memorable foray into “expectations management.” She told reporters gathered for a briefing about talks 
in Bonn, “I do not believe we will ever have a final agreement on climate change, certainly not in my 
lifetime… If we ever have a final, conclusive, all-answering agreement, then we will have solved this 
problem. I don’t think that’s in the cards.” 


Eric Roston is Senior Associate at the Nicholas Institute and author of The Carbon Age: How Life’s Core 
Element Has Become Civilization’s Greatest Threat. Prologue available at Grist. Chapter about Ginkgo 
biloba and climate change available at Conservation. 
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How we poisoned the Passaic (Grist) 
   
by Mary Bruno  
10 Jun 2010 3:33 PM 
 
Living Green, Natural World, Placemaking, rivers and watersheds  
 
In June 1983, Newark’s close knit Ironbound community was overrun by investigators in 
Hazmat suits after EPA officials found dioxin at the Diamond Alkali chemical plant site.Photo: 
wirednewyork.comOn the morning of June 2, 1983, the governor of New Jersey declared a state 
of emergency. Speaking at a press conference in his Trenton office, then Governor Thomas Kean 
told reporters that the state's Department of Environmental Protection had detected disturbingly 
high levels of dioxin at the former Diamond Alkali chemical plant at 80 Lister Avenue in 
Newark's Ironbound neighborhood. With a three-page executive order, he shut down the Newark 
Farmer's Market, a major food distribution center about a block from the Diamond site; stopped 
all train traffic around 80 Lister Avenue; and expanded an already existing ban against eating 
fish or shellfish from the Passaic River. Governor Kean stopped short of evacuation, but he 
offered temporary housing in Newark's YMCA to those residents who lived closest to the plant 
site, and advised everyone to stay indoors during the cleanup operation. 
 
The next morning, June 3, a dozen or so federal Environmental Protection Agency investigators, 
dressed in Hazmat gear, fanned out across the Ironbound. They searched the Diamond Alkali 
plant site, the adjacent banks of the Passaic River and the surrounding streets, homes, schools, 
and businesses for any signs of stray dioxin. Press photos from the next few days show white-
suited EPA workers literally vacuuming the streets of the Ironbound. 
 
"It was like an invasion," recalls Nancy Zak, a longtime neighborhood resident, who works for 
the Ironbound Community Corporation, a local nonprofit. "All these guys in these moon suits 
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were walking around. We're wearing our regular clothes. Nobody's telling us we should dress or 
do anything differently. It was a shocking day for people." 
 
In the weeks following Governor Kean's announcement, the men in the moon suits went house 
by house, street by street, factory by factory in the vicinity of 80 Lister Avenue. They collected 
dirt and weeds and street grit and the dust from vacuum cleaner bags and industrial air filters -- 
532 samples in total -- and analyzed it all for the presence of dioxin. When the EPA released the 
final results of its cleanup operation, investigators reported "massive" amounts of dioxin on 
Diamond's 80 Lister Avenue property, including a 51,000 ppb reading in the ground beneath an 
old storage tank. EPA workers also recorded high levels of dioxin off-site -- in an air duct at the 
abandoned waste treatment facility next door to the Diamond plant, and in dust from the vacuum 
cleaner bag of Carol De Francis, who lived nearby at 13 Esther Street. In total, the off-site 
samples contained levels of dioxin ranging from zero to 15 parts per billion. At the time, the U.S. 
Centers for Disease Control considered concentrations above one ppb to present "an 
unacceptable risk to human health." 
 
As it approaches Newark, the Passaic River loops sharply north and then just as sharply south 
again, as if the river is recoiling from the city. The Passaic's S-shaped course around Newark 
creates a unique polyp of Ironbound land that is bordered on three sides by water. Diamond 
Alkali's plant at 80 Lister Avenue sat at the very edge of the polyp, on 3.4 acres along the 
western bank of the Passaic. Diamond shared its bulbous peninsula with three other chemical 
manufacturing companies. To the east there was Sergeant Chemical, which Diamond eventually 
bought. To the south and west was the paint giant Sherwin-Williams. In the southwest corner 
was Duralac, Inc., a small producer of varnish, lacquers and enamel coatings. All the land 
occupied by these four chemical companies lies within the Passaic River flood zone. Sherwin-
Williams is the only one of the four still operating, albeit in a different locale. Benjamin Moore 
Paints occupies the old Sherwin-Williams space now. 
 
The Passaic River loops around the Ironbound. Diamond Alkali had riverfront property. 
This swath of Ironbound is a knot of homes and heavy industry. The factories, arrayed along 
Lister Avenue, command the riverfront. Behind them, modest homes line the streets. Industrial 
manufacturing -- mostly of farm chemicals -- has been going on at 80 Lister Avenue since Alfred 
and Joseph Lister bought the property in 1850. The brothers built the Lister Agricultural 
Chemical Works factory where they ground cattle bones into fertilizer. Kolker Chemical Works 
acquired the Lister Avenue property in the early 1940s. Kolker made farm chemicals too. But the 
pesticides and herbicides it produced on the site were not so benign.   
 
Kolker manufactured DDT and the phenoxy herbicides 2,4,5-T (2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic 
acid) and 2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid). DDT is a pesticide that killed insects by 
attacking their nervous systems. Diamond stopped making DDT in the late 1950s, more than 20 
years before the EPA banned its use. From the late 1950s until 1969, when Diamond closed the 
Lister Avenue plant, phenoxy herbicides were the only products manufactured there. Phenoxy 
herbicides were the ingredients in Agent Orange. 
 
In August 1983, two dioxin-related lawsuits were filed on behalf of the Ironbound community: 
one against Diamond and one against the state's Department of Environmental Protection, as a 
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way to compel the agency to modernize and organize so that it could properly direct Diamond's 
cleanup efforts. Diamond was sued for damages, and for a peek into the company's files. This 
was one of the earliest hazardous waste cases in New Jersey and it was difficult to get 
information at the time. 
 
A group of Viet Nam veterans frustrated by government inaction also filed suit against Diamond 
Alkali, Dow Chemical, Monsanto, and other manufacturers of Agent Orange. The plaintiffs -- 
more than two million veterans -- were after compensation for health problems they blamed on 
wartime exposure to Agent Orange. Their 1982 class action lawsuit forced Diamond and its co-
defendants to hand over reports, memos, letters, invoices, manufacturing diagrams, every scrap 
of paperwork that might shed light on the claims. 
 
The discovery process and the decontamination of the Ironbound proceeded in tandem over the 
next few years. While teams of private contractors dismantled and sealed the Diamond plant site, 
and Ironbound activists agitated for more and better public health studies, attorney Michael 
Gordon spent his days sifting through box after box of yellowed paperwork. He was looking for 
a memo or a letter or a report, some written evidence that Diamond had been aware of its dioxin 
problem and yet had done nothing to address it. 
 
It was a tedious job. But one afternoon in 1986, Gordon found the smoking gun: a file of 
correspondence -- and related internal memos -- between a Diamond employee and officials at 
the C.H. Boehringer Sohn chemical company in Germany. The exchanges left no doubt that 
Diamond managers knew dioxin was contaminating their manufacturing process; that they knew 
dioxin was the cause of the chloroacne outbreak among workers at the Newark plant; that they 
knew how to eliminate the dioxin from the process; and that they knew all of this as early as 
1957. "I went back and read [the file] a few times," says Gordon. "And I remember saying, okay, 
that's it. I'm done." 
 
Although dioxin was first synthesized in a German laboratory in 1872, it really is a 20th Century 
phenomenon, a nasty little legacy from the age of chlorine. As early as the 1920s, organic 
chemists began stitching chlorine atoms to hydrocarbon molecules. In so doing, they created 
whole new classes of chemicals, from durable oily substances like PCBs to powerful herbicides 
like DDT to unintended poisons like dioxin. The most dangerous dioxin, TCDD, was the one 
being generated in massive quantities by workers at 80 Lister Avenue. 
 
Temperature, as it turned out, was the key to preventing TCDD from contaminating the Agent 
Orange batches. Above 320 degrees F, trichlorophenol, one of the two phenoxy herbicides used 
to make Agent Orange, becomes unstable. The chemical bonds that hold its chlorine and carbon 
and oxygen atoms together come undone. As the compound unravels, new molecular matchups 
lead to new compounds. One of the new compounds is- TCDD. The hotter the reaction, the more 
TCDD is produced. 
 
The remains of the old Diamond Alkali factory were sealed inside 932 shipping containers and 
buried beneath this six-acre concrete mound at 80 Lister Avenue.Photo: Mary BrunoIn 1967, a 
decade after it was first warned about dioxin, Diamond finally took some action, upgrading the 
ventilation system in its Lister Avenue factory. By then the company was one of the largest 
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Agent Orange manufacturers in the U.S. The Newark plant turned out 16 million pounds of 
trichlorophenol between 1952 and 1968. Diamond workers turned out the last batch in June of 
1969. Two years later, in March 1971, Diamond sold the property to Chemicaland, a corporation 
that made benzyl alcohol, a multipurpose organic solvent used by ink, paint, and lacquer 
manufacturers. 
 
It took awhile, 14 years to be exact, but dioxin came back to haunt Diamond. In the deluge of 
documents, depositions and media stories unleashed by all the litigation, the truth about 
operations at Diamond Alkali came tumbling out. It became painfully clear that the only thing 
more careless than the chemistry at 80 Lister Avenue was the housekeeping. 
 
In testimony, Diamond plant worker Chester Myko called the floor in the trichlorophenol 
building the "dirtiest place in the entire plant." The amount of Agent Orange batter that was 
regularly slopped onto the plant floor made the surface so slick that walking across it was 
treacherous. Workers hosed down the floor with sulfuric acid every week or so, directing the 
wastewater into open trenches, which took it outside the building and into the Passaic. 
 
Aldo Andreini cleaned the 10,000-gallon tanks that were used to store the Agent Orange 
ingredients. Once or twice a month, Andreini shoveled sediment from the storage tanks into 
metal drums. The liquid and solid waste that got spilled onto the ground during the transfer 
would be washed away -- into the Passaic. 
 
Harry Heist was employed at Diamond from 1966 to 1969. "There were spills all the time," Heist 
told The Newark Star-Ledger in June 1983. "The reactors would run away, boil over and stuff 
would flow down the sides of the tanks and troughs on the floor that led to the river. The stuff 
was all over the place." Diamond's waste disposal strategy, in the words of its workers, amounted 
to "dumping everything" into the Passaic River. 
 
As Michael Gordon prepared the Ironbound case for trial, the Marisol Corporation, hired by 
Diamond and supervised by the state, took the 80 Lister Avenue plant apart. Marisol workers 
broke down and gathered up all the equipment that was used to make Agent Orange. They 
packed up every square inch of flooring and wall board, every pipe and valve, every beam, brick, 
gate, fencepost, lock, chain, window, door, shelf, closet, light fixture, sink, toilet, desk, filing 
cabinet, phone, wastepaper basket, clipboard, pencil -- everything. They laid the bits and pieces 
of Diamond Alkali to rest, without ceremony, right there at 80 Lister Avenue in the six-acre, 
clay-sealed, membrane-capped, gravel-topped grave with the white planters on top. Federal EPA 
officials proposed cremating Diamond Alkali on site. Ironbound residents soundly rejected the 
EPA's "on-site incineration" plan as unsafe. Instead, the remains of Diamond Alkali were sealed 
inside 932 shipping containers along with the neighborhood's toxic dirt and the dust from Carol 
De Francis's vacuum cleaner bag. 
 
The plant managers and executives at Diamond Alkali couldn't have known about dioxin's 
destructive effect at the cellular or molecular level. They did know what was causing their 
chloroacne problem though, and they had been warned about the potential for far more serious 
health consequences. Chemical companies in the U.S. and Europe were freely, if quietly, 
exchanging information and concerns about dioxin. "Tragically," writes toxicologist Ellen K. 
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Silbergeld in the 1993 book Toxic Circles, "while industry shared this information within its own 
circle, industry medical and toxicological staff withheld such knowledge from those most at risk, 
the workers." No dermatologist or plant manager ever told the crews at 80 Lister Avenue about 
the true nature of the chemicals they were handling every day. 
 
The Ironbound community's case against Diamond Alkali -- by then the Diamond Shamrock 
Corporation -- was settled, out of court, on Thursday, Jan. 24, 1991. Diamond agreed to pay 
plaintiffs $1 million in damages, but refused to admit any liability. The settlement came rather 
abruptly about seven weeks into the trial. Diamond had yet to present any of its expert witnesses. 
Diamond's settlement offer was far less than the millions in damages being sought. 
 
When I ask Michael Gordon whether he was satisfied with the outcome of the case, he offers a 
qualified yes. "Given where the Ironbound Community was and the resources it had, and the 
point in time in the development of these kinds of cases, it was an excellent result. We got a few 
million and made sure there was a proper recognition of the extent of the problem." In big 
picture terms, says Gordon, the dioxin case was a wake up call for New Jersey's environmental 
regulators. In its aftermath, the state's standards for hazardous waste regulation and litigation 
became far more rigorous and sophisticated. 
 
Twenty-seven years after Governor Kean's emergency 1983 press conference, the dioxin that 
Diamond Alkali dumped into the river is still there. The New Jersey Supreme Court took pains to 
mention this sad fact in its 1992 opinion from the Diamond vs. Aetna case. The Honorable David 
S. Baime, writing for the majority said: "We digress to note that neither Federal nor State 
environmental protection agencies have directed Diamond to remediate the damage to the river. 
As Diamond correctly points out in its brief, the claims which are the subject of this litigation do 
not encompass losses resulting from the discharge of substances into the Passaic River. We 
nevertheless recount this evidence because it bears upon the state of Diamond's knowledge and 
intent regarding the environmental damage caused by its operations.  At least to some extent, this 
evidence disclosed a less than benign indifference to the consequences of Diamond's operations 
that directly bears upon whether other discharges and their effects were accidental or 
inadvertent." 
 
The talk nowadays, and there is lots of it, involves whether and how to safely dredge the dioxin-
drenched sediments, and even more controversial, who should pay for it. Michael Gordon is 
helping the state sort through the complex legal issues. 
 
We paddle into Newark with the dusk -- Carl, my kayaking buddy, and I -- around a bend in the 
river and past a decommissioned Bascule bridge frozen in the open position with a welcome 
message spray-painted on its underside: Newark Sucks. 
 
Coming into Newark, just upstream from the Diamond superfund site where dioxin remains 
buried in the river sediments.Photo: Mary Bruno 
The river is narrow on the approach, almost a culvert, corseted by bulkheads on both banks and 
domed by closely packed rusting iron bridges. The modest skyscrapers of downtown rise up 
from the western shore. The water before us is dead calm, an obsidian mirror as shiny and 
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impenetrable as the windows of a stretch limousine. It is Sunday evening. In a few minutes 
streetlights will begin to flicker on, but for now the city is hushed and shrouded in twilight. 
 
I slow down as I approach the rusting New Jersey Transit Bridge, and start to back paddle when I 
notice a train pulling out of Penn Station. I don't want to be under the bridge when the train 
crosses it. I lay my paddle across the cockpit and cover my ears against the squeal and rattle of 
the train wheels on the steel tracks above. 
 
Ten feet below me, buried in the dark pudding of silt and muck at the bottom of the river, is the 
world's second largest deposit of dioxin. There are other poisons down there too: PCBs, and 
DDT, and the whole cast of heavy metals. All the toxic byproducts of Newark's electroplating, 
hat-, paint-, varnish-, leather-, fertilizer-, and pesticide-producing past are there below me, bound 
up in the Passaic River mud. Dioxin is the most deadly of them all, man's most carcinogenic 
creation. I draw my paddle up out of the water and slide the small rubber drip guards as close to 
the paddle blades as they'll go. I don't want any of this water dribbling down the paddle shaft and 
dripping on to me. 
 
  
 
This is the second installment of a two-part excerpt from This American River: From Paradise to 
Superfund, Afloat on New Jersey's Passaic. 
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1  These rules are being proposed under the Clean Air Act and other statutory authorities, which require 
EPA to protect public health, welfare, and the environment from adverse impacts of power plants.


2  For example, EPA estimates the health and environmental benefits of the proposed Transport Rule 
range from $120 to $290 billion in 2014, while compliance costs for that year are estimated to be $2.8 
billion (estimates are in 2006 dollars).  See United States Environmental Protection Agency. Proposed 
Air Pollution Transport Rule: Reducing Pollution, Protecting Public Health. http://www.epa.gov/
airquality/transport/pdfs/TRPresentationfinal_7-26_webversion.pdf.


The electric power sector in the United States faces 


a changing market environment, one that 


features reduced or flattened demand, low natural 


gas prices, new environmental regulations, and 


continued uncertainty about the future regulation 


of carbon. Among the regulations recently 
proposed or currently under development by the 


U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 


(EPA) are rules to address air pollution transport, 
air toxics, coal ash, and cooling water intake 


structures at existing plants.1 These regulations are 


expected to result in significant public health and 


environmental benefits that, when monetized, 


are well in excess of compliance costs.2 


ExEcutivE 
Summary







3EnvironmEntal rEgulation and ElEctric SyStEm rEliability


3  BPC gratefully acknowledges NARUC and NESCAUM as co-conveners of the workshop series.  However, the report is solely a product of the 
staff of the Bipartisan Policy Center and does not necessarily represent the views of NARUC, NESCAUM, or any of the workshop participants.


4  Information from each of the workshops, including video and presentations, is available at www.bipartisanpolicy.org.
5 For example, demand response and energy efficiency programs, energy storage, and transmission upgrades.
6  Although many gas turbines have been built within 3 years in the recent past, some in industry have raised concern that the permitting 


process for new construction, including greenhouse gas best available control technology (BACT) determinations, might take up to two to 
three years, added on top of two year construction for a new gas turbine. BPC modeling projects only 200 MW of new gas capacity would 
be needed, beyond the 1200 MW of new gas turbines expected in the business as usual scenario to be built by 2015.


Key benefits of the suite of EPA regulations include the 
avoidance of tens of thousands of premature deaths 
annually, reductions in pollution-related illnesses, and 
improved visibility and ecosystem health. These new 
conditions in the power sector are expected to increase the 
number of coal-fired power plants that will be retired in 
the next several years; in fact, a number of plant shutdowns 
have recently been implemented or announced. 


Environmental compliance deadlines are likely to have 
a strong influence on the timing of these retirements, as 
plant owners will not want to make significant capital 
investments in some older, marginal units that might 
otherwise be shut down soon for economic reasons. 
This has led to concerns that the power sector could face 
reliability issues as utilities comply with new regulations. 
Others have argued that power companies and regional, 
state, and federal authorities have recourse to a range of 
technology options and planning approaches that can 
help them avoid reliability impacts from the impending 
suite of environmental regulations. 


To shed light on these complex issues, the Bipartisan 
Policy Center (BPC), together with the National 
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners 
(NARUC) and Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use 
Management (NESCAUM), hosted a series of workshops 
to assess the possible impacts of regulation and identify 
a range of strategies for managing associated reliability 
concerns.3 The three workshops featured presentations 
by leading experts on electric power system reliability, 
electricity market operations, power sector technology, 
and pollution control policies and regulations (see 
Appendix A).4 Building on the presentations and public 
dialogue at these workshops, our review of a range of 
existing analyses, and our own analytic work, BPC has 
developed a number of findings and recommendations. 
Our main conclusions are summarized below.


IMPACTS ON ThE RELIABILITy OF ThE 
ELECTRIC SySTEM DUE TO EPA REGULATIONS 
ARE MANAGEABLE. 


BPC analysis indicates that scenarios in which electric 
system reliability is broadly affected are unlikely to occur. 
Previous national assessments of the combined effects 
of EPA regulations reach different conclusions, in part 
because they make quite different assumptions about 


the stringency 
and timing of 
new requirements 
and about 
the availability 
and difficulty of 
implementing control 
technologies. In some cases 
these assumptions deviate 
from the specifics of EPA’s recent 
proposals in meaningful ways. Moreover, market factors, 
such as low natural gas prices, are as relevant as EPA 
regulations in driving coal plant retirements. A number 
of recent developments are especially relevant from the 
standpoint of addressing reliability concerns: 


• EPA’s proposed cooling water regulations are far 
less stringent than assumed in the vast majority 
of analyses, many of which considered worst-case 
scenarios in which cooling towers would be required 
on all existing units. 


• Some commercially available, lower-cost technologies 
(e.g., dry sorbent injection) for treating hazardous 
air pollutants were not factored into most previous 
analyses. Including them significantly reduces 
retirement projections. 


• Most of the units projected to retire are small, 
older units that are already operating infrequently. 
Some of these units may be needed to meet peak 
demand on the hottest and coldest days or to 
provide volta ge support. In some cases, there may be 
viable mechanisms, other than one-to-one capacity 
replacement, available to serve these needs.5


• The industry has significant amounts of existing 
natural gas generating capacity that is currently under-
utilized and may be available to take up the slack, 
depending on the region.


• Some previous assessments do not account for market 
responses to future retirements, specifically to the 
potential for adding new capacity to meet reserve 
margins. Assuming timely permitting, the need for 
modest new capacity resources could be met with 
quick-to-build natural gas turbines, as well as demand 
side resources.6







A NUMBER OF TOOLS FOR ADDRESSING 
RELIABILITy CONCERNS ARE AvAILABLE TO 
INDUSTRy AND TO STATE AND FEDERAL 
REGULATORS.


EPA should take advantage of its existing statutory 
authorities to structure clear regulations that include 
sensible timelines and encourage cost-effective 
compliance strategies. Specifically, EPA should 
finalize the flexibilities proposed in its Utility Air 
Toxics Rule (which sets “maximum achievable control 
technology” standards for hazardous air pollutants) 
and 316(b) cooling water rule. Where needed and 
allowed by statute, EPA and state permitting agencies 
should grant utilities time extensions – with as much 
advance notice as possible – to install pollution 
control technologies and to build the new capacity 
required to achieve compliance.10


Regional, state, and utility analyses should continue 
to examine the potential localized impacts of 
retirement and retrofit schedules, as well as 
opportunities to attract non-conventional capacity 
resources, such as demand resources, distributed 
generation, and grid-scale energy storage capacity. 
While most studies have taken a national approach 
to reliability assessments, more study is warranted 
to assess localized reliability impacts in the most 
vulnerable regions, and efforts should be made to 
refine and improve analytical tools.


If specific issues are identified, federal and state 
agencies should consider implementing strategies to 
assure reliability while utilities complete upgrades or 
bring new generation online. As a backstop, DOE 
has emergency powers to keep essential generation 
on-line, and the President has emergency powers 
to delay requirements in order to protect national 
security. In addition, EPA may enter into consent 
decrees – which set forth the steps needed to resolve 
non-compliance – to enforce the provisions of the 
Rule. Such consent decrees, however, should aim to 
eliminate any economic advantage that companies 
may otherwise have as a result of operating out of 
compliance. Consent decrees are negotiated once a 
company is deemed in violation, and stakeholders 
may not view this legal mechanism as an acceptable 
option that could be built into company planning. 
However, consent decrees do offer an additional 
means of backstop reliability protection.


10  Some stakeholders endorse efforts to preempt reliability 
concerns and provide extra time up front in the process, 
rather than wait for problems and rely on emergency powers 
and consent decrees. 


Summary of forthcoming EPa rEgulationS


tranSPort rulE – On July 6, 2010, EPA proposed the Transport 
Rule, a replacement for the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) which 
was previously remanded in a 2008 court decision.7 The newly 
proposed Transport Rule would require 31 states and the District 
of Columbia to meet state pollution limits for sulfur dioxide (SO


2
) 


and nitrogen oxides (NO
X
) as a means to ensure compliance with 


National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ground-level 
ozone and fine particulate matter (PM). 


utility air toxicS rulE – On March 16, 2011, EPA proposed 
its Utility Air Toxics Rule under a court-ordered deadline to control 
hazardous air pollutants, including mercury, acid gases and non-
mercury metals.8 As specified by the Clean Air Act, the Utility Air 
Toxics Rule provides that plants must com ply with emission 
limitations for hazardous air pollutants within three years, but allows 
an additional year for plants to come into compliance if such time is 
necessary to install pollution controls. 


coal combuStion WaStE DiSPoSal rEgulationS – 
On June 21, 2010, EPA published a proposed rule to take comment 
on whether or not coal combustion waste should be regulated as 
hazardous waste.9 These wastes, which primarily consist of coal ash, 
are generated in large quantities by the power sector. According to 
the proposal, ash could be regulated as “special waste” under the 
Clean Air Act’s hazardous waste provisions (Subtitle C). Alternatively, 
EPA could deem the coal ash non-hazardous and regulate under 
Subtitle D, with self-implementing requirements that are not subject 
to federal enforcement.


clEan WatEr act SEction 316(b) cooling WatEr 
intakE StructurES – To protect fish and aquatic ecosystems, 
EPA proposed regulations on March 28, 2011 for cooling water intake 
structures at electric generating units (EGU) and other industrial 
facilities that draw large amounts of water out of rivers, lakes, 
and oceans. This proposed regulation responds to a settlement 
agreement that was reached after EPA’s earlier cooling water 
proposals were litigated. 


grEEnhouSE gaS PErformancE StanDarDS – On 
December 23, 2010, EPA announced that it will propose greenhouse 
gas performance standards for power plants by July 2011 and finalize 
standards by May 2012. This action is being taken under a settlement 
agreement. At public “listening sessions” to inform this rulemaking 
process, EPA indicated that its greenhouse gas performance standards 
would not be designed to induce “game-changing” technology 
improvements; rather the Agency aims to bring older plants up to 
modern standards of efficiency.


7 State of North Carolina v. Environmental Protection Agency, Et.al. (D.C. Cir. 2008)
8  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Proposed Utility Air Toxics Rule. National Emission 


Standards for hazardous Air Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-fired Electric Utility Steam 
Generating Units and Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired Electric Utility, 
Industrial-Commercial-Institutional, and Small Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam 
Generating Units. Signed March 16, 2011. Page 59. Available at //www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/
utility/pro/proposal.pdf. 


9  For additional information and the proposed rule see: http://www.epa.gov/wastes/
nonhaz/industrial/special/fossil/ccr-rule/index.htm.
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NEvERThELESS, ThE ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR 
AND ITS REGULATORS FACE PLANNING 
ChALLENGES IF ThE AIM IS TO AvOID 
LOCALIzED RELIABILITy PROBLEMS AND 
MINIMIzE IMPACTS ON ELECTRIC RATES. 


A rapidly shifting market and regulatory environment 
will create planning challenges for the electric power 
industry. The compliance deadlines of the Utility Air 
Toxics Rule, in particular, will accelerate and concentrate 
the decision-making timeframe for plant retirements, 
retrofits, and new infrastructure into a short period 
over the next few years. At the same time, many states 
are weighing new or stronger approaches to incentivize 
clean energy, energy efficiency, and/or non-conventional 
capacity resources. This convergence of issues and 
planning needs offers an opportunity for the industry 
and its regulators to work together to optimize policies 
and investment decisions so as to minimize consumer 
costs, avoid stranded assets, and maximize the benefits 
achieved by modernizing the nation’s electric power 
infrastructure. At the same time, it will undoubtedly also 
present challenges, particularly in heavily affected regions 
where the resources available to support thoughtful 
planning and regulatory processes—both in terms of 
people and funding—are already under severe pressure.


Compliance planning can and should begin early and 
should take into account existing regulations as well as 
the expected regulations. If plant owners begin planning 
now and obtain a one year extension from their permitting 
authority, they will have almost five years from the date of 
the proposed rule to the date of the extended compliance 
deadline. Multi-pollutant planning and efforts to integrate 
non-conventional capacity resources and transmission 
planning will help to minimize rate impacts for electric 
consumers. At the same time, federal, regional, and state 
entities have appropriate roles to play in supporting 
planning efforts and mitigating anticipated reliability 
challenges and costs. 


Specifically, state public utility commissions (PUCs) 
and regional transmission organizations or independent 
system operators (RTO/ISOs) should coordinate closely 
with power companies to ensure early multi-pollutant 
compliance planning and to coordinate retrofit outage 
schedules. To help with the pacing of control retrofits, 
states should continue to look for incentives and 
opportunities to encourage retrofit installations that 
begin well in advance of compliance deadlines. 


Federal agencies, including the Department of Energy 
(DOE), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC), and EPA, should provide analytic and 
technical support and coordinate with state and regional 
authorities to facilitate a smooth transition. 


In light of the tight timeframes involved, state 
legislatures as well as EPA, DOE, and FERC should 
pursue strategies to help state utility regulators deal 
with increased workloads, particularly in the years 2012 
through 2014, in order to facilitate timely decisions and 
allow the design and building of pollution controls and 
infrastructure, as needed.


DUE TO DIFFERENCES AMONG ThE STATES, 
ThERE IS NO SINGLE APPROACh TO 
COMPLIANCE AND RELIABILITy ThAT WILL 
WORK EvERyWhERE. hOWEvER, A NUMBER OF 
STRATEGIES ARE ALREADy BEING EMPLOyED 
TO SUPPORT EARLy PLANNING IN DIFFERENT 
TyPES OF MARKETS.


In regulated states, the integrated resource planning (IRP) 
process informs state utility regulators who approve 
rate plans. State policy makers should consider a multi-
pollutant approach for rate recovery and planning 
decisions. States should also advance policies that 
encourage and place responsibility with utilities for long 
term decision-making that avoids stranded assets and 
minimizes consumer costs. In addition, state regulators 
should recognize the value of long-term natural gas supply 
contracts to provide price stability and facilitate project 
financing. Finally, traditionally regulated states should 
encourage the development of non-conventional capacity 
resources as one means to help preserve a reliable bulk 
electricity system and minimize consumer costs. 


In restructured states, the transparency of regional or 
state wholesale markets makes it easier to anticipate 
planned retirements and outages; in addition, 
competitive markets create financial incentives for 
timely investment in new transmission, generation, and 
non-conventional capacity. In these states, RTOs and 
ISOs typically facilitate orderly planning for power plant 
retirements by requiring utilities to provide advance 
notice if they intend to retire a unit and by conducting 
reliability impact studies. In light of the large number of 
pollution control equipment installations expected under 
upcoming EPA regulations, these regional entities should 
also play a more active role in coordinating outages, 
including between neighboring regions that might rely 
on each other to meet electricity demand during this 
transition period. 
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This convergence of issues and planning needs 
offers an opportunity for the industry and its 
regulators to work together to minimize consumer 
costs, avoid stranded assets, and maximize the 
benefits achieved by modernizing the nation’s 
electric power infrastructure.
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11  According to EPA, for units projected to retire from the Utility Air Toxics rule, the average capacity factor is 56 percent, the average age is 
51 years, and the average size is 109 Megawatts.


12  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Power Plant Mercury and Air Toxics Standards: Overview of Proposed Rule and Impacts. http://
www.epa.gov/airquality/powerplanttoxics/pdfs/overviewfactsheet.pdf.


13 See Section III and Appendix B for details on BPC analysis of the impacts of EPA regulations.


ENSURING A SMOOTh TRANSITION TO A 
CLEANER ELECTRIC POWER SECTOR WILL 
REQUIRE NEW INvESTMENTS IN SUPPLy 
AND DEMAND-SIDE CAPACITy, AS WELL AS 
TRANSMISSION AND OThER INFRASTRUCTURE. 
STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES ShOULD 
LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITIES TO STREAMLINE 
ThE SITING AND PERMITTING OF NEW 
INFRASTRUCTURE.


A smooth transition to a cleaner and more efficient 
generation system will require investments in energy 
efficiency, demand response strategies, and cleaner new 
generation capacity along with associated transmission and 
pipeline infrastructure. Fortunately retired capacity will not 
need to be replaced on a one-to-one basis to meet energy 
needs, simply because many of the units likely to be 


retired are not operating at full capacity now and many 
other existing units are under-utilized.11 In 


some instances, of course, the retirement 
of an existing generator may give rise 


to new capacity or transmission 
needs within a relatively brief 


period of time. And while 
the industry has generally 


been able to add capacity 
on the scale and within 
the timeframes needed 
in the past, policy 
makers at the state 
and federal levels 
should explore 
approaches to 
facilitate this process 
by streamlining 


procedures for siting 
and permitting new 


infrastructure.


ThERE MAy BE A ShORT WINDOW OF 
OPPORTUNITy TO ENACT A LEGISLATIvE 
FIX ThAT COULD GUARANTEE ThE 
ENvIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF ThE CLEAN AIR 
ACT AND PROvIDE A LOWER COST TRANSITION 
FOR ThE POWER SECTOR.


Although BPC believes that the benefits of power sector 
regulation, including new regulations such as the Utility 
Air Toxics Rule, far outweigh the cost, we also recognize 
that associated compliance costs will not be trivial. EPA 
estimates that compliance costs for the Utility Air Toxics 
Rule alone will total $10.9 billion annually. For the 
average electricity consumer, this translates to an increase 
of $3 to $4 per month.12 BPC estimates annual costs 
of $14.5 billion in 2015 and $18.1 billion in 2025 to 
comply with the suite of EPA air, water, and waste rules.13


Some workshop participants suggested that a legislative 
fix could provide equivalent or greater environmental 
benefits at a lower cost than regulatory approaches 
under existing law, particularly for air pollutants. To 
be successful, multi-pollutant legislation would need 
to provide certainty on requirements and timing, and 
encourage rational and timely investment decisions in 
pollution controls and new capacity. Further, multi-
pollutant legislation should ultimately guarantee the 
environmental benefits available under current authority, 
while offering a smoother transition. Several market-
based, multi-pollutant legislative proposals have been 
debated in recent years. While recognizing that it would 
be politically difficult to advance new legislation, the 
BPC believes that this approach could provide public 
health and economic benefits and should be explored in 
the coming months.
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There continues to be debate about the effect 


of upcoming EPA regulations on power plant 
retirements and on the relative impact of these 


regulations compared to other factors, such as low 


natural gas prices and the continuing uncertainty 


surrounding carbon dioxide (CO2) control. This is 


reflected in the range of conclusions reached by 


different analyses and in the spectrum of views 


that exists regarding whether compliance with the new 


regulations will present a challenge for the industry or 


not. Analysts disagree about how many existing 


coal plants are likely to be retired rather than 
retrofitted with new pollution controls. They also 


make different assessments about the ability of under-


utilized existing generation, new capacity resources, 


and transmission upgrades to compensate for 


retired plants.


introduction


SEction 
i
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Further, some analysts predict that the need to retrofit 
large numbers of power plants with pollution control 
equipment within a short timeframe could leave some 
plants unavailable for a period after the deadline until 
their compliance obligations are met. This is particularly 
a concern for Air Toxics requirements, which will take 
effect in 2015. 


The result, according to some analysts, could be 
power shortages in some regions of the country that 
would create hardships for consumers and damage the 
economic recovery. However, other analysts contend 
that reliability concerns are unfounded or at the least 
overstated because under-utilized natural gas capacity, 
transmission from neighboring regions, and other 
resources are sufficient to compensate for the expected 
coal retirements. According to this view, even if there are 
legitimate localized reliability concerns, these concerns 
can be mitigated through a variety of technical, policy, 
and regulatory approaches. 


Several of the EPA regulations that may have the greatest 
impact on coal plant retirements have not yet been 
finalized. However, with the issuance of recent EPA 


proposals for air, 
water, and waste 
regulations, including the 
March 16, 2011 Utility Air Toxics Rule proposal and the 
March 28, 2011 proposal on cooling water intake structures, 
the details are becoming clearer. These recent proposals 
provide some additional clarity on how new environmental 
regulations will affect power generation planning. 


This report summarizes the current state of knowledge 
about challenges facing the electric power sector as 
it seeks to maintain reliability without jeopardizing 
important progress on public health and environmental 
protections. Section II of this report describes major 
market factors and regulations affecting the power sector 
and Section III summarizes and provides insights on 
key studies that attempt to predict the impact of EPA 
regulation and other variables. Section IV identifies 
strategies for mitigating reliability concerns and discusses 
the roles of regulators and stakeholders in facilitating a 
smooth power sector transition. The report concludes 
with a series of findings and recommendations on how 
best to meet these challenges.


This report summarizes the current 
state of knowledge about challenges 
facing the electric power sector as  
it seeks to maintain reliability without 
jeopardizing important progress  
on public health and environmental 
protections.







SEction 
ii


ovErviEw of 
challEngES 
facing thE u.S. 
ElEctricity SEctor 


In the next decade, our nation’s electric power 


system is expected to transition to a more modern 


fleet of generators. A key element of this anticipated 


transformation is the retirement of a significant 


amount of older and increasingly uneconomic 


coal-fired capacity. The transition itself will be driven 


by a range of factors, including low natural gas 


prices, state renewable portfolio standards, and the 


possibility of some form of future regulation 


of greenhouse gases. In addition, many coal plants 


already face economic challenges as they near the 


end of – and in some cases, exceed – their design life 


expectancies. 
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14  U.S. Energy Information Administration. Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) 2011. Natural Gas Supply, Disposition, and Prices. The EIA AEO 
2011 projects natural gas prices will be nearly $1.24/MMBtu lower, on average through 2030, than their AEO2010 estimate.


15  Colorado School of Mines. Potential Gas Committee. Potential Supply of Natural Gas in the United States. 2009.
16 U.S. Energy Information Administration. Natural Gas Consumption by End Use. Data released April 29, 2011.
17 Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The Future of Natural Gas: An Interdisciplinary MIT Study. Xii.
18 ICF International. 2010 Natural Gas Market Review, prepared for the Ontario Energy Board. August 2010.


Finally, forthcoming EPA regulations for air quality, 
cooling water, and coal combustion waste will put 
additional pressure on plants that don’t yet employ state-
of-the-art pollution controls. It is difficult to determine the 
relative impacts of these factors, but a new era of low and 
stable natural gas prices—the result of a substantial increase 
in domestic supply—is expected to be an influential driver 
of electric power sector market conditions and resource 
choices for the next several decades. 


a. thE impact of  
natural gaS pricES


The discovery of vast shale gas basins in the United 
States, combined with technological advances in 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing that make 
it possible to access these resources, has dramatically 
changed the domestic natural gas supply outlook 
(see Figure 1). As new shale gas resources have been 
developed in recent years, natural gas prices have 
declined (see Figure 2). They are now projected to remain 
at levels lower than during the previous decade.14


Domestic reserves of natural gas are projected to support 
more than 100 years of demand at present levels of 
consumption.15 Annual U.S. consumption of natural 
gas across all sectors currently totals approximately 22 
trillion cubic feet (Tcf); the electric sector accounts for 
roughly one-third of this total, or nearly 7 Tcf of annual 
demand.16 To give some sense of the current supply 
context, a recent MIT study titled The Future of Natural 
Gas estimates that approximately 400 Tcf of shale gas in 
the United States could be developed economically with 
gas prices at or below $6 per million British thermal units 
(MMBtu) at the well-head.17 ICF International, Inc. also 
recently estimated that almost 1,500 Tcf of total gas can 
be produced at prices below $5/MMBtu and that the 
same volume of shale gas alone could be produced at 
prices below $8/MMBtu.18


Natural gas plays an interesting role in the power sector’s 
changing supply outlook, as both a driver of coal plant 
retirements and a solution to potential resource and 
reliability concerns. Lower gas prices will make some 
existing coal-fired capacity uneconomic. They may also 
encourage utilities to increase capacity utilization at 
existing natural gas-fired plants and, where both types of 
units are available, dispatch natural gas plants in place 
of some coal plants. Natural gas has already increased 
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19 U.S. Energy Information Administration. Annual Energy Outlook 2011. Electricity Supply, Deposition, Prices, and Emissions.
20  Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency. Summary map of RPS policies. www.dsireusa.org. Accessed May 2011.


its share of the generation fuel mix during the past few 
years, displacing some coal generation.19 In addition, as 
coal plants retire due to changing economics, low gas 
prices may provide strategic opportunities to transition to 
gas-fired capacity at a relatively low cost. 


Projections of future low natural gas prices are also changing 
the market dynamics for investment in renewable and 
nuclear power technologies, which have relatively higher 
capital costs. In an environment of low and stable gas 
prices, these low- and no-carbon sources may have difficulty 
competing with natural gas absent further incentives or 
policy interventions (e.g., renewable portfolio standards). 


b. currEnt and potEntial 
futurE EnErgy policiES


State renewable electricity standards have spurred 
continued growth in clean energy resources, despite low 
natural gas prices. Such standards, together with federal 
policies to incentivize clean energy, also impact electric 
sector investment decisions. As of January 2011, twenty-
nine states and the District of Columbia have a Renewable 
Electricity Standard (RES) or similar policy to promote 
utility investment in renewable energy, energy efficiency, 
or other clean resources.20 Legislation to establish a 
national renewable electricity standard or clean energy 


standard has also been introduced at the federal level. 
Some of these proposals would include nuclear and 
advanced fossil fuel-based systems with carbon capture 
and sequestration. The Obama Administration has 
proposed this latter type of clean energy standard, which 
would incorporate a broader portfolio of generation 
resources, including natural gas (as opposed to a portfolio 
standard that is limited to renewables).


c. forthcoming Epa 
rEgulationS for thE ElEctric 
powEr SEctor


EPA has already proposed multiple regulations for 
the power sector. These regulations will lead to capital 
investments in new technologies and pollution controls 
over the next fifteen or so years. The four rules that are 
expected to have the greatest impact are the Transport 
Rule, the Utility Air Toxics Rule to ensure compliance with 
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants 
(NESHAP), Coal Combustion Waste Disposal Regulations 
(known as the coal ash rule), and Clean Water Act Section 
316(b) regulations for Cooling Water Intake Structures. 
With the exception of the ash rule, EPA has been directed 
by the courts to conduct these rulemakings in response to 
litigation over earlier rulemakings. 


CLEAN AIR TRANSPORT RULE 


On August 2, 2010, EPA proposed a replacement for 
the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), which had been 
previously remanded in a 2008 court decision. The 
new Clean Air Transport Rule (CATR), which EPA 
expects to finalize in the summer of 2011, will require 
31 states and Washington, DC to meet new state-level 
pollution limits for sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen 
oxides (NOX). Specifically, power plant emissions of 
SO2 will have to be reduced by 71 percent from 2005 
levels by 2014 and power plant NOX emissions will have 
to be reduced by 52 percent from 2005 levels. These 
reductions are intended to ensure compliance with ozone 
and fine particulate matter (PM) National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (NAAQS). The new Transport Rule 
limits interstate trading of emission allowances, while 
the remanded CAIR had allowed unrestricted trading 
between states. The new Transport Rule also differs from 
the CAIR proposal in that it precludes previously banked 
allowances from being used to demonstrate compliance 
with its new caps.
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21 U.S. EPA. Clean Air Interstate Rule. http://www.epa.gov/cair.
22  Fozard, Colette. “Interstate Air Pollution Rule Granted Temporary Stay of Execution.” Energy Legal Blog. http://www.energylegalblog.com/


archives/2009/01/05/1311.
23  Federal Implementation Plans to Reduce Interstate Transport of Fine Particulate Matter and Ozone. 75 Fed. Reg. 45,210 (Aug. 2, 2010).


(Transport Rule).
24 Clean Air Act Section 112(n)(1)(A)
25 65 FR 79,825
26 70 FR 15,994 
27  U.S. EPA. Clean Air Mercury Rule. http://www.epa.gov/camr/basic.html.
28  State of New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574, 583 (D.C. Cir. 2008), cert. denied, 129 S. Ct. 1308, cert. dismissed, 129 S. Ct. 1313 (2009).
29  Davis, Tracy. “DC Circuit Orders Immediate Tightening of Mercury Control Rules.” Energy Legal Blog. http://www.energylegalblog.com/


archives/2008/03/25/1354.


The previous CAIR proposal, which EPA issued on March 
10, 2005, would have permanently capped power sector 
emissions of SO2 and NOX in the eastern United States. 
The purpose of CAIR was to reduce the interstate transport 
of pollutants that contribute to non-attainment of fine 
PM and ozone NAAQS. At the time it was proposed, the 
health and environmental benefits of this rule were valued 
at 25 times the estimated cost of compliance.21


In July 2008, the US Court of Appeals ruled that CAIR’s 
tradable emission allowance scheme was “fatally flawed” 
and violated the Clean Air Act (CAA) because it could 
not ensure that trading would not contribute to another 
state’s non-attainment of the NAAQS. In other words, 
the Court found that CAIR’s trading provisions did not 
guarantee the ambient air quality improvements needed 
to achieve the NAAQS in downwind areas. While the 
court remanded CAIR, it ruled that CAIR would remain 
in effect until the EPA developed a lawful alternative.22 


As proposed on August 2, 2010, the Transport Rule would 
regulate NOX and SO2 emissions from electric generating 
units in the East under a regional cap-and-trade program 
with limited interstate trading.23 New NOX and SO2 caps 
would first become binding in 2012 (called “Phase I” in the 
Transport Rule), and power plants in a limited subset of 
states would become subject to more stringent “Phase II” 
caps on SO2 emissions beginning in 2014. 


The compliance options expected to be deployed under 
the Transport Rule’s SO2 caps include low-sulfur coal, 
wet and dry scrubbers—known as flue gas desulfurization 
(FGD) systems—and dry sorbent injection (DSI) with 
sodium-based sorbents, such as sodium bicarbonate 
or Trona. Expected options for compliance with the 
Transport Rule’s NOX caps include low NOX burners, 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR), and selective non- 
catalytic reduction (SNCR). The Transport Rule is 
intended to address interstate contributions to violations 
of three specific NAAQS: the 1997 ozone NAAQS and 
the 1997 and 2006 NAAQS for PM2.5. EPA may soon 
issue updated and more stringent NAAQS for both of 
these criteria pollutants, and subsequently may issue 
additional Transport Rules for the control of interstate 


NOX and SO2 emissions after 2014. These successors 
to the Transport Rule could be implemented within a 
range of deadlines around 2016-2018, depending on 
how quickly EPA makes key determinations and how the 
agency interprets certain timing provisions of the CAA. 


UTILITy AIR TOXICS RULE


The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments include a section 
(Section 112) on hazardous air pollutants that require 
EPA to regulate the sources of 90 percent of such 
emissions by 2000.24 Because electric generating units 
were also to be regulated under other sections of the 
Act in ways that would provide some co-benefits in 
hazardous air pollutant reductions, Congress required 
a study and finding to determine if air toxics from 
electric generating units remained a significant source of 
concern. In December of 2000, EPA determined that it 
was “appropriate and necessary” to regulate coal and oil-
fired power plants under Section 112.25


In 2005, however, EPA reversed course and found that it 
was neither appropriate nor necessary to regulate power 
plants under Section 112. At that point EPA removed 
electric generating units from the list of sources subject 
to 112.26 In a March 15, 2005 rulemaking known as the 
Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR), mercury was delisted 
as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP) and a cap-and-trade 
policy was enacted under Section 111 of the Clean 
Air Act with the aim of reducing mercury emissions 
from coal-fired power plants by 70 percent (i.e., from a 
national baseline of 48 tons to 15 tons by 2018).27 On 
February 8, 2008, the US Court of Appeals for the DC 
Circuit found that EPA violated the CAA by delisting 
electric generating units from the Act’s toxics provisions 
and vacated the CAMR.28,29


EPA has already proposed multiple 
regulations for the power sector and 
has been directed by the courts to 
conduct these rulemakings in response 
to litigation over earlier rules.
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30  EPA modeling of the Utility MACT rule using IPM runs “ToxR Base Case” and “ToxR Policy Case”. Found at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkt/
progsregs/epa-ipm/toxics.html. Accessed March 22, 2011.


relevant air Pollution control technologies


• activated carbon injection (aci): ACI 
is a commercially available technology that, in 
combination with particulate controls, removes 
mercury from the exhaust stack of a power plant. ACI 
is currently employed at many units to comply with 
state regulations for mercury control. 


• dry Sorbent injection (dSi): DSI is a 
commercially available technology (similar to ACI 
for mercury) that, in combination with particulate 
controls, has been shown to significantly reduce 
emissions of acid gases, as well as sulfur dioxide 
(SO


2
), without a more expensive scrubber. DSI has 


significantly lower capital cost than a scrubber, but 
its operating costs are non-trivial due to the cost of 
sorbent (e.g., Trona). This feature may make DSI 
best suited for certain fuels (e.g., coals with lower 
sulfur and chlorine content) and/or for smaller, 
less frequently operated units. DSI is currently 
employed on a number of existing power plants 
and power companies have announced further 
installation plans. Although there is not a large 
body of performance data on acid gas removal with 
DSI, commercial and demonstration projects have 
shown that this technology can achieve significant 
reductions in acid gas emissions, at levels on par 
with Toxics Rule standards.


• particulate controls: Particle pollution can 
be captured by particulate controls installed on the 
exhaust stack of a power plant. Existing power plants 
generally have some particulate controls, usually 
electrostatic precipitators (ESP) or fabric filters/
baghouses. Depending on the other controls in use 
and on the type of fuel burned, compliance with the 
PM limit in the Toxics Rule may require upgrades or 
the addition of a polishing or full fabric filter.


• Scrubber or flue gas desulfurization 
(fgd): FGD is a commercially available technology 
that removes SO


2
 as well as acid gases from power 


plant exhaust. More than half of existing coal-fired 
generating units currently have a scrubber installed 
for SO


2
 control. variations include wet scrubbers 


and dry scrubbers. Wet scrubbers are the most 
expensive pollution control technology expected to 
be used for the new air rules.


• Selective catalytic reduction (Scr): SCR is 
a commercially available technology that removes 
nitrogen oxides (NO


X
) from power plant exhaust. It 


is currently installed at many facilities, particularly 
in the eastern states. In combination with a wet 
scrubber, SCR also removes mercury.


Existing ScrubbersAdd DSI


Acid Gas MACT Compliance


Add Dry Scrubber


Retrofits regardless
 of MACT


figurE 3: projEctEd control StratEgiES for achiEving 
acid gaS limitS 


Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency IPM Data Files for Utility Air Toxics Rule Base and 
Policy Cases30
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On March 16, 2011, EPA proposed emission standards 
for electric generating units under Section 112, consistent 
with the court ruling. The court ordered a final rule to be 
issued by November 16, 2011. 


The proposed Utility Air Toxics Rule sets emission 
limitations for three pollutants: mercury, particulate 
matter, and hydrogen chloride (HCl) based on the 
average emission rates actually achieved by the top 12% 
of performers. The standards were designed to assure the 
achievement of required reductions in the larger category 
of air toxics. For dioxin/furan, EPA proposed work 
practice standards based on good combustion practices.


To comply with the Utility Air Toxics Rule, it may be 
necessary to upgrade or retrofit particulate controls 
and add activated carbon injection to reduce metallic 
toxics at many units. In addition, to meet the acid gas 
HCl limit at uncontrolled plants, it may be necessary 
to choose between a wet scrubber, dry scrubber, and 


dry sorbent injection.31 Specifically, in order to meet 
the requirements of the Utility Air Toxics Rule, EPA’s 
modeling projects 56 GW of DSI installed in addition 
to the 9 GW in the base case (for a total of 65 GW) and 
that 22 GW of Dry FGD will be installed in addition to 
the 4 GW projected to retrofit in the base case (for a total 
of nearly 27 GW of dry scrubber installs). EPA projects 
the Utility Air Toxics Rule will not require installation 
of any additional Wet FGD beyond 6 GW projected to 
retrofit in the base case to meet the Transport Rule.32 If 
existing pollution controls are included in the count, 
EPA projects a total of 175 GW of wet scrubbers, 53 GW 
of dry scrubbers, and 65 GW of DSI will be in place 
when compliance with the Air Toxics Rule is achieved.33


In terms of capital costs, the most expensive control 
technology for compliance with the Utility Air Toxics 
Rule is a wet scrubber, as seen in Figure 5 (page 18). 
Capital costs for an alternative, dry sorbent injection, are 
significantly lower. On a levelized cost basis, however, 
the difference is far less significant. Figure 4 shows that 
the on-going costs for dry sorbent injection, including 
costs to ship and store large amounts of chemical 
sorbent, approach the annualized cost of a wet scrubber. 


EPA estimates the average annualized cost of compliance 
with the Utility Air Toxics Rule at $10.9 billion. 
Estimated net benefits for this rule—taking into account 
health and other benefits, as well as compliance costs—
are estimated to range from $48 billion to $129 billion 
per year (in 2007 dollars), according to EPA.34


COAL COMBUSTION WASTES (ASh)  
DISPOSAL REGULATIONS 


On June 21, 2010, EPA published a proposed rule to take 
comment on whether or not coal combustion wastes 
should be treated as hazardous waste.35 One option 
would regulate ash as a special waste under subtitle C of 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 
which sets guidelines for the management of solid waste. 
(Currently, coal combustion waste is not covered by 
subtitle C.) Within the hazardous waste regulations, 
the coal ash would be classified as a “special waste” to 


31  Some companies suggest that DSI is not a proven option for HCl MACT compliance because there is still limited public data on HCl 
removal from full-scale DSI applications. On the other hand, a recent study by a national engineering firm endorsed DSI for HCl removal. 
See Lipinski, G., J. Leonard, C. Richardson. Assessment of Technology Options Available to Achieve Reductions of Hazardous Air 
Pollutants. URS Corporation. April 2011.


32  U.S. EPA Base Case pollution control installations include those retrofits projected to occur in the period 2010 through 2013 to comply 
with the 2012 and 2014 SO2 and NOX caps in the Transport Rule.


33  Data on the number of retrofits and existing controls was calculated from EPA data files from EPA IPM runs to support the Utility Air 
Toxics Rule. Files: ToxR Base Case and ToxR Policy Case. Found at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/progsregs/epa-ipm/toxics.html. Accessed 
April 1, 2011.


34  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Fact Sheet: Proposed Mercury and Air Toxics Standards. http://www.epa.gov/airquality/
powerplanttoxics/pdfs/proposalfactsheet.pdf.


35  Unofficial proposals were issued May 4, 2010. For additional information and the proposed rule see: http://www.epa.gov/osw/nonhaz/
industrial/special/fossil/ccr-rule/index.htm
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Source: Technology cost assumptions used in BPC modeling of 
EPA regulation scenarios, with levelized capital, fixed and operating 
costs of flue gas desulfurization (wet scrubber), compared with 
representative cost of dry sorbent injection. Site-specific costs are 
dependent on various factors including location, fuel-type, and 
complement of controls. DSI costs are shown for units less than or 
equal to 300 MW, based on BPC conservative modeling assumption 
to only offer DSI for such smaller units burning low sulfur coal.
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avoid the stigma associated with a hazardous designation 
and to allow continued beneficial uses of coal ash.36 
This option would regulate ash disposed in landfills 
and surface impoundments from all electric utilities 
and independent power producers. Coal ash would be 
regulated from the point where it is generated to final 
disposal. This means generators and transporters, as well 
as facilities that manage, treat, or store coal combustion 
waste would be subject to regulation. 


A second option would instead regulate coal ash under 
subtitle D of RCRA. Under this proposal, EPA would 
establish performance standards for landfills and surface 
impoundments where coal combustion waste is disposed, 
but it would not regulate its generation, transport, or pre-
disposal treatment. Under subtitle D, EPA does not have 
authority to enforce its requirements. 


In practice, regulation under either subtitle C or subtitle 
D will require many of the same control technologies 
(see Table 1) including modifications to remove solids, 
line surface impoundments, and improve wastewater 
treatment. The main difference is whether or not the 
requirements are state vs. federally enforceable. While 
subtitle C would establish federally enforceable “special 
waste” provisions, the subtitle D option would establish 
self-implementing requirements for “non-hazardous 
waste” that are not federally enforceable. In the latter 
case, enforcement actions could only be triggered by 
citizen suits (including suits brought by states). 


The proposed rule estimates a range of regulatory costs: 
$3–$20 billion over the life of the program or average 
annualized costs ranging from $236 million to $1.5 
billion. There is some concern that designating coal 


36  Presently, coal combustion waste is used for a number of beneficial uses. Coal ash has a number of agricultural and highway applications 
and gypsum products are frequently used in wallboard production.


tablE 1. KEy diffErEncES bEtwEEn SubtitlE c and SubtitlE d optionS 


 SubtitlE c SubtitlE D


Effective Date Timing will vary from state to state, 
as each state must adopt the rule 
individually-can take 1 - 2 years or more 


Six months after final rule is 
promulgated for most provision: 
certain provisions have a longer 
effective date


Enforcement State and Federal enforcement Enforcement through citizen suits; 
States can act as citizens.


corrective action Monitored by authorized States and EPA Self-implementing


financial assurance yes Considering subsequent rule using 
CERCLA 108 (b) Authority


Permit issuance Federal requirement for permit issuance 
by States


No


requirements for Storage, 
including containers, tanks, 
and containment buildings


yes No


Surface impoundments built 
before rule is finalized


Remove solids and meet land disposal 
restrictions; retrofit with a liner within five 
years of effective date. Would effectively 
phase out use of existing surface 
impoundments


Must remove solids and retrofit with 
a composite liner or cease receiving 
ash within 5 years of effective date and 
close the unit


Surface impoundments built 
after rule is finalized


Must meet Land Disposal Restrictions 
and liner requirements. Would 
effectively phase out use of new surface 
impoundments.


Must install composite liners. No Land 
Disposal Restrictions


landfills built before rule is 
finalized


No liner requirements, but require 
groundwater monitoring


No liner requirements, but require 
groundwater monitoring


landfills built after rule is 
finalized


Liner requirements and groundwater 
monitoring


Liner requirements and groundwater 
monitoring


requirements for closure and 
Post-closure care


yes; monitored by States and EPA yes; self-implementing


Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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combustion waste as “special waste” may further increase 
costs if it has the effect of constraining beneficial 
uses of coal ash, such as in wallboard and concrete. 
Materials that cannot be put to use will require disposal 
and, instead of representing a source of revenue, will 
contribute to additional costs. When factoring in the 
environmental benefits of the regulation, EPA estimates 
the average annualized net benefits of its rule will range 
from approximately $193 million to $18 billion. 


CLEAN WATER ACT SECTION 316(B) COOLING 
WATER INTAKE STRUCTURES 


Section 316(b)of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires 
EPA to develop regulations on cooling water intake 
structures at electric generating units (EGU) and other 
industrial facilities that use large amounts of cooling 
water for purposes of reducing the mortality of aquatic 
species due to impingement and entrainment.37,38 
Specifically, the Act requires EPA to demand that 
cooling intake structures use the “best technology 
available for minimizing adverse environmental 
impact.”39 EPA originally promulgated these regulations 


in three phases: Phase I (covered in a 2001 rulemaking) 
regulates new facilities (both EGUs and industrial 


facilities); Phase II (issued in 2004) regulates 
existing EGUs that use large amounts of cooling 
water; Phase III (issued in 2006) establishes 
requirements for other facilities that use cooling 
water intake structures.40


The Phase I regulations require the use of 
closed-cycle cooling systems on new facilities. 
The Phase II regulations on existing facilities did 
not, however, establish a similar requirement. 


Instead, EPA set performance standards based 
on mortality rates. These standards could be met 


through a variety of technologies and would be 
chosen by cost-benefit analysis.41


In Entergy Corp. v. EPA, environmental groups and 
several states filed suit against the Phase II regulation 
alleging that the decision to not require closed-cycle 
cooling violated the Clean Water Act. In 2007, the 
Second Circuit Court ruled that the use of cost–benefit 
analysis to determine best technology available (BTA) is 
inadmissible under Section 316(b) and remanded several 
provisions of the rule. EPA subsequently suspended the 
Phase II regulations.42


After appeals by EPA and industry, the case went to 
the Supreme Court, which in April 2009 reversed and 
remanded the Second Circuit’s decision, allowing the 
BTA to be determined by cost–benefit analysis.43 The 
Supreme Court ruling did not hold that 316(b) requires 
cost–benefit analysis, only that it could be used. 


At present, EPA’s earlier regulations remain suspended, 
which means that compliance determinations are 
being decided on a case-by-case basis by the permitting 
authority, usually the state. EPA’s new proposed 
rulemaking on March 28, 2011 will address these and 
other issues from court rulings on the earlier Phase I, 
II, and III rulemakings. Under the Clean Water Act’s 
Section 316(b), EPA has considerable discretion with 
respect to the application of cooling water constraints 
that minimize entrainment and impingement, and the 
Agency’s recent proposal draws on this flexibility. 


37 33 U.S.C. § 1326(b).
38  Impingement is when fish are pinned against water intake screens or other parts at the facility. Entrainment is when aquatic organisms are 


drawn into cooling water systems.
39  For more information see U.S. EPA. Water: Cooling Water Intakes (316b). Basic Information. http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/316b/basic.htm.


Phase II addresses large existing power plants that are designed to withdraw 50 million gallons per day or more and that use at least 25 
percent of their withdrawn water for cooling purposes only.


40  Affected facilities have a design intake flow threshold of greater than 2 million gallons per day and withdraw at least 25 percent of water for 
cooling purposes. See http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/316b/phase3/ph3-final-fs.html.


41 Entergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper, Inc. 556 U.S. (2009)
42 72 FR 37107
43 Ibid. 
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Facilities with design intake above 2 million gallons 
per day, that withdraw at least 25 percent of their 
water from an adjacent water body for cooling, must 
submit information and limit the number of fish killed 
by being pinned against intake screens or equipment 
(impingement) and sucked into the water intake 
system (entrainment). Many existing facilities may 
have to install screens, make modifications to existing 
technology or take measures to reduce intake velocity. 
The EPA proposal includes additional requirements 
for facilities that use very large quantities of water 
(i.e., actual water intake above 125 million gallons per 
day). Facilities that exceed this threshold must submit 
additional information regarding entrainment, including 
a study that compares the costs and benefits of installing 
a cooling tower versus alternative technology. Lastly, the 
proposed water rule requires the use of cooling towers, 
or their equivalent, for any new unit capacity additions 
built at an existing facility (the requirement does not 
apply to capacity replacements).


RELEvANT POLLUTION CONTROL 
TEChNOLOGIES


Although many existing plants will comply with some or 
all of the various EPA regulations based on their current 
configuration and already installed controls, some will 
require new pollution controls. Table 2 identifies some 
of the control technologies expected to be used for 
compliance with upcoming EPA regulations.44 Figure 5 
compares the relative capital cost to install such 
technologies on existing electric generating units. 


EPA REGULATIONS AND RELIABILITy CONCERNS


The timeline for forthcoming EPA regulations has 
prompted concern that grid reliability issues could arise 
in some parts of the country as utilities comply with 
pollution regulations. These concerns center on the 
combined effects of new EPA rules on plant retrofits and 
retirements and on the condensed compliance timeline 
for the Utility Air Toxics Rule, in particular. Figure 6 
lays out a likely timeline for compliance with these 
regulations. The figure shows that 2014 and 2015 are 
likely to be the most constrained years as power plant 
owners prepare to comply with the Air Toxics Rule. 


44  For additional information about control technologies see Lipinski, G., J. Leonard, C. Richardson. Assessment of Technology Options 
Available to Achieve Reductions of Hazardous Air Pollutants. URS Corporation. April 2011.  
Staudt, James E. and M.J. Bradley & Associates. Control Technologies to Reduce Conventional and Hazardous Air Pollutants from Coal-
Fired Power Plants. March 31, 2011. 
Fessenden, Jamie. NESCAUM (Boston, MA). Multi-pollutant Emission Reduction Technology for Small Utility Boilers. Presentation to 
Lake Michigan Air Directors Consortium, Innovative Industrial Source Control and Measurement Technologies Workshop. March 24, 2010.


Under the Clean Water Act’s Section 316(b),  
EPA has considerable discretion with respect to 


the application of cooling water constraints  
that minimize entrainment and impingement.


figurE 5. EStimatEd rEtrofit capital coStS of rElEvant tEchnologiES
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45  The acid gases hydrogen chloride (HCl) and hydrogen fluoride (HF) are regulated under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act. By contrast, SO2 
is regulated as a conventional “criteria” pollutant under the NAAQS provisions of the Act.


figurE 6. timElinE of Epa rEgulationS impacting thE powEr SEctor 
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tablE 2. Epa rEgulation and ExpEctEd control tEchnologiES 


Pollutant/issue control technologies/measures 


acid gases:45 air toxics hcl & hf, 
plus Sulfur Dioxide (So


2
) 


Wet scrubber 
or Dry scrubber + Particulate Controls 


or Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) + Particulate Controls


metallic toxics/Particulate matter Baghouse/Fabric Filter or Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) 


mercury Activated Carbon Injection (ACI) + Particulate Controls


or Wet scrubber + Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


no
x
 Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)


or Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR), low-NO
X
 burners, etc


coal ash Dry ash handling + ash pond liners, etc


cooling Water intake Screens, barrier nets, low velocity caps, etc 


or Cooling Tower


ghg Performance Standards Efficiency upgrades or, potentially, biomass co-firing







a. currEnt trEndS in thE powEr SEctor


As has already been noted, a number of market 
factors are likely to lead to the retirement of a 


significant number of coal-fired power plants, 


even absent EPA regulation. These include:


•  Aging coal-fired power plants. About 33 


percent of the existing coal-fired fleet is over 40 


years old, and most of this aging capacity lacks 
environmental controls. These units tend to be 


small and relatively inefficient, and therefore do 


not operate near full capacity. These units are likely 


to become increasingly uneconomic. 
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46  North American Reliability Corporation. 2010 Special Reliability Scenario Assessment: Resource Adequacy Impacts of Potential U.S. 
Environmental Regulations. October 2010. Page 8.


47 See Appendix B for additional information about BPC modeling using ICF’s Integrated Planning Model.


• Low gas price projections. Recent advances in drilling 
technology for natural gas have lead to a dramatic 
reassessment of the magnitude of potentially available 
U.S. natural gas resources, and an associated decline 
in projected prices. Although coal-fired power plants 
have historically enjoyed a cost advantage over natural 
gas-fired plants, this cost advantage is diminishing, and 
older, inefficient plants are likely to become increasingly 
uneconomic as a result of gas prices alone. 


• Ongoing uncertainty about the future regulation of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) makes it even less likely that 
companies will invest in aging plants. 


Consideration of these factors alone has led some 
analysts to project significant coal plant retirements 
over the next decade, even absent EPA regulation. 
For example, EEI’s January 2011 analysis projected 
22 GW of coal retirements in the reference case (i.e., 
with no new regulation) by 2015. In its October study, 
NERC reported that 13 GW of upcoming retirements 
were already announced or committed, prior to EPA’s 
proposals for Utility Air Toxics and cooling water rules.46 


This section summarizes the projected impacts of 
forthcoming EPA regulations on retirements in the 
power sector. In particular, it reviews findings from 
several existing studies along with some key underlying 
assumptions, with a focus on results pertaining to plant 
retirements and implications for resource adequacy. 


BPC review of existing studies and our own modeling 
suggests that the actual number of retirements due to 
EPA regulations will be at the lower end of the range of 
published projections.47 This is primarily because most 
analyses assume that the EPA regulations (particularly 
316(b) and Utility Air Toxics) will require much more 
costly controls than EPA’s recent proposals indicate. 
Analyses of resource adequacy also tend to use these 
retirement projections in combination with capacity 
projections that do not reflect how market drivers will 
influence the construction of additional capacity (or 
demand side management). As a result, these studies are 
likely to overstate risks to resource adequacy. 


b. StudiES on thE impact of Epa 
rEgulationS 


A number of studies, compared in Table 3, have 
evaluated the potential retirements that are likely to 
result from market conditions and forthcoming EPA 
regulations. These studies vary in terms of the regulations 


they cover; the assumptions they make about the 
stringency, timing, and cost of regulations; and the 
general methodology and other market assumptions they 
apply. It is important to consider the implications of 
each of these factors.


Because some studies do not include an estimate of 
“business-as-usual” (BAU) retirements in the absence of 
EPA regulations, and because the studies make different 
assumptions about electricity demand, fuel prices, and 
other variables that impact the number of retirements 
in the baseline case, it is not possible in many cases to 
determine the incremental number of retirements being 
projected as a result of EPA regulations. Therefore, BAU 
retirements are included in the total coal retirements 
reported in the table below. 


REGULATIONS COvERED


Studies have also differed with respect to the scope 
of environmental regulations examined. A number of 
studies look only at the potential impact of upcoming 
air emissions rules (e.g., the Transport Rule and Utility 
Air Toxics Rule), while others also evaluate the impact of 
regulatory scenarios for cooling water, coal ash, tighter 
NOX requirements to incorporate NAAQS revisions, and/
or future greenhouse gas constraints. EPA’s modeling for 
the Utility Air Toxics Rule, the CRA and PIRA studies, 
and some of the EIA AEO2011 EPA regulation sensitivity 
runs, are all limited to the Transport Rule and Utility 
Air Toxics Rule. The Credit Suisse analysis and an EIA 
AEO2011 run include tighter NOX requirements beyond 
the Transport Rule, while the Brattle Group also looks at a 
scenario that includes the water rules. The modeling from 
BPC and EEI referenced in Table 3 includes EPA rules 
on air (Transport Rule, Utility Air Toxics Rule, and future 
NOX), water, and ash. The ICF analysis quoted in the table 
includes air, water, and ash, plus a CO2 price. 


Based on a review of studies and internal BPC analysis, 
as well as recent EPA proposals, we conclude that the 
most important regulatory driver of projected coal plant 
retirements, and hence of possible reliability concerns, 
is the Utility Air Toxics Rule. But other non-regulatory 
factors, including low natural gas prices, may be as 
important. The uncertainty regarding future carbon 
constraints, even without an immediate regulatory driver, 
is also significant as it may lead some plant operators to 
forego life-extending pollution control investments on 
inefficient coal plants. Cooling water and ash regulations 
will increase costs for some facilities, but are not expected 
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tablE 3. compariSon of coal rEtirEmEntS from SElEctEd StudiES and ScEnarioS


Study regulations included Projected retirements Details


Eia aEo2011
April 2011


TR, Mercury


TR, Air Toxics, NO
X


14-18 gW total


19-45 gW total


The high ends represent retrofit cost recovery in 5 yrs vs 
20. “TR, Air Toxics, NO


X
” assumes wet FGD & SCR on 


each unit. Nat gas price below AEO2011 (≈$4/mmBtu) 
brings second case retirements up to 40-73 GW. 


EPa 
March 2011


TR, Toxics 23 gW total 
(including 10 GW 
incremental)


Modeling for Utility Air Toxics Rule (Toxics) proposal; 
Transport Rule (TR) included in the baseline and not 
in the incremental retirements.


bPc 
March 2011


TR, Toxics,  
Coal Ash, 316(b), NO


X


29-35 gW total 
(15-18 GW incremental)


Assumes ACI, Fabric Filter and either wet FGD or DSI 
for Utility Air Toxics Rule. DSI only for units <300 MW 
with low sulfur coal. Cooling towers if >500 MGD 
design intake. Stricter NO


X
 by 2018. Low end of the 


range results from higher AEO2010 natural gas price. 


EEi 
January 2011


TR, Toxics,  
Coal Ash, 316(b), NO


X


46-56 gW total 
(24-34 GW incremental)


Low end estimates reflect availability of lower cost 
compliance strategies for some units. EEI scenarios 
that include CO


2
 price are excluded.


cra
December 2010


TR, Toxics 39 gW total 
(includes 6 GW planned 
retirements)


Assumes ACI, fabric filter, and FGD for Utility Air 
Toxics Rule. Assumes AEO2010 natural gas price.


brattle group
December 2010


TR, Toxics


TR, Toxics, 316(b), NO
X


40-55 gW total
(34-49 GW 2020 incremental)


 50-66 gW total
(44-60 GW 2020 incremental)


Doesn’t identify specific assumptions for each rule, but 
assumes SCR and scrubber on every coal unit by 2015. 
Cooling towers on all coal units by 2015 for 316(b).


icf
December 2010


TR, Toxics,  
Coal Ash, 316(b), NO


X
, 


+CO
2
 price


70 gW total by 2018
(including 10 GW of 
announced retirements)


For Utility Air Toxics Rule, scrubber, ACI, and baghouse 
assumed for all units. For 316(b), cooling towers 
on units drawing from coastal and estuarine water 
bodies. Retirement estimates also reflect cap-and-trade 
program for CO


2
 emissions that begins in 2018. 


nErc
October 2010


TR, Toxics, 316(b),  
Coal Ash


10-35 gW by 2018
(excludes 13 GW committed/
announced retirements, which 
may include non-coal units) 


Range reflects ‘Moderate’ and ‘Strict’ scenarios. Both 
assume cooling tower required for 316(b) the primary 
driver of retirements. For Utility Air Toxics Rule, both 
assume FGD (with SCR, or ACI + baghouse).


credit Suisse
September 2010


TR, Toxics, NO
X


60 gW total Assumes retirement of all small plants without SCR or 
FGD, and half of small plants with SCR but no FGD.


Pira 
April 2010 


TR, Toxics 30-40 gW total This analysis was quoted in a study by MJ Bradley/
Analysis Group.


Note: Coal retirement estimates are reported for 2015 if available. Total coal plant retirements, including those already announced and projected in the reference case, 
even absent EPA regulations, are reported, where available. Where available, incremental retirements resulting from the EPA rules are reported in parentheses. 


Sources: 
• U.S. Energy Information Administartion. Annual Energy Outlook 2011 With Projections to 2035. DOE/EIA-0383(2011). April 2011. Page 4. http://www.eia.gov/


forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2011).pdf
• U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Utility MACT Proposed Rule. March 2011. http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/utility/


utilitypg.html
• Edison Electric Institute, with analysis performed by ICF International. Potential Impacts of Environmental Regulation on the U.S. Generation Fleet. January 2011.
• Charles River Associates. A Reliability Assessment of EPA’s Proposed Transport Rule and Forthcoming Utility MACT. December 2010.
• Brattle Group. Potential Coal Plant Retirements Under Emerging Environmental Regulations. December 2010.
• ICF International. ICF 2010 Quarter 4 Integrated Energy Outlook: Summary of Analysis Results. December 2010.
• North American Reliability Corporation. 2010 Special Reliability Scenario Assessment: Resource Adequacy Impacts of Potential U.S. Environmental Regulations. 


October 2010. (page 63 coal retirements plus page 8 committed/announced.)
• Credit Suisse. Growth from Subtraction: Impact of EPA Rules on Power Markets. September 2010.
• PIRA. EPA’s Upcoming MACT: Strict Non-hG Can have Far-Reaching Market Impacts. April 2010.
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48 EEI. Potential Impacts of Environmental Regulation on the U.S. Generation Fleet. January 2011. Page 13.
49  Federal Register Notice pre-publication. U.S. EPA Proposed Rule for Cooling Water Intake Structures, Section 316(b), Clean Water Act. 


March 28, 2011. Page 86.
50  However, industry sources have expressed concern that site-specific factors or permitting decisions may lead to cooling towers to reduce 


impingement and entrainment mortality at facilities below the threshold.
51  EEI specifies water policy assumptions of cooling towers required by 2022 for fossil and 2027 for nuclear. However, the IPM version 


supporting their analysis does not include a model year for 2022 and EEI chose to map the 2022 compliance date to the years 2020. EEI. 
Potential Impacts of Environmental Regulation on the U.S. Generation Fleet. January 2011. Page 12.


to have a strong influence on reliability because of long 
compliance periods and low numbers of retirements, 
beyond those units expected to retire due to other factors. 
For example, in their most stringent scenario, the NERC 
study estimates that only 388 additional MW retire as a 
result of the ash rule alone; EEI’s most stringent scenario 
for ash retires an incremental 6 GW by 2020.48 The impact 
of future NOX rules, which are yet to be proposed, will 
depend on how those rules are designed.


STRENGTh AND TIMING OF REGULATIONS


Generally, the available studies assume that EPA will 
promulgate regulations at the stringent end of the 
spectrum of what is possible. This assumption proved 
least accurate in the case of the 316(b) cooling water 
proposed requirements, which were signed March 28, 
2011, after the referenced studies were undertaken. 


Those studies generally assumed that EPA’s rule would 
require all units to install cooling towers and move to 
closed cycle cooling systems. This assumption—which 
was not borne out in EPA’s actual proposal—adds as 
much as 40 GW of plant retirements to the projected 
outcome in some analyses. 


According to EPA, an estimated 70 percent of existing 
facilities are not expected to require a cooling tower 
under the new rule because their actual intake flow 
is below the threshold of 125 million gallons per day 
(MGD) and EPA expects lower cost screens and intake 
velocity measures to allow compliance with impingement 
mortality limits.49,50 Even for facilities with actual intake 
above 125 MGD, EPA’s proposed rule would require a 
cooling tower only if the state permitting authority made 
a site-specific determination that alternatives would not 
be adequate and also demonstrated that the benefits 
of a cooling tower outweigh the costs. Given typical 
valuations of fish death and ecosystem damage, it may 
prove difficult for states to demonstrate that benefits 
outweigh the cost of a new cooling tower, particularly if 
such a requirement would lead a plant to retire. 


Furthermore, the proposed rule requires states to 
consider the remaining useful life of the affected facility 
and any electric reliability impacts. Considering that the 
units most vulnerable to retirement are generally well 
past 40 years old, it seems even less likely that a case-


by-case determination would require a cooling tower 
installation (with a deadline of 2022 for fossil units) on 
plants that would be, by then, another decade older than 
they are today. Thus, many of the remaining 30 percent 
of units which are subject to a cooling tower study may 
comply with less expensive alternatives and the 316(b) 
rule may not lead to significant retirements. 


The EEI study includes a sensitivity run “Alternative 
Water Case,” which requires cooling towers on a subset 
of existing units with design intake flow above 125 MGD 
that draw water from oceans, estuaries, and tidal rivers. 
Even this case, however, is likely more stringent than 
the EPA water rule. First, the EPA threshold is based on 
actual intake flow. By contrast, the EEI study used design 
intake flow—which is often considerably higher—as the 
threshold to determine which units might be affected. 
Second, even for facilities with actual intake flows above 
the EPA threshold, the state case-by-case determination 
is likely to avoid a cooling tower requirement for at least 
some, if not most, facilities. 


The referenced analyses also vary in terms of their 
assumptions about when cooling towers would be required. 
The NERC study appears to have the most aggressive 
timing assumptions. It assumes 316(b) will require cooling 
towers on all nuclear and fossil units by 2018. NERC 
projected that the 316(b) rule alone would result in about 
40 GW of retirements by 2018. The EEI study maintains 
the assumption that cooling towers are broadly required 
on existing units, but delays compliance until 2020 for 
fossil units and 2027 for nuclear units.51 As actually 
proposed, the EPA rule requires impingement controls, 
such as screens to be in place by 2020. If cooling towers are 
required, compliance is required by 2022 or 2027 for fossil 
and nuclear plants, respectively. 


An additional variable related to regulatory stringency 
involves the expectation of deeper NOX reductions 
beyond the first and second phases of the Transport Rule. 
Some analyses (including EIA, Brattle Group, Credit 
Suisse, and most EEI scenarios) assume that all units will 
be required to install selective catalytic reduction (SCR), 
the most costly control technology for NOX. However, 
many units are expected to meet their compliance 
obligations—under the Transport Rule for units in the East 
and under Best Available Retrofit Technologies (BART) 
requirements in the West — using lower cost technologies, 
such as selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) or low 
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52  Sargent & Lundy. IPM Model – Revisions to Cost and Performance for APC Technologies: Dry Sorbent Injection Cost Development 
Methodology. August 2010. Found at http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/progsregs/epa-ipm/docs/append5_4.pdf.


NOX burners. Beyond the current Transport Rule, future 
NAAQS revisions are expected to tighten NOX control 
requirements, but there is little indication that SCR would 
be required on all units nationwide. 


TEChNOLOGy AND COST ASSUMPTIONS


Existing studies make different assumptions about 
the capital and operating costs of pollution control 
technologies and about the costs of providing replacement 
capacity. Moreover, these assumptions are not always 
clearly and explicitly identified even though they play an 
important role in determining the number of retirements 
projected. All else equal, studies that assume higher 
control costs predict higher levels of retirements.


A major discrepancy between various analyses is the 
assumed cost of compliance with Utility Air Toxics Rule 
limits for acid gases. This has a notable effect on their 
findings with respect to number of retirements, retrofits, 
and price impacts. With the exception of EPA, BPC, 
and two sensitivity runs in the EEI analysis, all other 
studies assume that compliance with acid gas limitations 
in the Utility Air Toxics Rule will require a scrubber—the 
most expensive control technology related to the suite 
of upcoming EPA regulations—by 2015. By contrast, 
EPA’s analysis in support of its Utility Air Toxics Rule 
includes DSI, in combination with particulate controls, 
as a compliance option to achieve acid gas limits. 
EPA’s assumed costs for DSI are based on a detailed 
engineering cost analysis.52


BPC analysis also assumes that DSI, in combination with a 
fabric filter, is an option to comply with the acid gas Utility 
Air Toxics Rule standard, but BPC makes a conservative 
assumption to limit DSI to smaller units less than 300 MW 
that burn low sulfur coal. The NERC analysis as well as 
the main policy scenarios in EEI’s January 2011 analysis 
do not allow compliance with DSI and instead require a 
scrubber on every unit for compliance with the Utility Air 
Toxics Rule. EEI does include a sensitivity run “Alternative 
Air Case” that allows dry sorbent injection to comply 
with the acid gas limit for smaller units less than 200 MW. 
According to the EEI analysis, the availability of DSI as 
a compliance option reduces expected cumulative coal 
retirements in 2015 by 10 GW. 


FUEL PRICE ASSUMPTIONS


Fuel price assumptions for coal and natural gas will also 
impact the economics of individual plants. Because 
natural gas-fired capacity competes with coal-fired 


capacity, lower natural gas prices lead to the displacement 
of coal-fired generation in the reference case, and result 
in older, less-efficient coal plants becoming uneconomic. 


MARKET RESPONSE


Studies vary in how they simulate the electricity market. 
Some studies (e.g., NERC, Brattle) do a static analysis 
of facilities that are at risk of retirement, comparing 
projected operating costs under the regulation (using 
generic cost factors and fuel price projections) with 
expected revenue based on forward electricity price 
projections. However, these studies do not account for 
the impact of the regulations themselves on electricity 
or fuel prices. For example, electricity prices are expected 
to rise as a result of the regulations, such that expected 
revenues will likely be higher than projected. This 
feedback effect would likely reduce the number of 
expected retirements. Other studies (EEI, EPA, and BPC) 
utilize dynamic power sector models that attempt to 
capture the effect of changing electricity and fuel prices 
on the cost of generation. 


COMBINED SCENARIOS


With the exception of the BPC analysis, EEI’s sensitivity 
scenarios—the “Alternate Air Case” and the “Alternative 
Water Case”—come closer to modeling the actual 
requirements and technology options for recently 
proposed EPA regulations than do the other referenced 
studies. However, EEI’s analysis does not include a 
scenario that approximates the actual proposals for 
both the Utility Air Toxics Rule and the cooling water 
proposals together. Instead, the “Alternative Air Case” 
includes more stringent water requirements and the 
“Alternative Water Case” does not allow for lower cost 
air controls consistent with EPA’s new regulations as 
recently proposed. Thus, most of the referenced studies 
probably overstate the cost and number of retirements likely to be 
associated with forthcoming EPA regulations. 


BPC analysis using ICF’s Integrated Planning Model 
used many assumptions similar to the EEI study (see 
Appendix B). The BPC analysis includes a scenario 
that allows for some of the lower cost Utility Air Toxics 
Rule controls (i.e., dry sorbent injection instead of a 
scrubber for units less than 300 MW) and less stringent 
water requirements (i.e., cooling towers on facilities 
which draw more than 500 MGD and operate above 
35% capacity factor). These BPC assumptions, result in 
20-25 GW of DSI installations instead of scrubbers as 
well as cooling tower installations on 93 facilities (no 
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53  For comparison, EPA modeling for the proposed water rule includes scenarios of cooling tower installations ranging from 46 facilities – 
affecting only baseload and load-following facilities – to 76 facilities, including the largest fossil plants that draw from tidal waters.


54  The reserve margin is calculated as the difference between available generation capacity and expected peak demand, divided by peak 
demand. Sometimes calculated reserve margins are compared against region-specific North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
(NERC) Reference Reserve Margin levels or, if a regional reference level is not provided, against reserve margins assigned by NERC based 
on capacity mix. LOLE measures the number of days per year that available resources will be insufficient to serve peak daily demand; this is 
typically assessed through probabilistic modeling. NERC recommends an LOLE of 0.1, which implies that the system may fail to serve peak 
load no more than 1 day in 10 years. 


55  EPA, EEI, and BPC all use ICF’s Integrated Planning Model to make these assessments. The ICF planning model assumes that all necessary 
capacity resources will be constructed as needed to meet reserve margins.


56  These numbers are incremental to the capacity additions that are projected under the reference case by 2015. The projections cited here do 
not include EEI scenarios that included a price on CO2 emissions. 


57  U.S. EPA. Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Utility Air Toxics Rule proposed rule. March 29, 2001. Found at: http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/
utility/utilitypg.html. Page 234-236.


57  U.S. EPA. Utility Air Toxics Rule Information Collection Request. Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Utility MACT proposed rule. Found 
at: http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/utility/utilitypg.html. March 29, 2011. Page 234-236.


incremental retirements are projected from the water 
rule).53 BPC assumptions result in a projected 15-18 GW 
of incremental coal plant retirements by 2015 from the 
suite of EPA regulations, with no additional incremental 
retirements through 2030. When factoring in BAU 
retirements in the reference case (14 GW of coal and 
23 GW of oil/gas BAU retirements), the BPC analysis 
results in 57-58 GW of overall retirements by 2030. 


c. impactS of rEtirEmEntS  
on rESourcE adEquacy


Plant retirements alone are not the only factor to 
consider in evaluating the system reliability impacts of 
environmental regulation. Another relevant issue is resource 
adequacy, or the extent to which expected available 
generation resources will be capable of meeting forecasted 
demand. Planning authorities evaluate resource adequacy 
periodically, generally by assessing reserve margin levels and 
loss of load expectation (LOLE) for the relevant location.54 
Resource adequacy is a useful metric for planning purposes, 
though it provides limited insight into operational reliability 
(operational reliability is the ability to serve all customers 
at all locations at all times of day). Operational reliability 
depends not only on capacity availability, but on conditions 
in local transmission and distribution systems. 


Where existing capacity surpluses are not sufficient to 
maintain reserve margin requirements in the presence 
of retirements, new capacity will have to be added to 
maintain resource adequacy. This new capacity could be in 
the form of new generation or demand side resources. In 
competitive markets, higher spot market prices and forward 
capacity markets will provide an incentive to construct new 
capacity. In regulated markets, the requirement to submit 
integrated resource plans for approval serves as a vehicle for 
identifying new capacity needs and planning accordingly. 


Existing analyses vary in the way that they assess the issue 
of new capacity and apply the methodology and analytical 
tools at hand. For example, some electricity sector models 
inherently assume that all of the necessary capacity 


resources will be constructed in order to meet reserve 
margin requirements.55 While such modeling cannot be 
used to directly draw conclusions about resource adequacy 
or reliability, the amount of new capacity projected to be 
built in response to retirements and other market changes 
can be instructive. This type of modeling can shed light on 
how much capacity will be needed, and in what timeframe, 
to maintain resource adequacy. For example, the January 
2011 EEI analysis projects that 7 to 18 GW of incremental 
new capacity will be required nationally by 2015 due 
to the suite of EPA regulations—this is in addition to 66 
GW of new capacity in the base case.56 These capacity 
projections fall well within the realm of what the industry 
has constructed in recent periods. A CRA study found that 
over the period 1999–2004, the industry constructed 177 
GW of natural gas-fired capacity alone. 


A handful of the studies discussed in the table above 
attempt to make the link between projected retirements 
and implications for resource adequacy. By comparing 
projected retirements in specific regions against projected 
reserve margins, these studies attempt to highlight areas 
where there could be capacity shortfalls if adequate 
planning and new capacity construction does not occur. 


• With respect to the Utility Air Toxics Rule, EPA 
concludes that projected coal plant retirements “are 
not expected to raise broad reliability concerns” and 
points to the existence of sufficient excess capacity 
to take up the slack for projected retirements, which 
the Agency estimates will total less than 10 GW. EPA 
calculates that the Utility Air Toxics Rule will reduce 
the national weighted average reserve margin by just a 
few percent below the 25 percent reserve margin level 
projected in the baseline scenario. This compares to 
a NERC recommended reserve margin of 15 percent. 
According to EPA modeling, resource adequacy is 
maintained in each region where coal retirements 
occur primarily by using excess reserve capacity 
and by “reversing base case retirements of non-coal 
capacity, building new capacity, or importing excess 
reserve capacity from other regions.”57 For the water 
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58  Federal Register Notice pre-publication. U.S. EPA Proposed Rule for Cooling Water Intake Structures, Section 316(b), Clean Water Act. 
March 28, 2011. Page 55.


59 For a map of NERC regions, see http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/chg_str_fuel/html/fig02.html.
60  In both the moderate and strict cases, NERC assumes cooling towers on all facilities, 25 percent higher costs are assumed for the strict scenario. 
61  NERC compares potential retirements in individual regions against Summer Peak Deliverable capacity Resources and Summer Peak 


Adjusted Potential Capacity Resources. The former is the more conservative estimate.
62  NERC. 2010 Special Reliability Scenario Assessment: Resource Adequacy Impacts of Potential U.S. Environmental Regulations. October 


2010. Page V.
63  M.J. Bradley & Associates LLC and Analysis Group. Ensuring a Clean, Modern Electric Generating Fleet While Maintaining Electric System 


Reliability. August 2010. Referencing NERC. 2009 Long-Term Reliability Assessment: 2009-2018. October 2009. And PIRA Energy Group 
(“PIRA”). EPA’s upcoming MACT: Strict Non-Hg Can Have Far Reaching Market Impacts. April 8, 2010.


rule, EPA made an overall determination that none 
of the technology options would cause unacceptable 
reliability concerns at the national level. But to avoid 
concern at individual sites, the rule will require 
permitting authorities to consider reliability impacts in 
their case by case determinations.58


• A December 2010 analysis by The Brattle Group, which 
assumes that scrubbers, SCR, and cooling towers are 
required on all plants by 2015, finds that reserve margins 
would fall below NERC reference levels in 2018 in 
the Reliability First Corporation (RFC) region (which 
includes parts of the Mid-Atlantic and the eastern 
Midwest) and in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas 
(ERCOT) region if new resources are not added.59


• CRA evaluated expected 2015 capacity at the level of 
regional transmission organizations (RTOs), NERC 
regions, and NERC sub-regions in comparison with 
reserve margin requirements for that year. At the RTO 
level, the study found that all regions with projected 
retirements were expected to meet and exceed reserve 
margin requirements in that year. At the NERC region 
level, the CRA study found modest reserve margin 
shortfalls in the Midwest Reliability Organization 
(MRO) region, and de-minimis shortfalls in the RFC 
and Southeast Reliability Corporation (SERC) regions. 
Looking at the NERC sub-region level, CRA found 
that the greatest potential resource adequacy impact 
was likely to occur in the Virginia-Carolinas (VACAR) 
subregion of SERC. However, nearly half of the 
projected capacity needed for this region is already in 
planning stages, but was excluded from the analysis. 
The CRA study concluded that a combination of 
coal-to-gas conversions, new gas-fired generation, 
load management, and existing market and regulatory 
safeguards would be sufficient to maintain reliability. 


• The NERC study estimated that 10 to 35 GW of 
coal-fired capacity could be at risk of retirement by 
2018, when factoring in the Transport Rule, Utility 
Air Toxics Rule, Coal ash, and 316(b) rules. It is 
important to note that NERC’s aggressive assumption 
for 316(b) is the biggest driver of retirements, even 
in NERC’s ‘moderate’ case.60 Comparing projected 
retirements under its moderate case against NERC 


region-level estimates of capacity resources, the NERC 
study identified SERC as the region most at risk of 
capacity shortfalls. The study also identified potential 
capacity shortages in Arizona and New Mexico, and 
in the southern Nevada sub-region of the Western 
Electric Coordination Council (WECC). When more 
conservative (lower) estimates of available capacity 
resources are used, NERC projects potential shortages 
in those regions, as well as in the MRO region, New 
England, Texas, and the Rocky Mountain Power 
Area.61 According to NERC, building new capacity, 
or advancing in-service dates of planned capacity 
additions, could help to alleviate projected losses.62 In 
addition, NERC’s updated 2010 demand forecasts and 
planned new capacity additions were not incorporated 
into their special assessment of EPA regulations and 
would have trended toward greater capacity reserves.


• The MJ Bradley and Analysis Group report notes that 
“the electric sector is expected to have over 100 GW of 
surplus generating capacity in 2013, about three times 
the 30 to 40 GW of total retirements projected by PIRA 
Energy Group” (in its analysis of the impact of the CATR 
and the Utility Air Toxics Rule ).63 This is largely due to 
much slower than expected demand growth resulting 
from the recession. The report further notes that the 
RFC and SERC regions, where expected retirements are 
greatest, are projected to have reserve margins of 24.3 
percent and 26.3 percent respectively. Again, these figures 
are well above the 15 percent Reference Margin Level 
that NERC assigns to most regions. 


While most studies have taken a national approach to 
the reliability assessment, it is clear that some regions will 
be more vulnerable during this transition period. More 
study is warranted to assess localized reliability impacts 
in the most vulnerable regions. 


d. thE Staging of rEtrofitS 


Although reliability concerns have mostly focused on 
plant retirements, there are also concerns about the 
ability of affected sources to install control technologies 
in time to meet compliance deadlines—particularly for 
the Utility Air Toxics Rule —and about the implications 
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64  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Utility Air Toxics proposed rule. March 29, 2011. Found at: 
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/utility/utilitypg.html. Page 8-13.


65 Ibid.
66  See Lipinski, G., J. Leonard, C. Richardson. Assessment of Technology Options Available to Achieve Reductions of Hazardous Air 


Pollutants. URS Corporation. April 2011. Particulate upgrades can be completed in 12-24 months with an outage of less than 2 weeks, or 
up to 4 weeks if a new fan is required for a Fabric Filter upgrade (page A-3). ACI requires up to eighteen months, but no outage time (page 
A-9). DSI requires nine to twelve months from design to start-up, but no additional outage (page A-11).


67  Because the formula for the Air Toxics regulation was mandated in the 1990 Clean Air Act, many companies have already begun the 
planning, design and, in some cases permitting and construction for pollution control equipment, in advance of the final rulemaking. 
Companies will have 45 months, with the opportunity to ask for a one year extension that allows 57 months, from the March 2011 Utility 
Air Toxics Rule proposal until the compliance deadline. Some companies say it takes an average of 54 months to install a scrubber and 4-5 
years to install a baghouse, including planning, design, permitting/regulatory approval, constructing, and start-up of the control device.


for consumer costs. Some fear that the need to install 
large numbers of controls on a system-wide basis in a 
relatively short timeframe could lead to constraints in 
financing or materials, which in turn could drive up the 
cost of compliance. 


In its Regulatory Impact Analysis for the proposed Utility 
Air Toxics Rule, EPA predicts the rule will lead to the 
installation of scrubbers on an additional 24 GW of 
capacity; the application of DSI to an additional 56 GW 
of capacity; the application of ACI to an additional 93 
GW of capacity; and the use of SCR on an additional 
3 GW of capacity.64 In addition, EPA predicts that 
additional fabric filter retrofits will be installed on 49 
GW of capacity to comply with the Utility Air Toxics 
Rule —this is on top of fabric filter installations to meet 
other Clean Air Act requirements, for a total of 165 GW 
of capacity with new fabric filters by 2015.65 Because 
EPA’s assessments project fewer retirements than other 
studies, they generally project the highest number of 
control installations. However, installations required 
before the 2012 and 2014 Transport Rule caps take place 
are not included in the cited EPA Utility Air Toxics 
Rule retrofit estimates. In addition, because EPA has 
more bullish assumptions about DSI, they project fewer 
scrubbers and more DSI than either the BPC or EEI 
analyses assume. BPC projects up to 51 GW of scrubbers 
may be constructed in 2013, 2014, and 2015, in addition 
to 24 GW of DSI.


Once permitted, most pollution control projects can 
be implemented in less than two years from design to 
start-up without the need for outage or with the final 
step occurring during a regularly scheduled maintenance 
period, so as to avoid additional outage time. According 
to a recent report, installing scrubber systems can 
require from two to three years for a dry system and 24 
to 44 months for a wet system from the design through 
construction stage.66, 67 The high end of the range is 
typically associated with more challenging installations 


due to site-specific limitations. Plants generally continue 
to operate throughout most of this time, but the final 
step of “tying in” or connecting the scrubber system 
typically requires that the plant be shut down for four to 
eight weeks. Often this step can be completed during a 
regularly scheduled maintenance outage. 


Rate recovery determinations and permitting processes 
can add to these timeframes. A number of states have 
avoided a time crunch by passing legislation and/or by 
entering into agreements with power companies that 
provide for early planning, timely rate recovery decisions, 
and a schedule for control installations and retirements. 
In areas that have not taken such anticipatory steps, 
however, waiting until after the final Utility Air Toxics 
Rule is signed in November 2011 to begin a lengthy 
approval process may be problematic, particularly if 
site-specific challenges have the effect of complicating 
scrubber installations and extending the time required 
to complete needed pollution control retrofits. This 
highlights the need for plants to immediately begin 
planning and designing for pollution controls.


None of the economic analyses undertaken to date 
have directly addressed the issue of staging retrofits. 
Nevertheless, insufficient planning and coordination 
between generating companies and state, regional, and 
federal institutions could result in higher than necessary 
costs for consumers. For example, if a large number of 
companies delay retrofits until close to the deadline in 
order to defer capital costs as long as possible or waiting 
for state approvals, numerous retrofits may be scheduled 
in close proximity, leaving the grid potentially vulnerable 
to supply disruptions if multiple plants go off line at the 
same time. This could result in higher electricity prices 
as more costly generation resources are dispatched to 
supply electricity. Section IV of this report discusses 
some possible strategies that could be used to manage the 
timing and coordination of pollution control retrofits.







addrESSing 
rEliability 
concErnS: thE 
rolES of fEdEral, 
StatE, and rEgional 
authoritiES


SEction 
iV


Federal, regional, and state institutions will play a 


key role in ensuring reliability as the electricity 


sector transitions to a new regulatory regime. These 


organizations have a variety of authorities and 


tools at their disposal to ease the transition and 


to help avoid significant impacts on reliability. 


This section describes the roles of various authorities in 


addressing reliability issues associated with new 


environmental requirements. 
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68  The Utility Air Toxics Rule proposes a definition of “fossil-fuel fired” for purposes of determining if an electric generating unit is subject to 
the rule. According to this proposal, the unit must have fired coal or oil for more than 10 percent of the annual average heat input during 
the last 3 calendar years or for more than 15 percent during any one of those calendar years to be subject to the Utility Air Toxics Rule.


69 42 U.S.C. § 7412(i)(3)(A).
70  In most cases, the permitting authority has been devolved to states that administer their own operating permit programs under Title V of 


the CAA. In a few instances, such as tribal lands, EPA retains this permitting authority. 
71  42 U.S.C. § 7412(i)(3)(B).
72  U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Proposed Utility Air Toxics Rule. Signed March 16, 2011. Page 443. www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/utility/


pro/proposal.pdf.


a. fEdEral agEnciES


ENvIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCy 


EPA provides analytical and technical support to 
regulated entities, state authorities, and other federal 
agencies in planning for and implementing new 
environmental regulations. In addition, Congress usually 
grants the Agency specific authorities and discretion in 
the implementing legislation for each major rulemaking, 
which are described below.


EPA Discretion on the Utility Air Toxics Rule


Although the Utility Air Toxics Rule is largely 
prescriptive, EPA does have some discretion to provide 
flexibility on certain provisions. The following provisions 
were included in the March 15, 2011 proposed Utility 
Air Toxics Rule and should be included in the final rule: 


• Emissions averaging among units at a facility within 
the same sub-category. 


• Provisions for units that infrequently burn oil, based on 
the proposed limited-use subcategory for infrequently 
operated oil-fired units, as well as the exemption for 
units that burn oil less than 10 percent of the time 
under the definition of fossil fuel-fired unit.68


• Work practice standards for dioxins/furan. EPA 
chose not to specify emissions limits for these 
pollutants, but simply required units to employ good 
combustion practices. 


• Alternative performance standards that reduce 
monitoring requirements for some types of technologies. 


• The use of surrogates for certain hazardous air pollutants.


• A 30 day averaging period in demonstrating compliance 
with the standards for coal-fired power plants.


For the proposed Utility Air Toxics Rule, EPA’s discretion 
on the timing of implementation is limited by the 
explicit text in Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, which 
requires that sources come into compliance within three 
years of the promulgation of the rule.69 This results in 
an expected deadline of January 2015. However, Section 
112 also allows the permitting authority to extend 


this compliance deadline by one year, if 
companies demonstrate that, despite good 
faith efforts, more time is needed to install 
pollution controls.70,71 In its March 15, 2011 
proposal, EPA indicated a willingness to apply 
this extension in order to stagger installations 
for reliability or constructability purposes or for 
other site-specific construction issues, permitting, or 
local manpower or resource challenges.72 EPA encouraged 
companies to begin early discussions with the permitting 
authority to facilitate extensions, where warranted. 
EPA should encourage permitting authorities to make 
timely decisions and grant extensions in advance, with 
appropriate conditions, where warranted. 


EPA also requested comment on whether such an 
extension could be granted to complete on-site 
replacement capacity, rather than install controls, at 
an affected facility. BPC agrees that this would be an 
appropriate and beneficial interpretation of the Clean 
Air Act waiver authority. The states or EPA, as applicable, 
could and should use this waiver authority to allow an 
extra year for those electric generating units unable to 
complete control installation or build on-site replacement 
capacity in time, particularly where reliability is a concern.


As a backstop, EPA has the ability to exercise enforcement 
discretion and negotiate consent decrees with regulated 
entities in order to allow for their continued operation. 
Any such consent decrees, however, should eliminate 
economic advantages a plant might otherwise obtain as 
a result of operating out of compliance. Consent decrees 
are negotiated once a company is deemed in violation, 
and stakeholders may not view this legal mechanism as 
an acceptable option that could be built into company 
planning. However, consent decrees do offer an additional 
means of backstop reliability protection.


Presidential Authority to Delay Utility Air Toxics Rule


As a backup to the other tools and flexibilities available 
to smooth the phase-in of new regulations, the President 
also has the ability to delay Utility Air Toxics Rule 
requirements for some facilities, if warranted. Although 
this authority has never been invoked, the President is 
explicitly permitted under Section 112 of the Clean Air 
Act to grant an additional exemption from compliance 
(beyond the one year extension from states) for up to two 
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73 42 U.S.C. § 7412(i)(4). 
74  See Hazardous and Solid Waste Management System, 75 Fed. Reg. 35,128 (June 21, 2010). 
75  This date is based on the following assumptions: 1) EPA promulgates the final CCW rule in September 2011; 2) RCRA regulations, including 


the coal combustion waste rule, generally take effect six months after promulgation—in this case, March 2012; 3) EPA’s proposed Subtitle D 
regulations require retrofit within five years of the effective date of the regulation. Thus, retrofit would be required before April 2017. 


76  Under RCRA, Subtitle C regulations are subject to the same effective date provisions as Subtitle D regulations. However, most states administer 
RCRA requirements in lieu of EPA pursuant to a delegation of authority from the agency. In these states, certain core RCRA requirements 
included in new EPA regulations do not take effect until the state itself adopts a regulation reflecting the new EPA requirements—a process that 
RCRA usually requires to take place within one year of a new EPA regulation. Thus, the retrofit requirements under the proposed Subpart C 
regulations would not take effect in most states until one year later than the compliance deadline in the Subpart C regulations (April 2018). 


years if the “technology to implement such a standard 
is not available” and if the exemption is found to be in 
the “national security interests of the United States.”73 
This exemption may be renewed an unlimited number of 
times provided the requisite findings are made. 


Presumably, the President could interpret the term 
“available” to encompass both technological and 
economic feasibility, consistent with the interpretation 
of that term in the context of “best available control 
technology” for Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
permitting. In addition, a threat to electric reliability 
could presumably serve as grounds for determining that 
it is in the “national security interests” of the United 
States to extend the Section 112 compliance deadline. 


EPA Discretion on Cooling Water Rule


The Clean Water Act provides EPA with extensive 
discretion on the compliance timing and stringency 
of regulations for power plant cooling water intake. In 
its proposal, EPA relied on this flexibility and on cost/
benefit considerations with respect to entrainment 
provisions to allow alternative technologies where 
appropriate, to accommodate site-specific constraints, 
and to allow sufficient time for retrofits. 


EPA’s March 2011 proposal requires the largest water 
users to conduct a study to determine whether cooling 
towers or alternative technologies are needed to limit 
damage from aquatic life being sucked into cooling 
water intake systems (entrainment). Study results 
would be considered along with other factors—such 
as the useful life of the facility, reliability concerns, 
and the benefits versus costs of installing a cooling 
tower–to make a site-specific determination of the 
“best technology available” for a particular facility. In 
addition, EPA’s proposed cooling water rule requires 
facilities to meet impingement mortality limits or 
reduce intake velocity. In its final rulemaking, EPA 
should exercise its authority to allow the consideration 
of site-specific factors and cost-benefit analysis with 
respect to impingement requirements. 


In addition, EPA has proposed and should finalize 
compliance deadlines that provide sufficient time for 
planning, coordination, and installations. For example, 
under the proposed rule, plant owners are allowed eight 
years to install technologies such as screens, low velocity 
caps, and barrier nets. The installation of cooling towers 
is allowed to take five to ten years in the case of existing 
fossil plants, or ten to fifteen years in the case of existing 
nuclear plants. 


EPA Discretion on Coal Ash Rule


EPA also has significant flexibility to establish 
compliance deadlines for its proposed RCRA regulations 
governing the disposal of coal combustion waste, 
including coal ash. In its proposal, EPA took comment 
on whether or not coal ash should be treated as 
hazardous waste.74 One option would regulate coal ash 
as a “special waste” under the hazardous waste Subtitle 
C of RCRA, whereas an alternative option would 
regulate the ash as non-hazardous waste under Subtitle 
D. The primary difference between the alternatives is 
that EPA retains enforcement authority under Subtitle 
C, whereas Subtitle D requirements would be self-
implementing with no federal enforcement authority. 
Aside from enforcement, the actual requirements are 
quite similar for the two proposed options. For example, 
both alternatives would eventually require that surface 
impoundments for coal combustion waste have leachate 
collection and removal systems; alternatively, the 
impoundments would have to be closed. EPA’s proposed 
Subtitle D regulation would require these controls to be 
installed by April 2017, whereas the proposed Subtitle C 
regulation would allow states until 2018 to implement 
retrofit requirements.75,76 


However, neither RCRA subtitle requires EPA to 
mandate compliance by any particular deadline. Subtitle 
D does not require that waste storage standards be 
implemented in any particular timeframe. And even if 
EPA adopts substantially more stringent requirements 
under Subtitle C, Section 3004(x) of RCRA also allows 
EPA to modify Subtitle C requirements for coal ash sites 
where justified by “practical difficulties.” EPA may also 
allow site-specific variances from Subtitle C regulations 
for sites with distinctive geological, climatic or chemical 


In addition, EPA has proposed and should finalize 
compliance deadlines that provide sufficient time for 


planning, coordination, and installations.
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77 42 U.S.C. § 6924(x).
78 FR Vol 75, No 118 June 21, 2010. Coal combustion waste proposed rulemaking.
79  In several organized markets, including Midwest ISO and California ISO, contractual or tariff requirements obligate the generator to 


negotiate RMR contracts to remain in operation if the RTO/ISO concludes that continued operation of the unit is necessary for reliability. 
In other markets, including PJM and ISO New England, the generator’s decision to accept an RMR contract is voluntary.


80 Devon Power, LLC, 103 FERC ¶ 61,082 (2003).


characteristics.77 This authority could be exercised to craft 
appropriate tailored deadlines for sites that are unusually 
difficult to retrofit, or to provide an across-the-board 
deferral in RCRA compliance deadlines (as EPA already 
proposed to do in its Subpart C regulation by changing 
the RCRA compliance deadline to five years from four 
years pursuant to its Section 3004(x) authority). 


In its June 21, 2010 proposed rulemaking, EPA highlighted 
the environmental benefits, and lack of damages, from the 
beneficial reuse of coal combustion wastes in encapsulated 
uses such as wallboard, concrete, and bricks.78 EPA should 
continue its efforts to support such beneficial reuses and 
finalize the Bevill exemption for encapsulated beneficial 
reuse of coal combustion waste. 


DEPARTMENT OF ENERGy AND FEDERAL 
ENERGy REGULATORy COMMISSION 


The Department of Energy (DOE) and the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) have specific 
authorities under the Federal Power Act to ensure the 
stability or reliability of the transmission grid. DOE 
and FERC authorities can be applied to avoid potential 
reliability issues or emergencies in the near term and, 
perhaps more effectively, to support long-term planning.


Addressing Near-Term Reliability Issues


While an emergency reliability issue is unlikely and 
should be preventable with proper planning and 
oversight, DOE and FERC have authority to address 
such situations if they arise. Under Section 202 of the 
Federal Power Act, the DOE can issue emergency orders 
to temporarily require a unit to generate and deliver 
electricity. In the past, this authority has been used to 
address a few, short-term reliability concerns.


FERC’s relevant authority stems from its mission to 
ensure just and reasonable rates. FERC has authority to 
review the rates, terms, and conditions of “reliability-must-
run” (RMR) contracts between a regional transmission 
organization or independent system operator (RTO/
ISO) and a unit intended for retirement. These types of 
contracts are used in RTO/ISO markets when an RTO/
ISO determines that a unit proposed for retirement is 
necessary to ensure system reliability. In such cases, the 
RTO/ISO can propose or enter into a RMR agreement to 
compensate the generator for continued operation based 
on cost-of-service rates or other rate agreements.79 Through 


a number of recent rate reviews, FERC has indicated that 
RMR contracts should be considered a solution of last 
resort to maintain reliability.80


Both DOE’s emergency orders and FERC-approved 
RMR contracts allow generators needed for reliability 
to be compensated for above-market costs of continued 
operation. If keeping such units online requires 
significant capital investments in pollution controls, the 
associated cost-of-service may be quite high. This would 
be the case, for example, if a unit were kept online at 
cost-of-service rates, retrofitted with pollution controls, 
and then retired well before the capital investment 
could be repaid. The generator might seek to 
amortize the relatively high costs of the 
retrofit investments over a short period (e.g., 
the term of the RMR contract or the DOE 
order) at the expense of ratepayers. 


Alternatively, an RMR unit might 
operate for a period without pollution 
controls. This could be a lower cost 
solution, although the rate tariff could 
still provide for above-market payments. 
However, operation without compliant 
controls would violate emissions limits, as 
FERC’s RMR authority does not supersede Clean 
Air Act requirements. As discussed below, such a situation 
would require coordination with EPA and enforcement 
discretion, such as the negotiation of a consent decree to 
continue operating for a period without controls.


FERC reviews RTO tariff provisions relating to RMR 
contracts under its general rate review authority (Sections 
205 and 206 of the Federal Power Act), which requires 
that the rates, terms and conditions for provision 
of jurisdictional transmission service and wholesale 
sales must be just and reasonable and not unduly 
discriminatory or preferential. In some instances where 
FERC has found that an RTO/ISO violated its tariff 
provisions, FERC has intervened in RMR determinations 
(an example involving ISO New England and Dominion 
power company is discussed in the text box). 


Long-Term Planning


DOE and FERC both have broad authorities to gather 
information and require public utilities to file reports. In 
addition, DOE has specific authority under Section 202 
to require utilities to report on anticipated shortages of 
electricity or capacity, as well as on their plans to manage 







shortages. In addition, FERC has broad authority to 
conduct investigations, including subpoenaing witnesses 
and requiring companies to produce relevant materials.


Expanded Role for FERC


In the future, FERC could play an expanded role in 
monitoring RTO forward capacity markets. State PUCs 
have little authority to manage resource planning 
and generation adequacy in restructured states, where 
regulated utilities do not own generation resources 


but rather purchase electricity from wholesale markets 
under relatively short-term contracts. In lieu of resource 
planning, several RTOs have established forward capacity 
markets to attract new generation capacity and provide 
a price signal for economic retrofits of existing capacity. 
However, there is some concern that these markets may 
not provide sufficient price signals to ensure an adequate 
response to significant retirements of coal-fired capacity.


Thus, FERC could undertake an effort to consider: (1) 
whether some or all of the RTOs face resource adequacy 


fErc oversight of rmr contracts: iSo-nE and Salem harbor


81 ISO New England, Inc., 133 FERC ¶ 61,230
82  Conservation Law Foundation Press Release. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Orders ISO-NE to Plan for Close of Salem harbor 


Station. December 17, 2010.


Using its authority under the Federal Power Act, 
FERC recently intervened in an ISO-New England 
proceeding related to a reliability-must-run type 
contract for Dominion’s Salem harbor 3 and 4 coal-
fired generating units. In December 2010, FERC’s 
review of ISO-NE’s fourth Forward Capacity Auction 
determined that ISO-NE had violated its tariff 
provisions in failing to identify alternatives to the 
reliability need for Salem harbor.81 


Available surplus capacity contributed to several 
existing power plants and demand resources—a 
combined 1.2 GWs of capacity—opting out of the 
fourth ISO-NE forward capacity market auction by 
submitting de-list bids. however, ISO-NE determined 
that Dominion’s Salem harbor Units 3 and 4, in 
addition to Entergy’s vermont yankee Station, could 
not withdraw from the market due to reliability 
concerns that would violate NERC, Northeast Power 
Coordinating Council (NPCC), and ISO-NE standards.


When ISO-NE rejects a de-list bid, their Forward 
Capacity Auction rules require them to look for ways 
to allow the generating unit to withdraw under an 
established timeline or, if no alternatives are available, 
provide compensation to retain the resource in a 
reliability-must-run type agreement. ISO-NE’s Tariff 
requires that this process to identify alternatives must 
occur in advance of the new capacity qualification 
period for the subsequent Forward Capacity Auction.


Following ISO-NE’s rejection of Salem harbor’s de-
list bid, the Conservation Law Foundation (CLF) filed 
a protest which stated that ISO-NE failed to meet 
these procedural requirements and that this would 
result in unjust and unreasonable rates. ISO-NE 
responded by providing evidence that it repeatedly 
presented the specific reliability need for the Salem 
harbor Units to the NEPOOL Stakeholders, including 
the Reliability Committee. ISO-NE also stated that 
because Dominion submitted a static de-list bid 
rather than a permanent de-list bid, Dominion did 
not indicate a permanent exit from the market that 
would trigger the need for a transmission solution. 
Resources that wish to withdraw from the market 
for a one-year period can submit either a static 
or a dynamic de-list bid. A permanent de-list bid 
withdraws the resource from all future auctions.


In December 2010, FERC concluded that ISO-NE’s 
presentations did not satisfy the Tariff’s procedural 
requirements. FERC ordered ISO-NE to submit a 
compliance filing within 60 days that either identifies 
alternatives to resolve the reliability need and the 
time to implement those solutions, or include an 
expedited timeline for identifying and implementing 
alternatives. According to CLF, such alternatives 
could include “energy efficiency, conservation, electric 
transmission line upgrades, and renewable energy.”82 


In October 2010, Dominion submitted a permanent 
de-list bid for Salem harbor.
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83  This rule may be subject to additional hearings and judicial review because Commissioner Moeller dissented from the Final Rule and there 
is likely to be divergent stakeholder views as RTOs and ISOs adjust key analytic features for the net benefits test.


84  Twenty eight states, including most in the Midwest and South, remain traditionally regulated even though some have undertaken 
restructuring studies and/or pilot programs. Seven states have suspended efforts at restructuring and are left with either partially restructured 
markets (e.g., Arizona, California, and Nevada) or traditionally regulated utilities. The remaining fifteen states, largely in the New England 
and Mid-Atlantic regions, are actively restructuring and sit on a spectrum of partially to fully de-regulated, offering retail choice and 
competitive rates for some or all customers. For example, Oregon offers retail choice to large commercial and industrial customers only, 
while areas of Texas are fully competitive with separate companies for generation, transmission and distribution, and retail sales. See http://
ftp.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/page/restructuring/restructure_elect.html.


concerns driven by EPA regulations; (2) whether capacity 
markets are a useful tool for assuring resource adequacy 
in markets facing such problems; and (3) whether Section 
206 of the Federal Power Act should require the reform of 
existing capacity markets, or the establishment of capacity 
markets in RTOs where they do not now exist. In essence, 
the FERC review would consider how capacity markets in 
the organized markets could and should be used to address 
the issue of plant retirements. FERC could undertake such 
a review on an RTO-specific basis or on a generic basis 
covering all RTOs. FERC could act to amend current RTO 
tariffs to provide for capacity market reforms under Section 
206 of the Federal Power Act, and could take such action 
in RTO-specific orders or in a generic notice and comment 
rulemaking. Although such actions may require more 
time than is available for dealing with reliability issues that 
arise in the 2015 Air Toxics Rule timeframe, they could 
potentially bolster the system to address future situations. 


Supporting Alternative Capacity Resources


FERC is also involved in efforts to encourage the 
participation of alternative resources in wholesale energy 
markets administered by RTOs or ISOs. On March 15, 
2011, FERC issued a Final Rule that attempts to level the 
playing field for alternatives to traditional generation by 
requiring competitive rates for demand response resources. 


The term ”demand response” generally refers to load 
management programs in which electricity customers 
volunteer to reduce their electricity consumption during 
periods of peak demand in exchange for lower rates. 
These programs can reduce costs for all consumers 
because electricity is more expensive during periods of 
peak demand, when higher cost generators that seldom 
operate are required to start-up. FERC’s rule requires that 
cost-effective dispatch of demand response resources, 
as determined by a new “net benefits” test, must be 
compensated at the locational marginal price (LMP). To 
comply with the rule, each RTO and ISO must file a net 
benefits analysis and proposed tariff revisions by July 2011.83


The Final Rule also requires that the cost of obtaining 
demand response resources must be spread among all 
entities that purchase energy at the times and at the 
locations where those demand response resources were 
committed or dispatched. 


b. intEragEncy coopEration


Although neither DOE nor FERC appear to have 
authority to waive environmental regulations when 
they issue emergency orders for a unit to continue un-
economic operation for reliability reasons, EPA might 
exercise enforcement discretion and negotiate consent 
decrees that establish the terms of such operation in the 
absence of compliant pollution controls. Coordination 
of this sort between the relevant federal agencies might 
allow for the continued operation of coal-fired electric 
generating units without compliant pollution controls, 
if deemed necessary for reliability. Of course, such 
arrangements and accommodations must be reserved 
for true emergency situations—they should not be 
relied upon as the primary mechanism for ensuring 
reliability during the transition to a more stringent set of 
environmental regulations. Further, these consent decrees 
should ensure that plants operating out of compliance 
are not economically advantaged. 


c. StatE authoritiES


In the United States, electricity is regulated largely at 
the state level and there is considerable variation in the 
authorities exercised and roles played by regulators from 
state to state. In particular, the role of state authorities is  
determined by the extent to which the state has retained  
traditional regulation of electric utilities or has restructured 
its wholesale generation markets (see Figure 7).84 In 
regulated states, where electric utilities remain vertically 
integrated, state public utility commissions (PUCs) retain 
oversight of resource additions, retrofits, and retirements. 
Utilities in regulated states have the obligation to serve 
load reliably, and many regulated states require that 
integrated resource planning be conducted periodically 


Coordination between the relevant federal agencies 
might allow for the continued operation of coal-fired 
electric generating units without compliant pollution 
controls, if deemed necessary for reliability. Such 
arrangements and accommodations must be 
reserved for true emergency situations—they should 
not be relied upon as the primary mechanism for 
ensuring reliability during the transition.
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85  For example, North Carolina’s 2002 Clean Smokestacks Act requires coal-fired power plants to reduce NOX emissions by 77 percent by 
2009 and SO2 emissions by 73 percent by 2013. The Illinois Multi-Pollutant Standard (MPS) and Combined Pollutant Standard (CPS) 
allow utilities flexibility in complying with state mercury standards in exchange for commitments to also significantly reduce SO2 and NOX 
emissions. New Hampshire’s 2002 Clean Power Act requires emission reductions from the state’s three largest coal-fired plants: 75 percent 
in SO2 by 2006 and 70 percent in NOX by 2006. Massachusetts regulation requires the six largest facilities to meet output-based emission 
standards for SO2, NOX, and CO2. Maryland’s 2007 Healthy Air Act requires larger reductions in NOX, SO2, and mercury in a shorter 
timeframe than previous federal rules.


86 Bipartisan Policy Center and American Clean Skies Foundation. Task Force on Ensuring Stable Natural Gas Markets. March 2011.


as a way to provide a built-in process for understanding 
and addressing future capacity needs. However, utility 
investments in retrofits and new capacity are subject to 
prudency reviews and cost recovery is not guaranteed. 
Uncertainty about cost recovery may cause utilities to be 
less proactive in making these investments. 


In states that have undertaken electricity market 
restructuring, electric utilities have generally divested 
themselves of their generation resources, and may remain 
regulated by the state PUC only with respect to the 
rates they charge to retail customers. The electric utility 
serves load by purchasing electricity from independent 
producers. Because generation assets are not owned by 
regulated utilities, the state PUCs retain little, if any, 
direct authority over resource investments or operating 
decisions. In restructured markets, grid operators—that 
is, RTOs and ISOs—play an important role in fostering 
market conditions that encourage new investment 
in capacity, demand side management (DSM), or 
transmission when issues of resource adequacy arise. 


figurE 7: StatuS of StatE  
ElEctricity rEgulation/rEStructuring


Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration.


In regulated states, the integrated resource planning (IRP) 
process informs state utility regulators who approve rate 
plans. State regulators should consider a forward-looking, 
multi-pollutant approach for planning and rate recovery 
decisions and require utilities to submit multi-pollutant 
compliance plans that include planning for forthcoming 
air, water, and waste rules. State regulators can encourage 
utilities to minimize cost by denying automatic cost 
recovery if, for example, a utility proposes to retrofit 
an aging plant that faces an uncertain future and is 


unlikely to remain competitive as future requirements 
are phased in. State utility commissions could also 
facilitate a smooth transition by making timely decisions 
on rate approvals, as well as proposed retirements 
and new capacity additions, so that utilities can begin 
construction as soon as possible, where appropriate. 


Further, several states have passed laws that require 
utilities to plan for the installation of air pollution 
controls to protect public health. For example, North 
Carolina, Illinois, New Hampshire, Delaware, Maryland, 
and Massachusetts all adopted state laws prior to EPA’s 
Transport Rule and Utility Air Toxics Rule that require 
multi-pollutant reductions. As a result, power companies 
in these states are in a good position for timely compliance 
with a new round of air quality regulations under the 
federal Clean Air Act.85 The text box on page 35 describes 
Colorado’s Clean Air-Clean Jobs Act, which encourages 
comprehensive, multi-year compliance planning.


State utility regulations also have an important role to 
play in integrating non-conventional capacity resources, 
such as demand-side resources, into planning for a 
reliable bulk electricity system. Incentives and fair rate 
policies for demand resources, distributed generation, 
and energy storage create a level playing field and 
provide meaningful incentives for new resources that 
could help the electricity system deliver reliable power 
and minimize consumer costs. Many states have enacted 
renewable portfolio standards and energy efficiency 
programs to spur the deployment of these non-
conventional capacity resources. 


To the extent that new environmental regulations 
prompt a shift to natural gas generation, either 
through the utilization of existing capacity or through 
the construction of new capacity, state PUCs could 
encourage long-term contracts for natural gas supply 
and the use of hedging instruments to manage the risk 
of gas price volatility. A report recently issued by the 
BPC’s Task Force on Ensuring Stable Natural Gas Markets 
addresses this issue as one part of its comprehensive 
recommendations for bolstering consumer, policy-
maker and investor confidence in the stability of future 
gas markets and for improving the tools available for 
effective price risk management.86
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STATE ENvIRONMENTAL AGENCIES 


As the permitting authority under the Clean Air Act, states 
generally have authority to grant a one-year waiver that 
extends the Utility Air Toxics Rule compliance deadline 
for electric generating units that need more time to 
install pollution controls. With this one-year extension, 
compliance would not be required until four years after 
promulgating the final Utility Air Toxics Rule. States, 
which have typically been lenient in granting this extra 
year, should draw on this authority as needed to allay 
reliability concerns. EPA has encouraged the use of this 
one-year extension in its proposed Utility Air Toxics Rule.


In addition to allowing retrofits to be scheduled past 
the compliance deadline, states should look for ways 
to encourage retrofits to be scheduled well before the 
deadline. This would help avoid a pile-up of control 
installations in the maintenance season or year prior to the 
deadline. Specifically, states should aim to reward plants 
that start pollution retrofit projects as soon as possible 
and are able to install and operate their pollution controls 
in advance of the compliance deadline. Such early action 
would not only provide early emission reductions, it 
would take pressure off the grid during the heaviest period 
of pollution retrofits, when new infrastructure is also 
coming online to take up the slack from retired plants. 
Early decisions made by states to grant extensions should 
require plants to submit a detailed schedule for installation 
of pollution controls and specify consequences in the 
event interim deadlines are not achieved.


d. rEgional organizationS


REGIONAL TRANSMISSION ORGANIzATIONS/
INDEPENDENT SySTEM OPERATORS 


In restructured states, regional wholesale markets provide 
greater transparency about anticipated supply changes 
(including planned retirements) and create a financial 
incentive for timely investment in new transmission, 
generation, and non-conventional capacity. In these 
states, RTOs and ISOs typically facilitate orderly 
planning of power plant retirements by requiring advance 
notice of the intent to retire a unit and by conducting 
reliability impact studies. More advance notice could be 
helpful in identifying potential issues and allowing more 
time for their resolution.


RTOs and ISOs administer day-ahead and real-time 
electricity markets, manage transmission, and play 
an important role in assessing resource adequacy and 
ensuring operational reliability. These organizations 
emerged in response to FERC orders 888 and 889, which 
were both issued in 1996 and were intended to remove 


case Study: colorado’s clean air– 
clean Jobs act


Colorado’s Clean Air–Clean Jobs Act, signed 
into law by Governor Bill Ritter on April 19, 
2010, is an example of state action to encourage 
comprehensive, multi-year planning for 
compliance with environmental regulation. In 
anticipation of a number of challenges facing 
the state’s coal-fired utilities, the Clean Air–
Clean Jobs Act directs the state’s regulated 
utilities to work with state agencies to create 
proactive and comprehensive emission 
reduction plans. 


A main driver for the legislation was that 
the Denver metropolitan area was in non-
compliance with several air quality requirements 
and faced the threat of EPA-mandated 
compliance beginning in 2011. Therefore, the 
Colorado law requires each regulated utility 
to develop a multi-year plan to reduce NO


X
 


emissions by more than 70 percent by 2018. 
The legislation also allows integrated planning 
for compliance with a full range of known 
and anticipated environmental regulations, 
including federal requirements under the Clean 
Air Act, rather than planning for one standard 
at a time and risking stranded assets. Each 
utility’s plan is reviewed, by the Colorado 
Department of Public health and Environment 
for its attainment of emissions standards and 
by the Public Utilities Commission in terms of 
projected impacts on consumers. 


The Act’s stated goal is to reduce costs to 
consumers by removing legislative and 
regulatory barriers to proactive, comprehensive 
planning. Utilities are encouraged to employ 
a range of methods to achieve emission 
reductions, but are given incentives to consider 
replacing coal-fired generation with natural gas-
fired generation or other low-emission sources. 
Once its emission reduction plan is approved, 
the utility is given broad assurances for full 
recovery of costs to execute the plan. The law 
also provides flexibility for utilities to enter into 
long-term natural gas contracts to manage costs 
for plants that are refueled from coal to gas.
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87  In several organized markets, including Midwest ISO and California ISO, contractual or tariff requirements obligate the generator to 
negotiate RMR contracts to remain in operation if the RTO/ISO concludes that continued operation of the unit is necessary for reliability. 
In other markets, including PJM and ISO New England, the generator’s decision to accept an RMR contract is voluntary.


88  PJM. Open Access Transmission Tariff. §§ 113.1-.2. September 17, 2010. Available at http://pjm.com/documents/agreements/~/media/
documents/agreements/tariff.ashx.


barriers to competitive wholesale markets by requiring 
open access to transmission lines. In some regions 
FERC approved the development of ISOs as a means 
of facilitating the transition to competitive wholesale 
markets. In 1999, FERC issued Order No. 2000, which 
encouraged the development of RTOs, and established 
criteria for them. While their activities vary somewhat 
by region, RTOs and ISOs serve similar functions: 
namely, they develop rules to govern power market and 
transmission market operations and operate and oversee 
regional wholesale markets, including coordinating the 
delivery of generation and transmission services. 


As part of their market operations, RTOs and ISOs 
analyze generation and transmission resource adequacy, 
undertake transmission planning, review plant notices 
of intent to retire, and coordinate outage schedules. As 


noted earlier, when a generator proposes to retire a unit, 
the RTO/ISO assesses the reliability impact. If the RTO/
ISO determines that the unit is necessary to ensure system 
reliability, the RTO/ISO can enter into a reliability-must-
run (RMR) agreement to compensate the generator for 
continued operation based on cost-of-service rates.87


Advance notice of retirement can allow sufficient time 
for new resources to join the market, reducing the need 
to rely on RMR contracts as an interim measure to 
assure grid security, and mitigating the stress of assuring 
grid reliability in the face of retirements and retrofits. 
Different RTOs have different requirements with respect 
to the amount of notice generators must give for a 
proposed unit retirement. For example, PJM requires 
90-day notice; NYISO requires 90 days for smaller plants 
and 180 days for units that are 80 MW or larger; while 
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89  NYISO. Technical Bulletin 185. September 19. 2009. Available at http://www.nyiso.com/public/webdocs/documents/tech_bulletins/tb_185.pdf.
90  MISO Open Access Transmission Tariff. §§ 38.2.7. January 6, 2009. Available at http://www.midwestmarket.org/publish/


Document/1d44c3_11e1d03fcc5_-7cf90a48324a/Modules.pdf?action=download&_property=Attachment.
91  Synapse Energy Economics, Inc. Prepared for Earthjustice. Public Policy Impacts on Transmission Planning. December 2010. In addition, 


FERC has found that RMR agreements weaken the incentive for new generation development by suppressing spot market prices and 
allowing inefficient existing units operating under RMRs to receive a higher price than new units. Devon Power LLC, et al. ER03-563-00.


92  Electricity Advisory Committee Memorandum to Secretary Steven Chu. March 10, 2011. Recommendations to Address Power Reliability 
Concerns Raised as a Result of Pending Environmental Regulations for Electric Generation Stations. Available at http://www.oe.energy.gov/
DocumentsandMedia/EAC_Memorandum_to_Secretary_Chu_and_Assistant_Secretary_Hoffman_3-11-11.pdf


93  National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners. Resolution on the Role of State Regulatory Policies in the Development of 
Federal Environmental Regulations. February 16, 2011.


the Midwest ISO (MISO) requires a longer, 26-week 
notice.88,89,90 These advance notification requirements 
can be revised by RTOs/ISOs or FERC under existing 
RTO/ISO tariffs through a demonstration that the 
existing notice period is unjust or unreasonable, or 
unduly discriminatory or preferential. In other words, 
RTOs and ISOs can consider extending the notification 
requirement as a way to improve regional planning and 
reduce reliance on RMR agreements.


Some RTOs have established forward capacity markets 
as a mechanism to encourage the capacity investments 
needed to ensure continued reliability over time. In the 
mid-Atlantic region and New England, for example, the 
two ISOs—PJM and ISO New England, respectively—
have well-developed forward capacity markets that allow 
existing and new generation resources, as well as demand-
side measures, to compete alongside each other to serve 
future demand. As unit retirements are scheduled, the 
price in forward capacity market auctions increases, 
encouraging the development of new resources. 
However, the continued use of RMR contracts in both 
regions has led some to question whether forward 
capacity markets are sufficiently effective.91 


E. coordination of fEdEral, 
StatE, and rEgional authoritiES


 The overlapping jurisdictions of environmental and 
electricity regulators have prompted efforts to ensure that 
there is coordination on reliability issues. This section 
discusses several examples of recent efforts to initiate or 
improve this coordination.


For example, DOE’s Electricity Advisory Committee 
has issued recommendations to the Secretary of Energy 
for addressing power reliability concerns related to 
pending environmental regulations for electric generating 
stations.92 The Committee advised DOE to coordinate 
with FERC, NERC, EPA, and state regulatory authorities 
to address these concerns. The Committee also put 
forward two specific recommendations: first, that DOE, 
EPA, and FERC engage in a senior-level consultative 
process to commit to open and active communication 


on reliability issues, while recognizing the existing 
authorities of each agency; second, that DOE 
advance a recommendation to FERC to improve the 
planning process for replacing retiring units. The latter 
recommendation suggests that DOE and FERC support 
power system “planning coordinators” who would 
undertake proactive planning studies, including scenario 
analyses, to understand the impact of retirements on the 
need for new generation capacity, transmission system 
additions, or demand-side resources. To the extent 
that planning coordinators can better anticipate likely 
retirements under different scenarios, RTOs and ISOs 
will have more time, information, and flexibility to take 
necessary action to ensure reliability.


Similarly, the Board of Directors of the National 
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners 
(NARUC) adopted a resolution on the role of state 
regulatory policies in the development of federal 
environmental regulations at its 2011 Winter Meeting.93 
The resolution enumerated several factors that 
NARUC believes EPA should consider in developing 
its regulations and urged state utility regulators to 
engage with state and federal environmental regulators. 
Specifically, the resolution outlined ten factors for EPA 
to consider, including several aimed at improving state-
federal coordination and addressing reliability concerns:


• “Engage in timely and meaningful dialog with State 
energy regulators in pursuit of these objectives;”


• “Recognize the needs of States and regions to deploy 
a diverse portfolio of cost-effective supply-side 
and demand-side resources based on the unique 
circumstances of each State and region;” 


• “Encourage the development of innovative, multi-
pollutant solutions to emissions challenges as well 
as collaborative research and development efforts in 
conjunction with the U.S. Department of Energy;” and


• “Recognize and account for, where possible, State 
or regional efforts already undertaken to address 
environmental challenges.”







SEction 
V


concluSionS and 
rEcommEndationS


It is clear that the U.S. electric power sector is in 


a period of transition and that EPA regulations will 


influence the timing and scale of future changes 


in the nation’s electricity supply mix. Coal-plant 


retirements are already occurring and are likely 


to continue because of market conditions such as low 
natural gas prices. EPA regulations, particularly 


the Utility Air Toxics Rule, will likely advance 
retirement timelines for these vulnerable plants.
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94  M.J. Bradley & Associates LLC and Analysis Group. Ensuring a Clean, Modern Electric Generating Fleet While Maintaining Electric System 
Reliability. August 2010.


The large numbers 
of retrofits and 
retirements expected 
to result from the 


EPA regulations raise 
significant challenges 


for the power sector. 
Nevertheless, based on the 


recently released proposed Utility 
Air Toxics Rule and 316(b) cooling water rule, it appears 
that EPA is making an effort to work with industry to 
ease the transition to a new regulatory regime. As a result, 
it appears that the scenarios that predicted the largest 
numbers of retirements will not be realized. 


Moreover, even at the higher end of current estimates, the 
magnitude of new construction and investment would 
not be unprecedented, even in light of a relatively short 
timeframe. Between 1999 and 2004, U.S. generating 
capacity nationwide increased by 177 GW, almost all of 
which was natural gas capacity. By comparison, projected 
retirements between now and 2015 range from 10 to 
70 GW—a much smaller change. Moreover, not all of 
the capacity that will be retired will need to be replaced 
because there is under-utilized existing generation, 
demand has flattened, and energy efficiency continues to 
improve. The industry has also demonstrated the ability to 
orchestrate substantial control technology retrofits. During 
the peak of the last retrofit construction cycle, scrubbers 
were installed on nearly 60 GW of coal capacity during the 
three-year period from 2008 through 2010.94


In the areas that may be most vulnerable to reliability 
problems, BPC believes that power companies, federal 
and state regulators, and ISO/RTOs have authorities 
or strategies at their disposal to ensure continued 
reliability. In light of these findings, we offer the following 
recommendations to ensure the smoothest possible 
transition to a cleaner, more efficient electric power system.


a. flExibilitiES in thE clEan air 
act and clEan watEr act


Where appropriate, EPA should use flexibility inherent 
in its existing authority to address cost and reliability 
concerns. EPA’s March 15, 2011 proposed Utility Air 
Toxics Rule includes several provisions that can help 
minimize costs and the potential for system disruptions. 
These include work practice standards in lieu of limits for 
dioxin and furans, emissions averaging among units at a 
facility in the same sub-category, the use of surrogates for 
particular hazardous air pollutants, exemptions for units 
that infrequently burn oil, a 30 day averaging period 


for demonstrating compliance with emission standards, 
and alternative standards that could reduce monitoring 
requirements. In addition, although the Clean Air Act 
generally allows only three years to comply with the 
Utility Air Toxics Rule, EPA’s proposal emphasizes that 
states can provide waivers to allow a fourth year for 
facilities to install controls if plants are unable to do so 
in three years despite good faith efforts.


Similarly, the proposed cooling water rules provide 
important flexibility with respect to the timing and 
choice of compliance technologies. Facilities will have 
up to eight years to implement lower-cost compliance 
measures, such as screens or velocity reduction. For the 
largest water users, EPA’s proposed rule will require a 
case-by-case evaluation—one that considers site-specific 
constraints, the useful life of the facility, electric 
reliability impacts, and weighs cost against benefits—to 
determine which control technologies, if any, will be 
required. If a cooling tower is required, fossil-fired 
facilities are provided 5–10 years and nuclear facilities are 
provided 10–15 years to come into compliance.


Additional options are available that can address 
unexpected reliability impacts as a last resort. These 
include authorities to delay compliance deadlines under 
the Federal Power Act, authorities for the President 
to delay implementation, and the ability to exercise 
enforcement discretion through the use of consent 
decrees to address specific, special circumstances. While 
it is unlikely that these authorities will be needed, 
government agencies should make it clear that they will 
avail themselves of these tools if necessary.


b. planning and coordination


A number of planning tools and authorities are available 
and should be used to help smooth the transition to a 
new suite of environmental regulations in the coming 
decade. Although attention has focused on reliability 
concerns related to plant retirements, BPC believes that 
managing a large number of pollution control retrofits 
in a relatively short period could also be a challenge. If 
many plant owners delay retrofits to near the end of the 
Air Toxics compliance period, scheduling problems could 
arise that would increase the need for compliance waivers 
and reliability-must-run agreements, potentially driving 
up costs. Plant owners should be encouraged—including 
through concrete incentives, to the extent possible—to 
start the process of installing controls immediately. State 
policy makers should look for opportunities to influence 
the timing of retrofits and to help spread out scheduled 
installations within the compliance window. In addition, 
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95 There are currently differing requirements in PJM, MISO, NYISO.
96  National Commission on Energy Policy. Clean Energy Technology Pathways: An Assessment of the Critical Barriers to Achieving a Low-


Carbon Energy Future. March 2010.


neighboring RTO/ISOs that share transmission corridors 
and may rely on each other to provide adequate reserve 
margins should consider coordinating their outage 
schedules as well. 


To play a more proactive role, FERC could consider 
extending the length of the required notification period 
for proposed plant retirements to allow more time 
for reliability assessments.95 If FERC acted to increase 
advance notice requirements for unit retirements, the 
need to rely on RMR contracts as an interim measure 
to assure grid security would be reduced, and the stress 
of assuring grid reliability in the face of retirements and 
retrofits may be mitigated. 


Finally, DOE and FERC should look to additional 
authorities under the Federal Power Act that can be used 
to support long-term planning for a smoother, more cost-
effective transition. For example, DOE and FERC could 
collaborate to use their information gathering authorities to 
conduct assessments for decision making and coordinated 
planning. This type of coordination could help identify 
regions with potential resource adequacy problems and 
provide a mechanism for aggregating and disseminating 
information about the regulatory and market tools that are 
available for addressing potential problems. A stakeholder 
process involving federal agencies, RTOs/ISOs, and 
utilities could be used to develop strategies for addressing 
challenges posed by retirement and retrofit scheduling and 
to share best practices.


c. Siting and pErmitting  
for nEw infraStructurE 


The transition to a cleaner, more efficient generation 
system will require investment in energy efficiency, 
demand response strategies, and new generation 
capacity along with associated transmission and pipeline 
infrastructure. Additional generation capacity will be 
needed to replace retired coal generation and, potentially 
to ensure reliability during retrofit outages. Energy 
efficiency and demand response strategies can help lower 
overall demand for electricity and better manage demand 
during peak periods. Some additional transmission 
infrastructure will be necessary to address shifts in 
generation capacity and demand, and pipelines may be 
necessary to transport natural gas to new gas-fired plants. 


Previous BPC reports have noted that siting energy 
facilities in the United States has evolved into a complex, 


multi-jurisdictional, and often contentious process 
that is in need of reform.96 Although a full discussion 
of potential reforms is beyond the scope of this 
report, it is worth noting that the upcoming period of 
transition in the power sector provides an opportunity 
for policy makers at the state and federal levels to seek 
improvements in the siting and permitting process.


d. lEgiSlativE opportunitiES 


There may be a short window of opportunity for a 
legislative change that could guarantee the environmental 
benefits of the Clean Air Act and provide a smoother 
transition for the power sector. To be successful, multi-
pollutant legislation would need to provide certainty 
and encourage rational and timely investment decisions, 
so that plant owners begin adding pollution controls 
immediately at facilities that will remain economically 
viable; while also planning and coordinating the 
retirement and replacement of plants that will have 
to be shut down. For the minority of plants where 
the outcome is unclear, it will be important to get the 
information needed to make a determination in time to 
comply. Further, multi-pollutant legislation should aim 
to guarantee equivalent or greater environmental benefits 
than available under current authority. 


Well-crafted legislation could also provide greater certainty 
about environmental outcomes and provide the incentives 
and the regulatory clarity to get started sooner. Absent new 
legislation, litigation over the upcoming rulemakings could 
prolong uncertainty over what will ultimately be required 
and when. In addition, the current structure provides little 
incentive to begin retrofits early and to turn on installed 
controls before the compliance deadline. Legislation 
could introduce such incentives and provide a backstop 
requirement that would be applicable if EPA is not able 
to promulgate regulations in time or if those regulations 
are tied up in litigation. This was the approach used in 
the successful, market-based Acid Rain Program, which is 
widely acknowledged to have achieved significant public 
health environmental benefits at lower than expected cost.


BPC continues to believe that addressing multiple 
pollutants in an integrated way can provide certainty, 
and encourage rational and timely investment decisions 
in pollution controls and new capacity. Several market-
based, multi-pollutant legislative proposals have been 
developed in recent years. The BPC believes that the 
public health and economic benefits of these types 
of coordinated approaches are worth exploring in the 
coming months.


Well-crafted legislation could provide greater 
certainty about environmental outcomes and 


provide the incentives and the regulatory 
clarity for utilities to begin retrofits early.
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aPPEnDix 
a


The Bipartisan Policy Center, together with 


the National Association of Regulatory Utility 


Commissioners (NARUC) and Northeast States for 


Coordinated Air Use Management (NESCAUM), 


hosted a three-part workshop series from October 


2010 through January 2011 exploring how to ensure 


the reliability of our nation’s electric system 


without jeopardizing important progress on 


public health and environmental protection. Materials 


from each of these workshops, including video and 


presentations, can be found on our website.97


The three workshops featured presentations by leading 


experts on electric power system reliability, electricity 


market operation, power sector technology, and 


pollution control policies and regulations.


liSt of ExpErt SpEaKErS 
from bpc worKShopS  
on EnvironmEntal 
rEgulation and ElEctric 
SyStEm rEliability


97 See http://www.bipartisanpolicy.org.
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BPC modeled the impacts of pending EPA 
regulations for the power sector using ICF 


International’s Integrated Planning Model (IPM). IPM 


is a model designed to simulate the behavior of 


the U.S. and Canadian wholesale electricity markets.  


To do so it uses an extensive database that 


contains information on every boiler and 


generator in the nation. 


bpc modEling 
uSing icf’S  
intEgrating 
planning modEl


aPPEnDix 
b
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98  Based on Utility Solid Waste Activities Group. 2010. Cost estimates for the mandatory closure of surface impoundments used for the 
management of coal combustion byproducts at coal-fired electric utilities. Prepared by The EOP Group, Inc., Washington, DC.


IPM is a multi-region model that endogenously 
determines capacity and transmission expansion 
plans, unit dispatch and compliance decisions, and 
power, coal, and allowance price forecasts, all based 
on power market fundamentals. To utilize the model, 
it is necessary to make a number of assumptions 
concerning key market parameters, including electricity 
demand growth, fuel prices, cost and performance of 
new generating capacity, and cost and performance of 
pollution controls and other options for complying 
with environmental regulations. This appendix 
discusses the assumptions and regulatory compliance 
scenarios included in the BPC analysis.


a. aSSumptionS for analySiS 


BPC based most of the assumptions for this analysis 
on information from the Energy Information 
Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook (EIA AEO 
2010) and the Environmental Protection Agency’s 
IPM Base Case 2009 ARRA (EPA ARRA). In some 
cases, BPC selected alternative assumptions to reflect 
recent market conditions. Assumptions for electricity 
demand growth, cost and performance of new capacity, 
and costs of regulatory compliance options were held 
constant across all the scenarios analyzed. Natural gas 
and coal prices varied by scenario based on the relative 
fuel demand from scenario to scenario. Table B-1 below 
summarizes the sources of key assumptions in the 
analysis. Tables B-2 through B-4 summarize our detailed 
assumptions for select parameters.


tablE b-1: SourcES of KEy input aSSumptionS


input Parameter Source of assumption notes


Electric demand growth EIA AEO 2010


Cost and performance of new 
generation capacity, including 
new project financing 


EIA AEO 2010 New coal capacity without carbon capture 
technology included a risk premium in 
financing costs, consistent with the approach 
used by EIA


Natural gas prices EIA AEO 2010 (BPC Base Case)


Gas price sensitivity at minus  
$1/MMBtu below the AEO2010-
based supply curve


To realize gas price response in scenarios 
other than the BPC Base Case, ICF derived 
a measure of supply elasticity from multiple 
AEO 2010 scenarios and applied it to the BPC 
Base Case price and gas demand projections 
to generate a supply curve


Coal prices ICF coal supply curves calibrated to 
EIA AEO 2010 prices and quantities


Cost and performance of air 
pollution controls


EPA ARRA (SCR, SNCR, ACI),  
BPC (FGD, fabric filter, DSI)


BPC assumed higher capital costs for fabric 
filters and wet scrubbers (FGD) than those 
used in EPA ARRA to reflect costs closer to 
recent market experience 


Cost of compliance options 
for coal ash and water intake 
regulations


NERC (cooling towers),
EOP Group (ash)98


BPC (alternative water intake 
compliance)
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99  NERC. 2010 Special Reliability Scenario Assessment: Resource Adequacy Impacts of Potential US Environmental Regulations. October 
2010. Available at http://www.nerc.com/files/EPA_Scenario_Final.pdf


100  Based on Utility Solid Waste Activities Group. Cost estimates for the mandatory closure of surface impoundments used for the 
management of coal combustion byproducts at coal-fired electric utilities. Prepared by The EOP Group, Inc., Washington, DC. 2010


tablE b-2: bpc aSSumptionS for thE coSt and pErformancE of air pollution controlS


  capacity 
(mW) Wet fgD DSi Scr Sncr fabric filter aci


capital cost 
(2006$/kW)


300 564 37 168 20 131 Bit - h 3.65 
Bit - L 2.72 
Lig 25.11 
Sub 3.86


500 487 NA 147 15 123


700 442 NA 140 NA 118


Variable o&m  
(2006$/mWh) 1.80


Bit 8.46 
Sub & Lig 


3.83
0.64 0.79


Bit - h 0.10 
Bit - L 0.05 


Lig 0.11 
Sub 0.10


Bit - h 0.41 
Bit - L 0.27 


Lig 0.50 
Sub 0.35


Energy Penalty 2.1% 0.02% 0.5% 0% 0.5% 0%
% removal SO


2
 - 95% SO


2
 - 70% NO


X
 - 85% NO


X
 - 30% PM - 99.95% hg - 90%


first year allowed 2013 2013 2013 2011 2011 2011
Source BPC BPC EPA EPA EPA EPA


Bit = Bituminous coal; Sub = Subbituminous coal; Lig = Lignite; O&M = Operating and Maintenance Costs.
Note: The 70% SO


2
 removal rate for DSI assumes a fabric filter is present. As a conservative modeling assumption to account for site-specific 


challenges, BPC assumed that DSI was only an option for units ≤ 300MW and that units projected to install DSI are restricted to burning low 
sulfur coals (2 lb SO


2
/MMBtu). 


tablE b-3: bpc aSSumptionS for 316(b) watEr rulE compliancE 


Water  
(2006$/kW) capacity (mW) cooling tower alternate compliance


capital costs


300 184 18


500 138 14


700 138 14


Note: Cooling tower costs derived from North American Electric Reliability Corporation.99 Alternative compliance costs based on 
BPC assumption of 10% of cooling tower cost.


tablE b-4: bpc aSSumptionS for coal combuStion waStE rulE compliancE


 ash  
(million 2006$)


fly ash 
conversion


bottom ash 
conversion


Wet ash 
conversion


landfill 
Expansion


capital costs 23 20 200 30


fixed o&m - - 4.5 3.0


Note: Ash related costs derived from EOP Group, Inc.100
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101  CAIR has since been replaced with the Transport Rule, proposed in July 2010. The latter provides for more stringent caps on SO2 and NOX, 
as well as trading restrictions and limits on the use of “banked” allowances from past years of over-compliance with the SO2 Acid Rain 
Trading Program. Other analyses indicate that the incremental changes between CAIR and the Transport Rule are not a significant driver 
in the context of the suite of EPA regulations. Thus, the policy scenario does not reflect incremental changes from CAIR, other than to 
restrict the use of allowances banked prior to 2012.


102  Some studies indicate that upgrades to existing electrostatic precipitators may be sufficient to comply. (Lipinski, 2011).
103  Studies and EPA analysis of the Air Toxics Rule indicate that lower cost dry scrubber technology combined with particulate controls would 


be an alternative option for acid gas compliance and that DSI may also be an option for larger units. (Lipinski, 2011)


b. dEScription of ScEnarioS 


For this analysis, BPC defined three cases to examine the 
impacts of EPA’s proposed regulations on the U.S. power 
sector. BPC had ICF analyze these cases using IPM 
based on the assumptions described above. The three 
cases included a base case, a regulatory scenario, and a 
regulatory scenario with lower natural gas prices. The 
cases are described in more detail below.


BPC BASE CASE


The BPC Base Case represents a business-as-usual 
(BAU) projection in that it includes only existing 
federal and state regulations. It assumes regional cap 
and trade programs for SO2 and NOX in the eastern 
U.S., as promulgated under Phases I and II of the Clean 
Air Interstate Rule (CAIR).101 It does not include any 
federal mercury or carbon dioxide emission reduction 
requirements. The BPC Base Case includes existing state 
mercury, SO2 and NOX requirements, as well as state 
renewable portfolio standards. Pollution control and 
retirement decisions reflected in completed New Source 
Review consent decrees and public announcements are 
also included in the BPC Base Case and the other cases. 


REGULATORy CASE


The second case includes requirements under EPA’s 
proposed suite of new regulations, including the Utility 
Air Toxics Rule, transport, and proposed water intake and 
coal ash rules. BPC assumed the following requirements 
for each of the proposed rules:


clean air transport rule (catr) – The 
case includes CAIR Phases I and II as a proxy for 
CATR. However, BPC assumes no banking of SO2 
allowances from the Title IV Acid Rain Program 
and CAIR into 2012, reflecting the start of the new 
program under CATR. The Phase II caps under 
CAIR have been modified for NOX to reflect tighter 
standards expected under the new ozone NAAQS. The 
CAIR Phase II caps were scaled in 2018 to reflect a 
0.10 lb/MMBtu standard in place of the CAIR 0.125 
lb/MMBtu standard. To reflect Best Available Retrofit 
Technology (BART) requirements in states not subject 


to CAIR, units were required to control for NOX with 
SCR so long as the cost of control was equivalent to 
less than $5000 per ton of NOX avoided.


utility air toxics rule – BPC assumes that 
all coal-fired electric generating units (EGUs) must be 
controlled with a suite of controls intended to meet 
emissions standards to continue operating past the 
2015 compliance deadline. If units do not control by 
2015, they must retire. As a conservative assumption, 
control of metals is assumed to require a fabric filter 
for every unit.102 The analysis assumes that units greater 
than 300 MW meet the standard for acid gases (HCl) 
with a wet scrubber (flue gas desulfurization, FGD) 
and that units less than 300 MW in size may meet 
the standard for acid gases with either dry sorbent 
injection (DSI) combined with the fabric filter and 
low sulfur coal or, alternatively, with a wet scrubber.103 
Although a dry scrubber, estimated at 10-20% lower 
cost than a wet scrubber, would be an option in 
combination with particulate controls to comply with 
the HCl limit, it is not an assumed option in this 


figurE b-1: bpc natural gaS Supply curvES 
(for gaS SuppliEd to powEr SEctor) 
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104  For mercury removal, the scenario assumes that a plant burning primarily bituminous coal with installed FGD, baghouse, and selective 
catalytic reduction (SCR) (for NOX) controls will meet the Utility Air Toxics Rule 90% mercury removal requirement with no carbon 
injection. This is a simplified estimate based on an assumption that, for a bituminous coal plant with a baghouse, any additional cost for 
carbon injection (polishing ACI) would be modest. All other plants are assumed to require activated carbon injection.


105  Data on wet and dry ash handling are taken from EIA Form 923 reporting.
106  U.S. EIA Annual Energy Outlook (AEO) 2011 projection averages nearly $1.24/MMBtu lower than the AEO 2010 projection over the 


period 2011 to 2030. 


analysis. To meet mercury standards, units may be 
controlled with activated carbon injection (ACI) or, for 
units burning bituminous coals, with a combination of 
wet scrubber and SCR controls.104 


water intake (316(b)) – BPC assumes water 
intake structure compliance by 2022 (fossil) and by 
2027 (nuclear), both reflected as 2025 in the modeled 
scenario. Facilities with a weighted average capacity 
factor of at least 35 percent in 2009 and flow design 
intake greater than 500 million gallons per day (MGD) 
are assumed to require cooling towers to operate past 
the compliance date. Facilities that do not meet those 
two conditions must install alternative compliance 
measures, estimated by BPC to cost one-tenth the cost 
of a cooling tower at the facility. 


ash handling (coal combustion waste) – 
BPC assumes that coal-fired facilities must fully 
convert to dry ash handling in order to continue 
operating in 2015 and later. The case assumes 
implementation consistent with EPA’s proposal 
under Subtitle D. Ash is not classified as hazardous 
and may continue to be used for beneficial purposes. 
For facilities that already manage some ash using dry 
handling systems, the retrofit costs shown above were 


prorated by the share of total ash managed using wet 
handling systems.105


REGULATORy CASE WITh LOW GAS PRICES 


Natural gas price levels are critical to determining 
the projected impacts of EPA’s regulations on the 
power sector. As noted earlier, the BPC Base Case and 
Regulatory Case relied on natural gas price projections 
based on EIA’s AEO 2010. Since the publication of AEO 
2010 in early 2010, expert projections of future natural 
gas prices have continued to fall as they incorporate 
growing resource projections for shale gas.106 To reflect 
this expectation of lower future natural gas prices, BPC 
includes a sensitivity case that assumes prices $1/MMBtu 
lower in each year compared to the projected price in the 
Regulatory Case.


c. SElEct rESultS of bpc analySiS


The following charts present select results for the three 
BPC cases described in the previous section. Unless 
specified otherwise, the results are presented for the 
continental United States as a whole, not including 
Hawaii and Alaska. 
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Figure B-2 shows annualized capital expenditures 
on all new air pollution control equipment, water 
intake and ash handling compliance retrofits, and new 
generating capacity. The 2015 value includes compliance 
investments for the Utility Air Toxics Rule and ash 
handling requirements. Water intake costs are incurred 
in 2025. Expenditures on new capacity take place over 
the entire period to meet demand growth and, in the 
EPA Regulatory cases, to replace capacity that retires in 
response to the regulations. 


Capital expenditures, which do not include fuel and 
other costs to generate and distribute electricity, are 
about $10 billion higher in the Regulatory Cases 


compared to the BPC Base Case in 2015. The differential 
increases over time as costs are incurred for water intake 
compliance and incremental capacity additions. Costs 
in the Low Gas Price case are slightly lower due to lower 
compliance investments.


The assumed compliance requirements in the EPA 
Regulatory Cases drive up retirements of coal-fired 
capacity relative to the BPC Base Case. The regulations 
increase coal unit retirements by 15 GW and 21 GW in 
the Regulatory Case and in the Regulatory Case with Low 
Gas Prices, respectively, by 2030. Retirements of oil and gas 
steam capacity change very little from the BPC Base Case.
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107  The BPC analysis assumes costs for compliance with the ash handling requirements for coal-fired facilities that are proportional to the 
current share of wet ash handling at the facility. For example, a facility that currently relies on wet handling for one-half of its total ash 
handling needs is assumed to incur a cost equivalent to one-half the cost of a facility that is the same size and must convert all of its 
handling from wet to dry methods. BPC analysis projects that 98 facilities will be affected, either in whole or in part, by the ash handling 
requirements in the Regulatory Case.


TABLES B-5 (A) AND (B): PROJECTED COMPLIANCE EXPENDITURES AND UNITS CONTROLLED 
(ADDITIONAL TO BPC BASE CASE) 


tablE b-5(a): bpc rEgulatory caSE


2015 2020 2025 2030


Incremental Annualized Capital Expenditures (Million $): Change from BPC Base Case


FGD 3,170 3,170 3,170 3,165


DSI 282 282 282 282


ACI 165 161 160 160


FF 3,463 3,432 3,432 3,432


SCR 525 691 703 731


Ash 2,897 2,897 2,897 2,897


Cooling Towers 0 0 1,626 1,626


Incremental Number of Units Controlled: Change from BPC Base Case


FGD 85 85 85 84


DSI 199 199 199 199


ACI 392 385 381 381


FF 541 536 536 536


SCR 34 47 48 48


Ash (Facilities, in whole or in part)107 98 98 98 98


Cooling Towers (Facilities) 0 0 93 93


tablE b-5(b): bpc rEgulatory caSE with low gaS pricES


 2015 2020 2025 2030


Incremental Annualized Capital Expenditures (Million $): Change from BPC Base Case


FGD 3,124 3,124 3,124 3,119


DSI 245 245 245 245


ACI 157 154 153 153


FF 3,331 3,300 3,300 3,300


SCR 411 582 587 650


Ash 2,797 2,797 2,797 2,797


Cooling Towers 0 0 1,610 1,610


Number of Units Controlled: Change from BPC Base Case


FGD 84 84 84 83


DSI 181 181 181 181


ACI 368 360 356 356


FF 516 511 511 511


SCR 28 41 40 44


Ash (Facilities, in whole or in part) 96 96 96 96


Cooling Towers (Facilities) 0 0 92 92
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Figure B-4 shows projected natural gas prices at Henry 
Hub for the three cases. Prices in the BPC Base Case 
climb over time as demand for gas increases with electric 
demand growth. In the Regulatory Case, natural gas 
prices increase in 2015 and beyond in response to coal 
retirements and increased demand for gas to replace 
some part of that generation. As new coal capacity is 
brought online, gas demand and prices in the two cases 
approach each other and end up converging by 2030.


Figure B-5 shows cumulative U.S. capacity additions by 
type. In the BPC Base Case, the build mix is dominated 
by gas-fired capacity and renewable capacity, with the 
latter required to meet state RPS requirements. Higher 
natural gas prices in the Regulatory Case make new coal 
capacity an economic option, even with a financing risk 
premium to reflect potential carbon liabilities. Lower gas 
price assumptions in the Low Gas Price sensitivity case 
shift the economics back toward gas capacity, but some 
new coal capacity is also built.


figurE b-4: projEctEd natural gaS pricES at hEnry hub 
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figurE b-5: cumulativE projEctEd capacity additionS by typE
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Figure B-6 shows the U.S. generation mix by type across 
the three cases. Generation from coal declines by 5–7 
percent in the Regulatory Cases relative to the Reference 
Case due to retirements motivated by EPA’s new 
regulatory requirements. Increased gas-fired generation 
makes up for the majority of that decline. In the 
Regulatory Case, generation from gas makes up roughly 


three-quarters of the decline in coal generation. With 
lower gas prices in the Low Gas Price Case, higher output 
from gas-fired generators makes up nearly 90 percent 
of the reduction from coal. In both cases, increased 
generation from renewables also contributes to meeting 
overall electricity demand growth over time.


figurE b-6: projEctEd gEnEration mix by fuEl typE
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The savings below are achieved when PC recycled fiber is used in place of 
virgin fiber. This project uses 1340 lbs of paper, which has a post consumer 
recycled percentage of 20%.


2 trees preserved for the future


7 lbs water-borne waste not created


956 gal wastewater flow saved


106 lbs solid waste not generated


208 lbs net greenhouse gases prevented


1,594,600 BTUs energy not consumed
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS  


BP SPILL 


Along Gulf Coast, BP Spill Vapors Could Be Up Your Nose & On Your Head 
(Treehugger) 
 
Sunday, July 25, 2010 
Particulate matter associated air quality at USEPA sampling stations along US Gulf Coast - 
snapshot indication. Image credit:AirNow, Gulf of Mexico Air Quality 
 
This summer has seen huge amounts of volatile or "low boiling" petroleum fractions released 
into the Gulf of Mexico, including dispersants. These 'volatiles' are aromatic (strong smelling), 
and rapidly evaporate when warm. Evaporation can take place directly from sea water. Once in 
the air, volatiles can react to form photochemical smog, which contains ozone. Ground-level 
zone is known for irritating bronchial tubes and eyes, and for causing leaves to hang wilted and 
deathly looking, shortly after sunrise when concentrations are typically the worst. Combine 
ozone and un-degraded volatile aromatics in the air and you get a mess of unpleasantness. Note: 
burning oil on water doesn't make all the volatiles go away. The fire forms particulates and 
carries unburned components up into the clouds, and down again with the rain (hence the 'on 
your head' part of the headline). 
 
I've been wondering when someone in authority would acknowledge the spill-associated air 
quality issues, or if we have to wait for cable news to document symptoms. Looks like both are 
happening at once. See some explanations below. 
 
From Christian Science Monitor, the paper no longer printed on paper: Last week, the EPA said 
that residents of two hard hit coastal communities in Louisiana - Grand Isle and Venice - face a 
"moderate health risk" due to hydrocarbon fumes. In Terrebonne Parish, residents of the town of 
Cocodrie and the surrounding area are also reporting strong odors of petroleum. 
 
For months since BP's Deepwater Horizon oil well blew, residents along the Gulf Coast, 
including many in New Orleans and other metro regions miles away from the shore, have said 
they smell fumes from the oil spill. Some have reported symptoms ranging from red eyes and 
runny noses to sinus infections and flu-like symptoms. 
 
Conservation of matter frames this issue. Petroleum volatiles can only go so many ways, 
initially. The major, initial steps toward where volatiles end up include: 
 
Dissolving in sea water. 
 
Becoming attached to, or dissolved in, organic matter within the sea (things living and dead) 
 
Biodegrading after processes #1 or #2 occur, as above. 
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Evaporating directly into the air, from the air/sea interface. 
 
Carried with sea water aerosols formed by wind and waves, and evaporating as the aerosols 
evaporate. 
 
Lapping up on hot beaches with the waves, and evaporating at a higher rate in contact with the 
warm beach sand and other objects. 
 
Forming photochemical smog, and partially degrading during that process 
 
On putting the micrometer on a volatiles fog bank. 
 
Take note of how far, in the above graphic, air quality sampling stations are shown to be from 
the actual coast line. The sampling respults poorly represent conditions where the oil meets land. 
 
Sure, agencies can send out industrial hygiene techs to pull air samples using equipment 
designed for fairly steady state industrial situations. Unfortunately, nature does not operate at the 
convenience of Dreaeger Tube sampling devices. Hot scum and blobs lapping up on a beach, an 
on shore wind diverted skyward as the sun warms the shore, atmospheric stratification, and all 
those other things that can't be controlled make snapshot surveys of questionable value for 
understanding the hazard and the smell. 
 
Exposure is down. 
 
If well-to-do beach home owners and tourists and vacationers were lining the shores as usual, I 
bet there would be a lot more symptomatic complaints and grumbling property owners. 
 
 


Pennsylvania Land Owners Take 20 Million Dollar Bite Out Of The Fracing 
(Treehugger) 
 
"A natural gas rig in southwestern Pennsylvania." Image credit:, via Andrew Harrer/Bloomberg 
News 
The Pennsylvania natural gas 'fracing' royalty settlement described in the post headline is 
explained concisely in this opener from the coverage: "Some 2,000 landowners in Pennsylvania 
will receive a share of $1.75 million and could get as much as $20 million over the next few 
years as part of the settlement of a federal class-action suit against a Texas-based gas company 
drilling in the Marcellus Shale." Note: the settlement story isn't about pollution damages; it's 
about making sure royalties due were properly paid out...as discussed below. But, there are two 
trains running; and neither of them are headed in the direction of Cheap Gas. 
 
Two trains running. America has two choices if they go the Picken's Plan route of substituting 
increased reliance on natural gas as a replacement for gasoline and coal. Choice one is to suck 
from the Marcellus Shale trillions of BTU per year worth of additional natural gas, pushing both 
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the royalties and the (d) adverse environmental impacts of this development off on rural 
landowners, leaving those far inland from Northeastern coastal cities to construct a reasonable 
regulatory regime and balance sheet. 
 
Note, for perspective: New York Citys' annual natural gas consumption is roughly equivalent to 
1/6th of the potential of the Marcellus Shale to provide natural gas every year. 
 
Choice two is to import liquid petroleum gas (LNG) from over seas, into coastal ports for US 
distribution. It woudl come from places where they would otherwise just flare it or make plastic 
from it: Nigeria, and Saudi Arabia, respectively, are exhibits A and B of these behaviors. 
 
However, because citizens of the harbor cities want nothing at all to do with LNG in their ports - 
guess what? Marcellus Shale is the only game in play at the energy casino. 
 
As illustrated by the opening paragraphs of this post, the wildcatting days of Marcellus Shale 
development are over. Signing up landowners naive about mineral extraction rights, sloppy 
waste management practices...all that stuff...are so yesterday, so Bush League. Things are about 
to change. 
 
BP has cast the role and set expectations for Marcellus Shale operations as well as deepwater 
drilling. Landowners above the Marcellus Shale see how the Gulf Coast fisher-folk and rig 
operators were treated by the petro business. They have all heard Tony Hayward say he's 
wanting 'his life back.' And. they saw how disinterested BP's suppliers were in product 
stewardship, withholding dispersant ingredient information. A few months of that noise is 
enough to drive home the I'm gonna get mine while they're getting theirs' outlook toward 
drilling. 
 
USEPA is on a listening tour to determine how and to what extent the risks and benefits of 
hydraulic "fracing" needs to be scientifically studied and regulated. has covered the EPA 
listening tour and here are a few seminal snippets from their reporting, illustrating the risk 
communication credibility block: With the steep environmental costs of fossil fuel extraction 
apparent on beaches from Texas to Florida -- and revelations that industry shortcuts and 
regulatory negligence may have contributed to the BP catastrophe in the gulf -- gas prospectors 
are finding a cold reception for their assertions that their drilling practices are safe...Matt 
Pitzarella, a spokesman for Range Resources, a Texas-based natural gas producer, acknowledged 
that the gulf spill had increased public concern about any sort of drilling activity. 
 
 


BP Not paying funds into Spill Escrow Account (DAILY KOS) 
 
Sunday, July 25, 2010 
Ken Fienberg on both CBS and CNN via Crooks and Liars where he talks up the current 
"success" of the program. 
 
Despite all of Feinberg's happy talk above the Press-Register has revealed this. 
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BAYOU LA BATRE, Ala. -- Ken Feinberg said today he hasn't been able to start writing claims 
checks because BP PLC has not yet deposited any money into the $20 billion escrow fund it 
promised to create. 
 
Feinberg, who was appointed last month to administer individual and business claims stemming 
from the oil spill, held an early morning town hall meeting in Bayou La Batre on Saturday before 
meeting with the Press-Register editorial board in downtown Mobile. 
 
Feinberg said he is leaning toward giving partial payments to companies and people who are 
indirectly impacted by the spill -- an outlet store in Foley hurt by the decline in beach traffic, for 
example. 
 
He also said he would do something for real estate owners to cover a decrease in property value. 
 
BP officials and President Barack Obama agreed last month that the oil company would put $5 
billion a year over the next four years into an account to pay for spill-related costs, such as 
claims, environmental restoration and cleanup costs. 
 
This might just be a bureaucratic snafu, and in the long run may not be a big deal, but when we 
also look at how BP has treated local Scientist and experts by trying to legally shut them up 
about what the ecological and environment impacts of the spill has really been... 
 
BP PLC attempted to hire the entire marine sciences department at one Alabama university, 
according to scientists involved in discussions with the company's lawyers. The university 
declined because of confidentiality restrictions that the company sought on any research. 
 
add to this the very clear fact that clean up workers in the Gulf are still not using Reperators - 
(after some were threatened with being fired if they brought their own) this latest bit of 
information seems more like a pattern than an aberration. 
 
Hugh Kaufman just messaged Crooks and Liars the following, along with a link to the video 
below: 
 
CNN may not know what they have documented. Will anybody tell them? Will they figure it 
out? ... 
 
CNN documents, on this documentary airing tonight and tomorrow, that the “air smell's [sic] 
bad” (it's full of carcinogenic and other hazardous material in oil and dispersants). None of the 
cleanup workers are wearing respirators and nobody is testing the air. 
 
Just like 911 WTC, these workers are gonna be in trouble 5, 10, and 20 years down the line. 
 
Where is EPA and OSHA? 
 
Yeah, good question - they've been MIA for quite some time. 
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Despite the current Right-Wing Meme that "Obama has been to MEAN to Business, and has 
scared them to too much change", the fact is that he's actually been pretty toothless in regards to 
BP. 
 
If anything U.S. Officials have been flacking for BP, not keeping their "Boot on their Neck". 
 
And they're certainly not getting in the way while BP hires Prison Labor - working them for up 
to 12 Hrs a day, 6 hours a day, in 100 degree plus toxic environment. 
 
Work crews in Grand Isle, Louisiana, still stand out. In a region where nine out of ten residents 
are white, the cleanup workers are almost exclusively African-American men. The racialized 
nature of the cleanup is so conspicuous that Ben Jealous, the president of the NAACP, sent a 
public letter to BP CEO Tony Hayward on July 9, demanding to know why black people were 
over-represented in "the most physically difficult, lowest paying jobs, with the most significant 
exposure to toxins." 
 
Hiring prison labor is more than a way for BP to save money while cleaning up the biggest oil 
spill in history. By tapping into the inmate workforce, the company and its subcontractors get 
workers who are not only cheap but easily silenced—and they get lucrative tax write-offs in the 
process. 
 
Work release inmates are required to work for up to twelve hours a day, six days a week, 
sometimes averaging seventy-two hours per week. These are long hours for performing what 
may arguably be the most toxic job in America. Although the dangers of mixed oil and 
dispersant exposure are largely unknown, the chemicals in crude oil can damage every system in 
the body, as well as cell structures and DNA. 
 
Did someone say Slavery was over? Fact is - it's not, particularly if you read all of the 13th 
Amendment which has an bright bold exception for the "Duly Convicted". 
 
The Oil Spill itself may be stopped for now, but it's long term environmental and health impact 
remains a giant dark cloud looming just under the surface of our full comprehension, one that is 
likely to continue taking it's toll - for generations. 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 


Setting a Price on Carbon Will Help US End Oil Addiction - Not Just Combat 
Climate Change (Treehugger) 
 
Sunday, July 25, 2010 
There's lots of overlap between ending our oil addiction in the United States and combatting 
climate change, with setting a price on carbon (regardless of the mechanism used, be it cap and 
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trade, a carbon tax, or something else) mostly being cast as being a solution for reducing the 
impacts of global warming. This is certainly true, but it also could go a long way towards 
reducing our oil usage as well. 
 
Perhaps its hugely obvious to say, but I'll still say it again. When burned in an internal 
combustion engine, gasoline and diesel fuel emits lots of carbon into the atmosphere--19.4 
pounds of CO2 per gallon of gasoline and 22.2 pounds per gallon for diesel fuel in fact, 
according to the official EPA stats. 
 
Externalizing Pollution Costs Means We All Pay For Them 
 
To refresh your Economics 101 terminology, those carbon emissions (and the other air pollutants 
released from burning gasoline) are a negative environmental externality. In other words, they 
are quantifiable financial costs associated with the purchase and use of gasoline which aren't 
incorporated into the price consumers pay. 
 
In fact, those not-included (externalized) costs are an economic burden upon society because of 
the myriad impacts that unchecked carbon emissions are creating, directly and indirectly, in 
terms of rising global temperatures, ocean acidification, spreading tropical disease, decreased 
crop yields leading to more hunger and poverty, et cetera, et cetera--TreeHugger has documented 
all of these and the associated environmental degradation 
 
The externalized costs of pollution, when it comes to greenhouse gas emissions at least, can 
affect people literally on the other side of the world from where the polluting product is produced 
or consumed--with in many cases those people least able to adapt being the greatest affected. 
Indonesian farmer, photo: Danumurthi Mahendra via flickr. 
 
Consumers Have Inaccurate, Incomplete Information 
 
Not including these costs in the price consumers pay also creates a situation of imperfect 
information being made available to purchasers. In other words, the price paid does accurately 
represent the true cost of the good. By pushing part of the true cost of oil off to society as a 
whole (externalizing it) you've created a market failure that needs to be rectified if the entire 
market system enterprise is to work. 
 
This is where setting a price on carbon comes in. Whether established as a carbon tax or through 
a carbon trading system, this price on carbon will, yes, increase the cost of gasoline, diesel, and 
all the other uses for oil. 
 
Price Pollution & the Economy Will Adjust to Be Less Polluting 
 
To an oil addicted society this may seem like self-imposed pain--admittedly there will be an 
adjustment period to go through (if certainly not one which can't be managed)--but it is both 
good and necessary for both the economy and the environment. 
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From a theoretical perspective, incorporating the cost of carbon pollution into the price 
consumers pay for products derived from oil gives them fuller information, which allows the free 
market to function more efficiently--and there's nothing most economists like better than a well 
functioning market. 
 
From a practical perspective, raising the price of goods made from oil brings the comparative 
cost of them more accurately in line with those made from non-polluting materials, which are 
often now more expensive because of the de facto subsidy petroleum and other fossil fuels 
currently receive. 
 
Effects Will Go Well Beyond Which Goods We Buy 
 
This in turn will gradually shift consumer spending, habit and preference towards goods which 
are made from materials with no or lower carbon emissions. It will encourage city and town 
planning towards patterns which support more walkable and bikeable communities. It will 
encourage both public and private transit to be powered by low-carbon sources of energy. It will 
encourage long-distance shipping to be done similarly, in turn likely stimulating more localized 
and regionalized economies--with long distance shipping occurring only for those goods which 
either can only be produced in certain locations due to geography or where, even including the 
cost of transport, some competitive advantage still keeps costs lower. 
 
Oil (and other fossil fuels) may well still be used for some products and applications once the 
now-externalized cost of carbon emissions are included in the price, if there simply isn't another 
good option for the task at hand, but the price of those products will more accurately reflect the 
environmental cost of doing so and their use likely curbed substantially. 
 
The economy will adjust to the new conditions, adapting and innovating products because of the 
new pricing. The balance of jobs will shift, with jobs being lost in production of fossil fuels and 
new ones created in other areas, balancing them. Just like the environment adapting to changes, 
the economy will as well. And at least one aspect of humanity's impact on the planet upon which 
we, and the economy, utterly depend will be lowered. 
 


Bill Scher: "This Thing Is Not Over": There Always Has Been a Plan B For 
The Climate Bill (Huffington Post) 
 
At Netroots Nation today, Van Jones sought to rally attendees after the Senate leadership put 
plans for a climate protection bill on the back burner : "This thing is not over." 
 
He's right, for one very simple reason. It is against the law under the Clean Air Act, the Supreme 
Court has ruled, for the Environmental Protection Agency to ignore greenhouse gas pollution. 
And a congressional attempt to gut the Clean Air Act and block the EPA from acting was 
defeated this year. 
 
That fact has always been part of the argument to press Senators from coal, oil, manufacturing 
and agribusiness states to accept climate compromises: if Congress doesn't do it, the EPA will. 
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And that same fact has always the Obama administration's Plan B. 
 
The EPA is not going to announce an economy-wide carbon cap overnight. But it has been and 
will continue to announce a rule here and a rule there, continually ramping up pressure on 
Congress to pass legislation that will cap carbon emissions in a way that businesses will find 
more flexible than what the EPA is able to do. 
 
This is part of the reason prospects for a climate bill have remained alive far longer than anyone 
would have thought considering how far away we are from 60 Senate votes. Even businesses 
know what is around the corner. 
 
And more and more are willing, if not eager, to cut a deal today to establish certainty on 
greenhouse gas regulation over the next four decades, instead of trying to tie up new EPA rules 
in court, which - as the recent Court ruling showed -- can't work forever. 
 
The question of a climate bill is when, not if. 
 
But since the climate crisis has its own clock, it's our job to fight as hard as possible to make the 
"when" as soon as possible.   
 
 


Why Climate Change Legislation is NOT Dead Folks! (DAILY KOS) 
 
Sunday, July 25, 2010 
Something is going to happen in 2011 that is going to FORCE the Congress to put a price on 
carbon and that is that the EPA is going to regulate the HELL out of CO2. 
 
As a result, I wouldn't be surprised if indeed a climate legislation bill will be passed in the 
lameduck Congressional session because the business community fears the EPA's regulation 
MORE than a price on carbon. 
 
The Supreme Court ruled 3 years ago that carbon dioxide can be considered a pollutant and can 
be regulated. In 2011 the EPA is expected to regulate the HELL out of carbon dioxide which will 
force the business community to make a choice: endure STIFF regulations or make put carbon 
pricing on the market. 
 
Joe Klein at Time makes this point. 
 
There Will Be An Energy Bill...soon. 
Why? Because there is a Supreme Court ruling, now three years old, that carbon dioxide is a 
poison that needs to be cleaned up. Next year, the Environmental Protection Agency will begin 
regulating the hell out of Co2. The business community won't like that, nor will many 
Republicans. 
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Many Senators realize this. 
 
Maria Cantwell: 
"Putting a price on carbon is the only alternative," says Senator Maria Cantwell, who has offered 
a bill--with Maine Republican Susan Collins as co-sponsor--that would force the 2000 top 
polluters to participate in an auction to purchase the right to spew; 75% of the income would be 
returned as a "dividend" to taxpayers, the other 25% would go to alternative energy. "There's no 
question that we will have a bill before the EPA regulations kick in." 
 
Lindsey Graham: 
(Senator Lindsey Graham told me something very similar a few months ago and said he was 
certain that more than a few of his Republican colleagues would vote for putting a price on 
carbon.) 
 
I personally think that too many Conservadems are running scared before the midterm elections 
to go on record this year. However, the prospect of the EPA regulations in 2011 will FORCE 
both moderate Dems and moderate Repubs to put a price on carbon because the business 
community will push them in the end. 
 
Joe Klein's thoughts on the failure (so far) of passing climate legislation in 2010. 
And so, yesterday's death of environmental legislation should be considered a pre-election 
maneuver. Given a choice between taxes and potentially punitive regulations, the wise--the more 
elegant; the less expensive--choice is a tax every time. (Which is why I'm disappointed that there 
wasn't a tax on toxic financial-derivative trading in the Financial Reform bill.) It is an essential 
conservative principle: you tax the things you want to discourage. Pollution is certainly one; 
dependence on foreign fossil fuels is another--and that's why I hope the next iteration of energy 
legislation is called: The National Defense Conservation Act. 
 
Even if a climate change bill with a price on carbon some how does not pass in 2010 or 2011, the 
EPA will see to it that the United States will be FORCED to go the clean energy route because 
carbon will be so heavily regulated. 
 
FOLKS, THE GREEN ECONOMY IS COMING.. 


 
 


ENERGY 
  
July 26, 2010     


Weekly Mulch: How Reid's Energy Bill Undermines Senate Climate Efforts 
(Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
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Read More: Carteret Islands , Clean Energy , Energy Bill , Gasland , Grittv , Harry Reid , 
Hydrofracking , Hydrofracture , Jobs , Jobs Bill , Linktv , Mother Jones , New Guinea , 
Renewable Energy , The Progressive , Truthout , Washington Independent , News  
by Sarah Laskow, Media Consortium blogger 
 
Yesterday, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) introduced a limited energy bill that 
responds to the oil spill and promotes energy efficiency. Reid's action is a signal that the Senate 
will not pass climate legislation before November, although Sen. John Kerry (D-MA) said that a 
climate bill could come up in the lame-duck session following the election. 
 
"The Senate's climate bill is officially dead," Kate Sheppard writes at Mother Jones. "And given 
that Democrats will almost certainly hold fewer seats in Congress next year, major action on the 
climate is unlikely to be revived anytime soon." 
 
Since 2009, expectations for a bill regulating carbon emissions have steadily declined. After this 
latest failure in the Senate, the best near-term hope for addressing climate change comes from the 
Environmental Protection Agency, which still has the power to regulate carbon emissions. 
 
At the Washington Independent, Andrew Restuccia reports that Sen. Reid's bill will likely hold 
oil companies more financially accountable for spills by lifting the cap on their liability for 
economic damages and will nudge homeowners towards energy efficiency. 
 
But, Restuccia writes, a sources tells him that "significantly...the bill might not include a 
renewable energy standard." Such a standard would require an increasing percentage of the 
country's electricity to come from sources like wind and solar. 
 
The energy bill could create jobs 
 
Sen. Reid has often emphasized that an energy bill is also a jobs bill: Innovation in the clean 
energy sector creates employment opportunities at a time when they're sorely needed. Dropping 
the renewable energy standard could also mean diminishing the potential for job creation. 
 
Public News Service reports that in rural areas, a standard could create thousands of jobs. 
 
"The Department of Energy says, if we get to 20 percent of the nation's electricity from wind by 
the year 2030"--one of the less ambitious standards proposed--"it would mean 3,000 to 4,000 
new jobs in most of our states," Chuck Hassebrook, executive director of the Center for Rural 
Affairs, said. "There's not a lot of things out there bringing that kind of new economic 
opportunity to rural America, so it could be a great thing for us." 
 
The Gulf Coast connection 
The need for job opportunities extends beyond rural areas. In the Gulf Coast, for instance, even 
fishermen left idle by the oil spill are hoping the oil industry resumes drilling soon. Their 
communities need those jobs. As Jerome Ringo, who worked for two decades in the oil industry, 
writes at The Progressive, "With unemployment still in the double digits across the nation, and 
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the people on the Gulf Coast struggling to survive, we need far more clean energy job growth 
than what we're seeing right now." 
 
That's not going to happen without a long-term commitment to clean energy from the 
government, Ringo argues. "Businesses need this signal to know how to invest, and, with this 
signal, they will move in a direction that creates many more jobs in areas like renewable energy 
and electric cars for people like me who once worked in oil and gas." 
 
Climate refugees 
 
That transition won't happen overnight, but it's important to start in that direction as soon as 
possible. In the United States, the effects of climate change are affecting people--farmers dealing 
with strange weather, for instance--but the impact is not obvious in the every day lives of 
Americans. 
 
Not everyone has that luxury, though. LinkTV's Earth Focus reports on the plight of climate 
refuges in New Guinea. In a new film, Jennifer Redfearn documents the story of the country's 
Carteret Islanders--the first group to organize a community-wide evacuation of their home in the 
face of climate change. As the sea level rises around their island, storm surges increase and fresh 
water becomes salty. Carteret Islanders are looking to move to Bougainville, a neighboring 
island recovering from civil war. 
 
"I've heard about you Carterets. You are an easy-going people," one leader tells them. "Here it is 
totally different." 
 
The longer Americans wait to start scaling back our energy use, the more people around the 
globe will be displaced. 
 
Hydrofracking 
 
When moving towards clean energy, however, it is important that leaders in Washington and on 
the state level watch emerging energy companies closely. For instance, The New York Times 
reports that Reid's bill will promote natural gas production. But as natural gas grows more 
popular as a bridge fuel, communities and legislators are discovering more dangerous 
environmental impacts from the hydrofracture drilling process that companies use to extract the 
gas from shale deposits. 
 
Josh Fox's recent documentary, Gasland, showed that residents across the country in fracking 
areas have had their drinking water contaminated. The natural gas industry is pushing back hard 
against the claims his film makes. Truthout reports that "Energy In Depth (EID), an information 
service created and funded by the oil and gas industry, recently posted 'Debunking Gasland,' a 
point-by-point argument against the Fox's startling discoveries. EID paints Fox as a 'purveyor of 
the avant-garde' who is guilty of 'flat-out making stuff up.'" 
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Fox isn't the only one to voice concerns about water quality, either. GritTV recently heard from 
residents in the Delaware River Basin about their concerns. "No water for gas" is their rallying 
cry. 
 
Water, water, everywhere 
 
Fox is fighting back, but the response to his film shows that the industry is ready to push back 
against any criticisms of its practices. It has also resisted effects by regulators to require disclose 
of the chemicals it uses in its extraction process. 
 
But as the Washington Independent's Restuccia reports, "Momentum is building in the House to 
pass new regulations on the controversial practice of hydraulic fracturing, in which water, sand 
and a mixture of potentially harmful chemicals are injected into the ground in order to gain 
access to natural gas." 
 
Unfortunately, if the fate of the climate bill is any indication, any environmental legislation, even 
with momentum, has little chance of moving through Congress right now. 
 
This post features links to the best independent, progressive reporting about the environment by 
members of The Media Consortium. It is free to reprint. Visit the Mulch for a complete list of 
articles on environmental issues, or follow us on Twitter. And for the best progressive reporting 
on critical economy, health care and immigration issues, check out The Audit, The Pulse, and 
The Diaspora. This is a project of The Media Consortium, a network of leading independent 
media outlets. 


 


 


Reid puts Energy Bill on Ice: with a Chilling Effect on Wind and Solar? 
(DAILY KOS) 
 
News OCR Text: The Energy Bill has been shelved for now -- another Price exacted by the Do 
Nothing Party. 
 
Senate Halts Effort to Cap CO2 Emissions 
 
Democrats Forgo Centerpiece of President Obama's Energy Plan, as Cap-and-Trade Fails to Lure 
Broad Support in Congress 
 
Mr. Reid refused to declare the idea dead. But Thursday's decision called into question when or 
whether any legislated cap on greenhouse-gas emissions would reach Mr. Obama's desk. 
 
Now, businesses, such as wind-turbine makers, that had bet on a greenhouse-gas provision to 
make alternatives to coal and oil more cost-competitive must recalculate how long it might take 
for that to happen. 
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[...] the solar industry is growing at the rate of about 40% a year in terms of electrical power 
installed and is likely to continue to grow, said Ron Kenedi, vice president of Sharp Corp.'s 
Sharp Solar Energy Solutions Group in Huntington Beach, Calif. 
 
We need some new Senators (at least 60), who actually care about Energy Independence -- 
enough to act. 
 
How are Clean Energy companies ever to get a serious foothold, when the trail ahead, keeps 
disappearing from legislative washouts? 
 
Flag on the play, Halt all Forward Progress ... It's the 80's all over again, with the Clean Energy 
demand being undercut at every turn. 
 
Clean Energy? ... Who Needs it? 
 
[Senate Democratic leaders Thursday shelved their effort to cap greenhouse-gas emissions as 
part of a broad energy bill, putting aside indefinitely a centerpiece of President Barack Obama's 
ambitious effort to transform the way Americans produce and consume energy. 
 
The proposal would have allowed utilities to trade permits to pollute as they worked to shift 
away from coal—a concept commonly called "cap and trade." 
 
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said Thursday that neither he nor the White House had 
managed to line up 60 senators to support even a limited proposal seeking to cap carbon-dioxide 
emissions from electric power companies. 
 
Mr. Reid's decision to pull cap-and-trade from the energy bill could reverberate on Wall Street, 
where banks and brokerage firms had been anticipating climate legislation that would lead to 
widespread trading of carbon "credits." 
 
There is already a global carbo-trading market, with the majority of the trading taking place in 
the regulated European markets. It amounted to $127 billion last year. 
 
But other business could be chilled if Washington abandons entirely the idea of raising the price 
of consuming fossil fuels. Companies trying to develop and sell solar and wind energy 
technology, energy-conservation systems or electric vehicles have hoped that caps on greenhouse 
gas emissions would jump-start demand. 
 
Mr. Reid's decision leaves EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson in charge of setting federal limits on 
greenhouse gases. She has already adopted rules limiting emissions from cars and requiring state 
regulators to account for such emissions when they issue air-quality permits to large refineries 
and manufacturing facilities. 
 
The agency's authority to do so is under assault. Business groups have sued, challenging the 
legality of EPA proposals to regulate greenhouse-gas emissions. 
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Leave it to the EPA to prime the Clean Energy pump ? 
 
Even when Wall Street is chomping on the bit, to get first crack at the US Carbon Credit Market? 
 
I thought the EPA and CO2 Regulation Issue -- was already a "done deal". Something about the 
Supreme Court ruling CO2 ACTUALLY IS a harmful Pollutant ... and that was in the W-
Decade, too ... 
 
EPA: Greenhouse Gases Threaten Public Health and the Environment 
 
Science overwhelmingly shows greenhouse gas concentrations at unprecedented levels due to 
human activity 
 
Release date: 12/07/2009 
 
President Obama and Administrator Jackson have publicly stated that they support a legislative 
solution to the problem of climate change and Congress' efforts to pass comprehensive climate 
legislation. However, climate change is threatening public health and welfare, and it is critical 
that EPA fulfill its obligation to respond to the 2007 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that determined 
that greenhouse gases fit within the Clean Air Act definition of air pollutants. 
 
What did the Supreme Court say? 
 
Short answer: the EPA had to "regulate greenhouse gases" ... like it or not. 
 
High Court Faults EPA Inaction on Emissions 
 
Critics of Bush Stance on Warming Claim Victory 
 
By Robert Barnes and Juliet Eilperin, Washington Post Staff Writers -- April 3, 2007 
 
The Supreme Court rebuked the Bush administration yesterday for refusing to regulate 
greenhouse gas emissions, siding with environmentalists in the court's first examination of the 
phenomenon of global warming. 
 
The court ruled 5 to 4 that the Environmental Protection Agency violated the Clean Air Act by 
improperly declining to regulate new-vehicle emissions standards to control the pollutants that 
scientists say contribute to global warming. 
 
"EPA has offered no reasoned explanation for its refusal to decide whether greenhouse gases 
cause or contribute to climate change," Justice John Paul Stevens wrote for the majority. The 
agency "identifies nothing suggesting that Congress meant to curtail EPA's power to treat 
greenhouse gases as air pollutants," the opinion continued. 
 
So what has the EPA, done with this ruling, in the meantime? 
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They took time to study it. They issued 2 Findings, basically confirming the Court's ruling. 
 
Climate Change - Regulatory Initiatives 
 
Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases under Section 202(a) of 
the Clean Air Act 
 
On December 7, 2009, the Administrator signed two distinct findings regarding greenhouse 
gases under section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act: 
 
-- Endangerment Finding: The Administrator finds that the current and projected concentrations 
of the six key well-mixed greenhouse gases — carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous 
oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride 
(SF6) — in the atmosphere threaten the public health and welfare of current and future 
generations. 
 
-- Cause or Contribute Finding: The Administrator finds that the combined emissions of these 
well-mixed greenhouse gases from new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines 
contribute to the greenhouse gas pollution which threatens public health and welfare. 
 
These findings do not themselves impose any requirements on industry or other entities. 
However, this action is a prerequisite to finalizing the EPA's proposed greenhouse gas emission 
standards for light-duty vehicles, which EPA proposed in a joint proposal including the 
Department of Transportation's proposed CAFE standards on September 15, 2009. 
 
And what has the new Administration's EPA, done with this ruling, more recently? 
 
They issued a Memorandum, and created some new fleet standards ... woo hoo 
 
President Obama Directs Administration to Create First-Ever: 
 
National Efficiency and Emissions Standards for Medium- and Heavy-Duty Trucks 
 
The White House -- Office of the Press Secretary 
 
Calls for increased support for electric vehicles, extension of national policy for cars and light- 
trucks 
 
Signing a Presidential Memorandum in the Rose Garden at the White House today, the President 
directed the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) to create a first-ever National Policy to increase fuel efficiency and 
decrease greenhouse gas pollution from medium- and heavy-duty trucks for Model Years 2014-
2018. [...] 
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Will those new EPA "Regulatory Initiatives" create the ground-swell of Economic Demand to 
get Clean Energy industries off the ground? (in the same way that a Carbon Credit Market 
would?) 
 
Harry Reid seems to think so, for now. He has passed this Energy "Hot Potato" to the EPA to 
handle, for now ... will THEY manage to come up with that Forward Progress, that the country 
so desperately needs? (to start to break our addiction to Oil and Coal?) 
 
Or will they hem and haw, and eventually Punt, on some future 4th Down Play, later this year? 
(and "fumble" the ball back to Congress, who THEN will likely have even LESS of a consensus 
to make any "serious" Forward Progress.) 
 
Like I said before: 
 
We need some new Senators (at least 60 of them), who actually care enough about Energy 
Independence and the Future of the Planet -- enough to act ... to act NOW. ... It's NOT getting 
any easier, from here on out, if you ask me. 
 
 


Senate energy package: Wait, it gets worse! (Grist) 
   
by Kate Sheppard  
23 Jul 2010 1:45 PM 
Just got confirmation from several Senate offices about what is actually going to be in the 
package Democrats put forward next week. In a nutshell, this is going to be a very tiny package, 
with little in the way of energy measures. I'm not even sure you can call it an energy package at 
this point. 
 
Here's what we know is going to be in the package: 
 
Oil spill response measures, including elimination of the liability cap for damages and granting 
the power of subpoena to the presidential oil spill commission.  
 
Reforms to the Department of Interior division charged with overseeing oil and gas development, 
likely similar to the package Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.) has proposed.  
 
$5 billion to spur the development of a natural gas truck fleet.  
 
$5 billion to fund the Home Star program, which will encourage construction of energy-efficient 
homes.  
 
$5 billion for the Land and Water Conservation Fund.  
And that's it. Obviously, there's no carbon cap, that much we already knew. But there's also no 
other major energy efficiency standards, and, perhaps most importantly, no renewable electricity 
standard -- not even the weak one included in the energy bill last year. 
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A Senate Democratic aide tells me that leadership backed off including a cap, which they 
thought would become the focus of Republican opposition in the absence of the much-
demonized carbon cap. 
 
Senate aides hoping to put a positive spin on the package note that it at least does not include any 
of the really bad measures that progressive senators were worried about, including major 
incentives for coal and nuclear power and the elimination of the Environmental Protection 
Agency's ability to regulate greenhouse gases. It is also a package that Democrats are expected to 
support uniformly. 
 
But, one aid added, "I don't think anyone around here is thrilled." 
 
 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 


Environmental Groups Sue USEPA Over Insecticide (Treehugger) 
 
by Bonnie Hulkower, New York, New York  on 07.26.10 
Business & Politics (news)  
This past Thursday, the NRDC and Pesticide Action Network North America (PANNA) filed 
suit against the U.S.  Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to try to force the agency to ban 
the pesticide chlorpyrifos. Chlorpyrifos, an organophosphate, has been prohibited for residential 
application since 2001 but is still often used in agriculture. Inhaling the chemical can cause 
nervous-system reactions such as blurred vision, dizziness and weakness. The groups petitioned 
the EPA to ban the insecticide three years ago and are suing the EPA for "unreasonably delayed" 
work on an anti-chlorpyrifos petition, which was opened for public comment in 2007, but never 
resulted in a final ruling. 
 
The EPA moved earlier this year to limit chlorpyrifos use in Pacific Northwest states after the 
NMFS decided it could threaten endangered salmon species. PANNA and NRDC argue that 
chlorpyrifos' continued agricultural use exposes farmworkers, consumers, and bystanders to 
harm from the highly toxic pesticide. A number of other countries have already outlawed use of 
chlorpyrifos, including South Africa in May. 
 
Pesticide manufacturers and some farmers dispute that there is a human health risk from 
chlorpyrifos, if the product is used safely, saying that there are no good alternatives. NRDC and 
PANNA argue that the pesticide causes asthma and developmental problems such as ADHD. 
When chlorpyrifos was banned for household use nine years ago by the EPA, health effects on 
children were cited including delayed mental and motor skill development. Chlorpyrifos is still 
widely used as an insecticide on corn, grapes, oranges, almonds, and other crops, as well as on 
golf courses and for pest control in urban areas. According to the California Department of 
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Pesticide Regulation, the pesticide is still in use in all of the nine Bay Area counties. It is most 
widely used in the Central Valley and is polluting 29 of the state's waterways, mostly in the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, according to state records. Environmental groups say it can 
cling to sprayed crops, but is also capable of vaporizing and being carried airborne.  
 
Residents who live nearby crops sprayed with Chlorpyrifos have reported suffering numerous 
negative health effects. In one instance, Luis Medellin had five times more Chlorpyrifos in his 
body than the national average. Symptoms of over exposure to Chlorpyrifos are reported to 
include headaches, nausea, and vomiting. 
 
 
 


 


WATER 
 


In midst of river cleanup, supporters are divided (Huffington Post) 
 
July 25, 2010 
LENOX, Mass. — Once a dumping ground for chemicals, a stretch of the Housatonic River that 
winds near this Berkshires hamlet is being scoured in a lengthy, expensive cleanup. Now, 
dredging other parts of the riverbed is under consideration, but the fishers, bird watchers and 
swimmers who would benefit are wondering how much effort is too much.  
 
General Electric Co. used compounds called PCBs, now known to cause cancer, in producing 
transformers from 1932 to 1977 at its 254-acre plant in Pittsfield, Mass. Under a federal consent 
decree about two decades after it stopped, the company began cleaning up PCBs that had spewed 
for years into a residential neighborhood and a 2-mile stretch of the Housatonic.  
 
Now, the $400 million first phase of the cleanup is almost over. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency must decide in coming months what to do about pollution in the rest of the 
149-mile river that flows through rural western Massachusetts and Connecticut and empties into 
Long Island Sound.  
 
Options presented by GE include extensive dredging and removing up to 2.25 million cubic 
yards of PCB-tainted sediment and floodplain soil, and "monitored natural recovery," a 
euphemism for little more than hopeful watching and waiting.  
 
"Many sportsmen don't want anything done. They want the river to heal itself," said Mark Jester, 
president of the 3,000-member Berkshire County League of Sportsmen.  
 
Jester, who enjoys duck hunting and other activities, said sportsmen worry that dredging could 
spoil the character of the river and disrupt recreational activity. He's quick to add, however, that 
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he favors an "ecologically sensitive" compromise in which GE would decontaminate "hot spots" 
on the river, with limited dredging.  
 
Polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs, are chemical compounds once used widely as coolants and 
lubricants in electrical equipment. The government considers PCBs a probable human 
carcinogen and studies show they pose a risk to wildlife in the river ecosystem, including fish, 
frogs, waterfowl and mink.  
 
Though banned in 1977, the compounds remain a problem because they do not readily break 
down in the environment and persist over long periods of time.  
 
The goal remains a "fishable, swimmable river," said Tim Gray, executive director of the 
Housatonic River Initiative.  
 
Advisories against eating fish are posted along the full length of the river, and GE contends that 
under current EPA standards, even the most aggressive cleanup won't bring down those signs.  
 
Gray and other environmentalists say GE should consider newer technologies such as using 
chemicals, intense heat or even biological agents to separate the PCBs from soil or sediment and 
destroy them. The company has said such methods are too untested to be reliable.  
 
"General Electric makes aircraft engines; they are smart engineers. They can figure out how to 
clean this river," Gray said.  
 
The Housatonic debate echoes an ongoing one involving the Hudson River in New York, where 
GE is paying for the cleanup of PCBs that were discharged from plants at Fort Edward and 
Hudson Falls. The company last year dredged sediment from the river about 40 miles north of 
Albany, but claimed the work actually stirred up PCBs in the water and spread them down river. 
GE proposed to halt further excavation.  
 
GE has until Oct. 15 to submit revised recommendations for cleaning the river to the EPA. 
Without giving specifics, the company says it will offer two revised proposals that reflect the 
concern that dredging can harm the river as much as help it.  
 
"The point with these environmentally sensitive alternatives is to take a less ecologically 
invasive approach, with less dredging and looking at more targeted extraction of PCBs," said 
Peter O'Toole, a GE spokesman.  
 
In 2008, GE gave the EPA a 722-page report recommending a 10-year, $184 million plan to 
remove and dispose of about 250,000 tons of river sediment and about 90,000 tons of floodplain 
soil. The company said it would reduce by 94 percent the levels of PCBs moving downstream 
and cut the levels in fish by at least 70 percent.  
 
Under the consent decree, GE must pay for any cleanup.  
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David Carpenter, a PCBs expert at the State University of New York-Albany, said he advocates 
dredging because PCBs are so persistent.  
 
"Natural processes are never going to take care of these compounds," he said. "They are only 
going to spread."  
 
Another issue is how much of the Housatonic to cleanse. It's widely believed that the final order 
will focus primarily on the most heavily contaminated portion, a roughly 10-mile stretch from 
Pittsfield to Woods Pond in Lenox.  
 
Created by a nearby dam, the manmade pond sits quietly tucked away at the foot of October 
Mountain in the picturesque Berkshires. The government says PCBs are embedded in the pond 
sediment and adjacent floodplain soil.  
 
The Connecticut portion of the river is likely to be subject largely to monitoring only, though 
state officials have argued that GE should address PCBs that have collected at dams that once 
helped power mill towns along the river.  
 
Officials must sort through the arguments before making a decision.  
 
"While we all hope we'll have a clean Housatonic, we have to go through that process to 
determine exactly how clean that will be," said Susan Svirsky, the EPA's Housatonic River 
project manager.  
 
For Thomas Hoffman, of Washington, Mass., the debate is personal on two levels.  
 
Hoffman said his father worked for GE in Pittsfield for 40 years before dying of pancreatic 
cancer at age 59. He can't prove the cancer was linked to PCBs and doesn't hold the company 
responsible for his father's death, but does fault the company for not acting quickly enough when 
it began to realize the extent of the environmental disaster.  
 
These days, he enjoys catching "trophy-sized" bass and pike and relishes canoe trips down the 
Housatonic where he can paddle for miles in solitude while catching glimpses of otter, ospreys 
and even bald eagles.  
 
Hoffman shudders at the thought of "heavy machinery" tearing up the river but also realizes that 
something must be done.  
 
"Yes, it has to be cleaned up," said Hoffman. "To not clean it up and pretend (the PCBs) will go 
away is not the answer." 
 
 


Cargill's Plans to Pave Over Wetlands Gets Residents Riled (Treehugger) 
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Cargill, a Minnesota-based agribusiness goliath, is looking to spread its real estate ownership to 
San Francisco. However, its planned development of as many as 30,000 residents is aimed at an 
ecologically vital area of the bay -- the Redwood City salt ponds. Cargill calls it an industrial 
wasteland, but agencies who issue permission for development stress that the 1,436 acres of 
wetlands-turned-salt-ponds are anything but, and need to be restored to their former glory. Those 
opposed include everyone from the Water Board, the US Army Corps, the EPA and over 140 
elected officials and environmental groups. It spells a heated battle of political will that could 
have national consequences. 
 
Currently, the area is used for salt production. And while Cargill calls the site a "factory without 
a roof" and "inhospitable to man or beast" the reality is that the area could be restored to a 
thriving wetland when no longer used for salt production, providing important habitat to birds 
and other species. Even the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency weighed in and called the salt 
ponds "critically important aquatic resources that warrant special attention and protection." 
Expert scientists say that the bay area needs to see 100,000 acres of wetlands restored to support 
a healthy ecosystem, which is home to endangered species, acts as a filter for runoff pollution, 
provides natural flood control, and is a buffer protecting communities from rising sea levels due 
to global climate change. 
 
Cargill, however, has enough weight to toss around that the project, which would be 17 times 
larger than any Bay fill project ever approved and the only housing project ever approved on 
retired salt ponds, is still looking to get the go-ahead from Redwood City. The company is, 
according to Forbes in 2009, the largest privately held company in the United States. It owns the 
salt ponds, and just needs the proper permitting to move forward on the project. Save The Bay, 
an advocate for the San Francisco Bay ecosystem since 1961, reports that "instead of selling or 
donating the former wetlands to be restored to tidal marsh and protected as open space, Cargill 
hired Arizona-based luxury-home developer DMB Associates to propose a new city with 12,000 
homes, a million square feet of office space, schools and playing fields all behind a massive 
levee on the 1,436 acres of sea level salt ponds," and that the company has already spent millions 
in advertising, consulting, and lobbying for their project. 
 
"The retired Redwood City salt ponds are not an infill site," said Peter Bosselmann, an 
internationally-recognized urban design expert and Professor of Urban Design in Architecture, 
City & Regional Planning, and Landscape Architecture at the UC Berkeley Institute of Urban 
and Regional Development. "Restoring the site as a tidal marsh would be to the greatest benefit 
of the region's air quality." 
 
The Huffington Post writes, "Although they are the ultimate outsiders, Cargill and DMB have 
infiltrated Redwood City, trying to buy influence with community donations, from sponsoring 
little league teams to buying the prize-winning turkey at the local 4H club; they have promised 
that group a farm. 
 
"But despite this public relations blitz, the hurdles to project approval are rising, and community 
opposition is growing. The State of California's new Climate Change Adaptation Strategy singles 
out restorable shoreline parcels as a place to prohibit new development. Save The Bay's Freedom 
of Information Act request revealed that the federal government has determined that the site is a 
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protected water body under the Clean Water Act - a direct rejection of Cargill's legal claims and 
their public relations spin." 
 
The loss of an important habitat like these wetlands is something felt not only locally, but 
nationally -- both ecologically and economically. As business giants are allowed to determine 
our landscape to the point of paving over important habitats, citizens loose out on the chance to 
live next to and be supported by nature. It's not healthy for anyone. And in a time when 
ecosystems are collapsing all over the world, we need to keep every little bit we have left. 
 
Save The Bay hopes to deliver 5,000+ signatures to the Redwood City Council next month. 
Don't Pave My Bay launched earlier this month as a tool of citizen activism, where supporters of 
restoring the wetland habitat and stopping construction of yet more residents can voice their 
opinions. 
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Stopping the EPA’s CO2 Regulations (Heritage.org) 
 
Posted By Nicolas Loris On June 9, 2010 @ 1:00 pm In Energy and Environment | No  
When the Waxman-Markey cap and trade bill passed in the House before last year’s summer 
recess, Members voting for its passage heard loudly from constituents. Since then the Senate has 
been reluctant to move forward with a counterpart. It took Senators Joe Lieberman (I-CT) and 
John Kerry (D-MA) nearly a year to release their cap and trade bill. 
 
But what Congress has failed to do, the Environmental Protection Agency is willing and able. 
The agency has already begun the process of imposing costly and environmentally questionable 
CO2 cuts by using the Clean Air Act. Recognizing the severe problem with this approach, 
Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) will bring legislation to the Senate floor for debate on Thursday 
to stop unelected government officials at the EPA from micromanaging the economy. 
 
Murkowski is using the Congressional Review Act to disapprove of the EPA Administrator’s 
endangerment finding that carbon dioxide is a dangerous pollutant and harmful to human health 
and the environment. Murkowski and Senator Harry Reid (D-NV) agreed to bring the joint 
resolution, S.J. 26, to the floor June 10th, which will consist of up to six hours of debate before 
voting on a motion to proceed. If the motion is successful by 51-vote majority, the Senate would 
then allow for an hour debate before voting on its passage, which also requires 51 votes. The 
disapproval resolution is immensely important because as Ben Lieberman explains [2]: 
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Even putting aside growing doubts about the seriousness of the alleged global warming threat, 
the fact that the Obama Administration is bypassing America’s elected officials and putting 
legislative authority in the hands of an unelected bureaucracy is objectionable in its own right. 
Senator Murkowski has recognized that this is precisely the kind of regulatory excess for which 
congressional restrictions are needed. Her resolution of disapproval would revoke the EPA’s 
endangerment finding, without which subsequent global warming regulations could not be 
imposed. 
 
Allowing the EPA to enforce carbon dioxide cuts would inflict a massive amount of economic 
pain, in terms of higher energy prices and unprecedented regulatory compliance costs. It’s no 
surprise representatives from the agricultural, small business and manufacturing industries are 
adamantly supporting Murkowski’s disapproval resolution. 
 
EPA is trying to minimize the economic pain, just temporarily, for smaller entities by raising the 
pollution thresholds in the Clean Air Act. Known as the tailoring rule, the change stands on 
shaky legal ground [3]– floods of lawsuits are likely to come from environmental groups that 
believe the EPA should regulate anything and everything. The tailoring rule would only be in 
place until 2016 and then the millions of smaller entities become fair game again. The American 
energy consumer will have no such luck. Individuals, small businesses, farms, churches, schools 
and homes will immediately be hit with higher energy prices passed on by the larger energy 
industries that will be regulated. 
 
Enforcing carbon dioxide cuts in any way, shape or form is bad policy that will raise energy 
prices on Americans for years to come. Having the EPA is, by Administrator Lisa Jackson’s own 
admission [4], not the most effective way to regulate CO2 since it comes with higher 
administrative compliance costs for businesses, higher bureaucratic costs for enforcing the 
regulations, and higher legal costs from the inevitable litigation. Lieberman asserts that [2] 
“Congress should put such decision-making authority back where it belongs and prevent perhaps 
the costliest example of regulatory excess from seeing the light of day.” The Murkowski 
resolution of disapproval would do just that. 
 
 
 
June 10, 2010     


Senate Votes to Limit EPA And Clean Air Act From Regulating Greenhouse 
Gases (Huffington Post) 
 
Posted: 06-10-10 11:59 AM  
 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- In the absence of congressional action on climate change, the Senate is 
heading toward a much-watched vote on whether the Obama administration should be allowed to 
go ahead with regulations curtailing greenhouse gas emissions from power plants and other 
major polluters. 
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The Republican-led measure coming to a vote late Thursday would stop the Environmental 
Protection Agency from carrying out rules to regulate carbon and other greenhouse gases under 
the Clean Air Act. 
 
At least four Democrats have indicated their support for the legislation, and the vote is expected 
to be close. The measure will produce the most important vote this year on the climate change 
issue and is seen as a test of where lawmaker sentiments lie. 
 
The White House on Tuesday said President Barack Obama would be advised to veto the bill if it 
ever reaches his desk. The bill, it said, "would undermine the administration's efforts to reduce 
the negative impacts of pollution and the risks associated with environmental catastrophes, like 
the ongoing BP oil spill." 
 
The sponsor of the legislation, GOP Sen. Lisa Murkowski from oil-rich Alaska, said she was 
"flabbergasted" by the effort to link her bill to the Gulf disaster, saying her intent was to stop 
bureaucratic usurping of congressional authority. 
 
"You either support the Congress setting the policy on climate change or you support the EPA in 
their capacity as a regulatory agency setting policy," she said. 
 
Also at issue is how the legislation would affect the Obama administration's tough new emission 
standards for the auto industry. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said Tuesday that it would "gut 
EPA's authority in the clean cars program," increasing oil consumption by 455 million barrels 
over the lifetime of the newly regulated vehicles. 
 
Murkowski challenged that, saying the Transportation Department has for three decades had the 
ability to set emission standards, and the EPA has a limited role in fuel economy standards. 
 
The senator also argued that the EPA rules would impose too heavy a burden on small businesses 
and farmers, resulting in job losses. Jackson countered that small sources of pollution will be 
exempted from the rules, set to go into effect in January, for six years. 
 
"I know that the local Starbucks and the backyard grill are no places to look for meaningful CO2 
reductions," she said. 
 
Despite White House prodding and the refocusing on the energy issue with the BP oil spill, it is 
unclear whether the Senate has the capability to come up with a clean energy bill this year that 
can muster the 60 votes needed for passage. 
 
In that light, said Sarah Saylor, senior legislative representative of the environmental group 
Earthjustice, Thursday's vote is "a distraction from the real task at hand before the Senate to find 
a way forward toward a sustainable and prosperous clean-energy future." 
 
Second, she said, "it is a test," showing which senators are on the side of the fossil fuel industry. 
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But Democratic Sen. Jay Rockefeller from the coal state of West Virginia, said Tuesday he was 
siding with Murkowski because "I believe we must send a strong message that the fate of West 
Virginia's economy, our manufacturing industries and our workers should not be solely in the 
hands of EPA." 
 
The EPA actions grew out of a 2007 Supreme Court ruling that carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases could be regulated under the Clean Air Act if it were shown that such gases 
endanger health. 
 
Determining that global warming did pose a long-term danger to health, the EPA has issued 
standards requiring large polluters to reduce the amounts of greenhouse gases they release into 
the air. 
The bill is S.J. Res. 26 
 
Online: 
Congress: http://thomas.loc.gov . 


 


CLIMATE CHANGE 


Will the EPA score the true costs AND benefits of the climate bill? (Grist) 
 
Default badge avatar for Michael A. Livermore 
by Michael A. Livermore 
9 Jun 2010 4:00 PM 
 
This afternoon, the EPA is said to be sending its economic analysis of the climate bill proposed 
by Kerry and Lieberman to the Senators' offices. It's a scoring of how the legislation would affect 
the American economy. 
 
Hopefully that analysis will include the benefits, not just the costs of the measure. 
 
The agency has not incorporated benefits into its past economic analysis of climate legislation. 
Usually it looks exclusively at the price tag, giving legislators nervously poised to vote on the 
controversial proposal a clear view of the downsides but none of the upshots. 
 
It's like telling someone in the market for a home to pay $200,000 without telling them the 
property is a mansion on Fifth Avenue or a mountain ranch in Colorado. 
 
The legislation to curb our dangerous carbon emissions might come at some cost, but you know 
what costs more? Not curbing them. To know how to address the problem of climate change, our 
representatives must have a clear understanding of the pros and the cons. A rational decision 
cannot be made without both sets of information. 
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And, of course, with millions of gallons of crude gushing into the sea, now might be a good time 
to examine what we gain by curbing our carbon emissions. But even without accounting for a 
catastrophe like the one in the Gulf, an analysis of the economic upshot of Kerry-Lieberman is 
likely to prove it to be worthwhile. 
 
In an analysis last fall, Policy Integrity conducted a benefits analysis and found that the 
Waxman-Markey bill would generate between $750 billion and $1 trillion in benefits between 
2012 and 2050, dwarfing the costs of the bill. 
 
Using what's known as the social cost of carbon -- a calculation of what society pays every time 
a ton of greenhouse gas is released into the atmosphere -- we were able to estimate what would 
be saved if carbon emissions are reined in. It includes everything from food that will be more 
expensive, insurance policies that will cost more, to, eventually, the drastic measures that would 
be needed to adapt to the worst effects of climate change. 
 
Even though the estimate we used was the conservative number the EPA prefers, the bill 
delivered massive benefits in excess of costs. Wouldn't it be good for legislators to know that's 
the return on their investment before they cast their vote? 
 
Though it is hard to know if the net benefits of Kerry-Lieberman will match Waxman-Markey, 
they are likely very significant. And whatever it the numbers are, they are certainly worth noting. 
 
Hopefully the EPA agrees and has included the benefits in its analysis of the legislation. 
 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
 
 
June 10, 2010 
Jennifer Sass 


Senior Scientist in NRDC's Health and Environment Program (Huffington 
Post) 
 
Posted: June 9, 2010 04:23 PM 
BIO Become a Fan 
Get Email Alerts Bloggers' Index 
   
Today, after years of pushing by NRDC and others, EPA announced that it is cancelling all - 
ALL- uses of the pesticide endosulfan. Yay! Endosulfan is a toxic, long-lasting pesticide that 
travels through the atmosphere and ends up in the Arctic, in human breast milk, human fetal 
placenta, and the body fat of animals in the Arctic. It is already banned in over 60 countries 
including the European Union. 
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In EPA's own words: 
 
"The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is taking action to end all uses of the 
insecticide endosulfan in the United States. Endosulfan, which is used on vegetables, fruits, and 
cotton, can pose unacceptable neurological and reproductive risks to farmworkers and wildlife 
and can persist in the environment." 
 
NRDC had petitioned EPA and filed a lawsuit to cancel this hazardous pesticide in 2008. These 
efforts supported a coalition of scientists, Arctic tribal governments, Arctic indigenous peoples, 
and worker protection groups globally calling for endosulfan to be banned. 
 
Endosulfan's registration was being defended vigorously by Makhteshim Agan of North 
America, the manufacturer of endosulfan, even after other companies, including Bayer, had 
voluntarily stopped making or selling the chemical. 
 
Although this may be the closing chapter for endosulfan in the U.S., activists in other countries, 
including India where the chemical has been associated with severe birth defects among 
farmworker children, are facing jail and persecution in their efforts to rid themselves of this toxic 
curse. 
 
This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog. 
 
 
 


WATER 


Amish Farming Methods & Manure Runoff Raising EPA’s Ire (Treehugger) 
 
By Matthew McDermott, New York, NY on 06.9.10  
In many ways the Amish live up their reputation of living greener lives--low-power technology, 
non-existent consumerism, strong sense of community and DIY ethic--but when it comes to 
agricultural practices, just because you replace fossil fuel energy with the sweat of your brow 
doesn't always mean you're eco-friendly. Which is where the EPA comes in. The New York 
Times reports that poor manure management on many Amish farms has gotten the attention of 
the EPA. 


Too Many Cows Per Acre... 
Read the original article linked above if you want the full report on the challenges of working 
with communities deeply suspicious of government intervention and outside assistance (not to 
mention sharing a telephone in the center of town), but here's the gist of the environmental 
problem: Too many cows per acre. Dr Donald Kraybill of Elizabethtown College says it's been a 
problem for 30 years.  



http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/09/science/earth/09amish.html?pagewanted=2&partner=rss&emc=rss%22

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/09/science/earth/09amish.html?pagewanted=2&partner=rss&emc=rss%22
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Last September, [the EPA's David McGuigan] and his colleagues visited 24 farms in a pocket of 
Lancaster County known as Watson's Run to assess their practices. Twenty-three of the farms 
were plain sect; 17 were found to be managing their manure inadequately. The abundance of 
manure was also affecting water quality. Six of the 19 wells sampled contained E. coli bacteria, 
and 16 had nitrate levels exceeding those allowed by the E.P.A. 


Manure & Fertilizer Runoff Creates Chesapeake Bay Dead Zone 
Why does this matter beyond it being a local issue in Lancaster County, PA? All the runoff from 
manure and fertilizer runs into the Chesapeake Bay it creates an ocean dead zone, which the EPA 
has been working on cleaning for decades.  


Lancaster County produces 61 millions pounds of manure per year; 20 million more than the 
next highest county polluting the Bay and more than six times that of most counties. 


The solution? Working with the Amish to establish better runoff controls for manure and 
agricultural techniques that prevent runoff from reaching rivers and streams.  


 
 
 
 
 



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chesapeake_Bay#Deteriorating_environmental_conditions

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/08/ocean-dead-zones-increasing-400-now-exist.php
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BP SPILL 
 
 June 23, 2010     
  


Corexit: EPA Still Testing Potentially Harmful Dispersant (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 06-23-10 08:41 AM   |   Updated: 06-23-10 08:54 AM  
Corexit, Epa Dispersants, Gulf Oil Spill, Gulf Oil Spill Dispersants, Oil Dispersants, Green 
News  
 Mother Jones: 
 
During a conference call with reporters on May 24, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, fielding 
questions about the use of toxic dispersants to break up the oil from the BP spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico, made a clear promise: "We will conduct our own tests to determine the least toxic, most 
effective dispersant available in the volumes necessary for a crisis of this magnitude." Jackson 
said that she was "not satisfied that BP has done an extensive enough analysis of other dispersant 
options." 
 
But a month later those tests have not been completed, according to the EPA. In the meantime, 
the total amount of Corexit--the brand of dispersant chosen by BP and approved by the Coast 
Guard--that has been dumped into the Gulf has reached more than 1.4 million gallons. 
 
Read the whole story: Mother Jones (below) 
 
Hey EPA: How Are Those Dispersant Tests Going? (Mother Jones) 
 
A month later, the agency's quest for a "tough on oil, gentle on the ocean" dispersant continues. 


By Kate Sheppard and David Corn | Wed Jun. 23, 2010 3:00 AM PDT 


During a conference call with reporters on May 24, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, fielding 
questions about the use of toxic dispersants to break up the oil from the BP spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico, made a clear promise: "We will conduct our own tests to determine the least toxic, most 
effective dispersant available in the volumes necessary for a crisis of this magnitude." Jackson 
said that she was "not satisfied that BP has done an extensive enough analysis of other dispersant 
options." 


But a month later those tests have not been completed, according to the EPA. In the meantime, 
the total amount of Corexit—the brand of dispersant chosen by BP and approved by the Coast 
Guard—that has been dumped into the Gulf has reached more than 1.4 million gallons. 



http://motherjones.com/authors/kate-sheppard

http://motherjones.com/authors/david-corn
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The use of two Corexit dispersants, both manufactured by the chemical company Nalco, has 
generated controversy since the early days of the spill, with critics claiming the dissemination of 
this toxic substance in the Gulf could do more harm than good. Recently, Richard Denison, a 
senior scientist at the Environmental Defense Fund, noted that the toxicity of Corexit [1], when 
combined with oil, is greater than the toxicity of either on its own, raising additional questions 
about the extensive use of Corexit. Prior to the May conference call, the EPA had directed BP [2] 
to find a less toxic alternative and start using it within three days. But BP refused [3], arguing 
that there weren't any better products available in the volumes the company needed. This led 
Jackson on the call to pledge that the EPA would conduct its own tests on Corexit and the 
alternatives—tests which the agency has not yet concluded. 


EPA Director Carol Browner compared Corexit to dishwasher detergent: "If you have a oily pan 
and wash it, you squirt some Dawn in, right?... So in your kitchen sink, you have the oil starting 
to break up and you're seeing that biodegrading process right in front of you. That's what 
happens." 


Though the EPA has flagged BP's dispersant of choice as a concern, the Obama administration 
has publicly insisted that Corexit poses no problem. At a White House press briefing last week 
[4], Coast Guard Admiral Thad Allen, the commander of the Gulf effort, and Carol Browner, a 
White House aide on energy and climate change, dismissed qualms about Corexit. "We know 
there is some toxicity with dispersants, but it is far less than the toxicity of the oil," Allen said. 
Browner compared Corexit to dishwasher detergent: "If you have a oily pan and wash it, you 
squirt some Dawn in, right?... So in your kitchen sink, you have the oil starting to break up and 
you're seeing that biodegrading process right in front of you. That's what happens." 


During that May 24 conference call, which took place a month into the eco-disaster, Jackson 
acknowledged the need to dramatically reduce the amount of Corexit being applied. "Given our 
concerns over the environmental unknowns," she remarked, "we think it's prudent at this time to 
ramp-down overall use of dispersants." She noted that "we believe we can reduce the amount of 
dispersant applied by as much as half, and I think probably 75 percent, maybe more." 


At the time, Jackson said that EPA scientists would not only conduct tests to find a less toxic 
alternative to Corexit, they would also conduct "parallel independent tests to determine BP's 
argument that Corexit remains the best alternative is accurate and supported by science." That set 
of tests has not been finished, either. 


Jackson noted that BP's use of Corexit below the surface of the Gulf was unprecedented, as is its 
use of massive quantities of dispersants, and she remarked that the environmental impacts of 
these practices remain an open question: 


We don't have the science that talks about what happens when you use dispersants in the deep 
sea. We don't have the science that talks about when you use, you know, hundreds and hundreds 
of thousands of gallons of dispersants on a single response. And so we're having to make those 
decisions, and sometimes the best answer we can get is, we will do the testing. 


With the tests pending, BP has continued to use a large volume of dispersants. 



http://blogs.edf.org/nanotechnology/2010/06/14/epa-data-show-dispersants-plus-oil-are-more-toxic-than-either-alone/#more-681

http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/05/epa-demands-bp-ditch-dirty-dispersants

http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/05/bp-still-using-dirty-dispersant-gulf

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/briefing-press-secretary-robert-gibbs-treasury-secretary-tim-geithner-under-secreta
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Two days after Jackson's conference call, the EPA issued a directive [5] ordering BP to 
"establish an overall goal of reducing dispersant application by 75% from the maximum daily 
amount used"—some 70,000 gallons per day. The directive also limited subsea application to no 
more than 15,000 gallons a day. While BP has largely stayed below that daily limit, on several 
days it has far exceeded that threshold. (According to an EPA official, the company has received 
Coast Guard waivers in these instances.) Based on the 70,000 gallon ceiling, BP has so far 
brought down dispersant use by 68 percent, the EPA reports. But the company's average daily 
use so far is still 22,600 gallons, a decrease of only 9 percent from the pre-directive average, as 
Denison has pointed out [6], using calculations compiled from the Unified Command's daily 
reports. 


The agency does not have an estimated time for when the tests On Corexit and possible 
alternatives will be completed. "As soon as possible, certainly within the coming weeks," the 
EPA official tells Mother Jones. The agency said in a statement that it is "making progress" on 
independent testing of eight dispersant products "to determine toxicity, to determine whether the 
dispersants function as endocrine disruptors and to model for bioaccumulation potential." The 
statement added, "These tests take varying amounts of time, and the Agency also has to assure 
the quality of the data. As soon as that process is completed, EPA will share the results with the 
public." 


Scientists from environmental groups who've been monitoring the dispersant issue note that this 
sort of testing doesn't happen overnight. "We're all impatient to see the results of the dispersant 
testing, but I am also realistic and realize it takes time," said Gina Solomon, a senior scientist at 
the Natural Resources Defense Council. But, she added, these tests should have been conducted 
long before a catastrophic spill: "This is a little bit like closing the barn door after the horse is 
gone." 


On June 17, a reporter asked [7] White House press secretary Robert Gibbs if the administration 
is "comfortable with the amount of dispersant that is being released into the Gulf" and "with the 
substance itself," noting that "a lot of marine biologists that we've talked to say that this is a very 
toxic chemical, that this could actually be more harmful to wildlife in the Gulf than the oil itself." 
Gibbs referred to the EPA directive to reduce dispersants by 75 percent—without noting whether 
BP was abiding by that limit—and said, "I think far and away the most harmful substance that is 
being emitted into the environment in the Gulf is the oil." The reporter followed up: "Do you 
think at the current quantity it's safe to release that dispersant into the water?" Gibbs replied, yes. 


According to Jackson, the real answer is, we don't truly know. And as the oil continues to gush 
into the Gulf, the EPA testing that could provide a more definitive answer—and perhaps lead to 
the use of a safer alternative—remains unfinished. 


 
 



http://www.epa.gov/bpspill/dispersants/directive-addendum3.pdf

http://blogs.edf.org/nanotechnology/2010/06/21/is-bp-complying-with-the-directive-to-reduce-dispersant-use-in-the-gulf/#more-725

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/press-briefing-vice-president-and-press-secretary-robert-gibbs-6172010
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ENERGY 


White House postpones energy bill meeting (Huffington Post) 


June 22, 2010 08:03 PM EST 


WASHINGTON — The White House has postponed until next week a meeting set for 
Wednesday between President Barack Obama and key senators on energy legislation. 


The move clears Obama's schedule as he grapples with what to do about Gen. Stanley 
McChrystal, his Afghanistan war commander. McChrystal's job is in jeopardy as he prepares to 
arrive at the White House Wednesday to explain insulting comments he and his aides made 
about Obama and administration officials in a Rolling Stone article. 


The meeting with senators of both parties was to be an attempt by Obama to find a way forward 
for energy and climate legislation that appears stuck in the Senate. Since the catastrophic oil spill 
in the Gulf of Mexico, Obama has called for urgent action on an energy bill. 


 


TOXICS 
 
June 23, 2010     
Andy IgrejasDirector of Safer Chemicals, Healthy Families 
Posted: June 22, 2010 05:40 PM  
    
    


Green Chemistry: Innovation or GreenWashing? (Huffington Post) 
 
This week the American Chemical Society is holding a meeting on Green Chemistry -- a subject 
that holds much promise for the future. Chemicals are in the hot seat this year, as Congress is 
debating how to reform our disco-era policy -- the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) -- that 
allows thousands of chemicals to be used in consumer products, despite their known toxicity or 
the complete absence of information on their safety.  
 
Environmental and public health groups assert that green chemistry will receive a boost if 
pending legislation passes, prompting innovation and helping American manufacturers meet 
increasing worldwide consumer demand for safer products. With more and more evidence 
demonstrating the link between toxic chemicals and serious diseases such as cancer, learning 
disabilities and reproductive disorders, consumers are ready for a change. Already successful 
companies such as Staples, Steelcase, Kaiser, Construction Specialties and others have helped 
improve the safety of chemicals in products they make, sell, and use, by setting a higher bar than 
the government requires. 
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The chemical industry, on the other hand, is arguing that the pending legislation to overhaul 
TSCA will actually stifle innovation in green chemistry. Their powerful lobbying and PR forces 
are trying to convince Congress that new chemicals should not be required to demonstrate safety 
before being allowed on the market, lest that pose too great a burden on the industry. The 
toxicity tests are costly and time-consuming, they say, which will tie up new green chemicals in 
red tape. We will not only be delaying advances in green chemistry, they argue, but also 
destroying innovation in the American industry, which gives us an edge over foreign 
competitors. 
 
But to agree with this argument would require an enormous leap of faith. If history tells us 
anything, it's that the lack of a strong health and safety policy for chemicals inevitably leads to 
the proliferation of toxic chemicals in the economy. Our current law "grandfathered in" 62,000 
chemicals when it passed in 1976. It required the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
to meet an enormous legal burden to prove that these chemicals posed an "unreasonable risk" to 
human health and the environment before action could be taken. Pretty quickly this burden was 
shown to be insurmountable. While others were wearing leg warmers, enjoying Duran Duran and 
going to John Hughes' movies, EPA spent the 80's preparing to regulate the most notorious 
chemical on the list: asbestos. They developed 40,000 pages of evidence to support their 
proposal, including clear links to serious diseases. Once it was unveiled, asbestos makers sued... 
and won! The message to EPA was clear, if you couldn't regulate asbestos with this law, you 
probably couldn't restrict anything else either. EPA stopped trying. 
 
Since then 20,000 new chemicals have entered the market and they have been subjected to only a 
little more scrutiny. They are not required to meet a clear standard for safety, or even to be 
backed by significant toxicity studies. 
 
It is likely that any reform which subjects chemicals to an orderly review of their health effects 
and requires industry to demonstrate safety, rather than EPA to prove harm, will lead to many of 
these old chemicals, such as lead, mercury, formaldehyde and BPA, to be reduced and in some 
cases eliminated. That will create demand for replacement chemicals that can survive this 
scrutiny, including those that would meet the rigorous criteria established for Green Chemistry 
by the founding scientists of the movement. 
 
The chemical industry is right about at least one thing: they are in the best position to 
manufacture greener chemicals on a large scale. A representative of one the major chemical 
companies privately asserted that their budget for Research and Development dwarfed all of the 
university chemistry R & D programs in the US combined! I don't doubt it, and I want his 
company to thrive. 
 
But unless our new policy demands that new chemicals demonstrate safety, I fear they may wind 
up being as toxic as the older ones. We need to make sure that the pending Safe Chemicals Act -- 
which Congress may act on this summer -- sets standards based on what the latest science tells us 
is safe, and reward those companies that meet that standard first. I hope the American Chemical 
Society can debate not whether, but how, to meet this challenge using the vast expertise in 
American industry.  
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on May 13, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 


 
Lisa Jackson, head of EPA, shows up in NOLA  


Posted by:  HealthyGulf     4:15 pm   Full post:  http://bit.ly/bN6M1o 
    
EPA's Chesapeake cleanup plan curtain-raiser. Lisa Jackson says: "We are holding 
ourselves accountable for... real, measurable results." 


Posted by:  brendanmcl     3:45 pm   Full post:   
    
Jackson said EPA determined that the chemical was between 1/10 and 1/100 "as toxic as 
oil": submitted...  


Posted by:  REDDITSPAMMOR      2:45 pm   Full post:  http://bit.ly/ds4v3l 
 


 
EPA Head Jackson Blaze Trails on Many Fronts: "Lisa P. Jackson, administrator of the 
Environmental Protection Agen...  


Posted by:  SVJMuralidharan      12:50 pm   Full post:  http://bit.ly/aiukzD 
 
 
GHG Rules Announcement 
    
US EPA sets thresholds for greenhouse gas permitting requirements: The phased-in 
approach will address larger faci...  


Posted by:  SteelOrbis      6:42 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/dy3WjW 
 
EPA issues final rule for #GHG emission thresholds, establishing when new+existing 
stationary sources require permits  


Posted by:  EdgcombLawGroup   5:58 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/cRpUXE 
 
Canada Free Press - Inhofe Comments on EPA's Job-Killing Global Warming Rule -  


Posted by:  getglobe  6:03 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/aFy6Lu 



http://twitter.com/HealthyGulf

http://bit.ly/bN6M1o

http://twitter.com/brendanmcl

http://bit.ly/ds4v3l

http://twitter.com/SVJMuralidharan

http://bit.ly/aiukzD

http://twitter.com/SteelOrbis

http://bit.ly/dy3WjW

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23GHG

http://twitter.com/EdgcombLawGroup

http://bit.ly/cRpUXE

http://twitter.com/getglobe

http://bit.ly/aFy6Lu
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(Note:  “EPA’s rule carries an implicit recognition that its global warming regulations under the 
Clean Air Act will destroy thousands of jobs and punish small businesses all across the country,” 
Senator Inhofe said.) 
   
 
American Chemistry Council:  Overly Broad #EPA ‘Tailoring Rule’ Will Slow #Economic 
Recovery, Clean #Energy Investment  


Posted by:  AmChemistry    5:57 pm    Full post: http://ht.ly/1KPIe 
 
 
NYT:  US EPA Unveils Rule to Regulate Greenhouse Gases, Beginning in July 2011.  


Posted by:  TheEcoist   5:55 pm    Full post: http://nyti.ms/9SGh9d 
 
Bloomberg: Greenhouse-Gas Rules Made Final by EPA as Alternative to Bill: In April, the 
EPA set the first standards for emiss...  


Posted by:  Ginacars    5:50 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/aRWXLV 
(Note:  EPA issued final rules today to regulate greenhouse-gas emissions as an alternative if 
Congress fails to act.) 
 
Reuters:  US EPA issues rules on biggest carbon polluters  


Posted by:  iNews24    5:10 pm  Full Post:  http://bit.ly/dA5Fi5 
 
AP:  EPA moves to regulate smokestack greenhouse gases  


Posted by:  climatenews     4:10 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/c8SUig 
  
HuffPost:  EPA Moves To Regulate Smokestack Greenhouse Gases: WASHINGTON — 
The Environmental Protection Agency moved  


Posted by:  CienciaHoy     4:06 pm  Full post: http://url4.eu/3OJ7N 
 
 
 
Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
   
Latest air & water updates from @EPA. See www.epa.gov/bpspill ||  
See #blacktide BP gulf oil spill disaster smell oilonland Deepwater Horizon 


Posted by:     SMDindustries            3:49 pm   Full post:  
 


 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 



http://twitter.com/search?q=%23EPA

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23Economic

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23Energy

http://twitter.com/AmChemistry

http://ht.ly/1KPIe

http://twitter.com/TheEcoist

http://nyti.ms/9SGh9d

http://twitter.com/Ginacars

http://bit.ly/aRWXLV

http://bit.ly/dA5Fi5

http://twitter.com/climatenews

http://bit.ly/c8SUig

http://twitter.com/CienciaHoy

http://url4.eu/3OJ7N

http://twitter.com/EPA

http://www.epa.gov/bpspill

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23blacktide

http://twitter.com/SMDindustries
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AIR 
 


May 14, 2010  
 


 
 


 


EPA Moves To Regulate Smokestack Greenhouse Gases (Huffington Post) 


MATTHEW DALY | 05/13/10 06:28 PM |  


WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency moved Thursday to more tightly 
control air pollution from large power plants, factories and oil refineries, a step to limit emissions 
widely blamed for global warming. 


The EPA said it is completing a rule requiring large polluters to reduce the amounts of carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases that they release into the air. Those emissions can boost 
many allergens and worsen smog, which can trigger asthma attacks and other respiratory 
ailments. 


The rule would require companies to install better technology and improve energy efficiency 
whenever they build, or significantly modify, a plant. 


EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said the rule applies only to large polluters such as power 
plants, refineries and cement production facilities that collectively are responsible for 70 percent 
of greenhouse gas emissions from stationary sources in the United States. 


Jackson said the rule sets commonsense standards that will clean the air and protect public 
health, while avoiding burdensome regulations that could harm farms and small and medium-
sized businesses. 


"There is no denying our responsibility to protect the planet for our children and grandchildren," 
she said in a statement. "It's long past time we unleashed our American ingenuity and started 
building the efficient, prosperous clean energy economy of the future." 


The EPA announcement comes a day after an energy and climate bill was introduced in the 
Senate that seeks to accomplish many of the same goals. But EPA spokesman Brendan Gilfillan 
denied any connection, saying "rules are ready when they are ready." 


The pollution rule will take effect in January, when industrial facilities that already obtain Clean 
Air Act permits for other pollutants will be required to obtain permits for greenhouse gases, if 
they increase those emissions by at least 75,000 tons per year. 



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/05/13/epa-moves-to-regulate-smo_n_575388.html?view=print
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Starting in July 2011, the rule would apply to any existing plant that emits at least 75,000 tons of 
greenhouse gases a year, or any new plant that emits 100,000 tons per year. 


Story continues below 


Emissions of 75,000 tons of carbon dioxide are equivalent to the annual emissions from 13,000 
passenger vehicles, or the electricity use of about 8,200 homes per year, the EPA said. 


The rule comes as Sens. John Kerry, D-Mass., and Joe Lieberman, I-Conn., made public a long-
delayed bill aimed at curtailing greenhouse gas emissions. The bill introduced on Wednesday 
would set a first-ever price on carbon dioxide emissions produced by coal-fired power plants and 
other large polluters. 


The legislation aims to cut emissions of carbon dioxide and other heat-trapping greenhouse gases 
by 17 percent by 2020 and by more than 80 percent by 2050. Both targets are measured against 
2005 levels and are the same as those set by a House bill approved last year. 


The Obama administration has long said it would prefer that Congress pass a bill to cut 
greenhouse gas emissions but has used the threat of EPA regulation to push lawmakers in states 
heavily dependent on fossil fuels to support the climate bill. 


Many large utilities and other energy companies have said they want Congress to act, believing 
they would be in a better bargaining position with Congress than in regulations issued by the 
EPA. 


Even so, the energy bill faces a steep hill in the Senate. No Republican has signed on as a co-
sponsor. Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., who had been working with Kerry and Lieberman, 
withdrew his support last week, saying it is impossible to pass the legislation in the current 
political climate. 


The rule announced Thursday substantially raises the threshold amount of pollution required 
before greenhouse gas permits are needed. A proposal announced last September would have 
required permits for facilities that emit 25,000 tons per year. 


Gina McCarthy, an assistant EPA administrator, said the change was made in response to 
complaints that the earlier proposal would have affected many small and medium-sized 
businesses, and even large apartment buildings. Such limits "clearly were not appropriate," she 
said. 


Environmentalists hailed the pollution rule but industry groups and some GOP lawmakers called 
it a job-killer. 


"Just as pollution standards for cars have spurred the auto companies to make hybrids and other 
cleaner cars, these standards will start to move America away from dirty, inefficient and outdated 
coal plants toward more efficient, cleaner energy," said Emily Figdor, director of the global 
warming program at Environment America, an advocacy group. 
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A spokesman for Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska, said the EPA was overreaching its authority. 
Murkowski has threatened to introduce legislation blocking the EPA from regulating greenhouse 
gases under the Clean Air Act. 


"Sen. Murkowski remains convinced that the (EPA) tailoring rule won't stand up in court – that 
the agency can't change a law that was passed in Congress," said Robert Dillon, a spokesman for 
Murkowski. The senator remains committed to allowing all 100 senators a vote on whether they 
think EPA is the appropriate body to regulate greenhouse gas emissions, he said. 


 
 


CLIMATE 
 


Another reason why Elena Kagan might be a green Supreme Court justice 
(Grist) 
 
by Jonathan Hiskes  
13 May 2010 1:29 PM 
Conventional thinking is that there's not much exciting about Supreme Court nominee Elena 
Kagan, either in her life story or in her legal area of expertise, administrative law. But there's an 
interesting argument that Kagan's drab-sounding expertise is precisely what environmental 
advocates need on the court. 
Climate-change overlaps quite a bit with administrative law -- how government agencies craft 
and enact rules -- particularly in the business of regulating carbon dioxide emissions. I've been 
told -- though I haven't been able to confirm -- that one climate law scholar believes the House's 
Waxman-Markey climate bill would require the executive branch to undergo 145 separate 
rulemaking processes. 145! Any climate bill that passes the Senate would likely require a similar 
amount of regulation, largely from the EPA. 


(Update: Columbia Law School's Michael Gerrard tells me he's done an analysis that 
expects Waxman-Markey would require "about 145 separate rulemakings by various 
federal agencies." His work is forthcoming in the Environmental Law Reporter.) 


All of those rules fall under the Administrative Procedure Act, which requires that federal 
rule-makers listen to public comments, consider alternatives, and don't do anything 
that's "arbitrary and capricious." Fun stuff, right? 


We can expect climate-plan foes to sue against many of those rules. (They've already 
challenged carbon regulation from the EPA.) We can expect some of those challenges 
to climb up the court ladder and reach the Supreme Court. It's nigh impossible to know 
which ones might reach the high court, though two of the more likely items would be a 
complex allocation scheme for emissions credits and rules about what counts as a 
carbon offset, according to Harvard Law School prof (and temporary Obama White 
House advisor) Jody Freeman. 



http://www.grist.org/member/1448

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rulemaking

http://www.law.columbia.edu/fac/Michael_Gerrard

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Administrative_Procedure_Act

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbitrary_and_capricious#.22Arbitrary_and_Capricious.22_Standard

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN1661844120100216

http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN1661844120100216

http://www.law.harvard.edu/faculty/freeman/
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"This is where Elena Kagan's background sets her up as a potential environmental 
advocate," writes The Atlantic's Nicole Allan. "Her academic focus on administrative law 
reveals a faith in regulation similar to [retiring Justice John Paul] Stevens', and her 
experience in all three branches of government has granted her an intimate 
understanding of how they intersect." 


An administrative-law scholar might be more effective and persuasive on the court than 
the eco-crusading justice some greens are hoping for -- a point I've tried to make 
previously. 


Stevens' impressive green record rested not on arguing that the environment somehow 
transcends the law, as Nixon-era environmentalists suggested. Rather, says Allan, 
"[Stevens] thought laws and regulators, when correctly interpreted and respected, were 
the appropriate vehicles for environmental protection." 


That conviction is one way Kagan might follow in his footsteps. 


 


WATER 


 


May 14, 2010  


Posted: May 14, 2010 01:19 PM  


Why Are Dispersant Chemicals Secret? (Huffington Post) 


British Petroleum, Inc. has dumped more than 400,000 gallons of chemical oil dispersants into 
the Gulf of Mexico near the site of the undersea gusher caused by the April 20 blowout at BP's 
exploration well, which set fire to the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig and killed 11 workers. 


By next week, that figure could double, at least. On Tuesday, Lamar McKay, president And 
chairman of BP America, Inc., told a Senate panel that its supplier, Nalco Energy Services of 
Nashville, can deliver as much as 75,000 gallons of dispersants a day for the massive 
environmental clean-up. 


 
Dave Andrews, Ph.D., senior scientist at Environmental Working Group, and I have been 
striving, along with many other journalists and experts, to understand what those chemicals are 
and how they behave in such massive volumes.  


This much is well accepted: dispersants don't make all that streaming oil vanish. As the science 
journal Nature reported, "they help large globs of oil 'disperse' into smaller pieces -- hence their 
name -- which are easier for sea-living microbes to break down." 



http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2010/05/kagans-quiet-wonky-environmentalism/56599/

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-05-10-elena-kagan-supreme-court-environmental-record

http://www.grist.org/article/2010-05-10-elena-kagan-supreme-court-environmental-record

http://theusconstitution.org/blog.warming/?p=871.

http://www.ewg.org/about/staff

http://www.nature.com/news/2010/100512/full/news.2010.237.html?s=news_rss
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"Their use is a trade-off decision," Jane Lubchenco, administrator of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, said during a telephone press conference earlier this week. 


The important question, which has gone unanswered, is are we minimizing the damage to our 
planet by using these dispersants, or are we adding to the mess? 


It is inexcusable that we do not know the answer to this question and have decided to make the 
Gulf of Mexico an enormous floating science experiment. After all, we've been dealing with oil 
spills from the moment we started pumping oil. According to a 2005 National Research Council 
report titled, Oil Spill Dispersants: Efficacy and Effects , 3 million gallons of oil and refined 
petroleum are spilled annually in around U.S. waters, mostly in smaller batches. 


The dispersants BP is dumping in the Gulf have been around for decades. According to the NRC 
report, COREXIT EC9527A came on the market in the 1980s. COREXIT 9500 was introduced 
in the 1990's. Both are made by Nalco, a Nashville company, and have been approved by the 
Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Coast Guard for spraying on the ocean surface. (EPA 
has authorized limited tests of dispersants near the source of the leak, 5,000 feet below the 
waves, but has not given a green light to use them in volume.) 


No one pretends that these or any other dispersants are environmentally neutral. "Dispersants are 
not the silver bullet," EPA administrator Lisa Jackson said. 


Jackson has defended the use of the chemicals on grounds they are far less toxic than petroleum 
and degrade much more rapidly. 


That's not much of a recommendation. 


So, what is this stuff? There's a lot the public is not permitted to know about these concoctions. 
The EPA has published some information about them on a list of dispersants and other agents 
that were okayed for use in the clean-up of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina. But a number 
of ingredients are listed as "confidential" or "proprietary," and their proportions in the mix are 
not disclosed. 


Information provided by Nalco to EPA and the federal/BP task force on its website, known as 
the Deepwater Horizon Response, says that COREXIT EC9527A, contains three chemicals 
considered hazardous: 


• 2-Butoxyethanol  
• Organic sulfonic acid salt  
• Propylene glycol 


From what we can discern, the active molecule that does the dispersing is "organic sulfonic acid 
salt," a generic term for class of chemicals. Its precise chemical name is apparently proprietary. 
We think that once a company, or the government, or both, decides to cover the sea with this 
molecule, it's time to tell us what exactly it is. 



http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=11283#toc
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The company's disclosure statement says, "No toxicity studies have been conducted on this 
product." It also says, "Based on our hazard characterization, the potential environmental hazard 
is: Moderate Based on our recommended product application and the product's characteristics, 
the potential environmental exposure is: Low." But how the company has reached that 
conclusion isn't clear. 


Corexit 9500, the newer formulation, is made without 2-butoxyethanol. According to the NRC 
report, Nalco developed Corexit 9500 because it discovered that "prolonged exposure to Corexit 
9527 caused adverse health effects in some responders. These effects were attributed to its glycol 
ether solvent (2-butoxyethanol)." 


Jackson told reporters that EPA permitted BP to spray the older product, Corexit EC9527A, in 
the early days of the spill until sufficient quantities of 9500 could be located. She described 
Corexit 9500 as "more effective and more environmentally friendly." 


However, it's disquieting that the "material safety data sheet" for Corexit 9500 warns: "Do not 
contaminate surface water." Also, the document says, "Component substances have a potential to 
bioconcentrate." 


Energy and Enviroment Daily's Greenwire, a leading online environmental news outlet, reported 
this week that Corexit may not be the best option. "Other U.S. EPA-approved alternatives have 
been shown to be far less toxic and, in some cases, nearly twice as effective," Greenwire 
reported, adding that Nalco was once part of Exxon Mobil and still has interlocking leadership 
with Exxon Mobil and BP. BP spokesman Jon Pack was quoted as saying that BP was not 
considering or testing other products because stopping the leak and containing the loose oil "has 
to be our primary focus right now." 


It's been well established that until this mother-of-all-oil-spills, BP had not developed a 
thoroughly researched plan for managing this sort of crisis. It didn't know all it should about 
dispersants. It had to scramble to obtain sufficient supply. It may not have picked the best 
product for this gargantuan job. With advance planning, it might have availed itself of better 
options. 


Most importantly, since spills are a constant threat, the oil industry should have financed far 
more research into dispersants. We the taxpayers seem to be shouldering the financial burden of 
much of that research. And yet we're in the dark about the precise make-up and behavior of 
dispersants and other chemical agents that are used in very high volumes. 


How many gallons of secret chemicals, exactly, will wind up being sprayed across the Gulf? 


"I think it's fair to say that when it comes to this volume, we're in uncharted waters," 
EPA's Jackson said. 


Jackson, to her credit, is blunt and doesn't dissemble. Still, that's not an answer Americans might 
have expected to hear in the 21st Century. At the moment, what we know about dispersants 
seems to be as murky as the Gulf's troubled waters.  



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2010/05/13/archive/3?terms=quinlan+dispersants
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We'll be following the Gulf oil spill here and on EWG.org. Send us your comments. Do you 
want to know more about the chemicals being used in this crisis? 


 



http://www.ewg.org/kid-safe-chemicals-act-blog/
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AIR 
===================================================================== 
 
July 9, 2010 


Director, Sierra Club's Beyond Coal Campaign (Huffington Post) 
 
Posted: July 8, 2010 02:32 PM 
EPA Takes Action to Protect People from Dangerous Coal Pollution 
 Epa , Sierra Club , Smog , News 
 
How's this for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) fulfilling its role to protect 
environmental and public health: On Tuesday, EPA proposed a rule that would prevent between 
14,000 and 36,000 premature deaths annually. 
 
The Transport Rule would set stronger emissions standards for the dangerous air pollution 
emitted from coal-fired power plants in the eastern United States. This new rule would replace 
the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), which had been struck down by the U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in 2008. 
 
While a thorough review and comment period remains to be completed, this is a positive step 
forward for people who want clean air. 



http://intranet.epa.gov/desktop/news.htm





 
The harmful pollution coal-fired power plants emit into the air does not just endanger people in 
the immediate vicinity of the plant. Pollution from coal plants is carried downwind, endangering 
people throughout the entire eastern United States. 
 
This rule addresses the reality that dangerous pollution doesn't recognize state borders. Just as 
the oil gusher has now hit every Gulf state, the pollution from coal-fired power plants drifts 
downwind into people's lungs throughout a region - hence why another way of talking about this 
rule is as a 'Good Neighbor' rule. 
 
Coupled with other EPA rules, the Transport Rule will achieve a 71% reduction in sulfur dioxide 
and a 52% reduction in nitrogen oxide from 2005 levels in the states the rule applies to.  
 
These pollutants covered by this rule are precursors to ozone, which is incredibly dangerous to 
human health. Pollutants like ozone and particulate matter (better known as smog and soot) from 
coal-fired pollution have been found to cause respiratory illness (including asthma and 
bronchitis), as well as aggravation of existing cardiovascular disease. It is absolutely essential 
that EPA do everything in its power to limit the damage these pollutants do to millions of people 
throughout the United States. 
 
The statistics published with the rule make a very compelling case. According to EPA, the 
Transport Rule would yield up to $290 billion in annual health benefits, 'including avoiding an 
estimated 14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths, 23,000 nonfatal heart attacks, 21,000 cases of 
acute bronchitis, 240,000 cases of aggravated asthma, and 1.9 million days when people miss 
school or work due to ozone- and particle pollution-related symptoms.' 
 
This is a great step from EPA to clean up the air. We will stay engaged throughout this process to 
ensure people's health and welfare are protected. 
 
 
 


MOUNTAINTOP MINING 
===================================================================== 
BREAKING:  


RAN Invades EPA To Protest Mountaintop Removal (Treehugger) 
 
by Daniel Kessler on 07. 8.10 
Business & Politics 
Activists with the Rainforest Action Network are at EPA headquarters blaring John Denver's 
"Take me Home, Country Roads" and locking themselves to each other to protest the devastating 
practice of mountaintop removal (MTR) coal mining. The EPA has given the green light for a 
major new mountaintop removal coal mining permit in Logan County, West Virginia, that will 
destroy three miles of currently clean streams and 760 acres of forest. 
 







This morning, five people entered EPA headquarters in Washington D.C. and sat down in the 
center of the lobby and locked themselves together. One climber is now standing atop the EPA's 
front door with two banners reading: "Blowing up mountains for coal contaminates Appalachia's 
water, Stop MTR" and "EPA - Easier to Poison Appalachia's Water than Defy King Coal." 
 
RAN's Scott Parkin's explained why: 
 
    "We're sitting down inside the EPA to demand the EPA stand up to protect Appalachia's 
precious drinking water, historic mountains and public health from the devastation of 
mountaintop removal. At issue here is not whether mountaintop removal mining is bad for the 
environment or human health, because we know it is and the EPA has said it is. At issue is 
whether President Obama's EPA will do something about it. So far, it seems it is easier to poison 
Appalachia's drinking water than to defy King Coal." 
 
Yesterday, the EPA green-lighted the Pine Creek Surface Mine. It's the first MTR project 
approved since the agency released new guidelines on April 1, saying that no project would get 
approval if it would lead to "significant and irreversible damage to Appalachian watersheds at 
risk from mining activity." 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
===================================================================== 
 
July 9, 2010 


Monsanto Fined By EPA For Illegally Selling Genetically Engineered Cotton 
Seeds (Huffington Post) 
 
 
First Posted: 07- 8-10 03:09 PM   |   Updated: 07- 8-10 03:40 PM 
 Epa, Monsanto, Monsanto Cotton, Monsanto Epa, Monsanto Genetically Modified Seeds, Green 
News 
 
Agriculture giant Monsanto was slapped with a record-breaking fine of $2.5 Million for 
mislabeling and illegally distributing cotton seeds containing genetically engineered pesticides. 
 
The EPA limits the planting and selling of this GM cotton seed to protect the environment from 
the 'potential harm associated with the uncontrolled spread of the genetically engineered 
component of these pesticides, Bacillus thuringiensis [BT].' 
 
The EPA cites 1,782 violations which occurred in 22 states. 
 
The EPA made the following statement in a press release: 
 
 







    "This agreement shows that when a company violates the law by distributing misbranded 
pesticides, EPA will take action," said Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator for EPA's Office of 
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. "The regulated community should understand that we 
take these violations seriously, and the public will accept nothing less than compliance." 
 
The health and environmental effects of BT cotton has not been extensively documented. 
Farmers in China have blamed the pesticide for a surge of pests, and scientists are calling for 
further study of the chemical's effects. 
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ALTRAZINE 
 
June 25, 2010     
 
Andrew WetzlerDirector, NRDC Endangered Species Project 
Posted: June 24, 2010 03:05 PM BIO Become a Fan Get Email Alerts Bloggers' Index  
 


Atrazine spikes in Missouri prompt community warning (Huffington Post) 
 
It’s been a rainy spring here in the Midwest and that mean worries about flooded basements, 
streets, and towns.  Many of our streams and creeks are bloated by runoff from nearby fields. 
Unfortunately, a lot of those fields have been treated with atrazine, a herbicide applied in the 
spring to kill weeds before crops (mostly corn) begin to grow.  Atrazine is one of the mostly 
widely used pesticides in the world.  In the United States alone, between 60 and 80 million 
pounds of atrazine are used each year and atrazine is the most commonly detected pesticide in 
U.S. waters.  Today in Missouri we got a taste of the consequences of this widespread use. 
 
From the Kansas City Star: 
 
p>Authorities are warning Drexel, Mo., residents not to drink the water there after routine testing 
revealed high levels of the herbicide atrazine. 
 
Spikes like this--in this case over 10 times the federal annual exposure limit--are not at all 
uncommon in the Midwest, as our two reports, Poisoning the Well, discussed.  Below is a map of 
Missouri atrazine spikes from our 2009 report (showing atrazine levels from 2005-2006).  Note 
that only data from watersheds that were actually tested are shown--that is, far more watersheds 
than illustrated here were probably contaminated:These kinds of exposures are particularly 
disturbing because atrazine acts as an endocrine disrupter, potentially altering normal hormone 
functions in a whole range of organism, including people.  Want some examples? A recent study 
reported that 10 percent of male frogs that were born and raised in water contaminated with low 
doses atrazine grew up with female sex characteristics, had reduced levels of male testosterone 
hormone, reduced sperm levels, and decreased fertility.  Another recent study found that fish 
exposed to atrazine had impaired egg production and abnormalities in their reproductive organs.  
As for people, studies indicate that prenatal atrazine exposure may increase risk of poor birth 
outcomes and birth defects in infants; other studies have linked atrazine urine levels in farm 
workers and rural men to low sperm count and motility. 
 
EPA is currently conducting a review of atrazine’s safety.  I’m hoping that next time the spring 
rains come to the Midwest we’ll have one less thing to worry about. 
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This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog. 
 
 
 
June 25, 2010     
 
 Mindy PennybackerAuthor, 'Do One Green Thing: Saving the Earth Through Simple, Everyday 
Choices' 
Posted: June 24, 2010 04:17 PM BIO Become a Fan Get Email Alerts Bloggers' Index  
    


 


BP SPILL 


A 12-Step program for oil addicts: green grilling, chilling & more 
(Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Beach , Birds , BP Gulf Oil Spill , Dawn Dish Soap , Energy Saving , Fish , Green 
Cleaning , Green Grilling , Green Living , Green Shampoos , Green Soaps , Local Food , Meat , 
Oceana , Organic-Foods , Surfrider , Green News  
At least consumers can cap our oil! This summer, as Americans anguish over the Gulf gusher, 
watching BP and the government point fingers while things get worse, we're also doing some 
navel-gazing--and not just at the beach. We're facing our addiction to the petroleum we consume 
in fuel and daily products. 
 
Guilt, however, only paralyzes, while daily green actions add up to positive change. Here's a 12-
step program--without the guilt!--for reducing our dependence on oil.  
 
1: Drive less, walk + bike more. If every American burned our own calories instead of driving 
for just 30 minutes a day, we'd prevent 64 million tons of global warming carbon dioxide CO2) 
emissions, conserve 6.5 million tons of gasoline--and lose a collective 3 billion tons of body fat. 
Source: A 2007 study reported by the AP's Seth Borenstein, who recently wrote "Oil, oil, 
everywhere."  
 
Reward: You'll look (and feel) better in your swimsuit.  
 
2: Stop "cleaning" with petroleum. Dawn dish soap, positioned as the gentle but thorough 
cleanser of oiled birds, is itself made of oil, Procter & Gamble told NPR. In a recent study, Dawn 
was found to form carcinogenic nitrosamines; like most conventional cleaners and cosmetics, 
Dawn contains "fragrance," a blanket term for synthetic phthalates linked to reproductive 
deformities in amphibious wildlife and male infants, and asthma and obesity.  
 
Choose botanical-based household cleaners, soaps & shampoos.  
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3: De-plastify your life. Say no to single-use containers & bottles. During a local Surfrider 
summer solstice beach cleaning, most of the plastics I picked up came from McDonald's. 
Tote bottles & picnic ware made to be reused, except for polycarbonate plastic which releases 
toxic Bisphenol-A.  
 
4: Recycle everything you can, including food and yard waste. Making new stuff consumes oil 
and trees, and trash gets out to sea. For where to recycle what in your area, see Earth911. For 
composting, EPA provides basic info.  
 
5: Clean a beach with your family, friends, local parks dept or Surfrider chapter, or join Ocean 
Conservancy's beach cleanup September 25. Wear least-toxic sunblock. 
 
6: Grill greener  
Every July 4th, our 60 million U.S. barbecues emit 225,000 metric tons of CO2 . Propane/gas 
releases the least CO2 when burned. Electric grills cause the highest CO2 emissions (from power 
plants) but no air pollution while they cook. Charcoal contributes to deforestation and burns 
dirtiest, spewing lung-threatening soot. Better to burn solid charcoal from well-managed forests 
than toxic-glue-bound briquettes (never dump these on a beach!). The EPA advises a chimney or 
electric starter instead of lighter fluids, which produce 14,500 tons of smog.  
 
7: Q: What to grill (besides BP)? A: Petroleum-free food 
Hats off to vegetarians and vegans! If the rest of us skipped red meat & dairy one day a week, 
we'd save as much petroleum & CO2 as taking 20 million cars off the road a year. Synthetic 
pesticides and fertilizers are made with fossil fuels, and you don't want to eat the toxic residues, 
so choose organic, local & in-season affordable at farmers' markets! . Here's more re: sustainable 
veg, meat & fish.  
 
8: Keep insects off without petroleum-based repellents.  
Studies find these plant-based formulas repel well, while DEET is losing its effectiveness. Keep 
synthetic pesticides out of your harm and garden to protect children's development and our 
drinking water. For nontoxic pest control tips, Bio-Integral Resource Center.  
 
9: Let the grass grow.  
Longer grass fights weeds and conserves water. When you trim, use a rotary mower. Although 
EPA restrictions on oil-fuelled mower emissions take effect this year, they still produce 
unhealthy noise and smog. Add native shrubs and trees to support birds & beneficial insects and 
keep water in the ground. More tips here.  
 
10: Travel mindfully.  
The Union of Concerned Scientists' green vacation travel tips maximize fuel and carbon savings 
whether you go by car, bus, rail and plane.  
 
11: Chill without overkill.  
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Make air conditioning your last resort. Curtain/shade sunny windows. When it's cool outdoors, 
open up & ventilate. Set a.c. at 78 degrees F. and save 726 lbs. of CO2 a year. Cool by replacing 
incandescent lights, which waste 90% of their energy as heat, with CFLs (30%) or LEDs (none).  
 
12: Save the hot for your (shorter) shower.  
Cutting your daily shower from 8 to 5 minutes saves 513 lbs. of carbon a year. If every U.S. 
household washed 4 out of 5 loads on cold, we'd stop 50 million tons of CO2 emissions a year; 
hanging just half our loads dry saves us each 723 lbs/CO2/yr and $50, minimum. Source: EPA.  
 
Extra credit: Take action!  
Sign Oceana's petition to stop offshore drilling. Donate $ to Gulf wildlife 
http://www.ibrrc.org/adopt_a_bird.html and families who've been hurt.  
This Saturday, June 26, demand climate and energy regulation by joining hands across the sand. 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
June 25, 2010     
Dan LashofDirector, NRDC's climate center 
Posted: June 24, 2010 02:50 PM     
  


We Need Real Relief, Not a Junk Shot to Solve the Energy Problems that 
Led to the BP Blowout (Huffington Post) 
 
BP couldn’t stop the oil gusher with a junk shot of golf balls and tire shards, and Congress can’t 
solve the energy problems that are the root cause of the gusher with a junk shot of unenforceable 
goals and unfunded subsidies. Eventually the gusher will be plugged by drilling a new well that 
can be used to establish a permanent seal. This will take some time, but fortunately no one 
suggested that BP should wait to begin working on a permanent solution until after it had tried 
every half-measure it could think of. 
 
Not so when it comes to ending our dangerous dependence on oil and other fossil fuels, which 
inevitably leads to more disasters like the one in the Gulf of Mexico, chains our fate to that of 
dictators in the Gulf of Arabia, and disrupts the stability of the climate on which our civilization 
was built. Congress has enacted seven major energy bills since 1974, most of which promised to 
make America energy independent and none of which have delivered. Some in Congress want to 
repeat this junk shot approach, hoping for a different result. 
 
Others want Congress to focus narrowly on cleaning up the oil spill and reforming drilling 
regulations. They make two wildly contradictory arguments against a comprehensive response 
that includes limits on carbon pollution. First they say that an energy and climate bill is not a 
response to the oil spill because it won’t significantly reduce America’s insatiable oil appetite. 
Simultaneously they argue that any bill that limits carbon pollution is a giant gasoline tax that 
will force Americans out of their cars. These arguments can’t both be right. In fact, neither is. 
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p>The first line of argument suggests that carbon pollution limits won’t change the price of 
gasoline enough to significantly affect consumer behavior so they won’t meaningfully reduce oil 
demand. The premise is right (contradicting the second argument), but the conclusion is wrong. 
The carbon limits in a bill like the American Power Act hold oil companies, power producers, 
and heavy industry responsible for their pollution, but these limits tighten gradually to give 
polluters time to clean up their act. According to the EPA’s recent analysis, the oil pollution 
limits in the American Power Act would change gasoline prices by only ten cents per gallon in 
2020, less than normal price fluctuations from month to month. 
 
 
How then would comprehensive climate and energy legislation end our dependence on dirty and 
dangerous sources of oil? In the near term, the primary effect of the pollution limits will be to 
direct investment toward carbon-cutting technologies by making it clear that failing to do so 
would be an increasingly expensive mistake as the pollution limits ratchet down. Equally 
important, complementary measures will directly reduce demand for oil by ratcheting up 
efficiency standards for cars, establishing the first-ever standards for heavy trucks, and investing 
in the infrastructure to replace petroleum fuels with electricity, natural gas, and sustainable 
biofuels (see sections 4111-4141 of the APA). Finally, the emission limits in a comprehensive 
bill will promote the capture of millions of tons of CO2 from power plants and industrial 
smokestacks. This CO2 can be injected into aging onshore oil fields in the United States to boost 
recovery of otherwise trapped oil, displacing imports and the need to drill in ever deeper and 
more dangerous waters. 
 
Let’s do the numbers.  As I have described in more detail before, EPA has shown that we could 
cut oil demand by almost 7 million barrels per day by 2030. Meanwhile, CO2 enhanced oil 
recovery could increase domestic onshore production by 3 million barrels per day. In 
comparison, current offshore production in the Gulf of Mexico is 1.6 million barrels per day. The 
net effect would be to increase domestic production by ten times as much as would expanded 
offshore drilling, cut imports by at least half, and put us on a path to finally end our dependence 
on oil once and for all. 
 
Passing a comprehensive energy and climate plan is not an instant fix for the mess we are in. But 
unlike another junk shot, it will provide real relief if we start now. 
 
This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog. 
 
  


 


GENERAL 
 


News Headline: , , , , , (Huffington Post) 
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News OCR Text: At least consumers can cap our oil! This summer, as Americans anguish over 
the Gulf gusher, watching BP and the government point fingers while things get worse, we're 
also doing some navel-gazing--and not just at the beach. We're facing our addiction to the 
petroleum we consume in fuel and daily products.  
 
Guilt, however, only paralyzes, while daily green actions add up to positive change. Here's a 12-
step program--without the guilt!--for reducing our dependence on oil.  
 
1: Drive less, walk + bike more. If every American burned our own calories instead of driving 
for just 30 minutes a day, we'd prevent 64 million tons of global warming carbon dioxide CO2) 
emissions, conserve 6.5 million tons of gasoline--and lose a collective 3 billion tons of body fat. 
Source: A 2007 studyreported by the AP's Seth Borenstein, who recently wrote "Oil, oil, 
everywhere."  
 
Reward: You'll look (and feel) better in your swimsuit.  
 
2: Stop "cleaning" with petroleum. Dawn dish soap, positioned as the gentle but thorough 
cleanser of oiled birds, is itself made of oil, Procter & Gamble told NPR. In a recent study, Dawn 
was found to form carcinogenic nitrosamines; like most conventional cleaners and cosmetics, 
Dawn contains "fragrance," a blanket term for synthetic phthalates linked to reproductive 
deformities in amphibious wildlife and male infants, and asthma and obesity.  
 
Choose botanical-based household cleaners, soaps & shampoos.  
 
3: De-plastify your life. Say no to single-use containers & bottles. During a local Surfrider 
summer solstice beach cleaning, most of the plastics I picked up came from McDonald's.  
 
Tote bottles & picnic ware made to be reused, except for polycarbonate plastic which releases 
toxic Bisphenol-A.  
 
4: Recycle everything you can, including food and yard waste. Making new stuff consumes oil 
and trees, and trash gets out to sea. For where to recycle what in your area, see Earth911. For 
composting, EPA provides basic info.  
 
5: Clean a beach with your family, friends, local parks dept or Surfrider chapter, or join Ocean 
Conservancy's beach cleanup September 25. Wear least-toxic sunblock.  
 
6: Grill greener  
 
Every July 4th, our 60 million U.S. barbecues emit 225,000 metric tons of CO2 . Propane/gas 
releases the least CO2 when burned. Electric grills cause the highest CO2 emissions (from power 
plants) but no air pollution while they cook. Charcoal contributes to deforestation and burns 
dirtiest, spewing lung-threatening soot. Better to burn solid charcoal from well-managed forests 
than toxic-glue-bound briquettes (never dump these on a beach!). The EPA advises a chimney or 
electric starter instead of lighter fluids, which produce 14,500 tons of smog.  
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7: Q: What to grill (besides BP)? A: Petroleum-free food  
 
Hats off to vegetarians and vegans! If the rest of us skipped red meat & dairy one day a week, 
we'd save as much petroleum & CO2 as taking 20 million cars off the road a year. Synthetic 
pesticides and fertilizers are made with fossil fuels, and you don't want to eat the toxic residues, 
so choose organic, local & in-season affordable at farmers' markets! . Here's more re: sustainable 
veg, meat & fish.  
 
8: Keep insects off without petroleum-based repellents.  
 
Studies find these plant-based formulas repel well, while DEET is losing its effectiveness. Keep 
synthetic pesticides out of your harm and garden to protect children's development and our 
drinking water. For nontoxic pest control tips, Bio-Integral Resource Center.  
 
9: Let the grass grow.  
 
Longer grass fights weeds and conserves water. When you trim, use a rotary mower. Although 
EPA restrictions on oil-fuelled mower emissions take effect this year, they still produce 
unhealthy noise and smog. Add native shrubs and trees to support birds & beneficial insects and 
keep water in the ground. More tips here.  
 
10: Travel mindfully.  
 
The Union of Concerned Scientists' green vacation travel tips maximize fuel and carbon savings 
whether you go by car, bus, rail and plane.  
 
11: Chill without overkill.  
 
Make air conditioning your last resort. Curtain/shade sunny windows. When it's cool outdoors, 
open up & ventilate. Set a.c. at 78 degrees F. and save 726 lbs. of CO2 a year. Cool by replacing 
incandescent lights, which waste 90% of their energy as heat, with CFLs (30%) or LEDs (none).  
 
12: Save the hot for your (shorter) shower.  
 
Cutting your daily shower from 8 to 5 minutes saves 513 lbs. of carbon a year. If every U.S. 
household washed 4 out of 5 loads on cold, we'd stop 50 million tons of CO2 emissions a year; 
hanging just half our loads dry saves us each 723 lbs/CO2/yr and $50, minimum. Source: EPA.  
 
Extra credit: Take action!  
 
Sign Oceana's petition to stop offshore drilling. Donate $ to Gulf wildlife 
http://www.ibrrc.org/adopt_a_bird.htmland families who've been hurt.  
 
This Sunday, June 26, demand climate and energy regulation by joining hands across the sand.  
 
Follow Mindy Pennybacker on Twitter: www.twitter.com/greenerpenny 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 
CLIMATE  CHANGE /  GLOBAL  WARMING 
================================================= 
 
Why the Copenhagen Accord boosts the odds for Senate passage of bipartisan climate 
legislation (Grist) 


21 Dec 2009 3:08 PM 
by Daniel J. Weiss  


The 15th United Nations climate summit has just ended in Copenhagen after a tense two weeks of 
negotiations between the developed and developing world. An “environmental Woodstock” to some, a 
high stakes diplomatic showdown to others, the meeting led to some critical but incomplete agreements. 


Now that it’s over, the world’s attention will focus on the United States Senate as it plans to consider 
clean energy and global warming legislation in 2010. The newly inked Copenhagen Accord, along with 
other factors, increases the odds for Senate passage of clean energy jobs and global warming legislation. 


The Copenhagen Accord should form the basis for future negotiations that hope to culminate in an 
international agreement to reduce global warming pollution in levels sufficient enough to prevent a 2 
degree C (3.6 F) warming. The Accord should also contribute to passage of a Senate clean energy and 
global warming bill. The Accord includes two provisions that address some undecided senators’ concerns 
about pollution reductions from China and India. In advance of the summit, these two nations made their 
first commitment to reduce the rate of pollution compared to their economies. Obviously, these two 
emerging economic powers could do more to reduce the rapidly rising emissions, but these levels of 
reductions are a good start. 


The Accord also includes an agreement by China and other developing countries to report on their 
voluntary actions to reduce pollution. These reports would be subject to “international consultations and 
analysis,” which would provide more certainty about whether developing nations are fulfilling their 
voluntary pledges to reduce their pollution rates. President Obama secured this big concession from 
China, which is notable due to its notoriously opaque government. 


Although the Accord is not yet binding, this agreement should quell some senators’ uncertainty about 
China, India, and other developing nations’ level and transparency of pollution reductions. These 
concerns have been a major reason that some senators from Midwestern states were reluctant to support 
domestic global warming legislation. Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.), sponsor of the Clean Energy Jobs and 
American Power Act, noted that the Accord “sets the stage for a final deal and for Senate passage this 
spring of major legislation at home.” 



http://www.grist.org/member/117552

http://climateprogress.org/2009/12/19/nwfs-jeremy-symons-on-the-copenhagen-accord/

http://climateprogress.org/2009/12/19/obama-hits-the-reset-button-on-the-foundations-of-international-climate-agreements/

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/11/27/science/earth/27climate.html?scp=4&sq=India+global+warming&st=nyt

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/04/world/asia/04india.html?scp=8&sq=India+global+warming&st=nyt

http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2009/12/19/science/earth/19climateGraphicB.html

http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2009/12/19/science/earth/19climateGraphicB.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/19/science/earth/19climate.html?scp=6&sq=John%20Broder&st=cse

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/19/science/earth/19climate.html?scp=2&sq=John+Kerry+Global+Warming&st=nyt





In the wake of the Copenhagen Accord, there are several other factors that should also provide 
impetuous for clean energy legislation in 2010. Establishment of a global warming pollution reduction 
program would be a boost to the depressed economy. Nobel Prize winning economist Paul Krugman 
noted that such legislation would have the “same economic effects as a major technological innovation: It 
would give businesses a reason to invest in new equipment and facilities ... And given the current state of 
the economy, that’s just what the doctor ordered.” 


In 2010, President Obama’s number one priority will be lifting the unemployment woes that began before 
he took office. Since the first days of his administration, an important element of his economic recovery 
plans included the transition to a clean energy economy. Vice President Joe Biden estimates that the 
clean energy programs in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act would create nearly 900,000 
jobs. On Dec. 9, President Obama proposed a program to create jobs via incentives for residential 
building energy efficiency retrofits. He will continue to advocate clean energy legislation to restore 
American energy competitiveness, which was ceded to China and Germany due to disregard for clean 
energy technologies under President George W. Bush Clean. And energy legislation should be a 
prominent part of the 2010 effort to create more jobs and restore American competitiveness. 


As nations’ economies recover, their demand for oil will recover and oil prices will rise.  The Energy 
Information Administration “Annual Energy Outlook 2010” predicts that oil prices will rise from $75 per 
barrel in 2010 to $100 per barrel in 2015.  This prediction may be very conservative.  Noted oilman T. 
Boone Pickens predicted in October that consumers may face “$90 before the end of 2010.”  Higher oil 
prices should increase the imperative to adopt comprehensive clean energy legislation that would reduce 
oil use and increase American energy independence. 


On Dec. 15, the Environmental Protection Action issued the long awaited “endangerment finding” under 
the Clean Air Act that says greenhouse gas pollution threatens public health. This finding comes two and 
half years after the Supreme Court ruled in Massachusetts v. EPA that the agency has the obligation to 
assess whether greenhouse gases endanger public health, and if so, to take steps to reduce this 
pollution. The endangerment finding is the first step before EPA can set limits on pollution from major 
(25,000 tons of carbon dioxide annually) emitters. In March, EPA expects to issue limits on greenhouse 
gases from cars, with limits for other industries to follow. 


President Obama, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, and many in Congress believe that Congress, and 
not EPA, should set greenhouse gas pollution limits. Legislation can include other policies that would 
reduce pollution—such as incentives for renewable electricity or energy efficiency—that EPA lacks the 
authority to implement. In addition, Congress can design a pollution reduction system that provides a 
relatively smooth economic transition for consumers and workers. EPA’s authority to set pollution limits 
for major polluters is a sword of Damocles hanging over the Senate should it fail to act. 


Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Ark.) and other opponents of global warming solutions would like to block EPA’s 
ability to set pollution limits. She has introduced a resolution to invoke the Congressional Review Act that 
would stop EPA from enforcing the law as ordered by the Supreme Court. To succeed, her resolution 
must pass the Senate and House, and President Obama must sign it too, or Congress must override his 
veto with a two-thirds vote in each body. Given this procedure, the prospects for Murkowski’s success are 
small. This means that Congress must act to cut greenhouse pollution or EPA will despite administration 
and legislative preference for Congressional action. 


Final passage of health care reform should also provide a boost to clean energy legislation. Health care 
reform has dominated Senate attention for the past six months. Completion of the reform bill should free 
up the “band width” necessary to address clean energy legislation. Health care success would also 
demonstrate that Congress is capable of addressing big pressing challenges. Success should also 
replenish President Obama’s political capital that he expended to pass health care. He will need to invest 
this capital to achieve Senate passage of clean energy legislation. 



http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/01/opinion/01krugman.html?_r=3&adxnnl=1&ref=opinion&adxnnlx=12

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-and-Vice-President-at-Signing-of-the-American-Recovery-an

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-and-Vice-President-at-Signing-of-the-American-Recovery-an

http://climateprogress.org/2009/12/15/vp-biden-nearly-900000-new-clean-energy-jobs-thanks-to-recovery-act/

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/statement-president-after-bipartisan-leadership-meeting-jobs

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/statement-president-after-bipartisan-leadership-meeting-jobs

http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/speeches/newell121409.pdf

http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/speeches/newell121409.pdf

http://247wallst.com/2009/10/06/t-boone-pickens-outlines-2010-oil-price-targets-clne/

http://247wallst.com/2009/10/06/t-boone-pickens-outlines-2010-oil-price-targets-clne/

http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2009/12/15/document_gw_02.pdf

http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/03/washington/03scotus.html?scp=1&sq=Massachusetts%20v.%20EPA&st=cse

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/08d11a451131bca585257685005bf252%21OpenDocument

http://murkowski.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?p=PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=59d17e52-e3eb-4dc0-9598-93f37eaf95e0&ContentType_id=b94acc28-404a-4fc6-b143-a9e15bf92da4&Group_id=c01df158-d935-4d7a-895d-f694ddf41624&MonthDisplay=12&YearDisplay=2009





Public opinion remains very supportive of action on global warming despite relentless attacks from a $100 
million campaign by Big Oil and other energy special interests. The Dec. 18 Washington Post-ABC News 
poll found that nearly two-thirds of Americans believe that the United States should “regulate the release 
of greenhouse gases from sources like power plants, cars, and factories in an effort to reduce global 
warming.” And the intensity favors those who strongly support action versus those who strongly oppose 
it—50 percent to 20 percent. 


The bottom line is that there are a number of recent factors that significantly boost prospects for 
clean energy jobs and global warming legislation in 2010. President Obama’s international and 
domestic leadership, the Copenhagen Accord, the need for jobs, EPA’s enforcement of the Clean 
Air Act, completion of health care, and the public’s support for reform are all factors that should 
improve prospects for Senate legislation in 2010. President Obama is like a wily gambler who has 
been dealt some very good political cards. By playing these cards right, he can parlay this hand 
into big winnings for all Americans. 


Daniel J. Weiss is a Senior Fellow and the Director of Climate Strategy at American Progress, where he 
leads the Center’s clean energy and climate advocacy campaign. Before coming to American Progress, 
he spent 25 years working with environmental advocacy organizations and political campaigns. 


 
 
TOXICS 
================================================= 
December 22, 2009  
 
EPA, USDA Encourage Farmers To Put Coal Ash That Contains Mercury And Arsenic On 
Crops (Huffington Post) 


RICK CALLAHAN | 12/21/09 08:17 AM |  
INDIANAPOLIS — The federal government is encouraging farmers to spread a chalky waste 
from coal-fired power plants on their fields to loosen and fertilize soil even as it considers 
regulating coal wastes for the first time. 
The material is produced by power plant "scrubbers" that remove acid rain causing sulfur dioxide from plant 
emissions. A synthetic form of the mineral gypsum, it also contains mercury, arsenic, lead and other heavy metals. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says those toxic metals occur in only tiny amounts that pose no threat to 
crops, surface water or humans. But some environmentalists say too little is known about how the material affects 
crops, and ultimately human health, for the government to suggest that farmers use it on their land. 


"Basically this is a leap into the unknown," said Jeff Ruch, executive director of Public Employees for 
Environmental Responsibility. "This stuff has materials in it that we're trying to prevent entering the environment 
from coal-fired power plants and then to turn around and smear it across ag lands raises some real questions." 


With coal wastes piling up around the coal-fired plants that produce half the nation's power, the EPA and U.S. 
Department of Agriculture began promoting what they call the wastes' "beneficial uses" during the Bush 
administration. 


Part of that push is to expand use of synthetic gypsum – a whitish, calcium-rich material known as flue gas 
desulfurization gypsum, or FGD gypsum. 



http://climateprogress.org/2009/12/18/public-opinion-stunner-washpost-abc-poll-finds-strong-support-for-global-warming-reductions-despite-relentless-big-oil-and-anti-science-attacks/

http://climateprogress.org/2009/12/18/public-opinion-stunner-washpost-abc-poll-finds-strong-support-for-global-warming-reductions-despite-relentless-big-oil-and-anti-science-attacks/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/12/21/epa-usda-encourage-farmer_n_399331.html?view=print##





The Obama administration has continued promoting FGD gypsum's use in farming even as it drafts a coal waste rule 
in response to a spill from a coal ash pond near Knoxville, Tenn., one year ago Tuesday. Ash and water flooded 300 
acres, damaging homes and killing fish in nearby rivers. The cleanup is expected to cost about $1 billion. 


The EPA is expected to announce its proposals for regulation early next year, setting the first federal standards for 
storage and disposal of coal wastes. 


Story continues below  
EPA officials declined to talk about the agency's promotion of FGD gypsum before then and wouldn't say whether 
the draft rule would cover it. 


Instead, the agency released a statement saying the heavy metals in the material are far less than the amount 
considered a threat to human health. Field studies have shown that mercury, the main heavy metal of concern 
because it can damage development of the human nervous system, doesn't accumulate in crops or run off fields in 
surface water at "significant" levels, it said. 


"EPA believes that the use of FGD gypsum in agriculture is safe in appropriate soil and hydrogeologic conditions," 
the statement said. 


Eric Schaeffer, executive director of the Environmental Integrity Project, which advocates for more effective 
enforcement of environmental laws, said he's not overly worried about FGD gypsum's use on fields because research 
shows it contains only tiny amounts of heavy metals. But he said federal limits on the amounts of heavy metals in 
FGD gypsum sold to farmers would help allay concerns. 


"That would give them assurance that they've got clean FGD gypsum," he said. "The farmers don't want to get a bad 
batch." 


Since the EPA/USDA partnership began in 2001, farmers' use of the material has more than tripled, from about 
78,000 tons spread on fields in 2002 to nearly 279,000 tons last year, according to the American Coal Ash 
Association, a utility industry group. 


About half of the 17.7 million tons of FGD gypsum produced in the U.S. last year was used to make drywall, said 
Thomas Adams, the association's executive director. But he said it's important to find new uses for it and other coal 
wastes because the nation is likely to remain reliant on coal-fired power plants for decades to come. 


"If we can find safe ways to recycle those materials, we're a lot better off doing that then we are creating a whole 
bunch of new landfills," Adams said. 


Darrell Norton, a USDA soil scientist, said a predecessor of FGD gypsum produced about 25 years ago often had 
high levels of heavy metals because it had been mixed with coal fly ash. But FGD gypsum has no fly ash and is 
"environmentally clean," he said. 


FGD gypsum is widely used in the South as a less expensive alternative to mined gypsum, said Glen Harris, a soil 
scientist at the University of Georgia in Tifton, Ga. Farmers in states such as Georgia, Alabama and the Carolinas 
have long spread mined gypsum on their fields, where its calcium spurs the growth of peanuts. 


Clay McDaniel, 47, who farms about 4,000 acres of peanuts and corn near the southern Georgia town of Newton, 
has used synthetic gypsum on his peanut fields for more than 20 years. He and other farmers call both FGD and 
mined gypsum "land plaster." He said he's never worried about the safety of the synthetic version. 







"If we buy a chemical that's toxic, it's got a skull and crossbones on it," he said. "But this does not come with any 
such warning. It's just a calcium source." 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 
In praise of bureaucrats (Grist) 
   
by Sara Robinson  
29 Jun 2010 1:25 PM 
Brad Johnson calls out the "Climate Peacocks" in Congress who are ostentatiously shaking their 
tailfeathers in mock outrage over the very idea that the Environmental Protection Agency might 
actually act as agents of environmental protection: 
 
Earlier this month, 47 senators -- every Republican and six Democrats -- voted for Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski's (R-AK) resolution to overturn the Environmental Protection Agency's scientific 
global warming endangerment finding, finalized after years of delay in following a Supreme 
Court mandate to obey the language of the Clean Air Act. 
 
Twenty of Murkowski's supporters claimed they voted to reject science in order to preserve the 
“balance of power” between the legislative and executive branch. They said that they had to 
overturn the EPA's scientific finding because setting pollution limits should instead be the job of 
the elected members of Congress. Sen. Mike Enzi (R-WY) even said he voted for Murkowski to 
“ensure that Congress keeps its responsibility to establish our nation's environmental regulations. 
 
Like “deficit peacocks” who pretend to be hawkish on budgets but refuse any real solution, these 
“climate peacocks” claim to care about science, energy reform, and the environment, but have 
yet to find solutions to the threat of climate change. Reid is now calling the bluff of these twenty 
“responsible” senators, who will be proven to be fossil-fueled hypocrites if they fail to support 
policies that bring the swift reduction of carbon pollution that science demands. 
 
Johnson pulled together statements from 20 such peacocks -- a lot of noisy squawking about how 
the EPA is usurping the prerogatives of Congress. Here's a sample (but they all sound exactly 
like this): 
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Lamar Alexander (R-TN): It's Congress' job -- not a bureaucrat's or agency's -- to take action on 
carbon in a way that preserves jobs.  
Scott Brown (R-MA): We cannot allow these decisions to be made by an unelected bureaucracy; 
this is an issue that deserves a full debate in Congress. 
 
Susan Collins (R-ME): I also have serious concerns about unelected government officials at the 
EPA taking on this complicated issue instead of Congress. It is Congress that should establish the 
framework for regulation of greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Bob Corker (R-TN): I don't believe it's appropriate for the EPA to mandate large-scale carbon 
emissions reductions through administrative regulations. If there is any action taken in this 
regard, it should be done through Congress. 
 
Mike Crapo (R-ID): Such an important debate as climate change, and the potential to drive up 
costs on consumers and small businesses, should not be left in the hands of Washington, D.C., 
bureaucrats. 
 
Mike Enzi (R-WY): I rise in support of Senator Murkowski's resolution that would ensure that 
Congress keeps its responsibility to establish our nation's environmental regulations. 
 
It's refreshing to see so many Congress members asserting their authority over something, after 
being phobically reluctant to use it on Wall Street, predatory bankers, or BP. But the argument 
they're making is one that goes to the very heart of American governance, and deserves to be 
questioned straight up. 
 
The question is: Isn't this precisely the kind of wonky, technical thing we want bureaucrats 
handling? 
 
The conservatives have spent 40 years trying to convince Americans that bureaucrats were 
agents of the Devil, power-hungry know-nothings who suck down our tax money and give 
nothing in return, and the best argument going against the evil of unions. This anti-bureaucrat 
smear job has been so effective that the very word "bureaucrat" creates a sort of reflexive surge 
of gut acid in most Americans -- even some of us on the left. 
 
Amid all the acrimony, though, we've largely forgotten what bureaucrats are good for, and why 
we hire them in the first place. And this peacock parade is as good a moment as any to start to 
reclaim the B-word. Let's start with the basics, since so few of us seem to remember what they 
are: 
 
Bureaucrats are government employees. In agencies like the EPA, they're very often degreed, 
certified professionals in a specific field of expertise -- hydrology, or wildlife biology, or range 
management, or soils geology. In short: they're trained experts who are far more entitled than 
most of us to have an informed opinion in their area of competence. And that education, 
expertise, and insight is precisely what we pay them for. 
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It's true that they enjoy a level of job security that few people in the public sector can even 
imagine these days. It's not uncommon for a government professional to work at the same 
agency for 30 or even 40 years, rise through the ranks of middle management, and retire with a 
good pension. But it's also arguable that that long constancy gives them an equally long 
perspective about where the public interest lies, and how to make the best policy around it. Over 
time, they see political factions and theories come and go; they see what works and what doesn't. 
That long, deep knowledge of the field can make the difference between success and failure, 
miracles and boondoggles -- if we let them bring it to bear. 
 
Bureaucrats are, by law, apolitical. They're a permanent part of the government, serving 
Congress and the White House through conservative and liberal administrations. They're not 
allowed to participate in political campaigns, or make public statements for or against 
candidates. They can't speak as private citizens on issues, either. Like everybody else, they've got 
their personal biases and interests, and those occasionally leak through into their decisions -- but 
unlike most of us, they've also got serious legal incentives to keep those biases out of their work. 
 
The bigger danger is that they're very susceptible to being leaned on by the White House or 
Congress if some powerful donor doesn't like what they're up to. In the land of bureaucrats, 
being tagged as "not a team player" by resisting a Congress member's demands will put a quick 
end to a career. In better days, when government had a stronger role, this kind of intimidation 
was considered unethical, and legislators who tried it opened themselves to the risk of being 
investigated and sanctioned. The fact that it's a problem now has less to do with individual 
bureaucrats than it does with the level of corruption in the system. If we don't like this, blaming 
the victims won't fix it. But. despite all of this, it's still true that bureaucrats have several more 
layers of insulation keeping them out of the heavy winds of politics that buffet Congress 
constantly. 
 
So, back to the question. Do we want important technical decisions about pollution limits made 
by people with actual technical expertise -- people who've spent their entire careers dealing with 
both the science and the politics of this issue inside and out? Or do we want them being made by 
Congress members for whom this is one issue among a thousand; who may not have had more 
than one or two undergraduate science courses; and who are usually relying on a too-brief 
assessment by some junior environmental affairs staffer who possibly has his or her own agenda, 
and may not be an expert either? 
 
Furthermore: do we want these decisions made by people who are at least somewhat insulated by 
the bureaucracy from the interests of big donors, and are thus more able to fairly, equitably 
assess what's really in America's long-term best interest? Or do we think it's better to leave them 
in the hands of people whose jobs are utterly dependent on the largesse of powerful donors, and 
who (as we already know, all too well) must consistently put the wishes of their clients ahead of 
the interests of the American people? 
 
If there's one thing we've learned over the last ten years, it's that Congress is structurally 
incapable of doing what's right for the average American if some rich donor has other ideas. This 
is, in fact, why conservatives delegitimized bureaucrats in the first place: they couldn't stand 
having well-trained experts challenging their plans on behalf of the public interest. They could 
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buy off Congress, but they couldn't buy off our scientists. As I've written before (here and here), 
this war on planning was part of the larger war on science; and we are now paying the delayed 
costs of this war almost everywhere we turn. 
 
If we're going to change that trend -- if we want to restore evidence-based policy and reassert the 
primacy of science in public decision-making -- the first thing we need to do is reclaim the 
dignity and reassert the authority of the government bureaucrat. These people are our designated 
experts. We hired them to defend our interests and make policy without political interference. 
They don't always get it right -- no system run by human beings ever does -- but they're 
considerably more trustworthy and knowledgeable than Congress is. 
 
It's the height of arrogance for these squaking peacocks in Congress to think that they're smarter 
than the EPA's bureaucrats, and can do everything real scientists can do. They can't. And their 
contempt for "the bureaucracy" also reveals their contempt for the benefits of higher education; 
for scientific expertise; for government based in calm disinterested reason; and for the 
Enlightenment values this country was founded on. 
 
Bring on the bureaucrats. Love 'em or hate 'em, they're almost always smarter than Congress -- 
and that's why the peacocks need to shut up and listen to the people who actually know what 
they're doing. 
 


BP SPILL 
 
June 30, 2010     
  


Pressure Prods Feds to Loosen Regulations, Aiding Oil Spill Cleanup 
(Huffington Post) 
 
Admiral Thad Allen , Bp , Deep Water Horizon , Gulf Oil Spill , Gulf Oil Spill Cleanup , Oil 
Spill Cleanup , Thad Allen , Politics News  
Pressure from Senator George LeMieux (R, FL) and others has paid off with an emergency 
federal rule to permit more oil cleanup vessels to leave their posts elsewhere along America's 
coastline and finally head to the Gulf of Mexico to provide help. 
 
The Coast Guard and Environmental Protection Agency are to publish the formal rule 
Wednesday (June 30), LeMieux announced. Normally, large amounts of ships and equipment are 
required by law to be kept in standby reserve to handle possible spills in harbors, drilling areas, 
etc. Those federal dictates have prevented them from joining the under-supplied oil spill cleanup. 
 
The situation is analogous to a major fire--when units are called in from neighboring 
jurisdictions after one area is overwhelmed by a major blaze. 
 
LeMieux responded by expressing thanks--and wondering why it took so long: 
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"We are at day 71 of this crisis and just now the bureaucracy is clearing a path for more 
skimmers. After waves of oil, tar and sludge-stained beaches, after families have lost their jobs, 
their business, and their way of life, we are finally beginning to see a sense of urgency from the 
federal government. I am glad the rule has been issued, but I wish this determination had been 
made weeks ago, when the oil could have been skimmed before it hit our coastlines." 
 
 
 
The new Newt thing 


Gingrich slams Obama on Gulf gusher and sounds off on climate 2 (Grist) 
 
 by Amanda Little  
30 Jun 2010 5:00 AM 
Newt Gingrich, green conservative.Photo: Gage SkidmoreA couple of years ago, Newt Gingrich 
was sounding like a climate activist. The former Republican speaker of the House posed with 
current Democratic Speaker Nancy Pelosi on a couch in front of the Capitol for a 2008 ad 
sponsored by Al Gore's organization, the Alliance for Climate Protection. "[O]ur country must 
take action to address climate change," Gingrich said, calling on Americans to "demand action 
from our leaders." 
 
In his new book To Save America: Stopping Obama's Secular-Socialist Machine, Gingrich 
pushes a strikingly different view, decrying "the doomsday theory of climate change," which he 
attributes to the "high-tax, big-bureaucracy, job-killing, and government-centralizing 
environmentalism of the Left." 
 
A vehement critic of the Obama administration -- opposing its approach to the Gulf oil spill, 
energy and climate legislation, and much else -- Gingrich calls for a "green conservatism -- a 
new pathway to environmental stewardship." He characterizes this philosophy as "optimistic, 
positive ... entrepreneurial, market-based, and incentive-led." He calls the Tea Party movement 
"a good way to spread green conservatism." 
 
Gingrich is busy these days promoting his book -- and himself.  He’s mulling a 2012 presidential 
bid, planning to make a decision on whether to run by spring of next year.  I spoke with Gingrich 
recently by phone about BP, global warming, green conservatism, and Rwandan gorillas. 
 
----- 
 
Q. What's your take on the BP spill and the response of the Obama administration? 
 
A. The president has been floundering. The U.S. government underestimated the scale of the 
disaster for the first couple of weeks after the spill. Then you have a complete failure to 
coordinate potential resources from foreign countries that offered assets that could have helped 
cope with the oil flow. I don't think the government even understood what they were being 
offered because the bureaucracy is so incompetent and the disorganization is so complete. 
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Q. What would you have done differently? 
 
A. You've got to fundamentally overhaul MMS, the Army Corp of Engineers, and the Coast 
Guard's emergency response system. You have to rethink these agencies because our current 
bureaucratic structure does not allow modern technology to get into the government very rapidly. 
So you've got long-term civil servants who may have been technically capable 25 years ago but 
they are now in the new world with new technologies and very often don't understand what they 
are dealing with. 
 
Q. Would you also tighten the safety standards for offshore drilling and require stricter 
enforcement of these standards? 
 
A. They've got to look very carefully at what actually went wrong. We frankly don't understand 
fully what went wrong. 
 
Q. Do you think the safety measures are adequate as is? 
 
A. I don't think we know. 
 
Q. In your book, you say a core theory of green conservatism is that "wealth and freedom 
generally lead to better environmental practices." BP had loads of wealth and freedom -- then it 
ignored safety measures and the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded. How do you reconcile this? 
 
A. Well, sometimes greed and stupidity undermine the benefits of wealth and freedom. BP 
should be required to pay every penny of the cleanup and be held accountable for all the 
damages done to any party by this disaster. That provides a signal to other companies: Don't be 
stupid. 
 
But wealth and freedom as a general rule make it possible to produce more things better. There 
are over 30,000 wells in the Gulf -- we've had one blowout in 30,000 wells.* I think you learn 
from the mistakes. You figure out new and better approaches and you go back and try again. 
 
Q. So are you saying that wealth and freedom sometimes confer environmental benefits, but in 
this case they didn't? 
 
A. In this case there was a mistake. And you're going to have mistakes. 
 
Q. How can we prevent these kind of mistakes if not with better regulatory oversight? 
 
A. You try to ensure that the best [drilling] practices are followed. But you also have to 
recognize that sometimes there will be things that happen that you can't control. It's like having 
car wrecks. You have to build a response system. 
 
Q. Do you think greed and stupidity are a part of human nature? 
 
A. Sadly, yes. 
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Q. How can wealth and freedom confer the greatest environmental benefits if humanity is 
fundamentally greedy and stupid? 
 
A. Political systems also have greed and stupidity. But they are more centralized and politicians 
have more power. 
 
The point isn't that wealth and freedom will lead to utopia. The point is, if your choice is 
between greed and stupidity in bureaucracies and greed and stupidity in free markets, as a 
general rule, free markets produce greater wealth and greater opportunity for more people. 
 
Q. What is your position on climate change? How much of a threat do you think it poses? 
 
A. It's an act of egotism for humans to think we're a primary source of climate change. Look at 
what happened recently with the Icelandic volcano. The natural systems are so much bigger than 
manmade systems. I am very dubious about claims that we know precisely what's going to 
happen. And I'm very suspicious of the use of those claims to create much larger governments 
with much greater bureaucratic controls over our life. 
 
Q. In 2008, you appeared in an ad with Nancy Pelosi in which you said that America "must take 
action to address climate change." Why have you flip-flopped? 
 
A. I haven't flip-flopped. The actions I would take would include nuclear power and the use of 
renewables. For much less cost than what Al Gore wants to spend, you can incentivize dramatic 
changes. 
 
Q. I'm sorry, I'm confused. You've said on the one hand you're not sure climate change is human-
caused. On the other, America should take action to address climate change. 
 
A. I think the carbon of the atmosphere is something we should deal with. To give you an 
example, if you had the same percent of American electricity from nuclear that you get in 
France, you would take 2 billion tons of carbon dioxide a year out of the atmosphere. 
 
Q. You have applauded CEOs of GE and Duke Energy and Wal-Mart and other major industry 
executives for leading environmental progress in the country. These same executives are 
supporting a regulatory cap on carbon, saying they need federal regulations that provide market 
certainty. 
 
A. What they are really telling you? They're telling you they are so afraid that the Environmental 
Protection Agency will be used that they would rather have a law than have the Environmental 
Protection Agency make their life even more miserable. 
 
Q. So you think these people actually aren't concerned about climate change and don't support a 
cap on carbon emissions? 
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A. I'm just saying there are a lot of people who are driven to take positions because they are 
genuinely afraid the government will make their life even more miserable through regulatory 
devices. 
 
Q. You vehemently oppose a cap on carbon emissions. Economists say that greenhouse gases are 
imposing costs on the public that the emitters aren't paying. Why should the public have to pay 
these costs? 
 
A. Creating a regime to regulate carbon emissions would profoundly change the entire economy 
and guarantee the export of an amazing number of jobs to China and India. I regard the cap-and-
trade bills as full employment acts for China and India. 
 
Q. Your energy proposals consist largely of incentives -- essentially, subsidies. You've also 
fought efforts to remove subsidies from fossil fuels. If you support free, open, and competitive 
markets, shouldn't you support removing subsidies that distort the market? 
 
A. Not if you believe that a low-cost energy regime is essential to our country -- both in terms of 
its internal transportation cost and its competitiveness in the world market. 
 
Q. Fossil fuels are not low-cost when you consider their external toll on national security and the 
environment. 
 
A. I don't think you can find any rational economic model that cuts the use of carbon by 83 
percent in the time frame people are talking about without crushing the American economy. 
 
Q. You have supported nuclear, solar, wind, smart grid, and other emerging technologies. Do 
you see incentives as the only way to push these markets to evolve? 
 
A. Absolutely. There's no evidence in American history that regulations and punishments work 
to create a better future. 
 
Q. The Clean Air Act and the Clean Water Act are widely lauded as successful legislation. 
Would you support rolling them back? 
 
A. Depends on what you mean by rolling back.  
 
Q. Do you think the government should have specific targets for clean water and clean air that 
can't be surpassed? 
 
A. Not necessarily. 
 
Q. You don't think a law should say the air has to be X percent clean? 
 
A. No, I don't. 
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Q. You describe yourself as passionate about the environment. What experiences in your life 
shaped your commitment to this issue? 
 
A. Growing up, I loved the natural world. I wanted to be either a zoo director or an invertebrate 
paleontologist when I was young. 
 
Q. You argue that many environmental problems have been ignored due to what you call "the 
global warming obsession." What do you think are the biggest environmental challenges we're 
facing? 
 
A. We have a substantial biodiversity problem, particularly in the Third World where I think 
there is a grave danger that you're going to lose an amazing number of keystone species like 
mountain gorillas. We have to create economic policies that sustain those habitats. Local people 
have to have an investment in the preservation of species or it won't happen. 
 
My wife Callista and I went hiking in Rwanda in February and went up to look at mountain 
gorillas at about 9,500 feet, and many of the people who were with us -- porters helping us do the 
trek up the mountain -- had formerly been poachers. So the wilderness skills that had made them 
effective poachers turned them into effective guides. 
 
Q. In your book you call for citizen leadership to protect the environment. What do you do in 
your personal life to promote sustainability? What kind of car do you drive, for instance? 
 
A. I drive a hybrid, if that helps anything. 
 
Q. And your home? 
 
A. All I can tell you is I'd bet you a great deal of money that the carbon footprint of my home is 
radically smaller than Al Gore's. I'll leave it at that. 
 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
 
June 30, 2010     
David DonigerPolicy Director, NRDC Climate Center 
Posted: June 29, 2010 10:00 PM  


The Lugar Energy Plan: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly (Huffington Post) 
 
Barack Obama , Clean Air Act , Clean Cars , Clean Energy , Clean Trucks , Climate Energy And 
Climate , Energy Bill , Greenhouse Gases , Obama Administration , Oil Dependence , 
Renewable Fuels , Richard Lugar , Green News  
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Senator Richard Lugar (R-IN) introduced S. 3464 – dubbed the “Practical Energy and Climate 
Plan Act” – on June 6, 2010.  The bill’s biggest flaw is that it establishes no overall limit or price 
signal on the carbon pollution that is driving global warming.  Indeed, by the Senator’s own 
assessment, the bill would achieve only half the carbon pollution reductions expected from other 
legislative proposals and meet only half the emission reduction commitment President Obama 
committed to in Copenhagen last December.    
 
The bill includes several useful provisions, notably in the area of building energy efficiency.  It 
also aims to improve vehicle fuel economy, although in a manner that would undercut the 
widely-supported clean vehicle program that the Obama administration is carrying out under 
current clean air and fuel economy laws.  
 
Other parts of the bill could actually set us back.  The bill proposes a “diverse” energy standard 
that would likely undercut the growth of renewable electricity generation.  And the bill puts 
public health at risk by letting old coal plants evade long-overdue limits on mercury and other 
dangerous air pollutants, if only they promise to shut down by the start of 2019.  
 
Senator Lugar is a realist who has long acknowledged the dangers of oil dependence and global 
warming, and who cares deeply about our country’s leadership role in solving tough international 
problems.  But his bill falls short and in places even moves us backwards.  Hopefully, Senator 
Lugar will join with members of the Senate from both parties to meld the best parts of his bill 
into a comprehensive energy and climate bill, and to pass that bill this summer.  
 
The Good:  Boosting Building and Appliance Energy Efficiency  
 
The Lugar bill includes several strong provisions to increase energy efficiency.  These provisions 
could be included as components of comprehensive energy and climate legislation, improving 
upon the American Clean Energy Leadership Act (ACELA) bill passed by the Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee. These include:  
 
Building energy codes. The bill includes strong energy savings targets for improving residential 
and commercial building codes. The bill sets a target of improving residential and commercial 
building efficiency by 30% by 2012 compared to the applicable national model building energy 
codes.  The target would increase to a 50% improvement by 2015 for residential buildings, and a 
50% improvement by 2017 for commercial buildings. The bill sets a national Minimum Building 
Efficiency Standard and directs states to adopt codes that achieve equivalent or greater energy 
savings. The bill also makes code adoption and enforcement a factor for Department of Energy 
grant funding to encourage states to adopt and enforce compliant codes.  While the bill’s codes 
provision is a good start, it should be strengthened by including a mechanism to ensure that all 
new buildings in the U.S. are built to meet the national Minimum Building Efficiency Standard. 
(Sec. 201)   
Federal building efficiency. The bill requires new Federal buildings designed after 2011 to 
exceed national building performance standards. It also requires Federal buildings designed after 
2019 to achieve, to the maximum extent practicable, net-zero energy use by 2030.  (Sec. 211)   
Building retrofit program. The bill establishes a residential and commercial retrofit program with 
target retrofit rates of 5% and 2%, respectively.  It authorizes $2 billion to go towards direct 
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loans, loan guarantees, letters of credit, and other financial product for the deployment of energy 
efficiency measures.  (Sec. 221-224)   
Rural and industrial efficiency programs. The bill authorizes $755 million for loans to rural 
consumers for energy efficiency retrofits (Sec. 231) and $500 million annually through 2014 for 
a revolving loan program for industrial efficiency. (Sec. 241)   
Appliance efficiency: The bill revises the Energy Policy and Conservation Act to set efficiency 
standards for computer monitors under the appliance standards program and requires the Energy 
Secretary to set standards for all covered products. (Sec. 251)   
 
The bill also requires 95% of all products purchased by federal agencies to be products certified 
by Energy Star or the Federal Energy Management Program. (Sec. 252)   
Good-Intentioned but Flawed:  Vehicle Fuel Economy and Alternative Fuels  
 
The Lugar bill’s provisions to raise the fuel efficiency of cars, light trucks, and freight trucks 
(Sec. 101), though well-intentioned, would conflict with the Obama Administration’s landmark 
program to cut both carbon pollution and fuel consumption from these vehicles over the next 15 
years under our existing clean air and fuel economy laws.  
 
This April the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) jointly issued standards for 2012-2016 model year cars and light trucks 
cutting emissions of four greenhouse gases and raising CAFE standards under the existing Clean 
Air Act and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act to ensure maximum carbon pollution 
reductions and oil savings.  These standards are supported by the automotive industry, labor, the 
environmental community, and the states.  Acting again with broad support, the president in May 
directed the two agencies to set a second round of stronger car and light truck standards applying 
out to model year 2025, and to set carbon pollution and fuel economy standards for medium- and 
heavy-trucks starting with model year 2014.  
 
By contrast, Section 101 of the Lugar bill addresses only fuel economy and does not mention 
standards under the Clean Air Act.  It directs NHTSA to raise car and light truck fuel economy 
standards after model year 2016 by at least 4 percent per year.  There’s less here than meets the 
eye, however, because the 4 percent increase can be relaxed.     
For medium- and heavy-duty trucks, Section 101 adjusts some of the criteria to be used by 
NHTSA under the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007. It is unclear that these 
changes would result in fuel savings in addition to the EISA mandate and the administration’s 
program.    
Section 102 of the bill would create a “feebate” program, with fees on low-mileage vehicles and 
rebates on high-mileage ones.    
The Lugar proposal has drawn strong opposition from automakers for deviating from the 
administration’s existing joint standards process.  NRDC is sympathetic to Senator Lugar’s goals 
for raising fuel economy, but we urge him to lend his support to the existing administration-led 
process under current laws.  That process could be strengthened by setting clear statutory 
deadlines for EPA and NHTSA action under the president’s initiatives, as proposed in Section 
4141 of the American Power Act drafted by Senators John Kerry (D-MA) and Joe Lieberman (I-
CT).  
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The Lugar bill also includes provisions to promote renewable fuels:  
 
Section 111 would broaden an existing production incentive under Section 942 of the Energy 
Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT).  EPACT Section 942 establishes a reverse auction run by the 
Department of Energy where fuel producers compete for production payments. Candidates that 
bid for the lowest per gallon incentive payment win the award.  Previously, the program was 
only available to cellulosic biofuel. The Lugar bill would expand eligibility to “renewable fuels.”    
To its credit, the bill adopts the current Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) definition of “renewable 
fuel,” preserving critical land, wildlife and ecological protections that are built into that 
definition. Additionally, the Lugar bill excludes grain-based fuels, making some conventional 
and mature technologies ineligible for unnecessary payments.  Finally, reverse auctions are 
designed to foster competition and reduce costs for new technology.      
But the Lugar proposal also contains significant flaws:   
 
In its current form, the bill lacks many environmental criteria that would ensure selection of the 
most sustainable fuels.  As written, the evaluation process considers cost but ignores the level of 
greenhouse gas savings or environmental services delivered.  Given the recognized need to 
develop cleaner fuel sources, greenhouse gas savings should be viewed as a competitive 
advantage and included in the selection process.  Requiring candidates to compete on 
environmental worth in addition to cost will ensure that the most viable fuel technologies 
emerge.   
Additionally, the proposal increases the funding authorization for EPACT section 942, but 
provides no new revenue sources.  In the current fiscal environment, it is hard to see how an 
expanded reverse auction would be funded.  Thus it is unlikely to address global warming and oil 
dependency effectively.     
The Bad:  The Diverse Energy Standard  
 
Section 301 of the Lugar bill includes a “Diverse Energy Standard” (DES) for electric utilities 
that promotes dirty energy technologies and does not ensure that renewable electricity generation 
will increase beyond current projections for business as usual growth. 
 
In comparison with “Renewable Energy Standards” in place at the state level and proposed in the 
ACELA bill, the Lugar bill’s DES includes no minimum standard for the percentage of 
generation that must come from renewable sources, which is essential to ensure that utilities 
ramp up clean energy resources.  Instead, the Lugar bill’s DES allows utilities to meet the bill’s 
percentage standard with an array of non-renewable sources.  A recent analysis of the Lugar 
bill’s DES by the Union of Concerned Scientists found that it could result in deploying less 
renewable resources than the 29 state renewable electricity standards currently in effect. 
 
Federal legislation must promote clan energy solutions and enhance, not undercut, the state 
standards. That is why NRDC supports including in comprehensive energy and climate 
legislation a renewable electricity standard that sets minimum targets of 20 percent by 2020 and 
25 percent by 2025, and that excludes energy sources such as nuclear plants, municipal solid 
waste incinerators, and biomass plants that use feedstocks from environmentally sensitive areas.  
 
The Ugly:  Clean Air Rollbacks  
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Power plant air pollution is responsible for an estimated 20,000-24,000 deaths annually. Each 
year this pollution is linked to tens of thousands of heart attacks, hundreds of thousands of 
asthma attacks and other cardiac problems, and tens of thousands of emergency room visits, 
hospitalizations and lost work days.  This toll will be reduced significantly when Clean Air Act 
deadlines arrive for cleaning up deadly smog, soot, and toxic air pollution in 2012 and 2015.  
 
Section 302 of the Lugar bill veers sharply in the wrong direction by providing exemptions from 
a range of health safeguards under the Clean Air Act and other environmental laws to owners of 
coal-burning power plants.  These exemptions would be available to any utility company that 
signs a contract with EPA to shut down an electric generating unit by the start of 2019.  
 
This “early retirement incentive program” – captured under a subsection bluntly entitled 
“Regulatory Relief” – allows power plant operators to evade upcoming Clean Air Act deadlines 
for cleaning up deadly smog, soot, and toxic air pollution in 2012 and 2015.  The worst emitters 
in the nation’s most heavily polluting industrial sector – coal-burning power plants that have 
evaded cleanup for decades – would be empowered to continue imposing unacceptable health 
hazards on the public.  They would also be allowed to evade other air pollution programs such as 
new source review, and even two Clean Water Act regulations.  
 
Absent these “regulatory relief” provisions, many plant operators will decide to retire some of 
their old and dirty coal plants by 2015, concluding that it is not economically sensible to equip 
them with the pollution control equipment needed to meet the coming standards. Instead of 
allowing these dinosaurs to fade away by 2015 (if not before), the Lugar bill would give them a 
four year deregulatory windfall to keep operating without curbing their smog, soot, and toxic air 
pollution. Further, the 2019 retirement date is not enforceable by citizens or states under the 
Clean Air Act, nor do Clean Air Act penalties apply if a plant should stay open past its 
contractual closing date.  
 
Even the 2019 retirement date is not firm. The bill would grant EPA broad authority to extend 
that date indefinitely, by making a vague and undefined determination that “energy disruptions” 
will occur if the 2019 deadline is not waived.  The bill does not even give citizens the ability to 
police the exercise of that discretion.  
 
There is no reason to add to two decades of regulatory delay in cleaning up dirty power plants 
that are endangering the lives and health of thousands of Americans.  
 
        * * *  
 
NRDC encourages Senator Lugar to work with other Senators to merge the best parts of his bill 
into comprehensive energy and climate legislation that meets the challenge of reducing our oil 
dependence, curbing global warming pollution, and building the clean energy economy that will 
help America compete in the 21st century. 
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MINING 
 
June 30, 2010     
Jeff BiggersAuthor, "Reckoning at Eagle Creek: The Secret Legacy of Coal in the Heartland" 
Posted: June 30, 2010 11:06 AM  
    


Where's the Outrage? EPA Betrays Coalfields (Again) with New 
Mountaintop Removal Permit (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Arch Coal , Australia , Bp , Coal , Dirty Coal , Epa , Europe , Green Energy , Lisa 
Jackson , Mongolia , Mountaintop Removal , Peabody , President Obama , Ran , Robert Byrd , 
Water , Green News  
I'm not sure if the EPA is addled, or downright shameless, but on the heels of meeting with 
besieged Appalachian coalfield residents and less than three months since its ballyhooed new 
guidance rules to halt reckless mountaintop removal operations, President Obama's 
Environmental Protection Agency has once again gone back on its word and green-lighted a 
dangerous mountaintop removal permit in a hair-brained pander to Big Coal that will knowingly 
destroy miles of critical headwater streams.  
 
The piss poor week of coal news this week makes the BP disaster look like a cake walk. If only I 
could be glib and declare: The more things change, the more things stay the same. Peabody 
Energy announced they're opening a massive strip mine in Mongolia that will dwarf Wyoming's 
Powder River Basin to "solve world poverty"; Australia's strip mines continue to disappear 
historic communities; and the NY Times pointed out that Big Coal receives over $100 billion 
annually in welfare from Europe.  
 
In the case of the Appalachian coalfields, where millions of pounds of ammonium nitrate fuel oil 
explosives are detonated daily in historic mountain communities and American citizens live in 
contaminated watersheds, the EPA's giddy support for the St. Louis-based Arch Coal's Pine 
Creek strip mine in Logan County, West Virginia is not only a travesty, but a costly one.  
 
Logan County is already under assault for flooding, due to extensive strip mines in the area.  
 
And the misguided decision, alas, comes at such a sad moment--the same week of the death of 
legendary West Virginia Senator Robert Byrd, who announced only one month ago:  
 
If the process of mining destroys nearby wells and foundations, if blasting and digging and 
relocating streams unearths harmful elements and releases them into the environment causing 
illness and death, that process should be halted and the resulting hazards to the community 
abated. 
Exactly one year ago, EPA official John Pomponio testified before the Senate that mountaintop 
removal irreversibly destroyed headwater streams. Pomponio declared:  
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"These little streams are like capillaries in your blood system," Pomponio said. "They're what 
travel through the landscape and capture the pollutants, clean those pollutants. And we frankly 
don't know where the tipping point is in losing one stream, five streams, or 18 streams in a 
particular watershed." 
 
Last week, Pomponio authored the letter to the US Army Corps of Engineers, which allows Arch 
Coal to go forth with its mountaintop removal operation, after making changes to its application 
that will affect only 22% of the damage--which means, 78 % of the estimated 14,000 feet of 
critical streams will be destroyed.  
 
In his letter, Pomponio lauds Arch Coal's efforts to create artificial ditches as replacements for 
natural headwaters, a bogus "mitigating" effort that Dr. Margaret Palmer decried as too 
ineffective to support the native aquatic community in the same historic Senate hearing last year.  
 
"This is a devastating first decision under guidelines that had offered so much hope for 
Appalachian residents who thought the EPA was standing up for their health and water quality in 
the face of a horrific mining practice," said Amanda Starbuck of the Rainforest Action Network. 
"The grand words being spoken by Administrator Jackson in Washington are simply not being 
reflected in the EPA's actions on-the-ground. This continues the inconsistent and contradictory 
decisions that have plagued the EPA's process on mountaintop removal coal mining all along."  
 
For West Virginia coal miner's widow Lorelei Scarbro and leader with the Alliance for 
Appalachia, who has met numerous times with the EPA, the decision is nothing less than an act 
of betrayal to the Appalachian people. In a personal letter to EPA administrator Lisa Jackson 
yesterday, Scarbro wrote:  
 
I just finished reading what amounts to a green light by Region 3 EPA on the Pine Creek permit 
in Logan County, WV. I have to say that this disturbs me. I have been involved in the battle to 
stop, not regulate, mountaintop removal coal mining since the coal mine moved in next door to 
my home at the base of Coal River Mountain in Rock Creek, WV. I watched my husband die of 
black lung after 35 years as an underground union coal miner. I watch as people I love get sicker 
each day from contaminated water after raising their family in Prenter Hollow, WV. 
 
I have left my very peaceful home 3 miles up in Rock Creek and traveled to DC many times in 
the past 2 years to help the powers that be to really see the face of coal. I hope that by telling the 
people on Capitol Hill how the decisions they make affect the lives of the people in the mountain 
communities they might begin to see us as valuable. Too often we are treated like collateral 
damage or just the price of doing business. I have been in many meetings with David Evans, 
Brian Fraizer and many others at EPA in DC and Region 3. I have met with CEQ, OSMRE and 
many other regulatory agencies and countless numbers of Senators and Congressmen trying to 
make a difference. 
 
I was on the call on April 1 when you released the guidance for conductivity levels and I was 
very excited when I heard you say " You're talking about no or very few valley fills that are 
going to be able to meet standards like this." The release of this guidance and your words 
brought hope to many people that long ago lost it. 
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I have been very thankful for all of the steps this EPA has taken to improve life in the mountain 
communities of Appalachia, but I was heartbroken when I saw the decision on Pine Creek. 
Although I live about 1 ½ hours from this area I stand with the citizens there and I fear that this 
is just the beginning of many more permit releases. We believed you when you spoke about 
"zeroing out valley fills". Where I am from, sometimes all you have is your word. People here 
have historically made life altering decisions on nothing more than a handshake and their word. 
 
I am a 54 year old widow of a coal miner and the most important thing to me is clean drinking 
water for my grandchildren. I don't believe that is possible if we continue to 
destroy and cover head water streams in Appalachia. Once again, I have lost hope. Please don't 
let this be the final word on Pine Creek Surface Mine. 
 
The EPA's pander is a wakeup call that nothing less than an act to abolish mountaintop removal 
operations, such as the Clean Water Protection Act, will bring this egregious human rights and 
environmental violation to an end.  
 
To this end, the Alliance for Appalachia needs your help--they need donations to get this 
important ad on national TV to bring home the cost of the catastrophe of mountaintop removal 
and strip mining to coal-fired consumers--including Lisa Jackson and the EPA--across the 
nation.  
 
 
 


WATER 


Natural Gas Drilling: 80 Chemicals Possibly Contaminating Water Systems 
(Huffington Post) 
 
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) -- More than two years after the start of a natural gas drilling boom, 
Pennsylvania is making public a complete list of the chemicals used to extract the gas from deep 
underground amid rising public fears of potential water contamination and increased scrutiny of 
the fast-growing industry. 
 
Compounds associated with neurological problems, cancer and other serious health effects are 
among the chemicals being used to drill the wells, although state and industry officials say there 
is no evidence that the activity is polluting drinking water. 
 
The Associated Press obtained the list from the state Department of Environmental Protection, 
which assembled what is believed to be the first complete catalog of chemicals being used to 
drill in Pennsylvania's gas-rich Marcellus Shale. The department hopes to post it online soon. 
 
It counts more than 80 chemicals being used by the industry in a process called hydraulic 
fracturing, or "fracking," as it pursues the gas in the mile-deep shale. 
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Many of the compounds are present in consumer products, such as salt, cosmetics, gasoline, 
pesticides, solvents, glues, paints and tobacco smoke. 
 
Environmental advocates worry the chemicals are poisoning underground drinking water 
sources. However, environmental officials say they know of no examples in Pennsylvania or 
elsewhere. 
 
"If we thought there was any frack fluid getting into fresh drinking water ... I think we'd have to 
have a very serious conversation about prohibiting the activity completely," said Scott Perry, the 
director of the department's Bureau of Oil and Gas Management. 
 
Story continues below 
 
Conrad Volz, who directs the University of Pittsburgh's Department of Environmental and 
Occupational Health, said state and federal agencies haven't done enough research to come to 
that conclusion. 
 
A decades-old technology, hydraulic fracturing was coming under increased scrutiny even before 
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 
 
Its spread from states such as Texas, Colorado and Wyoming to heavily populated watersheds on 
the East Coast has led to worries about water contamination and calls for federal regulation. 
 
Hydraulic fracturing is exempt from the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, leaving states to 
regulate the activity. In New York state, regulators have effectively held up drilling on the 
Marcellus Shale while they consider new regulations. Last year, they published a list of more 
than 250 chemicals that could potentially be used there. 
 
In Pennsylvania, where approximately 1,500 Marcellus Shale wells have been drilled and many 
thousands more are expected in the coming years, the state is working to buttress its regulations 
even as rigs poke holes in large swaths of the state. 
 
Last week, HBO aired a documentary called "Gasland" that portrayed the natural gas industry as 
an environmental menace that spoils water, air and lives. The industry has challenged the film's 
veracity, saying it botches facts, exaggerates evidence and spotlights citizens whose claims 
already have been investigated and debunked. 
 
Pennsylvania assembled the list in recent months from information the industry is required to 
disclose and decided to prepare it for the public as public interest grew, Perry said. 
 
Industry officials say the chemicals pose no threat because they are handled safely and are 
heavily diluted when they are injected under heavy pressure with water and sand into a well. 
Industry officials say the chemicals account for less than 1 percent of the fluid that is blasted 
underground. 
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The mixture breaks up the shale some 5,000 to 8,000 feet down and props open the cracks to 
allow the gas trapped inside to flow up the well to the surface. 
 
One compound, naphthalene, is classified by the federal Environmental Protection Agency as a 
possible human carcinogen. 
 
The EPA said central nervous system depression has been reported in people who get high levels 
of toluene by deliberately inhaling paint or glue. 
 
In its online guidelines on xylene, the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration cites 
an industrial hygiene and toxicology text that says chronic exposure to xylene may cause central 
nervous system depression, anemia, liver damage and more. 
 
The chemicals are used to reduce friction, kill algae and break down mineral deposits in the well. 
Various well services firms make different proprietary blends of the solutions and supply them to 
the drilling companies, which blend them with water at the well site before pumping them 
underground. 
 
In recent years, some makers of the solutions have sought to replace toxic ingredients with 
"green" or food-based additives. For instance, Range Resources Corp., one of the most active 
drilling companies in Pennsylvania, is close to rolling out a 100 percent biodegradable friction 
reducer, spokesman Matt Pitzarella said Monday. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 


EPA undertakes overdue review on oil, gas rules (Huffington Post) 
           
CATHERINE TSAI | August 3, 2010 07:54 PM EST  
DENVER — The Environmental Protection Agency is reviewing four air emission rules for oil 
and natural gas operations, albeit many years later than it should have done so. 
 
The EPA is supposed to review the standards every eight years under the Clean Air Act, but 
some of the regulations in question haven't been updated since 1985, while others were last fully 
reviewed in 1999. 
 
WildEarth Guardians and the San Juan Citizens Alliance noticed and sued the EPA to force a 
review. 
 
"That's kind of a slam dunk. It's hard to win a case like that," said Bruce Moore, senior technical 
adviser with the EPA's Office of Air Quality, Planning and Standards. 
 
The EPA reached a settlement in which it agreed to propose any changes by Jan. 31 and take 
final action by Nov. 30, 2011. 
 
The agency is going a step further, though. It also will take a broad look at the oil and gas 
industry to identify and quantify sources of air pollutants, consider strategies for reducing them, 
and determine the environmental and economic effects of those strategies. 
 
The EPA held public meetings in Arlington, Texas, on Monday and in Denver on Tuesday to get 
information from the public and industry representatives to help with its review. 
 
Two regulations the EPA is reviewing cover new gas processing plants. One involves leak 
detection of volatile organic compounds, and the other involves sulfur dioxide emissions. 
 
The EPA also is reviewing national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants in oil and 
gas production, and in natural gas transmission and storage operations. 
 
Regulators have lagged in updating rules, even as new strategies like horizontal drilling and 
hydraulic fracturing have boosted the amount of natural gas that is considered recoverable. 
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Elevated ozone levels in the winter in the West have been attributed to volatile organic 
compounds from the oil and gas industry, Moore said. 
 
While the EPA has rules for some aspects of oil and gas operations, other areas are not covered 
by current regulations. 
 
Kathleen Sgamma of Western Energy Alliance, a trade group, said at the EPA meeting Tuesday 
that onerous regulations would make it more difficult to produce energy domestically and lead to 
more importation. She noted other sources of air pollution and said regulators should focus on 
industries with higher emissions. 
 
Environmental groups noted that industry has undertaken some voluntary measures to mitigate 
pollution but said those efforts were insufficient. They also said natural gas is cleaner than coal 
but that they want to ensure industry makes use of modern technology to reduce emissions. 
 
 
46,000 Square Miles of Forest Needed For 120 New US Wood-Fired Power 
Plants (Treehugger) 
 
Biomass burning for electricity still looks to be a political and environmental black hole, 
presenting more dreadful questions than a tree hugger can shake a blog at: Why, for example, are 
120 new wood burning power plants being planned in multiple US states? Are banks and 
managing utilities planning biomass burning generators (a euphemism for wood-fired power 
mostly) just to meet state-required renewable energy goals? It is coincidental that these projects 
are scheduled for upgrading mostly for small- to medium-sized existing coal-fired power plants? 
Mainstream media are 'missing the forest for the trees' on this issue and the underlying reasons 
may surprise you.  
 
Before we answer those, from Ohio.com, here's some context: Nationally, there are 102 biomass 
plants that generate electricity in 21 states, according to the Biomass Power Association, a 
national trade group. Biomass accounts for 1.2 percent of America's electricity.  
 
More than 120 wood-burning biomass power plants have been proposed in the past three years. 
They would require 46,000 square miles of forests -- an area the size of Pennsylvania -- to be 
cleared by 2025, according to one national eco-group.  
 
Yes, it is true that renewable energy credits offered by numerous states offer a strong financial 
incentive to convert, in whole or in part, from coal to wood burning. But, there are far more 
powerful market and regulatory forces operating in parallel to this incentive.  
 
By my count, here are the top four reasons wood is being fed to boilers originally designed for 
coal:  
 
Comments & More Questions: Am I suggesting that coal fired electricity is not so bad in 
comparison to wood fired? No!  
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I am saying we need to be thoughtful about unintended consequences of air emission regulations.  
 
Look over the preceding list with an eye toward what will happen when the economy rebounds. 
Wood prices will go up; but so will prices for coal. It's likely a wash.  
 
Environmental regulations promulgated under the US Clean Air Act may be a primary force 
behind the biomass power movement. Too soon too tell whether local opposition to such planned 
projects will hold many of them back. The wild card will be the capitol expenses required for 
controlling wood fired emissions, also promulgated by USEPA.  
 
And as for biochar, the utility exec asks himself, 'Why burn wood only half the way?'  
 
It would be interesting to see a table for both coal and wood (by species) equating generating 
capacity with controlled and uncontrolled air emissions and solid waste. Has anyone seen such 
an animal?  
 
The unknown and the bitter. Where will the fuel destined for these hundreds of biomass burners 
(wood burners mostly) come from and what will be its form? Private forests? National forest 
lands? Imports? Pellets vs chips?  
 
Remember the interstate commerce clause: Only the Feds can regulate trans-boundary shipping 
of biomass. And lobbyists control Washington DC. 
 
 


FUEL 
 
Law center prepares lawsuit over Mich. oil spill (Huffington Post) 
 
MARSHALL, Mich. — A public interest law firm prepared Monday to sue the owners of a 
pipeline that ruptured in southern Michigan and dumped hundreds of thousands of gallons of oil 
into a Kalamazoo River tributary, while residents voiced concerns to government officials 
following a community meeting.  
 
The oil flow has been stopped and government officials say it's been contained in a 25-mile 
stretch of the river from Marshall westward past Battle Creek. But the Environmental Protection 
Agency estimates it will take weeks to get the oil out of the river and months to clean it off banks 
and the flood plain.  
 
"Everybody important right now is paying attention," said Britani Lafferty, 23, whose Marengo 
Township home near Marshall backs up to the river. "What's going to happen when ... it's no 
longer a hot story and there's still animals and people still affected?"  
 
Patrick Daniel, chief executive of pipeline owner Enbridge Inc., said claim workers would be set 
up at a Battle Creek storefront office that would be "open long after cleanup is complete."  
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Officials from Enbridge, the EPA and other government agencies met with about 500 local 
residents inside Marshall High School gym Monday evening.  
 
Gina Sterett, 37, of Marshall said the smell of benzene fills the air in her neighborhood along the 
Kalamazoo River. She and her husband have been sending their three children to stay at her 
parents' house because of the spill.  
 
"Oh gosh! Half the geese we see, if not 50 percent covered, then they're completely covered with 
oil," she told The Associated Press. "The shorelines are all black, and you see the oil sheen on 
the water. It's an ugly sight. It's sad, it's very sad."  
 
People likely will continue to see small patches of oil sheen on the water for some time, EPA 
deputy incident commander Mark Durno told the meeting. He also said his agency would be in 
the area for months.  
 
The crowd was polite, even lightly applauding after each official spoke.  
 
Earlier Monday, the Great Lakes Law Center sent Enbridge a notice of intent to file a lawsuit if a 
settlement isn't reached within 60 days. The letter accuses the company of violating the Clean 
Water Act. Daniel said he needed to review the letter and would reserve comment until Tuesday.  
 
The Detroit-based law center says Enbridge could face more than $26 million in civil penalties 
based on the EPA's estimate that the spill exceeds 1 million gallons. The Canadian company 
estimates it at 820,000 gallons.  
 
About 1.8 million gallons of oil and water mixture had been recovered as of Monday afternoon, 
Durno said. About 546,000 gallons had shipped away from the site.  
 
Meanwhile, National Transportation Safety Board officials said Enbridge had shut down its 
pipeline for planned maintenance on July 25, hours before 911 calls started coming in about gas 
odors in the area. Federal officials said an area Consumers Energy worker reported finding oil on 
the ground near the pipeline the following morning, July 26. Enbridge said it detected the leak 
that day.  
 
But the NTSB said it could not link the shutdown to the pipeline rupture and hadn't determined a 
cause for the rupture itself.  
 
The EPA said it has received approval for up to $13 million to pay for the federal government's 
response to the spill and can request more money if needed. The government will seek full 
reimbursement for the money from Enbridge, and company officials have said they intend to pay 
for cleanup costs.  
 
The cleanup has included rescuing reptiles, mammals and birds. More than 90 oil-covered 
turtles, birds and animals such as muskrats have been brought to a nearby wildlife animal 
rehabilitation center and several more have been taken to area wildlife refuges.  
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Many who attended Monday evening's meeting stayed afterward to speak with experts from 
various local, state and federal offices. Some left more disappointed than angry.  
 
"We wanted more detailed information. What we got was a recap," said Julie Taylor, whose 
Marshall home is about 600 feet from Talmedge Creek. "I'm concerned about the long-term 
effects."  
 
Bobby Lewis, 67, said his chief concern was how the spill and cleanup would impact the value 
of his $200,000 home just 30 feet from the creek.  
 
"My life is invested in that," the retiree said. "I wanted to know if it's going to be worth two 
cents."  
 
Many people had questions about water quality and groundwater contamination, said Kimberly 
Fish of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and Environment.  
 
"We're trying to gather data as quickly as we can," she said.  
 
Associated Press Writer Jeff Karoub contributed to this report from Detroit. 
 
 
 
Today on Planet 100: EPA Rejects Cleanup (Treehugger) 
 
Plans to clean up Michigan's Kalamazoo River—after one of the world's longest oil pipelines 
burst—have been rejected by the EPA.  
 
The EPA issued a notice of disapproval to Enbridge Energy Partners for "deficient" long-term 
plans regarding the cleanup of an estimated 1 million gallons of oil which spilled into a tributary 
of the Kalamazoo River. Crews are working to excavate the entire pipe to pinpoint the source of 
the break.  
 
CEO Patrick Daniel promises to return the river to the same condition as it was before the spill. 
 
 
 


TOXICS 
 
Posted: August 3, 2010 


Don't Frack Organic Food (Huffington Post) 
 
By Leah Zerbe, online editor for Rodale.com, a daily health and environmental news site. 
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A leading fuel life-cycle analysis expert says turning to hydraulic fracturing for natural gas as a 
major national energy source would be "disastrous." 
 
As certified organic farmer Greg Schwartz spoke to me on the phone last week from his front 
porch in picturesque Damascus, Pennsylvania, he lamented over the big natural gas drilling rig 
staring him down just 0.31 miles from his home at Willow Wisp Farm. It's not just his home but 
also a farm that provides a diverse array of healthy vegetables for hundreds of families in a way 
that keeps toxic contaminants out of the soil and drinking water supply of his neighbors. The 
water he uses to grow food comes from the Delaware River watershed and is among the cleanest 
in the entire country. This watershed provides clean drinking water for nearly 16 million people. 
 
Natural gas drillers want to mix some of that clean water resource with hundreds of toxic and 
sometimes cancer-causing chemicals in order to inject it at high pressure (known as hydraulic 
fracturing, or fracking) deep into the ground to release deep natural gas deposits. So far, more 
than 200,000 acres surrounding Schwartz's farm are under lease to natural gas companies. Not 
exactly the prime place to grow organic veggies. 
 
The industrial sight looming before him in such a pretty, rural area is ugly, he says, but the 
eyesore component is the least of his worries. If regulators allow the fossil fuel operation to 
move forward beyond exploratory well status and into actual hydraulic fracturing mode in his 
watershed, he will be out of business, and the local community and neighboring New York state 
will lose access to high-quality organic food. "We may be forced out of business because I can't 
in good conscious sell food in an area that's contaminated or potentially contaminated," says 
Schwartz. "I can't feed that to my family, either." 
 
Other heavily fracked areas out West, such as Colorado, Wyoming, and Texas, and now different 
parts of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, have suffered serious air and water contamination as a 
result of this resource-draining fuel extraction method. Exploding wellheads, worker fatalities, 
flammable tap water, toxic flowback spewing into a state forest -- we're starting to know the 
drill. 
 
But what is most alarming about this drilling practice, which is exempt from virtually all public 
health laws meant to protect us, is that there's a push to embrace it as our country's new clean 
energy, or at the very least, as a cleaner bridge fuel that will hold us over until we decide to start 
using solar and wind on a grander scale. Are we really prepared to trade our domestic clean 
water, air, and national food supply in order to keep fossil fuel companies in business a few more 
decades? 
 
(More info: What's the fuss about fracking?) 
 
Meanwhile, biochemist and fuel life-cycle analysis expert Robert Howarth, PhD, professor of 
ecology and environmental biology at Cornell University, says that a national shift toward 
natural gas would be "disastrous." 
 
His team's preliminary research is finding that natural gas fracking is as energy intensive as coal, 
long regarded as the dirtiest form of energy. His major concern is over the amount of methane, a 
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potent greenhouse gas that unavoidably seeps into the atmosphere from drilling sites. There's 
virtually no one policing the methane blowing off into the atmosphere from these sites. "There is 
no national reporting or monitoring system," he says. "Houses are blowing up in Pennsylvania. 
That's probably the tip of the iceberg in terms of methane leaking into the atmosphere." 
 
Howarth's research has found that a 5 percent leakage rate over a 20-year period equates to 
methane being 72-fold more portent a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. In terms of energy, 
he contends, "It's a lousy alternative." 
 
"It's being sold as something that's good for the fight against global warming. That's not true," 
Howarth explains. "Instead, we're flooding the market with cheap gas that is every bit as bad [as 
coal and oil] and could be aggravating global warming. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency has kicked off a 2-year study to investigate natural gas' 
effect on drinking water, but the natural gas industry contends that the process is safe, and no 
further studies are needed. Drilling continues in many parts of the country despite the fact that 
there have been no long-term studies looking at its effect on human or environmental health. 
 
"It's unregulated. It's crazy to push ahead with this industrial activity without better federal 
control and oversight," he adds 
 
 


WATER 


Corexit and the Underwater Plumes, the Worst is Yet to Come (DAILY KOS) 
 
The headlines are piling up and the evidence is frightening to say the least even though the EPA 
is saying everything's fine, Citing Tests, E.P.A. Says It Was Wise to Use Oil Dispersant.  
 
Spraying dispersants on oily water in the Gulf of Mexico doesn't make the mixture any more 
toxic than the water was with Louisiana sweet crude alone, the Environmental Protection Agency 
said Monday.  
 
Paul Anastas, the agency's assistant administrator for research and development, said that the 
toxicity of the mix of oil and dispersant sprayed to combat the gulf oil spill was generally in the 
range of moderate, comparable to the effects of the oil.  
 
Then why was corexit banned in the UK more than ten years ago if it was so nifty?  
 
We learned about the U.K. ban from a mention on The New York Times' website. (The reference 
was cut from later versions of the article, so we can't link to the Times, but we found the piece 
elsewhere.) The Times flagged a letter that Rep. Edward Markey, chairman of the House 
Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, sent to the EPA on Monday. The letter pointed out 
that both the Corexit products currently being used in the Gulf were removed from a list of 
approved treatments for oil spills in the U.K. more than a decade ago. (Here's the letter.)  
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So it was banned, it's been cut from a New York Times piece that it was banned and now the 
EPA is defending its used. It even rubberstamped its used after having issued a warning to BP to 
only use it sparingly. I wrote about this weekend with very little fanfare but felt it was important.  
 
The dispersant has caused more issues as BP tries to say that the worst is over and it is not. It's 
not.  
 
Scientists Find Evidence That Oil And Dispersant Mix Is Making Its Way Into The Foodchain.  
 
Scientists have found signs of an oil-and-dispersant mix under the shells of tiny blue crab larvae 
in the Gulf of Mexico, the first clear indication that the unprecedented use of dispersants in the 
BP oil spill has broken up the oil into toxic droplets so tiny that they can easily enter the 
foodchain.  
 
Marine biologists started finding orange blobs under the translucent shells of crab larvae in May, 
and have continued to find them "in almost all" of the larvae they collect, all the way from Grand 
Isle, Louisiana, to Pensacola, Fla. -- more than 300 miles of coastline -- said Harriet Perry, a 
biologist with the University of Southern Mississippi's Gulf Coast Research Laboratory  
 
With BP's well possibly capped for good, and the surface slick shrinking, some observers of the 
Gulf disaster are starting to let down their guard, with some journalists even asking: Where is the 
oil?  
 
But the answer is clear: In part due to the1.8 million gallons of dispersant that BP used, a lot of 
the estimated 200 million or more gallons of oil that spewed out of the blown well remains under 
the surface of the Gulf in plumes of tiny toxic droplets. And it's short- and long-term effects 
could be profound.  
 
And profound is just one way of putting it. And fisherman are being told they can go back to 
their work, shrimpers, etc. But they aren't buying it, as the new CEO says he would serve gulf 
fish to his family.  
 
But who would you trust, this guy, or the people who live there and work there and who have 
been living this nightmare for the past three months? Not Even Gulf Fishermen Buy The 
Government's 'Smell Test' Policy On Oil-Exposed Seafood.  
 
VENICE, La. — Seafood from some parts of the oil-fouled Gulf of Mexico has been declared 
safe to eat by the government, based in part on human smell tests. But even some Gulf fishermen 
are questioning whether the fish and shrimp are OK to feed to their own families.  
 
Some are turning up their noses at the smell tests – in which inspectors sniff seafood for 
chemical odors – and are demanding more thorough testing to reassure the buying public about 
the effects of the oil and the dispersants used to fight the slick.  
 
"If I put fish in a barrel of water and poured oil and Dove detergent over that, and mixed it up, 
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would you eat that fish?" asked Rusty Graybill, an oysterman and shrimp and crab fisherman 
from Louisiana's St. Bernard Parish. "I wouldn't feed it to you or my family. I'm afraid someone's 
going to get sick."  
 
But BP and Nalco, the maker of Corexit are on a full court press to make sure this is seen as a 
victory for them, to cut losses and their stock portfolio's, it would make sense that you would 
find this at Market Watch...  
 
Nalco Statement on EPA's Second Round of Dispersant Test Results.  
 
Nalco is pleased to see continuing scientific review and analysis of the conditions in the Gulf of 
Mexico relating to the oil spill. Among other things, the findings of today's U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's peer reviewed report indicate:  
 
-- that dispersed oil is generally no more toxic than oil,  
 
-- that dispersants appear to increase the efficiency of natural  
 
biodegradation by 50 percent,  
 
-- there is no evidence of harm to wildlife from the dispersants used in the Gulf.  
 
This is just not the case though, the emergency is not over, we have much to be concerned about. 
The two concerns are the underwater plumes of dispersed oil and their long term effects.  
 
Dispersants Used in Oil Disaster Creating New Crisis.  
 
It's a new crisis unfolding and it will continue to do so. And as we learn that the amount of oil 
gushing into the Gulf was always underestimated, we're to believe there is nothing to worry 
about?  
 
Since this is a press release, I am going to include it all.  
 
Toxic chemical components from crude may pose serious problems for fisheries  
 
NEW ORLEANS, July 30 PRNewswire -- A Statement from Attorneys Stuart Smith and Mike 
Stag, and Toxicologist Dr. William Sawyer:  
 
"Most southeast Louisiana residents know by now that BP is using chemical dispersants in the 
Gulf to help make the oil go away. Unfortunately, dispersants do not 'make the oil go away' – 
quite the reverse, dispersants merely conceal a portion of the oil underwater.  
 
"Dispersants also leave behind a witch's brew of other potentially-dangerous chemicals after 
interacting with crude oil in water. Not only do these toxic components damage the environment, 
but they introduce potentially-serious human health and marine environmental problems.  
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"Louisianans can expect to experience long-term effects for some time, not only to their health, 
but also their ecosystem and way of life. And the real problems can't necessarily be seen.  
 
"When you fly over the Macondo site where the Deepwater Horizon rig was located, the water 
looks like a gelatinous toxic soup thanks to this mix of dispersants and oil.  
 
"Dispersants were meant to be used at the surface of oil spills. The millions of gallons of Corexit 
used at the Macondo wellhead site to prevent the oil spill from surfacing have caused as much as 
70 percent of the spill to remain hidden from view.  
 
"BP's use of dispersants deep underwater, and on such a large scale, represents the first time 
these chemicals have been used in this manner.  
 
Normally, dispersants are applied in small quantities at the surface and the chemical toxins of 
their use become sufficiently diluted over time so as to pose only minimal health risks. However, 
because of the volume of dispersants applied, the volume of oil involved, and because the 
dispersants were applied deep underwater, what remains afterward can be dangerous to human 
life and deadly with respect to marine reproduction.  
 
"These toxic chemicals, known carcinogens, are just lingering, invading marine life and the 
ecosystem of the Gulf. The long-term impact on wildlife and many residents' way of life hasn't 
been fully estimated. If the result of using these chemicals sterilizes our fisheries, what will it do 
to those of us who eat this seafood?  
 
"Based upon a published efficacy study of Corexit 9500 on southern Louisiana crude at 70 
percent efficacy, it is estimated that approximately 1/10th of a billion gallons of crude has been 
suspended underwater. However, what remains is not normal crude, but highly toxic fractions of 
what was once crude.  
 
"Because these chemical concentrations are underwater, the insidious effects of their presence 
are not clearly visible to the naked eye, and the large scope of application and the vast geography 
of the Gulf make it exceedingly difficult to track.  
 
"Only by conscientiously following through and professionally monitoring and analyzing the 
effects of these toxic chemicals can we accurately assess the true impacts of BP's introduction 
and potential misuse of dispersants into what was a short time ago a pristine marine 
environment."  
 
Much of the deepwater findings referred to by Mr. Smith are based on official NOAA testing 
data and the results of independent testing. To insure that laboratory findings were both accurate 
and impartial, Mr. Smith hired well-known experts to gather data and study the air and water 
quality of the area. This effort, spearheaded by Chief Toxicologist Dr. William Sawyer, has 
produced some alarming facts:  
 
This is not just the health of the Gulf residents, their livelihoods and their economy, this could 
profoundly affect the health of the oceans, the food chain and those who buy the food caught in 
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the Gulf. This has much far reaching consequences and it will for decades.  
 
But the EPA says it's fine, BP says it's fine, why am I still concerned? Because of things I've 
read, studies, Rikki Ott and her tremendous efforts to educate people about what happened in the 
wake of the Exxon Valdez. And we cannot turn a blind eye to the health of those who are living 
in the Gulf. And then you have whistleblower Hugh Kaufman, who was featured in a Mother 
Jones article about just what the EPA doesn't want to admit.  
 
An Environmental Protection Agency staff member is accusing his employer of being coy when 
it comes to dispersant use in the Gulf. Career whistleblower Hugh Kaufman says EPA officials 
know that the chemicals present a threat to public health and the Gulf ecosystem and should be 
banned; they just don't want to say so.  
 
Kaufman, a senior policy analyst in the EPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, 
alleges that agency administrator Lisa Jackson sidestepped the issue last week in her answers to 
questions about whether the agency has the authority to call off use of dispersants in the Gulf. 
The agency, he says, is deliberately downplaying the threat—and its own role in regulating the 
chemicals—to protect itself from liability and keep the public from getting too alarmed.  
 
But Kaufman is not alone in his concern. According to Ruch, at least 10 other EPA staffers, 
including several toxicologists, have come to PEER to raise concerns about dispersants and other 
health problems in the Gulf, claiming that their superiors at the agency are not doing due 
diligence when it comes to dispersants. "[EPA] appears to be making decisions at the behest of 
BP and not exercising much, if any, independent judgment," says Ruch.  
 
And just last week Kaufman was featured on Countdown as a guess to explain his concerns 
regarding the use of Corexit.  
 
There is much to be concerned about and it will be up to us to keep an eye on things, just as the 
Gulf Watchers do, remember to rec the latest Mothership and to keep your eyes on what is 
happening in the Gulf, we must continue to make sure that the residents of the Gulf are not 
forgotten, the crisis is not over, even if the well is capped.  
 
This is what happens when the worst case scenario has no plan, or in this case was so poorly 
planned for that everyone thought there was a plan.  
 
It's obvious there wasn't and BP threw everything they knew at this problem as they tried to 
figure out how to cap the well. Booming and dispersants don't mix. The Berms, the skimmers, 
the burning of oil.  
 
Years of technology on drilling and nothing on how to collect oil if things go awry.  
 
Banned toxic chemicals in amounts never used before, sprayed, "carpet bombed" and poured into 
the oceans in hopes of hiding the oil. What plumes?  
 
Over and over again, BP has downplayed this spill to be slapped up side the head by scientists 
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saying, wait a minute, no that's not RIGHT.  
 
And now a public relations front say that it's all fine, don't worry.  
 
We need more than that, we deserve more than that. If the food chain is compromised, then the 
workers in the Gulf should receive more assistance rather than being forced to smell the food 
before selling it to a wary public.  
 
We can do better than this.  
 
Our dependence on fossil fuels still puts us at environment risks, this spill will cost us more than 
we can ever imagine and we must learn from this if we are every going to actually evolve and 
grow to a new energy future.  
 
One of the worst outcomes would be for nothing at all to change.  
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CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 


A walk through the week's climate news (Grist) 
 
The Climate Post: Beating a dead climate horse  
 by Christopher Mims  
5 Aug 2010 3:08 PM 
Bonn climate talks, Boulder, China, Clean Air Act, Climate & Energy, climate bill, climategate, 
coal ash, Department of Energy, EPA, Jay Rockefeller, Montana, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, Obama administration, Politics, Russia, smart grid, solar panels, 
subsidies, Texas, US Chamber of Commerce  
 
First things first: The U.S. won't be getting even a significantly stripped-down climate and 
energy bill, or won't until September at the earliest, at least in part because of a debate over the 
provision that would have eliminated the liability cap of $75 million on offshore drilling. The 
White House says a bill could still be passed this year, and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid 
(D-Nev.) says it might be a broader bill than the one that was originally slated to be voted on 
Wednesday. 
 
Meanwhile, the Obama administration's fallback effort to regulate carbon emissions via existing 
EPA authority under the Clean Air Act is under heavy bombardment. Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-
W.Va.) wants to amend any energy bill to delay EPA action on carbon emissions for two years, 
which, according to a White House spokesperson, would lead to a veto. Rockefeller says this 
amendment will come up again, attached to any number of other bills. 
 
Multiple petitions filed by Peabody coal, Texas, Virginia, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
questioning regulation of greenhouse gases were flat-out rejected by the EPA, mostly on the 
grounds that "Climategate" isn't a real scientific controversy. Texas responded by combining its 
objections to greenhouse gas regulation with its objections to the EPA overruling its use of 
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"flexible air permits" when regulating air quality in general. The state has pledged non-
cooperation with the federal government on both counts. 
 
"You can always count on Americans to do the right thing: This week, U.N. climate negotiators 
preparing for the next international climate meeting in Cancun met in Bonn, where they 
expressed pessimism in the wake of U.S. failure to pass climate legislation even as the U.S. re-
affirmed its commitment to meeting its pledge to cut greenhouse gases. At the start of the 
meeting, researchers announced a new, more comprehensive CO2 emissions model describing 
exactly how much greenhouse gases can be emitted in order to stay below 3.6 degrees F of 
warming. 
 
… after they've tried everything else": An analysis by Bloomberg News revealed that fossil fuel 
subsidies in the U.S. are 12 times as large as those for renewable energy, and a bipartisan 
coalition formed to block EPA regulation of coal ash -- the stuff left over after burning coal -- as 
hazardous waste. 
 
Montana, a state rich in coal, upped its own renewable energy standard to 25 percent of 
electricity generated by 2025, while a coalition of appliance makers convened ahead of meetings 
with the Department of Energy (DOE), hammering out efficiency standards for dishwashers, 
refrigerators, and other appliances that could lead to significant energy savings. 
 
We're #2: Behind China, the U.S. was the second fastest-growing wind power market in the 
world in 2009, but 2010 is expected to be a slow year. Financing woes, general economic 
malaise, and competition from Chinese firms mean that wind turbines are going for fire-sale 
prices. 
 
Storage of the intermittent power from renewables got a boost when the DOE made its 14th loan 
guarantee, for $17.1 million, to A123 systems for grid-scale banks of batteries. (A123 is also 
providing batteries for the forthcoming Chevrolet Volt.) Xcel energy also announced a 
successful test of a gigantic one megawatt grid-scale battery. Dupont will build a factory in 
Virginia for domestic production of more-efficient batteries for electric vehicles. 
 
Here comes the sun: The DOE thinks grantee 1366 Technologies can produce silicon solar cells 
at half their current cost, Spain is cutting its solar incentives by 45 percent, and the U.K.'s 
incentives -- specifically feed-in tarrifs -- have made it the fastest-growing solar market. 
California is about to get its first commercial scale solar-thermal plant in 20 years. 
 
Boulder's experiment in building a Smart Grid is way over budget, Chicago is the first city in the 
U.S. with a subdivision sporting net zero energy homes, and, on the other side of town, citizens 
are trying to shut down the city's ancient coal fired power plants. 
 
Overall, mostly late-stage renewable energy startups hit a record of $1.5 billion in investment in 
the second quarter of 2010. 
 
Would the real culprit for the death of the climate bill please standup?: A working paper from 
Yale argues that increased unemployment leads to decreased concern about the environment. 
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Climate change winners and losers: The ongoing heatwave in Russia (this is Moscow's hottest 
July ever) inspired President Dmitri Medvedev -- who has in the past referred to climate change 
as a Western conspiracy -- to do an about-face on the issue. The damage to Russia's wheat crop 
(and projected flooding in Canada) contributed to the fastest rise in wheat prices since 1973. 
 
Globally, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration declared it the hottest decade on 
record. Climate scientists pointed out that Philadelphia's record July temperatures are predicted 
to be the norm by 2050. 
 
Alaska's growing season is getting longer, but climate scientists project agricultural "upheaval" 
this century for one of the world's largest exporters of food, Australia. 
 
Devastating floods struck Pakistan, and paleoclimatologist James White projected that sea level 
rise sufficient to swamp Miami is now unavoidable. 
 
After the climate bill: Frank O'Donnell, president of the Clean Air Watch, is one of many 
activists turning their attention to all the other issues the struggle for a climate change bill pushed 
aside. He had this to say to Politico: 
 
It's quite obvious for the last several years that the climate debate has sucked up all the oxygen 
from other environmental issues. After the fighting and exhaustion of climate, there are a lot of 
other issues waiting in the queue. 
 
  
148513 
Christopher Mims is a journalist who specializes in sustainability, technology, energy, and 
climate change. He writes regularly for Wired, Scientific American, Technology Review, 
Popular Science, and GOOD. He also writes a weekly roundup of climate policy and related 
news for the Nicholas Institute at Duke University called The Climate Post. 
 
 
 
How Can President Obama Cut Carbon Emissions Without a Climate Bill? 
(Treehugger) 
 
With Congress still not able to get out of its own way and actually move forward any legislation 
with the word 'climate' in it, what options does President Obama have to make good on his oft-
stated commitments to make reductions in greenhouse gas emissions? Leaving aside the 
(remember it's now officially a pollutant), over at Climate Progress, the executive director of the 
has some good suggestions:  
 
First is a great suggestion: Create a national clean energy roadmap and part of that is helping all 
states adopt a series of energy and climate policies outlined by the . These 23 sector-based 
policies at the state level would create 2.5 million net new jobs by 2020 while reducing 
emissions 27% below 1990 levels--that's well over 10% below what the President has pledged, if 
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still not in line with scientific recommendation.  
 
Second is Declaring a war on energy waste. It's pretty shocking to think that the US economy 
wastes 87% of the energy it consumes, and that in energy efficiency it ranks 22nd in the world. 
Or maybe it's not, considering that the US doesn't rank near the top of many indices for social 
welfare, only topping the charts when it comes to military spending. But I digress...  
 
PCAP urges Obama to challenge the US to by 2035, something which could be done by 
improving energy efficiency at the rate of 3.1% annually.  
 
Number three requires Congress, but avoids the dreaded C-word. It's also something which about 
half the staff at TreeHugger has written is a crucial but overlooked component of reducing oil 
consumption and sound climate policy. It's Reinventing national transportation policy.  
 
Since transportation is responsible for such a large percentage of oil consumption and 
greenhouse gases, shifting federal funding from overwhelmingly supporting new road-building 
to supporting mass-transit (and creating more walkable/bikeable communities) is key in tackling 
climate change and oil dependency. It's also . Going right along with that is Stopping fossil fuel 
subsidies. The way PCAP describes it is brilliant: The oil, coal, and gas industries in the United 
States are like 50-year-old children still on the breast. They are mature and ridiculously wealthy; 
the shouldn't need taxpayers to subsidize them.  
 
Currently the US gives than clean energy sources.  
 
The IEA says phasing out over the next decade the $560 billion subsidies that fossil fuels get 
annually would achieve more than 30 percent of the cuts in carbon emissions necessary to keep 
rising atmospheric temperatures at no more than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels.  
 
Fossil fuel profits and the expense of taxpayers and a planet with a roughly comparable climate 
to that of today? Sounds like a bad bargain.  
 
The last suggestion is perhaps the most under-publicized, yet potentially hugely effective, of the 
lot: Make ecosystem restoration a cental strategy in climate mitigation and adaptation.  
 
Rehabilitating ecosystems which human activity has degraded is hugely helpful in reducing the 
impacts of storms along coastlines, increasing the ability of the landscape to absorb carbon 
emissions, controlling erosion, flooding, and more. To accomplish this through human 
machination is a far more expensive proposition than simply working with nature so that it can 
do it naturally, and except for the costs of getting our artifices out of the way and restoring the 
landscape, do it for free.  
 
Good thoughts all around. Far less contentious than crossing the Rubicon with the EPA cutting 
out Congress and having a go at regulating carbon emissions itself.  
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Tina Gerhardt: U.S. Climate Bill, Regional Accords or State Leadership? 
(Huffington Post) 
 
In June, 2009, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a climate bill. It intends to reduce 
greenhouse gas (ghg) emissions 17% by 2020 based on 2005 levels. The success, taken in 
tandem with the promise to rein in ghgs made by President Obama at the COP 15 in 
Copenhagen, gave some hope that the passage of a U.S. climate bill might be underway.  
 
Yet on July 23, 2010, just a week before the current UNFCCC meeting, the U.S. Senate shelved 
climate legislation, making it unlikely that it will be passed this year.  
 
The subject has been the source of considerable concern and conversation here at the UNFCCC 
climate talks in Bonn, Germany.  
 
In an interview conducted the week prior to the UNFCCC, lead U.S. climate negotiator Todd 
Stern sought to reassure, stating that the U.S. remains prepared to reduce ghg emissions.  
 
On Monday, U.S. climate negotiator Jonathan Pershing reiterated the position, seeking to dispel 
frustrations about the lack of a U.S. climate bill and concern about its potential ramifications not 
only for the U.S. climate but also for the U.S.'s willingness to sign on to a legally binding, 
international agreement.  
 
"Many of you," Pershing said, "have asked about the status of U.S domestic efforts and in 
particular about U.S. congressional activity. Let me respond."  
 
"The United States is not backing away from the commitments our President made in 
Copenhagen. President Obama has made it clear that he remains committed to taking bold action 
to address the growing threat of global warming. He said so again last week."  
 
"Passing comprehensive legislation remains the primary vehicle in our view in our country to 
tackle this challenge. But at the same time, we will use all the tools available to make progress 
.... Success in Cancún does not hinge on U.S. legislation."  
 
Alternatives: Federal Agencies, Regional Accords and State Leadership  
 
Meanwhile, the World Resources Institute (WRI) released a report the day the Senate shelved the 
climate bill, asking if a 17% reduction in ghg emissions by 2020 based on 2005 levels were 
possible under existing federal laws and through state action.  
http://www.wri.org/publication/reducing-ghg-emissions-using-existing-federal-authorities-and-
state-action.html  
 
The WRI report concluded that "the federal government and states can put the United States on a 
near-term course to considerably reduce greenhouse gas emissions." It based its analysis on 
existing EPA authority and potential state legislation.  
 
Some states have already taken action to implement laws that rein in ghgs. In 2006, Governor 
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Arnold Schwarzenegger - who attended the Copenhagen climate negotiations - committed 
California to a 25% reduction in ghg emissions by 2020 based on 1990 levels through AB 32. It 
was the first such statewide mandate in the United States.  
 
As Terry Tamminen, former head of California's EPA and adviser to Governor Schwarzenegger 
on energy and the environment pointed out: "AB 32, highlights what can be achieved. Aside 
from what it legislated for the state, it led to numerous regional efforts: such as the Western 
Climate Initiative, which led to the Midwestern Greenhouse Gas Accord."  
 
Ranking the different options, the WRI report states that while executive orders and state 
legislation offered "a lackluster" to "middle-of-the-road scenario", the regional accords provided 
a "go-getter scenario," naming three regional agreements in the U.S.: the Western Climate 
Initiative (WCI), the Midwestern Accord, and east coast Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 
(RGGI).  
 
The Western Climate Initiative (WCI) consists of seven western U.S. states and four Canadian 
provinces; the Midwestern Greenhouse Gas Accord (MGA) includes six midwestern U.S. states 
and one Canadian province; and the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) encompasses 
ten northeastern U.S. states.  
 
Given the slow - in the olden days, we used to say glacial - pace of the international negotiations, 
these state and regional efforts just might be harbingers of how best to reduce ghg emissions and 
to address climate change in the near future, rather than waiting for an international agreement. 
 
 
 
 
Kreutzer: . . . A Little of a Bad Thing Doesn't Make It Good (Heritage 
Foundation) 
 
Outlet Full Name: Heritage Foundation 
News OCR Text: The election of President Obama, coupled with increases in the margins of 
control held by Democrats in both the House and the Senate, made sweeping climate legislation 
seem like a sure thing. And the House did go on to pass the Waxman-Markey cap-and-trade bill.  
 
However, ensuing voter backlash to a bill that would raise energy costs and tax the economy in 
the middle of a deep recession slowed the momentum for equivalent Senate action. Then along 
came last winter's "climategate" scandal, which severely eroded public confidence in the global-
warming science that supposedly justifies climate legislation.  
 
Why are global-warming bills and similar measures so unpopular? Because they cost so much 
and help so little. The Center for Data Analysis at The Heritage Foundation found that the 
aggregate lost national income (GDP) from the Waxman-Markey bill would be more than $9 
trillion for just the first two dozen years of a 40-year program. That adds up to thousands of 
dollars per year per family -- and leads to energy price increases of 50 percent to 90 percent.  
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Even using the questionable Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's estimates of 
temperature change, this sacrifice would moderate temperatures by theoretical but unmeasurable 
thousandths of a degree by 2050 -- and, at most, tenths of a degree by the end of the century.  
 
One of the reasons there is so little impact, even in theory: The developing world wants to keep 
developing, which requires more energy. China recently passed the United States as the largest 
total emitter of carbon dioxide and is projected to have double our emissions within several 
years. Starting at even lower per-capita levels than China, other developing countries, such as 
India and Brazil, will be large emitters as they too strive for economic growth. The projected 
growth in emissions from these countries dwarfs our cuts under cap and trade, rendering such 
policies futile as well as expensive.  
 
Seeing the unattractive tradeoff such legislation presents, sponsors started claiming their 
legislation stimulates instead of stifles the economy. It is almost humorous to see how the titles 
of nearly identical pieces of legislation have changed.  
 
The Senate bill, S. 2191, started as "Lieberman-Warner Climate Security Act of 2007." A little 
more than one year later, Waxman and Markey didn't even mention climate in their "Clean 
Energy and Security Act of 2009." When the polls clearly showed that people didn't like the idea 
of losing millions of jobs for thousandths of a degree, Sens. John Kerry and Barbara Boxer called 
their bill the "Clean Energy Jobs and American Power Act."  
 
But changing titles cannot change the economics of the policies. Capping CO2 will cut energy to 
the American economy, and this will hinder economic growth. This is not just the conclusion of 
conservative economists. The Brookings Institution's analysis of generic cap-and-trade measures 
shows how it stunts GDP. Obama's own EPA and Department of Energy, along with the 
Congressional Budget Office, show negative impacts on the economy in their analysis of the 
cap-and-trade bills.  
 
The unbalanced cost-benefit relationship makes climate legislation fundamentally unappealing. 
That is why the Senate is having so much trouble passing cap-and-trade. Voters don't want it.  
 
Moreover, the equations don't hold out much hope for compromising on scaled-down legislation. 
Giving up $100 to get $1 is a bad idea that doesn't get better by saying, "We will start by trading 
a dollar for a penny." The tradeoff just doesn't make sense.  
 
For now, it seems, climate legislation in the Senate is blocked by understandable voter 
opposition. But the lame-duck session following the elections may unleash the same special-
interest feeding frenzy that led to the passage of Waxman-Markey in the House a year ago. Stay 
tuned. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Jan. 25, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
Many issues w/ what Obama has or hasn’t done this yr, but one thing is for sure. 
Appointing Lisa Jackson = SEA CHANGE in the EPA culture.  


Posted by:  ccordero26       3:32 pm    Full post:  
 
RT @neefusa: EPA Admin. Lisa Jackson on the road to hear citizen concerns on 
"Environmental Justice Tour"  


Posted by:  ConnectxNature       2:30 pm    Full post: http://ow.ly/10dYX 
 
New Nitrogen Dioxide Standard 
 
API blasts new air standard: The US Environmental Protection Agency said today it has 
set a new air quality st...  


Posted by:  UpstreamOnline      7:00 pm    Full post: http://bit.ly/67r0bb 
(Note: American Petroleum Institute) 
 
 
EPA Tightens NO2 Smog Standard: U.S. EPA today strengthened the federal public health 
standard for nitrogen dioxi...  


Posted by: CleanLantern:    5:32  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/6lvvFh 
(Note:  Clean Lantern: “Beacon for Ideas That Can Save the Planet”  5,000 followers) 
 
Scientific American: EPA Tightens NO2 Smog Standard: U.S. EPA today strengthened the 
federal public health standar...  


Posted by: scienceRSS:     5:30  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4vrD7m 
 


EPA Sets Stricter Air-Quality Standards Near Roads - Wall Street Journal:  
Posted by: scienapse    5:17  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/91xZFn 


 
EPA strengthens N02 air quality standard 


Posted by: Doubleclutchca    5:10  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4NPuZL 
 



http://twitter.com/ccordero26

http://twitter.com/neefusa

http://twitter.com/ConnectxNature

http://ow.ly/10dYX

http://twitter.com/UpstreamOnline

http://bit.ly/67r0bb

http://twitter.com/CleanLantern

http://bit.ly/6lvvFh

http://twitter.com/scienceRSS

http://bit.ly/4vrD7m

http://twitter.com/scienapse

http://bit.ly/91xZFn

http://twitter.com/Doubleclutchca

http://bit.ly/4NPuZL
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EPA strengthens N02 air quality standard  
Posted by: carspydispatch:    4:22  pm     Full post: http://ow.ly/16q1Ks 


 
EPA focus on freeway pollution could mean more air monitors for Portland: The toxic 
pollutant is emitted by vehicl...  


Posted by: PortlandORrss:   4:10  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/5SJMNc 
 


 
EPA Raises Nitrogen Dioxide Air Quality Standard; First Change to It in 35 Years: (via 
@edmunds)  


Posted by: GreenKeyFleet    3:10  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/4TTYHM 
 
 
GHG Endangerment Finding And Regulations 
 
Seattle Times: "Muzzle Lisa Mukowski, let the EPA do its job"  


Posted by: RepowerAmerica      6:10  pm     Full post: http://j.mp/8zMxzg 
 
 
Global Warming Deniers Ask Court To Help Their Cause: The EPA Clean Air Act 
endangerment finding, under attack in ...  


Posted by: zaranithin:    5:10  pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/5X9h1b 
(Note:  Bangalore, India) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



http://twitter.com/carspydispatch

http://ow.ly/16q1Ks

http://twitter.com/PortlandORrss

http://bit.ly/5SJMNc

http://twitter.com/edmunds

http://twitter.com/GreenKeyFleet

http://bit.ly/4TTYHM

http://j.mp/8zMxzg

http://twitter.com/zaranithin

http://bit.ly/5X9h1b
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE/GLOBAL WARMING 
===================================================================== 
 
 


States Step Up to Defend Endangerment Finding 
(TreeHugger) 
 
 
 
by Daniel Kessler on 01.25.10 
 


Last year, the EPA issued a long awaited set of guidelines on regulating large, stationary sources 
of CO2. The rules, known as the "Endangerment Finding," used the authority granted to the 
agency through a Supreme Court ruling that found CO2 to be a pollutant that the EPA could 
regulate. While environmentalists, especially those skeptical of Congress' ability to regulate 
CO2, rejoiced, some industry groups protested, filing a lawsuit. Today, 16 states and New York 
City joined the lawsuit on behalf of the government. 


Coal and mining companies Massey Energy Co., National Beef Cattlemen's Association and 
Alpha Natural Resources Inc. are behind the lawsuit. Fighting them, citing the threat of climate 
change and the need for action, are Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Rhode 
Island, Vermont and Washington. 


Most of these same states were part of the Massachusetts vs. EPA case that resulted in the EPA's 
new authority. The Court said that the Clean Air Act should extend to greenhouse gases, but 
Sens. Lisa Murkowski of Alaska and Blanch Lincoln of Arkansas are pushing for an amendment 
to debt legislation that would take away EPA's rights to regulate. 


Both Murkowski and Lincoln have been linked to oil and gas lobbyists who have donated 
generously to each Senator's political campaigns.  


According to Greenwire, green groups want to intervene in the case. 



http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/states-endangerment-finding.php

http://www.treehugger.com/author/daniel-kessler-greenpeace-1/

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/murkowskis-dirty-air-act-democrats.php

http://www.treehugger.com/files/2010/01/murkowskis-dirty-air-act-democrats.php

http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2010/01/25/6/
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The Natural Resources Defense Council, Environmental Defense Fund, Sierra Club and the 
National Wildlife Federation filed a motion last week to intervene. The New England-based 
Conservation Law Foundation filed a separate motion.  


Joe Mendelson, global warming policy director for the National Wildlife Federation, called the 
industry groups' challenge a desperate attempt from big polluters to overthrow the science of 
climate change. "Given that the agency went through an exhaustive review of the science, given 
what we know about the peer-reviewed science, it seems to be a last-ditch effort by polluters 
who want to deny that we have a problem," he said. 


If the EPA is stripped of its ability to regulate GHGs and Congress fails to act on limiting 
emissions, the US federal government will have almost no ability to regulate heavy emitters of 
CO2 and other greenhouse gases.  


 
 
 


MINING 
===================================================================== 
 
 


Old Senator, New Tricks (The New Republic) 
 
 
 
What’s behind Robert Byrd’s surprising smackdown of Big Coal?  
 


• Jesse Zwick  
•  
• January 25, 2010 | 12:00 am  


 
 
As a rule, politicians in West Virginia don't care for environmentalists. This is, after all, a state 
that supplies 50 percent of U.S. coal exports, a state where the mining industry is responsible for 
roughly 30,000 jobs—a state that essentially depends on pollution for its survival. And West 
Virginia's most prominent coal champion has long been Robert Byrd, who once slammed green 
critics of mining as "head-in-the-cloud individuals" out to destroy jobs and impoverish the 
region. In 2008, Byrd was the lone Senate Democrat to vote against even starting debate on a bill 
to curb carbon-dioxide emissions. 



http://www.tnr.com/article/politics/old-senator-new-tricks##
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So just about everyone was shocked when, last month, Byrd did an about-face and wrote an op-
ed that criticized modern-day mining practices and accused the coal industry of "having its head 
in the sand" on climate change. Local pols were sure there must have been some mistake. The 
state's governor, Joe Manchin, chalked the whole thing up to a "misunderstanding." The local 
Chamber of Commerce president generously offered to "forgive" Byrd if he'd walk back his 
comments. 
But it wasn't a misunderstanding, and Byrd isn't walking anything back. After 50 years in the 
Senate, the 92-year-old statesman seems to be revising his views on both coal and global 
warming. And not because he's suddenly channeling his inner tree-hugger. Rather, Byrd is 
finding it increasingly difficult to argue that the interests of coal companies and the interests of 
his state are one and the same. 
  


Last May, a series of floods ripped through the southern coalfield counties of West Virginia, 
damaging some 3,000 buildings and requiring more than $60 million in government assistance. 
Politicians and industry reps were quick to call the disaster an act of God, but Byrd wasn’t 
convinced. For the past few years, environmental groups had been quietly lobbying the senator's 
office about the destructive effects of mountaintop-removal mining—a widespread process 
across Appalachia, in which miners use explosives to rip off the tops of hills and mountains in 
order to get at the coal seams underneath. Not only does this form of mining destroy streams and 
pollute drinking water in the surrounding areas, but a host of studies have pointed out that the 
resulting degradation of forests and topsoil has left the region more vulnerable to severe 
flooding. When local citizens pled their case that month, Byrd surprised many by agreeing to 
take a look. 


Although Byrd himself was still recovering from a staph infection that kept him in the hospital, 
he sent several members of his staff to visit the affected areas. They toured the countryside, 
where locals pointed out roads that had been washed out and homes literally swept away. "The 
vast amount of damage is not something you can see from a TV camera," observed Howard 
Branham, a resident of Mingo County who volunteered as a tour guide for Byrd's staff. "I think 
what they saw was the true extent of the damage." 


By the fall of 2009, the prospect of greater federal oversight over mountaintop mining made it 
likely that the industry would have to start at least mitigating the damage from mountaintop 
mining. But when the EPA announced that it would delay 79 mining permits in the region for 
further inspection, coal companies decided instead to go on the attack. Don Blankenship, the 
CEO of the state's biggest coal producer, Massey Energy, teamed up with the state Chamber of 
Commerce and other trade groups to hold a Labor Day rally. The theme? How "environmental 
extremists and corporate America are both trying to destroy your jobs." Blankenship spent more 
than $1 million on the event, which took place on a flattened mountain and featured 
conservatives like Sean Hannity and Ted Nugent. 
 



http://byrd.senate.gov/speeches/view_article.cfm?ID=563

http://byrd.senate.gov/speeches/view_article.cfm?ID=563

http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2009/2008WR007594.shtml

http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2009/2008WR007109.shtml

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/summary/327/5962/148
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Blankenship's stunt created a backlash from some key quarters of the state. Massey is a 
notoriously anti-union firm, and the fact that the rally was being held on Labor Day didn't sit 
well with many in the United Mine Workers Association (UMWA), still a major political force 
in the state. Many of West Virginia's union members are already uncomfortable with 
mountaintop-removal mining, which is less labor-intensive than traditional methods and has led 
to a steep decline in the size of West Virginia's coal workforce—from 62,500 in 1979 to about 
22,000 today. "I don't even like to compare what they're doing to what we're doing," says retired 
miner and UMWA member Terry Steele. Moreover, the event only underscored the fact that 
Blankenship has long tried to frame coal as a partisan issue. In a state where registered 
Democrats still outnumber Republicans by a wide margin, he's devoted more than $6 million to 
helping the GOP take over. 


As Massey and other coal companies have become increasingly obstreperous, Byrd has begun to 
notice. At a public hearing on mountaintop-removal mining last October, members of the front 
group Friends of Coal packed the meeting and shouted down West Virginians trying to lodge 
their complaints. (Many of the citizens in attendance were convinced that employers had 
encouraged or paid their miners to show up and disrupt the proceedings. "I've been in unions, I 
know how the companies fight, and these guys were being stoked," says retired miner Joe 
Stanley, who was at the meeting.) A Byrd staff member was in attendance, and it appears that the 
industry's tactics grated. "I think those meetings did play a role [in Byrd's shift]," says one 
former mining official and close observer of state politics. "Everybody watched the debate and 
saw the vile nature of it." And the gap between the coal industry and Byrd only widened in 
November, when the West Virginia Chamber of Commerce called on the state's representatives 
in Congress to try to block health care reform until the EPA "backs down on its campaign against 
coal." In his December statement, Byrd called the demand "foolish" and "morally indefensible." 


There's also the climate question. Byrd's not about to become an environmentalist; even in his 
op-ed, he insisted that coal was here to stay. But he seems to recognize that the realities of global 
warming will force the country to rethink how it uses coal sooner or later and that the state’s 
companies aren’t playing a constructive role. (Blankenship, for instance, has criticized coal-
heavy utilities in other states, like Duke Energy, for working with Congress on climate issues.) 
Byrd's longtime mantra, according to political historian Robert Rupp, is that "It's better to be at 
the table than on the menu." And so he seems willing to spend what's likely his last term in 
Congress getting West Virginia to realize that, in the end, obstructionism won't serve the state 
very well. 


Jesse Zwick is a reporter-researcher for The New Republic. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on May 26, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
EPA's Jackson “Prays” For Gulf Success: "Like so many people down there, I am praying 
that it is successful," EPA ...  


Posted by: katefullcot    6:40 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/bkNFya 
 
EPA can make BP pay. Sign our petition to @lisajackson & help block billions in BP 
federal contracts.  


Posted by: stephaniejane    5:40 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/d4BVVZ 
    
@EPAgov administrator @LisaPJackson cancels appearance at a political fundraiser. |  


Posted by: WVaChamber   1:42 pm     Full post: http://j.mp/cjcEQr 
 
 


 
Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
 
BP CEO: effort to plug oil spill going as planned, it'll be a day before "top kill" considered 
a success  


Posted by:  thenewspress   7:00 pm   Full post:  http://bit.ly/cEYyZe 
 
USA Today Poll: Majority give Obama, feds failing grade on oil spill response.  


Posted by:  Dckranz     6:10 pm   Full post: http://usat.me?94381  
 
Newsweek:  Can Obama Control Oil-Spill Political Damage?  


Posted by:  danny6114          6:02 pm         Full post:  http://bit.ly/brONdS 
(Note:  Thad Allen remains the "National Incident Commander" under the terms of a 1990 
federal environmental law that governs this kind of situation. The law does not adequately 
regulate offshore rigs, he said. The law relates to cleaning up spills, not preventing them per se) 
 
Reuters:  More than 100 miles of Louisiana's shoreline affected by oil spill, says Gov. 
Jindal  


Posted by:  BreakingNews      5:20 pm   Full post:  



http://twitter.com/katefullcot

http://bit.ly/bkNFya

http://twitter.com/lisajackson

http://twitter.com/stephaniejane

http://bit.ly/d4BVVZ

http://twitter.com/EPAgov

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/WVaChamber

http://j.mp/cjcEQr

http://bit.ly/cEYyZe

http://twitter.com/Dckranz

http://usat.me/?94381

http://twitter.com/danny6114

http://bit.ly/brONdS

http://twitter.com/BreakingNews
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300+ sea birds, nearly 200 turtles and 19 dolphins found dead in 1st 5 weeks of #BP 
#oilspill  


Posted by:    greenforall          5:45 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/9N4q7q  
 
Christian Science Monitor:  EPA girds for a fight with BP over dispersants in Gulf oil spill.  


Posted by: EHPonline   4:05 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/aKg3Zm 
 
@eponline so what is the EPA doing about Gulf spill? Instead of wringing hands, sop up oil 
and then burn it!  


Posted by: 5sahandful  3:10 pm     Full post:  
 
 
Texas and Air Permits 
 
EPA May Federalize Texas Air Program  


Posted by:  nprnews    6:05 pm    Full post:  http://n.pr/9eJ8QD 
 
AP NewsBreak: EPA may federalize Texas air program (AP)  


Posted by: GoodDay999     5:55 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/cYRvXe 
 
Gov. Rick Perry: EPA's action on refinery permitting hurts Texas economy  


Posted by: dallas_news    5:25 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/aCXKA7 
 
 
GHG Regulations and Climate Change 
 
EPA Chief Defends Endangerment Finding  


Posted by:  Pheobemxcyp        4:45 pm         Full post: http://tinyurl.com/34fszzz 
 
Feds cannot agree on U.S. Climate Bill as Chu disagrees with EPA's Jackson. 


Posted by:  chemicallygreen         2:47 pm         Full post:  http://bit.ly/9L3Xrd 
 


AGW Scam: Even Obama’s EPA Admits Cap & Trade Bill Will Have NO Effect on World 
CO2 #teaparty  


Posted by:  redostoneage        2:51 pm         Full post:  http://bit.ly/x1ggW 
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EPA May Take Over Texas Air Program Because State Is Violating Clean Air 
Act (Huffington Post) 
  
RAMIT PLUSHNICK-MASTI | 05/26/10 06:32 PM |   
     
HOUSTON — The Environmental Protection Agency may take over the entire job of regulating 
air quality in Texas if the state keeps violating the Clean Air Act, an EPA official told The 
Associated Press on Wednesday – intensifying a dispute over regulating pollution from the 
largest U.S. refineries and petrochemical plants. 
 
The comment by regional EPA chief Al Armendariz comes a day after he said the federal 
government would issue the operating permit for one refinery in Corpus Christi and planned to 
take over 39 other permits. 
 
Now, Armendariz said, the agency is studying how to federalize what has always been a state job 
and hiring eight permitting engineers and attorneys – partly to deal with Texas. 
 
"Do we also think the deficiencies are serious enough to go that route? The answer is yes," 
Armendariz said. "If we have to, we will. The takeover of a state program and the federalizing of 
a state program is a lengthy process and doesn't happen overnight." 
 
Armendariz had said the EPA wanted assurances by July 1 that Texas will comply with federal 
law. 
 
The EPA's plan is sure to set off fireworks in Texas. 
 
State regulators have consistently said they disagree with the EPA's conclusion that Texas allows 
the petrochemical industry to spew out an unmeasured amount of toxins as it refines one-third of 
the nation's gasoline and produces thousands of other chemical products and plastics. 
 
"It would take years and kill millions of jobs and the economy would suffer eventually, and we're 
seeing no environmental benefit," Bryan Shaw, chairman of the Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality, told the AP. 
 
Now, the dispute is rapidly becoming a battle over federal and state rights. 
 
Gov. Rick Perry, who is running for re-election and campaigning on an anti-Washington 
platform, said the EPA's action is another attempt by the federal government to wrest control 
from states. 
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"The Obama administration has taken yet another step in its campaign to harm our economy and 
impose federal control over Texas," Perry said. "On behalf of those Texans whose jobs are 
threatened by this latest overreach and in defense of not only our clean air program but also our 
rights under the 10th Amendment, I am calling upon President Obama to rein in the EPA." 
 
The EPA's next major step will likely come next month, when it plans to officially block a 16-
year-old Texas permitting program that never received the required federal approval and which 
the EPA says violates the law. Documents obtained by The Associated Press indicate the EPA 
believes the flexible permits let some plants emit double the admissible levels of toxic pollutants, 
including cancer-causing benzene and butadiene. 
 
Texas's so-called flexible permits set a general limit on how much pollutants an entire facility 
can release. The federal Clean Air Act requires state-issued permits to set limits on each of the 
dozens of individual production units inside a plant. The EPA says Texas' system masks 
pollution and makes it impossible to regulate emissions. 
 
However, because Texas began issuing the permits in 1994 – and the EPA never stopped the 
practice – it will take at least five years to issue new permits to about 140 affected facilities, 
including Exxon Mobil's largest U.S. refinery in Baytown near Houston, Shell's Deer Park 
refinery and the Pantex Plant in Amarillo, Texas – a facility charged by the U.S. Department of 
Energy with maintaining the nation's nuclear weapons stockpile. 
 
Until the plants have permits that allow for effective monitoring, the EPA and environmental 
activists say their true pollution will remain a mystery. 
 
Shaw insists the EPA is relying on faulty data and said the federal move caught the state by 
surprise. Texas, he said, is willing to revise and explain the program to the EPA. 
 
"It was somewhat out of left field," Shaw said. "It indicates the discussion and the negotiation are 
over ... I'm hopeful that we can get back to the table and roll up our sleeves and make some 
progress and quit having turf wars." 
 
Last year, the EPA presented state officials with data showing that the Shell Deer Park facility 
outside Houston was releasing more than double the amount of sulfur dioxide allowed by law. 
Sulfur dioxide is a respiratory irritant and one of only six pollutants whose levels are strictly 
monitored by federal law. 
 
The EPA also accused Texas of allowing Shell to do 11 additional sulfur dioxide projects when 
the EPA's rules would have allowed only one. In 2007, the EPA said, Texas allowed Shell to 
increase benzene emissions by 18 percent "solely based on company's request." 
 
At Exxon's Baytown facility, the EPA argued the plant was being allowed to release more than 
double the allowable volatile organic compounds, toxins that include benzene and butadiene. The 
EPA said the facility released 6,245 tons per year instead of the EPA limit of 3,098 tons per year. 
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Bill White, the Democratic candidate for governor and a former deputy energy secretary in the 
Clinton administration, blamed Perry. 
 
"Because of Rick Perry's mismanagement of the state's environmental agency, our state is now 
losing our ability to make our own decisions about air quality and the economy," White said in a 
statement. "I guarantee you that as governor, I'll ensure Texas complies with the law and I'll 
bring the ability to regulate the refineries back to Texas where it belongs." 
 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com  
 
 
 
    
Bill ChameidesDean of Duke's Nicholas School of the Environment 
Posted: May 27, 2010 10:57 AM BIO Become a Fan Get Email Alerts Bloggers' Index  


The Chemical Marketplace: Triclosan (Huffington Post) 
 
Chemicals , Chlorinated Aromatic Hydrocarbon , Ciba , Consumers , Dioxin , Environmental 
Protection Agency , Federal Insecticide , Food And Drug Administration , Fungicide , 
Halocarbon , Halogenated Hydrocarbon , Health , Pollution , Toxic Substances Control Act , 
Triclosan , Waterways , Green News  
Crossposted with www.thegreengrok.com 
 
More than 80,000 chemicals are produced and used in United States. This is one of their stories. 
 
I was reading my toothpaste tube the other day and noticed something I hadn't expected in the 
list of "active ingredients." In addition to the familar-sounding hexafluoride, I found triclosan. 
Doing a little more detective work, I discovered that same ingredient on the labels of a variety of 
personal care products including deodorants, soaps, shaving creams, and mouthwash. A little 
more snooping on the Internet revealed that triclosan is also added to cleaning products like 
dishwashing liquids, as well as toys, socks, and trash bags. Impressive but ... 
 
What Is This Pervasive Stuff Called 'Triclosan'? 
Triclosan's actual chemical name is 5-Chloro-2-(2,4-dichlorophenoxy)phenol, which makes it a 
chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbon. Another one of those halogenated hydrocarbons, like PCBs, 
DDT and Freons, that seem to have magical properties and often end up doing a whole lot of 
mischief.  
 
According to Ciba -- a conglomerate owned by the Germany-based BASF that aims, its web site 
reads, to "produc[e] high-value effects for its customers' products" -- triclosan was developed in 
Ciba's labs 40 years ago. The product is sold by Ciba/BASF under the brand name Ciba Irgasan. 
Other companies now produce and sell it too. It is the active ingredient in Microban and 
BioFresh products. Triclosan is the generic name. 
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Why Is Triclosan in My Toothpaste and Shaving Cream? 
The key to triclosan's presence in consumer products is its antibacterial properties; its antifungal 
and antiviral effects make it an attractive prospect too. There's no question that we're all 
increasingly concerned about the spread of disease -- staph infections in hospitals, salmonella 
from contaminated cooking surfaces, influenza from shaking hands. We are bombarded by 
advice to get clean, wash our hands and wipe down the counters -- to be as antiseptic as possible. 
So, one would ask, why not add an extra layer of safety through something like triclosan to as 
many things as we can think of? 
 
Indeed, Ciba claims that for "more than 40 years ... [triclosan] has proven itself time and again to 
be a safe, reliable high-quality antimicrobial ingredient used in many well-known consumer, 
healthcare and professional products." 
 
Do We Really Need It? 
I am sure that triclosan is, as Ciba claims, a reliable antimicrobial (depending on its 
concentrations). But how useful is it really? 
 
For example, some studies do suggest that triclosan added to toothpaste does a better job of 
eliminating bacteria from your mouth than triclosan-free toothpaste. 
On the other hand, both a Food and Drug Administration panel from 2005 and a University of 
Michigan study from 2007 concluded that regular old soap was just as good at getting rid of the 
microbes as the souped-up antibacterial soaps. 
 
And here's another thing or two: 
 
While triclosan has some antiviral properties, studies (like this one) suggest it's not terribly 
effective. 
Triclosan, a nonspecific biocide, kills microbes indiscriminately -- including microbes, like those 
in our gut, that are beneficial. 
The use of antibacterials is a double-edged sword: the more they're used, the less effective they 
become, as the microbes they're designed to attack develop resistance. (Note: this doesn't happen 
with soap and water since the effective agent in that case is simply the washing away of 
microbes.) 
That Stuff in Toothpaste and Antibacterial Soaps Is a Pesticide 
 
And what about its safety? 
 
Triclosan is a pesticide. It has been registered as such since 1969. And under the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, the Environmental Protection Agency regulates its 
uses. The agency is currently in the midst of a reregistration of the chemical as a pesticide, and 
plans a comprehensive review of its health effects starting in 2013. 
 
The use of triclosan in consumer products falls under regulation by the FDA. 
 
The jury it still out on triclosan's effects on human health, but there are suggestions that they may 
not be good. 
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Studies show that triclosan is linked to bacterial resistance and impairment of thyroid function in 
animals. 
And it's not just triclosan itself, but also the chemical's byproducts that potentially pose a danger. 
Mixing triclosan in tap water can lead to the production of the gas chloroform, a carcinogen and 
nervous system depressant. 
Other triclosan breakdown products include dioxins. A study published last week in 
Environmental Science & Technology by Jeffery Buth of the University of Minnesota and 
colleagues found that increases in dioxins derived from triclosan in stream beds over the past 30 
years correlate closely with the increase in triclosan use. Such findings indicate that, given 
declining levels of dioxin from other sources, triclosan use may become an important source of 
dioxins in the environment. 
In the meantime, triclosan keeps showing up in strange and unexpected places. Studies [pdf] 
have found it in human breast milk, urine and blood. 
 
Interestingly (and worrisomely?), a study of Swedish mothers even found triclosan in the blood 
and breast milk of women who did not use personal care products with triclosan -- the 
implication being that their exposure likely came from products that included but were not 
labeled with triclosan. 
 
Triclosan's definitely in the water and sediments of our streams, lakes and estuaries too, which in 
turn could have gotten there by way of wastewater treatment plants where a small percent is 
known to pass through. (See here, here, and here.) 
 
So What's To Be Done? 
 
The FDA asserts it doesn't have enough information to change its recommendations for the time 
being, but, in light of recent questions, is performing a safety review that's due out next spring. 
 
In the meantime each one of us is on our own where triclosan is concerned. Many decisions we 
make in life are about choosing between different levels of risk, and this is one more. Is the risk 
from the presence of microbes in your mouth or armpits or on your hands worth the risk of 
putting a pesticide on and in your body? If the answer is no, you'd better start paying closer 
attention to the active ingredients listed in the fine print of the labels of products you pile into 
your supermarket cart. I know I will. 
 
Further Reading 
For a full database of information on triclosan, go here and type "triclosan" into the search box at 
the top left of the page (then click "Go"). 
Triclosan [CAS 3380-34-5] - Supporting Information for Toxicological Evaluation by the 
National Toxicology Program - FDA and Department of Health and Human Services - 
ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/htdocs/Chem_Background/ExSumPdf/triclosan_508.pdf 
"Water Pollution Caused by Cosmetic Chemicals, Cleaning Supplies and Plastics: » Triclosan" - 
Environmental Working Group - www.ewg.org/node/21840 
  
Follow Bill Chameides on Twitter: www.twitter.com/theGreenGrok 



http://www.twitter.com/theGreenGrok
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May 27, 2010     
Posted: May 27, 2010 11:17 AM  
    


GOP's Calling Gulf Spill Obama's Katrina Bogus (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Bp , BP Gulf Oil Spill , BP Oil Spill 2010 , Bp Spill Clean Up , Bp-Gulf-Disaster , 
Bp-Spill-Conflct-Of-Interest , Gulf Of Mexico Oil Spill , Politics News  
 
 
This one could have been mailed in. Sarah Palin predictably knocked President Obama for as she 
put it in garbled colloquialism failing to "dive in there" and solve the Gulf spill disaster. 
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal and a rash of GOP senators were slightly more grammatically 
intelligible but still pounced on Obama for being too cozy with BP and not pulling out all stops 
to staunch the spill. The GOP's political attack plan is crude and transparent. Compare the Gulf 
spill to Bush's Katrina bumble, liken Obama to Bush and heap the same blame on him.  
 
It won't fly. Before Katrina hit, government tracking systems, weather satellites, and countless 
news reports warned that the hurricane potentially posed a grave threat to New Orleans and the 
Gulf. Bush administration officials well knew this. They also knew that the sea walls there were 
in terrible shape and could give way. When the storm hit, Bush hesitated, dithered, and 
minimized the immediate impact of the storm, and made no effort to counter the wild, 
sensational and thoroughly false reports of looting, rape and vandalism. The colossal loss of 
property, the thousands dead and injured, the horrendous displacement of residents were the 
direct result of government ineptitude. Five years later thousands remain uprooted, and whole 
neighborhoods remain gutted. New Orleans and the Gulf are still paying the high price for Bush's 
abysmal delay. After an international army of volunteers and donors sped aid and relief to the 
area, Bush eventually recovered and kicked relief efforts into high gear.  
 
Obama's response to the Gulf spill stands in stark contrast. He sent cabinet secretaries, and an 
armada of homeland security, Environmental Protection Agency, FEMA and Coast Guard 
personnel, engineers, scientists, technicians and clean-up workers to the Gulf; more than 20,000 
responders in all. There are multiple staging areas, and ships in the area involved in the clean-up. 
Nearly 2 million feet of containment boom, and a million gallons of chemical dispersant have 
been used to fight the spill. Obama has asked Congress for $130 million for clean-up operations. 
The White House has churned out reams of releases, statements, and reports to keep the public 
updated on the progress and problems in containing the spill.  
 
Obama correctly points the blame finger at BP and oil executives for their duck and dodge of full 
responsibility for the spill, and their inability to successfully contain it. They deserve the blame. 
But as environmental disasters go, off shore drilling spills are rare. The industry's forty year 
safety record on drilling has been fairly good. But the BP mess shows that all it takes is one drill 
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disaster to cancel out the industry's record and paint the industry as a greedy, safety plagued, 
environmentally irresponsible menace.  
 
The spill should be a wake-up call on the potential and real hazards of ultra deep water oil 
drilling, and the urgent need to devise new and better safety and equipment standards and 
controls. The Obama administration has been hands on in supervising BP's efforts to stop the 
spill. This provides it with terrible but needed teaching moment on the need for the government 
to ramp up oversight and monitoring of the industry. And beyond that for the Obama 
administration to rethink and reexamine the potentially devastating environmental hazards and 
drawbacks of expanded off shore drilling as well as its potential to dent America's energy 
dependent shackle.  
 
Public opinion polls now show that more than half of Americans say they disapprove of Obama's 
handling of the disaster. An even bigger percentage says they have no confidence in the 
government's ability to prevent another spill. The public's heightened jitters over the spill are 
understandable given the nightmare environmental messes that the oil industry has at times made 
in the past. The public is also right to be deeply suspicious and outraged over the far too lax and 
cozy relationship between government regulatory agencies and the oil industry.  
 
The Gulf spill, though, is not solely an environmental catastrophe to Palin and the GOP or even a 
matter to them of government officials in bed with an industry. If that was there real concern 
they'd point the same blame finger at themselves as they do at Obama for their sweetheart 
relation with the oil industry. According to the Sunlight Foundation, BP has dumped six million 
in campaign contributions to congresspersons in past years. Seven of the top ten recipients of BP 
contributions have been GOP senators and congress persons, and one of the principal recipients 
has been GOP Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell.  
 
But the facts are irrelevant. The Gulf spill is simply too juicy a political opportunity for the GOP 
to pass up to ream President Obama for a disaster that he could not foresee, did not make, and 
has made a best effort to solve. What better way to drive the political nail in the box than to call 
the Gulf spill the politically loaded Obama's Katrina. It's a bogus call. 
 
Earl Ofari Hutchinson is an author and political analyst. His new book is How Obama Governed: 
The Year of Crisis and Challenge (Middle Passage Press). 
 
Follow Earl Ofari Hutchinson on Twitter: http://twitter.com/earlhutchinson  
 
 


Obama Needs To Stop Deferring To Foreign Oil Giant BP And Start Calling 
The Shots (Wonk Room)  
 
Written with Tom Kenworthy, Center for American Progress Senior Fellow. 
The catastrophic explosion of the Deepwater Horizon exploratory rig off the coast of Louisiana 
one month ago cost eleven lives and now threatens the entire Gulf of Mexico with ecological 
devastation. BP, the foreign oil giant responsible for the disaster, has claimed it was 
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unforeseeable and inconceivable, despite an industry history of similar accidents and years of 
warnings.  
 
There are obvious limits to how much control the federal government can exert over the frantic 
and so far hapless effort to stem the catastrophic oil eruption that threatens the entire Gulf of 
Mexico with ecological devastation. Interior Secretary Ken Salazar has recognized the sobering 
reality the government does not have the equipment or technical expertise to simply shove aside 
BP and its industry partners:  
 
This administration has done everything we can possibly do to make sure that we push BP to 
stop the spill and to contain the impact. We have also been very clear that there are areas where 
BP and the private sector are the ones who must continue to lead the efforts with government 
oversight, such as the deployment of private sector technology 5,000 feet below the ocean’s 
surface to kill the well. 
 
But if government has little choice but to keep the perpetrator on the job at the immediate crime 
scene, it does have a choice when it comes to operations beyond the urgent task of quelling the 
erupting well. In addition to the efforts to stop the leaks, BP now controls claims processing, 
environmental contractors on land and sea, volunteer assistance, access to the disaster site, and 
data collection.  
 
Federal and state governments in the gulf must take greater charge of containing the ecological 
impacts and coordinating the response, as the President has full authority to do. This requires a 
greater mobilization than exists today, and Washington needs to send the message that it is in full 
command of the disaster response with the following actions: 
 
– One highly visible leader at the White House should lead the command and coordination at the 
cabinet level between the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of the Interior, the 
Department of Commerce, the Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency, the 
Department of Justice, the White House Office of Energy and Climate Policy, the White House 
Office of Science and Technology, and the Department of Defense. Two excellent choices for 
this role would be Vice President Joe Biden or energy advisor Carol Browner. This leader should 
also work directly with the affected states’ governors. 
 
– The Federal Emergency Management Agency should be in charge of onshore coastal recovery 
and disaster response, assisted by the Army Corps of Engineers. The National Guard under the 
control of each state’s governor should be fully deployed, with Army units if necessary. The 
EPA, NOAA, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should exercise relevant oversight. And any 
environmental and disaster response contractors working for BP should instead work directly for 
the federal government. 
 
– The U.S. Coast Guard should clearly be in charge of surface-water recovery and maritime 
disaster response. The Vessels of Opportunity and other maritime contractors now working for 
BP should be under contract with the federal government, including research vessels. The Coast 
Guard with the EPA, NOAA, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service oversight should manage 
dispersant use for cleanup. 
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– Claims for damages and lost revenues should be put under the authority of the U.S. Coast 
Guard National Pollution Funds Center. As the scope of this disaster far exceeds the NPFC’s 
traditional resources, other federal, state, and local claims processing resources must be brought 
to bear, particularly from the Coast Guard’s sister agency FEMA. 
 
– EPA, the Justice Department, the Internal Revenue Service, and other law enforcement 
branches of the federal, state, and local government should be exercising subpoena authority if 
necessary to seize or monitor all ongoing communications and data collection. 
 
– The EPA should immediately bar BP from new federal contracts — including drilling in 
federally controlled oil fields — because of its repeated environmental crimes. 
 
– The EPA and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention must begin a health monitoring 
program for the most at risk populations so there is a baseline from which to measure health 
impacts. 
 
– Federal agencies, not BP, should handle spill response hotlines for volunteers, technology 
ideas, affected wildlife, and others. Full call records need to be logged with incident reports and 
technology ideas presented publicly on dynamic websites. 
 
– The State Department should continue to reach out to other nations that have experience with 
disastrous oil spills to see if assistance and ideas are available. This should be a government-to-
government effort, not one undertaken by private companies. 
 
BP is required as the responsible party for this apocalyptic disaster to provide full and instant 
funding for the response by the federal, state, and local governments and their contractors. BP 
personnel and equipment being used for disaster response in the Gulf should be put under 
governmental control during the crisis.  
 
BP’s funding should come in the form of an escrow account that draws on BP’s $100 billion in 
capital reserves, without limit. The federal government should require BP to use its first quarter 
2010 profits — $5 billion – to establish the escrow account.  
 
View the original, extended version of the column at the Center for American Progress. 
 
 


 RECYCLING 
 


When recycling goes bad - ‘Dumpsites in Disguise’ (GRIST) 
 
  by Sue Sturgis  
27 May 2010 7:17 AM 
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After coal is burned at power plants, leaving massive heaps of ash, not all of the waste ends up in 
landfills and impoundments like the one that failed catastrophically in east Tennessee in 
December 2008. 
 
A growing share of the nation's coal ash is being reused and recycled, finding its way into 
building materials, publicly used land and even farmland growing food crops. And despite the 
presence of toxins like arsenic, chromium and lead found in coal ash, these reuses go largely 
unregulated by state and federal officials. 
 
The latest report from the American Coal Ash Association, the industry group representing major 
coal ash producers, found that of the more than 136 million tons of coal ash produced in 2008, 
about 44 percent -- 60 million tons -- was reused. Some of the reuses for coal ash, such as 
recycling it into concrete, are not very controversial even among environmental advocates, since 
they're believed to lock in toxic contaminants. 
 
But there are growing concerns about other reuses of coal ash. For example, the recent revelation 
that Chinese-manufactured drywall made with coal ash was releasing noxious chemicals inside 
people's homes spurred a CBS investigation that also found problems with U.S.-made drywall 
products. The discovery led the Consumer Product Safety Commission to call for a closer look at 
drywall products made with coal ash. 
 
Another popular destination for coal ash that is raising concern is its use as a substitute for fill 
dirt in construction projects. Because this reuse can put coal ash directly in contact with 
groundwater, environmental and public health advocates fear serious contamination problems. 
Right now, the Environmental Protection Agency is mulling new rules for the use of coal ash, 
including whether it should strictly regulate ash used in fills or simply put forward guidelines 
and leave oversight up to the states. 
 
As federal officials consider how to regulate reuse of coal ash, North Carolina's experience in 
overseeing structural fills provides a case study with valuable lessons for the entire country. 
 
North Carolina: A case study in neglect? 
 
North Carolina has long been a leader in promoting the use of coal ash as structural fill. Heavily 
dependent on coal, with 60 percent of its electricity generated by coal-fired plants, the state has a 
glut of ash to contend with -- and has been encouraging utilities to use it as fill for more than 20 
years. 
 
"It is encouraging to see the commitment being made to develop reuse applications for the coal 
ash as opposed to the continued use of county landfills," stated a 1989 letter from North 
Carolina's solid waste chief to ReUse Technology, now known as Full Circle Solutions. The 
Georgia-based firm is a wholly owned subsidiary of Charlotte-based Cogentrix, which in turn is 
a wholly owned subsidiary of The Goldman Sachs Group and operates a number of small coal-
fired power plants in the eastern U.S. 
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The letter continued, "The Solid Waste Management Section has and will continue to support the 
reuse and recycling of waste materials when performed in a manner consistent with the 
environment." 
 
But the use of coal ash as fill has not always been done in a manner "consistent with the 
environment." Even though North Carolina began overseeing coal ash fills in 1994 after 
groundwater contamination was found at one fill site, state records and independent research 
show that the rules -- which were cooperatively written by utilities and state regulators -- have 
failed to prevent coal ash fills from damaging the environment and threatening public health. 
 
Facing South examined records from the state Division of Waste Management, which oversees 
the use of dry coal ash as fill, and the Division of Water Quality, which is responsible for fills 
that use wet coal ash from impoundments like the one that failed at the Tennessee Valley 
Authority's Kingston plant. We also considered the findings of a recent report from the Sierra 
Club's North Carolina chapter titled "Unlined Landfills? The Story of Coal Ash Waste in Our 
Backyard." 
 
The public record shows that dry coal ash was used as a substitute for fill dirt at more than 70 
locations across North Carolina from the late 1980s through 2009 (click here for a spreadsheet 
with details about the locations). Sites sitting on top of coal ash fills include airports, roads, 
industrial parks, shopping centers, office buildings, a municipal gym, a church, a science center 
at Duke University, a rifle range at a Marine base, and livestock pens at a commercial hog farm. 
 
Unlike new surface impoundments where coal ash is dumped in North Carolina, which now must 
be lined under state law, liners are not mandated for even the largest fill sites. As a result, coal 
ash has contaminated groundwater or surface water in at least three structural fill sites across the 
state: 
 
* At the Alamac Road site in Robeson County, N.C., about 45,000 tons of coal ash from small 
power plants owned by Cogentrix were used as structural fill on 12.8 acres of land. ReUse began 
placing ash at the site in 1992 without proper state authorization, and state tests of groundwater 
near the site found levels of contaminants exceeding state groundwater standards. In 1993, the 
North Carolina Division of Solid Waste Management issued a notice of violation, stating that 
tests showed "levels of arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, selenium, sulfate and total dissolved 
solids" exceeding safety standards -- and that some of the contaminated samples came from a 
monitoring site near a private residence thought to have a drinking water well. 
 
In response, ReUse removed the coal ash from the site in 1995 with plans to use it elsewhere, 
including at an agricultural demonstration project testing the ability of coal ash to enhance crop 
yields -- an increasingly common way for coal ash to be reused, especially in the Southeast and 
Midwest. 
 
The EPA's new proposals for coal ash regulation don't address the agricultural use of coal ash, 
but the agency and the U.S. Department of Agriculture are currently studying such uses and are 
scheduled to release a report of their findings in 2012. 
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* At the Swift Creek site in Nash County, N.C., ReUse placed coal ash from Cogentrix plants as 
fill on a property along Highway 301 beginning in 1994. Two years later, the company got 
special permission from the Division of Waste Management to also use ash from a facility 
burning a mix of coal and shredded tires, which contain arsenic and other toxic substances. 
 
A 2004 letter from the state agency to ReUse, which by then had changed its named to Full 
Circle Solutions, reported that state tests of groundwater samples taken near the site found 
arsenic at almost three times the state standard for groundwater and lead at more than four times 
the standard. The letter stated, "The detection of contamination beyond the boundary of the fill 
shows that constituents from the [coal ash] are migrating." 
 
* Though our own review of the division's files did not turn up any mention of violations at the 
location, Sierra Club found records showing that state environmental inspectors discovered high 
levels of arsenic, iron and selenium in wetlands at the Arthurs Creek coal ash fill site in 
Northampton County in 2009. Since 2004, the 21-acre site has been the dumping ground for ash 
from Kentucky-based energy giant E.ON's Roanoke Valley Energy plant near Weldon, N.C. 
There are plans to eventually build office buildings and a parking lot atop the fill. 
 
The problem of groundwater contamination at structural fill sites across North Carolina may be 
even more widespread, because state law does not require groundwater monitoring at such sites -
- or even require regular inspections. Most of the problems that have been found to date were 
discovered following complaints from nearby residents. 
 
The areas of North Carolina contaminated by coal ash fills are notable for being poor and having 
large African-American, Latino and Native American populations. 
 
While the statewide poverty rate is 14.6 percent, the poverty rates for the counties with known 
damage cases from coal ash fills are much higher -- 15.5 percent in Nash County, 26.6 percent in 
Northampton, and 30.4 percent in Robeson, according to Census Bureau data. Those counties' 
non-white populations are also greater than the state's 26.1 percent, at 39.4 percent in Nash, 59.4 
percent in Northampton and 64.2 percent in Robeson. 
 
Building a community on coal ash 
 
Water contamination is not the only problem that's occurred at structural fill sites across North 
Carolina. At some of the sites, work occurred without the required notification of state 
regulators. At others, the companies improperly excavated the sites before placing the ash, 
increasing the risk that the coal ash would come in contact with groundwater. And in some 
instances, coal ash generators may have made ash available for use as fill that shouldn't have 
been allowed because it contained excessive levels of contaminants. 
 
For example, state Division of Water Quality records show that Progress Energy distributed ash 
for fill use that exceeded limits for arsenic. "Based on your 2007 annual report, 14,025 tons of 
ash was distributed in December of 2007 in which the arsenic concentrations of all three samples 
exceeded the ceiling and monthly average concentration," according to a March 2009 letter from 
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the agency to the company. "Based on the 2008 annual report, five out of the 12 ash samples 
exceeded the ceiling concentration." 
 
Progress Energy's permit allows coal ash with arsenic concentrations exceeding those limits to be 
distributed for fill as long as it will be overlain by impervious surfaces like pavement so 
rainwater can't penetrate and leach out contaminants. But the division was apparently not sure 
that was the case: It asked the company for a site plan showing where the ash was used, but no 
plan was included in the files. 
 
Furthermore, some coal ash fill sites in North Carolina had problems with erosion that left the 
toxic waste exposed -- posing a direct threat to local residents. 
 
Among those was the Fountain Industrial Park site near the city of Rocky Mount in Edgecombe 
County, N.C. In 1989, ReUse Technology in cooperation with the Edgecombe County 
Development Corp. began placing at the site ash from various Cogentrix plants as well as from 
the coal-fired cogeneration facility at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
Following Hurricane Floyd in 1999, the industrial park was turned into a trailer park for about 
370 eastern North Carolina families displaced by the disaster. Many of the residents were from 
Princeville, a historic African-American community that was devastated by flooding from the 
storm. By that time the soil covering the fill had eroded, leaving ash exposed. 
 
Employees of a nearby correctional facility, who for years had watched industrial-sized trucks 
dumping large quantities of unknown materials at the site, began asking if this was a good place 
to locate a trailer park. They brought their concerns to the attention of Saladin Muhammad with 
the group Black Workers for Justice, who was working with trailer park residents. He in turn 
discussed the situation with graduate students at the University of North Carolina's School of 
Public Health, and one of them -- Aaron Pulver -- investigated the situation for his master's 
paper. 
 
Pulver's experience in trying to track down the history of the site shows how difficult it can be 
under the current regulatory environment for the public to get information about the use of coal 
ash for structural fill. 
 
While the Edgecombe County development officer told Pulver a study of the land had been done 
prior to construction of the trailer park, she refused to release it to him -- as did the director of 
the N.C. Office of Temporary Housing. 
 
When Pulver finally managed to get a copy of the report, he discovered there had actually been 
no thorough testing of the site for possible health impacts before the placement of the trailers. 
His adviser, UNC epidemiology professor Dr. Steve Wing, raised concerns about inhalation of 
the coal ash dust and children ingesting it while playing in the dirt. 
 
In response to mounting worries about the site's safety, epidemiologists with the state health 
department collected samples from the trailer park for testing, comparing the results to EPA's 
standards for potential health effects. One of the samples exceeded those standards for two 
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contaminants, with arsenic at 25 millograms per kilogram compared to a recommended level of 
22, and chromium at 31 mg/kg compared to the standard of 30. 
 
However, a press release put out by the N.C. Department of Health and Human Services -- under 
the headline "SOIL TESTS FIND NO PROBLEMS AT FOUNTAIN TRAILER PARK" -- said 
only that the soil samples "showed no significant risk" for the residents. It did not mention the 
elevated arsenic and chromium levels. 
 
'We've been unable to bring attention to this' 
 
The problems that have occurred at coal ash structural fill sites across North Carolina highlight 
the difficulty states face in overseeing ash placement programs in the absence of federal 
regulations. 
 
Under North Carolina's rules, companies placing dry coal ash as fill are supposed to record its 
presence on the property deed -- a provision fought by Duke Energy, which along with Progress 
Energy is one of the state's two big investor-owned utilities and a major producer of coal ash. 
 
However, the Sierra Club found that only 56 percent of the closed structural fill sites that held 
1,000 cubic yards or more of coal ash had complied with the deed-recording requirement. 
 
State officials aren't required to do their own tests of coal ash fill to see if it has potentially 
dangerous levels of arsenic of other contaminants -- that's left up to the companies, and there's no 
rule to check the accuracy of what the companies report. No advance permits are required for 
fills, even for the largest sites. And while the state can comment on a company's coal ash fill 
plans, it does not have the power to deny them. 
 
Following the Kingston disaster in Tennessee in 2008, state Rep. Pricey Harrison (D-Guilford) 
tried to change the way coal ash is regulated in North Carolina, including its use in structural 
fills. In 2009, she introduced a bill that would have created a permitting system for coal ash fills -
- but the final version of the legislation that passed the General Assembly and was signed into 
law by Gov. Beverly Perdue (D) had the structural fill provision stripped out. 
 
Instead, the measure simply subjected the state's massive coal ash impoundments to dam safety 
rules, an approach aimed at preventing catastrophes like Kingston but that does nothing to 
protect against potentially more insidious environmental contamination from ash fills. 
 
But even that basic safeguard was difficult to win at the state capitol, with the politically 
powerful utility companies and electric cooperatives working against it. "They fought every 
aspect of the bill tooth and nail," Harrison said. "They lobbied hard against even a hearing." 
 
This week Harrison introduced another bill to better regulate structural fill sites in North 
Carolina. And as co-chair of the state Environmental Review Commission and House 
Environment Committee, she is also planning on holding hearings on coal ash next month. 
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Meanwhile, spurred by the Kingston coal ash disaster in Tennessee, North Carolina regulators 
have stepped up their inspections of structural fill sites. In 2009, they visited 48 sites -- and 
found violations at 28 of them, ranging from water contamination to a lack of cover that could 
stop coal ash from escaping fill sites. 
 
But the regulators themselves acknowledge that more must be done. 
 
"We've been unable to bring the attention to this that we feel it needs," said Paul Crissman, chief 
of the Division of Waste Management's Solid Waste Section, which oversees dry coal ash fills. 
 
Since the recession-triggered state budget crisis began in 2008, Crissman's staff has declined 
from 54 to 49 people, while the workload has increased. He does not expect that situation to 
change any time soon, with state lawmakers facing a $1 billion budget gap. 
 
"We've got more work to do in a day than workers to put at it," Crissman added. 
 
While North Carolina's regulatory approach to coal ash fill has proven inadequate for ensuring 
against environmental damages, the administration of Gov. Perdue does not support strict federal 
regulation of coal ash as hazardous waste. In fact, her departments of Transportation and 
Commerce are both on record opposing that regulatory approach. The state's Utility Commission 
and the commission's Public Staff also oppose strict regulation, citing cost concerns. 
 
What next from Washington? 
 
The lack of strong state rules for using coal ash as structural fill in places like North Carolina has 
caused community health and environmental advocates to rest their hopes for protective 
standards on Washington. 
 
The EPA's much-anticipated new proposals for regulating coal ash released earlier this month 
allow for the continued recycling and reuse of coal ash. However, they draw a distinction 
between turning the waste into manufactured products, which would not be regulated under the 
proposals, and the reuse of coal ash in large fills, which as the EPA notes pose "an array of 
environmental issues" and would be regulated as a type of land disposal. 
 
How the EPA will address the issue won't become clear until after the comment period for the 
proposed rules end and final regulations are announced. The agency has not announced any time 
line for that. 
 
In the meantime, patchwork and scatter-shot state regulations like those in North Carolina 
continue to carry the day -- a situation that environmental advocates say amounts to allowing 
utilities to push their ash waste problems onto the public in dangerous ways. 
 
"Because this 'reuse' is subject to little or no regulation in many states," contend the watchdog 
groups Earthjustice and the Environmental Integrity Project, "some structural fills may be little 
more than dumpsites in disguise." 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


BP SPILL 
 
Is It Raining Oil in the Gulf? (Treehugger) 
 
You may have seen this video, which has surfaced on a number of blogs and has registered over 
half a million hits: It purports to show oil literally raining from the sky in Louisiana. And watch 
the clip -- which I've embedded right after the jump -- and you'll see that it certainly looks a lot 
like oil. But can oil from really evaporate and then get dumped down miles away as rain?  
 
Under normal circumstances, absolutely not -- remember that whole thing about water and oil? 
It's a saying for a reason. But what if some experimental chemical dispersant had been dumped 
onto the oil in question? Could Corexit-altered crude turn into oil-rain? Rain that looks like this?  
 
Still most likely not. : For the most part, oil itself doesn't actually evaporate, though some of the 
chemical elements in crude oil can. (The sticky tar balls washing ashore are the remnants.) That 
hasn't stopped some from hypothesizing that, given the dispersants BP has been applying in 
unprecedented quantities in the Gulf and the lack of information about how they work, it's 
possible that dispersant-altered oil may indeed be entering the atmosphere. The EPA says this 
isn't the case. "EPA has no data, information or scientific basis that suggests that oil mixed with 
dispersant could possibly evaporate from the Gulf into the water cycle," the agency said in a 
statement. (But then again, the EPA also has very little science on the environmental or health 
effects of dispersants, as it has admitted previously.)NOAA says such oil rain is impossible, 
saying that the "notion of oily rain is a myth."  
 
But Sheppard notes that the video is valuable whether or not it depicts oily rain or not -- it serves 
as a reminder that there are unseen toxins that do evaporate during spills. "There's a bigger 
concern than oil visibly raining from the sky; it's the toxins you can't see," she writes. "Gases in 
oil that can evaporate are known as volatile organic compounds, or VOCs. A 2003 National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS) report notes that light crude can lose up to 75 percent of its initial 
volume due to evaporation of VOCs after a spill."  
 
Those VOCs can cause headaches and respiratory problems, and potentially a host of other 
ailments. They pose the real problem. The oily rain in the video? Most likely just the runoff from 
oil previously spilled onto the road. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE 
 


In Praise of Bureaucrats (Grist) 
   
by Sara Robinson  
28 Jun 2010 3:03 PM 
Brad Johnson at The Wonk Room calls out the "Climate Peacocks" in Congress who are 
ostentatiously shaking their tailfeathers in mock outrage over the very idea that the 
Environmental Protection Agency might actually act as agents of environmental protection: 
 
Earlier this month, 47 senators — every Republican and six Democrats — voted for Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski’s (R-AK) resolution to overturn the Environmental Protection Agency’s scientific 
global warming endangerment finding, finalized after years of delay in following a Supreme 
Court mandate to obey the language of the Clean Air Act. 
Twenty of Murkowski’s supporters claimed they voted to reject science in order to preserve the 
“balance of power” between the legislative and executive branch. They said that they had to 
overturn the EPA’s scientific finding because setting pollution limits should instead be the job of 
the elected members of Congress. Sen. Mike Enzi (R-WY) even said he voted for Murkowski to 
“ensure that Congress keeps its responsibility to establish our nation’s environmental regulations. 
 
Like “deficit peacocks” who pretend to be hawkish on budgets but refuse any real solution, these 
“climate peacocks” claim to care about science, energy reform, and the environment, but have 
yet to find solutions to the threat of climate change. Reid is now calling the bluff of these twenty 
“responsible” senators, who will be proven to be fossil-fueled hypocrites if they fail to support 
policies that bring the swift reduction of carbon pollution that science demands. 
 
Johnson pulled together statements from 20 such peacocks -- a lot of noisy squawking about how 
the EPA is usurping the prerogatives of Congress. Here's a sample (but they all sound exactly 
like this): 
 
 Lamar Alexander (R-TN): It’s Congress’ job — not a bureaucrat’s or agency’s — to take action 
on carbon in a way that preserves jobs. 
  
Scott Brown (R-MA): We cannot allow these decisions to be made by an unelected bureaucracy; 
this is an issue that deserves a full debate in Congress. 
 
Susan Collins (R-ME): I also have serious concerns about unelected government officials at the 
EPA taking on this complicated issue instead of Congress. It is Congress that should establish the 
framework for regulation of greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Bob Corker (R-TN): I don’t believe it’s appropriate for the EPA to mandate large-scale carbon 
emissions reductions through administrative regulations. If there is any action taken in this 
regard, it should be done through Congress. 
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Mike Crapo (R-ID): Such an important debate as climate change, and the potential to drive up 
costs on consumers and small businesses, should not be left in the hands of Washington, D.C., 
bureaucrats. 
 
Mike Enzi (R-WY): I rise in support of Senator Murkowski’s resolution that would ensure that 
Congress keeps its responsibility to establish our nation’s environmental regulations. 
 
It's refreshing to see so many Congress members asserting their authority over something, after 
being phobically reluctant to use it on Wall Street, predatory bankers, or BP.  But the argument 
they're making is one that goes to the very heart of American governance, and deserves to be 
questioned straight up. 
 
The question is: Isn't this precisely the kind of wonky, technical thing we want bureaucrats 
handling?  
 
The conservatives have spent 40 years trying to convince Americans that bureaucrats were 
agents of the Devil, power-hungry know-nothings who suck down our tax money and give 
nothing in return, and the best argument going against the evil of unions. This anti-bureaucrat 
smear job has been so effective that the very word "bureaucrat" creates a sort of reflexive surge 
of gut acid in most Americans -- even some of us on the left.  
 
Amid all the acrimony, though, we've largely forgotten what bureaucrats are good for, and why 
we hire them in the first place. And this peacock parade is as good a moment as any to start to 
reclaim the B-word.  Let's start with the basics, since so few of us seem to remember what they 
are: 
 
Bureaucrats are government employees. In agencies like the EPA, they're very often degreed, 
certified professionals in a specific field of expertise -- hydrology, or wildlife biology, or range 
management, or soils geology. In short: they're trained experts who are far more entitled than 
most of us to have an informed opinion in their area of competence. And that education, 
expertise, and insight is precisely what we pay them for.  
 
It's true that they enjoy a level of job security that few people in the public sector can even 
imagine these days. It's not uncommon for a government professional to work at the same 
agency for 30 or even 40 years, rise through the ranks of middle management, and retire with a 
good pension. But it's also arguable that that long constancy gives them an equally long 
perspective about where the public interest lies, and how to make the best policy around it. Over 
time, they see political factions and theories come and go; they see what works and what doesn't. 
That long, deep knowledge of the field can make the difference between success and failure, 
miracles and boondoggles -- if we let them bring it to bear. 
 
Bureaucrats are, by law, apolitical. They're a permanent part of the government, serving 
Congress and the White House through conservative and liberal administrations. They're not 
allowed to participate in political campaigns, or make public statements for or against 
candidates. They can't speak as private citizens on issues, either. Like everybody else, they've got 
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their personal biases and interests, and those occasionally leak through into their decisions -- but 
unlike most of us, they've also got serious legal incentives to keep those biases out of their work.  
 
The bigger danger is that they're very susceptible to being leaned on by the White House or 
Congress if some powerful donor doesn't like what they're up to. In the land of bureaucrats, 
being tagged as "not a team player" by resisting a Congress member's demands will put a quick 
end to a career. In better days, when government had a stronger role, this kind of intimidation 
was considered unethical, and legislators who tried it opened themselves to the risk of being 
investigated and sanctioned. The fact that it's a problem now has less to do with individual 
bureaucrats than it does with the level of corruption in the system. If we don't like this, blaming 
the victims won't fix it. But. despite all of this, it's still true that bureaucrats have several more 
layers of insulation keeping them out of the heavy winds of politics that buffet Congress 
constantly. 
 
So, back to the question. Do we want important technical decisions about pollution limits made 
by people with actual technical expertise -- people who've spent their entire careers dealing with 
both the science and the politics of this issue inside and out? Or do we want them being made by 
Congress members for whom this is one issue among a thousand; who may not have had more 
than one or two undergraduate science courses; and who are usually relying on a too-brief 
assessment by some junior environmental affairs staffer who possibly has his or her own agenda, 
and may not be an expert either? 
 
Furthermore: do we want these decisions made by people who are at least somewhat insulated by 
the bureaucracy from the interests of big donors, and are thus more able to fairly, equitably 
assess what's really in America's long-term best interest? Or do we think it's better to leave them 
in the hands of people whose jobs are utterly dependent on the largesse of powerful donors, and 
who (as we already know, all too well) must consistently put the wishes of their clients ahead of 
the interests of the American people? 
 
If there's one thing we've learned over the last ten years, it's that Congress is structurally 
incapable of doing what's right for the average American if some rich donor has other ideas. This 
is, in fact, why conservatives delegitimized bureaucrats in the first place: they couldn't stand 
having well-trained experts challenging their plans on behalf of the public interest. They could 
buy off Congress, but they couldn't buy off our scientists. As I've written before (here and here), 
this war on planning was part of the larger war on science; and we are now paying the delayed 
costs of this war almost everywhere we turn. 
 
If we're going to change that trend -- if we want to restore evidence-based policy and reassert the 
primacy of science in public decision-making -- the first thing we need to do is reclaim the 
dignity and reassert the authority of the government bureaucrat. These people are our designated 
experts. We hired them to defend our interests and make policy without political interference. 
They don't always get it right -- no system run by human beings ever does -- but they're 
considerably more trustworthy and knowledgeable than Congress is. 
 
It's the height of arrogance for these squaking peacocks in Congress to think that they're smarter 
than the EPA's bureaucrats, and can do everything real scientists can do. They can't.  And their 
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contempt for "the bureaucracy" also reveals their contempt for the benefits of higher education; 
for scientific expertise; for government based in calm disinterested reason; and for the 
Enlightenment values this country was founded on.  
 
Bring on the bureaucrats. Love 'em or hate 'em, they're almost always smarter than Congress -- 
and that's why the peacocks need to shut up and listen to the people who actually know what 
they're doing. 
 
 
 
 


ENERGY 


Reid Calls The Bluff Of Climate Peacocks (Wonk Room) 
 
Sen. Harry Reid (D-NV) is giving obstructionist senators a chance to finally take action on 
climate and clean energy, after they attempted to block the “unelected bureaucracy” of the 
Environmental Protection Agency from doing so. After holding a “thrilling” climate caucus with 
his members last week, the Democratic majority leader plans to bring an “impenetrable” 
comprehensive package of legislation to repair the damage caused by fossil fuels to our economy 
and our planet.  
 
Earlier this month, 47 senators — every Republican and six Democrats — voted for Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski's (R-AK) resolution to overturn the Environmental Protection Agency's scientific 
global warming endangerment finding, finalized after years of delay in following a Supreme 
Court mandate to obey the language of the Clean Air Act.  
 
Twenty of Murkowski's supporters claimed they voted to reject science in order to preserve the 
“balance of power” between the legislative and executive branch. They said that they had to 
overturn the EPA's scientific finding because setting pollution limits should instead be the job of 
the elected members of Congress. Sen. Mike Enzi (R-WY) even said he voted for Murkowski to 
“ensure that Congress keeps its responsibility to establish our nation's environmental 
regulations.”  
 
Like “deficit peacocks” who pretend to be hawkish on budgets but refuse any real solution, these 
“climate peacocks” claim to care about science, energy reform, and the environment, but have 
yet to find solutions to the threat of climate change. Reid is now calling the bluff of these twenty 
“responsible” senators, who will be proven to be fossil-fueled hypocrites if they fail to support 
policies that bring the swift reduction of carbon pollution that science demands.  
 
The Climate Peacock Caucus  
 
Lamar Alexander (R-TN): “It's Congress' job — not a bureaucrat's or agency's — to take action 
on carbon in a way that preserves jobs.”  
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Scott Brown (R-MA): “We cannot allow these decisions to be made by an unelected 
bureaucracy; this is an issue that deserves a full debate in Congress.”  
 
Susan Collins (R-ME): “I also have serious concerns about unelected government officials at the 
EPA taking on this complicated issue instead of Congress. It is Congress that should establish the 
framework for regulation of greenhouse gas emissions.”  
 
Bob Corker (R-TN): “I don't believe it's appropriate for the EPA to mandate large-scale carbon 
emissions reductions through administrative regulations. If there is any action taken in this 
regard, it should be done through Congress.”  
 
Mike Crapo (R-ID): “Such an important debate as climate change, and the potential to drive up 
costs on consumers and small businesses, should not be left in the hands of Washington, D.C., 
bureaucrats.”  
 
Mike Enzi (R-WY): “I rise in support of Senator Murkowski's resolution that would ensure that 
Congress keeps its responsibility to establish our nation's environmental regulations.”  
 
Lindsey Graham (R-SC): “This is a balance-of-power issue and it has long been clear to me that 
Congress should write the rules when it comes to the regulation of carbon, not the EPA.”  
 
Chuck Grassley (R-IA): “These decisions should be made by Congress, where officials can be 
held accountable by the people, rather than by an unelected bureaucracy, in this case the same 
agency that tried to penalize farmers for the fugitive dust that kicks up from the tractor on windy 
days.”  
 
Orrin Hatch (R-UT): “Hatch and Murkowski believe it is Congress's job to establish any carbon 
control program, not the executive branch.”  
 
Jon Kyl (R-AZ): “I believe it's wrong for the administration to try to advance its goals by any 
means possible, in this case, by going around the legislative branch and using the EPA to enact 
sweeping economic and energy regulation.”  
 
Mary Landrieu (D-LA): “If the federal government is serious about reducing carbon emissions, 
Congress needs to develop the right goals, guidelines and tools necessary to do the job.”  
 
Blanche Lincoln (D-AR): “Congress – not unelected bureaucrats – should be making the 
complicated, multi-faceted decisions on energy and climate policy.”  
 
John McCain (R-AZ): “What this debate, and this resolution, is really about whether the 
American people get a say in our Nation's energy policy through their elected representatives or 
if they will be bound to the whims of the unelected bureaucrats at the EPA.”  
 
Lisa Murkowski (R-AK): “We should continue our work to pass meaningful energy and climate 
legislation, but in the meantime, we cannot turn a blind eye to the EPA's efforts to impose back-
door climate regulations with no input from Congress.”  
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Ben Nelson (D-NE): “Controlling the levels of carbon emissions is the job of Congress. We don't 
need EPA looking over Congress' shoulder telling us we're not moving fast enough.”  
 
Mark Pryor (D-AR): “Although I agree with the science, I firmly believe that Congress, and not 
the EPA, should determine policy on greenhouse gas emissions.”  
 
Jim Risch (R-ID): “The merits of global warming and how to address it should be debated in the 
legislative bodies of Congress, not decided by an unelected bureaucratic agency of the federal 
government.”  
 
Jay Rockefeller (D-WV): “I intend to vote for Senator Murkowski's Resolution of Disapproval 
because I believe we must send a strong message that the fate of West Virginia's economy, our 
manufacturing industries, and our workers should not be solely in the hands of EPA.”  
 
Olympia Snowe (R-ME): “It is Congress – and not unelected bureaucrats – that should be 
responsible for developing environmental policies that integrate our nation's economic well-
being as an urgent priority along with the reduction of carbon emissions, and I do not accept that 
these are mutually exclusive goals.”  
 
George Voinovich (R-OH): “Unfortunately, the Obama Administration and Senate Democrats 
today rejected an attempt to put our nation's environment and energy policy back into Congress' 
hands.” 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 


U.S. should follow Europe and put the brakes on nanotech food (Grist) 
 
by Jaydee Hanson  
29 Jun 2010 5:00 AM 
One month ago, the Committee on Environment, Health and Consumer Protection of the 
European Parliament voted in favor of excluding nanotechnology from the EU list of novel foods 
allowed on the market. This committee vote represents one of the first times ever that a 
legislative body has weighed in on the issue of nanotech particles in food. (Nanotechnology 
refers to materials or devices developed on an atomic or molecular scale, sized between 1 to 100 
nanometers -- basically, really, really, really tiny novel particles that our skin and other organs 
have never before encountered at this scale.)  
 
For those of us watching how government views nanotechnology, this was welcome news.  
 
Whether we are focusing on food or other consumer goods, so far more than a thousand products 
containing nanoparticles are currently available in the U.S. These nano-enabled products have 
been put on the market without testing their possible impacts on human health or the 
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environment. And, without stringent government review and without regulation, these products 
are foisted on an unsuspecting public. People are using nanotechnology, such as sunscreen 
containing nanoparticles of zinc oxide, on a daily basis, almost completely unaware of what 
they’re putting on their bodies.  
 
In some cases, nanotechnology has proven benefits, but without a clear understanding of the 
health and environmental impacts, how can the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and 
Drug Administration, and the public assess whether or not use of nanotech products is worth the 
risks? Nanotechnology practically cries out for regulation. 
 
It is a clear, prudent recognition of the overwhelming need for testing in the name of public 
safety. 
 
That’s what’s encouraging about the European Parliament committee’s action, which also 
included a declaration that food produced from nanotechnology processes must undergo risk 
assessment before being approved for use and must be labeled on packaging. The decision was 
approved by the influential committee almost unanimously, with 42 votes in favor, two against, 
and three abstentions. While the final plenary vote on the issue is expected to take place in the 
European Parliament in July, the lopsided committee vote speaks to the absolute logic of such a 
move. It is a clear, prudent recognition of the overwhelming need for testing in the name of 
public safety. 
 
It now looks as though U.S. regulatory agencies may be coming around to the point of view that 
testing should not be considered a burden, but rather an urgent need. The EPA is promising that 
it will release proposed regulations on nano pesticides soon. We hope the regulations will require 
companies to report the presence of nano-silver and other nanomaterials in hundreds of 
consumer products ranging from children’s pacifiers to athletic clothing.  
 
EPA has broad authority under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) 
over all substances intended to kill pests, including germ killers, but has not addressed until now 
the growing nano-silver market (primarily as an anti-microbial agent in food packaging), or the 
market for most other nanochemicals. The proposed rules would be a response to a legal petition 
filed with the EPA by the International Center for Technology Assessment and the Center for 
Food Safety in May of 2008, on behalf of a coalition of 12 other public interest organizations, 
calling on EPA to regulate nano-silver products as pesticides. 
 
The nanotechnology industry often touts the benefits to humanity that their discoveries and 
applications have created. Lawmakers and regulators should carefully review those real 
advances, but with balance and logic. We shouldn’t rush to include technology in foods and 
other products without a clear understanding of the long-term risks these products may pose. The 
European Commission should follow the directive of the Parliament and to put strong policies in 
place that will adequately protect human health and the environment from the potential hazards 
of these novel products. And in the U.S., the EPA and the FDA should do likewise. 
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TOXICS 
 
June 29, 2010     


Pennsylvania Fracking Fluid Found To Contain Neurologically Harmful 
Chemicals (Huffington Post) 
  
MARC LEVY | 06/28/10 07:30 PM |   
 EPA, Fracking, Fracking Fluid, Natural Gas, Denver News  
HARRISBURG, Pa. — More than two years after the start of a natural gas drilling boom, 
Pennsylvania is making public a complete list of the chemicals used to extract the gas from deep 
underground amid rising public fears of potential water contamination and increased scrutiny of 
the fast-growing industry. 
 
Compounds associated with neurological problems, cancer and other serious health effects are 
among the chemicals being used to drill the wells, although state and industry officials say there 
is no evidence that the activity is polluting drinking water. 
 
The Associated Press obtained the list from the state Department of Environmental Protection, 
which assembled what is believed to be the first complete catalog of chemicals being used to 
drill in Pennsylvania's gas-rich Marcellus Shale. The department hopes to post it online soon. 
 
It counts more than 80 chemicals being used by the industry in a process called hydraulic 
fracturing, or "fracking," as it pursues the gas in the mile-deep shale. 
 
Many of the compounds are present in consumer products, such as salt, cosmetics, gasoline, 
pesticides, solvents, glues, paints and tobacco smoke. 
 
Environmental advocates worry the chemicals are poisoning underground drinking water 
sources. However, environmental officials say they know of no examples in Pennsylvania or 
elsewhere. 
 
"If we thought there was any frack fluid getting into fresh drinking water ... I think we'd have to 
have a very serious conversation about prohibiting the activity completely," said Scott Perry, the 
director of the department's Bureau of Oil and Gas Management. 
 
Conrad Volz, who directs the University of Pittsburgh's Department of Environmental and 
Occupational Health, said state and federal agencies haven't done enough research to come to 
that conclusion. 
 
A decades-old technology, hydraulic fracturing was coming under increased scrutiny even before 
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 
 
Its spread from states such as Texas, Colorado and Wyoming to heavily populated watersheds on 
the East Coast has led to worries about water contamination and calls for federal regulation. 
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Hydraulic fracturing is exempt from the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, leaving states to 
regulate the activity. In New York state, regulators have effectively held up drilling on the 
Marcellus Shale while they consider new regulations. Last year, they published a list of more 
than 250 chemicals that could potentially be used there. 
 
In Pennsylvania, where approximately 1,500 Marcellus Shale wells have been drilled and many 
thousands more are expected in the coming years, the state is working to buttress its regulations 
even as rigs poke holes in large swaths of the state. 
 
Last week, HBO aired a documentary called "Gasland" that portrayed the natural gas industry as 
an environmental menace that spoils water, air and lives. The industry has challenged the film's 
veracity, saying it botches facts, exaggerates evidence and spotlights citizens whose claims 
already have been investigated and debunked. 
 
Pennsylvania assembled the list in recent months from information the industry is required to 
disclose and decided to prepare it for the public as public interest grew, Perry said. 
 
Industry officials say the chemicals pose no threat because they are handled safely and are 
heavily diluted when they are injected under heavy pressure with water and sand into a well. 
Industry officials say the chemicals account for less than 1 percent of the fluid that is blasted 
underground. 
 
The mixture breaks up the shale some 5,000 to 8,000 feet down and props open the cracks to 
allow the gas trapped inside to flow up the well to the surface. 
 
One compound, naphthalene, is classified by the federal Environmental Protection Agency as a 
possible human carcinogen. 
 
The EPA said central nervous system depression has been reported in people who get high levels 
of toluene by deliberately inhaling paint or glue. 
 
In its online guidelines on xylene, the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration cites 
an industrial hygiene and toxicology text that says chronic exposure to xylene may cause central 
nervous system depression, anemia, liver damage and more. 
 
The chemicals are used to reduce friction, kill algae and break down mineral deposits in the well. 
Various well services firms make different proprietary blends of the solutions and supply them to 
the drilling companies, which blend them with water at the well site before pumping them 
underground. 
 
In recent years, some makers of the solutions have sought to replace toxic ingredients with 
"green" or food-based additives. For instance, Range Resources Corp., one of the most active 
drilling companies in Pennsylvania, is close to rolling out a 100 percent biodegradable friction 
reducer, spokesman Matt Pitzarella said Monday. 
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Get HuffPost Denver On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-
mail us at denver@huffingtonpost.com  
  
 
 
 


WATER 


Deal aims to stop sewage spills on Waikiki beaches (Huffington Post) 
  
MARK NIESSE | June 28, 2010 07:20 PM EST  
HONOLULU — To prevent another sewage spill from contaminating Waikiki's famous beaches, 
the Honolulu government announced Monday it must upgrade sewer lines under a settlement 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
The deal ends years of lawsuits and sanitation warnings caused by an aging sewage system that 
suffered from decades of neglect. 
 
The threat spilled over in 2006, when 48 million gallons of sewage was flushed into a Waikiki 
canal and reached beaches after weeks of heavy rain. If the wastewater hadn't been released into 
the ocean, sewage could have backed up into hotels, homes and businesses. 
 
"My biggest nightmare was to have a sewage spill in Waikiki ... and that's what happened," said 
Mayor Mufi Hannemann. "This is a clear case of pay now or pay later." 
 
Details of the settlement weren't disclosed, but they require the city to improve wastewater 
collection and sewage treatment. 
 
"No one in Hawaii should be at risk of swimming in raw sewage," said Donna Wong, executive 
director for Hawaii's Thousand Friends, one of the groups that filed the lawsuits. 
 
The upgrades likely mean more increases to sewer charges paid by island residents and 
businesses, which will pass their costs on to tourists. 
 
 
"Everyone from residents to tourists care about clean water, especially when they come to a 
pristine place like Hawaii," said Jared Blumenfeld, regional administrator for the EPA. "This is 
the right decision, the right time, and we're very proud to be part of this settlement." 
 
The agreement calls for improved wastewater collection pipes called force mains, as well as 
upgrades to pump stations. 
 
The deal also sets an extended timeline for the city's two largest wastewater treatment plants, at 
Sand Island and Honouliuli, to begin handling secondary treatment of sewage that contains 
pesticides, toxins and pathogens found in water tests, Blumenfeld said. 
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Honolulu is the largest city in the country that hasn't required its wastewater treatment plants to 
handle secondary treatment, said Hannemann, who maintains that the city's water is safe even 
without it. 
 
"I'm confident that once we upgrade the system and we take care of our structural deficits that 
we're no longer going to be seeing these type of problems," said city Environmental Services 
Director Timothy Steinberger, referring to spills like those in Waikiki. 
 
The proposed settlement resolves four lawsuits, filed between 1994 and 2010 by environmental 
groups including the Sierra Club, Our Children's Earth Foundation and Hawaii's Thousand 
Friends. 
 
It still needs to be approved by the city council and the federal court. 
 
"This is a significant long sought-after win for the environment," said Robert Harris, director for 
the Sierra Club's Hawaii chapter. "Under the settlement, the city will improve our wastewater 
system in a systematic long-term fashion to protect the health of citizens and our coastal 
environment." 
 
Although the cost of the sewage system upgrades wasn't revealed, Hannemann said last year it 
would cost the city about $1.2 billion to add secondary treatment capabilities to its two major 
wastewater plants, forcing the city to raise sewer fees. 
 
Average monthly sewer service charges have already gone up from $33 in 2005 to nearly $79 
this year. Those increases have helped pay for increased sewer line inspections, more sewer 
repairs and a drop in gravity main spills. 
 
 
 
June 29, 2010     
 
Developing: The Latest Oil Spill Photos Get Breaking News by Email  


Natural Gas Drilling: 80 Chemicals Possibly Contaminating Water Systems 
(Huffington Post) 
  
Posted: 06-29-10 11:13 AM  
 Chemicals Fracking, Chemicals Natural Gas, Energy, Fracking Chemicals, Fracking Water 
Contamination, Natural Gas Chemicals, Natural Gas Water Contamination, Water 
Contamination Fracking, Water Contamination Natural Gas, Green News  
 HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) -- More than two years after the start of a natural gas drilling boom, 
Pennsylvania is making public a complete list of the chemicals used to extract the gas from deep 
underground amid rising public fears of potential water contamination and increased scrutiny of 
the fast-growing industry. 
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Compounds associated with neurological problems, cancer and other serious health effects are 
among the chemicals being used to drill the wells, although state and industry officials say there 
is no evidence that the activity is polluting drinking water. 
 
The Associated Press obtained the list from the state Department of Environmental Protection, 
which assembled what is believed to be the first complete catalog of chemicals being used to 
drill in Pennsylvania's gas-rich Marcellus Shale. The department hopes to post it online soon. 
 
It counts more than 80 chemicals being used by the industry in a process called hydraulic 
fracturing, or "fracking," as it pursues the gas in the mile-deep shale. 
 
Many of the compounds are present in consumer products, such as salt, cosmetics, gasoline, 
pesticides, solvents, glues, paints and tobacco smoke. 
 
Environmental advocates worry the chemicals are poisoning underground drinking water 
sources. However, environmental officials say they know of no examples in Pennsylvania or 
elsewhere. 
 
"If we thought there was any frack fluid getting into fresh drinking water ... I think we'd have to 
have a very serious conversation about prohibiting the activity completely," said Scott Perry, the 
director of the department's Bureau of Oil and Gas Management. 
 
Conrad Volz, who directs the University of Pittsburgh's Department of Environmental and 
Occupational Health, said state and federal agencies haven't done enough research to come to 
that conclusion. 
 
A decades-old technology, hydraulic fracturing was coming under increased scrutiny even before 
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 
 
Its spread from states such as Texas, Colorado and Wyoming to heavily populated watersheds on 
the East Coast has led to worries about water contamination and calls for federal regulation. 
 
Hydraulic fracturing is exempt from the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, leaving states to 
regulate the activity. In New York state, regulators have effectively held up drilling on the 
Marcellus Shale while they consider new regulations. Last year, they published a list of more 
than 250 chemicals that could potentially be used there. 
 
In Pennsylvania, where approximately 1,500 Marcellus Shale wells have been drilled and many 
thousands more are expected in the coming years, the state is working to buttress its regulations 
even as rigs poke holes in large swaths of the state. 
 
Last week, HBO aired a documentary called "Gasland" that portrayed the natural gas industry as 
an environmental menace that spoils water, air and lives. The industry has challenged the film's 
veracity, saying it botches facts, exaggerates evidence and spotlights citizens whose claims 
already have been investigated and debunked. 
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Pennsylvania assembled the list in recent months from information the industry is required to 
disclose and decided to prepare it for the public as public interest grew, Perry said. 
 
Industry officials say the chemicals pose no threat because they are handled safely and are 
heavily diluted when they are injected under heavy pressure with water and sand into a well. 
Industry officials say the chemicals account for less than 1 percent of the fluid that is blasted 
underground. 
 
The mixture breaks up the shale some 5,000 to 8,000 feet down and props open the cracks to 
allow the gas trapped inside to flow up the well to the surface. 
 
One compound, naphthalene, is classified by the federal Environmental Protection Agency as a 
possible human carcinogen. 
 
The EPA said central nervous system depression has been reported in people who get high levels 
of toluene by deliberately inhaling paint or glue. 
 
In its online guidelines on xylene, the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration cites 
an industrial hygiene and toxicology text that says chronic exposure to xylene may cause central 
nervous system depression, anemia, liver damage and more. 
 
The chemicals are used to reduce friction, kill algae and break down mineral deposits in the well. 
Various well services firms make different proprietary blends of the solutions and supply them to 
the drilling companies, which blend them with water at the well site before pumping them 
underground. 
 
In recent years, some makers of the solutions have sought to replace toxic ingredients with 
"green" or food-based additives. For instance, Range Resources Corp., one of the most active 
drilling companies in Pennsylvania, is close to rolling out a 100 percent biodegradable friction 
reducer, spokesman Matt Pitzarella said Monday. 
 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


BP SPILL 


Morning Bell: 100 Days Later, Obama Still Failing the Gulf (Heritage 
Foundation) 
 
Posted By Rory Cooper On July 28, 2010 @ 7:40 am In Energy and Environment | 3 Comments 
 
Over the last four weeks, The Heritage Foundation sent multiple teams [1] of respected energy, 
environment, homeland security and response experts to the Gulf to study the federal response to 
the oil spill. These three delegations, with more to come, have traversed the areas hit hardest by 
the crisis, talking to response workers, affected oil crews, fishermen, elected leaders and BP 
representatives. What we found is simple [2]: President Obama’s administration has turned a 
crisis into a disaster, and someone needs to be held accountable. 
 
Accountability is in short supply in Washington these days. Fingers are pointed in every 
direction for our nation’s economic woes. President Obama’s favorite target of choice is the past 
administration for nearly every problem he faces. Yet, the oil spill has only two central 
characters: BP and the Obama administration. BP is (very) slowly taking accountability for its 
creation of this crisis. Tony Hayward was finally dismissed as CEO [3], and they have promised 
full financial restitution for direct and indirect victims. On Day 100 of the spill, it’s time the 
Obama administration followed suit. 
 
And what exactly does the administration have to be held accountable for? An environmental 
disaster made worse by federal incompetence. An unnecessary drilling moratorium [4] that has 
pulled the plug on a Gulf economy already on life support. A claims process [5] that was 
negotiated in secret, leaving few answers to why claims aren’t being processed and transparency 
is lost. A slow response that wasted clean weather days as hurricane season fast approaches, and 
a decision-making structure led by politics rather than duty. 
 
Environmentally, the President and his eco-left echo chamber consciously chose to ignore the 
damage caused by the oil in favor of focusing on future tax increases that would expand 
government largesse. The President’s initial push for cap-and-trade taxes [6] as a response to an 
oil spill was so disconnected and oblivious that it was quickly brushed off by the Democrat-
controlled Senate. Even so, White House Press Secretary Robert Gibbs said yesterday cap-and-
trade taxes were still possible this year [7] if any energy legislation passes the Senate and the bill 
goes to conference. 
 
Details of the Reid-Boxer bill the Senate will market as a response to the oil spill released last 
night confirm that increased taxes are the Majority Leader’s first priority regardless, with a 
“drastic increase [8]” in the price of oil per barrel that will be paid at your local gas pump, 
breaking the President’s promise that taxpayers would not foot the bill for the oil spill. Senator 
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James Inhofe (R-OK) also said the bill would create a permanent “jobs moratorium [9]” in the 
Gulf. 
 
And while focus in Washington has remained on legislative matters, the President’s 
administration failed to issue emergency permits [10] to protect Louisiana’s fragile coastline. 
Paid-for barriers were delivered, only to sit on the sidelines, as federal bureaucrats spent months 
debating three-year old emergency operations plans, only to decide not to implement protective 
measures. 
 
Efforts were stopped [11] to divert oil into more easily skimmed areas. The problem of 
skimming the oil was made even more increasingly difficult by the questionable dispersants, 
authorized by the EPA, which either drove the oil under water or diluted it into impossible-to-
clean droplets. And even if the oil could’ve been easily skimmed, the skimmers simply weren’t 
deployed, whether by ignorance of the Jones Act or an unbelievable rigidity to emergency 
placement. Skimmers sat in ports across America waiting for another disaster while this one 
went ignored. 
 
The drilling moratorium takes what is a terrible situation for Gulf residents and turns it into a 
long-term economic catastrophe [12]. President Obama is not listening [13] to any oil and gas 
experts [14] as he implements a moratorium that could affect our energy production for a decade. 
Two federal courts have blocked the moratorium, yet the President ignores the rule of law and 
proceeds with a de facto moratorium regardless. Ports are cutting rental rates, jobs are being lost, 
rigs are leaving the Gulf in droves and confidence in American energy contracts is being 
shattered. Meanwhile, this doesn’t affect rising demand [15], meaning an increasing dependence 
on foreign oil. 
 
Jim Funk of the Louisiana Restaurant Association told New Orleans Fox 8 [16]: “You’re looking 
at figures as high as 30,000 high paying jobs are gonna be lost as a result of this moratorium.” 
And that’s just the restaurant and catering business. Layoffs in the offshore transport business 
have already begun [17]. John Henry, who runs a cement company that services offshore rigs, 
told Forbes [18] they’re already slowing down operations. And CNN reports [17], companies as 
far away as Ohio, Tennessee and elsewhere may also lose work as a result of Obama’s jobs 
moratorium. These reports are all in addition to the jobs already lost on the fleeing rigs [18]. 
 
The complicit media [19] chose the President’s negotiation of a secret liability deal [20] with BP 
as proof he was in charge. But while his strong-arming produced a supposed $20 billion payout, 
it was settled behind closed doors. Americans never saw any contract that was agreed to between 
our government and BP, yet that didn’t stop the media from celebrating it. 
 
Now we learn that BP is claiming a $9.9 billion tax credit [21] from the expenditure, meaning 
American taxpayers are now on the hook for half of the supposed settled amount, and the White 
House is once again proven inept. Congressman James Oberstar (D-MN) called the development 
“reprehensible [21].” David Desser, managing director of Juris Capital said [21]: “You would 
have thought in advance of that meeting, [the White House] would’ve thought of all those 
issues…” Yes, you would think. Additionally, the claims process itself is operating in the dark, 
with state and local officials unable to track individual claims [22]. 
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As Tropical Storm Bonnie approached last week, emergency and elected officials in Louisiana 
mobilized [23]. The federal government did not. The clean-up operations halted, yes, and plans 
were in place for re-deployment. But Americans along the Gulf coast did not hear from the 
Secretary of Homeland Security what the government’s response would be to a potential storm 
that would be made only worse by their own delays in the clean-up. Leadership was obvious at 
the state and local level. It was absent in Washington. 
 
President Obama has made it clear he couldn’t care less about the oil spill or Gulf residents. He 
has barely mentioned the crisis since he gave a forced Oval Office address [24] over a month 
ago. Amid complaints surrounding his three vacations this month, most recently to Maine, he 
reluctantly is taking his family to Florida [25] in two weeks for a photo-op. 
 
Florida is hospitable to this visit, since Governor Charlie Crist–formerly a Republican, now an 
Independent due to the pressure of primary politics–has been proven a better ally [26] than 
Louisiana’s Governor Bobby Jindal [27]. Louisiana residents deserve better than to have politics 
[28] come between them and a responsive White House. Their share of this disaster is 
overwhelming, and to be so ignored is unacceptable. Yet, even leading Florida Democrats, like 
gubernatorial candidate Alex Sink, charge the administration with being “out of touch with 
reality [28]” when the White House does visit. 
 
Two weeks after Hurricane Katrina made landfall, FEMA Director Michael Brown resigned [29] 
due to public pressure over the federal response to the crisis. It has now been 100 days since the 
deadly Deepwater Horizon accident. The clean-up efforts have failed [30]. The moratorium is 
simply kicking a dying man while he is down. Who is accountable in President Obama’s 
administration? Apparently, nobody. 


 


 


 


 


SEC Looking Into Possible BP Securities Violations (Huffington Post) 


By PETE YOST | 07/28/10 01:49 AM  


WASHINGTON -- BP says the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Justice  


Department are conducting informal inquiries into securities matters arising from the Gulf oil 
spill. 


BP disclosed the probe Tuesday in a filing with the SEC, marking the latest development in the 
evolving government investigations following the April 20 explosion and fire on the BP-operated 
drilling rig Deepwater Horizon that touched off the environmental disaster. 
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The oil company's disclosure came at the end of a written summary of events that have taken 
place since June 1, when the Justice Department announced it is conducting criminal and civil 
investigations. 


In its latest filing, the company said it is possible the Justice Department will seek to charge BP 
with violations of U.S. civil or criminal laws. 


BP's filing at the SEC added that other federal agencies, including the Environmental Protection 
Agency, are expected to seek penalties under the Clean Water Act and other laws. 


Citizens groups have sued or have issued notices of intent to do so under the Clean Water Act 
and other environmental laws, the BP filing said, and other agencies, including the U.S. 
Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board, may begin or already have begun probes. 


Separately, The Washington Post reported that a law enforcement official said criminal 
investigators will look for evidence that inspectors from the Minerals Management Service were 
bribed or promised industry jobs in exchange for lenient treatment. 


Melissa Schwartz, a spokeswoman for the former MMS, which is now called the Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement, declined to comment. 


A spokeswoman in the office of U.S. Attorney Jim Letten in New Orleans declined to comment 
Tuesday night. 


Associated Press writer Michael Kunzelman in New Orleans contributed to this report. 


 


 


Michael Conniff: Kevin Costner Dances With Oil (Huffington Post) 
 
Aspen's own Kevin Costner doesn't get enough credit for trying to save the oil companies from 
themselves. The actor says he dumped $24 million into his oil-water separation technology, 
according to his presentation this week at the Aspen Environment Forum, "and that's after 
taxes"--so you figure he had to smile for the camera to the tune of $35 million-plus to make his 
Ocean Therapy Solutions come to life. 
 
Why bother? Because Costner, after the Exxon Valdez fiasco, never wanted to see oil wash over 
our wildlife again. He hired 20 scientists and spent 15 years coming up with a deployable black 
box that could stop the problem when it happened and before it got worse. 
 
"I thought industry would rush to my door," he said at the forum sponsored by the Aspen 
Institute. 
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Not so fast, Kemosabe. Costner, who won every major Academy Award for Dances With 
Wolves , was unable to penetrate either the oil companies or the obstructionist Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) bureaucrats who insisted on a 5 parts per million oil concentration 
after the separation process, even as they allow toxic solvent into the Gulf with scarcely a 
thought. 
 
After the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe--and after testifying in Congress--Costner finally has 
13 of his machines at work in the waters of the Gulf. BP has ordered 32 of the suckers so far. 
 
So why is Kevin Costner still a prophet without honor? 
 
Part of it is the profit motive. At the end of the day Costner is not exactly giving away his money 
but pouring it into a real company that could make buckets of actual money some day. 
Nonetheless his pursuit of the cleansing technology now at work in the Gulf is driven by altruism 
and the memory of the soiled, helpless wildlife in Alaska after the Valdez spill. He deserves 
credit for all of the above. 
 
Perhaps people of all political stripes would rush to his side were Ocean Therapy Solutions a 
nonprofit--but only the Warren Buffets of the world can afford to pump $24 million into a 
venture with no hope of return. We should also praise Costner for being willing to take the risk 
with his own money with little hope of a reward. 
 
Actors not named Ronald Reagan are not about to change the world, but no one in Costner's 
generation--not even the politically conscious, like Warren Beatty--have had anywhere near the 
impact Costner might yet glean. With one hundred yards of marsh and wetlands being lost every 
minute in the Gulf, he deserves both our praise and our thanks. 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE  
 


Robert Stavins: Beware of Scorched-Earth Strategies in Climate Debates 
(Huffington Post) 
 
July 27th, 2010 
By Robert Stavins 
With the apparent collapse last week of U.S. Senate consideration of a meaningful climate 
policy, it is important to reflect on what could be a very serious long-term casualty of these 
acrimonious climate policy debates, namely the demonizing of cap-and-trade and the related 
tarnishing of market-based approaches to environmental protection. 
 
In an op-ed which appeared on July 27th in The Boston Globe ( click here for link to the original 
op-ed ), Richard Schmalensee and I commented on this unfortunate outcome of U.S. political 
debates and described the irony that the attack on cap-and-trade - and carbon-pricing, more 
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broadly - has been led by conservatives, who should take pride as the creators of these cost-
effective policy innovations in three Republican administrations. 
 
Rather than summarize (or expand on) our op-ed, I simply re-produce it below as it was 
published by The Boston Globe, with some hyperlinks added for interested readers. 
 
By the way, for anyone who is not familiar with Dick Schmalensee, let me note that he is the 
Howard W. Johnson Professor of Economics and Management at MIT , where he served as the 
Dean of the Sloan School of Management from 1998 to 2007. Also, he served as a Member of 
the Council of Economic Advisers in the George H. W. Bush administration from 1989 to 1991. 
 
 


MINING 
 
July 28, 2010 
   


EPA: Chemicals from Elizabeth Mining and Development Site Constitute 
'Substantial' Safety Hazard (Huffington Post) 
 
First Posted: 07-27-10 05:40 PM   |   Updated: 07-27-10 05:40 PM 
Elizabeth Mining And Development Inc., EPA, Mine Cleanup, Montrose County Colorado, 
Denver News 
The Environmental Protection Agency announced Tuesday that it was beginning an "emergency 
removal of hazardous substances" in Western Colorado. 
 
An EPA analysis concluded that conditions at the Elizabeth Mining and Development site in 
Montrose County "represent a substantial threat to public health and the environment." 
 
The site sits on the flood plain of the Uncompahgre River and is less than a quarter mile from a 
housing development. 
 
Last year, the Elizabeth Mining an Development was found to be in violation of the Colorado 
Hazardous Waste Act, leading to a $405,000 fine for the company. 
 
The company's owner, Steven Casebolt, was later charged with felonies for mishandling 
hazardous waste on company property. 
Get HuffPost Denver On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-
mail us at denver@huffingtonpost.com 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


AIR 
===================================================================== 


We Won't Accept More Poison For Less Carbon (Huffington Post) 
 
Written by Phaedra Ellis-Lamkins, CEO of Green For All, and Ben Jealous, President of 
NAACP 
As Senators enter the final rounds of negotiations on the climate and energy bill, big utility 
companies apparently are making unconscionable demands that threaten the health and safety of 
all Americans. 
 
For example, The Hill reports: "Power company officials are now asking for relief from 
upcoming EPA restrictions on pollution the agency has long regulated under the Clean Air Act, 
including ozone, particulate matter and lead." Other stories also suggest that big utilities want the 
United States Senate to somehow bargain away EPA's authority to protect America from dirty air 
and water. 
 
These demands are unacceptable. 
 
The American people deserve a climate and energy bill that not only improves air quality, but 
also creates jobs that will help pull the economy out of recession. This bill is in danger of doing 
neither. In spite of this, we are hopeful that there is a better, more equitable approach to this 
legislation. We believe that American policy can be smart enough to protect both our children 
and our grandchildren. 
 
The Gulf oil spill, the coal mine explosion in West Virginia--these are just the most recent in a 
long line of disasters that prove our current dirty energy economy is broken. Our reliance on 
these fossil fuels endangers the lives of countless Americans.  We believe that Americans should 
not have to choose between personal safety and putting food on the table for our families. 
 
There is only one federal agency standing between our communities and even worse 
degradation: the Environmental Protection Agency. If the bill limits the ability of the EPA to 
enforce greenhouse gas regulation, or worse limits the agency's ability to enforce regulation of 
mercury and ozone, the American people will suffer immediate and long-term health 
consequences, from asthma to early death. 
 
If the Senate can get this right, this historic climate and energy bill will maintain our clean air 
protections, while opening the door to a new era: one in which our nation is no longer addicted to 
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dirty, dangerous fuels; no longer dependent on overseas supplies of oil; and finally able to put 
millions to work in clean, new industries. 
 
Take action now. 


 


Utilities Try to Weasel Out of Pollution Controls - By Supporting Climate 
Action? (Treehugger) 
 
With all of the jostling around the plans for energy reform, it can be hard to keep track of what 
exactly is going on: With the competing pieces of legislation, the Kerry-Lieberman bill on the 
wane, and mixed signals from the White House and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, energy 
reform has been in flux so long that the details can seem like a wash. But that's why we've got 
Dave Roberts -- the always-astute green policy writer noticed that when the dust tentatively 
settled around , those utilities weren't as opposed as one might think. No, some were even open 
to negotiations on the subject -- so as long as they got to weasel out of other, arguably more 
important, pollution controls. : EPA is working on a whole suite of new Clean Air Act 
regulations. I'm not talking about the much-discussed EPA regulation of greenhouse gases -- I 
mean tightened standards on traditional ("criteria") air pollutants. The Clean Air Act dictates that 
EPA regularly revisit pollution standards and update them to reflect the best current science. 
Needless to say, that wasn't done during the Bush years, so there's a huge backlog of work. Every 
single criteria pollutant is being revisited. The upshot is, there are tons of new standards either 
recently released or on their way in the next year or so ...  
 
The utilities see an opening here. Their support will be crucial for getting the energy bill through 
the Senate. In exchange for their support, they are now asking to be exempted from the EPA's 
new rules  
 
And the reason is simple -- those stricter Clean Air regs would mean that the coal companies and 
utilities would have to seriously upgrade and clean up some of the nation's dirtier, older power 
plants, and probably take some offline. From a strict greenhouse gas emissions perspective, that 
alone would likely be more beneficial than a seriously weakened utility-only energy bill.  
 
I agree wholeheartedly with Roberts -- the 'utility only' climate bill will already likely pretty 
crappy. Giving the biggest, dirtiest polluters in the nation a license to dodge regulations in 
exchange for that is a tradeoff that's simply not worth making. It boils down to this: Roberst is 
right. If the utilities are granted an exemption in the bill, any and all green groups and 
environmentalists should come out against the bill. 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
===================================================================== 
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We Won't Accept More Poison For Less Carbon (Huffington Post) 
 
July 17, 2010 
Written by Phaedra Ellis-Lamkins, CEO of Green For All, and Ben Jealous, President of 
NAACP  
 
As Senators enter the final rounds of negotiations on the climate and energy bill, big utility 
companies apparently are making unconscionable demands that threaten the health and safety of 
all Americans.  
 
For example, The Hill reports: "Power company officials are now asking for relief from 
upcoming EPA restrictions on pollution the agency has long regulated under the Clean Air Act, 
including ozone, particulate matter and lead." Other stories also suggest that big utilities want the 
United States Senate to somehow bargain away EPA's authority to protect America from dirty air 
and water.  
 
These demands are unacceptable.  
 
The American people deserve a climate and energy bill that not only improves air quality, but 
also creates jobs that will help pull the economy out of recession. This bill is in danger of doing 
neither. In spite of this, we are hopeful that there is a better, more equitable approach to this 
legislation. We believe that American policy can be smart enough to protect both our children 
and our grandchildren.  
 
The Gulf oil spill, the coal mine explosion in West Virginia--these are just the most recent in a 
long line of disasters that prove our current dirty energy economy is broken. Our reliance on 
these fossil fuels endangers the lives of countless Americans.  We believe that Americans should 
not have to choose between personal safety and putting food on the table for our families.  
 
There is only one federal agency standing between our communities and even worse 
degradation: the Environmental Protection Agency. If the bill limits the ability of the EPA to 
enforce greenhouse gas regulation, or worse limits the agency's ability to enforce regulation of 
mercury and ozone, the American people will suffer immediate and long-term health 
consequences, from asthma to early death.  
 
If the Senate can get this right, this historic climate and energy bill will maintain our clean air 
protections, while opening the door to a new era: one in which our nation is no longer addicted to 
dirty, dangerous fuels; no longer dependent on overseas supplies of oil; and finally able to put 
millions to work in clean, new industries. 
 
 
 
Energy Star Hands Out First Ever Certification For a Data Center  
(Treehugger) 
 
July 17, 2010 
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Recently Energy Star announced that it would be certifying not just data center equipment but 
data centers themselves, further encouraging IT companies to be strategic about the architecture, 
hardware and software of their centers. The first company to get certification was just announced 
-- NetApp, which scored a 99 out of 100 on EPA's grading scale for Energy Star certification. 
Importantly, NetApp emphasizes the importance of the building itself in getting data centers to 
minimize energy consumption.  
 
"Improving the energy efficiency of our nation's buildings is critical to protecting our 
environment," says Jean Lupinacci, chief of the Energy Star Commercial and Industrial Branch. 
"NetApp is leading the way by earning EPA's Energy Star for its data center."  
 
Netapp states that to earn the Energy Star certification, the company reduced cooling costs by 
boosting the temperature threshold in the data center to 74°F; cools the data center with "free 
cooling," which means using only outside air, for 67% of the year; using cold aisle containment, 
which keeps the temperature of server rooms down; and overhead air distribution, which sucks 
the rising hot air out of the room to minimize the need for fans.  
 
The company has set the bar high for others working to earn top rankings from Energy Start on 
data center efficiency. The data center, which opened in 2009, helped shrink NetApp's carbon 
emissions by 95,000 tons annually.  
 
Data centers are responsible for an estimated 2% of global GHG emissions. While that's a 
relatively small percentage, it's important to minimize as much as possible. Considering the bulk 
of a data center's electricity consumption goes toward cooling servers, it is only logical to think 
intelligently about efficiency infrastructure design so that the energy consumption and therefore 
carbon footprint of IT is as tiny as possible.  
 
However, the Energy Star certification for data centers is still new, and GreenBiz points out three 
areas where improvements can be made, including having rating consider the climate in which 
the data center is located, which impacts a company's strategies for minimizing energy use; 
Energy Star working with local utilities to create rebates and incentives for data center retrofits; 
and removing the address requirement from data centers to bolster security for and trust from 
companies participating in certification. All great suggestions to get more companies vying for 
high scores from Energy Star. 
 
 
 


MINING 
===================================================================== 


Fate of Biggest US Mountaintop Removal Mining Project to be Decided This 
Year (Treehugger) 
 
Mountaintop Removal Mining Site. Photo via the NY Times  
If any of you are familiar with my past postings on the topic, you'll already be aware of my 
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general attitude towards the practice of mountaintop removal mining. To those who aren't, this 
should sum it up: It's an inexcusable abomination. So, needless to say, my interest was more than 
piqued when the Times ran an article on the case that could determine the fate of the practice for 
years to come: The case of the Spruce 1 project in West Virginia, one of the largest-ever 
mountaintop removal proposals ever. The federal government is currently mulling whether or not 
to veto the project, which was approved during the Bush administration.  
 
Here's the NY Times: the Environmental Protection Agency under the Obama administration, in 
a break with President George W. Bush's more coal-friendly approach, has threatened to halt or 
sharply scale back the project known as Spruce 1. The agency asserts that the project would 
irrevocably damage streams and wildlife and violate the Clean Water Act.  
 
Because it is one of the largest mountaintop mining projects ever and because it has been hotly 
disputed for a dozen years, Spruce 1 is seen as a bellwether by conservation groups and the coal 
industry.  
 
Whether or not mountaintop removal mining damages streams and wildlife, and whether it 
violates the Clean Water Act, is essentially moot in the decision -- it absolutely does each of 
those things. There's no question about that. The Times report points out that under the current 
proposal, at least 7 miles of river and stream would filled in with blasted materials, many of 
which are toxic. The real question is indeed one of politics, though not in the manner of the coal 
advocacy group quoted in the piece, which says the only reasons the project has been halted are 
"political; the only thing that has changed is the administration."  
 
That's not quite right -- in addition to a change of administration, so too has a desire to take the 
latest science on the subject into account. And the recent science is devastating -- in one of the 
most frankly-worded scientific papers I've ever read, 12 leading US scientists called for the 
practice to be flat-out banned. No, the politics that matter here are those that bind the Democratic 
Party to the coal industry and to unions -- delivering a major blow to mountaintop removal 
mining delivers a major blow to the mining industry, the way they see it. And at a time when 
Dems are faltering in the polls, those ties are given serious attention.  
 
So, it's unlikely that we'll have that decision from the feds before the November elections. Here's 
to hoping the EPA's better senses win out -- nobody, not Democrats or Republicans, wants once-
pristine mountains to look like this. 
 
 
 


WATER 
===================================================================== 


EPA Launches New Water Conservation Campaign....By Driving a Car 
Cross-Country? (Treehugger) 
 
July 17, 2010 
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The EPA is launching a great water consumption awareness campaign called We're For Water. 
We're definitely excited that the organization is working hard to show Americans how we can 
curb our water use and conserve resources. Goodness knows we need it, with the average 
American consuming an estimated 150 gallons of water a day through household use, food, and 
product consumption. But part of the campaign is a cross-country road trip during which "Flo" 
stops at 16 cities to raise awareness. Couldn't the EPA have come up with a way to promote the 
campaign without burning fossil fuels?  
 
The EPA announced this week, "The program, in collaboration with its partner, American Water, 
will spread the word about saving water by traveling cross-country, stopping at national 
landmarks and educating consumers about WaterSense labeled products. WaterSense products 
use about 20 percent less water than standard models."  
 
The road trip portion of the campaign sends a hybrid car bouncing all over the US. Sure, it's a 
hybrid car, but for a cross country trip where most the miles are highway miles, that does little to 
reduce the fuel consumption. And really, how exciting is it to have the EPA arrive in your town? 
Umm...not very. They certainly could have made this a virtual road trip or come up with 
something much less carbon intensive. After all, we want to decrease our dependence on oil, and 
nearly three quarters of oil goes to transportation. It's not a great idea to try and set people 
straight in one area, while setting a bad example in another.  
 
This rather dumb FAIL aside, the campaign itself sounds useful. The EPA is promoting 
WaterSense labeled products and water-efficient behaviors among consumers, focusing on three 
simple steps - "check, twist, replace."  
 
· Check toilets for silent leaks by putting a few drops of food coloring in the tank; if the color 
shows up in the bowl indicating a leak, fixing it may be as simple as replacing the toilet's flapper.  
 
· Twist on a WaterSense labeled bathroom faucet aerator to use 30 percent less water without a 
noticeable difference in flow.  
 
· Replace a showerhead with a WaterSense labeled model that uses less water and energy, but 
still has all the power of a water-hogging model.  
 
The campaign asks consumers for their pledge to do these things and conserve water. The 
website is filled with information on water efficiency and resources, including a water calculator, 
and emphasizes why conservation is absolutely necessary:  
 
There's a reason that water has become a national priority. A recent government survey showed 
at least 36 states are anticipating local, regional, or statewide water shortages by 2013. But by 
using water more efficiently, we can help preserve water supplies for future generations, save 
money, and protect the environment. WaterSense is making it easier to identify water-efficient 
products and practices.  
 
However, water conservation is also about more than just the average American reducing their 
consumption. Making our water use sustainable for the long term means entirely rethinking our 
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infrastructure for water distribution, as well as where we use water. Agriculture and 
manufacturing are two of the biggest consumers of water. So rather than focusing on things like 
changing out shower heads and adding faucet aerators, we should be focusing on buying local 
food grown with smart irrigation practices, consuming less meats, and buying less stuff in 
general. Looking at the big picture of our water consumption problems is where the real 
education and changes need to happen; still, starting with these steps on the consumer level will 
help get the ball rolling in raising awareness of our water crisis. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on May 24, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
EPA's @LisaPJackson declares BP's response on finding less toxic dispersant for #oilspill 
unsatisfactory, orders more searching. 


Posted by: craigtimes   5:10 pm     Full post:  
 
EPA's @LisaPJackson says clear "the oil is really piling up" in LA marshes. "We are 
doing a lot" but more to do. #oilspill 


Posted by: craigtimes   5:05 pm     Full post:  
 
@lisapjackson @EPA Instead of reacting to smells, irritation, let's PROACT TO AVOID 
THEM. Stop #JungoRd #Landfill  


Posted by: DesertPlaya    1:15 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/abh2Qy 
 


EPA's Administrator @lisapjackson tweets & twitpics regularly, including updates 
#bpspill related work  
 Posted by:  kdawes_eval   1:30 pm    Full post:  http://twitpic.com/1qo7un 
 
@lisapjackson FED UP w/ yall. Speeches=inadequate. Y’all should be on our beach 
scooping up oil with your hands. PROVE YOU CAN BE EXAMPLES 


Posted by: jena_fuller     12:16 pm     Full post:  
 
Please tweet @EPAgov or @lisapjackson and ask for the full weight of United States to 
stop Ecocide in the Gulf..  


Posted by: barbiesnow     12:10 pm     Full post: 
 
 



http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/craigtimes

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/craigtimes

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/EPA

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23JungoRd

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23Landfill

http://twitter.com/DesertPlaya

http://bit.ly/abh2Qy

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23bpspill

http://twitter.com/kdawes_eval

http://twitpic.com/1qo7un

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/jena_fuller

http://twitter.com/EPAgov

http://twitter.com/lisapjackson

http://twitter.com/barbiesnow
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Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
 
WNR at 7 pmET: As BP defends its handling of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, the EPA says 
fines and penalties loom for the energy giant. 


Posted by: CBSRadioNews   6:51 pm     Full post:  
 
Congress plans to quadruple oil tax used to finance cleanups #oilspill 


Posted by: GulfOilCleanup    6:15 pm     Full post: http://bit.ly/9hzxfe 
 
EPA, DHS urge BP to hasten gulf oil spill cleanup efforts: May 24, 2010 --US Department 
of Homeland Security Secre...  


Posted by: EnergyOil_News  6:10 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/bx6QJl 
 
Lisa Jackson "wasn't satisfied" with BP’s response. "Science should be guiding our 
response" #bpdisaster 


Posted by: michaelwhitney   6:10 pm     Full post: 
 
"Possibly the greatest environmental disaster of our time" Lisa Jackson, EPA 
Administrator 


Posted by: BrittJ2003    5:10 pm     Full post: 
 
Breaking now: Lisa Jackson EPA head confirms BP did NOT stop using Corexit when 
directed last week. Says no other alternative #oilspill 


Posted by: suzyji    5:50 pm     Full post: 
 
Despite EPA order, BP continues to use toxic chemical dispersant on oil spill  


Posted by: alabamainsider   5:09 pm     Full post:  http://bit.ly/ahPCq3 
 
Reuters:  EPA chief says agency is directing BP to 'significantly scale back' use of 
underwater oil dispersant -  


Posted by:  BreakingNews    5:13 pm   Full post:   
 


  
 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


AIR 


Conservation legend Russell Train to Senate: Protect the Clean Air Act 
(Grist) 
 
by David Roberts  



http://twitter.com/CBSRadioNews

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/GulfOilCleanup

http://bit.ly/9hzxfe

http://twitter.com/EnergyOil_News

http://bit.ly/bx6QJl

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23bpdisaster

http://twitter.com/michaelwhitney

http://twitter.com/BrittJ2003

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/suzyji

http://twitter.com/alabamainsider

http://bit.ly/ahPCq3

http://twitter.com/BreakingNews

http://www.grist.org/member/1526
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24 May 2010 2:15 PM 
Russell E. TrainThe legendary Russell Train was, among many other things, the second 
administrator of the EPA, serving from 1973-1977 under Nixon and Ford. He was instrumental 
in making environmental protection a top-line item on the presidential agenda. Later he went on 
become president of the World Wildlife Fund and in 1991 was awarded the Presidential Medal 
of Freedom for his work on conservation. Train is now 90 years old, but he's still involved in 
current debates and still sharp as a tack. 


Today he sent a letter to the Senate urging it to reject Sen. Lisa Murkowski's effort to gut the 
Clean Air Act by overturning its endangerment finding on greenhouse gases. His defense of the 
EPA and its Clean Air Act authority is one of the most informed and eloquent I've read. Here it 
is: 


Dear Senators Reid and McConnell: 


I am writing as former EPA Administrator under the Nixon and Ford Administrations to urge the 
Senate to oppose any legislative proposals that would undermine the Clean Air Act. In particular, 
I ask the Senate to reject the Resolution of Disapproval offered by Senator Lisa Murkowski of 
Alaska (S.J.Res.26), which would prevent the EPA from acting on that agency's endangerment 
finding and the cause or contribute findings for greenhouse gases. 


For 40 years, the Clean Air Act has protected the health and welfare of the American people, 
saving hundreds of thousands of lives while vastly improving the quality of the air we breathe. 
The economic benefits provided by the Act have exceeded its costs by between 10 to 100 times 
over. 


Despite the law's impressive track record, S.J.Res.26 would rollback Clean Air Act protections 
and prevent the EPA from regulating greenhouse gas emissions, notwithstanding the agency's 
scientific determination that these pollutants endanger human health and welfare. If passed, this 
resolution would fundamentally undermine the Clean Air Act, overturning science in favor of 
political considerations. 


Supporters of S.J.Res.26 argue that Congress did not mean to regulate greenhouse gases under 
the Clean Air Act. This argument is inconsistent with the history of the law as it has been applied 
for the past 40 years and misconstrues the original intentions of Congress. Precisely because 
existing knowledge was so limited at the time, Congress broadly defined the term "air pollutant" 
and relied on the experts at EPA to evaluate individual pollutants. Congress also clearly 
established that the sole criterion triggering EPA action was to be a scientific one: whether a 
pollutant "may reasonably be anticipated to endanger" human health or welfare. 


In my own tenure as EPA Administrator, our most pressing challenge was reducing airborne lead 
pollution from the burning of leaded gasoline in motor vehicles. Like greenhouse gas pollutants, 
airborne lead was nowhere specifically addressed in the Clean Air Act. However, the scientific 
evidence strongly suggested that it was resulting in severe health effects, particularly in children. 
Under the law, the EPA was compelled to issue an "endangerment finding", which established a 
risk to human health or welfare and obligated the agency to begin regulating lead in automobiles. 



http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/05/murkowski-still-planning-epa-block

http://motherjones.com/blue-marble/2010/05/murkowski-still-planning-epa-block
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In 1973, I adopted health-based standards to reduce airborne lead levels by more than half in five 
years. I did this in spite of some lingering scientific uncertainty and over the strong objections of 
industry. In 1975, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld my decision, arguing that the law 
"would seem to demand that regulatory action precede, and, optimally, prevent, the perceived 
threat." 


In 1977, Congress itself explicitly endorsed this reasoning when it amended the Clean Air Act, 
emphasizing "the Administrator's duty to assess risks rather than wait for proof of actual harm" 
and broadening the criteria for action under the law from "will endanger [human health or 
welfare]" to "may reasonably be anticipated to endanger". The intention of Congress was clear: 
to empower the EPA to respond to threats that had not yet arisen or had yet to be perceived. This 
is precisely what the EPA is doing today in acting to regulate greenhouse gas pollutants. 


In its 2007 ruling, Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court affirmed the EPA's authority to 
regulate greenhouse gases, declaring that these emissions "fit well within" the Clean Air Act's 
definition of an "air pollutant". The subsequent endangerment finding, based on the conclusions 
of scientists in both the Obama and George W. Bush Administrations, determined that 
greenhouse gases endanger human health or welfare and must therefore be regulated under the 
law. 


In executing her responsibilities, the current Administrator appears to have taken a measured 
approach and demonstrated a sensitivity to economic concerns, proposing a schedule under 
which regulations would not kick in until 2011 and then only for the largest and dirtiest polluters. 
Additional permitting requirements would not come into play before 2016, giving the Senate 
ample time to address the issue through legislation. 


It was not until 1990 that Congress took legislative action to ban lead in gasoline, nearly 20 years 
after the EPA first recognized the danger it posed and took steps to begin regulating it. Because 
of the Clean Air Act, the EPA saved many more lives than would otherwise have been the case. 
In other words, the Act worked just as Congress had intended. S.J.Res.26 would reject this 
science-based decision-making process and undermine a law that has successfully protected 
Americans for four decades. 


The country would be better served if, rather than attempting to fix what is not broken, the 
Senate instead focused its energies on finalizing legislation to limit greenhouse gas pollutants 
and move the United States towards cleaner energy sources. As part of these efforts, the Senate 
should retain the essential tools provided by the Clean Air Act. 


Certainly, the Senate should oppose any proposals to undermine the essential protections that the 
Clean Air Act provides. Such proposals are driven not by science but by political considerations 
– to stall action on an emerging threat and shield elected officials from having to make difficult 
but necessary decisions. But as Congress itself has made clear, the Clean Air Act was not written 
to protect politicians; it was written to protect the American people. 


I urge the Senate to reject S.J.Res.26 and any other legislation that would weaken the Clean Air 
Act or curtail the authority of the EPA to implement its provisions. 
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Sincerely, 


Russell E. Train 
EPA Administrator, 1973-1977 


 
 


BP OIL SPILL 
 


Disapproving of EPA’s CO2 Regulations (Heritage) 
 
Posted By Nicolas Loris On May 24, 2010 @ 7:00 pm In Energy and Environment 
Environmental Protection Agency [1] 
 
Whatever prospects lie ahead for cap and trade legislation moving through the Senate might not 
matter if the Environmental Protection Agency continues forward on its path to regulate carbon 
dioxide. The EPA’s endangerment finding, which took place earlier this year, gives the agency 
the authority to use Clean Air Act to regulate greenhouse gases (GHGs). New restrictions on 
automobiles were the first step in what could eventually be a long, economically painful set of 
regulations imposed by unelected government bureaucrats – unless Congress steps up to the plate 
and stops them. 
 
Lisa Murkowski’s (R–AK) resolution of disapproval would do just that. As Heritage Senior 
Policy Analyst Ben Lieberman explains [2], “In order to provide a means of stopping 
unwarranted or ill-advised regulations, Congress and President Clinton enacted the 
Congressional Review Act in 1996. The statute allows Congress to pass, by simple majority and 
with limited debate time, a resolution of disapproval against any newly promulgated federal 
regulation it opposes, thus revoking the regulation. It is hard to imagine a more appropriate 
application of the Congressional Review Act than a disapproval against the EPA’s attempt to 
regulate energy use in the name of addressing global warming.” 
 
Why? Because the Clean Air Act was never intended to regulate carbon dioxide. As the Clean 
Air Act is currently written, the endangerment finding would require that the EPA regulate 
sources or establishments that emit 100 or 250 tons or more of a pollutant per year. This was 
seen as the best way to combat smog, soot, and other air pollutants – not CO2. This means that 
Schools, farms, restaurants, hospitals, apartment complexes, churches, and anything with a 
motor—from motor vehicles to lawnmowers, jet skis, and leaf blowers—could be subject to 
cost-increasing restrictions. 
 
The regulations would have the same impact on the economy and employment as would a major 
new energy tax as passed through cap and trade, but they would be worse, since they would 
entail more burdensome compliance, administrative, and legal costs. The American Farm Bureau 
Federation and 48 other agricultural groups sent a letter to the Senate warning that [3]“full 
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implementation would cost farmers more than 866-million dollars just for obtaining permits for 
farms and livestock operations.” 
 
This is not an attack on just big business or big agriculture. The regulations could apply to [4] 
“dairy facilities with over 25 cows, beef cattle operations of over 50 cattle, swine operations with 
over 200 hogs, and farms with over 500 acres of corn.” Further, over 1.3 million commercial 
entities [5]could be regulated for the first time and over 3.9 million single family homes could be 
subject to regulation – and these numbers are according to the EPA. 
 
EPA is trying to minimize the economic pain, just temporarily, for smaller entities by raising the 
pollution thresholds in the Clean Air Act. Known as the tailoring rule, the change not only stands 
on shaky constitutional ground, it also stands on shaky legal ground [6] – floods of lawsuits are 
likely to come from environmental groups that believe the EPA should regulate anything and 
everything. 
 
A Short-term Delay in Pain for Smaller Entities, Not for Everyone Else 
The tailoring rule would only be in place until 2016 and then the millions of smaller entities 
become fair game again. The American energy consumer will have no such luck. Small 
businesses, farms, churches, schools and homes will immediately be hit with higher energy 
prices passed on by the larger energy industries that will be regulated. And as former senator and 
governor of Virginia George Allen and the Competitive Enterprise Institute’s Marlo Lewis 
explain [7], even with the tailoring rule in place the EPA can inflict massive amounts of 
economic pain [7]: 
 
    The tailoring rule also provides no protection from the endangerment finding’s most absurd 
result–rulemakings to establish National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), set below 
current atmospheric concentrations, for greenhouse gases. Environmental litigation groups are 
only acting on the obvious implication of the EPA’s assertion that the root cause of 
endangerment is the “elevated concentration” of greenhouse gases when they demand that the 
EPA initiate such rulemakings. 
 
    The economic consequences would be devastating. Even a global depression lasting several 
decades would not be enough to lower CO2 concentrations from today’s level–roughly 390 parts 
per million–to 350 ppm, the new politically correct “stabilization” target advocated by former 
Vice President Al Gore, the Center for Biological Diversity and numerous other environmental 
groups. Yet under the Clean Air Act, states are obligated to attain NAAQS within five years or, 
at most, 10 years. The endangerment finding thus sets the stage for environmental activists to 
transform the Act into a deindustrialization mandate via litigation. The Murkowski resolution 
would nip all this mischief in the bud.” 
 
To add salt to the wound, these regulations are all based on a faulty scientific consensus that 
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are a significant threat to human health and the 
environment. It’s time for the Senate to act and prevent the EPA from slipping global warming 
regulations through the backdoor, especially when the public doesn’t want to see them brought in 
through the front. 
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Gulf Oil Spill Cause: BP Tells Feds Key Areas Probed, Says There Were 
'Combination Of Failures' (Huffington Post) 
 
GREG BLUESTEIN and MATT BROWN | 05/25/10 09:47 AM |   
COVINGTON, La. — Oil giant BP is focused on two key areas around the blown wellhead as it 
probes the cause of the unchecked Gulf of Mexico oil spill, the company said as it started to brief 
federal authorities on its internal investigation. 
BP PLC said in a release late Monday that it has not reached a final conclusion. But it said 
multiple control mechanisms should have prevented the accident that started with an oil rig 
explosion April 20 off the coast of Louisiana. 
The largest oil and gas producer in the Gulf listed seven mechanisms where its hunt for a cause is 
focused. Four of those involve the blowout preventer, a massive piece of machinery that sits atop 
the wellhead and is supposed to act as a safety device of last resort. The other three areas of 
investigation involve the cementing and casing of the wellhead. 
Three companies were involved with BP on the well: Transocean LTD owned the Deepwater 
Horizon oil rig and the blowout preventer; Halliburton Inc. was responsible for encasing the well 
in cement; and Cameron International Corp. manufactured the blowout preventer. 
President Barack Obama has blasted executives from the companies for blaming each other 
during Congressional hearings this month. 
In BP's release, Chief Executive Tony Hayward stopped short of assigning responsibility, calling 
the disaster "a complex accident, caused by an unprecedented combination of failures." 
"A number of companies are involved, including BP, and it is simply too early – and not up to us 
– to say who is at fault," Hayward said. 
BP said its investigation team has begun sharing its findings with the U.S. Department of the 
Interior. 
The Obama administration has come under increasing pressure as frustrations build with the 
failure to cap the well. Millions of gallons of oil stretch across a 150-mile swath from Grand Isle, 
La., to Dauphin Island, Ala., endangering wildlife and livelihoods in commercial fishing and 
tourism. 
BP said there was still extensive work to do in its investigation, including examining major 
pieces of equipment like the blowout preventer and the rig that are still on the seafloor. 
The internal investigation started the day after the rig exploded, burned and sank. It is being 
conducted by BP's Head of Group Safety and Operations, who has an independent reporting line 
to Hayward, the company said. 
In Washington, a report by the Interior Department's inspector general found ethics violations at 
the agency that overseas offshore drilling. The report, which follows up on a 2007 investigation, 
found that staffers at the Minerals Management Service accepted tickets to sports events, lunches 
and other gifts from oil and gas companies and used government computers to view 
pornography. 
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said the findings were "deeply disturbing" and showed the 
importance of his plan to abolish the agency and replace it with three new entities. 
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The report, which follows up on a 2007 investigation, found that MMS staffers accepted tickets 
to sports events, lunches and other gifts from oil and gas companies and used government 
computers to view pornography. 
Salazar said several employees in the report have resigned, were fired, terminated or referred for 
prosecution. All the violations mentioned in the report occurred between 2000 and 2008. 
After butting heads with BP over its use of a chemical to break up the oil in the water, the 
Obama administration said Tuesday the company is complying with the government's request to 
use less of the toxic dispersant.x 
White House energy adviser Carol Browner said alternative dispersants aren't so readily 
available. 
In a letter to BP last week, the Environmental Protection Agency gave the company three days to 
find a less toxic alternative to the dispersant it's using, Corexit 9500. But in a series of meetings 
that followed, Browner said, it became clear the alternatives were not as widely available as 
needed. 
"There are not as many being manufactured as people thought in the quantities" needed, Browner 
said in a round of television appearances on morning news shows. 
"We need to determine whether or not those alternatives are available, and the EPA is doing that, 
but in the meantime, EPA has directed BP to use less of the dispersants and they're required to 
follow that," Browner said. 
A memorial service was scheduled for Tuesday afternoon in Jackson, Miss., for the 11 workers 
who were killed when the oil rig exploded. The event was being held by Transocean. 
All of BP's attempts to stop the leak have failed, despite the oil giant's use of joystick-operated 
submarine robots that can operate at depths no human could withstand. 
BP is pinning its hopes of stopping the gusher on yet another technique never tested 5,000 feet 
underwater: a "top kill," in which heavy mud and cement would be shot into the well to plug it 
up. 
BP engineers had the equipment in place Tuesday and planned to start 12 hours of tests to 
prepare for the maneuver, BP PLC senior vice president Kent Wells said. 
The top kill has proven successful in aboveground wells in Kuwait and Iraq, but has never before 
been tried a mile beneath the sea. Company executives peg its chances of success at 60 to 70 
percent. 
Engineers are working on several other backup plans in case the top kill doesn't work, including 
injecting assorted junk into the well to clog it up, and lowering a new blowout preventer on top 
of the one that failed. 
The only certain permanent solution is a pair of relief wells crews have already started drilling, 
but the task could take at least two months. 
Associated Press Writers Erica Werner and Matthew Daly in Washington and Kevin McGill and 
Alan Sayre in Louisiana contributed to this report. 
 
 


BP Still Stonewalling EPA on Dispersant Chemicals (Huffington Post) 
 
BP's oil spill size cover-up started to unravel on Friday as BP finally admitted its figure of 5,000 
barrels a day lowballed the true size of the spill. But another of BP's cover-ups is still going 
strong. 
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BP has already dumped over 700,000 gallons of chemical dispersant in the Gulf of Mexico - 
America's public waters. But incredibly, BP is still refusing to reveal exactly what's in that 
dispersant: 
BP is keeping secret some of the "alternative" chemical ingredients it is using in the oil spill 
dispersants it is pouring into the Gulf of Mexico, claiming it is "confidential business 
information." 
Concern is growing over the effect of the chemical dispersant on the environment, separate to the 
oil spill, with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) trying to force BP to reveal what 
makes up the hundreds of thousands of gallons of chemical dispersant it is pouring into the Gulf 
of Mexico. 
The EPA has issued a directive to BP requiring it to use a less toxic and more effective 
dispersant to deal with the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.  
Like so many aspects of BP's oil spill response, the redacted passages would be comical if the 
disaster wasn't so serious: 
  
"Exceedances of the chronic criteria appear unlikely, but could occur if [REDACTED] is applied 
in the same area over a period of several days." Doesn't that seem like something Americans 
deserve to know? I guess BP thinks "confidential business information" trumps the public good. 
Jeremy Symons, senior vice president of the National Wildlife Federation, blasted BP's 
continued stonewalling: 
The administration demanded transparency from BP, and we got censored documents. BP cannot 
be trusted and this is not acceptable. These toxic chemicals have been dumped in the gulf for a 
month at levels never envisioned, and any information that sheds light on their effects and the 
potential for less toxic dispersants needs to be made public immediately. 
First BP said trust us, only 1,000 barrels a day are spilling into the Gulf of Mexico. Then BP said 
no, wait, it's actually 5,000 barrels a day -- but trust us, that's correct. Today, BP is refusing to 
put any number on the spill size. 
Now BP is saying the dispersants are safe for people & wildlife -- trust us. But the National 
Wildlife Federation won't take [REDACTED] for an answer. We'll continue pushing the federal 
government to do what BP won't -- conduct proper environmental monitoring, testing & public 
safety protection. 
You can read BP's full response here (PDF) and read other documents at the EPA's dispersant 
page. 
Help ensure NWF has the funding needed to be on the front lines helping wildlife >>  
  
For all the latest news on how the oil spill is impacting the Gulf Coast's wildlife & to learn how 
you can help, visit NWF.org/OilSpill. 
  
Follow Miles Grant on Twitter: www.twitter.com/MilesGrant 
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An America Built to Last


In his State of the Union Address, the President laid out a blueprint for an economy that’s built to 
last – an economy built on American manufacturing, American energy, skills for American workers, 
and a renewal of American values.


The President believes this is a make or break moment for the middle class and those trying to 
reach it. What’s at stake is the very survival of the basic American promise that if you work hard, 
you can do well enough to raise a family, own a home, and put a little away for retirement.  


The defining issue of our time is how to keep that promise alive.  No challenge is more urgent; no 
debate is more important.  We can either settle for a country where a shrinking number of people 
do really well, while more Americans barely get by.  Or we can build a nation where everyone gets 
a fair shot, everyone does their fair share, and everyone plays by the same rules.  At stake right 
now are not Democratic or Republican values, but American values – and for the sake of our future, 
we have to reclaim them. 


The fact is, the economic security of the middle class has eroded for decades.  Long before the 
recession, good jobs and manufacturing began leaving our shores.  Hard work stopped paying off 
for too many Americans.  Those at the top saw their incomes rise like never before, but the vast 
majority of Americans struggled with costs that were growing and paychecks that weren’t.


In 2008, the house of cards collapsed.  Mortgages were sold to people who couldn’t afford or 
understand them.  Banks made huge bets and bonuses with other people’s money.  It was a crisis 
that cost us more than eight million jobs and plunged our economy and the world into a crisis from 
which we are still fighting to recover.    


Three years later, thanks to the President’s bold actions, the economy is growing again.  Over 
the past 22 months, our businesses have created 3.2 million jobs.  Last year, we added the most 
private sector jobs since 2005.  American manufacturing is creating jobs for the first time since 
the late 1990s.  The American auto industry is back.  Today, American oil production is the highest 
that it’s been in eight years.  Together, we’ve agreed to cut the deficit by more than $2 trillion.  The 
President signed into law new rules to hold Wall Street accountable, so a crisis like the one we’ve 
endured never happens again.


When we act together, in common purpose and common effort, there is nothing the United States 
of America cannot achieve.  That’s why the President’s blueprint for action contains policies that 
businesses can take, actions that Congress needs to take, as well as actions that the President will 
take on his own.


We have come too far to turn back now.  We cannot go back to an economy based on outsourcing, 
bad debt, and phony financial profits.  The President intends to keep moving forward and rebuild an 
economy where hard work pays off and responsibility is rewarded – an economy built to last.  
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AN AMERICA BUILT TO LAST


I.  Manufacturing: Create New Jobs Here In America, Discourage Outsourcing, And Encourage     
Insourcing
• Take away the deduction for outsourcing, make companies pay a minimum tax for profits and 


jobs overseas, and reward companies for bringing jobs back to America.
• Lower tax rates for companies that manufacture and create jobs in the United States.
• Get tough on trade enforcement.
• Create more jobs and make us more competitive by rebuilding America using half of the savings 


from ending foreign wars.   


II.  Skills: Give Hard-Working, Responsible Americans A Fair Shot
• Forge new partnerships between community colleges and businesses to train and place 2 


million skilled workers.
• Reform job training and Unemployment Insurance and create one website that dislocated 


workers can use to help them get back to work.
• Attract, prepare, support, and reward great teachers to help students learn.
• Call on every state to require that all students stay in high school until they graduate or turn 18.
• Double work-study jobs and take steps to hold down college costs for middle-class families.
• Build a 21st century immigration system and give responsible young people a chance to earn 


their citizenship.
• Put veterans to work protecting our communities and preserving our natural resources.
• Secure equal pay for equal work.
• Help start-ups and small businesses succeed and create jobs by reforming regulations and 


expanding tax relief.
• Help spur innovation by investing in research and development.


III.  Energy:  Make The Most Of America’s Energy Resources 
• Promote safe, responsible development of the near 100-year supply of natural gas, supporting 


more than 600,000 jobs while ensuring public health and safety.
• Incentivize manufacturers to make energy upgrades, saving $100 billion over the next decade.
• Create clean energy jobs in the United States.


IV.  Values:  Ensure Every American Plays By The Same Set Of Rules And Pays Their Fair Share
• Make the tax code fairer and simpler for the middle class and make sure millionaires and 


billionaires follow the Buffett Rule by paying at least 30% in taxes.
• End subsidies for millionaires.
• Prevent tax increases for working families by extending the payroll tax cut.
• Call on Congress to give every responsible homeowner the opportunity to refinance.
• Make sure Wall Street plays by the same rules.
• Reduce the influence of money and lobbyists and do away with procedures that stop Congress 


from working on behalf of the American people.
• Pass a balanced, fair deficit reduction plan.


A Nation Where Everyone Gets a Fair Shot, Does Their Fair 
Share, and Plays by the Same Set of Rules
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A Blueprint to Create New Jobs Here in America, 
Discourage Outsourcing, and Encourage Insourcing


Take away the deduction for outsourcing, make companies pay a minimum tax for profits 
and jobs overseas, and reward companies for bringing jobs back to America: The President 
believes that we need comprehensive corporate tax reform that will close loopholes, lower rates, 
and eliminate incentives that make it more attractive to ship jobs overseas – corporate tax reform 
that will:


• Remove tax incentives to locate overseas through an international minimum tax:  The President 
is proposing to eliminate tax incentives to ship jobs offshore by ensuring that all American 
companies pay a minimum tax on their overseas profits, preventing other countries from 
attracting American business through unusually low tax rates.


• Stop letting companies take a tax deduction for moving overseas and instead provide a credit for 
moving jobs back home:  The President wants to eliminate the tax deduction companies receive 
for the cost of shutting down factories and moving production overseas, and create a new tax 
credit to cover moving expenses for companies that close production overseas and bring jobs 
back to the United States.


Lower tax rates for companies that manufacture and create jobs in the United States:
• Create new incentives to increase manufacturing in the United States:  At the same time 


he proposes to close special-interest loopholes, the President is proposing to ensure the 
next generation of manufacturing jobs is created here in America by reducing tax rates for 
manufacturers and doubling the tax deduction for high-tech manufacturers.


• Support companies that make new investments in the communities hardest hit by major job 
losses:  The President is proposing a new tax credit that provides support for companies seeking 
to finance new factories, equipment, or production in communities that have been hardest hit by a 
company choosing to relocate or a military base shutting down.


Get tough on trade enforcement: The President has worked to ensure Americans can sell 
their products all over the world, and last year he signed into law new trade agreements with 
Panama, Colombia, and South Korea, helping to put the United States on track to reach the goal of 
doubling exports by the end of 2014.  But the President refuses to stand by when our international 
competitors don’t play by the rules.  To level the playing field by improving trade enforcement, the 
President is announcing: 


• A new trade enforcement unit: The President announced the creation of a new trade enforcement 
unit that will bring together resources and investigators from across the Federal Government to 
go after unfair trade practices in countries around the world, including China.


• Enhancing trade inspections: The President called for enhancing trade inspections to stop 
counterfeit, pirated, or unsafe goods before they enter the United States.  


• Putting American companies on an even footing: When competitors like China offer unfair export 
financing to help their companies win business overseas, the United States will provide financing 
to put our companies on an even footing.   


Create jobs by using half of the savings from ending foreign wars to rebuild America: To 
help ensure we have the infrastructure so that companies can ship their goods more efficiently 
throughout the country and the world, the President is calling for new efforts to revitalize American 
infrastructure.  The President’s plan will protect taxpayer dollars by fixing existing roads and by 
directing funding to the best projects instead of earmarks, and will continue investments in high-
speed rail.  To pay for these investments, the President is proposing to use approximately half of 
the savings that we will achieve from winding down wars in Iraq and Afghanistan over the 6 year 
period of the infrastructure plan with the other half going towards paying down the debt.  The 
President also announced that within the coming weeks, he will sign an Executive Order clearing 
the red tape that can slow down new infrastructure projects, accelerating those projects that have 
already been funded.
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A Blueprint To Give Hard-Working, Responsible 
Americans A Fair Shot


Forge new partnerships between community colleges and businesses to train and place 2 
million skilled workers:  Many industries have difficulty filling jobs requiring specific technical 
skills, even with many Americans still looking for work.   In coming years, America will need to 
fill millions of mid- and high-level skilled positions in industries from healthcare to advanced 
manufacturing, clean energy to information technology.   The President proposed a new initiative 
to train and place two million Americans in good jobs through partnerships between businesses 
and community colleges that give workers the skills employers explicitly need.   The program is 
modeled on efforts by employers and community colleges from Charlotte and Chicago to Orlando 
and Louisville.  To address future workforce needs, the President will support partnerships between 
high schools and industry to create more career academies, which combine instruction in academic 
subjects and industry skills.


Reform job training and Unemployment Insurance to help put more Americans back to work:  
The President believes we need to reform outdated and inefficient unemployment insurance and 
job training systems and restore the basic bargain that if you are willing to do the work, you deserve 
the chance to gain the skills you need to find a job or land a better one.  The President called 
on Congress to move forward on reforms to the Unemployment Insurance program by requiring 
workers to undergo eligibility assessments in order to receive emergency federal benefits, while 
at the same time offering new tools to help workers find new jobs.  He also proposed streamlining 
training and employment services for dislocated workers so that those workers are able to access 
a single program, visit a single location, and go to a single website to find the help they need about 
job services and training opportunities in their communities.  


Attract, prepare, support, and reward great teachers to help students learn:  Teaching is 
a profession and should be treated like one.  The latest research says a great teacher could 
increase the lifetime income of an entire classroom by hundreds of thousands of dollars.  The 
President is fighting to protect our schools from being hurt by the recession by providing states and 
communities with funds to prevent teacher layoffs, and avoid increases to class sizes or decreases 
in the number of school days.  The President is also asking for a new competitive program that will 
challenge states and districts to work with their teachers and unions to comprehensively reform the 
teaching profession by:


• Reforming colleges of education and making these schools more selective; 
• Creating new career ladders for teachers to become more effective, and ensuring that earnings 


are tied more closely to performance;
• Establishing more leadership roles and responsibilities for teachers in running schools; improving 


professional development and time for collaboration among teachers; and providing greater 
individual and collective autonomy in the classroom in exchange for greater accountability;


• Creating evaluation systems based on multiple measures, rather than just test scores;
• Re-shaping tenure to raise the bar, protect good teachers, and promote accountability.  


Keep students in high school: The President challenged state governments to live up to their 
responsibilities by calling on every state to do what 20 states have already done: require students 
to stay in school until they graduate or turn 18.   Studies show that stronger dropout laws keep 
students in school longer and increase their lifetime earnings as a result.  Raising compulsory 
school requirements, in conjunction with the Administration’s historic investments in low-performing 
schools, will curb the high school dropout crisis and set students down a path of academic and 
career success.


Double work-study jobs and take steps to hold down college costs for middle-class families: 
College costs are escalating at an unsustainable pace.  Even after adjusting for inflation, the 
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average published cost of tuition and fees at a four-year public university has increased by 136% in 
the last 20 years.  This Administration has made college more affordable by continuing to increase 
the maximum Pell Grant award by more than $800 and creating the American Opportunity Tax 
Credit worth up to $10,000 over four years of college.   The President called on Congress to help 
keep college costs within reach for middle-class families by:


• Keeping tuition from spiraling too high: The President is proposing to shift some Federal aid away 
from colleges that don’t keep net tuition down and provide good value.


• Preventing student loan interest rates from doubling: The President called on Congress to stop 
the interest rate on subsidized Stafford student loans from doubling on July 1 of this year, so 
young people don’t have as much debt to repay.  


• Doubling the number of work-study jobs: The President wants to reward students who are willing 
to work hard by doubling over five years the number of work-study jobs for college students who 
agree to work their way through school.


• Permanently extending tuition tax breaks that provide up to $10,000 for four years of college: The 
President is proposing to make the American Opportunity Tax Credit permanent, maintaining a 
tax cut that provides up to $10,000 for tuition over four years of college.  


Build a 21st century immigration system and give responsible young people a chance to 
earn their citizenship: The President recognizes that our immigration system is broken, and is 
committed to passing comprehensive immigration reform to build a 21st century immigration system 
that meets our nation’s economic and security needs. The President’s vision for reform includes 
continuing to make border security a federal responsibility; holding accountable businesses that 
break the law by exploiting undocumented workers; making those living in the United States illegally 
take responsibility for their actions by passing a background check, paying fines, and getting right 
with the law before they can get on a path to legalization; and creating a legal immigration system 
that meets our diverse needs.  We must also stop expelling talented young people, whether they 
were brought here by their parents as children or came from other countries to pursue college and 
advanced degrees.  


Put veterans to work protecting our communities and preserving our natural resources: 
Building on tax cuts already passed for hiring unemployed veterans, the President proposed a 
new Veterans Job Corps that will provide our communities funding to hire veterans as cops and 
firefighters, and to put them to work rebuilding and enhancing our parks, forests, and natural 
resources – so that America is as strong as those who have defended her.


Secure equal pay for equal work: Women make up half of the U.S. workforce and two-thirds of 
our families rely on a mother’s wages for a significant portion of their income. Yet women generally 
make 23 cents on the dollar less than their male counterparts.  The first bill the President signed 
into law, the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, helps women who face discrimination recover their wages.   
He then created an inter-agency Equal Pay Task Force to crack down on equal pay law violations.  
The President is committed to closing the pay gap once and for all.


Help start-ups and small businesses succeed and create jobs by reforming regulations and 
expanding tax relief: Start-ups and small businesses create most of the new jobs in this country.   
The President is proposing to build on measures he has already taken to enact 17 small business 
tax cuts and expand access to capital for small businesses by reforming regulations that prevent 
entrepreneurs from getting financing and by expanding tax relief to start-ups and small businesses 
that are creating jobs and increasing wages.


Help spur innovation by investing in research and development: The President made clear that 
we need to maintain our commitment to funding research and development that can support our 
economy and improve our quality of life.  
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A Blueprint to Make the Most of America’s Energy 
Resources


Promote safe, responsible development of the near 100-year supply of natural gas, 
supporting more than 600,000 jobs while ensuring public health and safety: In 2009, 
we became the world’s leading producer of natural gas.  Tonight, the President directed the 
Administration to ensure safe shale gas development that, according to independent estimates, 
will support more than 600,000 jobs by the end of the decade.  These actions will include moving 
forward with common-sense new rules to require disclosure of the chemicals used in fracking 
operations on public lands.


Incentivize manufacturers to make energy upgrades, saving $100 billion over the next 
decade: The President announced a new proposal to increase the energy efficiency of 
the industrial sector by providing new incentives and breaking down regulatory barriers for 
manufacturers to upgrade equipment and eliminate wasted energy in their facilities, saving $100 
billion from the nation’s energy bills and reducing the amount of energy we import from foreign 
countries.


Create clean energy jobs in the United States: The President called on Congress to build on 
our success in positioning America to be the world’s leading manufacturer in high-tech batteries 
and reiterated his call for action on clean energy tax credits and a national goal of moving toward 
clean sources of electricity by setting a standard for utility companies, so that by 2035, 80% of the 
nation’s electricity will come from clean sources, including renewable energy sources like wind, 
solar, biomass, hydropower, nuclear power, efficient natural gas, and clean coal. Because Congress 
has not yet acted on this and other key steps to achieve a clean energy economy, the President 
announced that the Department of the Navy will make the largest renewable energy purchase in 
history – one gigawatt.  In addition, the President is directing the Department of Interior to permit 10 
gigawatts of renewables projects by the end of the year, enough to power three million homes.


A Blueprint to Return to America’s Values - Ensuring 
Everyone Plays by the Same Set of Rules and Pays Their 
Fair Share


Make the tax code fairer and simpler for the middle class and make sure millionaires 
and billionaires follow the Buffett Rule by paying at least 30% in taxes:  In September, the 
President announced five principles for tax reform. The President is now announcing additional 
details to those principles on how we should fundamentally reform our tax code to make it simpler 
and fairer for middle-class Americans:


• A “Buffett Rule” to ensure those making over $1 million pay a minimum effective rate of at least 
30%:  Last year, the President called for tax reform that follows the Buffett Rule – the principle 
that no household making over $1 million a year should pay a smaller share of its income in taxes 
than middle-class families pay. In support of this rule, the President is now specifically calling 
for measures to ensure everyone making over a million dollars a year pays a minimum effective 
tax rate of at least 30%.  The Administration will work to ensure that this rule is implemented 
in a way that is equitable, including not disadvantaging individuals who make large charitable 
contributions.


• Eliminating tax deductions for those making over $1 million: As part of his effort to reform 
inefficient and unfair tax breaks, the President is proposing to eliminate tax subsidies for 
millionaires that they do not need.  There is no reason that those making over $1 million per year 
should get any tax subsidies for housing, health care, retirement, and child care.


• Protecting taxpayers below $250,000: The President reiterated his commitment that taxes 
shouldn’t go up on those with incomes under $250,000.
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End subsidies for millionaires: The President joined Senator Tom Coburn (R-OK) in calling on 
Washington to stop giving federal subsidies – Food Stamps, unemployment benefits, and farm 
subsidies – to millionaires, because they don’t need it and the country can’t afford it.  


Prevent tax increases for working families by extending the payroll tax cut: The President 
challenged Congress to strengthen the economic recovery by extending the payroll tax cut – which 
provides $40 per paycheck for the typical family – for the rest of the year so that taxes don’t go up on 
American workers.  


Call on Congress to give every responsible homeowner the opportunity to refinance:  Millions 
of Americans who try to refinance are given the runaround from the bank even though they are 
current on their payments.  Building on the action he already took this fall to make four million 
Americans eligible for lower interest rates without that hassle, the President announced that he will 
send Congress a plan that will allow responsible homeowners who are current on their payments to 
save $3,000 a year on their mortgage by refinancing at historically low interest rates.   The President 
is proposing to use some of the Administration’s proposed bank fees to cover the cost of the 
refinancing plan, since financial institutions helped cause the housing crisis from which borrowers and 
the economy are still trying to recover.  


Make sure Wall Street plays by the same rules: Under current law, some individuals in the financial 
industry violate major anti-fraud laws because there’s no real penalty for being a repeat offender.   As 
the Administration continues to implement Wall Street reform to prevent practices that helped lead 
to the financial crisis, the President is proposing to hold banks and financial companies accountable 
and make sure that everyone is playing by the same rules.  The President is directing the Attorney 
General to establish a Financial Crimes Unit of investigators to work with U.S. Attorneys to go after 
large-scale financial fraud so that Americans’ investments are protected.   He also called on Congress 
to pass legislation that makes the penalties for fraud count – so that firms don’t just see punishment 
for breaking the law as the price of doing business.


Reduce the influence of money and lobbyists and do away with procedures that stop Congress 
from working on behalf of the American people:  The President made clear that we need to take 
steps to fix the corrosive influence of money in politics, which has undermined America’s trust in 
Washington.  He called for new safeguards to prevent Members of Congress from profiting from their 
positions:


• Ban insider trading by Members of Congress: The President is calling for legislation that clarifies 
that Members of Congress are subject to the same insider trading laws that apply to everyone 
else.


• Holding Congress to same conflict-of-interest standards as the Executive branch: The President 
is calling on Congress to hold itself to the same conflict-of-interest standards as the executive 
branch by, for example, prohibiting Members from owning securities in companies that have 
business before their committees or taking official action on a matter that would affect the 
Member’s personal financial interests.


• Prohibit lobbyists from bundling, and bundlers from lobbying:  The President called for prohibiting 
lobbyists from fundraising in support of federal candidates they have lobbied within the past two 
years, and likewise prohibiting campaign bundlers from lobbying federal officeholders for whom 
they have fundraised within the past two years.


• Give nominations an up-or-down vote: As one step to fix the way business is done in Washington, 
the President called on the Senate to pass a rule that after 90 days, all judicial and public service 
nominations must receive a simple up or down vote.  


• Eliminate roadblocks in the Senate by reforming the filibuster: Senators who want to filibuster 
should vocalize their objection on the Senate floor.


Pass a balanced, fair deficit reduction plan: The President called on Congress to reduce the deficit 
in a balanced way that asks everyone to do their part, so no one has to bear the entire burden and 
everyone – including millionaires and billionaires – has to pay their fair share.  The President has 
already laid out a plan to reduce the deficit by more than $4 trillion over the next decade including the 
over $2 trillion in deficit reduction that the President already signed into law in the Budget Control Act.   
This would bring the country to a place where current spending is no longer adding to our debt and 
deficits are at a sustainable level.
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Energy Independence Is America’s Most Elusive Technological Goal (Grist) 
   
by Keith Schneider  
21 Jun 2010 9:01 AM 
BP Oil Disaster, Climate & Energy  
In calling for a new "national mission" to achieve energy independence during his Oval Office 
address last week, President Obama was clearly seeking inspiration from his predecessors, a 
number of whom actually achieved the big technological goals they'd pursued. At various 
inflection points in the nation's history, presidents managed to cross the country with a unified 
rail line, developed the powerful bombs in the Manhattan Project that ended World War Two, 
and sent men and returned them safely from the moon with the Apollo program. 
 
In pursuit of energy independence, President Obama has described many steps to make the 
transition to a clean energy economy, but never specified a timetable or a deadline. There's a 
reason for that, as Jon Stewart astutely pointed out this week on The Daily Show. Seven 
presidents before Obama, starting with Richard Nixon, had done just that and came up with 
zilch. 
 
It's not that he isn't trying. To his credit, President Obama has acted on his election promise to 
change the rules of the oil game, and to begin responding to the worst of its economic and 
environmental consequences, including climate change. 
 
In February 2009 he signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which invests over 
$100 billion in clean energy equipment, practices, and transit.  In September 2009 the president 
called on the world to cut greenhouse gas emissions during a speech at the United Nations and 
was one of the heads of state at the G20 economic summit in Pittsburgh, which issued a formal 
declaration to eliminate subsidies for fossil fuel. 
 
Two months ago, the administration issued new fuel mileage and carbon emissions standards for 
cars and light trucks that will take effect in 2012 and over the first five years reduce oil use by 
1.8 billion barrels, says the E.P.A., and cut greenhouse gas emissions by 900 million tons. And 
last month the president ordered up similar new efficiency and emissions reductions standards 
for heavy trucks. 
 
Then came the BP Gulf catastrophe, now in its 60th day, which has turned the nation's attention 
to all of the dimensions of what Obama and other presidents have called an "addiction" to oil, but 
which can also be accurately described as America's steadfast devotion. 
 
Obama knows that actually producing more energy at home than America imports, and making 
good on the greenhouse gas reducing commitments the president made last year in the 
Copenhagen Accord, takes another level of engagement. It means opening a new era of political 
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partnership in Washington and pursuing much more aggressive designs for non-polluting and 
energy efficient economic growth. 
 
The problem is that America is in a place it's rarely encountered, which is stuck. Some 24 million 
gallons of oil - the government's latest estimate - is gushing every 10 days from a hole at the 
bottom of the Gulf.  The president is unable to summon the technical skills needed to plug the 
leak. Instead he's using legal and policy tools available to him to begin rebuilding the Minerals 
Management Service, promised more rigorous oversight of deep water drilling, and convinced 
BP on Wednesday to set aside $20 billion in a precedent-setting disaster restoration fund. 
 
Decent responses as far as they can go. But not to the president's opponents. Fox News 
commentators mounted a national right wing broadcast chorus to defend the oil industry and 
accuse the president of "demonizing" BP. The next day, in an instance as revealing as it was 
enraging, Representative Joe Barton of Texas, a senior lawmaker who receives more oil industry 
donations than any other House member, appeared at an oversight hearing on the spill to 
apologize to BP's chairman for the president's action in creating the restoration fund, which he 
called a "shakedown." 
 
Never has the United States sustained such a large oil disaster. Never have so many biologically 
rich coastal estuaries been in the path of so much oil. Never has the United States been so 
unprepared to respond to a manmade calamity that is producing so much damage to the people, 
the economy, and the environment of so many states. Never has the U.S. imported more of its oil 
or been further from achieving energy independence. Representative Barton's apology, like so 
many other moments since the Deepwater Horizon exploded on April 20, illustrated just how 
grueling the last decades of the Age of Oil will be. 
 
-- Keith Schneider 
 


 


BP SPILL 
June 22, 2010     
 


 Developing:Oil Spill Cleanup(Huffington Post) 
 
Posted: June 21, 2010 04:22 PM    
Gulf Oil Spill: A Hole in the World  
BP Oil Spill , Gulf Oil Spill , Naomi Klein Oil Spill , Oil Spill , Green News  
Everyone gathered for the town hall meeting had been repeatedly instructed to show civility to 
the gentlemen from BP and the federal government. These fine folks had made time in their busy 
schedules to come to a high school gymnasium on a Tuesday night in Plaquemines Parish, 
Louisiana, one of many coastal communities where brown poison was slithering through the 
marshes, part of what has come to be described as the largest environmental disaster in US 
history.  
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"Speak to others the way you would want to be spoken to," the chair of the meeting pleaded one 
last time before opening the floor for questions.  
 
And for a while the crowd, mostly made up of fishing families, showed remarkable restraint. 
They listened patiently to Larry Thomas, a genial BP public relations flack, as he told them that 
he was committed to "doing better" to process their claims for lost revenue--then passed all the 
details off to a markedly less friendly subcontractor. They heard out the suit from the 
Environmental Protection Agency as he informed them that, contrary to what they have read 
about the lack of testing and the product being banned in Britain, the chemical dispersant being 
sprayed on the oil was really perfectly safe.  
 
But patience started running out by the third time Ed Stanton, a coast guard captain, took to the 
podium to reassure them that "the coast guard intends to make sure that BP cleans it up".  
 
"Put it in writing!" someone shouted out. By now the air conditioning had shut itself off and the 
coolers of Budweiser were running low. A shrimper named Matt O'Brien approached the mic. 
"We don't need to hear this anymore," he declared, hands on hips. It didn't matter what 
assurances they were offered because, he explained, "we just don't trust you guys!" And with 
that, such a loud cheer rose up from the floor you'd have thought the Oilers (the unfortunately 
named school football team) had scored a touchdown.  
 
The showdown was cathartic, if nothing else. For weeks residents had been subjected to a 
barrage of pep talks and extravagant promises coming from Washington, Houston and London. 
Every time they turned on their TVs, there was the BP boss, Tony Hayward, offering his solemn 
word that he would "make it right". Or else it was President Barack Obama expressing his 
absolute confidence that his administration would "leave the Gulf coast in better shape than it 
was before", that he was "making sure" it "comes back even stronger than it was before this 
crisis".  
 
It all sounded great. But for people whose livelihoods put them in intimate contact with the 
delicate chemistry of the wetlands, it also sounded completely ridiculous, painfully so. Once the 
oil coats the base of the marsh grass, as it had already done just a few miles from here, no 
miracle machine or chemical concoction could safely get it out. You can skim oil off the surface 
of open water, and you can rake it off a sandy beach, but an oiled marsh just sits there, slowly 
dying. The larvae of countless species for which the marsh is a spawning ground--shrimp, crab, 
oysters and fin fish--will be poisoned.  
 
It was already happening. Earlier that day, I travelled through nearby marshes in a shallow water 
boat. Fish were jumping in waters encircled by white boom, the strips of thick cotton and mesh 
BP is using to soak up the oil. The circle of fouled material seemed to be tightening around the 
fish like a noose. Nearby, a red-winged blackbird perched atop a  2 metre (7ft) blade of -
contaminated marsh grass. Death was creeping up the cane; the small bird may as well have been 
standing on a lit stick of dynamite.  
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And then there is the grass itself, or the Roseau cane, as the tall sharp blades are called. If oil 
seeps deeply enough into the marsh, it will not only kill the grass above ground but also the 
roots. Those roots are what hold the marsh together, keeping bright green land from collapsing 
into the Mississippi River delta and the Gulf of Mexico. So not only do places like Plaquemines 
Parish stand to lose their fisheries, but also much of the physical barrier that lessens the intensity 
of fierce storms like hurricane Katrina. Which could mean losing everything.  
 
How long will it take for an ecosystem this ravaged to be "restored and made whole" as Obama's 
interior secretary has pledged to do? It's not at all clear that such a thing is remotely possible, at 
least not in a time frame we can easily wrap our heads around. The Alaskan fisheries have yet to 
fully recover from the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill and some species of fish never returned. 
Government scientists now estimate that as much as a Valdez-worth of oil may be entering the 
Gulf coastal waters every four days. An even worse prognosis emerges from the 1991 Gulf war 
spill, when an estimated 11m barrels of oil were dumped into the Persian Gulf--the largest spill 
ever. It's not a perfect comparison, since so little clean-up was done, but according to a study 
conducted 12 years after the disaster, nearly 90% of the impacted muddy salt marshes and 
mangroves were still profoundly damaged.  
 
We do know this. Far from being "made whole," the Gulf coast, more than likely, will be 
diminished. Its rich waters and crowded skies will be less alive than they are today. The physical 
space many communities occupy on the map will also shrink, thanks to erosion. And the coast's 
legendary culture will contract and wither. The fishing -families up and down the coast do not 
just gather food, after all. They hold up an intricate network that includes family tradition, 
cuisine, music, art and endangered languages--much like the roots of grass holding up the land in 
the marsh. Without fishing, these unique cultures lose their root system, the very ground on 
which they stand. (BP, for its part, is well aware of the limits of recovery. The company's Gulf of 
Mexico regional oil spill response plan specifically instructs officials not to make "promises that 
property, ecology, or anything else will be restored to normal". Which is no doubt why its 
officials consistently favour folksy terms like "make it right".)  
 
If Katrina pulled back the curtain on the reality of racism in America, the BP disaster pulls back 
the curtain on something far more hidden: how little control even the most ingenious among us 
have over the awesome, intricately interconnected natural forces with which we so casually 
meddle. BP cannot plug the hole in the Earth that it made. Obama cannot order brown pelicans 
not to go extinct (no matter whose ass he kicks). No amount of money--not BP's recently pledged 
$20bn (£13.5bn), not $100bn--can replace a culture that has lost its roots. And while our 
politicians and corporate leaders have yet to come to terms with these humbling truths, the 
people whose air, water and livelihoods have been contaminated are losing their illusions fast.  
 
"Everything is dying," a woman said as the town hall meeting was finally coming to a close. 
"How can you honestly tell us that our Gulf is resilient and will bounce back? Because not one of 
you up here has a hint as to what is going to happen to our Gulf. You sit up here with a straight 
face and act like you know when you don't know." 
 
This Gulf coast crisis is about many things--corruption, deregulation, the addiction to fossil fuels. 
But underneath it all, it's about this: our culture's excruciatingly dangerous claim to have such 
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complete understanding and command over nature that we can radically manipulate and re-
engineer it with minimal risk to the natural systems that sustain us. But as the BP disaster has 
revealed, nature is always more unpredictable than the most sophisticated mathematical and 
geological models imagine. During Thursday's congressional testimony, Hayward said: "The 
best minds and the deepest expertise are being brought to bear" on the crisis, and that, "with the 
possible exception of the space programme in the 1960s, it is difficult to imagine the gathering of 
a larger, more technically proficient team in one place in peacetime." And yet, in the face of 
what the geologist Jill Schneiderman has described as "Pandora's well", they are like the men at 
the front of that gymnasium: they act like they know, but they don't know.  


 


Tsunami and Earthquake Reporting (Huffington Post) 
 
A new and less well known asymmetric threat has surfaced in the Gulf of Mexico oil gusher. 
Methane or CH4 gas is being released in vast quantities in the Gulf waters. Seismic data shows 
huge pools of methane gas at the location immediately below and around the damaged 
"Macondo" oil well. Methane is a colourless, odourless and highly flammable substance which 
forms a major component in natural gas. This is the same gas that blew the top off Deepwater 
Horizon and killed 11 people. The "flow team" of the US Geological Survey estimates that 2,900 
cubic feet of natural gas, which primarily contains methane, is being released into the Gulf 
waters with every barrel of oil. The constant flow of over 50,000 barrels of crude oil places the 
total daily amount of natural gas at over 145 million cubic feet. So far, over 8 billion cubic feet 
may have been released, making it one of the most vigorous methane eruptions in modern human 
history. If the estimates of 100,000 barrels a day -- that have emerged from a BP internal 
document -- are true, then the estimates for methane gas release might have to be doubled.  
 
Warnings  
 
Older documents indicate that the subterranean geological formation below the "Macondo" well 
in the Gulf of Mexico may contain the presence of a huge methane deposit. It has been a well 
known fact that the methane in that oil deposit was problematic. As a result, there was a much 
higher risk of a blow out. Macondo shares its name with the cursed town in the novel "One 
Hundred Years of Solitude" by the Nobel-prize winning writer Gabriel Garcia Marquez.  
 
By some geologists' estimates, the methane could be a massive bubble trapped for thousands of 
years under the Gulf of Mexico sea floor. More than a year ago, geologists expressed alarm in 
regard to BP and Transocean putting their exploratory rig directly over this massive underground 
reservoir of methane. Warnings were raised before the Deepwater Horizon catastrophe that the 
area of seabed chosen might be unstable and inherently dangerous.  
 
Methane and Poison Gas Bubble  
 
The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has found high concentrations of gases in the 
Gulf of Mexico area. The escape of other poisonous gases associated with an underground 
methane bubble -- such as hydrogen sulfide, benzene and methylene chloride -- have also been 
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found. Recently, the EPA measured hydrogen sulfide at more than 1,000 parts per billion (ppb) -- 
well above the normal 5 to 10 ppb. Some benzene levels were measured near the Gulf of Mexico 
in the range of 3,000 to 4,000 ppb -- up from the normal 0 to 4 ppb. Benzene gas is water soluble 
and is a carcinogen at levels of 1,000 ppb according to the EPA. Upon using a GPS and depth 
finder system, experts have discovered a large gas bubble, 15 to 20 miles wide and tens of feet 
high, under the ocean floor. These bubbles are common. Some even believe that the rapid release 
of similar bubbles may have caused the sinking of ships and planes in the Bermuda Triangle.  
 
50,000 to 100,000 PSI  
 
The intractable problem is that this methane, located deep in the bowels of the earth, is under 
tremendous pressure. Experts agree that the pressure that blows the oil into the Gulf waters is 
estimated to be between 30,000 and 70,000 pounds per square inch (psi). Some speculate that the 
pressure of the methane at the base of the well head, deep under the ocean floor, may be as high 
as 100,000 psi -- far too much for current technology to contain. The shutoff valves and safety 
measures were only built for thousands of psi at best. There is no known device to cap a well 
with such an ultra high pressure.  
 
Oxygen Depletion  
 
The crude oil from the "Macondo" well, which is damaging the Gulf of Mexico, contains around 
40 percent methane, compared with about 5 percent found in typical oil deposits. Scientists warn 
that gases such as methane, hydrogen sulfide and benzene, along with oil, are now depleting the 
oxygen in the water and are beginning to suffocate marine life creating vast "dead zones". As 
small microbes living in the sea feed on oil and natural gas, they consume large amounts of 
oxygen which they require in order to digest food, ie, convert it into energy. There is an 
environmental ripple effect: when oxygen levels decrease, the breakdown of oil can't advance 
any further.  
 
Fissures or Cracks  
 
According to geologists, the first signs that the methane may burst its way through the bottom of 
the ocean would be manifest via fissures or cracks appearing on the ocean floor near the path of 
least resistance, ie, the damaged well head. Evidence of fissures opening up on the seabed have 
been captured by the robotic midget submarines working to repair and contain the ruptured well. 
Smaller, independent plumes have also appeared outside the nearby radius of the bore hole. 
When reviewing video tapes of the live BP feeds, one can see in the tapes of mid-June that there 
is oil spewing up from visible fissions. Geologists are pointing to new fissures and cracks that 
are appearing on the ocean floor.  
 
Fault Areas  
 
The stretching and compression of the earth's crust causes minor cracking, called faults, and the 
bottom of the Gulf of Mexico has many such fault areas. Fault areas run along the Gulf of 
Mexico and well inland in Mexico, South and East Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and 
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the extreme western Florida Panhandle. The close coupling of new fissures and cracks with 
natural fault areas could prove to be lethal.  
 
Bubble Eruption  
 
A methane bubble this large -- if able to escape from under the ocean floor through fissures, 
cracks and fault areas -- is likely to cause a gas explosion. With the emerging evidence of 
fissures, the tacit fear now is this: the methane bubble may rupture the seabed and may then erupt 
with an explosion within the Gulf of Mexico waters. The bubble is likely to explode upwards 
propelled by more than 50,000 psi of pressure, bursting through the cracks and fissures of the sea 
floor, fracturing and rupturing miles of ocean bottom with a single extreme explosion.  
 
Cascading Catastrophe Scenarios  
 
1. Loss of Buoyancy  
 
Huge methane gas bubbles under a ship can cause a sudden buoyancy loss. This causes a ship to 
tilt adversely or worse. Every ship, drilling rig and structure within a ten mile radius of the 
escaping methane bubble would have to deal with a rapid change in buoyancy, causing many oil 
structures in its vicinity to become unstable and ships to sink. The lives of all the workers, 
engineers, coast guard personnel and marine biologists -- measuring and mitigating the oil 
plumes' advance and assisting with the clean up -- could be in some danger. Therefore, advanced 
safety measures should be put in place.  
 
2. First Tsunami with Toxic Cloud  
 
If the toxic gas bubble explodes, it might simultaneously set off a tsunami travelling at a high 
speed of hundreds of miles per hour. Florida might be most exposed to the fury of a tsunami 
wave. The entire Gulf coastline would be vulnerable, if the tsunami is manifest. Texas, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and southern region of Georgia might experience the effects of 
the tsunami according to some sources.  
 
3. Second Tsunami via Vaporisation  
 
After several billion barrels of oil and billions of cubic feet of gas have been released, the 
massive cavity beneath the ocean floor will begin to normalise, allowing freezing water to be 
forced naturally into the huge cavity where the oil and gas once were. The temperature in that 
cavity can be extremely hot at around 150 degrees celsius or more. The incoming water will be 
vaporised and turned into steam, creating an enormous force, which could actually lift the Gulf 
floor. According to computer models, a second massive tsunami wave might occur.  
 
Conclusion  
 
The danger of loss of buoyancy and cascading tsunamis in the Gulf of Mexico -- caused by the 
release of the massive methane and poisonous gas bubble -- has been a much lower probability in 
the early period of the crisis, which began on April 20th. However, as time goes by and the risk 
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increases, this low probability high impact scenario ought not to be ignored, given that the safety 
and security of the personnel involved remains paramount. Could this be how nature eventually 
seals the hole created by the Gulf of Mexico oil gusher? 
 
 
 
 


TOXICS 


EPA extends deadline for lead paint training (Huffington Post) 
           
MATTHEW DALY | June 21, 2010 05:37 PM EST |   
Compare 05:37 PM EST03:02 PM EST and 05:37 PM EST03:02 PM EST versions  
WASHINGTON — Home improvement contractors will have more time to meet new federal 
requirements for dealing with lead paint. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency said Monday it will delay until Oct. 1 enforcement of a 
rule requiring contractors to take additional precautions when renovating houses where children 
could be exposed to lead dust from old paint. 
 
The delay comes amid a storm of complaints from industry groups and congressional 
Republicans, who said the government has not provided enough trainers to help contractors meet 
an April deadline. 
 
The EPA rule requires contractors to use "lead-safe" practices when working on homes, day-care 
centers and schools built before 1978, the year lead paint was banned for residential use because 
of health risks. 
 
The delay allows contractors to sign up for training by Sept. 30. Training must be completed by 
Dec. 31. 
 
The EPA said in a statement that it remains committed to protecting children and families from 
the dangers of lead poisoning, adding that "EPA can and will take enforcement action when 
contractors violate those work practices." 
 
The decision simply gives firms more time to file needed paperwork to demonstrate they are 
following lead-safe work practices, as well as more time for contractors to enroll in and complete 
the required training courses, said EPA spokesman Brendan Gilfillan. 
 
Sen. Jim Inhofe of Oklahoma, senior Republican on the Senate Environment and Public Works 
Committee, hailed the delay. 
 
"We won," Inhofe said, referring to industry groups and lawmakers who had pushed the EPA to 
back off its earlier deadline for enforcement of the rule. 
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Inhofe said he supports the lead paint rule, but he called the EPA's handling of the issue a 
"disaster." 
 
The National Association of Home Builders said the delay will give contractors and remodelers 
much-needed time to get the training to meet the stricter requirements. 
 
"EPA listened to our concerns and did the right thing," said NAHB Chairman Bob Jones, a 
builder and developer in Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 
 
Online: 
 
EPA lead-paint rule: http://www.epa.gov/lead/pubs/renovation.htm 
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Feds Dramatically Increase Oil Spill Estimate, Making BP's The Worst Oil 
Accident In History (Huffington Post) 
  
First Posted: 08- 2-10 08:02 PM   |   Updated: 08- 2-10 08:06 PM  
 
BP's disastrous oil well explosion sent over 4 million barrels of oil spewing into the Gulf of 
Mexico, the Coast Guard announced Monday, dramatically increasing the most recent federal 
estimate.  
 
That's more than 170 million gallons, and makes it the worst accidental oil spill in history -- 
outpacing the 1979 Ixtoc spill, also in the Gulf of Mexico, which lasted for a year.  
 
A federal scientific task force, finally allowed access to the wellhead just prior to it being capped 
on July 15, took elaborate pressure readings and other measurements to reach its conclusions. 
 
Federal officials now estimate that 53,000 barrels of oil per day were gushing from the well 
immediately preceding its closure, and that even more was coming out earlier. The well exploded 
on April 20, killing 11 workers. 
 
Scientists now estimate that a total of 4.9 million barrels were released from the well, with about 
800,000 barrels of that successfully recaptured by BP once the first containment cap was 
installed.  
 
The Obama administration and BP originally estimated the spill at 5,000 barrels a day, and clung 
to that figure for weeks despite protestations by scientists and environmental groups, and even 
after a video clip of the spewing pipe exposed that as a wild underestimate. 
 
It wasn't until late May that the Interior Department described 12,000 to 19,000 barrels as a 
"preliminary best estimate" of the flow. That number then increased again two weeks later, to 
20,000 to 40,000 barrels a day, and then a few days after that to 35,000 to 65,000 barrels a day.  
 
Up until Monday, "over 2 million barrels" had emerged as a consensus estimate. 
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The new estimates are from the National Incident Command's Flow Rate Technical Group, led 
by United States Geological Survey Director Marcia McNutt, and a team of Department of 
Energy scientists and engineers. 
 
The groups relied heavily on newly available pressure readings from the new containment cap, 
the Unified Command wrote in a press release. The finding were also "based on a combination of 
analyses of high resolution videos taken by ROVs, measurements and modeling of reservoir and 
well properties, acoustic technologies, and measurements of oil collected by the oil production 
ship together with pressure measurements inside the containment cap." 
 
The worst oil spill of all time was intentional: Between 5 and 10 million barrels of oil are thought 
to have been spilled into the Persian Gulf in 1991 by Iraqi troops who opened the valves on oil 
rigs and pipelines. 
 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com 
 
 


On Gulf, crews hope kill attempt will do the trick (Huffington Post) 
 
NEW ORLEANS — Crews hoped to begin pumping mud and perhaps cement down the throat 
of the blown-out oil well at the bottom of the Gulf of Mexico on Tuesday in what BP officials 
said could be the method of attack that finally snuffs the spill.  
 
Engineers planned to probe the busted blowout preventer with an oil-like liquid to determine 
whether it could handle the static kill. If the test is successful, they plan to spend Tuesday 
through Thursday pumping the heavy mud down the well.  
 
The so-called "static kill" is meant as insurance for the crews who have spent months fighting the 
oil spill. The only thing keeping oil from blowing into the Gulf at the moment is an experimental 
cap that has held for more than two weeks but was never meant to be permanent.  
 
BP officials had insisted for months that a pair of costly relief wells were the only surefire way to 
kill the oil leak but said Monday that the static kill alone – involving lines running from a ship to 
the blown-out well a mile below – might do the trick.  
 
BP Senior Vice President Kent Wells said that if the static kill is successful, the relief wells may 
not be needed to do the same thing weeks later, but from the bottom. The primary relief well, 
near completion, will still be finished and could be used simply to ensure the leak is plugged, he 
said.  
 
"Even if we were to pump the cement from the top, we will still continue on with the relief well 
and confirm that the well is dead," he said. Either way, "we want to end up with cement in the 
bottom of the hole."  
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Government officials and company executives have long said the wells, which can cost about 
$100 million each, might be the only way to make certain the oil is contained to its vast undersea 
reservoir. A federal task force said about 172 million gallons of oil made it into the Gulf between 
April and mid-July, when a temporary cap bottled up all the oil.  
 
The task force said actually about 206 million gallons total gushed out of the mile-deep well but 
a fleet of boats and other efforts were able to contain more than 33 million gallons.  
 
The 172 million gallons is on the high end of recent estimates that anywhere from 92 million to 
184 million gallons had gushed into the sea.  
 
The company began drilling the primary, 18,000-foot relief well May 2, 12 days after the 
Deepwater Horizon rig exploded and killed 11 workers, and a second backup well May 16. The 
first well is now only about 100 feet from the target, and Wells said it could reach it as early as 
Aug. 11.  
 
Retired Adm. Thad Allen, the government's point man on the spill response, said Monday that 
the focus now is on making sure the static kill is successful. But he cautioned that federal 
officials don't see it as "the end all, be all until we get the relief well done."  
 
Before the effort can begin, engineers must probe the broken blowout preventer with an oil-like 
liquid to decide whether it can handle the static kill process. They had hoped to begin the hours-
long test Monday but delayed it until Tuesday after a small leak was discovered in the hydraulic 
control system.  
 
One of the biggest variables on the static kill's finality is whether the area called the annulus, 
which is between the inner piping and the outer casing, has sprung an oil leak. Engineers 
probably won't be able to answer that question until they drill in from the bottom, he said.  
 
"Everyone would like to have this thing over as soon as possible," Allen said, adding: "We don't 
know the condition of the well until we start pushing mud into it."  
 
The company's statements Monday might signal that it is more concerned than it has 
acknowledged about debris found in the relief well after it was briefly capped as Tropical Storm 
Bonnie passed last week, said Ed Overton, a Louisiana State University environmental sciences 
professor.  
 
Plus, trying to seal the well from the top gives BP two shots at ending the disaster, Overton said.  
 
"Frankly, if they can shut it off from the top and it's a good, permanent seal, I'll take it," Overton 
said. "A bird in the hand at this point is a good thing with this deal."  
 
BP and federal officials have managed to contain large parts of the spill through skimmers, oil-
absorbant boom and chemical dispersants meant to break up the oil.  
 
Federal regulators have come under fire from critics who say that BP was allowed to use 
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excessive amounts of the dispersants, but government officials counter that they have helped 
dramatically cut the use of the chemicals since late May.  
 
The Environmental Protection Agency released a study Monday concluding that when mixed 
with oil, chemical dispersants used to break up the crude in the Gulf are no more toxic to aquatic 
life than oil alone.  
 
Associated Press writers Jeffrey Collins and Harry R. Weber in New Orleans and Matthew Daly 
in Washington contributed to this report. 
 
 


BP Gulf Disaster Act Two: The Corexit Calamity (Huffington Post) 
 
Now that BP's spurting oil well in the Gulf of Mexico officially known as MC252 has apparently 
been shut in, and the relief well that will eventually reduce the pressure in the area, is almost 
done, it would be nice to think that the worst is over and all that remains now is the long, slow 
process of cleaning up the mess. 
Unfortunately, due to some very poor judgment by the folks in charge, this is only the beginning 
of a nightmare that will continue to reveal its true magnitude over the weeks, months, and years 
to come. 
 
Back in mid-May, I posted this story after speaking to a couple of experts about the 
consequences of the spill. Both issued strong warning against the use of dispersants. Terry 
Hazen, a PhD micro-biologist at Lawrence Berkley Lab who has studied oil spills extensively, 
cited the example of the massive Amoco-Cadiz spill off the coast of France. Five years after the 
spill, the coastline had returned to normal in areas that had been left untreated. But 32 years later, 
the areas that had been treated with dispersants, at great expense, have yet to recover.  
 
Marine toxicologist, Riki Ott, author of Not One Drop: Betrayal and Courage in the Wake of the 
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill, says that these harmful chemicals that can linger in the water for 
decades, are not adequately tested by the EPA. And although Corexit, the chemical in question, 
is known to be a fetal toxin that damages blood cells and kidneys cells, causing black urine 
among workers that come in contact with it, the EPA, lifted an existing ban, not based on any 
new data, but only after changes in personnel and policies. 
 
Despite these urgent warnings, BP continued to administer Corexit, an oil-based, industrial 
strength solvent, often under the cover of darkness, to the point that some two million gallons 
have now been intentionally introduced into the teeming gulf waters, despite the fact that, as Ott 
has said, it is likely more toxic than the oil it was intended to control. Why so much dispersant? 
Because, says Ott, "it hides the oil. Oil fines are based on how much oil was spilled." Just follow 
the money. 
 
According to Chris Pincetich, a marine biologist and member of the Sea Turtle Restoration 
Project, the panel in charge of the cleanup used a cost-benefit analysis to determine whether or 
not Corexit should be used. That analysis assumed that Corexit was not toxic, based on the EPA 
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test which only requires that embryonic fish survive in it for 96 hours. But Pincetich said that 
although the fish survived for three days, 90% were dead within two weeks. 
 
Pincetich is concerned about the aerial spraying because of the tendency of the chemical to drift 
and evaporate in the warm southern air. Since no one knows what the real impact of these 
chemicals is, everyone in the region is part of a big experiment. 
 
Riki Ott says that if her family lived along the Gulf Coast, based on what she has seen these past 
three months, she would evacuate them immediately. Her main priority right now, having seen 
cleanup workers with headaches, dizziness, sore throats, burning eyes, rashes and blisters that are 
so deep, they're leaving scars- is to get respirators for all of them.  
 
She fears that numerous regions along the coast will become cancer clusters in twenty years. 
Water samples taken randomly along Alabama beaches had petroleum concentrations between 
13 and 42 times the normal level. One sample, taken on Dauphin Island, exploded during the 
test. 
 
EPA whistleblower Hugh Kaufman says that the agency has been downplaying the threat to 
avoid creating a panic. That aligns well with what Riki Ott said the EPA chief Lisa Jackson told 
her, "I am walking a fine line between truth and hysteria. We don't want to create a panic." So, it 
appears that EPA is aiding and abetting BP in their attempt to cover-up the full extent of the 
damage. 
 
The May article also discussed a Michigan Company Recovery I, that had developed a corncob-
based absorbent, that is a very safe and effective alternative to dispersants. The company was 
recently certified as a vendor for the cleanup in Florida, which should provide an opportunity to 
demonstrate this, much safer approach to the key players. 
 
Previously posted on Triple Pundit. 
 
RP Siegel, PE is co-author of the sustainability thriller Vapor Trails, about an oil spill and the 
man responsible. 
 
 


Michigan Oil Spill: EPA Official Says Improvements Have Been Made At 
Spill Site (Huffington Post) 
 
LANSING, Mich. — A regional administrator for the Environmental Protection Agency said 
Sunday that significant improvement had been made at the site of an oil spill in a southern 
Michigan river, but the agency cautioned that it will take months to complete the cleanup.  
 
Those efforts, along with air and water quality monitoring, continue to increase along the 
affected stretch of the Kalamazoo River, EPA regional administrator Susan Hedman said during 
a media briefing in Marshall.  
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The oil flow was stopped and contained in a 25-mile stretch of the river from Marshall westward 
past Battle Creek. Several hundred workers are on crews along the river devoted to the cleanup.  
 
"Containment is adequate now," said Mark Durno, the EPA's deputy incident commander. "Now 
it's a matter of recovery and removal of the remainder of the sheen and small patches of oil that 
remain on the Kalamazoo River."  
 
The EPA estimates it will take weeks to get the oil out of the river and months to clean it off 
river banks and the flood plain. It could take several months to clean up the marshy area where 
the spill began near a creek that flows into the Kalamazoo River, the agency said.  
 
Officials with Enbridge Inc., which owns the pipeline, estimated Sunday that the company had 
recovered slightly more than half the oil that had leaked.  
 
Enbirdge officials said they detected the leak July 26. Investigators are reviewing 911 calls to 
Marshall area fire departments made the previous evening by residents complaining of a strong 
gas odor to try and determine if the leak might have begun earlier.  
 
The EPA estimates the spill at more than 1 million gallons of crude, while the Canadian 
company estimates the total at 820,000 gallons. The leak came from a 30-inch pipeline, which 
was built in 1969 and carries about 8 million gallons of oil daily from Griffith, Ind., to Sarnia, 
Ontario.  
 
The cost of the cleanup hasn't been determined. Enbridge is responsible for the cleanup bill, 
including money that the EPA and other government agencies will spend on its response.  
 
"Our goal is to return the river to the state it was in before this incident," Enbridge CEO Patrick 
D. Daniel said.  
 
The EPA and other government officials have scheduled a public meeting for residents at 
Marshall's high school on Monday evening. A similar public hearing will be scheduled for Battle 
Creek residents later in the week.  
 
The section of the pipeline where the leak occurred could be removed early this week. It's 
expected to be taken to a National Transportation Safety Board lab for testing to try and 
determine the cause of the incident.  
 
The EPA on Saturday said it had rejected the Calgary, Alberta-based company's long-range 
cleanup plan because of "deficiencies in content and technical details." It ordered Enbridge to 
submit a revised version by Monday. Daniel said the company will modify the plan to meet EPA 
requirements.  
 
U.S. regulators earlier this year demanded improvements to the pipeline network that includes a 
segment that ruptured in southern Michigan. The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration, the U.S. Department of Transportation's regulatory arm, said it had summoned 
Enbridge Inc. executives in February to discuss problems with the 1,900-mile Lakehead system.  
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The agency has cited Enbridge or its affiliates for 30 enforcement actions since 2002.  
More on Gulf Oil Spill 
 
 


Local Perspective on the Kalamazoo River Oil Spill (DAILY KOS) 
 
As someone who lives in Kalamazoo and was in Marshall (the site of the spill) this last week 
visiting relatives, I thought the community might appreciate a few local insights to this disaster.  
 
Thanks a million to Patriot Daily news Clearinghouse for his/her previous diary on this topic.  
 
As things are still developing I can offer you a mixture of information from print, web link and 
face to face rumors. I am relaying only those rumors that I find credible (considering both the 
source and the content).  
 
The day of the spill the whole city of Marshall smelled like natural gas. It took Enbridge 12 
hours to figure out that there was a leak and almost 4 hours after that to report the incident to the 
Feds (source: Kalamazoo Gazette print edition).  
 
This spill of over 1 million gallons of oil in fresh water is unprecedented (see this excellent 
interview with Jeff Spoelstra, the coordinator of the Kalamazoo River Watershed Council). 
Several scientists on local radio and in the Kalamazoo Gazette have made the point that the 
effect of such a large spill in a fresh water environment is unknown.  
 
From the Times:  
 
Scientists fear that the worst may be yet to come for fish in the river. Jay Wesley, a biologist 
with the State of Michigan, said the oil spill had killed fish in "very limited numbers" along the 
affected stretch of the river, from Marshall westward into Battle Creek.  
 
The bigger problems for fish may come within a week or so, if the spill results in decreased 
oxygen levels in the water. Mr. Wesley said insects, algae, frogs and turtles had been killed in 
high numbers, which could hurt the fish food supply.  
 
"The effects are probably going to be more long-term," Mr. Wesley said. "We probably won't 
know the full effects for weeks or months or years."  
 
From the same link, the days of fishing in the Kalamazoo River near Marshall are done for the 
foreseeable future - they have been shot already for those of farther downstream due to PCB 
contamination from now defunct paper mills:  
 
"health officials considered fish taken from the waters from Marshall to Battle Creek all right to 
eat in limited amounts — unlike those from a downstream, westward stretch from Kalamazoo 
that is laden with PCBs and is on the federal Superfund list of highly contaminated areas.  
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First hand observation indicates that the Kalamazoo river is over its banks right now - the 
plants/ecosystems in the floodplains will take quite a hit I would imagine as the oil damages the 
vegetation and soil.  
 
Kellogg had to temporarily shut down a cereal plant as a result of the spill for fear that the odor 
would seep into the food. I hope they sue Enbrdige's pants off for business losses.  
 
A downstream dam has apparently contained the spill so that it is unlikely that oil will make it 
down stream into Lake Michigan or on to the shores of other communities (such as Kalamazoo 
or Sagatuck).  
 
Tonight the EPA is holding a townhall meeting at Marshall High School. We'll see what the 
latest news is.  
 
The last I read (Kalamazoo Gazette) farmers have been advised (not banned) to not use the 
Kalamazoo River to irrigate their crops pending lab results. I have not heard if those labs show 
contamination downstream - if so they are screwed. August is quite dry. Farming without water 
to irrigate will cause substantial hardship. Let's hope those tests do not detect contamination. 
Test results are due today. Cross your fingers/pray, whatever it is you do please do it.  
 
One final note, the Kalamazoo River basin is recovering from PCB contamination mentioned 
earlier. The river is just starting to make a comeback although there is a ways to go. We really 
don't need this. This river is not only our town's namesake - it cuts right through the middle of 
our downtown.  
 
And the topperin terms of sheer disgust:  
 
Battle Creek girl vomits black liquid  
 
BATTLE CREEK, Mich. (NEWSCHANNEL 3) - Dozens of people have gotten sick from 
exposure to the oil in the Kalamazoo River.  
 
We spoke with one woman in Battle Creek who says doctors diagnosed her daughter with hydro-
carbon ingestion.  
 
Yuck. Poor child.  
Finally the latest news on the oil spill from local channel 3:  
Fight the good fight folks.  
May the wind take your troubles away. 
 
 
 
Limited Test Finds Dispersant Not Adding Toxicity To Oil, But Questions 
Remain (Huffington Post) 
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The combination of oil and dispersants is no more toxic to sea life than oil alone, the 
Environmental Protection Agency announced Monday after conducting a new, but very limited, 
round of tests.  
 
The EPA was responding in part to concerns raised by some scientists that adding dispersant to 
oil has actually made the resulting mix more toxic than oil alone. BP applied almost 2 million 
gallons of dispersant to the oil its blown-out well spewed into the Gulf of Mexico.  
 
But EPA's test, conducted on just two kinds of sea animals -- one species of shrimp, and one 
species of small fish -- only tested to see how much of a substance was necessary to kill them.  
 
That means the experiment doesn't resolve concerns about long term effects -- or even medium-
term effects. What happens when the shrimp or fish eat enough dispersed oil to make them sick, 
but not die? Or what about prolonged exposure? And what about the sea turtles?  
 
Indeed, an agency spokesman e-mailed me: "This study focused on short-term, acute 
toxicological effects of oil and dispersant-oil mixtures. This study did not examine the 
mechanisms of toxicity. Oil ingestion was difficult to observe in the larval forms of both species 
used in this series of acute tests and signs of ingestion were not overtly apparent."  
 
Similarly, the test doesn't resolve concerns that breaking up the oil into tiny droplets makes it 
more likely to enter the food chain -- a scenario that appears more likely now that scientists at 
Tulane University have found signs of an oil-and-dispersant mix under the shells of tiny blue 
crab larvae all over the Gulf of Mexico. A lot of larger sea animals eat crab larvae.  
 
Here's what the EPA spokesman had to say about that: "The purpose of dispersant application is 
to disperse the oil into smaller droplets which facilitates biodegradation, remove floating oil from 
the surface, and thus reducing the volume of oil reaching important shoreline habitats like 
wetlands, marshes, beaches and estuaries. EPA has no evidence that dispersants are entering the 
food chain. The FDA, USDA and NOAA are continuing to investigate these issues."  
 
The test called for oil and dispersant to be mixed energetically, but it didn't necessarily recreate 
the mixing that took place in this spill, where the dispersant was being pumped directly into into 
a geyser of intensely hot crude oil and gas shooting into frigid water under 7000 pound per 
square inch of pressure.  
 
Susan Shaw, the director of the Marine Environmental Research Institute and the leader of a 
group of scientists concerned about the oil-dispersant mix, called Monday's announcement by the 
EPA "a defensive move to make them look in control." It was the Coast Guard, not the EPA, that 
called the shots when it came to dispersant application.  
 
She said testing two species is not enough. "There are at least 15.000 marine species in the Gulf 
that could be impacted by the dispersed oil."  
 
And she noted that the EPA completely failed to address the concern that dispersants can 
increase the uptake of oil by organisms, because the same properties that allow them to disperse 
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oil also make it easier for them to move through cell walls and other protective barriers.  
 
The EPA test involved mixtures of Lousiana Sweet Crude oil and eight dispersants, including 
Corexit 9500A. BP applied 1.8 million gallons of Corexit as part of its spill response. The test 
did find that one dispersant, Nokomis 3-AA, when mixed with oil was more toxic than oil itself. 
That dispersant was not used on the Gulf spill.  
 
"EPA recognizes that dispersant usage is an environmental tradeoff not to be taken lightly," said 
Paul Anastas, EPA's assistant administrator for research and development. But, he said: "The 
good thing about the current scenario is we are seeing the oil in a place where it can be 
biodegraded by the natural biodegrading process that takes place." 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
===================================================================== 
BETTER FEDS THAN DEAD 


EPA takes center stage on climate action, gears up to battle Big Coal 6 
(Grist) 
 
by Randy Rieland  
2 Aug 2010 11:49 AM 
The less-than-glorious death of cap-and-trade means that any effort to control greenhouse gases 
at the federal level now rests solely with the EPA. Not surprisingly, the agency has become the 
favorite whipping boy of politicians stirring up job-loss paranoia. 
 
What's two years? Sen. Jay Rockefeller, Democrat from Coal Central, aka West Virginia, is 
making noises about introducing an amendment to the Senate energy bill that would stop the 
EPA from dealing with greenhouse gases for two years. Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) 
attached a similar measure to small-business legislation. That bill is stalled now, but 
Murkowski's not likely to go mellow on us. She told Politico's Darren Samuelsohn, "You attack 
it at all fronts. You go the judicial route. You go the legislative route. I think this is important to 
make sure we are looking at all avenues." 
 
Take that snit outta here: For its part, the EPA came out swinging last week, rejecting challenges 
from 10 petitioners -- including attorneys general from Virginia and Texas -- to the agency's 
position that greenhouse gases endanger public health and the environment. The challengers 
ranted about "Climategate" and how it raised serious questions about climate science. But as The 
Washington Post notes in an editorial today: 
 
As with much climate-change skepticism, the petitions were based "on selectively edited, out-of-
context data and a manufactured controversy," EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson said. Among 
other things, the agency reviewed every document from the "Climategate" email hack at a 
respected British climate research unit. The EPA found what four other independent studies did: 
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that the emails contained some "candid" language but nothing that seriously discredits the 
scientific consensus on global warming. 
 
Or we can do it the hard way: The upshot is that, given the failure of the Senate to pass climate 
legislation, the effort to address the problem will fall into the byzantine world of regs and 
lawsuits. As Eric Pooley writes at Yale Environment 360: 
 
Welcome to the "glorious mess" -- Michigan Rep. John Dingell's phrase for the tangle of 
regulation and litigation that will follow when Congress fails to act. We are about to experience 
precisely the sort of costly, protracted, plant-by-plant trench warfare the cap was intended to 
avoid. Since the utilities and the manufacturers weren't willing to cut a deal, this is what they get. 
The fragile period of compromise and cooperation between environmentalists and big business 
may now be coming to an end. Green groups that have invested time and money into the 
legislative process are now putting on their war paint and returning to the courts, with a renewed 
focus on stopping new coal-fired power plants and shutting down the oldest and dirtiest ones. 
 
Steven Cohen, executive director of Columbia University's Earth Institute, goes so far as to 
suggest that utility companies will rue the day cap-and-trade withered away. He writes in The 
Huffington Post: 
 
The price on carbon long sought by environmental activists and alternative energy entrepreneurs 
will be set indirectly by [EPA] regulations. Electric utilities will need to develop a method to 
sequester and store greenhouse gases. Unlike Waxman-Markey, there will be no offsets available 
for purchase to allow emissions to continue. There will be no cap-and-trade to allow old 
polluting factories to buy pollution allowances from newer, cleaner facilities. There will be 
compliance schedules, penalties, and injunctions. The same methods we employed to clean 
water, toxics, and other air pollutants will be trotted out to deal with the U.S. contribution to 
global warming. It will be the Environmental Lawyer Full Employment Act of 2010. To all you 
law students out there, sign up for climate law; it's going to be a growth area for the next several 
decades. 
 
That's the way we coal: Ultimately, the EPA's efforts to control pollutants other than greenhouse 
gases might lead to the shutdown of up to 20 percent of coal-fired power plants in the U.S. by 
2015, as Bradford Plumer writes for The New Republic:  
 
[C]oal-fired power plants don't just emit heat-trapping gases that warm the planet. They also 
churn out mercury, which accumulates in fish and causes developmental problems in young 
children. They belch out sulfur dioxide, which creates acid rain. They send up nitrogen dioxide, 
which helps form ground-level ozone and leads to all sorts of respiratory and cardiovascular 
problems, sending tens of thousands to the hospital each year. They produce coal-ash waste that 
can poison surrounding areas, as happened in 2008, when a dike broke at a Tennessee Valley 
Authority plant, creating a sludge flood that will cost up to $825 million to clean up. 
 
The EPA is currently trying to knuckle down on all of these nasty side effects. 
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Dirty dancing: Already-skittish members of Congress are pushing back hard against the EPA's 
proposal to classify coal ash as a hazardous waste. And utility companies in the Eastern U.S. are 
gearing up to battle new "transport rules" proposed by the EPA last month that would require 
power plants in 31 states and the District of Columbia to cut emissions of sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxides.  
 
Let the flames begin. 
 
  
147953 
Randy Rieland is a writer who lives in Washington, D.C., but tries to spend as many weekends 
as possible at his cottage in the Shenandoah Mountains of Virginia. He also actually remembers 
the first Earth Day. You can email him at randy.rieland[at]gmail[dot]com. 


 


 


 


Washington Post Speaks "the Truth About Global Warming" (Treehugger) 
 
After I spent a good chunk of the morning penning a criticism of mainstream media's difficulty 
in covering climate change -- particularly, this New York Times piece that's drawn the ire of 
green blogs everywhere -- I feel that it's only fair to give credit where it's due. See, the 
Washington Post also published an op-ed about climate change that's actually pretty great. 
Perhaps the days of nonsensical Sarah Palin-authored columns about climate policy are over -- 
just check out this passage, which gets right to the point about the current state of climate change 
in our culture:  
 
From the WaPo: IN A DEPRESSING case of irony by juxtaposition, the death of climate change 
legislation in the Senate has been followed by the appearance of two government reports in the 
past week that underscore the overwhelming scientific case for global warming -- and go out of 
the way to repudiate skeptics.  
 
First came a report on global climate from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, which confirmed that the 2000s were by far the warmest decade in the 
instrumental record -- as were, in their turns, the 1980s and the 1990s. Unlike year-to-year 
fluctuations, these 10-year shifts are statistically significant. Further, the report notes that it 
derived its conclusions from an array of data sources -- not just the land-surface readings that 
doubters challenge -- from ocean heat uptake to melting land ice to sea level rise.  
 
Precisely. The case for climate change is now scientifically stronger than it's ever been before -- 
and yet we squander time laboring over some email correspondence and political horse races. 
The second half of the WaPo editorial focuses on the EPA's repudiation of the various coal 
groups and organizations that opposed its ability to regulate greenhouse gases as a harmful 
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pollutant, which again drives home the fact that it understands the scope of the threat posed by 
climate change.  
 
It's also a pleasant surprise that the WaPo published the piece due to its past tendency of letting 
the likes of Palin and George Will use the space as a political platform to (incorrectly) rail 
against climate science. The op-ed, which I really do recommend reading in full, ends on this 
note: "Many climate-change skeptics will simply dismiss these reports as more evidence of a 
sprawling conspiracy instead of what they really are: yet more affirmation of the risks humanity 
runs if it continues to pump carbon into the atmosphere."  
 
Sad but true. 
 
 
 


MINING 


Save the MN Boundary Waters from Sulfide Mining! (DAILY KOS) 
 
The Boundary Waters (BWCAW), Minnesota's pristine wilderness area, is a national treasure. 
Every year, more than 250,000 people escape to its remote lakes and forests to canoe, hike, 
camp, and fish. In 1978 the Boundary Waters area was established as a protected wilderness, but 
it is not safe from new threats.  
 
A new and dangerous type of mining that has never been done in Minnesota is being proposed 
near the Boundary Waters. Sulfide (also called "hard-rock" or "non-ferrous") mining often 
creates acid mine drainage, and can leak sulfuric acid and heavy metal contaminants into nearby 
waters.  
 
Many of the proposed mines are right on the edge of the Boundary Waters, and alongside 
precious waters like the South Kiwishiwi and Bald Eagle Lake in the wilderness. If built, they 
would not only threaten these waters, but the Boundary waters as well. One company is already 
undertaking exploratory drilling under Birch Lake, whose water runs right back into the 
wilderness.  
 
We need to make sure the Boundary Waters are protected as a pristine area for generations to 
come. We're asking the EPA to block any new mines that could pollute the Boundary Waters, 
degrade water quality, or exceed water quality standards.  
 
Find out what you can do about it over the fold...  
 
First, you can visit Environment Minnesota (from whom I've quoted above) and join the 
campaign.  
 
This type of mining has been done in Idaho and Colorado and resulted in sulfuric acid in rivers - 
a cleanup that can sometimes be impossible and almost always is paid for by the taxpayers.  
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The mining companies, as always, say that they can contain the pollution, but in a peer-reviewed 
study of what these companies say they can do and what they actually do found that they 
polluted 3 out of 4 times.  
 
The good news is that on Wednesday August 4th, the EPA and Dept of Interior will be in 
Minneapolis to hear from people that actually use the BWCAW and want to see them preserved 
for future generations.  
 
It's our chance to literally "stand up" for the Boundary Waters and be heard. This public listening 
session and discussion is an opportunity for leaders of the America's Great Outdoors Initiative to 
hear your support for protecting the pristine wilderness, so future generations of Minnesotans 
have the chance to canoe and camp with their families and friends just as we have.  
 
Listening Session and Discussion Information:  
 
When: Wednesday, August 4, 4:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.  
 
What: Public Listening Session on America's Great Outdoors Initiative  
 
Where: Ted Mann Concert Hall, 2128 Fourth Street, Minneapolis, MN 55455  
 
Who: Representatives from the Department of the Interior, USDA, EPA, and the Council on 
Environmental Quality will be present to hear your thoughts and to participate in a conversation 
with you about land conservation, recreation, and reconnecting Americans to the great outdoors.  
 
This event is free and open to the public. 


 


TOXICS 


The Real Deal With Cesium (Huffington Post) 
 
The month of July has been a big one for the chemical element Cesium. Produced naturally 
through the nuclear fuel cycle and used in a variety of applications from agriculture to cancer 
treatment, it is highly radioactive in isotopic form Cs-137.  
 
The idea has been floated for a long time of using cesium in a radioactive "dirty bomb," which 
wouldn't have the same explosive power as a uranium or plutonium nuclear bomb but would 
contaminate land, water supplies and living organisms, including people. In March 2002, Henry 
Kelly, President of the Federation of American Scientists, testified before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee on the possibility of constructing dirty bombs using three different 
radioactive elements -- cesium, cobalt and americium. He demonstrated that if a cesium-137 
bomb were exploded using 10 pounds of TNT at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, 
the resulting contamination might look something like this:  
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Where the innermost ring represents one cancer death per 100 people due to remaining radiation, 
the middle ring represents one cancer death per 1,000 people, and the outer ring represents one 
cancer death per 10,000 people. Moreover, the EPA would recommend decontamination or 
destruction of the entire area within the outermost ring.  
 
So since cesium can be stolen from a hospital and thus can be more easily acquired than, say, 
uranium or plutonium, it wouldn't be a stretch to imagine a terrorist group acquiring enough 
cesium to construct a barrage of low-explosive, highly radioactive bombs and blanketing a major 
city with them.  
 
It's a good thing people are paying attention to this terrifying possibility: during the month of 
July alone, cesium and its relatives have gotten some great coverage, though not in the 
mainstream media. The Global Security Newswire reported on July 6 that federal and New York 
state authorities, together with people from the National Nuclear Security Administration 
(NNSA), collaborated on removing a small amount of cesium-137 from St. Vincent's Hospital in 
Manhattan. Two weeks later, on July 22, the same media outlet reported that a lead-lined safe 
containing radioactive "seeds" used in cancer treatment had gone missing from a hospital in 
Illinois.  
 
But here's the scariest incident of attempted or actual cesium theft or disappearance: on July 10, 
five men were arrested in Pretoria, South Africa, for attempting to sell a cesium device for $6 
million dollars to undercover agents posing as potential black-market buyers. Rachel Maddow on 
MSNBC did a good job of covering the matter in her show on July 19. You can watch the six-
minute clip here.  
 
If anyone comes across more incidents of cesium theft or disappearance, anywhere in the world 
and no matter how spurious the report, please let me know.  
 
Follow Rizwan Ladha on Twitter: www.twitter.com/rizwanladha 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


ASBESTOS 


Mont. delegation pushes EPA on asbestos cleanup (Huffington Post) 
           
MATTHEW BROWN | July 5, 2010 06:58 PM EST 
BILLINGS, Mont. — Montana's congressional delegation is seeking assurances from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency that the government will not leave the asbestos-contaminated 
town of Libby before its cleanup is complete. 
 
Health workers say at least 400 people have died in rural Libby from contamination caused by a 
now-closed W.R. Grace vermiculite mine. 
 
The EPA in May finalized its cleanup strategy for the first two of eight contaminated areas, 
including a town park. Some Libby residents and local elected leaders fear the EPA is rushing to 
finish its work, leaving the town at risk. 
 
U.S. Sens. Max Baucus and Jon Tester and Rep. Denny Rehberg have asked the EPA to clarify 
its plans for the 3,000-person town. In separate letters sent in recent weeks, the lawmakers 
prodded the EPA to complete a long-delayed study of Libby asbestos. 
 
They also wanted the EPA's pledge to return to areas already cleaned if the study shows the 
health danger is worse than previously thought. 
 
More than a decade after the EPA arrived in Libby on the heels of news reports about 
widespread health problems, regulators still are uncertain just how toxic the asbestos is to 
humans. A risk assessment meant to answer that question is not expected to be finalized for 
another five years, according to correspondence between the agency and Baucus. 
 
"In some ways we're in the same spot we've been for years," Baucus told EPA officials during a 
recent hearing before a subcommittee of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee. 
 
 
A June report by the Government Accountability Office listed Libby as one of 75 Superfund 
sites across the United States with health risks that are considered unacceptable. For Libby, that 
public danger is expected to last through at least 2015. 
 
EPA officials acknowledge the health crisis in Libby has at times overwhelmed the government 
as the scope of contamination and number of victims has grown. 
 
Last year, it became the first Superfund site ever declared as a public health emergency. 
 
Agency spokesman Ted Linnert said the cleanup method proposed for the town park – placing a 
soil "cap" over what was once a processing site for Grace vermiculite – should be effective no 
matter the results of the risk assessment. 







 
The cap is meant to keep people from inhaling or ingesting asbestos, which can cause cancer, 
lung scarring and other health problems. 
 
For residential areas, Linnert said the agency will hold off on issuing a final cleanup document, 
known as a record of decision, until the risk assessment is completed. 
 
"That's where the risk assessment is most critical," he said. 
 
Linnert added that the first two areas slated for cleanup would be reviewed after no more than 
five years to make sure the agency's actions were effective. 
 
Asbestos-laced vermiculite was used as insulation in hundreds of Libby houses and businesses 
and tilled into backyard gardens. Decades of activity at the Grace mine produced so much dust 
that hazardous asbestos is now embedded in the barks of trees that cover the surrounding 
mountains. 
 
The EPA has said it will be impossible to remove it all. 
 
(This version CORRECTS town's population) 
 


 


BP SPILL 


A Whale', World's Largest Oil Skimmer, Being Tested In Gulf Oil Spill 
(Huffington Post) 
 
NEW ORLEANS (Associated Press) - Gulf of Mexico cleanup crews working to block millions 
of gallons of oil from reaching land may soon have a giant on their side, if a weekend test of a 
new skimmer goes well. 
 
The Taiwanese vessel dubbed "A Whale," which its owners describe as the largest oil skimmer 
in the world, began showing its capabilities on Saturday just north of the Macondo Deepwater 
well site. An April 20 explosion on the Deepwater Horizon rig there killed 11 workers and began 
what is now the largest oil spill in Gulf history. 
 
The vessel will cruise a 25-square-mile test site through Sunday, according to TMT Shipping, the 
company that created A Whale by retrofitting an oil tanker after the explosion sent millions of 
gallons of crude spilling into the Gulf. 
 
The U.S. Coast Guard, along with BP, are waiting to see if the vessel, which is 10 stories high 
and as long as 3 1/2 football fields, can live up to its makers' promise of being able to process up 
to 21 million gallons of oil-fouled water a day. 
 







The ship works by taking in water through 12 vents, separating the oil and pumping the cleaned 
seawater back into the Gulf. 
 
"In many ways, the ship collects water like an actual whale and pumps internally like a human 
heart," TMT spokesman Bob Grantham said in an e-mail. 
 
A Whale is being tested close to the wellhead because officials believe it will be most effective 
where the oil is thickest rather than closer to shore. 
 
Story continues below 
 
The ship arrived in the Gulf on Wednesday, but officials have wanted to test its capability as well 
as have the federal Environmental Protection Agency sign off on the water it will pump back into 
the gulf. Although the ship cleans most of the oil from seawater, trace amounts of crude remain. 
 
The wait has frustrated some local officials, who say the mammoth skimmer would be a game-
changer in preventing drifting streams of oil from washing ashore on vulnerable coastlines. 
 
During a Thursday tour of the inlet to Barataria Bay, Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal said it was 
exasperating to have A Whale anchored offshore instead of being put to immediate use. 
 
"They've used the war rhetoric," Jindal said aboard a Louisiana state wildlife boat floating in oil-
slicked waters near Grand Isle. "If this is really a war, they need to be using every resource that 
makes sense to fight this oil before it comes to our coast." 
 
A smaller flotilla of oil skimmers was back at work along the Gulf coast Saturday, after being 
forced to stand down for several days because of nasty weather whipped up by distant Hurricane 
Alex. 
 
The bad weather also delayed the hookup of a vessel called the Helix Producer at the wellhead. 
The ship can collect up to 25,000 barrels of oil a day, which would virtually double the amount 
now being captured at the site by two other vessels and then burned or transfered to other 
tankers. 
 
Retired Coast Guard Adm. Thad Allen, the Obama administration's point person in the oil spill 
response, said Friday crews will resume getting the Helix Producer in place over the weekend, 
with production starting around July 7. 
 
Elswhere on the Gulf coast, environmental Protection Agency administrator Lisa Jackson visited 
Pensacola Beach on Saturday, her first trip to Florida since the explosion and her sixth trip to the 
Gulf. 
 
Jackson watched as workers in yellow and orange vests flicked penny-sized gobs of tar into nets, 
sifting them to filter out the sand and smaller pieces of tar. Officials overseeing the cleanup 
showed her how the oil had been buried by successive waves of sand, and how more layers with 
tar were under the top layer of sand. 







 
Jackson said that despite the level of contamination on the beaches, it should be up to local 
officials to decide whether they should be closed. Officials in Escambia County have posted oil 
warnings at beaches but not closed them. 
 
"From a commonsense perspective there is nothing that I am going to be able to tell you in 
chemical lab that you can't learn about the safety of the water from a bathing purpose by looking 
at it and smelling it," she said. 
 
Reporters pressed Jackson on whether she would wade into the water Saturday based on what 
she had seen. 
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U.S. Fish And Wildlife Service Said Risk From Gulf Drilling Projects Was 
'Low'(Huffington Post) 
  
MICHAEL KUNZELMAN | 07/ 5/10 06:38 PM |   
 
BP Oil Spill, Green News, Gulf Oil Spill, Oil, Oil Spill, U.S. Fish And Wildlife Service, U.S. 
Fish And Wildlife Service Memo, U.S. Fish And Wildlife Service Oil, U.S. Fish And Wildlife 
Service Oil Spill, Usfw, Green News  
NEW ORLEANS — Less than three years before the Gulf oil spill erupted, federal regulators 
concluded several offshore drilling projects posed a low risk to endangered wildlife – a 
determination that contrasts sharply with recent scenes of birds struggling to survive the slick. 
 
A September 2007 memo from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service said large oil spills from the 
proposed Gulf drilling projects under review were "low-probability events" that weren't likely to 
affect brown pelicans, sea turtles and other animals with Gulf Coast habitats. 
 
The memo suggests that the former Mineral Management Service wasn't the only federal agency 
that failed to identify and attempt to minimize the risks of deepwater drilling. 
 
The memo, first reported by The New York Times, concluded that the chance of oil from an 
offshore spill of at least 1,000 barrels reaching endangered species or their habitats was no 
greater than 26 percent. 
 
The agency didn't challenge the MMS's assessment of potential danger from 11 Gulf oil and gas 
lease sales, which included the well that the Deepwater Horizon rig was drilling when an April 
20 blowout killed 11 workers and started leaking millions of gallons of oil. 
 
MMS was renamed the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement last 
month amid criticism that the agency was lax in its oversight of the companies it regulates. 







 
Stacy Small, a wildlife ecologist for the Environmental Defense Fund, said the Fish and Wildlife 
Service could have demanded a stricter review of the projects' safety risks. 
 
"I don't think they seized that opportunity," Small said. "This really points out the need for 
independent, third-party peer review, especially when the consequences are so severe." 
 
The Interior Department has said it will review the process for how offshore oil and gas 
operations are evaluated under the Endangered Species Act and the Marine Mammal Protection 
Act. 
 
"Where those processes can be improved, we will strengthen them. Where there are loopholes, 
we will close them," Interior Department spokeswoman Kendra Barkoff said in a May 14 
statement. 
 
Chris Tollefson, a spokesman for the wildlife service, said the Interior Department "is looking at 
a wide ranges of questions the oil spill raises," including MMS' environmental review processes. 
He wouldn't elaborate Monday. 
 
Dan Rohlf, a Lewis & Clark Law School professor who teaches wildlife law, said the documents 
show the Fish and Wildlife Service had a policy of discounting risks to endangered species, in 
violation of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
"If you have a lot of relatively small risks, over time those small risks add up until it's a virtual 
certainty those events will occur," he said. 
 
Less than three months before the Fish and Wildlife Service issued its memo, the National 
Marine Fisheries Service also used a MMS biological assessment to help it conclude that the 
same Gulf leases, including BP's for Deepwater Horizon, were "not likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of threatened or endangered species." 
 
However, that assessment did allow for the possibility of a major spill – described as one 
exceeding 420,000 gallons – and detailed its potential to harm different turtle, whale and 
sturgeon populations. 
 
Rohlf said both the Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service "are 
generally very reluctant to be a significant barrier to the everyday operations of (other) federal 
agencies," like MMS. 
 
"They have not seemed willing to risk the political heat that that would entail," he said. 
 
Get HuffPost Green On Twitter, Facebook, and Google Buzz! Know something we don't? E-mail 
us at Huffpostgreen@huffingtonpost.com 
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BROWNFIELD 


Philly’s Greensgrow farm: An unconventional hybrid that works (Grist) 
   
by Breaking Through Concrete team  
5 Jul 2010 11:00 AM 
It’s sunny and 94 degrees, and the pavement's steaming after a thunderstorm rolled sideways 
through north Philly. Mary Seton Corboy wears a full-body, white bee suit. She stands atop a 
small trailer’s grassy roof on a vacant city lot. Smoke puffs from the antique-looking box in her 
hand, and the bees calm down. 
 
"We put these up here originally just for security," she says. "Figured no one would bother the 
equipment with a bunch of bees around." 
 
 
 
Mary has created a small world, called Greensgrow, here on one block. The trailer under the 
beehives holds farm tools. Beside the trailer, tanks for the biodiesel conversion operation 
transform used cooking oil into fuel for Big Yellow, the delivery truck that collects fresh produce 
and meat and dairy products from farms within 75 miles of this square of green in Philadelphia’s 
Kensington neighborhood. That food goes into the homes of 400 CSA members, some of them 
low-income, and for sale at the farm’s market. That is to say, the Greensgrow farm and nursery is 
a little bit of everything, and all of it connected, somehow, like any good old city. 
 
Farming in Kensington, now a low-income neighborhood largely populated by Russian and 
Polish immigrants, is no more new than it is throughout Philadelphia. Community gardens, 
backyard gardens, and "guerrilla" gardens on vacant lots have been producing thousands of 
pounds of fresh food annually for over a century. The Vacant Lot Cultivation Association, begun 
in 1897, helps people access land and start market gardens. War rationing during WWI and II 
spurred Victory Gardens, as they did in many cities. And the early-to-mid-century exodus of 
African-American farmers from the sharecropper South brought a new agrarian population to the 
city. 
 
Then the community vacant-lot gardens took off in the '70s, just as the industrial boom 
imploded. More than 100,000 people lost their jobs, industries ran screaming, and many people 
bolted for the hills, or somewhere not-Philly. 
 
At the same time, another wave of southern African-Americans moved north, this time in 
conjunction with a Puerto Rican migration and Southeast Asians escaping the poisonous 
aftermath of the Vietnam War. Having grown their own food in their homelands, the newcomers 
brought that knowledge and ethic with them.[1] 
 
The city, meanwhile, took little interest in its agencies' land holdings, so they barely blinked at 
signing multi-year leases to neighborhood farmers on empty city lots. The 1970s made inner-city 







blightification as American as apple pie. In Philly, pirate farmers built soils, and fed families and 
communities. The common-sense food production continued into the '90s. There weren’t 
meetings or board members or conference calls. Just a need for food, empty land, and people 
who knew how to dig in with a shovel and hoe. 
 
Mary calls a shovel "the idiot stick," and she holds it in high regard. She came onto the scene at 
the tail end of that mini-urban-ag revolution. Plenty of vacant-lot and community farms still exist 
in Philly, but not on the scale they did 30 years ago. The decline is partly due to older farmers 
passing away, and partly due to increased real-estate values, the subsequent interest of 
developers, and city agencies' reluctance to continue signing those multi-year leases on the 
empty lots. The rogue farmers have had to abandon soils they’d developed over a decade or 
more. 
 
Mary doesn’t like meetings, and she looks far more comfortable in the bee suit and mask than I 
imagine she would in a pantsuit or dress. She’s a gritty farmer with a helluva business sense. 
When she takes off the bee suit, she reveals a dusty, wrinkled Subaru farm shirt. Two Subaru 
wagons sit along the curb between the bee and tool lot, and the larger farm and nursery -- the 
socially progressive Subaru company financially sponsors Greensgrow. 
 
Tom Sereduk, cofounder of Greensgrow, and Mary starting digging into Kensington in 1998. 
The two had restaurant experience and they saw a market for salad greens. Since they knew 
hydroponic growing methods (growing in water, rather than soil, with mineral supplements), 
they could bypass the immediate concerns over the lot’s EPA brownfield status. They opened 
during the growing season and sold to white-table cloth restaurants for a profit. 
 
But Mary and Tom were like energetic hippies rolling in for half the year to grow fancy lettuce 
for fancy restaurants, and kids threw rocks at them over the fence. Though Tom opted out of the 
depressing situation, Mary stuck with it and she kept her vision open. 
 
"Over time, we never really invested in any one thing, so when the winds of change moved in -- 
more and more interest in local foods -- we shifted. We started growing more heirloom tomatoes 
and micro-greens. Then we built the greenhouse, grew flowers, stayed year-round, and the 
neighbors got interested," she says. "We saw what people grew in their pots here in the 
neighborhood and we offered them in the nursery. As we’ve grown, we’ve tried to keep one foot 
in this community and one in the greater city." 
 
At the corner of the farm, the chickens peck at the soil on one side of the chain-link fence, while 
neighbors cruise on bikes or stroll the sidewalk a foot away. It’s an easy symbol of the urban 
farm, but it actually does what you’d think it would. A few women sit on the steps of their row-
houses a block away; their young kids bump Razor scooters over the sidewalk cracks, and they 
love the chickens. 
 
 
Janice Teague has lived here for 25 years. She likes the farm. She goes every week to the 
Thursday market for fruit and vegetables, and she buys tomato plants to grow in her backyard 
garden, a 6-foot-by-2-foot sliver of soil in the tiny concrete-floor-and-cinder-block-walled back 







patio. She doesn’t have a car, so she can’t get to Home Depot to buy potted plants. Greensgrow 
lets her use the wagon to roll her purchases home, and the nursery prices are no more than Home 
Depot’s or Lowe’s. 
 
"I’m not into the butter and milk and cheese stuff," Janice says. "I get that from the regular 
grocery store. My daughter gets her soap from the farm. I get fruit and bread, and I get flowers 
that I plant in my backyard. I get peppers, cucumbers, tomatoes. They’re fresher and they’re a 
little more money, but I like Jersey tomatoes from the farm market better than the supermarket 
ones." 
 
Janice doesn’t see many neighbors at the Greensgrow market. The people she sees there are from 
elsewhere. They’re nice, but she can tell that they’re "uppy." 
 
I see that, I guess, as I look at the Thursday market shoppers: young folks with mustaches on 
their faces and baskets on their bikes, a double date popping out of a Prius, a mom with a stroller 
the size of a Peugeot. But there’s also a policeman and the owner of the auto-detail shop across 
the street. 
 
"When you become an asset to your community or neighborhood then you've done something. I 
don't do this just to be tan." 
 
Mary has always intended for Greensgrow to be profitable. She wants it to be a model for 
sustainable profitability, in fact. All 19 staff members are paid by the for-profit side of the 
business, from nursery and farm sales, which grossed $1 million last year. The Community 
Supported Agriculture program has 400 members. That’s enormous for a city-block-size farm, 
but Greensgrow has created a 75-mile web of farms and producers with the Greensgrow CSA as 
the mothership distribution point. It’s so big that they’ve achieved the holy grail of the CSA 
model -- a low-income option. 
 
It’s been a dozen years since Mary ducked rocks while hanging plastic over the greenhouse. The 
bees help, but mainly she and her staff and her chickens and the nursery’s petunias have put a 
face on the farm and the neighborhood. 
 
"In the short term I see a positive change. I got a Google alert last night. I don't usually check 
those, but I did this time. It was from a real estate listing. It said, 'Great house, great location 
right next to Greensgrow Farm!!!' When you become an asset to your community or 
neighborhood then you've done something. I don't do this just to be tan." 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 


Daniel Patrick Moynihan Warned Nixon To Act On Global Warming, New 
Documents Show (Huffington Post) 
 







YORBA LINDA, Calif. — Documents released Friday by the Nixon Presidential Library show 
members of President Richard Nixon's inner circle discussing the possibilities of global warming 
more than 30 years ago. 
 
Adviser Daniel Patrick Moynihan, notable as a Democrat in the administration, urged the 
administration to initiate a worldwide system of monitoring carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 
decades before the issue of global warming came to the public's attention. 
 
There is widespread agreement that carbon dioxide content will rise 25 percent by 2000, 
Moynihan wrote in a September 1969 memo. 
 
"This could increase the average temperature near the earth's surface by 7 degrees Fahrenheit," 
he wrote. "This in turn could raise the level of the sea by 10 feet. Goodbye New York. Goodbye 
Washington, for that matter." 
 
Moynihan was Nixon's counselor for urban affairs from January 1969 – when Nixon began his 
presidency – to December 1970. He later served as the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations 
before New York voters elected him to the Senate. 
 
Moynihan received a response in a January 26, 1970 memo from Hubert Heffner, deputy director 
of the administration's Office of Science and Technology. Heffner acknowledged that 
atmospheric temperature rise was an issue that should be looked at. 
 
"The more I get into this, the more I find two classes of doom-sayers, with, of course, the silent 
majority in between," he wrote. "One group says we will turn into snow-tripping mastodons 
because of the atmospheric dust and the other says we will have to grow gills to survive the 
increased ocean level due to the temperature rise." 
 
Heffner wrote that he would ask the Environmental Science Services Administration to look 
further into the issue. 
 
Nixon established the Environmental Protection Agency and had an interest in the environment. 
In one memo, Moynihan noted his approval of the first Earth Day, to be held April 22, 1970. 
 
Story continues below 
 
"Clearly this is an opportunity to get the President usefully and positively involved with a large 
student movement," he wrote to John Ehrlichman, Nixon's adviser on domestic affairs. 
 
Moynihan's memo was among 100,000 documents released Friday. 
 
The documents also include about 5,000 pages of now unclassified national security records on 
the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, correspondence between Nixon and then-British Prime Minister 
Edward Heath and back-channel Soviet-Israeli relations. 
 







The new material is part of the ongoing effort to move Nixon's archives from Washington to 
Yorba Linda since the library came under federal control in 2007. 
 
Online: http://nixonlibrary.gov/virtuallibrary/documents/jul10.php 
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Energy Star: Churches Now Receive EPA Label For Efficiency (Huffington 
Post) 
  
Posted: 07- 5-10 11:44 AM  
 
   Church Energy Star, Efficient Church, Efficient Churches, Energy Star Church, Energy Star 
Churches, Green Church, Green Churches, Green Living, Green News  
 NEEDHAM, Mass. (AP) -- Old and new intersect at First Parish church in Massachusetts, which 
holds 18th-century timber in its walls and displays proof of its 21st-century energy efficiency 
with an "Energy Star" plaque by the door. 
 
"Energy Star" status, more commonly associated with dishwashers and refrigerators, is now 
available to houses of worship as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency looks to lower 
energy use at thousands of congregations nationwide. 
 
First Parish in Needham is one of just nine congregations in the nation with the designation, 
which it won after a recent multimillion-dollar expansion and renovation. 
 
Among its upgrades: temperature controls for each room so energy isn't wasted in areas that 
aren't being used; a ventilation system that adjusts to the number of people inside by measuring 
the carbon dioxide being exhaled; new insulation in the meeting house walls, which are partly 
supported by beams from the church's original 1774 building. 
 
As churches consider new efficiency upgrades, the EPA hopes they tap into the same ancient 
religious principle - good stewardship of the earth - that drove First Parish. 
 
"It's a spiritual issue," said The Rev. John Buehrens, pastor of the Unitarian Universalist church. 
"Stewardship of the planet and a realization of the fragility of the creation and our responsibility 
of preserving its beauty is absolutely central to our religious values." 
 
The United States has an estimated 370,000 houses of worship, nearly the number of its K-12 
school buildings. 
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Some buildings seem primed for big improvement, such as the stately churches with high 
ceilings and leaky windows that are common in buildings in New England town squares. But 
Michael Zatz, EPA Energy Star commercial buildings manager, said older churches aren't 
necessarily far less efficient than newer buildings. Instead, he said, focusing on churches can 
have broad impact. 
 
"The people sitting in those congregations are workers in ... other places - teachers in the 
schools, managers of hotels - and they might learn through the congregation about what can be 
done in buildings in general and take it into their workplace," he said. "They also may take it 
back to their home." 
 
The EPA has reached out to congregations since 1999. But it just began awarding the Energy 
Star label in October. Before then, a periodic federal building survey hadn't reviewed enough 
houses of worship to allow the EPA to draw up Energy Star scores for that building type, Zatz 
said. 
 
So far nine congregations from Alabama to Michigan have won the label. Variables such as a 
building's size, location and energy use over a year are plugged into a formula. The building's 
actual energy usage is then compared to what the formula predicts it will use. If it's more 
efficient than 75 percent of similar houses of worship, it's eligible for the Energy Star label. A 
licensed engineer must also verify the numbers. 
 
Montevallo Presbyterian Church in Montevallo, Ala., earned the label after an assembly hall 
renovation completed in 2008. The work included such changes as installing energy efficient 
appliances, switching to better insulated windows and putting the water heater on a timer so that 
it's on only when needed, said the church's "Green Team" leader, Bill Peters. 
 
Peters said the church is heeding Biblical commands to care for creation, but also wanted to 
decrease the impact of a nearby coal-burning power plant. 
 
"The more electricity we consume, the more that that power plant has to pollute our air," Peters 
said. 
 
After its efficiency upgrades, First Parish in Needham saw a significant drop in its utility bill, 
which fell from $20,000 to $12,000 in a year. Even after such significant savings, it will take 
years to make a dent in what it paid to make energy efficiency a priority in its $3.3 million 
renovation. But good environmental stewardship was the point, not cutting bills, Buehrens said. 
 
"You don't spend $3.3 million in order to cut your utility bill in half," he said. "You do it for a 
much bigger set of reasons." 
 
Zatz said congregations generally don't need a lot of money to get big gains in efficiency. Simple 
steps often mean a lot, he said. 
 
"The most common one you hear, and it sounds silly but many people don't do it, is: 'Turn off the 
lights when you leave,'" Zatz said. 
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Five Denier Myths about the Climate & Energy Bill (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Clean Energy , Climate Bill , Climate Change , Climate Change Bill , Energy , 
Green News  
Like the summer weather outside, the fight over a strong climate bill is heating up. The next 
three weeks will reveal which Senators are serious about fixing the world's biggest crisis, and 
which are worried about short-term political advantage. 
 
At stake is whether the Senate will consider a strong bill that caps America's carbon pollution 
and ends our over-dependence on oil and other fossil fuels. Or whether the Senate will pass yet 
another energy-only bill that won't solve the problem. 
 
Predictably, the "No Can Do" climate action naysayers continue to oppose to setting hard limits 
on America's climate pollution. And they're trotting out the same worn-out old arguments they've 
been using to oppose action for the last decade. 
 
As we approach the Senate endgame, we want to use this opportunity to respond forcefully and 
directly to these scare tactics. Here are five reasons climate action opponents are wrong: 
 
1) They claim a strong cap on America's carbon pollution will wreck our economy.  
 
FALSE: This is the bogeyman of every effort over the last century to protect our environment 
and defend public health and safety. Power companies said limits on acid rain pollution would 
wreck the economy. Oil refineries said taking lead out of gasoline would wreck the economy. 
Car manufacturers said installing seat belts would, you guessed it, wreck the economy. History 
has shown that in every case, America's economy has not only survived but thrived under 
tougher environmental and public health and safety standards. 
 
On this one, our opponents aren't just wrong. They're dead wrong. A cap on carbon didn't cause 
the current economic disaster. A cap on carbon didn't lead to one billion dollars a day going 
overseas to oil exporters. A cap on carbon didn't raise electricity rates for the average American 
home 42% or increase the average cost for a gallon of regular gasoline 138% over the last 20 
years. A cap on carbon didn't slash American manufacturing jobs over the last half century. 
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It's the status quo that got us into this mess.  The best way out is to jumpstart the new green 
economy by ending our addiction to oil and other fossil fuels with a strong limit on carbon 
pollution. 
 
2) They claim a strong cap on America's carbon pollution will undermine our economic 
recovery.  
 
FALSE: They've got it backwards. Many notable economists, including Nobel Prize-winning 
New York Times columnist Paul Krugman and White House Economic Council Director Larry 
Summers, argue that strong climate action is the key for promoting economic recovery. It will 
encourage economic and entrepreneurial innovation and finally clarify how America will 
proceed with carbon limits. Without strong legislation, the uncertainty of EPA regulation and the 
threat of litigation will continue to freeze much-needed investments to modernize our energy 
infrastructure. 
 
If you don't believe these economists, remember this: even if we pass a strong cap on carbon 
pollution this year, it won't go into effect for a couple years. That's how long it will take before 
the regulatory rules are written. This is one of the most compelling reasons for passing a bill now 
so we can set the regulations and begin cutting emissions in time to meet the 2020 limits. 
 
We should also note that most short-term emission cuts will come from the "low hanging fruit" 
of promoting energy efficiency and investing in carbon offsets. Indeed, the House-passed climate 
and energy bill earned the support of a wide range of businesses, including several power 
companies, because it made environmental and economic sense.   
 
3) They claim that America can transition to a cleaner energy future without limiting carbon 
pollution simply by passing an energy-only bill. 
 
FALSE: This is the popular, easy-out position for politicians -- just throw money at the problem. 
But, there are several major flaws with an energy-only bill. 
 
Congress has passed 10 energy bills over the last 40 years, and none of them have even come 
close to launching the energy revolution we need to end our over-dependence on fossil fuels and 
transform our energy economy. 
 
The math simply doesn't add up. Unleashing our clean energy future will require trillions of 
dollars in new investment in our energy infrastructure and technologies over many years. Such a 
large-scale transition will only be possible when private investors are given a clear market signal 
that the days of treating our atmosphere like an open sewer for unlimited carbon pollution are 
over. Without a strong cap on carbon pollution, we will remain addicted to the dirty energy of 
the past. 
 
Finally, those in favor of promoting clean energy technologies without a carbon cap typically 
support taxpayer investments in handpicked energy technologies and programs. There are two 
main problems with this approach: 
 







1) There is no way we can subsidize our way out of this problem -- we are already running huge 
deficits, but even if we could find billions of dollars in taxpayer funds for clean energy subsidies, 
it will not come close to transforming our energy economy; and 
2) This is a top-down, command-and-control, federal-government-picks-winners-and-losers 
approach that many legislators object to, and it will fail to achieve the most efficient clean 
energy investments.  A carbon cap will unleash the ingenuity of America's entrepreneurs, and 
they will find the most cost-effective technologies for reducing global warming pollution. 
 
4) They claim this is nothing but an energy tax that will limit freedom in America.  
 
FALSE: A cap on carbon is a pollution limit, not a tax. It is a proven way to ratchet down 
pollution in a cost-effective, efficient, sensible way. As pollution levels decline and we begin to 
end our addiction to fossil fuels, new, cleaner, more efficient technologies will fill the void. 
 
Think of it this way -- let's say you're a smoker. One way to help you end your tobacco addiction 
would be to tax cigarettes and increase the cost of smoking. If smoking cigarettes gets more 
expensive, you may smoke less. Then again, you may just pay the extra amount and find other 
ways to save money. This is how a carbon tax would work, and it's not what we're advocating. 
 
A better way to ensure that you stop smoking would be to set a declining limit on number of 
cigarettes you can smoke each day so that over time you gradually kick the habit. This is how a 
cap on carbon would work. 
 
As for limiting freedom in America, this may be a popular claim by Rush Limbaugh, Glenn 
Beck, and the Tea Party crowd. But this flips the issue on its head. 
 
Right now, we import nearly 60% of our oil and are beholden to the whims of the petro-dictators. 
We sit on only about 2% of the world's proven oil reserves, but we consume nearly 20% of the 
world's oil. Drill Baby Drill won't change the basic math in this equation. 
 
What freedom-loving American would choose to be dependent on Middle Eastern oil or while 
relying on the finite and dwindling resources of the world's fossil fuels? 
 
5) They claim that the environmental threat from climate change is overstated.  
 
FALSE!: This one needs an exclamation point. The National Academy of Sciences and the 
science advisors to the last four presidents of both parties have looked at the data and are 
unequivocal in their warnings that global climate change is a potentially catastrophic 
environmental threat to the planet. 
 
The next time someone questions the science of global warming, ask whether he denies that 
carbon dioxide is a heat-trapping gas. Or whether she denies we are emitting billions of tons of it 
into our atmosphere every year. Or whether atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide are 
higher today than at any time in at least the last 2.1 million years. Or that we just completed the 
warmest decade on record and that 2010 is on pace to shatter the record as the warmest year. 
 







Each of these facts are measurable, verifiable, and not in dispute.  
 
As a result of our 100 years of unlimited carbon pollution, we are witnessing the first symptoms 
of a planet that is transforming before our eyes. And what we have already seen should be 
enough to demand action.  Polar sea ice melting at alarming rates, seasons coming earlier, 
migration patterns shifting, the oceans acidifying, corals bleaching, glaciers retreating, wildfires 
raging out of control, mega-floods and severe droughts - these early symptoms are becoming the 
norm. 
 
And this is merely the opening act. Over the coming decades, the planet will get warmer and 
warmer and warmer. Without a strong cap on carbon, there is no reversing this devastating trend. 
 
On these and many other claims, the "No Can Do" folks are just plain wrong. The time for a 
strong climate and energy action is now. Please email your Senators today and urge them to 
support the strongest possible bill. 
 
Follow David Yarnold on Twitter: www.twitter.com/deewhy2 
 


 


 


GENERAL 


What You Missed at the LOHAS Forum (Treehugger) 
 
Last week a conscious community of business owners and entrepreneurs gathered in Boulder 
Colorado for three days to attend the LOHAS Conference: Businesses Coming Together To Help 
Change The World. We're talking conscious triple bottom line business companies and people, 
gathering to share information and inspire a sustainable future for our species. The result? 
Inspiration, motivation, and spontaneous divine connections. Like when I went to pick up my 
complimentary bicycle (smile) at the Outlook, the Zero Waste Hotel where I stayed. I ran into 
Andy Keller, founder of Chico Bags, (I've always been a huge fan) one of the sponsors for the 
conference, and ended up sharing a fun bike ride through Colorado University to the conference, 
held at the eco conscious Julien Hotel. 
 
Did I say Divine connections? Well, yes I did, and I meant it. I have to really commend LOHAS 
Executive Director Ted Ning for including the spiritual element at the conference. Several of the 
workshops like the ones presented by Dr.Larry Dossey and Dr.Elliot Dacher, were based on 
spiritual principals and indicated just how important a truly holistic approach is to sustainability. 
I mean, we've got a planet to save ya know, we can't really handle this big of a problem our 
selves now, can we? Some Divine intervention is going to be required, starting with each one of 
us being as personally healthy on all levels as possible. 
 







The panel about the oil spill in the gulf was a major highlight, and frankly my main motivation 
for attending the conference. I wanted to hear first hand from the experts what exactly is going 
on there, and what we can do about it. EarthEcho International CEO, and grandson of Jacques, 
Philippe Cousteau skyped in since he was on the ground working on the front lines of the spill. 
He was joined by The Cove producer Charles Hambleton and the EPA's Director of Public 
Engagement Stephanie Owens, for a panel moderated by Ten Ning. 
 
Ning opened the panel by acknowledging that there's a feeling of helplessness because the 
problem is on going. and Owens added that "the solution is not swift or simple." The quotes kept 
coming:" The oil is toxic to the bottom of the food chain, and we don't know the extent of the 
damage. "The spill is a symptom of a bigger problem, our reliance on fossil fuels"and,Cousteau 
pointed out, ""We don't really know what the extent of the damage that is being caused by the 
dispersants is". Hambleton, noted that the toxic dispersants being used there now are tested to be 
only 56% effective, and are a bi-product of-gasp-petroleum refining! SO BP is essentially buying 
and selling themselves their own product?! AND, according to Hambleton there are other 
dispersants that have been proven 100% effective and are non-toxic. I took the opportunity to ask 
Stephanie Owens who the decision maker was for allowing the use of Corexit. She explained that 
she could not confirm whether or not Hambleton's comments are correct, and the Coast Guard 
decides which ones are used. Hmmmmmmm...and, that the EPA is not, in fact, the lead agency 
in the matter, but the Coast Guard is, then offered a website for up to date information. 
 
Cousteau received a hearty round of applause for this whopper: "We spend 1,000 times more 
money every year in our federal budget for space exploration than we do to understand our 
oceans," "Knowing whether there was ever water on Mars - not critical to surviving on this 
planet. The oceans are." 
 
The audience was encouraged to submit questions to the panel, and mine was "Is this really the 
biggest environmental disaster that's ever happened to our oceans, or is commercial fishing 
actually a larger threat?" Unfortunately they didn't get to my question, but did answer this 
important one: "What can each one of us do to help the situation?" Supporting NGO's that are 
working on the ground there was high on the list as way we can all get involved, since more than 
5000 volunteers are there with nothing to do because hazmat training is time consuming, and 
required in order for anyone to get anywhere near the spill itself Cousteau suggested that being 
an advocate for a clean world and vowing to never buy another plastic bottle, and banning single 
use plastics overall was a good way to help things improve as well. Ms. Owens suggested that 
we all continue to engage in "thoughtful conversation "about the subject, and seek out the source 
of information before sharing it. Everyone on the panel agreed unanimously that boycotting BP 
was NOT the thing to do, since most stations are run by small business owners that need the 
income, Doing so would not really impact BP, they said, but would negatively impact our own 
communities. Larry Dossey closed the panel out with a prayer and moment of silence for all the 
suffering created by the disaster. 
 
Watch a video recap of some of the highlights. 
 
LOHAS hosted some terrific breakout sessions that I was happy to see included as well. So many 
in fact that it was difficult to decide which ones to sit in on so as to not miss another. Some of 







my faves were the Healthy Homes, which included Christopher Gavigan CEO of Healthy Child 
Healthy World, that addressed the growing concerns over the toxicity of products in our homes 
and especially that surround our children. and The Phood and Kids panel, which focused on the 
shocking amount of processed foods our kids, eat. Speaking of what people eat, one thing I 
would recommend to improve the conference next year, would be the absence of meat. 
According to Worldwatch Institute, livestock and their byproducts actually account for at least 
32.6 billion tons of carbon dioxide per year, or 51 percent of annual worldwide GHG 
emissions.So, holding off on the—gasp—roast beef-next year might be a bit more appropriate. 
 
The screening of the film Dirt was really enlightening, and I was truly inspired by the "Igniting 
Inspiration 101: An Advanced Workshop for Conscious Capitalists" workshop led by John 
Marshall Roberts. 
 
Then there were the personal connections with like-minded peers that make these events even 
more fun. Like hanging out with Waylon Lewis at SocialK, Soap Group & CSR Wire's 
Speakeasy party for Elephant Journal at Bitter Bar,. Then another Divine connection, after 
searching all day for a ride partner to the airport, a spontaneous ride share and flight home with 
Mallika Chopra (where I learned all about her amazing website intent.com—think: if twitter and 
facebook had a baby, and it was born into supreme consciousness), Then last but not least, there's 
the fat stack of business cards I collected. I'm working my way through them now, to keep in 
touch with everyone. 
 
"I would not go into the water today," she said. 
 
 


RECYCLING 
 


Wearable Collections May Snag Clothes Recycling Contract In NYC 
(Huffington Post) 
 
NEW YORK — Here's the truth about fashion: It changes quickly. So what do you do when 
you're stuck with a closet full of barely worn shirts, dresses and shoes? 
 
Starting in September, New York City will launch one of the largest textile recycling initiatives 
in the nation. The aim is to make it easy to donate clothing, almost as easy as throwing it away. 
 
According to the Environmental Protection Agency, Americans pitch almost 10 pounds of socks, 
jeans, shirts and sheets per year, per person. In New York, where 190,000 tons of textiles entered 
the city's landfills in 2008 alone, the plan would place 50 collection bins in high-traffic areas. 
 
"I moved three times in the last five years, and each time I ended up throwing away clothes," 
says 25-year-old Tracy Feldman. "It is just too hard to haul it all over the city. If there was a bin 
on my block, I wouldn't hesitate to recycle them." 
 







The city is taking bids for a 10- to 15-year contract with a nonprofit company that will be 
responsible for the bins. Goodwill Industries International is one of the companies bidding on the 
contract. 
 
"There has not been another program like this that we know of," said Goodwill spokesman 
Alfred Vanderbilt. "We think they are being very creative and we hope this sets a new standard." 
 
A Goodwill Industries survey of 600 adults in the United States and Canada found that more than 
half of people who donate clothing say they wouldn't go more than 10 minutes out of their way 
to make a donation. 
 
Robert Lange, the director of the Bureau of Waste Prevention, Reuse and Recycling in New 
York, said his department discovered the same problem. 
 
"You can open a black bag at the landfill and see what looks like new clothing," he said. "It is 
easier to throw it out than recycle." 
 
Not all used clothing can be recycled into usable clothing – take those old, stinky sneakers and 
torn clothing. But that doesn't mean those items can't be donated. While Goodwill is mostly 
looking for clothing that can be resold, there are ways to recycle even the old tattered pieces. 
 
At Wearable Collections, a New Jersey-based textile recycling company, almost half of 
donations are good for resale, according to the owner. The other half is split nearly evenly 
between being used for rags for businesses like the automotive industry and being broken down 
for insulation. Less than 5 percent of the total is unusable and goes to the landfill. 
 
Officials say that if New York's campaign is successful, it could lead to a nationwide movement 
to recycle clothing. 
 
Not only would that clear up some room in the nation's landfills, it could also create jobs, said 
Brenda Platt, co-director of the Institute for Local Self-Reliance based in Washington, D.C. She 
profiled 20 textile recycling companies and estimates that the industry creates 85 times more jobs 
than landfills. 
 
Wearable Collections has been offering free bins to apartment buildings and dorm rooms 
throughout the East Coast for the last few years. The company's employees collect the bins as 
often as once a week, and tenants never have to go farther than their lobby to get rid of old 
clothing. 
 
Adam Baruchowitz, the owner of Wearable Collections, is enthusiastic about city governments 
and charities working together. "I think it is going to raise the consciousness of textile recycling, 
which is a good thing for us," Baruchowitz said. 
 
And if all goes as planned, New York may be just the beginning. 
 







"If this is as effective as it can be, it will influence other locations," Lange said. "We will be 
leading by example." 
 
 


TOXICS 


Why We Need Federal Safeguards for Coal Ash (Treehugger) 
 
News OCR Text: One of the homes destroyed by the December 2008 Tennessee Valley 
Authority coal ash disaster in Harriman, Tenn. Photo by Lyndsay Moseley. 
 
How would you like to live near a pile of toxic waste that, every time the wind blew, spread its 
particles into your neighborhood? Or thishow would you like to live near a pond full of toxic 
waste that had no liner and could be seeping into the groundwater and nearby waterways with no 
penalty? 
 
This is happening to thousands of Americans right nowand the toxic waste is coal ash, the by-
product of burning coal for energy. 
 
Coal-fired power plants produce approximately 131 million tons of waste per year, making coal 
combustion waste the second largest industrial waste stream in the U.S. Coal ash contains 
numerous hazardous chemicals, including arsenic, selenium, lead, mercury, cadmium, 
chromium, boron, thallium, and aluminum. [1] 
 
When coal ash comes into contact with water, these hazardous materials leach out of the waste 
and contaminate groundwater and surface water. [2] 
 
A Google Maps Satellite photo of the Little Blue Run Coal Ash Pond - with its bizarre and 
unnatural blue color - that sprawls across the border of West Virginia and Pennsylvania near the 
Ohio River. 
 
Sierra Club activists have worked with many communities affected by coal ash waste sites - 
many of these affected residents started their own community organizations to fight the hazards, 
and came to us for help. (). Here is one example from our : Bill Zak says the site is already home 
to two piles of coal ash and the facility is now applying for a permit to create a third pile. 
 
"The difference is that for this third pile, there are more safety precautions," explained Zak. 
"There's a liner and a mechanical system directing run-off to a storage facility for reuse in the 
plant. This is opposed to before, in both the other sites, the two piles are just open exposure to 
the elements, the wind and rain, and they have no liners." 
 
Bill, his wife, and many others in his community formed Citizens for Clean Power and have 
worked long hours protesting the permitting for the new coal ash pile based on the fact that the 
facility was not doing anything to fix the old piles. 
 







"If it's required for this new pile, if that's the condition for granting the permit, why won't they 
remediate the old ones?" he asked. 
 
Another example comes from the town of Oakwood, Illinois: 
 
The neighborhood is a rural subdivision of 30 homes that all draw their drinking water from 
ground water. The disposal was allowed without safeguards under state law as a "beneficial fill 
operation." According to EPA, state testing of the waste dumped at the site found lead levels 
three to four times higher than the Illinois standard allowed. 
 
In fact, testing of groundwater at 11 sites near the Bunge dumping area showed levels exceeding 
Groundwater Quality Standards of arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, iron, lead, 
manganese, nickel, sulfate, and thallium. - not to mention the stories of disasters near coal ash 
ponds, such the one in Pennsylvania in 2005 and the devastating Tennessee Valley Authority 
coal ash disaster in December 2008. 
 
All those dangers and disasters, and still no federal safeguards for coal ash disposal. There is a 
patchwork of some state regulations, but in most places coal ash, despite its toxic contents, is 
regulated much like household garbage. 
 
Thankfully EPA has just released its draft coal ash safeguards and they're accepting comments 
right now. 1 - US EPA, Human and Ecological Risk Assessment of Coal Combustion Wastes, 
August 6 2007 (draft).  
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on May 12, 2010: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
 
Lisa Jackson 
 
EPA Administrator Meets with Gulf Region Scientists on BP Oil Spill / Photos from 
Administrator Jackson’s recent v...  


Posted by:  thehealthgyro    7:20 pm  Full post: http://bit.ly/actIw1 
 
Asked about effects of #oilspill dispersants on seafood, EPA's @LisaPJackson says, "I ate 
seafood yesterday in New Orleans." 


Posted by:  craigtimes    5:10 pm  Full post:  
(Note:  St. Petersburg Times) 
   
EPA's @LisaPJackson: Some of #oilspill dispersant contents are trade secrets, but EPA 
knows what's in them & approved use. 


Posted by:  craigtimes    5:15 pm  Full post:  
 


On dispersants conf call with #oil EPA's Jackson: "We know that on surface dispersants 
break up more rapidly than oil" 


Posted by:  elikint     4:15 pm  Full post: 
 
 
 
Gulf Oil Spill & EPA Response 
 



http://twitter.com/thehealthgyro

http://bit.ly/actIw1

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/craigtimes

http://twitter.com/LisaPJackson

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oilspill

http://twitter.com/craigtimes

http://twitter.com/search?q=%23oil

http://twitter.com/elikint
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EPA Administrator Meets with Gulf Region Scientists on BP Oil Spill / Photos ... - U.S. 
EPA.gov  


Posted by:  blackgoldnews     6:20 pm    Full post: http://url4.eu/3MctQ 
 
AP:  EPA: Better air monitoring needed after Gulf spill Associated Press –  


Posted by:  Howlettwdhzo     6:17 pm  Full post: http://tinyurl.com/24o62bv 
(Note:  The head of EPA says regulators need to do a better job monitoring health hazards in the 
air over waters where shrimpers and fishermen are helping to contain a massive oil spill.) 
 
 
Science Now:  EPA, BP Eyeing Mega-Dispersant Operation  


Posted by:  blackgoldnews     6:20 pm  Full post: http://url4.eu/3MbXq 
AP:  So much for dismissing #oilspill as freak accident - AP on "cascade of deep-sea 
equipment failures & procedural problems"  
 Posted by:  MilesGrant    6:10 pm  Full post: http://ow.ly/1KjS0 
  
  
HuffPost:  Whistleblower Claims That #BP Was Aware Of Cheating On Blowout 
Preventer Tests  
 Posted by:  GreenIsTweet   6:00 pm   Full post: http://huff.to/curHs6 
 
Environmental News Bits: EPA Updates BP Spill Website with Information on Dispersants  
 Posted by:  poloX     4:34 pm   Full post:  http://bit.ly/cUfcWP 
   
Add EPA's BP Spill widget to your pages & blogs to help keep people updated as work 
continues in the Gulf  


Posted by:     tonyrockwell             2:49 pm   Full post: http://budurl.com/k5x5 
 
 
Chesapeake Bay Settlement 
 
Business Week:  EPA unveils Chesapeake Bay restoration strategy  


Posted by:  DMVdirectory     7:06 pm  Full post: http://ping.fm/rHK2w 
 
EPA puts Chesapeake Bay on 'pollution diet': ... a tool of the federal Clean Water Act, that 
sets a strict "pollution...  


Posted by:  TweetFitnessTip     6:06 pm  Full post:  http://bit.ly/d8ioQk 
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AIR 
 
May 13, 2010  
   
Gina Solomon 
Senior Scientist, NRDC 
Posted: May 13, 2010 10:19 AM  
 


What’s in the Air Along the Louisiana Coast? (Huffington Post) 
 
 "You shoulda been out here last evening" said Carey, the shrimp boat captain who took me out 
to South Pass today. He saw that I was taking air samples with a hand-held monitoring device, 
and recounted the strong smell and choking fumes he had suffered through yesterday when he 
went out to rescue a stranded boat in the Main Pass channel. "Those guys on that boat had it 
worse than me" he added. "They were pretty sick - headaches and sick to their stomachs - but 
they had been sitting out there stranded in that stuff for two hours." 


At noon on a sunny day with a light wind from the southeast, I only found traces of volatile 
organic compounds in the air and noticed only a hint of a petroleum smell. But I could imagine 
how it had been the night before. 


Captain Carey is making a little money taking reporters and environmentalists out to look for oil 
along the Louisiana coastline near Venice. Many of his friends have taken a different job. They 
are out there cleaning up the oil. 


I talked with some of them this weekend, the night before they headed out to start dragging 
boom. They described the safety training they got from BP, and showed off the containment 
boom, absorbant boom, and large absorbant pads they were supposed to drag behind their boats. 


"It'll be like sweeping the State of Texas with a broom" one said. 


"It's just to make people feel better and to make it look like BP is doing something," another 
added. 


"But at least they're paying us well." 


Then they showed me the protective equipment they had received: hard hats, safety glasses, 
coveralls, and gloves. "These are just for the guys who are pulling in the boom. Not for the boat 
captains" one captain explained. 


"Where are the respirators?" I asked. 


"Respirators? They didn't give us any" 



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gina-solomon
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"Did they explain why not?" 


"They said all the chemicals in the air dissipate within a few hours, and we'll be in areas where 
the oil has been there for a while, so all the vapors will have gone away. Nothing to worry 
about." 


I checked the BP website, Coast Guard website, NOAA website, and EPA website. No data on 
air levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) offshore. I guess we're supposed to take it on 
faith that it's safe out there. 


That's why I'm out here today with an air monitor. 


I don't expect to find anything; I hope I won't find anything. But it's always best to check. 


The problem is that we can't get all the way out to the areas where the fishermen are working -- a 
lot of those areas are closed off, plus we're in a small boat and the sea is rough in the Gulf today. 
In addition, I realize that we're still far from the spill, and in the heat of mid-day, the vapors are 
probably going straight up, not hugging the ocean like they might do in the cool of the evening. 


But I still found VOC vapors out there. 


Maybe I'll need to go back soon. 


This post originally appeared on NRDC's Switchboard blog. 


 
 
 
We've got the American Power Act 


Introducing the American Power Act: On strategy and substance (Grist) 
 
by Senator John Kerry  
12 May 2010  


Busy day here -- started early with some curtain-raising morning television to kick off the 
discussion a bit about the American Power Act that Joe Lieberman [I-Conn.] and a unique 
coalition are talking about later today. 


But sometimes those morning-show interviews are a bit of a reminder of how much detailed 
discussion we lose when we're crammed into a two- or three- or five-minute back-and-forth, 
which is especially tough on an issue like a comprehensive approach to climate and energy. 


Which brings me to why I wanted to come by Grist -- because of the in-depth discussions you've 
already had here again and again on this issue. 



http://switchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/gsolomon/whats_in_the_air_along_the_lou.html

http://www.grist.org/member/1628
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But -- and here's the but -- I don't want to swing by and just sort of preach to the choir. We're 
true believers -- we already get the imperative of the threat our addiction to carbon-emitting 
energy poses. You know the science, you know the reality, and so do I. 


So, what I do want to talk about is this: We need to take a deep dive together on the Senate 
strategy, and on the real details of the bill that make it important for the things you and I care 
about. So, I hope I bring something new to that discussion that we can use as a jumping-off 
point. 


First, the Senate dynamic -- the politics of this place. I want to be candid about this, and I do so 
with a record on this issue that I think earned me the spurs to say this. We've been at this a long 
time. Al Gore and I held the Senate's first climate-change hearings in the Commerce Committee 
way back in 1988. Since then, precious little progress has been made and ground has been lost 
internationally, all while the science has grown more compelling. I can barely even count any 
more the number of international summits I've attended, or press conferences we've held after 
losing climate-change votes in the Senate where our message was, “Next year, we can get this 
done -- don't give up on the United States or the Senate.” Two Congresses ago, we had 38 votes 
for a bill. Last Congress, we had 54 votes for cloture out of 60 needed -- and we said then -- me, 
Joe, Barbara Boxer [D-Calif.] -- that this Congress we could get to 60 and pass a bill. 


So what have we done? A lot of meeting and listening -- between me, Joe Lieberman, and 
Lindsey Graham [R-S.C.], hundreds of meetings one-on-one with our colleagues to find out what 
they needed to support a bill. And I absolutely believe we're closer than ever to getting across the 
finish line -- but make no mistake, it remains difficult, even with President Obama in the White 
House, and even with the House of Representatives having passed their bill by the slimmest of 
margins last summer. But we're going full-steam ahead because, in my judgment, this may be the 
last and certainly the best chance for the Senate to act, especially with the fact that I think the 
next Senate -- given a 2012 presidential campaign added to the dynamic and a lot of new 
senators -- is going to be less likely than this one to find a path to the 60 votes needed for 
passage. So we've got to get it done this year. 


Hear me out on this one -- you know where I've been and continue to be on all the major 
environmental fights since even before I became a senator. As a lieutenant governor, I focused 
on acid rain and we laid the groundwork for the successful fight on the Clean Air Act in 1990, 
with the support of the first President Bush and bipartisan support from Congress. In stark 
contrast to that effort to find a bipartisan way forward, I led the successful filibuster -- against the 
urging of many in our Democratic caucus -- to defeat the second President Bush's plan to drill in 
and destroy the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. I point to these twin examples because I think 
they're evidence that I know when to dig in and fight, and I also know when and how to find the 
path to getting something done across the aisle. 


And here's what I can tell you: A comprehensive climate bill written purely for you and me -- 
true believers -- can't pass the Senate no matter how hard or passionately I fight on it. No, it's got 
to be an effort that makes my colleagues -- and that has to include Republicans so we can get to 
60 -- comfortable about the jobs we're going to create and the protection for consumers and the 
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national security benefits -- and it has to address those pieces on their terms. The good news: I 
think we got that balance right. 


So, the straight scoop on the details, the real down-in-the-weeds details: 


First and foremost, this bill creates a major -- mandatory -- pollution-reduction program that 
sends the needed price signal on carbon, with carbon allowances auctioned in a heavily regulated 
market that doesn't allow any speculators access. Only corporations that need the pollution 
allowances can buy them, period. No bank can swoop in and start speculating. These 
corporations that buy the allowances can trade them among themselves, but again, no outside 
entities are allowed, with the minor exception of a few heavily regulated “liquidity providers” 
who are there to make sure there are always buyers and sellers at any one time. The actions of 
these providers, however, are tightly controlled, and their profits are extremely limited by the 
law. There's no Wild West of speculation possible here, just a strict market only open to those 
who need it. 


It will also be a stable market. The American Power Act creates a hard price collar for the sale of 
carbon allowances. This will cut down on the volatility of the market, especially in the early 
days, and give investors a clear signal on future prices. We don't let this affect the environmental 
integrity or jeopardize the pollution reductions we're going for, though. Instead, we hold back a 
strategic reserve of allowances that we release if the market gets too high to bring down the cost 
without adding new carbon to our pollution targets. 


And, look, creating this pollution-reduction market is incredibly important to do. We absolutely 
have to send a price signal to move to a new energy economy. Every business leader I talk to 
confirms this -- nothing else will get the job done. Without it, we won't get the certainty we need 
in our economy that drives the innovation and investment in the clean energy economy. And 
without that, we won't be able to get a real international agreement, with teeth, to confront the 
crisis of climate change. 


Now, we can't leave American workers exposed, waiting forever for others to join us in the effort 
to price pollution, because that would force them to compete against countries that have no 
greenhouse-gas emissions limits. That would just shift pollution abroad rather than reduce it, and 
in the process, it would cost us jobs. So we've included a robust, WTO-consistent border-
adjustment mechanism in the bill. It's pretty simple: Imports from countries that aren't doing 
what we're doing will need to pay a fee at the border or we will give our producers the resources 
they would need to keep from having their production shifted overseas to avoid the cost of 
polluting. This will prevent the “carbon leakage” of companies moving production offshore, and 
it allows American manufacturers to compete on a level playing field with those overseas. And I 
guarantee that on a level playing field, nobody beats the American worker. 


We also want Americans to share in the benefits of this legislation, so the American Power Act -- 
inspired in part by the great work of Sens. Maria Cantwell [D-Wash.] and Susan Collins [R-
Maine] -- sends the bulk of the proceeds from the sale of the pollution allowances back to the 
American people directly in the form of rebates. None of it stays with or grows government. 
Those rebates rise over time until it all goes straight back to Americans. 



http://www.grist.org/article/2009-12-14-defending-the-cantwell-collins-clear-act

http://www.grist.org/article/2009-12-14-defending-the-cantwell-collins-clear-act
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That's the heart of the bill. I realize there's been a lot of discussion about some other aspects of it, 
so here are some of the other parts of the bill: 


• Clean Air Act: This part of the bill has generated a lot of commentary and reporting 
recently, and some of it has just missed the mark. Here's the deal: This bill does not take 
the EPA out of the mix on regulating carbon. In fact, it strengthens the Clean Air Act by 
expanding the authority of the EPA and making that authority permanent. First, the entire 
pollution-reduction program is under the authority of the EPA.  The bill specifically 
requires the EPA to regulate large sources of carbon pollution, but it does not allow it to 
issue what in many cases would be duplicative regulation of the same sources.  
Essentially, what the bill says is that EPA should use the program specifically designed 
for making the deep reductions in carbon pollution called for in the bill.  The bill 
preserves key Clean Air Act tools for sources not in the program, and it calls on EPA to 
continue setting tough emission standards to reduce global-warming pollution from cars 
and trucks.  It also continues EPA's ability to set performance standards for old, dirty 
power plants to make sure they clean up.  


• Offshore drilling: We're in the middle of a catastrophe in the Gulf, and it's important 
that we fully understand the implications as we move forward. This bill starts that process 
by tightening current federal law and implementing two major reforms. First, any state 
can veto drilling less than 75 miles off its border. Second, any new rig will have to be 
studied for the environmental impact of any potential spill, and any state that is found to 
be at risk can veto that drilling. 


• State laws: The long-standing efforts of states like California to implement innovative 
programs around vehicle emissions and other programs will not be affected. The bill does 
make clear that carbon is a national problem, and that the national policy on carbon needs 
to be the law of the land. But outside of that specific area, states are still free to pursue 
the policies that they wish. I've talked with [Massachusetts] Gov. Deval Patrick about this 
-- Massachusetts has been one of the states ahead of the curve and our bill rewards them -
- but like with acid rain, these governors know we ultimately need a national solution. 


So -- one more time - would I design every piece of this legislation exactly as it is if I only had to 
get my vote? Of course not. But that's not the way democracy works. The Senate -- and our 
caucus -- is a very diverse coalition, from coastal states to Midwestern states to states with large 
coal reserves. Sixty votes is a tough coalition to put together. 


But our planet can't wait for the perfect bill. We need to get a really good bill now, one that 
reduces carbon pollution and puts us on a path to a clean energy future. And if we do this, I know 
we can get a tough international agreement to deal with this global problem. Those are the two 
things I remind myself of every day when it comes to this bill. You've got to keep your eye on 
the prize. Bottom line: We're at a crossroads. On one path is clean energy, a more stable climate, 
and a more prosperous economy with America back in control of our own energy, generating 
good clean-energy jobs. On the other is the status quo, which is unsustainable. Keep that in mind 
when you look at this bill and engage in the debate. 
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May 12, 2010  


Ensuring Coal’s Future (to Kill)? Questions for Sen. John Kerry from the 
Coal Wars Frontlines (Huffington Post) 


Who can't admire Sen. John Kerry's determination to bring some sort of climate and clean energy 
legislation to the Senate? (Let's put aside Sen. Joe Lieberman for the moment.) As Kerry reminds 
us in his HuffPo blog today, the Senator from Massachusetts held hearings on climate change 22 
years. And Kerry reminds any naysayers among the Green readers at Grist:  


But our planet can't wait for the perfect bill. We need to get a really good bill now, one that 
reduces carbon pollution and puts us on a path to a clean energy future. And if we do this, I know 
we can get a tough international agreement to deal with this global problem. Those are the two 
things I remind myself of every day when it comes to this bill. You've got to keep your eye on 
the prize. Bottom-line -- we're at a crossroads. On one path is clean energy, a more stable 
climate, and a more prosperous economy with America back in control of our own energy 
generating good clean energy jobs. On the other is the status quo which is unsustainable.  


Fair enough. But the question will also remain: In the meantime, who is going to pay the 
immediate price for political compromise?  


I wondered about that question today as I read one of the major planks in the legislation 
summary: Ensuring Coal's Future 


"Ensuring Coal's Future" is part of our clean energy future? 


Not for coalfield residents. 


Aware of a slumping and declining market, black lung-afflicted coal miners and the mourning 
families of betrayed coal miners at Upper Big Branch in West Virginia also must wonder about 
this question and its lack of answers. Residents in the economically and environmentally 
devastated coalfields---the national sacrifice zones allowed by Congress--already understand the 
answer to this question, as do ailing residents surrounded by coal-fired plants and unregulated 
coal ash dumps.  


In a line: Kerry knows that coal kills. So, are we going to phase our deadly old coal-fired plants 
(and deadly coal mining) by a certain date--or just add more regulations? 


The unveiling of his well-meaning and roll-up-your-sleeves American Power Act legislative 
package today is certainly a step toward reducing our CO2 emissions to 17 percent below 2005 
levels by 2020, and 80 percent below 2005 levels at 2050--albeit far short of what most scientists 
deem critical to step from the abyss of irreversible climate destabilization. 


Kerry, in his HuffPo blog today, is even candid about the bill's pander to Big Coal-controlled 
politicians in the Midwest:  



http://www.grist.org/article/2010-05-12-introducing-the-american-power-act-on-the-strategy-and-substance/

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-biggers/moment-of-silence-33pm-es_b_534430.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-biggers/moment-of-silence-33pm-es_b_534430.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-biggers/does-the-presidents-clean_b_463535.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-biggers/does-the-presidents-clean_b_463535.html

http://www.sierraclub.org/environmentallaw/coal/plantlist.asp

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/07/us/07sludge.html

http://www.psr.org/resources/coals-assault-on-human-health.html

http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/American-Power-Act-Section-by-Section-Summary.pdf

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-kerry/transforming-our-power_b_573303.html
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There's very tough politics in the Senate, no doubt. But we've made sure that states and Senators 
that have been uncomfortable with this issue for decades have an unprecedented opportunity to 
take part in the new, clean energy economy and that's why we make strong investments in clean 
coal technology. 


His legislation pours $2 billion a year down the black hole of the prohibitively expensive and 
still infeasiblecarbon capture and storage technology that everyone knows will INCREASE coal 
production in an era of rapidly approaching peak coal.  


More so, Kerry's legislation today raises questions over whether his Senate version of the climate 
bill will exempt old coal-fired plants or close the loopholes in the Waxman-Markey bill. 
According to a 21-page summary, Kerry's bill will: 


 
Section 1441. Performance Standards for Coal-fired Power Plants: Amends the Clean Air Act to 
establish performance standards for new coal-fired power plants permitted in 2009 or thereafter. 
Describes eligibility criteria, applicable emission standards, and the schedule upon which such 
standards must be met. Plants permitted in 2020 or thereafter are required to meet specified 
standards once they begin operations. Plants permitted from 2009-2020 are required to meet the 
specified standard within four years after certain technology deployment criteria are met but no 
later than 2020. 


Last summer, Sierra Club Beyond Coal director Bruce Nilles wrote an impassioned blog, calling 
on the Senate to close the loopholes in Waxman-Markey, if we are to have any true climate and 
clean energy legislation:  


 
While ACES does make some good strides in reducing global warming pollution, Big Coal 
cannot be allowed to vent billions of tons of pollution without consequence.  


To close this huge loophole and level the playing field between coal and clean energy, the Senate 
must insist that the oldest, dirtiest plants will retire by a date certain or meet the same pollution 
standards as new plants. And, until they retire or clean up, existing plants must be prohibited 
from expanding their capacity and increasing carbon pollution. These measures would create an 
incentive for industry to use cleaner technologies instead of continuing to lean on the dirty 
dinosaurs that generate too much of our electricity today. Finally, if Congress cannot muster the 
backbone to clean up the nation's oldest and most dangerous coal plants, it ought to restore the 
Environmental Protection Agency's authority to do so. 


The stakes could not be greater. We cannot let Big Coal get away with another massive loophole 
to continue polluting at the same level as today for 1-2 more decades. Congress must close the 
coal loophole and make the coal industry slash its pollution. Our future depends on it. 


Has Sen. Kerry closed this loophole? 


 



http://e360.yale.edu/content/digest.msp?id=2397

http://e360.yale.edu/content/digest.msp?id=2397

http://www.postcarbon.org/article/49511-is-clean-coal-a-dead-end

http://sierraclub.typepad.com/compass/2009/07/the-climate-bill-shouldnt-give-coal-a-free-pass.html
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Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies 


Posted: May 13, 2010 11:29 AM  
 


Kerry, Lieberman Promote Offshore Oil, Coal, Nukes, Offsets in New 
“Climate” Bill (Huffington Post) 
 
In introducing the "American Power Act" on May 12, 2010, Senators John Kerry (D-MA) and 
Joseph Lieberman (I-CT) seemed oblivious to the various public relations disasters the industries 
favored in their bill had suffered in recent weeks. In short order, we have witnessed: an explosion 
at a Massey coal mine in West Virginia, in which 29 workers were killed; BP's unfolding oil 
catastrophe, wherein 11 workers were killed in what is proving to be the worst offshore oil 
industry disaster in U.S. history in the Gulf of Mexico; and the contamination of the groundwater 
supply of much of southern New Jersey by a tritium leak from the aging Oyster Creek nuclear 
power plant.  


Unabashed, the two senators took to the podium accompanied by nuclear and coal industry titans 
(though nary an oil exec in sight) to introduce a bill that subsidizes nuclear power, "clean" coal 
(an oxymoron, if there ever was one), and incentivizes states' support for offshore oil drilling, 
while gutting the EPA's authority to regulate carbon dioxide emissions as pollutants under the 
Clean Air Act. 


In addition, despite an Interpol investigation into organized crime's involvement in forest carbon 
offsets and massive tax fraud in the EU Emissions Trading Scheme, Senator Kerry promised the 
bill would provide "additional carbon offsets". Do we really need more than the 2 billion tons of 
carbon offsets per year already provided under the House-passed Waxman-Markey bill? The 
U.S. Government Accountability Office studied carbon offsets and found them impossible to 
verify. This quantity of carbon offsets means the U.S. could make no verifiable emissions 
reductions until at least 2030, making the 17 percent cuts in greenhouse gas emissions below 
2005 levels promised by 2020 meaningless in the short-term-- when it's needed most.  


We can and indeed we must do better.  
 Follow Daphne Wysham on Twitter: www.twitter.com/daphnewysham  
 
 
 


HAZARDOUS  WASTE 


Mules To help In Radiation Survey At LA Area Lab (Huffington Post) 
 
| 05/13/10 11:06 AM | 



http://www.twitter.com/daphnewysham
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LOS ANGELES — The Environmental Protection Agency has a new weapon in the fight against 
radioactive contamination at a Los Angeles-area lab: Mules. 
The EPA will use four mules to carry high-tech scanning equipment to detect radiation on steep 
and rocky terrain at the Santa Susana Field Laboratory. 
The EPA is conducting a survey of soil and water contamination at the lab near Simi Valley, 
where rocket engines were tested for years and a partial meltdown of a nuclear reactor took place 
in 1959. 
About 500 acres of the lab will be scanned for gamma radiation. 
Results will be turned over to the state, which is overseeing a cleanup. 
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ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 


AIR 


Ute Tribe May Evict Gas Company Questar From Land After Flap Over 
Expanded Operations (Huffington Post) 
 
SALT LAKE CITY — The Ute Indian tribe is threatening to kick a gas producer off an eastern 
Utah reservation in an escalating dispute that has the company questioning the tribe's 
sovereignty. 
 
Ute Chairman Curtis R. Cesspooch made the threat after a federal judge in Salt Lake City 
declined to resolve the bitter dispute, opening Questar Corp. affiliates and a spin-off company to 
possible eviction from the Uintah-Ouray Reservation. 
 
Judge Dale Kimball granted an injunction against tribal action July 1 but ruled Friday that the 
federal courts had no jurisdiction over a contract dispute. The dispute could be headed for 
arbitration, but a lawyer for Cesspooch said Tuesday that Questar-related companies could 
instead face eviction by a tribal court in 10 days. 
 
At issue is an effort by a Questar spin-off company, QEP Resources Inc., to expand one of its 
five gas-producing plants on the reservation over the objections of the tribe and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Cesspooch issued a strongly worded statement after the tribe's victory Friday. He was angered by 
Questar's argument in court that part of the reservation where it operates ceased to exist as Indian 
Country a century ago. The EPA's position in court papers is that all of the company's gas-
processing plants are on a reservation. 
 
"We had invited Questar onto the reservation to develop our minerals, but instead of acting as 
our partners, they have harmed the tribe and told us we do not exist as a people in our own 
reservation," Cesspooch said. 
 
The Ute tribe has stopped work on an expansion of one of QEP's gas processing plants. 
Cesspooch said the company refused to obtain the tribe's permission or permits for the 
expansion. 
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The dispute developed as the EPA filed a complaint in 2008 against Questar Gas Management 
Co. for violating the Clean Air Act at all of its gas processing plants on the reservation. 
 
Questar Corp. spun off Questar Gas Management Co. into a separate company July 1 called QEP 
Resources Inc. 
 
A spokeswoman for the Denver-based company, Emily K. Kelley, said Tuesday that QEP had no 
comment on the court fight. 
 
"QEP strives to be a good neighbor in all of the communities where it operates and has done 
such since 1922," she said in an e-mail. 
 
Cesspooch said QEP has been anything but a good neighbor. 
 
"Questar was attempting to come onto our land unlawfully to build a huge gas processing plant 
expansion ... in direct violation of existing federal and tribal regulatory requirements governing 
use and access of tribal lands," he said in the statement. 
 
Cesspooch added, "The tribe is also considering instituting a widespread eviction and 
banishment of Questar and its affiliates from all tribal lands if Questar continues to engage in 
unlawful activities resulting in trespass on the lands of the reservation that threaten the health, 
safety and welfare" of more than 3,100 tribal members. 
 
The chairman didn't immediately return a message left by The Associated Press on Tuesday. The 
tribe's Denver lawyer, Thomas W. Fredericks, said no eviction was under way, but that if the 
tribe makes good on the threat, it could be ordered by a tribal court in as quickly as 10 days. 
 
The EPA's lead attorney on the case, Michael J. Boydston of Denver, declined to comment 
Tuesday. A spokesman for the agency in Denver, Richard Mylott, didn't return a phone message. 
 


 


BP SPILL 
July 21, 2010     
 
 Georgianne NienaberHaiti relief worker, investigative journalist, author 
Posted: July 20, 2010 10:19 PM  


Fishing and Breathing BP's Oil: What's "Safe?"  (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Barbara Mikulski , Benzene , Bp , Bp-Chemical-Dispersants , Contamination , 
Corexit , Dispersants , Epa , Fda , Fishing , Louisiana , Louisiana Bucket Brigade , Louisiana Oil 
, Macondo , Nick Zantop , Noaa , Socrata , Toxic Water , Green News  
Additional Research by Albert Gould 
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Last week, Louisiana opened 86 percent of state waters to recreational fishing, shrimping and 
crabbing. This opening extends to three miles offshore and was greeted with understandable 
relief by state anglers, marina facilities, charter boat guides and any business that caters to the 
recreational fishing industry. Louisiana has been hit hard on all fronts as a result of the 
catastrophic explosion at the BP-owned Macondo well in the Mississippi Canyon oil field on 
April 20. But, should more questions be asked in the aftermath of hearings last week by Barbara 
Mikulski's Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations, combined with charges today by the 
watchdog Louisiana Bucket Brigade that public health is being shorted by the EPA?  
 
Are air and water quality monitoring efforts along the Gulf Coast all that they should be?  
 
We received a tip from a fisherman buddy on the Gulf who suggested we take a look at the 
minutes of the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission (LWFC) for June 3. Our friend was 
wondering whether lost revenue might be the real reason LWFC opened the waters. The answer 
was "yes, " and found on page one. Louisiana Department of Fish and Wildlife (LDWF) 
Secretary Robert Barham also suggested that a visual inspection for oil was enough if oil was not 
present for seven days. 
 
To keep an area closed was counterproductive since the Department operates on revenue 
generated from the sale of licenses and fees associated with outdoor activities. Even though the 
public may be saying they are not seeing any oil, Secretary Barham knew staff did a good job in 
finding where oil was located.  
In the next paragraph, the minutes quote Barham discussing the possible hazards associated with 
the dispersant Corexit, which has been used in unprecedented amounts both sub sea and at the 
surface to mitigate the appearance and quantity of oil. BP has used more than 1.8 million gallons 
of Corexit in the Gulf since the catastrophe began in April, angering environmentalists, scientists 
and Gulf Coast residents over the potential for long-term public health consequences. 
 
Barham said that BP has not been forthcoming with information requested by LWFC, and has 
not responded to "several letters written to them (BP)." Commissioner Patrick Morrow asked if 
biologists looked for surface oil and "subsurface oil" combined with dispersants and whether BP 
or the manufacturer of Corexit, NALCO, provided a protocol "that can be followed to determine 
the effects of Corexit" on the fish. 
 
Secretary Barham stated that the company only has given the information that can be obtained 
from the Internet. They have not given the Department a complete list of ingredients with the 
percentages. The challenge was determining the effects of the dispersant mixed with raw oil in a 
sub sea environment. Another challenge was to ensure safety by doing tissue analysis on the fish. 
So, we can say that a Louisiana state agency, tasked with the protection of public health and 
monitoring of the waterways, is relying upon information available on the Internet to assist in 
determining whether fish caught by recreational anglers is safe for consumption.  
 
There has been no tissue analysis completed by the FDA or NOAA prior to the opening of the 
waters within the three-mile limit. Barhum stated that he relied "heavily" on the Office of 
Fisheries staff, but that NOAA only provided initial contacts about oil impacts. 
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Are the waters off the coast of Louisiana clear of public health hazards? Or was the opening of 
recreational fishing due to pressure from the recreational industry as well as the specter of lost 
income? The end result is that sport fishermen may be relying upon a visual inspection of the 
water and a smell test.  
West Side of Pier-Wide Shot Copyright June 7, 2010 Nick Zantop 


 


Georgianne Nienaber: Fishing and Breathing BP's Oil: What's "Safe?" 
(Huffington Post) 
 
by Albert Gould 
Last week, Louisiana opened 86 percent of state waters to recreational fishing, shrimping and 
crabbing. This opening extends to three miles offshore and was greeted with understandable 
relief by state anglers, marina facilities, charter boat guides and any business that caters to the 
recreational fishing industry. Louisiana has been hit hard on all fronts as a result of the 
catastrophic explosion at the BP-owned Macondo well in the Mississippi Canyon oil field on 
April 20. But, should more questions be asked in the aftermath of hearings last week by Barbara 
Mikulski's Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations, combined with charges today by the 
watchdog Louisiana Bucket Brigade that public health is being shorted by the EPA? 
 
Are air and water quality monitoring efforts along the Gulf Coast all that they should be? 
 
We received a tip from a fisherman buddy on the Gulf who suggested we take a look at the 
minutes of the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission (LWFC) for June 3. Our friend was 
wondering whether lost revenue might be the real reason LWFC opened the waters. The answer 
was "yes, " and found on page one. Louisiana Department of Fish and Wildlife (LDWF) 
Secretary Robert Barham also suggested that a visual inspection for oil was enough if oil was not 
present for seven days. 
To keep an area closed was counterproductive since the Department operates on revenue 
generated from the sale of licenses and fees associated with outdoor activities. Even though the 
public may be saying they are not seeing any oil, Secretary Barham knew staff did a good job in 
finding where oil was located. 
In the next paragraph, the minutes quote Barham discussing the possible hazards associated with 
the dispersant Corexit, which has been used in unprecedented amounts both sub sea and at the 
surface to mitigate the appearance and quantity of oil. BP has used more than 1.8 million gallons 
of Corexit in the Gulf since the catastrophe began in April, angering environmentalists, scientists 
and Gulf Coast residents over the potential for long-term public health consequences. 
 
Barham said that BP has not been forthcoming with information requested by LWFC, and has 
not responded to "several letters written to them (BP)." Commissioner Patrick Morrow asked if 
biologists looked for surface oil and "subsurface oil" combined with dispersants and whether BP 
or the manufacturer of Corexit, NALCO, provided a protocol "that can be followed to determine 
the effects of Corexit" on the fish. 
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Secretary Barham stated that the company only has given the information that can be obtained 
from the Internet. They have not given the Department a complete list of ingredients with the 
percentages. The challenge was determining the effects of the dispersant mixed with raw oil in a 
sub sea environment. Another challenge was to ensure safety by doing tissue analysis on the fish. 
So, we can say that a Louisiana state agency, tasked with the protection of public health and 
monitoring of the waterways, is relying upon information available on the Internet to assist in 
determining whether fish caught by recreational anglers is safe for consumption. 
 
There has been no tissue analysis completed by the FDA or NOAA prior to the opening of the 
waters within the three-mile limit. Barhum stated that he relied "heavily" on the Office of 
Fisheries staff, but that NOAA only provided initial contacts about oil impacts. 
 
Are the waters off the coast of Louisiana clear of public health hazards? Or was the opening of 
recreational fishing due to pressure from the recreational industry as well as the specter of lost 
income? The end result is that sport fishermen may be relying upon a visual inspection of the 
water and a smell test. 
West Side of Pier-Wide Shot Copyright June 7, 2010 Nick Zantop 
 
Above and Below: Water and Oil Under and Around the Pier Grand Isle State Park, LA 
Copyright Nick Zantop 
Is it acceptable for recreational anglers, but not Grandma in Iowa, to consume seafood from 
previously closed fishing grounds on the Louisiana coast? For a comparison of commercial and 
recreational closures look here . 
 
LDWF does not seem to know the answer either, and no answers are forthcoming from NOAA, 
BP, the EPA, or FDA. 
 
Governor Bobby Jindal appointed Barham as the Secretary of the State's Department of Wildlife 
and Fisheries. The Louisiana Legislature created the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries (LDWF) as part of an Executive Reorganization Act. The role of the Louisiana 
Wildlife and Fisheries Commission (LWFC) is one of policy-making. 
 
Part of the Internet information on dispersants LDWF might rely upon can be found in an April 
article by the independent, non-profit journalism organization, ProPublica. 
Once they are dispersed, the tiny droplets of oil are more likely to sink or remain suspended in 
deep water rather than floating to the surface and collecting in a continuous slick. Dispersed oil 
can spread quickly in three directions instead of two and is more easily dissipated by waves and 
turbulence that break it up further and help many of its most toxic hydrocarbons evaporate. 
 
But the dispersed oil can also collect on the seabed, where it becomes food for microscopic 
organisms at the bottom of the food chain and eventually winds up in shellfish and other 
organisms. The evaporation process can also concentrate the toxic compounds left behind, 
particularly oil-derived compounds called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs. 
 
The Louisiana estuaries are the nurseries for developing shellfish. 
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NOAA has declared fish outside the three-mile limit fit for market, but admits that fish caught 
within the three-mile limit cannot go to market because the product has not been properly tested. 
 
In a transcript from Senate hearings last week Larry Robinson, the Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere, was grilled by Senator Barbara Mikulski (D-Maryland). 
 
Robinson said, "Research on the effectiveness and effects of dispersants and dispersed oil has 
been underway for more than three decades, but vital gaps still exist," adding, "chemical 
dispersants can be an effective tool in the response strategy, but like all methods involve 
tradeoffs in terms of effectiveness and potential for collateral impacts." 
 
Here is where the devil enters the details. 
At the sea surface, early life-stages of fish and shellfish are much more sensitive than juveniles 
or adults to dispersants and dispersed oil. There are no data on the toxicity of dispersed oil to 
deep-sea marine life at any stage, so we have to extrapolate based on existing knowledge. 
However, at both the surface and sub-surface, modeling and monitoring is confirming that 
dispersed oil concentrations decline rapidly with distance from the wellhead as it mixes with 
seawater and moves with the currents away from the treated areas. 
NOAA has been conducting chemical analysis of seafood collected after the Deepwater Horizon 
incident. Seafood samples consisting of fin fish and oysters are analyzed for polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons or PAHs, Madam Chairman, to measure uptake of these compounds present in oil 
by marine species. To date, none of the seafood samples analyzed for these compounds have 
concentrations that exceed EPA and FDA guidelines, ensuring seafood reaching the marketplace 
is safe to eat. 
 
But according to Robinson, "Thus far, we haven't found any evidence of these contaminants in 
any of the species that we've taken outside of the contaminated area." 
 
The tests have been conducted to identify dispersed oil, not Corexit, and the Louisiana shoreline 
is certainly contaminated with both. Mikulski went on to ask what agency oversees state waters. 
Was it the FDA? 
ROBINSON: That's correct. Right. And so FDA works with the states to ensure -- to help ensure 
that fish doesn't reach the marketplace that's taken within the three-mile limit that's contaminated 
with any of these products. And we provide any assistance that they need in that process. 
Even if oil is the only worry, do fish swim outside of the "contaminated area?" What about the 
obviously oiled waters within the three-mile limit that have been declared open for recreational 
users who pay all of those license fees? 
 
NOAA is also relying upon extrapolated data, and not hard data, on the affected species. That 
responsibility for monitoring falls to the State of Louisiana and there are a lot of questions about 
who is behind oversight there. 
 
Governor Bobby Jindal says in a press release that the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries has already sent the FDA " a proposed plan to open the same areas that the 
Commission approved for recreational fishing. In fact, LDWF has provided the FDA with input 
and testing samples that are awaiting the FDA labs to be reviewed. The LWFC passed a 
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resolution urging the FDA to review the testing samples that are sitting in their labs and we 
support that resolution so we can open commercial fishing quickly in the areas where it is safe." 
 
Where are the results? Is there a baseline for sampling? 
 
FDA procedures include "baseline testing of seafood in oil-free areas for future comparisons; 
surveillance testing to ensure that seafood from areas near to closed fisheries are not 
contaminated; testing as part of the re-opening protocol to determine whether an area is 
producing seafood safe for consumption; and market testing to ensure that the closures are 
keeping contaminated food off the market." 
 
Testing involves two steps, including both a sensory and a chemical analysis of fish and 
shellfish. 
 
In June, Michael R. Taylor, J.D., Deputy Commissioner for Foods at the FDA testified that 
NOAA and not the FDA is looking at bioaccumulation of dispersants. 
The current science does not suggest that dispersants bioaccumulate in seafood. NOAA, 
however, is conducting studies to look at that issue. FDA will be closely reviewing the results of 
those studies. If the studies provide new information, that will be taken into consideration in 
management of the effects of the spill, with regard to seafood safety. 
But Louisiana is looking to the FDA for answers within state waters. 
 
Jindal emphasized the 12,260 commercial fishing licenses in Louisiana and over 1,500 seafood 
dealers/processors and brokers who rely on the industry. This is a compassionate response, but 
what about the unknown, untested and unverified public health consequences? 
 
Anne Rolfes, Founding Director of the watchdog group, the Louisiana Bucket Brigade , also 
testified before the Senate Subcommittee. Rolfes decried the lack of information on dispersants, 
saying the lack of clear scientific data mandates that "there be no assurances of safety by any 
party, especially the EPA, NOAA, other government bodies or BP." 
I am concerned about the effect the lack of information about dispersants has on NOAA's ability 
to track and test for them. How, for instance, is NOAA going to track dispersants through the 
currents and water column, especially below the surface. How can the federal government ask 
these questions when they can't even get and/or share basic safety information about the 
dispersants being used? 
Rolfes' organization also took aim today at the EPA for incomplete data on air quality 
monitoring. 
A new analysis of the Environmental Protection Agency's BP oil spill air monitoring reveals that 
the EPA monitoring network, while unprecedented in its scope, has still fallen short of 
documenting exposure in Louisiana in the days since the oil spill. 
The review of EPA's sampling examined monitoring that took place from the time of the spill 
until July 10th. Results from benzene, hydrogen sulfide and particulate matter sampling were 
compared to health standards. LABB cited troubling reports of hydrogen sulfide in Venice as 
well as repeatedly high benzene readings throughout the region. The review found that sampling 
for particulate matter 2.5 - small airborne particles known to aggravate the respiratory system - 
should be enhanced. 
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While the EPA says pollution levels are "good" to "moderate" and "unhealthy for sensitive 
groups" at worst, Rolfes insists there has been no baseline to determine what is "normal" for the 
monitoring sites. 
 
There is some data being collected about some of the better known VOCs (volatile organic 
carbons) and compounds that are classified as "IDLH" -- Immediate Danger to Life and Health. 
The EPA released a new database on the popular document-sharing network Socrata this week, 
but LABB criticizes local data sampling as being inadequate. 
 
Bottom line? No one knows for certain what are "safe" levels of dispersants, oil, and VOCs in 
the air and water. There was no baseline to begin with, agencies are overlapping or not doing 
their jobs, and there are still 80 days worth of oil and dispersants in the Gulf to contend with. 
 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 


Meet the New 4-Part Climate Bill (Treehugger) 
 
It looks like Senate Democrats are indeed going to make one last push for energy reform before 
the November election circus takes the main stage. The legislation, which hasn't been entirely 
hammered out yet, will have four main parts, Politico reports -- including a part specifically 
designed to address the BP Gulf Spill and offshore drilling. Here's a quick look at those parts: 
 
From Politico: Reid confirmed the bill will have four parts: an oil spill response; a clean-energy 
and job-creation title based on work done in the Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee; a tax package from the Senate Finance Committee; and a section that deals with 
greenhouse gas emissions from the electric utility industry. [Note that the 'tax package' indicates 
tax breaks for renewables, not new taxes on the public] 
 
"In this stage, we've not completed it. But we're looking at a way that's making sure when we 
talk about pollution, it'll focus just on the utility sector," Reid said. 
 
Those four parts will likely be cobbled together piecemeal from many different already existing 
pieces of legislation, and the prime carbon-reducing mechanism would be the utility-focused cap. 
Last Friday, I looked at some of the dangers inherent in this utility-only plan -- but it looks like 
that's what we're getting. It's weak, it's toothless, but it might be better than nothing. 
 
I say might, because if the utilities have their way (they support a climate bill only on the 
grounds that they get exemption from stricter EPA pollution controls), then this bill will be 
capital W worthless, since following the EPA's pollution controls would have more of an effect 
on overall greenhouse gas emission reduction than the wimpy bill will. 
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Other parts of the bill would be BP spill-related -- removing the $75 liability cap, maybe, and 
setting up tougher offshore drilling regs. Finally, there are tenets in the bill that will be designed 
to encourage clean energy development and investment, job creation in the sector, tax breaks for 
renewables, and perhaps a renewable energy standard requiring utilities to get some 10-15% of 
their energy from clean sources in the near future. 
 
Democrats are hoping to get vote on the bill by the end of July, though it's far from certain that 
there are 60 votes for it as it stands. 
 
CAP has a breakdown of all of the bills being considered for the legislation, as well as some 
good ideas on what should be included. 
 
 
 


TOXICS 
===================================================================== 


Accept more poison to get less carbon? Kill this crazy idea NOW (Grist) 
 
In exchange for cutting their carbon emissions, power plants want to undermine the EPA and get 
permission to increase other kinds of dangerous pollution. They even want the go-ahead to dump 
more sulfur and deadly mercury into our air and water. 
 
This literal “poison pill” proposal would turn progress in climate protection into a devastating 
setback for the health of all Americans -- especially for those who live near power plants. The 
dirty energy lobby hopes that America can be convinced to accept more poison to get less 
carbon. 
 
Fortunately, national leaders began sounding the alarm last week. Grist’s David Roberts took a 
break from vacation to alert the nation, calling the utility companies’ backroom play potentially 
the “scam of the century.” 
 
Green For All’s Phaedra Ellis Lamkins and the NAACP’s Ben Jealous put the matter bluntly, 
stating: “[B]ig utility companies apparently are making unconscionable demands that threaten 
the health and safety of all Americans.” Green For All immediately launched an online campaign 
to kill this nutty notion before it mutates into a legislative proposal. 
 
American policy can be smart enough to protect both our children and our grandchildren. 
 
We should heed these warnings. The deadly coal mine explosion in West Virginia and the 
devastating environmental catastrophe in our Gulf of Mexico are just two recent examples of the 
consequences of weak federal oversight. These tragedies remind us that we need more, not less, 
environmental protection. 
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Beltway insiders may be trying to convince themselves that curbing the authority of the EPA and 
gutting clean air protections is a necessary step to achieving an agreement on climate change 
legislation. 
 
But this is a false choice. We can have clean air protection for our children today and climate 
protection for our grandchildren tomorrow. We must not allow the health of our communities to 
be used as bargaining chips. 
 
This is no time to increase the load of pollutions and toxins in America’s air and water. 
 
Already today, particulate air pollution kills 64,000 people in the United States every year -- 
more people than die each year in car accidents. We should be redoubling efforts to reduce these 
premature deaths from heart and lung disease -- not rolling back protections.  
27 million children under the age of 13 reside in areas with ozone levels above EPA’s revised 
standard. Two million children with asthma, or half of the pediatric asthma population under the 
age of eighteen, lived in these areas.  
The utility companies’ shameful proposals would make all of these statistics much worse -- 
resulting in more sickness and death for Americans, including children. 
 
Vulnerable communities should not be asked to suffer disproportionately again. 
 
Worse, these proposals would inflict the most harm on the people who are already suffering. 
After all: who lives near power plants? Disproportionately low-income people and people of 
color. 
 
All of us may have to make some sacrifices and adjustments along the path to a greener and 
more prosperous America. But communities of color already have the worst air and drinking 
water -- and suffer the most risk from environmental hazards. In the last century’s dirty energy 
economy, they already suffered disproportionately. 
 
People of color are exposed to 70 percent more of the dangerous particulate matter linked to 
greenhouse gas pollution.  
People of color, particularly blacks and Latinos, visit the emergency room for asthma at three 
and a half times the average rate that whites do, and die from it twice as often.  
People of color are 79 percent more likely than whites to live in neighborhoods with industrial 
pollution.  
America needs a stronger EPA, not a weaker one. 
 
Therefore, we should look with unease on the willingness of some to strip authority from 
America’s government to protect our communities and environment. There is only one federal 
agency standing between our communities and even worse degradation: the EPA. 
 
Undermining the EPA would be a risky choice for all Americans. A climate bill that saves 
carbon but takes away EPA’s authority to protect communities against toxic hazards is a defeat 
for all Americans. We should reject false choices. 
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We must also reject the notion that communities of color and low-income communities will once 
again be asked to bear the burden of a dirty economy. 
 
Law makers must find a way to achieve progress on a climate bill, but taking major steps 
backward cannot be part of that solution. An attack on the EPA is an attack on our public health 
and well being. 
 
We need both a strong climate bill and strong EPA authority to protect our air, our planet, and 
our public health. 
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PEOPLE ARE TALKING  
==================================================================== 


 
With the internet, blogs, Twitter, forums - people are talking about EPA 24/7 


Here’s a sampling of what was said on Nov. 24, 2009: 
 


NOTE:  To read the entire blog entry, click on underlined URL.  To learn more about the 
blogger, click on the name/link in first line.  Notes and headings are from OPA. 
 
EPA Awards $800,000 for EJ Grants 
 
 
EPA Awards $800,000 for Environmental Justice Projects in Five States 


Posted by: EnvNewsBits:    6:30 pm      http://ow.ly/1645ow 
 
EPA Awards $800,000 for Environmental Justice ....... efforts to work with communities to 
address environmental an...  
(Note: Co-author of Lead Babies) 


Posted by: Nomorelead    4:46 pm     http://bit.ly/5fPIPp 
 
EPA soliciting Environmental Justice Grant Program applications  


Posted by: RecyclePhoneBoo:    3:00 pm     http://bit.ly/61l2td 
 
 
New Study Ranks Coal Power Plants Emissions by State 
 
Report: Indiana power plants 4th dirtiest in US: Coal-hungry Indiana ranks fourth in the 
nation for carbon dioxide ...  


Posted by: energysection:  5:35 pm     http://bit.ly/7vOXyQ 
 
   
Report: Indiana power plants 4th dirtiest in US: AP - Coal-hungry Indiana ranks fourth in 
the nation for carbon..  


Posted by: L_J_Plumbing:   5:30 pm     http://bit.ly/4BZ8HF 
 
 
Yahoo!: Report: Indiana power plants 4th dirtiest in US (AP): Coal-hungry Indiana ranks 
fourth in the na..  


Posted by: CommoditiesNews:      5:28 pm    http://bit.ly/6lxmVu 
 
  
Alabama Power’s West Jefferson plant nation’s second-highest carbon emitter among coal-
fired plants  


Posted by: alabamainsider:      5:15 pm     http://bit.ly/7PU75a 
 


Climate Bill Leaked Emails 
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Bill McKibben on climategate: "they managed to convince planet’s glaciers, sea ice, & 
hydro cycles to play along." 


Posted by: drgrist:        7:00 pm 
 
Inhofe Seeks Probe of Climate Science  


Posted by: @greeninc: 6:46 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/8UWNiZ 
 


Inhofe Begins Hadley Center "Climategate" Investigation  
Posted by: greychampion:    6:40 pm   Full post: http://tinyurl.com/yefdqup 


 
 
Miscellaneous 
 
EPA Testing Permeable Surfaces for Green Parking Lots  


Posted by: TwilightEarth:   6:30 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/FcRX 
 


New EPA Fuel Economy Numbers: Ford and GM Show the Most Gains | Gas 2.0  
Posted by: revenue_spark: 6:15 pm   Full post: http://ow.ly/EZBq 
 


EPA Issues Rule to Reduce Water Pollution from Construction Sites  
Posted by: constjobshoots      6:40 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/8erOKF 
 


Energy Improvements Save EPA $15K  
Posted by: energy_secrets:      5:40 pm   Full post: http://bit.ly/5Pxb8S 


 


 


ROUND-UP OF MAJOR BLOGS 
 


The Kids Are Alright. Not So Sure About the Adults. 


Kids just say no—to fossil fuels (Grist) 


• Posted on 24 Nov 2009 
by Osha Gray Davidson  


“When in the course of human events it becomes necessary…” 


OK, students of American History, think you know the rest of this historic American sentence? 
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If you guessed, “... for one people to rid themselves of an energy system that may threaten their 
lives and liberties, it is only decent that they should declare the causes of separation from the 
dependence on Fossil Fuels,” you’re right. 


Here’s the complete “Declaration of Independence from Fossil Fuels.” The document was 
written by fifteen-year-old climate activist Alec Loorz, who has been organizing his peers to 
fight global warming since he saw Al Gore’s movie, An Inconvenient Truth, three years ago. 


Last week, Loorz presented a copy of the Declaration to the Senate Committee on the 
Environment and Public Works. It was signed by 10,000 kids. (Nearly 40,000 have added their 
names, including online signatures.) 


The young activist summed up his experience in D.C. in a recent blog post: 


When I was talking to Senator Kerry last week, he told me they need the youth voice in the next 
couple months if we are going to pass this bill through the Senate. He challenged our generation 
to stand up, and get active in this fight. So who is ready to join me? 


Those ready to join the fight can find plenty of ways to do it at the website Kids vs the 
Environment, an organization Loorz created. 


A different version of this story appeared in The Phoenix Sun. 
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Round-up of Major Blogs 
 


BP SPILL 
 
June 17, 2010     
 
  
Erich PicaPresident, Friends of the Earth 
Posted: June 17, 2010 10:39 AM BIO Become a Fan Get Email Alerts Bloggers' Index  
 


Cleaning Up Our Politics As We Clean Up the Gulf (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Big Oil , Bp , BP Ten , Campaign Contributions , Citizens United , Clean Energy , 
Climate Change , Congress , Corporate Power , Fossil Fuels , Friends Of The Earth , Gulf Coast 
Fund , Gulf Oil Spill , Oil Spill , President Obama , Green News  
BP's CEO Tony Hayward is testifying before Congress today, and his company's egregious 
record of putting workers' lives at risk and imperiling ecosystems in pursuit of steeper profits is 
sure to be a centerpiece of the hearing. Rightly so. 
 
BP's bucking of safety protections and disregard for the consequences of its actions have 
culminated in 11 deaths and a deluge of crude that's devastating the Gulf Coast environment and 
the people who depend on it. 
 
But there's more than one irresponsible company and its apparently callous CEO behind the 
disaster in the Gulf. 
 
There's the Mineral Management Service's repeated rubber stamping of dangerous drilling 
projects without ensuring proper environmental safeguards were in place. And behind that the 
agency's infestation with oil industry cash and cronies, which continued to fester under the 
leadership of President Obama's Interior Secretary Ken Salazar.  
 
There's the drive to exploit less accessible, riskier sources of oil. And behind that the failure to 
reduce our nation's oil dependence with investments in clean energy and a smarter transportation 
system. 
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There are the billions in taxpayer handouts that Big Oil and the fossil fuel industry receive each 
year. And behind that there are the swarms of industry lobbyists choking the halls of Congress 
and the stacks of polluter cash filling too many politicians' campaign accounts. 
 
Behind all of this, there's one deep-rooted problem: increasing corporate infiltration and control 
of our government.  
 
Fossil fuel industry influence in Washington has perpetuated the dirty energy status quo that led 
to the oil spill in the Gulf. It's time for a fumigation. 
 
Here's what needs to happen: 
 
Give the tainted money back. Politicians should cleanse their campaign accounts of the BP and 
other oil money they've taken and donate it to oil spill recovery efforts. Then they should pledge 
to take no more.  
End polluter payouts. Congress should finally eliminate all of the taxpayer subsidies that line the 
fossil fuel industry's pockets, perpetuate our addiction to dirty, dangerous energy, and delay the 
urgently needed transition to cleaner, safer alternatives.  
Restore a democracy of, by and for people. The Supreme Court's decision in Citizens' United vs. 
Federal Election Commission gives corporate behemoths like BP, ExxonMobil, Monsanto and 
Goldman Sachs the right to pour unlimited cash into influencing elections. All under the guise 
that corporations have the same First Amendment rights as people. Congress can and should pass 
legislation to reverse this disaster for democracy, even if it requires a constitutional amendment. 
Today the organization I lead, Friends of the Earth, is launching a campaign to advance the first 
step: separating oil money from politics.  
 
In just the 2008 and 2010 campaign cycles, the oil and gas industry has poured $48,401,891 into 
campaigns and political action committees. 
 
We're calling on members of Congress and President Obama to donate the contaminated 
contributions they've accumulated in these cycles to the Gulf Coast Fund, an organization that's 
helping community groups across the Gulf region respond to and recover from the economic, 
environmental and health impacts of the oil spill as well as Hurricane Katrina. And we're inviting 
our more than 100,000 members and supporters -- and citizens across the country -- to join us in 
pressuring their representatives in Washington to come clean. 
 
The money Big Oil pumps into our political system is not idly spent. It buys more delay in the 
transition to clean energy and more policies that put the interests of polluters before those of the 
public. Behind every corporate polluter attempt to hamstring clean energy and climate solutions, 
there are enabling politicians. 
 
Senator Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), a member of the group of five House members and five 
senators who have taken the most money from BP in the last few years (the "BP Ten") is a case 
in point. She's repeatedly voted to expand dangerous drilling and give tax breaks to Big Oil. 
Most recently, she colluded with polluter lobbyists to spearhead a narrowly defeated attempt to 
eliminate the Clean Air Act as a tool to fight global warming. 
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Many members of the panel grilling Mr. Hayward today have also received big pots of dirty oil 
money. Congressman Joe Barton (R-Texas), who's spouted off about the "benefits" of climate-
disrupting carbon emissions, has alone taken more than $300,000 over the past two campaign 
cycles. One of his counterparts in the Democratic ranks of the subcommittee, Congressman Gene 
Green (D-Texas), has reaped a still-not-shabby $128,000 and continues to support more offshore 
drilling.  
 
The tough questions deservedly piled on Mr. Hayward today will ring hollow if committee 
members don't also ask this tough question of themselves: Whose interests are they serving? The 
public's or Big Oil's?  
 
That's a question we'll be asking all members of Congress to answer in the coming weeks and 
months. If they respond to this step of treatment -- and return their tainted oil money to aid in 
Gulf recovery efforts -- our work will hardly be finished, but it will send a powerful message. A 
message that the days of corporate polluters dictating policy in Washington are on their way out. 
And that the days of implementing serious solutions to protect our environment, our economy, 
and people's health from potentially catastrophic climate change impacts are finally on their way 
in. 
 
Follow Erich Pica on Twitter: www.twitter.com/foe_us 
 
 
June 17, 2010     
 
John DoughertyDemocratic candidate for US Senate, Arizona 
Posted: June 16, 2010 03:12 PM 


Obama Falls Short on BP Oil Leak in Address (Huffington Post) 
 
diggfacebook Twitter stumble reddit del.ico.us  
Read More: Bp , Bruce Babbitt , Dougherty , Epa , Interior Minerals Management Servicem , 
Ken Salazar , Obama , Oil , Senate , Politics News  
In his first Presidential Address from the Oval Office last night, President Barack Obama missed 
a rare opportunity to set this nation on a fundamentally new course for regulating the oil and gas 
industry.  
 
Breaking the current "fox-guarding-the-henhouse" regulatory structure is essential in meeting the 
President's laudable goal of creating a renewable energy-based economy.  
 
Ending the nation's energy dependence on fossil fuels will require an adversarial regulatory 
structure that forces industry to fully account for the cost of producing energy, including the 
impacts of pollution on the health of Americans and impact on the environment.  
 
The President stopped short in sending this crucial signal to the market place. 
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Obama correctly acknowledged that the Department of Interior's Minerals Management Service, 
the agency that was supposed to be regulating BP, failed miserably. 
 
"Over the last decade, this agency has become emblematic of a failed philosophy that views all 
regulation with hostility -- a philosophy that says corporations should be allowed to play by their 
own rules and police themselves.  
"At this agency, industry insiders were put in charge of industry oversight. Oil companies 
showered regulators with gifts and favors, and were essentially allowed to conduct their own 
safety inspections and write their own regulations," Obama said. 
 
 
The President's assessment of regulatory malfeasance was dead on. 
 
His solution to the problem, however, was a capitulation to industry.  
 
Instead of removing MMS from oversight of offshore drilling, the president simply assigned a 
new boss to run a failing agency.  
 
This is a timid response to addressing a corrupt regulatory agency that is directly culpable in the 
nation's worst environmental disaster in history.  
 
The president should have listened to the advice of former Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, who 
sharply criticized Interior Secretary Ken Salazar earlier this week when Salazar first proposed 
keeping the disgraced MMS as the offshore oil industry's chief regulator. 
 
Speaking on "Platts Energy Week" on Sunday, Babbitt said Salazar's proposal doesn't go far 
enough, likening it to "rearranging the chairs on the deck of the Titanic." Babbitt suggested 
shifting oversight to the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Moving oil and gas regulation to the EPA would have sent a clear signal to the industry that a 
fundamental shift in U.S. energy policy was under way and would have been cheered by the 
environmental community and renewable energy producers. 
 
BP's recklessness and regulator's willingness to look the other way is a textbook example of 
government's inability to adequately control one of the world's most powerful corporations.  
 
Now is the time for a regulatory overhaul designed to protect Americans and the environment 
from the short-term, profit-driven excesses of massive multinational corporations that have the 
power to destroy vast areas of the planet, wreck the livelihoods of millions of citizens and kill 
thousands of innocent people. 
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EPA concerned about Monsanto pollution control dam (Huffington Post) 
           
JOHN MILLER | June 16, 2010 09:18 PM EST  
BOISE, Idaho — Federal regulators are concerned that a dam built by Monsanto Co. earlier this 
year to trap phosphate mine runoff may be stopping more than just pollution. 
 
They say the dam has also halted millions of gallons of water in Sheep Creek that would 
otherwise help fill the Blackfoot River. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency now wants the maker of Roundup herbicide to begin a 
costly treatment to remove selenium and heavy metals, then discharge clean water downstream, 
instead of capturing it in a 50-million-gallon lake behind the dam and using it for dust control on 
its mining roads. 
 
The situation shows the predicament that companies like St. Louis-based Monsanto and the 
government face in Idaho's rich-but-polluted phosphate mining country not far from Yellowtone 
National Park: They must work to contain naturally occurring poisons unearthed during a 
century of digging, while protecting water supplies in an agricultural state hit hard by drought 
over the last decade. 
 
The aim is to avoid killing streams just to save them. 
 
"We support efforts to reduce selenium discharges to the creek, but we have serious concerns 
about the methods Monsanto is using, which is drying up the creek," said Mark Ryan, a federal 
Clean Water Act attorney for the EPA in Boise, on Wednesday. "We want to see it (the water) 
treated and put back into the creek where it belongs." 
 
In 2007, the EPA warned Monsanto that selenium- and heavy metal-tainted water being flushed 
from the waste rock dump below the South Rasmussen Ridge Mine into Sheep Creek violated 
the federal Clean Water Act. 
 
 
Sheep Creek runs into the Blackfoot River, and both are on the Idaho Department of 
Environmental Quality's list of 15 waterways that exceed selenium contamination standards. 
 
Traces of selenium are needed by most animals including humans, but the element is toxic in 
large amounts. 
 
Mines owned by Monsanto, Boise-based J.R. Simplot Co., and Agrium Inc. of Canada in the so-
called phosphate patch near the Idaho-Wyoming border have captured public attention since 
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selenium pollution began killing hundreds of livestock starting in the 1990s, including 18 cattle 
last August. 
 
Monsanto got a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permit in early April to erect a roughly 20-foot 
dam below the dump. It also has rights to the water it has trapped behind the dam. 
 
Trent Clark, a Monsanto spokesman in Soda Springs, said Wednesday the company is seeking 
ways to eventually resume the flow of snowmelt and rain from its waste rock dump into Sheep 
Creek. He added that springs below the dam continue to flow into Sheep Creek and those meet 
federal clean water standards. 
 
For now, the new dam is working to keep pollution in one place. 
 
"None of that water is actually leaving the containment area," Clark said. "The next challenge is 
to find a solution that allows the free flow of the water without contaminants." 
 
State officials said Wednesday they planned to visit the site in coming weeks to make sure 
Monsanto's dam doesn't significantly reduce water flows into the Blackfoot River. 
 
"We hope this is an interim measure, and that a long-term remediation plan is yet coming," said 
Bruce Olenick, regional administrator in the Department of Environmental Quality's Pocatello 
office. 
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